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EMERGENCY SCHOOL AID ACT OF 1970

TUESDAY, JUNE 9, 1970

U.S. SENATE, SUBOOMMITTEE ON
EDUCATION OF 'T'HE COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND
PUBLIC WELFARE, AND THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON
EQUAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY, JOINT HEARIN°,

Wathington, D.C.
The subeonnnittee met at 10 inm , pursuant to notice, in room

G-308, New Senate Office Building, Senator Claiborne Pell (chair-
man of the Subcommittee on Education), presiding.

Present : Senators Pell (presiding), Mondale, Dominick, Javits,
Prouty, Spong, Kennedy, lInglies, and Schweiker.

Committee staff members present : Stephen J. Wexler, conned;
Richard D. Smith, associate counsel; and Roy H. 31illenson, minority
professional staff member, of the Committee on Labor and Public
Welfare; and William C. Smith, staff director, and Leonard P. Strick-
man, minority professional staff member, Select Committee on Equal
Educational Opportunity.

Senator PELT,. The hearing of the Subcommittee on Education of
the Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, today meeting
jointly with the Select Committee on Equal Educational Opportunity,
which has a similar responsibility in the area we will be discussing, wi'll
come to order.

today we will receive the administration's views with regn -d to
S. 2883, the Emergency School Aid Act of 19TO, introduced by Sen-
ator Javits of New York. It shonld be noted that I am a cosponsor
of the bill. Such action marks a departure from my usual practice
of not cosponsoring bills which -sill come before the Subcommittee
on Education. Nevertheless, I did join with Senator ;resits, for I sip-
port any effort which will bring about equal educational opportlim-
ties for all of our Netion's children. When I heard of the administra-
tion's plans to transmit a suggested bill to Congons, I immediately
promised hearings. Unfortunately the administration twice requested
postponement of these hearings. Nonetheless, I am glad that we are
able to all meet here this morning.

(The text of S. 3883 and deparimental reports received by the Com-
mittee follow t)

(1)



91ST CONOF E SS
2o SESSIOlf S. 3883

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

DL,Y Gu, 1970

Mr. 3 aims (for himsei f and Mr. Pea) introduced the following bill ; which was
res d t "Tice and rP.fe r red to the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare

A BILL
To p, vide financial assistance to improve education in racially

impacted areas and to assist school districts to meet special

problems incident to de.egregation in elemroary and sec-
ondary schools, and for other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representez-

2 titA of he United States of Ant:- in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as the 'Emergency School Aid

4 Act of 1970".

5 PURPOSE

6 SEC. 2. The purpose of this At, is to provide financial

7 assi-tance-

8 (a) to aid local educationni. agencies throughout the

9 Nation to meet the special needs incident to the cliininn-

II
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2

tion of racial segregation and discrimination among stu-

dents and feculty in elementary and secondary schools;

(b) to encourage the voluntary elimination, reduc-

tion, or prevention of racial isolation in schools with

substantial proportions of minority group students M

order to improve the quality of education available to

such students; and

(c) to aid children in elementary and secondary

schools to overcome the educational disadvantages of

racial isolation by assisting, in a concentrated manner,

school districts with high proportions of minority group

students to carry out interracial e::01cational programs

and other programs to improve the quality of their edu-

cational services.

APPROPRIATIONS

SEC. 3. (a) There are authorized to be appropriated

for carrying out this Ad not in excess of 000,000,000 for

the fiscal year ending June 30, 1971, and not in excess of

!)1,000,000,000 for the succeeding fiscal year.

(b) Funds so appropriated shall remain available for

obligat:on for one fiscal year beyond that for w1-1-1 they are

appropriated.

ALLOTMENTS AMONG STATES

SFT. 4. (a) From the sums appropriated pursuant to

section 3 for carrying out Nt Act for any fiscal year, the

10
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4

3

1 Secretary shall allot an amount equal to two-thirds thereof

2 among the States by allotting to each State $100,000 plus

3 MI 11111olat which bears the same ratio to tne balance of such

4 two-thirds of such sums as the adjusted number of minority

5 group children (as defined in subsection (c) ) in the State

6 bears to the adjusted number of minority group children in

7 all of the `inks. The remainder of such sums may be ex-

8 pended by the Secretary as he may find necessary or appro-

9 priate for grants or contracts to carry out the purposes of

10 this Act.

11 (b) The amount by which any allotment to a State

12 for a fi:.eal year under subsection (a) exceeds the amount.

13 which the Secretary determines will be required for such

14 fiscal year for programs or projects within such State which

15 meet the requirements for approval of applications under

16 this Act shall be available for reallotment from time to time,

11 on such dates during such year as the Secretary may fix by

18 regulation, to other States in proportion to the original allot-

10 ments to such States under subsection (a) for that year but

20 with such proportionate amount for any of such other States

21 being reduced to the extent it exceeds the sum tha Secretary

22 estimates suil State needs and be able to use for such

23 year; and the total of such reductions shall be similarly re-

24 allotted among the States whose proportionate amounts were

25 not so reduced. Any amounts reallotted to a State wider lids
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subsection during a fiscal year shall be deemed part of its

allotment nailer subsection (a) for such year.

(c) For the purpose of this section, the term

"adjusted number of minority group children" for any

State means a number equal to the sum of (I) the num.

,.1 minority group children (as defined in section 9(d) )

enrolled in public schools in local educational agencies in

si.th State which are carrying out a plan of desegregation

(A) pursuant to a final order of a United States court,

issued within a period not t. exceed the two fiscal years

preceding the fiscal year for which the allothient under

this section is to be made, or (B) pursuant to a determina-

tion of the Secretary, made within such period, that such

plan is adequate to meet the requirements of title VI of

the Ovil Rights Act; ani (2) the number of minority

grotto children enrolled in public schools in educa-

tiona agencies in a State. The adjusted number of minority

group children in each State shall be dettrmined by the

Secretary on the basis of the most recent availa'ae data

satisfactory to him.

ELIGIBILITY FOE FINANCIAL ASSISTASCE

SEC. 5. (a) The Secretary may provide financial

assistance (through grant or contract) pursuant to appli-

cations approved under section 7

(1) to assist arty local educational agency which



6

5

1 is implementing a plan of desegregation, or which has,

2 within two years prior to its application hereunder,

3 completed the implementation of such a plan, to meat.

4 the additional costs (as determined under subsection

5 (c) ) of implementing such plan or of carrying out

6 special programs or projects designed to enhance the

7 possibilities of successful desegregation;

8 (2) to assist any local educational agency to meet

9 tae additional costs of carrying out a plan to eliminate or

10 reduce racial isolation in one or more of the racially

11 isolated schools (v defined in section 9 (g) ) in the

12 school district of such agency, or to reduce the number a'

13 minority group children in such schools, or to prevent

14 racial isolatiol, reasonably likely to occur (in the absence

15 of assistance under this Act) in one or more schools in

16 such district which are not racially isolated but have a

17 sub-tanlial enrollment of minority group children; or

18 (3) to assist a local educational agency or other

19 public or private agency, institution, or organization

20 (but only through contracts in the case of a private

21 agency, institution, or organization ether than l nonprofit

2 one), to carry out interracial educational programs of

23 projects involving the joint parlieipatiot. of minority

24 group and nonnfinority group children attending dif-

13
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6

1 ferent schools where s4c11 minority group children attend

2 racially isolated schnsnls in a school district in which the

3 number of minority 0-,roup children in average daily

4 membership in the pablk schools, for the fiscal year pre-

5 ceding the fiscal year for which such assistance is pro-

6 vided, is (A) at least ten thousand or (B) more than

7 50 per centom of such aN;erage daily metnbersh;-; of all

S children in such schools, except that if such agency

9 demonstrates that, in the case of some racially isolated

10 childre, provision for sncra programs cannot practicably

11 be made, then to carry out ur.nsually promising pilot or

12 demonstration programs of projects to overcome the

13 adverse educational effects of racial isolation upon such

14 children.

15 (b) In such eases where the Secretary finds that it

16 would more effectively- co:rry out the purposes of this Act, be

17 way make grants to any public or nonprofit private agency,

18 institutio:4. or orginization (other +ban it local educational

19 agency), and contract with any public or private agency,

20 institution, or organization to carry out programs or projects

21 designed to support the development or iznplerientbtion of a

plan, program, nr project described in clause (1) or (2) of

23 section 5 (a) .

24 (c) The 11110 lilt of financial assistance to a local edam-

25 Lionel agency under section -nay not exceed those costs

1 r.
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which are determined by the Secretary, in accordance with

regulations prescribed by him, to result in a net incrcuse in

the aggregate operating expenditures cf such agency for a

fiscal year.

AUTHORIZED ACTIVITIES

SEC. 6. Financial assistance under section 5 shall be

available for programs or projects involving activities de-

signed to carry out the purposes of this Act, including

(a) the provision of additional professional or other

staff members (ieicindiug staff members specially trained

in problems incident to desegregation or to the elimina-

tion, reduction, or prevention of racial isolation) and the

training and retraining of staff for such schools;

(b) remedial and other services to meet the special

needs of children in schools which are affected a plan

Beset -bed in clause (1) or (2) of section 5t a) or are

racially isolated, including special services for gifted

and talented children in such schools;

(c.) comprehensive guidance, counseling, and other

personal services for pipits;

(d) development and employment of new instruc-

tional techniques and materials designed to met the

needs of racially isolated schoolchildren;

(e) innovative interracial educational programs or

15
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1 projects involving the joint, participation or minority

2 group and nonminority group children attending dif-

3 ferent schools, including extracurricular activities and

4 cooperative exchange or other arrangements between

5 schools within the same or different school dis, lets;

6 (1) repair or minor remodeling or alteration of

existing school facilities (including the acquisition, in-

8 stallation, litodentimtim, or replacement of equipment)

and the lease or purchase of :.mbile classroom units or

10 other mobile educational facilities;

11 (g) the provision of transportation sercices for

12 public school students, except that, in accordance with

13 section 422 of the General Education Provisions Act,

14 nothing in this Act shall he constmed to reeuire the

15 transportation of students in order to overcome racial

16 imbalance;

17 (h) community activities, including public edu

18 tion efforts, in support of a plan, program, project, or

19 other activlty under this Act;

20 (1) special administrative aetivitics, such as the re-

21 scheduling of students, or teachers, or the provision of

22 information to parents and other members of the gen-

23 eral public, incident to the implementation of a plan

24 described in clause (f) or (2) of section 5(a) ;

23 (j) plsnning and evaluation activities; arm

40-732 0 70
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1 (k) other specially designed programs or projects

2 which meet the purposes of this Act.

3 APPROVAL OF APPLICATIONS

4 Sc.E 7. (a) An application for assistance under this

5 Act may be approved by the Secretary only if he deter-

6 mines
? (1) that such application

(A) sets forth a plan which is sufficiently corn-

9 prehensive to offer reasonable assurance that it will

10 achieve one or more purposes for which grants may

11 be made under this Act; and

12 (B) contains such other information, terms,

13 conditions, and assurances as the Secretary may

14 require to carry out the purposes of this Act;

15 (2) that the State educational agency governing

16 the school clistr'et or school districts in which the ap-

17 proved program or project will be canied out has been

18 given reascnable opportunity to offer recommendations

19 to the applicant and to submit comments to the

20 Secretary;

21 (3) in the case of an application for assistance un-

22 der clause (3) of section 5, that the program or project

to be assi d will involve an additional VY pendi are per

24 pupil to be served, determined in accordance with regu-

25 lations prescribed by the Secretary, of sufficient Magni-
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1 tude to provide reasonable assurance that the desired edit -

2 eational impact will lie achieved and that funds under

3 this Act wid not lie dispersed in such a way as to wider-

4 mine their effectiveness;

5 (4) in the case of an application by a local talma-

tional agency, that, to the extent consistent with the

7 'lumber of children in the school 4.trict of such agency

8 enrolled in private elementary and secondary schools

9 which arc racially isolated, such agency has made pro-

10 oisiiono for special educatioiml services and arrangements

11 which are designed to over:tome the effects of such iso-

12 lation and in which such children can participate:

13 (5) that the applicant has adopted effective pro-

14 adores, including provisions fur such olcctive measure-

15 mentg of educatiional and other change to be effected loy.

16 this Act as the Seemory may require, for the continuing

17 evaluation of programs or projects under this Act, includ-

18 ing their effectiveness in achieving leariy stated program

19 goals. ()Rif in/paCt On related programs and upon the
20 community served, and their structure mid inechaniqus

21 for the delivery of services and including, where appro-

priate, comparisonsrisons with proper coilrol groups coin-
23 posed of persons who have not ilarticipated in such pro-
24 grains; and
25

(Co) that the applicant is not reasonably able to pro-

IS
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1 vide, out of non-Federal sources, the assistance for which

2 the application is made.

:t (b) In the case of an application by a combination of

4 local educational agencies for jointly carrying out a pro-

5 gram or proj,,-t under this Act, at least one such agency

6 shall be an agency described in section 5 and any one or

7 more such agencies joining in such application may be author-

8 ized to administer such program or project.

9 l'TABI,18113IFINT OF PRIORITIFS

10 SEC. 8, (a) The Secretary may, from time to time, set

11 dates by which applications for grants under this Act shall

12 be filed and may prescribe an order of priority to be followed

13 in approving such applications. Any order of priority so

14 prescribed may give special weight to one or more categories

15 of applicants or to one or more categories of programs or

16 projects or to applicants which fall within more than one

17 category of need.

18 (b) In determining whether to make any grant under

19 section 6 or in fixing the amount thereof, the Secretary shall

20 take into account such criteria as he deems pertinent, in-

21 cluding-

22 (1) the relatit e need for assistance, taking into ac-

23 count such factors as the extent of racial isolation in the

24 school district to be semd and the degree to which

25 measurable deficiencies in the quality of public editca-
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lion afforded in such school district exceed those of other

2 school districts;

3 (2) the relative promise which the program or

4 project affords in carrying out the purposes of this Act;

5 (3) the degree to which the program or project is

6 likely to effect a decrease in racial isolation in racially

7 i olated schools; and

8 (4) the amount available for assistance in the State

9 under this Act in relation to the applications pending

10 before him.

11 DEFINITIONS

12 SEC. 9. As used in this Act, except when otherwise

13 specified-

14 (a) The term "equipment" includes machinery, utiii-

15 ties, and built-in equipment and any necessary enclosures

16 or structures to house them, and includes all other items

17 necessary for the provision of educational services, such as

18 instnictional equipmcut and necessary furniture, printed,

19 published, and audiovisual instructional materials, and other

20 related material.

21 (b) The tern-, "gifted and talented children" means, in

22 accordance with objective criteri. prescribed Ly the Secre-

23 (fay, children who have outstanding intellectual ability or

24 creative talent.

23 (c) The term "local educational agency" means a pub-

f)fl
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1 lie board of education or other public authority legally con-

2 stituted within a State for either administrative control, or di-

3 rection of, public elementary or secondary schools in a city,

4 county, township, school district, or other political subidvi-

5 sion of a State, or such combination of school districts or

6 counties as are recognized in a State as an administrative

7 agency for its public elementary or secondary schools, or a

combination et local educational agencies; and includes any

9 other public institution or agency having administrative

10 control and direction of a public elementary or secondPry

11 school.

12 (d) (1) The term "minority group children" means

13 (A) children, aged five to sevelitecn, inclusive, who are

14 Negro, American Indian, or Spanish-Surnamed American,

15 and, (B) (except for the purposes of section 4), as deter-

16 mined by the Secretary, chiliben of such ages who are from

17 environments where the dominant language is other than

18 English (such as French speaking and Oriental children)

19 and who, as a result of limited English-speaking ability, are

20 educationally deprived, and (2) the term "Spanish-Sur-

21 named Amc dean" includes persons of Mexican, Puerto

22 Rican, Cuban, or Spanish origin or ancestry.

23 (el The term "nonprofit" as applied to an agency,

24 organization, or institution memo an agency, organization, or

25 institution owned or operated by one or more nonprofit cor-
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1 porations or associations no part of the net earnings of which

2 inures, or may lawfully inure, to the benefit of any private

3 shareholder or individual.

4 (f) The term "plan of desegregation" means a plan

5 which has been approved by the Secretary as adequate tinder

6 title VI of the Civil Rights Act for the desegregation of

7 racially segregated students or faculty hi elementary and

8 secondary schools or which has been undertaken pursuant

9 to a final order of a court of the United States requiring such

I° desegregation or otherwise requiring the elimination of racial

11 discrimination in an elementary and secondary school system.

32 (g) The terms "racially isolated school" and "racial

13 isolation" in reference to a school mean a school and condi-

14 tion, respectively, in which minority group children con -

15 more than 50 per eentum of the average daily mein-

16 bership of a school.

17 (h) The terms "elementary and secondary school" Li,d

18 "school" mean a school which provides elementary or see-

19 ondary education, as determined under Slate law, except that

29 it does not include any education provided beyond grade 12.

21 (1) The term "Secretary" means the Secretary of
22 Health, Education, and Welfare.

23 (j) The lenu 'Slate" means one of the fifty States or

24 the Pis Irk( of Columbia.

25 (k) The term "State educational agency" means the

4
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1 State board of education or other agency or Officer primarily

2 responsible for the State supervision of public elementary and

3 secondary schools, or, if thcre is no such office: or agency, an

4 officer or agency designated by the Governor or by State law

5 for tii purpose.

6 EVALUATION

7 SEC. 10. Such portion as the Secretary may determine,

8 but rh.1 more than 1 per centum, of any appropriation under

9 this Act for any fiscal year :than be available to him for evalu-

10 ation (directly or by grants or contracts) of the program au-

11 thorized by this Act, and in the case of allotments from any

12 such appropriation, the amount available for allotment shall

13 be reduced accordingly.

14 JOINT FUNDING

15 SEC. 11. Pursuant to regulations prescribed by the

16 President, where funds are advanced by the Department

17 of Malt' Education, and Welfare, and one or more other

18 Federal agencies for any project or activity ftmded in whole

19 or in part under this Act, any one Federal agency may be

20 designated to act for all in administering the funds advanced.

21 In such cases, any such agency may waive any technical

22 grant or contract reqi,irement (as defined by regulations)

2.3 whin, is inc.onsistent with the similar requirements of the

24 admi Metering agency or which the administerbg agency

2.5 does not impose.

3
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1 NATIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL

2 SEC. 12. The President shall appoirt a National Ad-

3 visory Council on the Education of Racially Isolated Chil-

4 dren, consisting of twelve members, for the purpose of

5 reviewing the administration and operation of this Act

6 and making recommendations for the improvement of this

7 Act and its administration and operation and fur increas-

8 ing the effectiveness of programs or projects carried out

9 pursuant to this Act.

10 REPORTS

11 SEC. 13. The Secretary shall include in his annual report

12 to the Congress a full report as to the administration of this

13 Act and the effectiveness of programs or projects thereunder.

14 GENERAL PROVISIONS

i5 SEC. 14. (a) The provision of subpert 2 of part B and

16 part C of the General Education Provisions Act (title IV of

17 Public Law 247 (Ninetieth Congress) as amended by title

18 IV of Public Law 230 (Ninety-first Congress) ) shall apply

19 to the program of Federal assistance authorized under this

20 Act as if such p:ogram were an applicable program under

21 such General Education Provisions Act, and the Secretary

22 shall have the authority vested in the Commissioner of Edu-

23 cation by su^: subpart and such part with respect to such

24 program.
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1 (b) Section 422 of such General Education Provisions

2 Act is amended by inserting "the Emergency Educational

3 Assistance Act of 1970;" after "the International Education

4 Act of 1966;".

9 tfi
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT,
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET,

Washington, D.C., Jury 8, 1970.
HOB. RALPH YARBOROUGH,
Chairman, Committee on Labor and Public Welfare.
U.S. Sow te,
Washinwa, D.C.

DEAR Ma. CHAIRMAN This is in response to your request of May 27, 1970, for
our views en S. 3883, a bill To provide financial assistance to Improve educa-
tion in racially impacted areas and to assist school districts to mee special
problems Incident to desegregation in elementary and secondary schools, and for
other purposes."

S. 3883 is similar to a bill transmitted to the Congress by the President. It
differs, non -ever, from that bill In three significant respects. First, S. 3883 con-
tains a broader definition of "minority groups'. to ineludt, linguistic minorities
and would make provifion for the participation of private school children in
special educational services. The provisions in the Administration's bill focus
more precisely on the needs of racial minorities in the public schools. Second,
unlike the Administration bill, S. 3883 would establish a national advisory
council to review programs that would be established by the bill. Finally, the
Administration recommended that the use of funds for transportation services
soleL, to ach:eve racial balance be prohibited; S. 3883 would provide that
nothing in the bill may be construed to require the transportation of students
in order to overcome racial Imbalance.

We recommend tie enactment of S. 3883, with amendments to reflect the
provisions initiaPy Nutni itted by the Administration. Enactment of S. 3883,
with these amend-cents, would be in accord with the program of the President.

Sincere's-,
WILFRED H. ROM MEL,

Aasi,sternt Director for Legtslatiee Reference.

DLPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,
July 28, 1970.

Hon. RALPH YARBOROUGH,
Chairman, Comm iffee on Labor and Public Welfare,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR Ma CHAIRMAN : This Is in response to your request of May 27, 1970, for
a report on S. 3883, a bill To provide financial assistance to Improve education
In racially impacted areas and to assist school districts to meet special problems
Incident to desegregation in elementary and secondary schools, and for other
pu rposes".

S. 3883 Is substantially the same as a hill. the Emergency School Aid Act of
1970, which embodies the recommendations of the President in his Message of
May 21, 1970, on Aid to Schools with Financial Problems and which was trans-
mitted to the Congress with that Message,

S. 388.3 differs from that bill in the following respects:
(I) S. 'S83 does not contain an express prohibition agaInst the expenditnr. of

funds to establish or maintain the transportation of students solely to achieve
racial balance". It is not the intent of this language to preclude the exercise of
discretion to assist transportation which Is stipported Ly substantial. educational
or other considerations but to provide assurance that the proposed legislation
will not be used to Impose transportation require.mmts for the sole impose
of achieving a mathematical racial balance. (S. 36,S3 and the Lill transmitted with
the May 21 Message boll, provide that nothing therein may be construed to re-
quire the transportation of students or teachers In cyder to overcome racial
imbalance.)

(2) S. 3S83 Includes in the detInit'on of "minority group" (for the purposes of
determining eligibility for assistance) children from enviromnents where the
dornipant language Is other than English and win, as n result, are educationally
deprived, and requires that !ant educational agencies submitting proposals to
the Secretary indicate that they have made appreprirde provisions for the par.
ticIpation in authorized programs of children in racially isolated non-public

ct rs,
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schools. We b:dieve thr t omission of these provisions would :iore appropriately
direct the bill to the problems of desegregation and racial isolation.

(3) 38S3 contains a provision, not found In toe Administration re
commendations, for the establishment of a natiaual advisory council to review the
aftin:stration of the Act. We do not feel that this provision is necessary In a
short rerm emergency measure.

For the reasons stated in the Message of the President. as further amplified in
testLrony of the Secretary and other representatives of the Department before
the SWeommittee on Education of :your committee on June 'IMO. we strongly
urge prompt and favorable consideration of S. 3sS3 with the appropriate changes
requested by the Administritiot.

We are advised by the Office )f Management and Budget that enactment of S.
3883 with these amendments w.mld be In accord with the program of the Presi-
dent.

Sincerely.
Etturr r,. RICHAR5505. Secretary.

Senator PELT. The bill as introduced is general in tone. It is for this
reason that we will be having indepth hearings, both to obtain answers
to the many questions raised aboui the proposal, and to liar from
those who wish to impart their views to us. It should he kept in mind,
however, that the subject matter is most vital, .Ind deserves expeditious
action if we ire serious about bringing out a bill this year.

One specific question I would like to bring out at this time before
asking Senator Mondale, who is the chairman of the Select Committee
On Equal Educational Opportunity for any comments, is addrUSed to
you Mr. Finch : Are you here. as Secretary of HEW or as counselor to
the President?

Secretary Fixed. I am still Secretary, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Pri.b. You are st ill Secretary?
Secret l''y Fl That is correct.
Senato,- PELL. As you know, we in the Congress have been attempt-

ing to Kea White House counselors to come up before committees. I
thought this would be too good to be true.

I also want to stress very strongly that the whole subject matter
of the select committee invol l-es this question to which we are directing
our own attentions and the subcommittee will be Nvorldng very closely
with the select committer, as they wilklevelop, I am sure, a great
deal more on the subject than we iv ! be able to.

For the benefit of the spectators in the audience, the select com-
mittee is of, your left, my right, and the subcommittee is on my left.

Senator DOMi NICK. We just changed the order.
Senator MoNnm.E. Senator davits uid not want to lie on your left.

SF.N.VPOlt SAVI114. OPEN 1 Xi; STATEMENT

Senator Jxvivs. Mr. Chairman, I would like to make a brief state
ment, if I may.

First I would like to welcome the Secretary and express my feelings
for the new post that be is going to assume -I know that lie will
render at least an equal amount of service to our Nation--and to ex-
press my great admiration for him and for the extraordinary work
that he has done as tread of HEW and the fine service lie has rendered
to our Nation at n very, very difficult time when we have been bur-

2 7
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dened with so many problems. That he solved sonic is a great tribute
to him, especially gratifying to his old friends like myself.

Secretary Fitscii. I appreciate that very much, Senator.
Senator JAvrrs. Second, Mr. Chairman, 1 would like to note that

v.e are opening hearings on a very significant measure which I have
',re honor to sponsor for the administration, along with the chairman
of the subcommittee, Senator Pell, in a veiy unusual gesture because
he is chairman, has joined as principal cosponsor. To me this dem-
onstrates to the col:vary that this is deeply a bipartisan issue. He is
not necessarily committed, and neither am I, to every aspect of the
bill, but we thought enough of it to put it in together and are very
hopeful of nil affirmative result.

I think what lias been pointed out and which has been a matter of
great doubt for a long time is the fact that there is an equality of
weight and status between the failure to desegregate according to the
mandate of the Supreme Court and pursuant to the constitntional
order and the. failure to establish intergroup situations which is it
response to the moral commitment and which we call euphemistically
"de facto segregatiou." Whatever you call it, "de facto segregation,"
"racial unbalance," or "the absence of intergroup activity," it is a
serious block to effective education for children of minority groups
anywhere in the country, especially in the north and central part of
the country where you don't have the established social order of
segregat ion.

And so I join the President, and this b II makes it clear that we do, in
the determination that we would deal with so-called de facto segrega-
tion with equal That was the whole thrust of the way we com-
promised the so-called Stennis amendment to H.R. 514 that we will
use in respect of the de jure segregation which has been condemned by
the court s under the ('oust itut ion.

Mr. Chairman, 1 would like to po;nt out a very interesting effort
to do exactly what we are discussing which has been undertaken in
Rochester, N.Y. And I hope very much that we have an opportunity to
st.aly the experience there, because they have actnally done a great deal
in dealing with the probleuo.And of course we have an excellent wit-
ness before us in the Commissioner of Education, who was the Educa-
tion Commissioner of New fork Stine.

I feel we have a historic opportunity to this bill. It is the first ciNd
rights bill on education and it attacks the problem with an understand-
ing of the facts and that all the pious generalities get us exactly nc.-
where, desirable as they may be. This takes fundamental activity and
111011ey.

Finally, I would like to pay my tribute to our subcommittee chair-
man, Mr. Pell, for the lire. Imiviotism and public spirit which induced
him to join with me in the bill, and to the President, the administra-
tion, and the Secretary of IIEW, who is before us, for this extraordi-
nary and very important initiative in substantively eudeavoring to deal
with one of America's truly great injustices and one of America's truly
great domestic problems

Senator Dam'NICK . I want to join Senat or Javits in welcoming Sec-
retary Finch hack to the CO11171141 ee. We have enjoyed having him and
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I wish him well in his new job. I hone it will be somewhat le s ulcerous
than the one he has been holding at the moment.

If I may, Mr. Chairman, I would like to make several additional
comments. Although I have great belief in legislation in order to sup-
port and give every legislative b5sis that we can for civil rights mPas-
nres, I am not a bit sure that we aren't stepping into a hornets' nest
hereby providing additional Federal funds for so-called de facto seg-
regation. And I say that with great care.

I would hope that we could cure this problem in other ways than
just by providing more funds and so-called compensatory education
programs which many people have already felt have Lien ineffective.
All we are doing is pouring more money into programs of questionable
effect.

The second thing that concerns me is when we start putting a quota
system into determining what schools are or are not going to get aid,
we immediately exclude, by the size of the quota whatever it may be,
schools which may have just as many problems as the schools which
will receive funds and yet they get no assistance. What happens to
them?

What happens to the poor whites who have just as bad educa-
tiond problems as everybody else, and yet by the nature of this
they are not going to het any aid? I find this is a very difficult thing
to deal with. And I hnd it most complicated. And I, for one, hope
that we are going to examine this at some length and not just try
to brush it off, because I ant not a bit sure that the program as it
is now st.t up, insofar as it deals with de facto segregation, is the
way to try to deal with that very vexatious problem.

Senator JAvyrs. Would the Senator yield?
Senator DonNtcx. Yes.
Senator JAvrrs. I thoroughly agree with the Senator. What he

calls poor white, indeed they represent a very, very large number of
the poor in the country.

Senator DOMINICK. There are more of them on welfare than any-
body else.

Senator JAvrrs. I would like to join with the Senator in the as-
surance that we will dig into that, and I know that Senator Pell
and Senator Mondale feel the same way. Our experience has been
when you deal with minority problems, you must, because of the
continuity of residences, and the nature of the educational conditions
of these disadvantaged peoples is of such a diameter that you must
inevitably deal with both. But if there is any case in vhich that
is not dictated by the residential pattern, et cetera, I wonle, certainly
like to join with Senator Dominick in the determination.

I thank the Chairman.
Senator Domisicx. Thank you.
Senator PELL. Senator Hughes?
Senator I (toms. No comment.
Senator PELL. Before (proceeding, I neglected to say how sorry I

am to see von leaving HMV. We publicly wish you well in your new
responsibilities. We have admired your work very much amt ask you.
Mr. Secretary, as Secretary, to go ahead with your testimony..

2
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STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT H. FINCH, SECRETARY OF HEALTH,
EDUCATION, AN1) WELFARE; ACCOMPANIED BY HON. JOHN G.
VENEMAN, UNDER SECRETARY OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND
WELFARE; HON. JAMES E. ALLEN, JR., ASSISTANT SECRETAR.7
OF EDUCATION AND U.S. COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION; J.
STANLEY POTTINOER, DIRECTOR, OFFi:CE FOR CIVIL RIGHTS;
JAMES W. MCLANE, EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT TO THE SECRETARY
FOR PROGRAMS/SPECIAL AFFAIRS; GREGORY ANRIG, EXECU-
TIVE ASSISTANT TO THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION; AND T.
MICHAEL O'KEEFE, DIRECTOR FOR EDUCATION PLANNING, OF-
TICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR PLANNING AHD
EVALUATION

Secretary Fixen. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
For the record, I would like to indicate those accompanying me are

Under Secretary Veneraan, the Commissioner of Education, Mr. Al.
len, Mr. Stan Pottinger, director of the Office of Civil Bights, Janies
.Mc Lane, executive assistant for Special Affairs, and Dr. Gregory
Anrig, executive assistant to the Commissioner. They all appear to
answer any questions that you may have.

I want to first express my gratitude for the chairman's willingness
to allow me to delay the appearance I hoped to make last week. I do
appreciate the indulgence of the committee on that score.

Mr. O'Keefe, at the end, has done much of the statistical work. I
think everyone else has been identified.

I think it is important. to note, in .ponse to some of the points
that were made by Senator Dominick and Senator Javits, that the
title of this bill is the Emergency School Aid Act of 1910. We are
not. attempting to reach the same kind of problems in terms of the
unde..privileged or poverty. We, are here trying to deal with an im-
mediate, short term crisis, which the. President spelled ont in his
messages both on 'March 24 and May 21. We need to help these districts
that are now caught up in the desegregation process, tinder a very
proper immediate constraint laid down by the courts We have to
recognize that racial isolation has an adverse effect- on the quality of
education for all children. I think that it is important, as Senator
Javits indicated, that this legislation does take on the question of
de facto segregation, n point that. Senator Dominick also raised.

As the President has said, until the courts indicate otherwise, this
administration does not feel that Federal educational dollars should
be cut off from school districts which arc segregated not by reason
of official action but by reason of housing patterns resulting from

Fprivate
bias and other factors. But it is true that in this bill the

ederal Government for the first time is establishing a short term
policy addressing itself to de facto segregation.

Substantial assistance for communities desiring to undertake the
task of 1i-educing racial isolation in the public schools is being provided.
This ;administration in this bill will commit Federal dollars to help
those districts eliminating both de facto and de jure segregation and
trying to overcome the educational disadvantages of minority stu-
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dents stemming from racial separation in their schools. We seek to
provide resources for these affected school districts to help them meet
the administrative chailenges incident to the implementation of a
desegregation plan, and to ensure educationally sound desegregation
programs are successfully carried out.

Educational evidence s-rows a significant correlation between im-
proved educationa' achievement of minority children and their pres-
ence in predominately majority schools. 1 -et, 0.1 million minority
students are in schools with over 50 percent minority enrollment. Some
4.2 million of these, or almost half of all the Nation's minority students,
are in schools whose stadent populations are 95 percent or more
minority.

In view of this need to assist school districts meet the special and
immediate needs incident to the desegregation process and the elimi-
nation or reduction of racial isolation, we propose that $1.5 billion in
Federal funds be committed in fiscal years 1971 and 1972. We don't
pretend that this amount is enough to solve all of the problems of all
of the Nation's desegregating districts and racially impacted schools.
However, we also recognize that a program of greater magnitude is
neither administratively nor budget arily feasible at this time In addi-
tion, we believe that when this amount of money is concentrated on
areas of greatest need and on proiects holding the greatest promise of
success, widespread and profoinui results can be espected. One of the
major anticipated benefits of this outlay is the multiplier effect. New
Lo,thods and techniques (hveloped under this program 1 o deal with the
problems of desegregation and of racial isolation should be replicated
with Federal, State, and local funds under other programs. We are
committed to assaring the maximum possible impact for the Federal
dollars which Congress appropriates tinder this authority.

We have divided the Emergency. School Aid Act into t hree categories
of need. We did this after long and arduous study. The first category
is composed of local educational agencies implementing a desegrega-
tion plan under Federal court order, or a plan approved under title VI
of the Civil Rights Act. Districts which have completed implementa-
tion of such a plan within 2 years prior to their application would also
La eligible. eerier this category since oar experience with title IV has
shoun that, in general, the needs for special assistance in newly
desegregated district: continue for at least 2 rears

We. anticipate that at a minimum 'all schoo) districts, with 5.5 mil-
lion children, will be eligible for this category of aid at the start of the
rest school year. Ati additional 360 districts, with another-1.1 million
students, may still come into compliance by that date as we pursue
negotiation and court lit igat ion. Another MM districts in the North and
West may be eligible under this category in the next few years. These
districts plate already been identified for review of possible violation
of title VI of the Civil Rights Act of lfiflf.

De jure districts engaged in implementing a plan could receive
assistance to meet the additional costs of implementing. the plan or
of carrying out special educational and supportive programs f e.; igned
lo stabilize the desegregation process and enhance its likelihood of
success. Districts which have completed implementation of a plan could
mem .c assistance to carry out special education programs. Eligible
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activities would include such things as training of teachers, curricu-
lum revision, purchase of materials, repairs or minor remodeling,
administrative costs, and planning and evaluation costs. Transporta-
tion services could be funded only to the extent that they are part of
an approved desegregation plan, and must include more than just the
assignment. of students.

The second category includes local educational agencies which have
one or more schools with an average daily enrollment of 50 percent or
more minority students, or with one or more schools in which racial
isolation is reasonably likely to occur in the near future.

Such districts, with de facto segregation problems, which desire to
reduce de facto segregation in at least one school, would be eligible for
aid to meet additional costs of implementing a voluntary plan to re-
duce the racial isolation of these schools, or to prevent such isolation
from occurring in the first place. Eight hundred and six districts con-
taining schools ;,-ith an enrollment of 50 percent or more minority stu-
dents, which are not included under category one, may receive funds
under this category. These districts contain 4.6 million minority stu-
dents and a total enrollment of 10.6 million students.

A plan wider this category may deal with the elimination, reduction
or prevention of tacial isolation in one or more schools, as well as an
entire school system. The 50 percent requirement is selected as the
point at which educational disadvantage is likely to result for minority
students unless special assistance is provided. There may also be a
need for assistance before this level is reached to strengthen the edu-
cational program and thereby prevent the "tipping" process. Top pri-
ority in this categoryas in all three categorieswould go to projects
which do the most to reduce r a cial isolation.

The third category involves local educational agencies in %%hid' the
average daily enrollment fcr the entire district is 50 percent, or more
minority students, or 10,000 o: more minority students.

Districts in this category, with heavy concentrations of minority
students, would be eligible for funds io meet the, costs of additional
interracial educational projects or. in exceptional circumstances
where such programs are not pi act icable, demonstration compensatory
programs.

This category of assistance is designed to meet the needs of the large
school districts and dies whose school populations have such a high
proportion of minority children that integration on a meaningful
scale is not practicable. Some 392 districts, excluding those districts
eligible 'ander category one, would be eligible for this category, with
a total of 3.8 million minority students.

Category 3 funds could be used for such programs as a district may
design to meet hulk idual needs. Other public or private organiza-
tions also are eligible to participate in programs under this category.
The emphasis will be on programs which create an integrated en-
vironment for learning basic educational skills such as reading. lan-
guages, and mathematics. This could involve such things as exchange
of students from dilTerent schools within or among school districts
foe perhaps 1 day of classes a week or a',ternoon classes each day that
would in ,.olve interracial experience.

Of course, there may be some districts with such severe emblems
of racial isolation that interracial projects will be impossible insofar

49 -732 0 70
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as any significant number of studems is concerned. When a district
establishes that such a situation exists, then it could receive aid for
demonstration compensatory programs which hold particular promise
of overcoming the adverse educational effects of racial isolation. In all
cases we will require that enough resources are invested per pupil to
have a significant impact on education achievement.

We expect that districts will come forward with innovative ideas
which can serve as models for other districts. Toward this end, effc
the procedures for evaluation, of projects, including measurement of
educational and other changes, will be required. The kinds of activities
which could be supported might be similar to those in the first and
second categories: special remedial courses, teacher training, addi-
tional professional staff, transportation, and plan sing and evaluation.

S. 3883 also contains a prohibition, in conformity Iviih existing law,
against the use of Federal funds to require busing to overcome racial
imbalance. We would suggest an added restrictior, which would pre-
clude the support of transportation services where the intent is solely
to establish racial balance. This would not preclude assistance for
transportation which is supported by substantial educational or other
relevant considerations apart from simply achieving a mathematical
racial balance. We also plan to provide the committee with a memo-
randum suggesting a few other changes in the legislation to target
funds more precisely on the urgent needs of desegregating public
schools. We ask that you give these suggest ions careful consideration.

This bill places the overall authority for the program with the
Secre:ary of Health, Education, and Wei fare. It is necessary to do that,
ss opposed to putting it in the first instance to the Cc missioner of
Education, since title VI in the Office of Civil !lights, which Mr.
Pottinger heads, is not in the Office of Education. It is necesary to
have the delegation through the Secretary so that title 1V and title
VI can work together. Administrative authority for the program is to
be delegated to the Commissioner of Education.

The procedures of the act arc. designed -to effect the President's
express purpose of placing funds where immediate infusions of money
can make a real difference in terms of educational effediveness. So
1 he aid will be provided through project grants to local educational
agencies and other eligible sponsors to help meet the additional costs
resulting from the operation of projects approved. The bill requires
that the States have an opportunity to review and colmien on project
applications submitted by local agencies.

Two-thirds of the funds oppmpriated would be spent
to a formula for determining the basic .amount available, within each
State for project grants Every State Ivould receive an initial appor-
tionment of $100,000, and the remaining formuli, funds would be
apportioned according to the proportion of the Nation's minority
students in each State. Minority students in districts carrying out
a plan of desegregation under a final Federal court order, or under
a plan approved by the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare
as adequate to meet the requirements of title V: of the Civil lights
Act, would be double. counted. Thus, the formula gives an explicit
priority to the swift and successful completion of desegregation in
de jure districts. As these districts complete desegregotion, the double
counting in the allotment formula would phase out. The priority would

Ir.
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then shift to assistance for de facto districts. If any State's allocation
is not fully utilized, the remainder of its funds %%amid he reallocated
out the Sante 1.01'0111111 IllasiS 1.01.11S1. ill lit 11(.1 States.

This double minting factor is intended to better concentrate funds
in the areas of greatest need. This is of (Tit 'MVO/ 1:1Oci.. war.t
to concentrate funds on the diflieult areas, In addition to the priority
given the elimination of de jolt segregation in the more thou 1,2an
districts involved in the hist years, we must give high priority to
those utreas %vItere racial isolation in the public schools is greatest.
Of the 0,1 million minority children in schools which are 11)0 percent
or more minority, 3.11 million, about :"IN percent, are ill the 17 Southern
and border Stuttes, ;dilly only 2.8 tuilliojt are in She rest of the Natiem.
Of the 4.2 million minority children in schools !):i percent or more
minority, g.s utilliout, fibutit tt7 percent, :Ire in the 17 Southern and
border *States, while unit 1.4 million are in the other States. TI
double counting formula directs funds into these high priority at us,

One -third of Hu total ftinds, authorized would he reserved to a 1

Secretary of Health, hIducation, and 1Velfae to he channeled 11.

projects with the greatest potential for success. To eniphasive
objective of concentrating funds to achieve rcsiths and tnahe a (lit!, 3

ence, and our desire to :frhieve a multiplier effect with the -,,Is
expended, the bill reserves tip to 1 /fervent of the funds for yr-aline rf'
the ettectiveness of program:.

Filially, we have mode a stipplemental request for fund: a. elf
existing authorit ies. Thofse districts which are required to desegi t i

by September have an argent and immediate need for arsI taut
And, as all 01 you on the committee know, now is the time teacht.
being hired and nuttcrials purchased. The summer is the titre
teacher and stall' Ira iniug (1111 he hest tivemiiplislutal. The sinnine:
period dui.] mg. which sclay >ls lure/tale for the next school session IL

fore, the Presuleut 1111.; sulanuted a supplemental tern:lest for $1.-fil
lion to he used under existing legislative authorities for ninny
11111 1)(1eS descrilKd in this act. With prompt eougressional a, t '1,11
his napicst, finals can he made available now for those distrif is ,

the most urgent needs, and for throe /thinning projeots for soh,
slot' when theso legislative proposals have been 'fltey, 1 11111

vant to point out to the tommuttee, are severable ill term- of the
the supplemental and t he basic hill itself.

The Department is presently preparnm. program criteria wirli tee

Sped to tho administration tt? funds mulct. 110th the new legislat1f
authority and the $1:0 110111on supplemental budget request. 1 Mt.!
III call upon (Aikid advi,:qqs, ;us we have, representing ,

intendents,civil rights organizat ions, local and State education tie]: I.
mewls, the national education organizations: On 1 other geoid" I IR 1p
up finalize these criteria.

In Arising, I NVollid !:11111111' :1,k the conv iifice In give, 1,; thef.
;11 remly indicated they will give, prompt al tentimi.

If I may jet -I very briefly ask !kir, Mef,:itte to run quickl% ti,ari
the supporting tables. This w ill lake a Vogt few minutes, and 1 ,

necc.ssary to lay out the scope of the program.
Senator l'Efff.. Some were distributed last night, hot it wo-,11,i

helpful if we till had the ratty lahles rigid now.,
( The tables referredred to follow
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TABLE 1-ALLOCATION UNDER ALTERNATIVE mom LEVELS, BY STATE

[Dollars in thousands]

Percent of el
students double.co..inting
minor!), in desegnegating

State districts percents

mi nor ity Formula on'y-

91,000,000,000
program

9350.000,000
program

Alabama 4.58 10.56 30.43
Alaska 07 .26 .61
Arizona. .85 2.06 5.85
Arkansas 1.83 4.29 12.22
California 9.03 20.71 59. 85
Coronado 1.25 2.98 8.44
Connect,:ut .58 1.42 3.99
Delaware .22 .62 I. 56
District of Columba 1.18 2.79 7.93
Florida 6.23 14.33 41.37
Georg-a 5.35 12.32 35, 56
Hawaii .03 .17 .32
Idaho .04 .19 .38
Illinois 4 06 9.37 26.94
Indiana 1.02 2.41 6.86
Iowa .11 .35 .83
Kansas .34 .88 2.40
Kentucky .74 1.79 5.00
Louisiana 5.45 12.54 36.18
Maine .C2 .15 , 27
Maryland 2.25 5.24 15.04
Massachusetts .47 1.11 3.25
Michigan 2.97 6.20 17,90
Minnciota .15 Al 1.37
Miss-ssiopi 3.83 8.85 25.15
Missouri 1.21 2.86 II 15
Montana 05 .21 . 13
Nebraska . : 1 .42 1, 05
Nevada .12 .37 .94
Nee.' Hampshire .01 .12 .15
New Tersay 2.17 5.05 14.47
New Mexico 1.09 2.59 7.31
New York 6.32 14. 53 41.91
North Carolina 6,25 11.37 41.48
North Dakota .01 ,!2 .21
Ohio 2,59 6.01 17.23
Oklahoma ............ . ....... .........._ ....... .97 2.31 6.52
Oregon .13 .40 .99
Pennsylvania.. 2.39 5.56 15.14
Rnode Island .07 .25 .61
South Carolina 4.07 9.39 27.05
South Dakota .14 .42 1.05
Tennessee 3.16 7.32 21.01
Texas 11,13 25.51 13.78
Utah .12 .37 .94
Vermont .10 .10
VI rg-nia 4.24 9.78 28.11
Washington 34 .04 2.40
West Virginia .21 .58 1.50
Wisconsin .42 1.06 2.91
Wyoming .06 .24 .49

Total 100.00 73101 661.00

I M;norily includes Negroes, Spanish-surnamed Americans and Indians.

TABLE 11.-SUMMARY OF ELIGIBILITY UNDER CATEGORIES I, II, AND 111

Numhee 1°41 Minority
cl enrollment enroi7mert

Program category districts (millions)

Critriory I 1 721 9 6 1.1
Category 111 10 6 1.6
Category 411' 392 8 1 3

DitheS 1090 ale e'igifIe u'rder tottery). I Knee teen from tateiories II rid III
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1 ABLE IIA.ELIGIBWTY UNDER CATEGORY f, V0L91111ARY PLAN AND COURT ORDERED DISIIRICTS, BY STOIC

Number of Total Minority
State districts enrollment enrollment

Alabama 10 791,046 280, 38

Alaska
Arieona
Arkansas 12 266,22 103,83
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida 5 1,320,99 312,11

Georgia 16 1,005,06 353,68

Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky 145,04 15,813
Louisiana 6 653,38 328,218

Maine 0

Maryland 302,66 38,572
Massachusetts 0

Michigan 0

Minnesota
Mississippi 14 552.28 271,325

Missouri 6.59 2,851

Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carcirna .... ..... . II 1,003.12 364,58

North Dakota
Ohio
Cmiaho-na 22 67,39 14,22

Oregon 0

Per,nsrlyania.
0

Rhode Islas d 0

South Cara-lila 91 633.484 267,33

South Dakota 0 0

Tencassee 54 546 162 185,38

Texas 193 1,448,251 438,96

Utah.._. 0 0

Vermont D D

Virginia 71 617,457 222,37

Washington 0 0

West Virginia......., 10.458 41

Wisconsin 0 o

wym-aina...... D

Total 1.221 9, 569.621 3,187,199

TABLE II B.RIGS/H.1TV UNDER CATEGORY II, ELIMINATING DISTRICTS ELIGIBLE UNDER Gel EGORY I, 8Y STATE

Slate
Hunter of

districts
Total

enrollment enrollment

kabarria 0 0 a

Alaska 2 18,445 4,111
Arizona 41 275,217 80,661
Arkansas 0 0 0

C81,10, id 179 2, 296,781 903,112

ColOs'a no 78 236, 544 68, 691
tar rectK ul II 176.006 58,486

Dea Aare 1 22.576 13, 793

DisIrkt of Columbe I sag, 725 10,415
Florida 0 0 0

Georgia 0 0 0

Hawaii 1
Idaho 2 5,971 737

Illinois 44 385,066 842,489

10 a no 14 1)0. 141 106, 779

9
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TABLE IIB.ELIGIBILITY UNDER CATEGORY II, ELIMINATING DISTRICTS ELIGIBLE UNDER CATEGORY I, BY
STATEContinued

State
Number of

ditricts
Total

enrollment
Minority

enrollment

Iowa 3 90,962 7,124
Kansas 8 157,046 29.507
Kentuc,/ 6 85,708 27,766
Louisiana 0 0 0
Maine. 3 6,740 2,797
Maryland 6 170,887 143,833
Massachusetts 4 152,255 41,310
Micnigan 32 566,050 270,958
Minnesota 2 120,344 12,185
Mississippi 0 0 0
Missouri 15 261,357 119,193
Montana 4 7,930 3,153
Nebraska.. 2 66,651 13,129
Nevada 6 102,620 14,050
New Hampshire 0 0 0
New Jersey 47 391,133 207, 883
New Mexico 53 250, 716 125, 672
New York 29 1,401, 172 693,359
North Carolina 0 0 0
North Dakota... 1 692 353
Ohio 27 770.415 267.930
Oklahoma 3 184, 163 35, 750
Oregon. . 2 81,405 9,102
Pennsylvania 29 569. 320 '17.450
Rhode Island 1 26,738 5.716
South Carolina. 0 0 0
South Dakota 5 14, 335 12.976
Tennessee 0 0 0
Texas 139 432. 052 390, 583
Utah 5 82, 501 8, 669
Vermont ............. ... ..... ... ......... . .. . 0 0 0

Virginia .... ........ .. ..... ... . 0 0 0
Washington .. . . ... ........ .. .. ................ 9 153.980 26,905
West Virginia 7 149. 126 14.668
Wisconsin .... . . . . ......... . .... . ... 6 167.466 41.761
Wyoming 7

Total.. . . . 106 10, 621700 4 596.900

I Data foe Hawaii were not available.

TABLE -CATEGORY

State

III ELIGIBLES EKCIUDING DISTRICTS ELIGIBLE UNDER CATEGORY I, BY STATE

Number of
districts

Total
enrollment

Minority
enrollment

Alabama 0 0 0
Alaska 0 0 0
Arizona 32 108,793 54,829
Arkansas 0 0 0
California 88 1,554,465 697,7811
Colorado 11 132,987 50.087
Connected. 3 74,062 40,667
Delaware 1 16.067 11,202
District of v..olumbia.. 1 143.725 140,445
Florida 0 0 0
Georgia 0 0 0
Hawaii,
Idaho.. _ .. ........... . ...... . . ..... ..

. .. ..... .. .... ......
0

Illinois..._.. 18 676, 218 395.099
Indiana 3 167. 431 71, 999
Iowa 0 0 0
Kansas 2 103. 438 "1, 586
Kentucky 1 55.212 s, 513
Louisiana__ 0 0 0
Maine 1 3 573 . , 667
Maryland._ ........... ... ... ................ . 2 197.017 128,194
Massachusetts

..
1 54,174 29,674

Michigan _... . .. .. ................ . . .

Minnesota 0 0 0
Mississippi 0 0 0
Missouri. ...... .. ... .......... 6 195.258 111,312
Montana 1 2.311 2, 040
Nebraska . ....... . . ...... .... ... ..... I 62.171 12, 475

37
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TABLE II-C.--CATEGORY 1:1 ELIGIBLES EXCLUDING DISTRICTS ELIGIBLE UNDER CATEGORY I, BY STATE--Con.

State
Namber cl

districts
Total Minority

enrollment enrollment

Nevada 1 67, 526 10,103
Nee hlampshke 0 0

NewJersey_---....... ........ .................... 222, 519 155, 123

New Mexico 4 171.360 98, 330

hew York 1,208, 022 655, 962

North Carolina 0 0

North Dakota 92 358

Ohio 572, 1623 233, 340

Oklahoma 154, 717 29, 832

Oregon 0 0

Pennsylvania 389, 362 223,911

Rhode Island 0

South Carolina 99,12 18,735
South Dakota 19,31 12,976

Tennessee 0

Texas 11 456, 87 304,183

Utah.
0

Vermoht 0

VillInia 0
Washington 95, 08 17,357

West Virginia
Wisconsia...... ........ ...........
Wyc.rtina

.......... . 130,80
1,46

.35 539
1,210

Total 39 8,133,00 3,812, COO

' Bata Tor 1.1-twati were not svalable.

ILL ENTF.ST OF PRoBLEN IN REGARD TO MINORITY STUDENTS

TABLE 111--A

A. The National Picture'
Of the 43,4 million students in eiernentary and secondary schools in the United

States, &7 m Ilion (2.7.41 tire minority students 4 Negro, Spa u ish-surnarned,
American do ilan, Oriental).

Total
number of

students (in
Percent
of total

students---
United Slates_ .

White ......
Negro
Spanish.surnamed... . . _

Other., . ....... ...........

- ................

....... .

...........
..... .........

13.1 103.0

31,7
8.7

BO. 0
20.0

1.115
51
.9

.

6.3
2.0
.1

TABLE 111-8

B. Extent of Racial Isolation In Notion
Of the 8.7 million minority students In elementary rind secondary schools

across the rnited States : 4.2 million, or r :lost SA percent, are In schools whose
student populations OTC tkereclit or more Minority students; 3.3 million, or
shout 37 percent, are In s hoots uh.se student 3,opulatIon percent or more
ninority students.

y.sc,i,t mhrrn ots,r Indfritr,L nti toirlifor Arr fr.ni IVI.Primont of IfortIffi, Krfuen-
11,L. end W.-Irani.. Office fr Mrbt, 1ti0 IOC') Sur co- it Ethnle hall on Publie
8
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MINORITY PUBLIC SCr OL ChilLOREN FOR ENTIRE UNITED STATES

[Total number: 8,700,0001

Number Percent of
Percent of minority children fig scht.,1 (millions) total minority

50 to 100 percent 6.1 70
80 to IOU percent 5.0 57
95 to 100 percent 4.2 48
Over 99 percent 3.3 37

TABLE 111V

C. Problem by rTio%

Of the 8.7 million minority students in elementary and secondary schools in
the United States: 4.4 million are in the 32 northern and western states, 61 per-
cent in schools 50 percent or more minority ; 4.3 million are in the 17 southern
and border states,' 77 percent In schools 50 percent or -lore minority ; 4.1 mil-
lion are In the 100 school districts, 38 percont of all the students in the
I00 largest school districts are minority students, of these, 53 percent are in
schools 50 percent or more minority.

The 17 southern and border states Include : Alabama, Arkansas. Florida, Ge,,rgla,
Louisiana. Mississippi, North Carolina, Soul h Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, 13eia
ware, Kentucky, Maryland, M:ssourl, Oklahoma, West Virginia.

TABLE 111D

D. Problem by region

There is also the heaviest concentration of minority students in predominantly
minority schools in the 17 southern and border states:

Number of minority children Percent or total minority Percent of total minority
in minority schools (in children 1n region in minor- children in United States in
millions) ity schools minority schnols

32 Northern 17 Southern 32 Northern 17 Southern 32 Northern 11 Southern
Percent minority and Western and border and Western and border and Western and border
children in school States States States States States Slates

50 to 100 2.8 3.3 61 77 31 38
BO to 100 2.0 3.0 45 70 23 71
95 to 100 1.4 7.8 37 65 16 32
49 end over .9 2.4 20 58 10 29

Mr. 31c11,ANE. These tables that have just been distributed are in
support of flip legislation and provide sotin, of the factual base that
led its to this legislat ion in the first place.

I would like, if we could, to turn to table I, titled "Allocation l'inler
Alternative Funding Icy State.- I want to point out lucre that
table I represents two-thirds of 111,.> funds, :us the Secretary pointed
on' in his statement, two-thirds of the funds- would be allotted among
the States, one-third of the fond would be discretionary funds.

Now this t wo-thirds would lip allotted among the States which would
allow the districts within each State tee apply up to the level of funds
allotted to that State. That is just the two-thirdsalloti lent. Also, Stoles
will receive a minimum of SI00,000, and then 11111 receive all amount
hearing the same ratio as the minority group cliiidlen or the tiunbcr
of minority group children in the district, earryinc out a plan of
desegregation under a court order i,slied in the last 2 years or with a
plan Inettimz the requirements in till(' VI, adjuted to the total moll.
her of the minority students in the Filitd State's.

I think it is important to point out, again, that this is two-thirds
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of the funds and that it is allotted along the States and the district
will apply up to that allotment.

Table II, which summarizes the districts that are eligible under
categories 1, II, and III, the number of districts, the total enrollment
in terms of students, and the minority enrollment. Category II dis-
tricts, as the Secretary pointed out, are those districts haying one
or more schools in which minority pupils exceed 50 percent of the
enrollment or one or more schools with substantial but less than. 50
percent minority enrollment which are in clear danger of becoming
racially isolated or what we call the tipping situation.

Tables IIA, IIB, and IIC are the detail tables supporting
that summary table on the first page which goes State by State, givms?
the number of districts falling within these criteria. What is im-
portant to point ont here is that in tables lI B and IIC, you will see
zeros. What we have tried to do is to reduce the overlap for clarifica-
tion, so that tables II and III do not overlap with table I.

Table 111 and its supporting tables are (he extent of the problem
with regard to minority students. As you can see, in the national
picture of the 43.4 million total students, 8.7 million are minority
students; 6.3 million are Negro; 2.0 million are Spanish surnamed:
and 400,000 are Indians, Oriental, and other students.

The B table, the extent. of racial isolation in the Nation, what the
have tried to point out here is to show still how many minority stu-
dents there are that are in heavily minority dominated schools. As
you can see, 4.2 million students or 48 percent of the total minority
students are in schools that are 95 to 100 percent minority student:;.

Table. C shows of the 8.7 million minority students, 4.4 million
are in the 32 Northern and Western States; 4.3 million are in just 17
Southern and border States. Also, 4.1 million are hi the 100 largest
school districts of which about f are in the 17 Southern and border
States.

And the last table shows the concentration of minority students
in predominantly minority schools. Again, as the Secretary pointed
out. in his statement, the. number of minority children in minority
schools, you have 2.8 million that are in the 17 Southern and border
States, 1.4 million that are in the Northern and Western States, that
is in the 9.1 to 100 percent minority schools. As you can see in the next
table and in the last table, the percentage of the total minority chil-
dren in the United States which are in minority schools, 16 percent

iare in the 32 Northern and Western States, 32 percent are m the
Southern and border States.

I would like this entered into t he record.

.11-011:ctsTRATIVE DiSCRI7rtos

Senator "FL». Thank von veil. Winch. Mr. Secretary.
It Scent, to are that to t(-tale one-thinl of tlwt»oneys ns discretion-

ary funds for the Seri-of:ivy is very gcncons and almost without prece
dent in (1oNeriiinelit. This 411)es not indicate a lock of faith in you or

Venernan. lint I was monderii if von could give us what your
guidelines would be for that one-third ? I would add my own view. ihat
I think it is for generous.

Secretary Fi xr it. This business of secni ri rill diseret ion I have found
to be a trouhtez--iiiie thing during iny tenure. i hake reservations about
it. But the alternative is to move to a fotinula grant or title i kind of
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situation, where we are spreading around not enough dollars i,n a
formula way as we do in title I. As Mrs. Ruby Martin, one of Mr.
Pottinger's precedessors, pointed out, we are not getting the impact
that we should. IN fiscal 1968, title I moneys resulted in about $G8 per
child, So then we struggled with a great many possible legislative
kinds of formula. We were trying to reach out for criteria and we
found such disparity between the States in terms of allotments and
entitlements, that it was very hard to put a Federal template on.

So that we came clown finally because of the immediacy of the prob-
lem on the formula that we have indicated for the two-thirds and then
felt that within this 2-year period you would have enough experience
so that the Secretary could then effectively respond probably and hope-
fully into the de. facto segregation, with concentration in areas :diem
what we have learned in the first year could be applied effectively in
the second year.

Senator What would he the effect of eliminating the discre-
tionary fund entirely, passing the funds entirely on the basis of the
formnlas?

Secretary Flom. We would lose what we are trying to do here to
achieve the concentration in the districts that arc, first of all, being
pushed under the court orders and under our agreements and wider
title, VI. And it would also make it hard for its to replicate in other
areas where we find something that works. I think we would be locked
back into a straigh: compensato?'y program or a title I or impacted aid
kind of thing where weave spreading few dollars into many directions.

Senator PrrL. This subcommittee and the full committec, was very
proud of the ESEA amendment jnst passed.

Secretary. Fricti. I am not hieing critical of that. I am simply saying
that the criterion tinder that act was poverty, and our criterion here is
to try to ease the problem and encourage desegregation.

UTILIZATION OF FNISTING STATUTORY .irritoarrr

Senator PELL. But it does have well beefedup funding for title HI
and perhaps title I.

Why could not the same results be achieved using the authorization
without creatinF. perhaps the dangerous pretense of an emergeocy
body of legislation for an emergency that will probably be around for
a long time.

Secretary FINCH, If We were to achieve the same impact, title I would
have to go up to oliout $1 billion, Mr. ChailMall, and again would be
spread across the country. We are conceding that we are trying to
rifle the shot here and get the areas of real need.

Senator PELL. It has been pointed out to me by my staff that. the.
authorization for title I this year was a little over $4 'billion.

Secretary 1''i cis. This would be ';,S' billion: 1 ant tali, Eng about an
additional St billion to achieve the sant,. result.

Senator 1414. f think we ore %Tr w rong, philosophically. to think
that this is an elliergellcy proldell). AfteF those '2 years aro lip we
have to look at the proldem agAin. I think we aro going to 11:11I2 the
problems of segregation in schools going on for a long time. I would
hope not, tort I would think so.

Secretary FIN+11. Iint we thick we ran learn. Ioth the administra-
tion and the Congress together can learn, a great l'eal that we haven't
been aide to achieve under the exi,ting programs. tied is they are to
the poverty 'evil.
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MAINTENANCE OF FUNDING LEVEL

Senator PELL. Another immediate probln comes before us in the
question of the $150 million you are requesting; right away. I know
of a variety of other programs which are underfunded and I was
wondering if they are going to be cut even more.

Secretary Fiscri. This is a supplemental. This is an addition. We
are doing it under five categories of existing /IEW programs and one
under 0E0. And the message and the bill specifically provide: that,
no dollars would come out of existing educational programs.

Senator Domistcx. Would the Chair yield?
Senator Pm.. Yes; I will yield to Senator Dominick.
Senator Domisicx. 1)o I understand, then, that we are dealing with

a supplemental request for additional funds for this particular bill?
Secretary FiNcn. There are .wo parts to this, Senator.
Senator boursicx. 1 understand that, but the $150 million-
Secretary- Fiscn. The first is a $150 million supplement.
Senator DomisicK. Those will be additional funds, subject to ap-

propriation?
Secretary Fixcn. Yes, sir; and they deal directly to the de jure

situation in the list category.
Senator Domisrcii. And you plan on using that $150 million only

on de jure sit nations?
Secretary Fiscit. Yes; to meet this acute problem with the deadline

that we hit this fall. That, we think, will bring us up very close, well
above the 90 percent level in integrating formerly all white school
systems.

13C1X;ET COM3tITMENT

Senator JAvrrs. Would the ('hair yield for a clarification on the
funding?

Senator Pw., Yes, SenatorJa ;it s.
Senator JAvrrs. What do you say about what the budget requests for

the use of the whole $1.5 billion ? In other words, are we dealing
with a realistic situation where the administration is really going to
provide for this money in its budget ?

Secretary ixcit, We made that commitment and we have the com-
mitment from the Bureau of the Budget with respect to 1972.

Senator Javirs. We are talking about real money now, not just an
authorization which may then get knocked on the head by the admin-
ist rat loll itself through its budget requests ?

Secretary Pixn. That is correct.
VENEMN. i should elaborate and point out that the $159 mil-

lion that was in the supplemental ninest does use the live authorities
that are under If EW, in one way or another, including title IV of the
Elementary and Secondary Eihication Act. pin, $100 million of that
would lie ihrougn the within ity of 01.:0. The President has Singly
committed in his statement that time $:00 million would in fact he spent
this year and $1 billion nest year.

S:wEellity And I think the fact that the Appi
Committee lost night passed mil the siqqletoeirt is an indication io
your regard.

Senator Iliiwrlxlrli. Woidd the chairman yield ?
Stiialor1'iii. Yes.
Senator The $1:in minion. as I understand it. is going to
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be used under existing legislative authority, ESEA and 0E0, is that
correct ?

Secretary Eisen. I will give you a breakdown on exactly how that
will go on. We will put it in the record.

Senator Dom [styli. That doesn't concern me. But the $350 million
additional and the $1 billion would be used under the terms of this
bill?

Secretary Fr.Ncit. That is correct.
Senator DOMINICK. So it would be different than the original $150

million?
Mr. VENEMAN. It would differ only in this respect ; We felt that in

order to take care of the problems that exist with these 1,000-plus
schools districts that are facing desegregation for the first time this
fall, that it would be. probably unwise to wait for the enactment of this
particular legislation. And it is for this reason that we asked for
the $150 million supplemental, using existing authority attempting to
accomplish the 3ame basic purposes that this measure proposes to
accomplish and actual'. 'lave the money expended this summer when
the teacher training does have to take place, teacher aides have to be
trained, when certain minor remodeling repairs have to be done in
the school districts in the. 17 soutt...in and border States. Now, these.
would all be under the first category that the Secretary described.

Secretary FINCH. We will enter into the record the breakdown of
that

Senator Sroxo. Since we have been discussing the 5,150 million to
be used this summer. I would like for the Secretary to be a little more
specific about the use and distribution of these funds. Senator Domi-
nick, yen said you didn't want to go into that, but I think are need to
go into it. I would like sonic idea of the criteria to be used insofar as
the distribution is concerned and of the specific purposes for which
you intend to use the funds.

Secretary FINCH". The same criterion that is spelled out in section 8.
And I will be happy to read that. Of course, so we understand what
the source of these categorical programs. von have got $100 million
from the Economic Opportunity Act, title IIB, that is the. coin.
nuinit development money: you have got the technical assistance.
$15 million, under Civil Rights Act, title II ; you have got $15 million
major Demonstrations Research Act ; you have got million under
the EPDA, part D, personnel development : you have got SI million
under planning and evaluation, Elementary and Secondary Educa-
tion; and 53 million for salaries and expenses out of the Office of
Education. That is how it breaks down.

We will also enter into the record the kinds of things. four pages.
administrative planning we are talking about. rerouting transporta-
tion, rescheduling students in classes, temporary supervisors. Many
of these schools need more help, teachers in the classrooms. staff for
planning. There is no new construction money in here. We just couldn't
possibly build new schools, lint we can remodel, we can take desks
that were. built for 12-year olds find lower them so that they could
be used hr you nger children or make repairs in lavatories and that
kind of thing. Curriculum development, student services, work studies.
We will enter this full list in the record. But it is all these supportive
progra ms. Senator.

Senator Sroxo. Thank you.
(The information subsequently supplied follows
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Appropriation Estimate

Er4ERGENCY SCHOOL ASSISTANCE

For providing emergency assistance to desegregating school districts

under part D of the Ed4cation Frofeesions Development Act (title V of

the Rigker Mucation Act of 1966), the Cooperative Research Act,

title IV of the Civil Rights Act of 1964i section 607 of the Elementary

and Secondary Education Act of 1966, eection 402 of the Elementary a :d

.,econiary Education Amendments of 1917, and title II of the Foonolic

Criortunity Act of 1964, as amended, including necessary administrative

expenses therefor, 9160,000,106 to remain available until September 30,

1971: Provided, That funds appropriated to carry out programs under

title II of the Econcmic Opportunity Act of 1014 shall not be subject

to those provisions of the Opportunity Amendments of 1967 and

1969 tha! mandatory funding levels: Provided further, hot funds

aprorriated for adMinistrative exrancee shall remain :Iva:table until

eune 3J, 1971,"

Explanation of language Change

The proposed languse is necessary to establish the new appropriation
'Emergency School Assistance.. The proposed language authorizes funds to support
the emergency needs of the 994 school dlstacts which are In the process of
desegregation.

ro
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Office of Education

Emergency School Assistance

Amounts Available for Obligation

1970
Presently Revised

Available Estimate Increase

Appropriation

Obligations by Activity

$150,000,000 050.000,000

1970

Presently
Available

Revised
Estimate Increase

Pos. Amount Pus. Amount Pos. Amount

1. Special educational
personnel end
programs $115,000,000 $+115,000,000

2. Community partici-
pation prog-ams 15,000,000 + 15,000,000

3. Equipment and minor
remodeling 17,900,000 + 17,900,000

4. Federal administra-
tion and technical
assistance 100 2,100,000 +100 + 2,100,000

Total obligations. 100 150,000,040 +100 +150,000,000
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Office of Education

Emergency School Assistance

Obligations by Object

Total number of permanent positions

Full-tire equivalent of all other
positions

Average number of all employees

Presently Revised
Available Estimate Increase

100

12

91

100

12

91

Personnel compensation:
Permanent positions $1,200,000 $1,200,000

Positions other than permanent 100,000 100,000

Other personnel compensation

Subtotal, personnel compensation 1,300,000 1,300,000

Personnel benefits 97,000 97,000

Travel and transportation of persons 313,000 313,000

Rent, communications and utilities 201,000 207,000

Printing and reproduction 42,000 42,000

Other services 77,000 77,000

Supplies and materials .. 14,000 14,000

Equipment 50,000 50,000

Crants, subsidies and contributions... 147,900,000 141,900,000

Total 150,000,000 150,000,000

4 7
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Summary of Changes

1970 enacted appropriation

1970 revised estimated obligations $150,000,000

Total changes +150,000,000

Increases

Program:

Special educational personnel and programs $115,000,000

Community participation programs 15,000,001

Equipment and minor remodeling 17,900,000

Federal administration and technical assistance 2,100,000

Explanation of Changes

The President, in his message of May 21, 1970, to the Congress of the United
States, proposed the Emergency School Aid Amt of 1970. Under the terms of this
Act, funds would be used to assist local school authorities in meeting special
neeas inciadnt to both de lure and de facto seeregation.

The 5150,000,000 requested in this supplement0. appropriation, to be used
under existing authorities, will provide immed'ate suoister,e to the approximately

994 de lure school districts ln the 17 southern end border States which have
recently developed or which must develop total desegregation plans by September
1970.

4, 7,2 t) .1,1 4
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Emergency School Assistance

Introduction

On March 24, 1970, the President of the United States issued a statement
entitled "School Desegregation: A Free and Open Society.. In clearly establishing
the policies of his Administration in the areas of school desegregation and in
restating his firm dedication to equal educational opportunity, the President added
the following commitment.

"Words often ring empty without deeds. In government, words can ring even
emptier without dollars.

In order to give substance to these commitments, I shall ask Congress to
divert $500 million from my previous budget requests for other domestic
programs for fiscal year 1971, to be put instead into programs for
improving education in racially impacted areas, North and South, and for
assisting school districts in meeting special problems incident to court
ordered desegregation. For fiscal year 1972, I have ordered that $1
billion be budgeted for the some purposes.'

In this same message, the President dire Jed cabinet-level committee
chaired by the Vice President of the United States to develop plans for the
effective use of such funds as may be appropriated by Congress in response to his
recommendation, One outcome of the efforts CO this committee and of the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, has been bill requesting Congress
for an authorization totaling $1,500,000,000 over fiscal years 1971 and 1972. It

was realized, however, that final action on these proposals could not be completed
in time to deal with the moat pressing problems of school districts which have been
desegregating this year or are faced with desegregation in September 1970. These
districts have much work to do and many preparations to make this summer and are
in need of financial assistance. To meet the emergency needs of such school
district's, the President has proposed that Congress appropriate $150 million under
six existing legislative authorities to is made available immediately to s-hool
districts undergoing desegregation.

Dimensions of their:261n

In the 17 southern and border States there are some 4,500 school districts,
of which 994 are in the process of desegregation. These include some 220 school
districts now under court order calling for complete desegregation by this
September, 496 districts, which have -Abmitted, are negotiating or are likely to be
negotiating desegregation plans uncle_ the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare auspices for total desegregation by September; another 278 districts which
will to operating under total desegregation plans implemented in 1968 and 1969.

:election of appropriate authorities

In recognition of the immediate financial nerds which desegregation places
upon these 994 school districts, tbe $150 million being proposed for immediate
financial aid is requested under sin existing legislative authorities which are!

I. Community developmentrarams:

Economic Opportunity Act of 1964, Title 11, Urban and Rural Community
Action Programs. This title's purrs, Is to help focus available local, State,
private, and Federal resources upon the goal of enabling low-income families, and
low-income individuals of all ages, in rural and urban area to attain the skills,
knowledge, and motivations and secure the opportunities needed for the: to teco,e
fully self-sufficient. Presently funded under this authority are Headscart and
Follow Through, among ethers.
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2. Personnel development programs:

Education Professions Development Act, Part D, Improving Training
Opportunities for Personnel Serving in Programs of Education Other Than Higher
Education, Programs or projects under this part are funded to improve the
qualifications of persons serving or preparing to serve in educational programs in
elementary and secondary schools (including preschool and adult and vocational
education programs) or postsecondary vocational schools or to supervise or train
persons no serving.

3. Major demonstrations:

Cooperative Research Act. This Act authorizes projects for research,
surveys, and demonstrations in the field of education, and for the dissemination
of information derived from educational research.

4. Dropout prevention:

Elementary and Secondary Education Act, Section 807. This section
authorizes demonstration projects involving the use of innovative methods,
systems, materials, or programs which show promise of reducin; the number of
children who do not complete their education in elementary and secondary schools.

5. Technical assistance:

Civil Rights Act of 1964, Title ii. This title authorizes rendering
technical assistance to school boards in the preparation, adoption, and implemen-
tation of plans for the desegregation of public schools.

6. Planning and evaluation:

Elementary and Secondary Education Act Amendments of 1967, Section 402.
This section authorizes grants, contracts or other payments for planning and
evaluating any programs for which the Commissioner of Education has responsibility
for administration.

The. particular authorities were selected because they met the following
critelia:

focus on elementary and secondary education

can be used for student and teacher services

are discretionary authorities

do not have formuls which would channel funds away from areas of
greatest need

are designed to supprt and ercourapn demonstration activities

are flexible in the range of activities which can he approved

- are clearly related and appropriate to the needs of school districts
undergoing desegregation

- have authorization levels which are sufficiently above current leals of
appropriation to permit additional appropriations.

Activities to be supported

To minimize disroptioli the educational process and to raintain qualits
education during the change to a unitary system, a vast array of vital activities
rust be supported. Teachers need to he trained and rade aware of the shills
required to teach effectively in Integrated cl*ssroors. Teacher aides rust to
employed and trained to taxialze instructional activities for students who tray

r n
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need to catch up academically. Guidance, cour3eling and testing programs must
be redesigned and updated to serve mew needy New and innovative instructional
approaches must be deaigned, including remedial, tutorial, work-study, end
bilingual programs, if overall educational quality is to be maintained and en-
hanced. Community information and communication programs that develop and
build confidence in the public education system and promote understanding and
acceptance must be designed, staffed and ir.,iemented. In addition, facilities
must he modified to accomodate school consolidation.

5 1
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Office of Education

Emergency School Assistance

1970

Presently Revised
Available Estimate Increase

Pos. Amount Poa. Amount 1221, Amount

1. Special educational
personnel and
student programs

?. Community participation
program

3. Equipment and minor
remodeling

4. Federal administration
and technical
assistance

Total obligations

...... 5115,000,000 -- 5+115,000,000

Isoca,000 +15,000,000

17,900.000 -- +17,900,000

100 2.100.000 +100 +2.100,000

100 150,000,000 +100 +150,000,000

General Statement

School districts will be encouraged to review carefully the local problems
anticipated during the desegregation process, identifying programs and resources
to overcome their problems. Funding will be based upon each district's needs
rather than a standard program. Sciool districts will be required to carefully
plan their programs and build in eva:uation components designed to assess the
program's effectiveness in meeting st'ted objectives. State and Federal personnel
will be available to provide assistance in the identification of problems, the
development of program requirements, aid the aanagement of the program.

The following estimates by program activity represent a rough approximation
of how the supplemental request will be used. It is based upon the judgements of
present Office of Education staff who have been irking clusely with southern
school superintendents. Althoodh needs will vary from one school district to
another, it is expected that approvable projects will need to be both large enough
and comprehensive enough to take a difference. If the objective of this program- -
to maintain quality education during desegregation--is to be realized, projects
will have to be multi-faceted. Community participation, special personnel and
services, administrative and logistical help, and technical assistance are all
important elements of a svccessful program.

A supplemental appropriation of 5150 million would provide an average of
5150,000 for each of the approximately 1.000 eligible school districts. Assuming
an average of 10 schools per school district, this would mean about 515,000 per
school.

In total, the target population includes about 7.2 million students, of whom
2.5 million are minority students,and approximately 335,000 educational personnel.

Presently Revised
Available Estimate Increase

1. Special educational personnel
and student programs 5115,000,000 5+115,000,000

The following activities would be supported'

A. lyecial personnel

--- Temporary teachers - to provide release time for regular instruc-
tional personnel to participate in desegregation workshop activities.

--- Teacher aides - to reduce pupil- teacher ratios in order to give
more attention to individual students.

C
tl
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--- Special guidance and counseling and testing staff to assist and
counsel principals, teachers, and students in order to provide educa-
tional programs that will remedy student deficiencies.

--- Monitors . parents in the school community to preform services that
will reduc. potential behavioral problems on school buses and school
grounds.

Crossolp guards - to provide staff that will maximize safety
precautions for children who may be taking new and different routes
to school.

--- Administrative and clerical staff - to provide additional personnel
and time for implementation of desegregation plans. e.g.,
additional month of employment during summer for principals.

E. Student services

--- Remedial programs - to provide specialists, books and supplies for
remediation in sllsubject areas in which students are deficient.

--- Guidance and counseling - to provide adequate guidance and counseling
staff in order to deal with student adjustment problems resulting
from the desegregation process.

--- Diagnostic eva%uation and testing programs to provide diagnos-
ticians trained to evaluate special sight, hearing an psychological
problems of students.

--- Work-study programs - to provide children from poverty level families
with specially-designed school programs that world afford them
financial e".istance so as to continue their education.

--- Health and nutrition services - to provide specialized personnel
and services for students having health and nutrition deficiencies.

--- Dropout prevention programs.

--- Student relations - to provide special programs designed to assist
students on problems such as acceptance, behavior, dress codes, etc.

C. Educational personnel dev,1opment

--- Seminars on problems incident to desegregation to provide training
with skilled experts in the area of human relations so as to minimize

problems incident to desegregation.

--- Seminars on teacher interpersonal relationships - to facilitate
positive interpersonal relations among educational personnel through
training by skilled professionals in an intercultural understanding.

--- Utilization of university expertise through institutes and inservice
programs to deal with such problems as:

leaching bilingual children

Teaching children with speech and dialect deficiencies

Attitudes Ind problems of teachers, parents and students involved
in the desegregation process

5I
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Upgrading basic skilis and instructional methodologies of teachers
in English, math, science, social sciences, language arts, etc.

D. Curriculum development

--- Utilization of expert consultants to shape and design new curricula
approaches and to introduce curriculum innovations that would serve
children with multi-ethnic backgrounds.

--- New and varied instructional materials

--- Improved evaluation and assessment of student progress.

3. Special demonstration projects

--- Projects for introduction of innovative instructional methodologies
which will improve the quality of education in the desegregated
school:

Individualized instruction

Master teachers

Team teaching

Non-graded programs

--- Special projects involving community agencies and parents - to
develop joint projects between special-interest and civic groups
parents and the schools which would promote understanding among
citizens. Such projects could include sponsoring citywide and
countywide art and music festivals, public meeting. on relevant
school problems (drug abuse, behavior, etc.).

--- Exemplary instructional practices - to operate pilot project, which
would demonstrate exemplary instructionai practices suitable for
systemwide replication and for other school districts involved in
the desegregation process.

F. State and looll_nlimning and administration

Expand technical sesietance capabilities at the State education agency
levet - to provide additional personnel to assist the local education
agency in planning for desegregation.

Temporary staff at the local level to handle administrative details
and clerical duties - to provide additional temporary staff to deal
with the logistics of changing from s duel to a unitary system. For

example, rescheduling of students and teachers, redrawing transpor-
tation routes, supervision of ne y pLyeical changes (moving of
equipment, building renovation, etc.)

Staff at the local level for planning and supervising the implemen-
tation of the desegregation plan.
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Presently
Available

2. Community participation programs..

The following activities would be supported:

Revised
El timali

$ 15,000,000

Increase

$ +15,000,000

A. Public information activities

--- Community information programa for parents, teachers, end students -
to provide factual information about the desegregation plan and school
programs.

Public information coordinator - to provide for a person on superin-
tendent's staff to promote public information activities.

B. Community programs

--- Establishment and support of a biracial committee.

--- School-home visitation programs - an activity to be performed by
educatl nal personnel to assist with dissemination of information
about school programs and student progress in the desegregated school.

--- Special parent programs - to provide programs declined to increase
parents' involvement with the schools' programs, i.e. PTA, Education
Emphasis Week, etc.

--- Community-relations coordinator to provide person Du superinten-
dent's staff to plan, organize and implement programs for at-lents
and parents: involved in the desegregation process.

--- Special demonstration projects declined to keep communicttion oven,
build understanding and develop community support.

Presently Revised
Available Estimate Increase

3. Equipment and minor remodeltrg.... $ 17,900,000 $ +17,900,000

The following activities would be supported:

Procurement end relocation of temporary class:rooms (trailers, mobile
facilities end de unteblem).

Procurement end relocation of equipment end classroom funiture,
including replacement of obsolete items.

--- Minor building renovation end remodeling for general upgrading of a
facility including painting, modernising, end piritioning.
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Presently Revised
Available Estimate Inc eeeee

Pos. Amount Pos. Amount Pos. Amount

4. Federal administration
and technical assistance:
Personnel compensation

and benefits
Other expenses

Total

100 $1,397,000 +100 5+1,397,000
703,000 + 703,000

100 2,100,000 +100 +2,100,000

An anoint of $2,1 million and 100 positions is requested to administer the
Emergency School Assistance Program. This new effort will require:

-- Developing entirely new procedures and regulations which will allow the
Office of Education to administer a unified, coordinated program within
the six separate authorities under which funds are being requested. This

will include notices to potential grantees of the terms and conditions
under which grants will be available, unified application forms, regu-
lation notices in the Federal Register, and review, approval, award

and accounting procedures.

-- Assisting schools and other interested parties in the development of
applications.

Review1ng and monitoring an estimated 1,000-1,500 projects for assistance.

-- Providing program assistance and disseminating information to hundreds
of State and local school officials.

In addition to these direct program services, a small supporting staff will
be necessary in Washington and the regional offices to coordinate program activi-
ties, provide general guidance and other necessary administrative functions such
ss accounting, grants management and personnel.

Of the 100 additional positions requested, 82 will be professional staff and
18 will be secretarial and clerical positions. Eighty-one will be located in the
three southern KEW regional offices with 19 in Washington, D. C.

The additional professional positions are required for the following specific
purpose.:

Project development, review, monitoring and evaluation +50 positions

Fifty education program specislists will be required to handle
the several phases of the some 1,000 project applications antici-
pated. This will mean that each specialist will be handling
approximately 20 projects of varying size and scope. Because of
the short lead-time involved and the unfamiliarity of many of the
target school districts with developing proposals, it is expected
that this workload will be quite demanding and fully justify the
additional staff requested. Program specialists will need to go
o.)e and talk with local school officials, inform them of the assist-
ance available, help them develop acceptable applications, help them
with devising educationally sound programs, help with the installation
of evaluation components and finally, monitor projects throughout the
peer, helping to make modificetions as plans change snd programs
develop.
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Development of program guidelines, program models and evaluation +12 positiono
techniques

Twelve program development specialists will help develop materials
which can be used by education program ppecialists in working with
local school officials. This will include information on successful
projects in other States and communities. The program guidelines
and models will indicate, for example, what goes into making a success-
ful guidance and counseling program, bilingual education program, special
reading program, etc. These specialists will be educators who have a
sound background in these special fields.

DeveloPirg uniform grant and contract terms and conditions +8 positions

Eight specialists will be required to help develop common rules and
regulations for the ava:d of grants and contracts. These will L.-
elude such subjects as the disposition and accountability of equip-
ment, determination of allowable costs, etc. This is an extremely
important task in view of the several legislative author ties involved.
It will be impc.i.ant to develop common set of rules which will
satisfy all the authorities involved.

!lane anent and administrative ovethead +12 positions

The above staff will in turn require certain central support in both
the regions and Washington. This will include persons in adminis-
trative services, accounting, personnel operations, and management.
Eight of these positions will be in the regional offices.

It is important to emphasise that while certain minimum Federal
requirements on accountability of funds and other matters must be met
by all school districts, the program assistance and development will be
strictly optional at the discretion of local school officials. There
is no intention of having the Office of Education offering gratuitous
advice. It is expected, however, that many schools will welcome what-
ever help is available. Many of the staff involved will be drawn from
the local reglc, and will be selected for their judgement, maturity,
and experience as well as professional competence.

Even though the program funds will have to be obligated by September 30,
1970, most projects will probably continue throughout the school year. For

this reason, a special provision has been included In the appropriation
language which will make funds for administrative activities available through
June 30, 1971. To launch this program as soon as possible, ft is expected
that some existing staff will be diverted to start up the program. For this
reason, it is expected that the 100 new positions will be on board for approx-
imatley 8S percent of the fiscal year.
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Admiiistrative funds for Emergency School Assistance Program

Personnel Compensation:
Permanent
Positions other than Permanent
Other Personnel Compensation

Sub-total, Personnel Compensation

$1,200.000
100,000

1,300,C00

Personnel Benefits (7.5%) 97,000

Travel and Transportation of Persons (71 employees X $50 per diem
X 90 days) 313,000

Transportation of things

Rent, Communication and Utilities 207,000
(GSA - 100 employees X $900 lapsed 15%) (77,000)
(Utilities - 100 employees X $1,300) (130,000)

Printing aid Reproduction (100 employees X $420) 42,000

Other Services (100 employees X $900 lapced 15%) 77,000

Supplies and Materials (100 employees X $140) 14,000

Equipment (100 X $500)

Total 2,100,000

Total number of permanent employees 100
Full-time equivalent of others 12
Average number of all employees 97
Average cc;t per man year $ 14,410
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
Office of Education

Emergency School Assistance

Pcsitions Numbe- Grade Annual Salary

Education Program Officer 5 GS-15 $ 114,425

Education Program Specialist 16 GS-14 314,288

Program Analyst 3 GS-14 58,929

Education Program Specialist 20 GS-I3 335,200

Grants and Contract Specialist 1 GS-13 16,760

Education Program Specialist 14 G5 -12 198,686

Grants and Contract Specialist 6 CS-12 85,152

Education Program Specialist 7 GS-11 23,810

Management Analyst 2 GS-11 23,810

Grants and Contract Specialist 1 GS-11 11,905

Budget Analyst 1 GS-11 11,905

Education Program Specialist 6 CS-9 59,286

Education Program Specialist 2 GS -7 16,178

Personnel Staffing Assistant 1 GS-7 8,089

Accounting lechniclan 2 G6-7 16,178

Secretary S CS-6 36,470

Secretary 8 GS-5 52,394

Clerk-Typist 3 G5 -4 17,559

Clerk-Typist 2 GS.2 9,242

TOTAL 100 1,410,258
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VENEMAN. I think the Secretary pointed out the authority. The
specific expenditures we have, all of those things lie described will
cost$15 million will be for special educational personnel, for student.
programs, $15 million for participation programs, $17,900,000 for the
minor repairs and remodeling, and $2.1 million would he for the pur-
pose of Federal administration and technical assistance, those would
bo the people that we have on the Federal level on that.

Senator Domixicx. Who is going to determine where it goes?
Secretary Fixcx. We are not just going to sit here and have a first-

come, first-served kind of basis. We have plans to reach out and send
these people into the field and encourage them to make out the applica-
tions right there, particularly now speaking to the $150 million. So we
get these into a basis where we can make Judgments as to their com-
prehensiveness and effectiveness of concentrating those dollars.

Senator DOMINICK. The point I am making is that this is not going
to be done on any kind of formula, this is going to be done on the dis-
cretion of IIEW, is that right ?

Secretary FiNcii. Yes; or a project grant basis, based upon the long
experience that the people in title IV, the Office. of Education, have
had. They have been living with these districts for sonic time, so it is
not a new experience.

If we had tried to set up a whole new mechanism, you can appre-
ciate we would lose the slimmer, lose a year's time. So we have, to work
with the people we have in place on this.

Senate); PEri,. Thank you.

POLITICA!, USE OF THE PROGRAM

I think that in using these funds, particularly the, $150 million, if it
is appropriated, that you are going to have to be very careful that it not
bo used for political ;imposes. This could come up very nincli in the
coming campaigr. This is.a. point we have to wrap up in the hearings
before wo report it out. I don't. quite know how one does that, but with
the sharp minds of the committee members I am sure we will.

CONSTITUTIONAL AUTHORITY

There is one other point that bet lers me; under the Constitlition, as
I recall it, and under Sitpreme Court decisions, Government action
that is based on the classification of citizens On the grounds of race is
unconst it in ional. Now, is it pcs.;ible that a bill of this sort, which really
is based exclusively on racial criteria, can be held unconstitutional ?
And if that is correct, is there any ground, any way oi avoiding it such
as bringing sonic reference to the 14th amendment into the bill ?

Secretary Fist'''. That did concern ns. We have opinions of both
our own General Counsel am! the Department of Justice. This criteria
is on the basis of educational disadvantage and they assured us that we
do not have a legal problem in this connection.

Senator l'Etr Disadvantage, but the criteria y011 are using are
minority children and

Secretary Ftscii. Educational disadvantage.
Senator sl'ira, IhH von are not using educational di ;advantage, you

are using the number of minority child' en. There must be some nay

(, 0
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of handling this problem, but the. present form would seem to me to
be unconstitutional.

Mr. VENEMAN. I think, Mr. Chairman, this would probably fall in
the same context as the expenditure of title IV money. This is not for
the purposes of inducing integration, it is to overcome the effects of
past segregation.

Secretary Fixcir. Discriminatory practice.
Senator PELL. If my recollection is ,orrect, the Supreme Court de

cisions turn on the point. of Government action based on the race of an
individual, and this bill (ertainly is based on that. So I think we may
have to figure some way to phrase this bill.

We have a peculiar system of protocol when we sit in a joint hear-
ing. So I will call on the Senators in the order of seating on the
two committees, and apologize to those colleagues who feel that they
are being protocoled out of existence.

The hrst one will be Senator Mondale, who is chairman of the
Select Committee and whose committee will give us the advice that
we will need in reaching a conclusion ns to what to do with this
proposal. Indeed, I think there is a preliminary report due in an-
other month or two.

Senator MoxoArE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for permitting the
Select Committee on Equal Educational Opportunity to meet in con
junction with the Education Subcommittee which has responsibility
for t his legislation.

Mr. Secretary, throughout the proposed legislation, your smple
mental appropriation request. and the President's message, we Feeill
to be pursuing an objective that is described as successful desegrega
Hon. How do you define that objective ? 1)o you see it as being a differ-
ent objective than quality integration ? If there. is a difference, why
not pursue a national declared policy of quality integration ?

Secretary Fixcit. I think that is what we are attempting to do.
Senator 'Moxtmt.r.. Would you object to changing the proposal to

a declaration of a national policy of qunlit integration r.nd substi
luting t hose words for successful desegregation ?

Secretary FINCH. Well, you mean in terms of the language in the
bill.

Senator Moximr.r. Yes. I think it is terribly important that the
country have a clear understanding of what our national purpose is.

S'cretary Emit. I think we would go along with that, because as
far as I am concerned desegregation is a term of art and I think it is
badly abused in many implications.

Senator JAVITS. I will not take the Senator's time, but when it comes
to my turn I would like to lay out this con stitntional question. I believe
I his iegislat ion to be completely const itut lona 1.

Senator MoxoYLE. I would agree with the Senator from New York.
Bid I think that we had so many tragic efforts in national education
policy that it is terribly important, particularly as it effects race, that
we use this opportunity to define it in a precise way which endorses
a national objective of quality integration. In other words. that Ile
agree, as Americans, that we are going to begin to be educated together,
live togetherond treat one another ns equals and that is our objective,
rather than a negative soul of body mixing.
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Secretary FINCH. We are both striving for educational improve-
ment.

Senator MoNnAr.r.. I am encouraged to hear you say that you would
not object to that change in terminology.

Second, in pursuit of that objective, could not the thrust and guide-
lines set forth in this proposal be strengthened to make it clear that
we are trying to create incentives for quality integration? For exam-
ple, the legislation is not cast in terms of an incentive to integrate.
Most of the money in the legislation and the supplemental appropria-
tions request is going to districts that have been forced to desegregate.
Could we not change the emphasis and make more money available to
encourage school districts throughout this country to try to integrate
wherever they are found? Could we not, for example, have grants in
here to encourage interdistrict cooperation?

Secretary FiNcit. That is encompassed in categoi y III.
Senator .1toNnAtx.. That is cast in terms of maybe having a football

game together or something. I am talking about the total educational
experience. Wouldn't it be better to encourage support for busing to
achieve an integrated experience rather than using the proposal's ap-
proach by which funds would be made available only when a district
is required to bus to overcome de jure. segregation ? Wouldn't it be bet-
ter to have a strong program of community participation, parental
participation. Integrated student programs and the rest, all spelled out
so that we make it alisoltitcly clear that our objective is quality inte-
grated education and that the incentives are t o be found there?

Secretary Fixcit. I think in some cases you might want stronger
language. But we have laid this out with priority among those dis-
tricts. It is a negative concept. but the courts said they have to de-
segregate this September and they face these immediate needs. You
have also got the next prior:1y, for district which recently has been
segregated and the big third category. We think we have given them
a Vilnety of options.

Indeed. in the House testimony yesterday, they wanted more restric-
tions built in as to what we shmild not do. And'we conceded that that
might be a good thing to be considered with regard to busiI'g, for ex-
ample, not to use funds to require busing of children solely to over-
come racial imbalance, solely to achieve a mathematical racial balance.

Senator MoNnAt.E. Don't all those restrictions reed a kind of 'legit-
till. concern that there is something wrong about going to school to.
gethrr. about using busing to achieve this objective ? Wouldn't it be
hotcr to just come out and declare clearly and unequivocally a na-
tional policy that it is fundamental lo his country (hat we begIn torte
educated and live together. Wouldn't it be better for this legislation
and this approptiations request to state that purpose. and quit danc-
ing around about when busing could le used. Wouldn't be better to
pursue a funding allocation which required and creates an incentive
for quality integrated education wherever it is found? Because under
this proviso!. two-thirds of the funds arc going when one-third of
the students are found.

Secretary Ft mut. Thal is not (rue: 42 percent of the funds will

Senator Niostm.v.. Most of the money is going to where mos( of the
sISIdelltS are not.
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Secretary FINCH'. That is not true.
Senator MONDALE. Most of the money is destined for districts under

court orders or administrative desegregation orders rather than en-
dorsing an affirmative thrust and rewarding, encouraging a quality
integrated experience.

Secretary Fiscu. Forty.two percent of these dollars will go where
49 percent of the minority students are found. It is clearly close to a
50 -50 break.

Senator MONDALE. I don't think we should just think in terms of
minority students. We should think in terms of students generally. I
think there is much to be gained from an integrated school by white
children as by minority children and we ought to look at all the
figures.

Secretary Frscn, I will agree fully. There is only so much we can
do with one bill. This is not a national long-term education bill to
achieve all of the things you have talked about. We have said this is
a 2-year, short-term emergency educational bill.

Senator MONDALE. At least I made my point as I see it.
Secretary Fiscus Nast for the record, it is in section 7B.
Senator Pen.. I take exception to the continuous use of the word

"emergency" I think we are discussing a problem which will be with
us for some time, I think this bill will set a pr; ..!dent.

Senator MONDALE. My second question deals with the question of
guidelines and standards, There is growing evidence that many so-
called desegregated schools are, in fact, desegregated in only the most
strained, token way. Many of them muter a court order, many of them
under title 6 compliance regulations. And at least from my reading of
your appropriations request and proposed statute, they would be
ble for the entire $150 million request and for the double-count snpport
under the bill. The abuses that we know of, including segregated class.
rooms within desegregated schools, segregated extracw ricular activ
ities, the exclusion of Negroes from athletics, separate bus trips for
blacks and whites, exclusion of blacks from stm!ent governments, ex-
clusion of blacks from proms, dances, cheerleading, and the rest mean
that the only part of the school that is desegregated is the front door.

Another very widespread practice is the transferring and selling of
equipment to private. schools. We have evidence where school districts
have declared their best school building surpins and sold it to a private
:school for $1,500; where they have, in effect, turned their schoolbuses
over to private schools; where they have declared their textbooks stir
plus and permitted their faculty to teach in private schools; where
furniture has been sold as surplus to private schoolsin short a pattern
of trying to support private, all-white segregated education. And these
abuses are occurring in districts that are in technical compliance with
court orders and administrative orders.

We find discrimination shown against black faculty: deductions in
some State income tax laws to reinilmrse parents for tuition in seg
negated institutions, testing and tracking of pupils which results in
segregation. Some local communities ltavc reduced rates to
permit the local conummity to Letter finance the private schools that
are segregated; some have fired and demoted black teache

We have seen these abuses in school districts which ale in technical
compliance with court OrderS or title VI regulations and which pre-

6 0"
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sumably would be entitled to aid under both parts of this proposal
the appropriation request and the proposed bill.

Now, would you respond to that and indicate in what ways HEW
will act to prevent. this money from being made available to districts
engaging in these kinds of practices?

Secretary Fexcir. Well, I think we would concede the abuses you
have listed. What we are trying to do is attack those abuses through
title VI. We are seeking to obtain an increase both in personnel and
money. I think to start listing in the legislation itself the prohibitions
of the kind you have just described, would go back to your earlier
point of putting a great many negative things into the body of the
legislation itself.

And whether these districts were found to be in compliance under
title VI, under earlier administration, or in a cosmetic way, or are
now, we, under no circumstances, will fund districts out of compliance
with title VIthose who fire or demote anyone on the basis of race
or with segregated classrooms or other basic things that you mentioned.

Senator MosuALE. Let me read a description of a school district that
is currently under a court order. The students are segregated within
the desegregated high school; white students are in one wing and black
students are in another wing. There is a dual system of bells so that
the whites and blacks do not mix in the corridors or during lunch or
recreation periods. Blacks are taught by black teachers, except that a
white coach teaches segregated gym classes.

Secretary Fixers. When was it found to be in compliance, do you
know ?

Senator MoximE. It is under court order now. It is Kemper County,
Miss. Would that school district under your proposed bill be techni-
cally qualified ?

Secretary FiNcir. I would say no. I think I should have a man who
lives with this all the time speak to this.

Mr. Pottinger ?
Mr. Porrisoea. Senator, let me say that the abuses that you have

just. outlined are in violation of title VI of the 1961 Civil Rights Act.
Because that particular district is a court order district, the Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare does not have jurisdiction
over it. But let me say that the Justice Departmer* does have jurisdic-
tion to act in that case. Although I cannot speak for that Department,
I believe it is fair to say that abuses of that nature, when brought to
their attent ion, would be acted upon by J u t ice.

Senator loNiDALE. Is there a lawsuit peling in his case brought by
the Department of Justices'

Mr. POTTINGER. I am not sure of the answer to that.
\Vint particular case this is, I ant not aware.
Senator MONDALE. Kemper County, Miss.
Mr. Pont Notn. But the point I was trying to make is in this partic-

ular case, as with similar cases throughout the South, the Justice De-
partment does have the authority to intervene, based upon the 1961
act.

Senator Moximi.r. We are now talking about how the HEW will
apply these funds. This is a district which I understand to be in com-
pliance with the Federal district. court order. Would this district bo
technically eligible for funding under the bill or the appropriatiors.
request you presented to t he Congress?

49 132 0-70-3
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Secretary Frxcn. No; because it would not meet the requirements
of title VI.

Senator IoNDALE. Would you object if we spelled out in our legis-
lation a series of standards which prevented the funding of districts
which were in such technical

Secret my FiNcn. As I tried to spell out before, I think we get back
to the same old problem of how much delegation you want to give the
administration and how much you want to weight clown the legislation
with many criteria.

Senator MoNDALE. Doesn't your bill say either court compliance or
title VI compliance? In other words, it is in the disjunctive; is it not

Secretary FiNcit. A Federal court. Under the procedure we have
been following, the court requires or asks the title IV people to conic in
and lay down the criteria which are essentially the same as title VI.
That has been our practice since we have been in office.

Senator MONDALE. The responses leave me uneasy. And I think if
we start funding these kinds of districts, what we arc really doing is
spending money to enforce segregation.

Mr. Torment. May I suggest that one of the approaches that we
would attempt to take here would be, through title VI reviews and
through the complaint procedure, would be to ask the Justice Depart-
ment to update court orders which, as I said a moment ago, they have
the power to do under title IX of the Civil Rights Act. If indeed
segregation activities were taking place or were implemented despite
the court order, even though technical compliance in terms of that
court order may be the case, before such funding would take place we
would ask for a updating of that court order. I think this would
be the correct way t o remedy t hat situation.

Senator MoNDALE. These practices to which I refer have been going
on for several years and most of them have not been visited by Justice.
Are you any more encouraged that you will see a new sense of
commitment

Secretary Fixcir. If we get the increase that we have asked for in
title VI particularly, and increase in personnel. we are going to go back
to a lot of these districts that :lave been earlier found to be in tech-
nical compliance and be able to look at them. We have had a very,
very small number of troops in order to cover an awful lot of real
estate in a great many school districts.

Senator MONDALE. One final questionI have already taken more
t irate than I should.

There is a very decided pattern. as you know, in many communities
to avoid the reach of the court orders, and title VI compliance orders,
by establishing private, all white segregated schools. A whole pattern
of indirect support techniques have been developedselling schools.
practically giving them away, practically giving away schoolbuses,
textbooks, lending teachers. and at the State level giving indirect sup-
port or direct subsidy support by local school districts reducing mill-
age on the public PC 6ols and then taking Federal funds to make up
t he th iference, And now apparently the posit ion of the Just ice I tepart
merit is that it is perfectly kiroper to deduct from your income taxes
money that you use for tuition in segregated A-bools in the South. It
is not the position of the Justice Department that such indirect sup
port to private schools is a violation.
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Unless we take a position that these funds have to go for quality
integrated schools, might it not be the caire that this $1.5 billion that
is going into these school districts might be used to bail out indirectly
the financial costs of these private, lily white segregated schools to
which many people are escaping ?

Secretary Fi Nun. Let me address this to the two broad points, and
I would like Mr. Pot t inger to refer to the specifics.

First of all, the decision referred to is being reconsidered at the
White House. I have spoken against that proposition.

Senator MoNnaLE. And I congratulate you.
Secretary Ft Nein. And I chink an administration position will be

announced on that very shortly.
Senator Mosoar.E. That would be very helpful,
Secretary Fixot. Secondly, we have built into this legislati -in a

very strong maintenance of effort. We are not allowing anybody to
get of the hook or reduce their State or local support as a result, of
these dollars being expended.

Mr, Pott Inger can speak to the specifics,
Mr. PCTTINGER. Senator, other than the deduction question, which

the Secretary just spoke to, I would underscore the Secretary's pre-
vious point that we have already announced and are implementing
a policy in our office to do a Massive moilitoring function this fah
through title VI reviews in order to not allow any of the abuses that
you have mentioned in your list, whicli do take 'place, to occur.

Senator Moxn.a.E. Does this include court order districts?
Mr. Pormeurar. Yes, sir: it does incluihi court order districts,
Senator MosoaLE. Would you object to us spelling- out some of these

safeguards in the legislation ? If we are going to do it, it wouldn't
liurt any just to pin it down.

Mr. PM-TENGER. As a lawyer, Ill'' own reaction is to say that it is
more appropriate as a matter of aaministrat ion than to incumber the
legislation with it. And I would underscore that even MOM so in this
case, because of the urgency of getting the legislation passed. I think
we could all appreciate the detail that will go into those administra-
tive regulations because 1 am pledging, and I believe. the Secretary
has pledged, that those ad mi nist rat lye guidelines will take place. And
I might add that that announcement has already been made sometime
ago.

Finally, let me say that with regard to the monitoring frnetion,
the abuses that you have spoken of are :Anises that, as you kiv-ive, un-
der the 14th amendment, take place with the official sanctiou of the
actually constituted school boards. In other words, those books or hr
or facilities are given to those primate schools by the school
That is a clear violation of the law.

Senator Mi,Nnatx. And it is going on right now and under this bill,
and tinder the :izItiO million supplemental appropriations request, they
are technically qualified for funding.

Mr, VENEnAN. I would like to point out one sigunicard dist Hction
here between the manner in which this would be administered, as op-
11°,"01 to title I, for example. I mler title I, the State school chiefs
approve the project grants. This is a project grant proposal based
upon need. Priority mould he established upon the basis of need and
upon the basis of content of the proposal and would be approved here.
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And I can't conceive of us not taking any consideration in the manner
in which the actual facilities are being operated.

Senator PELL. Thank you.
Senator Prouty, the senator from Vermont.
Senator PROUTY. Mr. Secretary, yesterday, I believe, the chairman

of the General Education Subcommittee in the other House and a
Member of the majority p- :ty, suggested that they were very much
opposed to any funds being used for busing. Iii your judgment, is he
objecting to subsection G of section 6 in the bill introduced by Senator
J avits?

Secretary Fixen. That is correct, Senator Prouty.
Senator Prtourx-. As I understand that section, it leaves busing to

the discretion of the local school boards; does it not ?
Secretary Fiscit. That is correct. We have laid down the general

prohibitions that the Congress has already spelled out for usthat
funds should not be used to require busing for children to school to
overcome racial imbalance. They would strike, ns in the court yester-
day, abuse of any of these funds for any busing purposes. That would
include an in+erracial experience between schools on a one-shot, one-
hour day or that kind of school thing, but where a local board might
decide that such an experience would be educationally productive.

We feel that the local boards should have as many options ns
possible.

Senator Nom. I agree with you. But I wonder if in order to get
a bill, the Senate has got to go along with the majority in the other
party

Secretary Fixcit. We haven't encountered that yet. We are not that
far along, Senator.

Senator PROUTY. I think if we are going to be realistic we should
perhaps recognize that this may become the major problem.

Secretary FiNcit. I would like the right to retain the option too.
The board wants to use n limited amount of busing. The buses are
there. As you know, 90 percett of the districts bus: 40 percent of the
students in this country hi 20,000 districts, are already bused. It just.
seems to me for us to deny naother option and n chalice to have an
educational experience defeat s what we are trying to get nt.

Senator PROUTY. I hope very much that some of the majority Mem-
bers in the Senate will do their best to persnade some of their counter
parts in the Ilonse to cooperate in this respect. I am sure they are
sincere here and I am sure they can persuade the House Members
that this is an appropriate procedure.

Let me ask you another question: If these funds are not concen-
trated in the South, what detrimental effect would yon anticipate?

Secretary FiNcii. I am sorry, I am not sure I got the first part of
the question.

Senator PROUTY. Under this double counting procedure, aren't the
funds going to be concent rated in the South

Secretary Fixcit, That is correct.
SenatorPriovyY. If they are not so concentrated, what do you thin':

flue detrimental e Erect would be ?
Secretary Fixcn. Well, ns we pointed out, in the opening statement.

this is where we have over 1,200 districts that have to be in compliance
by September of 19TO. And if we can't provide that concentration of

ef
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effort, we are going to have some very bad situations in the com-
munities, in the faculty- student mix and all of the oilier criteria that
we are trying to achieve. That. is why we put that concentration of
funds in the bill, Senator.

Mr. VESEMAN. I think, Ser, ,or, it might be well to put this in
perspective. What the bill proposes is out of that two-thirds of the
funds that would be allocated under the formularemember you have
one-third with the discretion of the Secretaryat the present time out
of that two - thirds about 00 percent worild go into the South. But if
you don't have do,.ble counting, it would be about 50 percent. There-
fore, the impact of not doing this NN ould be. about 10 percent (:).! that
two-thirds.

It really goes into the districts that need the money moot, So that
is :really the impact we have. It, is probably not overly significant. in
total dollars, but it could have an impact in not being able to zero your
money in so it will be most effective.

Mr. Amex. I think the concept that has been expressed here earlier,
especially by Senator Mondale, that this legislation is intended to
rea Hy he'll) us achieve the goal of educational opportunity in the coun-
try. Improvement of edutati011ai opportunities for all boys and girls is
inherent. in this legislation. This is the first thne the Federal Govern-
ment has ever provided financial a.istance to assist the school systems
to more than merely desegregate, It goes beyond this to provide the
opportunity for integrated education, and I think that is import ant to
keep in mind. It is very definitely- in the lines of strengthening the
educational system in this country, both Ncrth and South. The im-
mediate problem is to help those districts that are under orders to
desegregate now and to ON e dent the kind of help they will need SO
they can have good integrated education. It also provides that there
will be funds available for de facto districts and others that. are
moving forward to eliminating the evils of segregation in education.

Senator Pnourr. What about provision for bilingual education /
Secretary Fmcir. We have increased funding for the biling.val edu-

cation program. Funds can also be used under this bill for bilingual
programs. It can be used if that distri.et wants to put some of its dol-
lars into bilingual programs. We do feel that the increase in our bi-
lingual program in the other legislation is going to do more in that
general area and problems as they come in with their own laundry
list of needs would not rate that very high. That would depend, of
course, from area to area. Texas, perhaps, more than California; and
i n some cases in your St ate.

Senator Noun% That is very true. We have relatively few so-called
minority groups in my State, but we do have a groat many French.
Canadian students who need help in this respect.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PELL. Senator Javitsl

EXTENT OF MI:NO/1'TC ()ROI F ISOLATION

Senator Jams. Mr. Chairman, I would like to deal with several
questions briefly. I shall not take very much time,.

But first to !ay down one preposition which comes out of your
statement, Mr. Secretary. Isn't it a fact according to the figures which

")
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are specified in your statement which I find at page 3 of your state-
ment, that only about one - quarter of the minority children are fully
experiencing equal educational opportunity? In other words, if there
are some 8.6 minority students, and 6.1 are in schools with over 50
percent in inority enrollments, 4.2 in schools with over 95 percent mi-
nority enrollment, that leaves only one-quarter of all minority students
in the country that are really experiencing integrated educational
opportunity ?

Secretary Faxen. That would be a fair analysis. And we would
have to raise the question about what the quality of that final quarter
is, too.

Senator JAV1TS. Isn't that the single most glaring 2elucational de-
ficiency in the country?

Secretary Fixon. I would say so, and I think Mr. Allen would
agree.

CO::ST1TUTIONALITY 0 PROPOSAL

Senator. JAVITS. So on that basis, Mr. Chairman, con the constitutional
question, 1 believe that that part. of the bill which deals with desegre-
gated education for school dis2eicts subject to court decree, or subject
to order by HEW, is fully covered as to the constitutionality by sec.
tion 5 of the 14th amendment to the Constitution which says the Con-
gress shall have the power to enforce by appropriate legislation the
provisions of this article, in view of the fact that the Supreme Court
decision proceeded on the question of equal protection tests of the
laws under section 1 of amendment 14.

Now, as to the second aspect of it, as to helping those districts bur-
dended with what is euphemistically vile(' de facto segregation. There
are tai o aspects: One is the fact tht t the Supreme Court may very
well hold, it hasn't held ye( but it may very well bold, that there is a
denial of equal educational opportuotty by the sheer fact of racial
isolation, "ra you find as a ft et, Mr. Secretary, and do you ask the Con-
gress to find as a fact, what you say in your prepared statement. "Fur-
therm, e, it is esent id to recognize that racial isolation has an adverse
effect on the quality of education for all children."

Secretary Fi NCI I. No question about it : and I know Mr. Allen agrees
with me.

Senator JAVITF. Black and white alike?
Secretary Fixcir. Yes.
Senator JAvirs. Do you agree, Mr. Commissioner f
Mr..% MEN. I certainly do, Senator
Senator 3.avirs. Does the words "racial isolation" pormit itself to

he defined as you defined it to wit, children who go to school
which are 50 percent or more of one minority lassification f

Secretary FINCH. That is our understanding, And that is the legal
term of art.

Senate.* JAvirs. Will the Commissioner of Education make tl,e
same statement ?

Mr. At t.a.x. I do. Senator.
Senator ;hairs. I think, Mr. Chairman, that that certainly would

establish the legal basis. In addition, I rather have a feeling that
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the Supreme Court may very well go the rest of the way when the
question is finally decided by it.

Secretory FINCH. If that eventuality occurs m the near future,
what we would hope we could get out of some of the innovative
programs that the districts would come out with would be very helpful
in implementing that so we don't have to start from scratch.

Senator Jxvirs. Another thing I would like to aFk you about is
the question that was raised b:, Senator Mondale with respect to
another criterion. It seems to me we can and should drat a criterion
and it docat have to be in all the details gone counsel would like
to see them in.

And I think Senator Mondale has a very important point there
that we should not allow any district to cut and trim on this bill
where we are giving money for a purpose because it is in technical
compliaLce with the decree when it is flagrantly violating everything
we are trying to accomplish.

Secretary FISCH. We would welcome any suggestions on that. I
would only make another general observation that we don't get so
loaded down with paperwork on this. I think we could accommodate
that and icidd welcome your suggestion.

Senator Javrrs. As that would an item of discretion which you
intend to exercise anyhow, it would he out business to see that it
doesn't add paperwork or redtape and reappeals or pabiic hearings.

SC11001, nTSI\G

Fluidly, Mr. Chairman, I would like to make a poin: about busing.
I ask unanimous consent that a factual analysis of school busing pub-
lished in the Neil. York Times be inserted in the record.

Senator PELL. Without objection, it will be inserted at this point.
(The information follows :)

[From the New York Times, May 24, 19701

&WOOL BCbI N 0 A U.S. TRADIrr..I

PROGRAM WELCOMED FOR TEARS EXCEPT FOR INTEGRATION

(By Davis Joboson)

Lansing. Mich., May 11Nearly all the turmoil in the country over busing
pupils to school has come with its use for racial Integration. Even though busing
for that purpose accounts for less than 3 per cent of the century-oid, btlliota-
dollar program of student transportation.

"We have had no complaints over busing unless integration was Involved,"
1)r. John W. Porrter, acting superintendent of public instruction for the Webb
gan Department of Education, said in an Interview.

The comment was typical of those from dozens of state education officials
from all sections of the country who were questioned about the impact of school
busing In their areas.

Free rides to sebool for pupils have been welcomed by most parents ever since
Massachusetts passed the first state law providing them In the horse and buggy
days of 1E40.

By 1910 all states had followed suit, and by IMO busing had begun a period of
'dramatic growth. From 7 per cent of the country's enrollment in that year, it
has increased to 40 percent today, making school busing the largest transporta
lion service In the United States.

o
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SIXTY-SIX PERCENT OF ALL PUPILS RULED

The 40 per cent excludes millions of pnpiis who tn. public transportation, often
at their own expense, to get t school in cities Altogether state and Federal
officials estimate. about twothu Is of the country's 45 million pupils nse bused.

This massive growth of busing provolced little resistance till court and ad-
ministrative orders in recent years began to require busing for racial integration.

The resistance has rouged from violence ti buses in such cities as Lamar, S.C.,
and Denver to antibusing petition campaigns in cities from coast to coast.

Senator John C. Stennis of Mississippi reiterated the view of many opponents
when he told the Scrate recently that 'parents are not going to permit their
children to be boxed .11) and crated and hauled around the city and country like
animals"

Dr. E. Glenn Featherston d"puty associate commissioner for Federalstate rela-
tions in the United States Ocoee of Education and for more than a quarter of a
century the Federal Government's foreemst specialist in pupil transportation,
estimates that about 90 per cent of the nation's busing has resulted from school
consolidations.

Although busing was at first a rural phenomenon, it has increased in recent
years In the suburbs of major cities to provide transportation for high school
students.

OTHER REASONS FOR BUSING

Dr. Featherston said that minor reasons for tbe Increase In busing included
recent shortening of distances for otisig In some states, special pick-ups because
traffic conditions would make walking hazardous, tail service for the handicapped,
liberalized regulations about giving rides to private school pupils, and busing for
racial Integratiot.

IF agreed with state officials that only the last reason had produced any tur
moil. Oprolme differ ns to how much of it is due to racism and how much to
genuine fear that busing a cbild away from his neighborhood wcu!d harm his
education.

In the South, busing children away from the borne neighVoihood to maintain
segregation m as customary tefore integration orders began to follow In the wake
of the Supreme Court ruling against school segregation was customary before
integratio.1 orders began to follow In the wake or the Supreme Court ruling against
school segregation In W54. Resistance stressed "freedom of choice" in schools.

Outside the South, howc ., resistance to Integration orders his stressed
all_giance to the neighborhood school system, often a system that vas segregated
because of segregated residential patterns.

While scattered cities in the North have experimented voluntarily with intra-
city or city-suburban busing for integration, court and administrative orders for
classroom Integration that involved busing have been bitterly resisted by at least
a vocal minority ever sine James E. Allen Jr., then New York State Education
Commissioner first ordered Malverne, L.I. schools Integrated.

STRIFE IS PEREISTING

The strife Is continuing as more of the battle for integration moves from the
South to the North. ed situation :n Pontiac, Web., Illustrates in microcosm the
arguments pro and con and the tension generated by the issue.

With Michigan's first court - ordered busing for school integration due in Pontiac
In September, the NVashIngto.i Irving Elementary School's parent teacher orga-
nisation there has voted to seek secession from the Pontiac school district.

Lest February, Federal District Judge Damon J. Keith, former cochairmen of
the Michigan Civil Rights Commission, ordered Integration of the 25,)00pupil
district. In March he approved a plan that would mean busing Calf the enrollment..

The Concerned Parents of the Pontiac School Distrkt was formed. About 1)0
members, In automebile caravan, brought petitions with 1.5,000 signatures oppos-
ing tbe plan to the Governor and legislators here.

Representative Jack McDonald of the Pontiac area Introduced a bill In Con-
gress to prohibit busing of students foe racial balance. bast week the Pontiac
school board took the Keith order to the Federal Court of Appeals for the Sixth
Circuit in Cincinnati,
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A DI FISIVF CONTROVERSY

Pontiac, an automobile-manufacturing city c: 68,000 whites and 17,000 blacks,
is sharply divided over the issue. Dr. Dana P. Whitmer said in an interview that
it was the most divisive school controversy in the community in his 15 years as
superintendent.

Pontiac already buses 3,600 children up to three and a half miles within the
40-square-mile district, in most instances because they would have to crass
streets at intersections with heavy traffic.

None of these pupils is bused to achieve Integration and busing them has
aroused no opposition, said Vernon L. Schiller, business roaLager of the district.

About 12,000 pupils would be bused under the court-approved plan, for distances
about the same as chitchen are now bused.

Superintendent Whitmer said that opponents invariably prefaced their objec-
tions to the new busing plan with "I'm not opposed to integration, but. . . ."

Following the "but," he said, come expressions of concern that parent-teacher
association for the benefit of a chrd's education would be more difficult when
tam' distance hetwcen a home and c school was lengthened; that educational
programs might have to be sacrificed to pay for addlional busing; that extra-
currictaar school activities would be curtailed it a student had to catch a bus
home after school, ord that animosities in a changed environment infght cause
disruptions not condacive to learning.

SAFETY A NC AJOR FEAR

He said a major fear seemed to be for the safety of pupils In a strange
neighborhood farther from home, particularly tt the neighborhood has a differ-
ent racial completion."

Dr. Porter said the cost of busing was a consideration holding back voluntary
efforts by cities to Integrate.

Like most states, Michigan now excludes city districts from aid for bttsing
that is wholly within city limits. Most Pupils Pontiac now buses live far enough
outside the city limits for the state to pay much of the cost.

Unless pending legislation is passed to provide state aid for busing In cities,
all c the cost of the court-ordered busing for integration in Pontiac, estimated
at $1.4-million the first year, will have to be borne by the Pontiac school
district.

Nationally, the cost of state-aided programs for basing 40 per cent ..Af all pupils
is tat ^e than $900-a. Ilion and growing annually, figures compiled by the National
Education As- ociatio. show.

The outlay is second only to the cost of teachers' Salaries as an educational
expense. Forty years ago, *.5Z minion and 68,000 °user did the job. It takes
2.36,000 vehicics today,

CONSOLIDATION A KEY REASON

A major reason for the increase, every state ofEcial questioned agreed, has
been the virtual disappearance of the little red schoolhouse from the rural
scene, resulting in the consolidation of 100.000 school districts into 17,00).

Much of this occurred In the period following World War 11. Dr. Featherston
said opposition to busing for consolidation had always been "very minor."

"Some parents didn't want to lose their local schools and he their children
go Into town," he said, ''but they eventually realised that the kids got a better
education In a larger Reboot "

Even In busing for integration, there is little evidence that the oppcsiti.n is
to time spent on a bus or hardships endured In visiting for or taking the tide.

In the South, busing has long been a favored tool for providing an education.
Integration orders have rot increased Its use.

In a statement last month in response to a statement by President Nixon
opposing busing for Integration, the Utdtcd States Commission on Civil Rights
said:

For decades black and white children alike In the South were butted as
much as 50 miles or more each day to assure perfect racial argregation."

"No complaints then were beard from whits.; of any Harmful effects," the cone
mission said.
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BUSING IN THE SOUTH

Southern educators felt busing was so essential that numerous counties in
Mississippi, Louisiana, Alabama, Georgia, North Carolina, Texas and Virginia
transported almost all their pupils, white buses taking white children to white
schools and Negro buses meeting them on the streets while taking black pupils
to Negro schools.

About 90 percent of 3(0 desegregation ple.ns approved by the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare for Southern school districts last year decreased
total busing.

'We have saved money by maintaining one bus system instead of two,' Roy
Walter, director of school transportation and driver education for West Vir-
ginia, told an Interviewer.

Despi,o their speeches denouncing busing to achieve integration in public
schools, many Southern legislators now support busing to private schools re-
cently established to provide a segregated education.

The Southern Regional Council reported last month after a survey: "Parents
to not mow their children from public to prhate schools because of tLreats of
ir.creased busing. Not only is busing the way of life In private segregated acade-
mies; it is in the segregated schools where proportionately mere busing is done
and or longerdistances."

The rigors of busing, ith rides extending up to 63 miles in some parts of the
West, produced no official solicitude until integration became a purpose. Louisi-
ana even transported children by boat.

"We have had a lot of demands for additional transportation," said John
Maddox, superintendent of iran"portation for the Georgia Loepariment ol. Ed-
ucation. The Kate doesn't bus children living 'xithin a mile and a half of their
schools, and parents want the frr e transportation."

The demand is eommoo to South, East, North and West.

Senator JAM:. I eot'ld like to point out that this claims, Nir. Secre-
tary and Commissioner Allen, that altogether State and Federal offi-
cials a ininte that about two-thirds of the country's mils are bused.
They point out that 40 percent are bused by school transportation,
which excludes public transportation. My own children have gone to
school on public buses.

Secretary Fiscrt, Right.
Mr. ALLEN. I know about the 40 percent ; I am not quite certain about

the other. I think that is 1 ight.
Senator JAvrrs. But in any event that seems to be a reasonable

estimate.
3f r. ALLEN. Ninety percent of the districts bus.
Senator Javirs. And busing lies been used, has it not, as a tool of

segregation i ii t lie. South
Secretary FiNcrttbsolutely,
Senator J...virs. Much mom than as n tool of desegregation!
Secretary Fixcit, Yes. As a matter of fact, when we broke up the

classic dual school system, busing was reduced because you would,.'t
have to go throng!) all of this of getting all of the blacks to one school
and all the whites to the other school.

Senator JAvirs. And busing was used to materially raise the level
of education? was it 110t, elicit We cut (10%111 front 100,000 school dis-
tricts, including little red schoolhouses, to 17,t-10!

Secretary FiNcii. Absolutely ; that was one of the masons why they
had unitary districts,
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Senator JAMS. And busing is a safety measure, too, is it not, in that
it makes it less likely for an accident to occur.

Secretary. Fixon. I don't know if I could, give you any factual data
on that.

NEI' AUTHORITY VEI,SUS EXISTING LAW

Senator Jams. This is all contained in this particular analysis,
which seems to me to be very intelligent.

Finally, Mr. Secretary, tell me why, in your judgment, this law is
needed and why existing law cannot be'ttilize.d for the purposes which
this legislation seeks?

Secretar3 Friscit. As I stated earlier, Senator Javits, of every dol-
lar spent on eclucati)11 in this country, only 9 percent is contributed by
the Federal Government. I would like Mr. Allen to speak to this too.
What dams we have, we have spread too thinly and it comes down to
perhaps $J8 a student. I am talking about title I. And they have gen-
erally been cast, as I said, along the line of poverty as a criterion.
What we are trying to do here is to improve educational experience
in areas which fore desperately in need of it.

We hlve. as I said, a time frame, with regard to this gnat number
of schools that will conic into compliance this fall. That is as simply as
I can put. it for purposes f this legislation : that the formula grants
have to be sin end so thin that we had to go to a project giant approach.

Mr. ALLEN. I think also I might say that this legislation gives us
greater flexibility to do what the Senator has said- than is possible
under existing legislation. It really can zero money on the school sys-
tems that need it most for this purpose.

Senator Jams. And the double counting which you make is de-
signed for that purpose?

Secretary FINCH. With a phaseout insofar as the South is concerned
as districts in the South ccmplete desegregat ion.

Senator hvirs. So within that time the phaseout, however, would
be automatic dept iding upon districts which exceed the 2 years since
the t hue of their beginning of desegregation ?

Mr. VENEMAX. I think it would be reasonable to assume that as that
occurs in the Southern States that it is very possible that the. courts
may rule on this in the Northern States. So that the double-counting
provision may remain. Pasadena, Calif., would be entitled to double
counting because it was found to be a de jure district.

Senator Jxvirs. Than!: you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Noun. Mr. Chairman, may I ask one ()nest ion at this

point ? If we look nt expenditures under tits' I, is it not true ant
because the. formula is in part based on average St ate. per pupil costs
that the South does not receive its fair percentage of funds ns indi-
cated by the higher percentages ofrverty children .vhich reside there?

Secretary Fixcit. That is true, Senator.
Senator PROUTY. Could we have IODIC charts that would demon-

strate how the South gets relatively less?
Secretary Fixed. W e can provide those for you; we don't have them

here.
Senator PROUTY. I think that would be helpful.
Thank you,Mr. Chairman.
(The. information subsequently supplied follows ;)

'7 'L
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North - South Distribution of Title I Funds

The tab's below presents the North - South distribution of the
Title I allotments and the number of low Income children for 1969.
The 17 southern rnd border states have approximately 50 percent of
the low income students and receive slightly over 45 percent of the
Title I funds. The south thus has a slightly higher proportion of
the total poor children than its ahare of the Title I appropriation.

It should be pointed out, however, that educational costs tend to
be lower in the southern states. Therefore, although It could be
argued that either region is receiving less than its fair share of the
appropriation, neither is being grossly shortchanged.

Number of Low Income Pupils and the Title I Allocation, by Region

Region

North

Low Income Pupilsa Title 1 Allocation

3,344M $612.3M
(50.2%) (54.5%)

South
b

$511.01
(45.5%)

TOTAL 6,665M $1.123.1M
(10010 (100%)

a Low income is defined using the Title I definition of pupils from
families uniter $2000 or who are on AFDC.

b The 17 southern and border states are Alabama, Arkansas, Delaware,
Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, touistan.N, Maryland, Mississippi,
Missouri, North Caroline, Tennessee. Temps, Virginia, and West
Virginia.
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SUBMISSION OE QUESTIONS

Senator JAVITS. May I ask unanimous consent that I and all mem-
bers may have leave, if the Secretary is willing, to submit questions to
him which may be answered as part of the record?

Secretary FINcit. Absolutely.
Senator PELL. Within presumably a 3 -day limit.
Senator JAVITS. From this point, yes.
Secretary Fixcit. With respect to some of the information, like

some of the information on the House side, I would want in som
cases to waive the 3-day limit, Mr. Chairman.

Senator Pri.L. I would hope we would get the answers in a couple
of weeks.

Secretary 14)mA]. Yes, I don't want to premise something we can't
give.

(The following information subsequently supplied follows:)
THE SECRETARY OF I lEALT if, EliECA1 ION, A NO Wvm.nE,

Washingtott,11.C...Ingsat J. MO.
lion. JACOB JAVITS,
U.S.. Senate,
Washington, 1; .C.

DEAR SENATOR JAVITS I ail writing in reply to your questions concerning
the proposed Emergency School Aid Act of 11170.

Your first question \YRS
1. The view has been czprcascd that the double counting provision in the

formula con lamed to Ibis bill girl's ClirOh ragonc orf to school diStriCtil which
hair up until this time refrained front their obligation to comply trifh the late
and fir constitution and offers leas money to school districts hich hare sought
to comply with the late heretofore but Hercrthetess still require assistance. lour
comments/

Tii . double counting mechanism is a factor In the allotment of funds among
States. It does not determine the amount of money which n district within that
State might recdve tinder Ms program. Therefore, double counting does not.
In any direct was, penalize the districts nhiclt have complied with the Consti-
tution, Their eligibility is determined by three categories of assistance, not
double cohnting, and districts which have heretofore been In compliance with
the Constitution would be eligible tinder cntegories 2 and a. School districts
which have completed :iesegregation under a court neuter or .mluntary pian
within the two years prior to their rippliemthn are eligible ender category 1.

However, double counting does affect the distrihnIton of two thirds of the
program funds to the States. It has the effect of Increasing by only about 10
percent the funds which the southern and border Stales would receive under
a formula based only on the number of minority students.

We feel that this distribution scheme is justified because those States
hove the pr9ponderance of minority students in schools which are isolated
racially (over 50 percent taitiority). Also, we feel that it is of highest priority
to completely eliminate the 'Inconstant tonal dual school systems. 'flits is another
reason for double counting for minority students in schools under court order
to desegregate.

Your second question was
Y. Referring again to the double counting prorision in the formula, schoo

districts imptrolonfing a desegregating plan under a Federal court order are
included. Why MR Rol this be done teith school districts operating under a NNW
court oofer or order of a State (duration departmt nit

Districts under State court or administrative order will be eligible for
double vomiting if their desegregation plans have been approved by the Itpart
merit of Health, Education. and Welf4re tinder Title VI of the Chit nights
Art of 11161. In addition. Slate-conetapproltd plans will be eligible for amble
counting if they have been nplield by a Federal court on appeal.

The need for uniformity of desegregation requirements necessitates that
State court or administrative orders be reviewed on a Federal level. Such n
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review also obviates any advantages which might be gained through collusive
State litigation. Since this review is open to all concerned school districts,
there Is no reason why ally district which is desegregating according to Federal
standards need be excluded from double counting. Districts under State order
may want to have their status reviewed in any ease, to be sure of their
eligibility for other Federal programs.

Your third question was
3. Will you pica.re furnish the Committee Irith a chart comparing the funds

atioz.ated to each State under the bill, as introduced, with Stale allocations under
a forinufa trith the double counting provision eliminated!

Tables are attached indicating the State-by-State allotments both with and
without the double colliding provision.

Your fourth question was:
Exisfoolg legislation, principally the Elementary and Secondary Education

Act, provides that persons at ()acres! might participate in as organi,:cd '.eay in
the development, review and cognation of projects. Do you feel a similar pro-
vision might be of uric, in the legislation. pour before us?

WE feel that intere:led persons and 1,,roups in the communities eligible for
assistance mulct the bill should be involved hi the planning, review fir I evalu-
ation of projects. The guidelines fur the expenditure of the $75 million which
we Live requested wider existing authorities presently provide for community
participation of this sort, We feel that legislative authority Is not necessary for
such activities however.

Your fifth question was:
5. What proportion of the funds under the formula are going to the 17 southern

and border Stales!
In FY 1971, 63 percent of the funds which are allotted by formula would go

to the 17 southern and l(mler Slates. Since only two-thirds of the total funds
are to be allotted by form ula. this represents 42 percent of the total funds.

Your sixth question WAS:
C. Does the hilt adequately assure classroom integration egong with coot

integration!
The bill does not explicitly mention this problem. However, a school district

maintaining classroom segregation would IT in violation of Title VI and there-
fore ineligible for funds. Guidelines for administration of the program will
provide that no district 41111 qualify for assistance if classroom segregation or
any other racially discriminatory practice takes place. Districts will be required
to give assurances to this effect.

Your seventh questioh was ;
7. As you hate indicated your befit) that the bill is principally intended to

prom, to desegregation, do port b lWre this purpose could be inhaneed by chang-
ing :.'.e bill fn such a way as to require a kcliool district ictifOi applies for f rond-
fog for intergroup programs under See. 5(0)(3) to shear first that it cannot
feasibly qualify for desegregation funds under Sec. 5(a)(2)!

We agree %Ill?' your ultimate objec'ive of trying to encourage the greatest
degree of reductio: of racial Isolation possible in a given district. Nevertheless,
This p9rtion of the 6111 is directed primarily to situations Involving schools having
no present Constitutional obligation to overeome racial isolatbm by fully deseg-
regating. Accordingly. methods of dealing with this kind of racial Isolation are
largely a matter of local discretion, and alternative approaches should be
encouraged.

We have node the reduction of racial isolation a priority matter. Where a
district can desegregate but clospses Instead to apply for funds for other kinds
of programs uncle^ category 3. Ilan application would bv given tow priority.
However. if you wish to offer nn amendment to the 1,111, we will be happy to
offer drafting assistance.

Your eighth question
R, Which specific Achwil districts in Nro- York Stale trill br eligible to receive

fonds, as noted in the tables submitted ns part of the Department's testimony.
and what amounts will Meg be rligible to rcreircr

The names of the eligible New York districts are attached.
No New York districts are currently eligible to receive funds under category 1.

There are 29 districts in New York %%filch have one or more schools with a
niinorily enrollment of :VI percent or more and an, therefore eligible for funds
under category 2. I In addition. a district would also be eligible If it had one or
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more schools which were nearing 50 percent minority enrollment. and were
judged to be on the verge of racial isolation. Unfortunately, we don't have it
formation on which additional districts this might include.) Under category 8,
there are nine districts in New York with 10,000 or more minority students
or 50 percent or greater minority enrollment and therefore, eligible to receive
funds.

Unfortunately, we will not he ahle to tell you how couch each district will
receive. This depends on three things: the suitability of its proposed programs,
the amount of mot ey allotted to New York State under the formula, and the
amount of money we decide to spend In these districts under the discr2tionaty
provisions of the Act. We can tell you that In FY'il, districts in New York State
would be eligible under the Act to apply for $14,53 million from the funds which
are allotted under the formula. In FY '72, we expect these districts to be eligible
for $41.03 million of the formula funds.

I hope this answers your questions satisfactorily.
Sincerely,

ELLIOT L. RICHARDSON,
Secretary.

FORMULA ALLOTMENT DISTRIBUTION TO STATES - PROPORTION AND AMOUNT

'Dollar amounts In millions)

Percent. ol total
Year I,

1300,000000 program
Year 2,

S',000,000,000 program

Double
counting

Sal double
counting

Double
counting

Not double
counting

Double
mounting

Not doubts
counting

*Warne 4.56 111 $22.9 $15.5 $45.0 $31.1
*lash* .07 .12 .3 .6 .1 1.2
Arizona .06 1.21 4.3 1.0 1.6 2.0
Adrenals. 1.93 1.75 9.1 6.2 18.3 12.S
Califorele 9.03 13.33 43.1 66.6 90.3 1)1. 3
Colorado 1.26 1.07 6.3 1 3 12.6 10.7
Connecticut .51 .01 2.5 1.0 5.1 1.1
°elates .22 .21 .1 1.4 2.2 2.8
0 ittrict of Columbia 1.11 1.62 S, 9 I 1 11.1 16 2
Florida 6.23 4.24 31.1 21.2 62.1 42.4
Georgia 5.3S 3.66 26.1 : IL 3 S3.5 36.6
Kemal .03 .1 .3
Idaho .04 .01 .2 . 3 .4 . 7

.................. .... 4.06 5.51 20. 3 27.1 40.6 ... 9
tattler' 1.02 1.40 5.2 7.0 10.! 110
fowl .11 .IS .9 .7 1.1 I.9
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DISTRICTS IN NEW YORE STATE ELIGIBLE FOR ASSISTANCE UNDER THE EMERGENCY SCHOOL AID HILL

Distrkt City County

New York-29:
Albany Albany Albary.
Poughkeepsie Poughkeepsie (Mellen.
Buffalo ....... ..... Buffalo Erie.
leckawanna leckawgnna Co.

So !mon River Fort Covington Franklin.
New Yolk City public schools Brooklyn kings.
Rochester Rochester. Monroe.

Glen Cove Glen Cove Nassau.

Hempstead Hempstead Do.

Malvern,
Roosevelt..

Ma vetne
Roosevelt D.

Westbury Westbury '0.
Niegars-Wheattittd Sanborn Niagara.
Niagara Fen, N isga ra Falls Do.

Utica Utica final
La Fayette La Fayette Cnondaga.

%WWI' h ligrusr;ik
Do.

Orange.
Awityviiie Amityville Suffolk.
Wyandach.. Waindach Do.
Bridgehampton Bridohampton Do.

Patchogue Patchogue Do.
Monticello Monticello Sullivan.
Mount Vernon_ Mount Vernon Westchester.
Fort Chester Port "ester Do.

Yonkers Yonkers Do.

Greenburgh Hartsdale Do.
Naw Rochelle New Rochelle 00.
Peekskill Peekskill Do.

RACIAL ISOLATION IN SOUTH

Senator Javirs. I had one other thing. It seems to me that your
figures with respect to the input of children in segregated situations,
which appears at the bottom of pages 9 and 10, are very important
You still show that 55 percent of the minority children in these racial
isolation situations are in 17 Southern and Border States.

Secretary Fl r. That is correct.
Senator JAVITS. And that about 67 percent of those in the 05-percent

racial isolation situations are in the Southern and Bordet States. To
Inc that is very, important because Senator Pell and I were charged
so heatedly with zeroing in on the Southern States in connec-
tion with the elementary and secondary education bill and it seems
to me the fact is there is still a massive problem of racially
isolated education in these States. And I think we have a right to
do everything we can, including this bill, to bring about an end to
it, alter 16 years since the Supreme Court's decision.

I thank the chairman for the additional time.
Senator PELL. Under this mixed protocol list, the next Senator will

be Senator Dominick.
Senator Dom Lox. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, throughout the statement and in the bill, there is a

fundamental assumption that is made, which is specified, I think, at
the top of page 2 of your statement. And you say in here that it is
essential to recognize that racial isolation has an adverse erect on the
quality of education for all children.

Now let me ask you lust a few questions on that. Frankly, this
bothers me. Are you talking about required racial isolation or are you
talking about preferential racial isolation,

1A2
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Secretary FINCH. I think my answer would be either. Commissioner
Allen might have a different response, but that would be my answer.

Senator Domi N WK. There are a great number of blacks that I know
who are asking at this time that they be en separate studies, that
they be given separate. wings, that they educated in separate insti-
tutions from the. whites. I think this is a subject which is not unknown
to you. How does S. 3883 fit in with their desires?

eretary FINCH. The question of the community, whether it is a
social community or an educational experience that is based on separat-
ism, we think is destructive, ultimately destructive, to what we are
trying to accomplish in this system of government.

Senator Domisicx. Now, having recognized the possibility that
some people in the minority groups themselves would prefer to be
educated separately, and knowing that sonic majority group members
prefer separate educational facilities for their children, can we state
categorically that their views are, inconsistent with "quality education"
as defined ? What is your de ;mit ion of quality education?

Secretary FiNcii. That is probably the most difficult question I can
think of to respond to. I imagine qinlity education is providing the
optimum experience. permissible in physical facilit les available. and the
quality of teaching available, And maybe the Commissioner has a
definition as the educators use that I don't understand. Rot that is the
AV ay I look at it.

Mr. ALLEN.. I hope you understand it, Mr. Secretary; I aol sure
y on do.

11 'hat. we. are really talking about here is providing the conditions
that enable each boy and girl to achieve his full potential in terms of
development. And any conditions that stand in the wi.y of doing this,
it seems to me, ought to he eliminated. We take the position that segre-
gated education does stand in the way of achieving that.

Senator Domisierc. Are you talking about iociological conditions
or ay. you talking about educational conditions and the ability to ab-
sorb ki,,-.wledge from textbooks?

Mr. :11.1.E,S. I am talking primarily about educational objectives.
Many of the educational objectives are sociological also. lint I am talk-
ing urimarily about educational achievement of boys and girls.

Senator Domixicx. Also implicit in Ibis is the fact that if you are
going to be a member of the minority rice, the only way you 'inn get a
decent education is to be, with whites. What gives us, as whites, that
egot ism ?

Mr. Ai.r.r.x. I think it is wrong to take that kind of position.
Senator Domisicii. It may be p rong, but that is what is implicit.

Senator Mondale's questions and all the rest of them imply fai
that if you aren't educated with whites you can't get a good education.

Mr. Ar.i.tx. A child might to haven good opportunity for an edu-
cation Ivhatover his race is. What we are saying is, and what we
know is that as a part of quality education for all, both blacks and
whites, is to help them learn how to live in a multi-racial world and
to get rid of the kind of p einaircs and discriminatory practices, and

on, that have put us in the position we are today.
Senator Dommicx. Then we are talking about sociological experi-

ence as opposed to educational trends!
Mr. Art.r.x. We are talking about both.

80
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Senator DOMINICK. You are talking about education in the broad
sense as opposed to the classic sense.

Senator Mospat.n. I endorse the Commissioner's definition. My view
is integration is important, for everybody, not just minorities. Sec-
ondly, it is my view that most of the testimony we have received
states that poor children need to be educated with more advantaged
children in order to get an opportunity for the best single source of
education; namely, one's peers.

Senator Domisicx. That I would agree with. But poor children is
not the definition that, is used in this particular bill.

I again go back to the point that Dr. Coleman made when he testi-
fied before our committee. Ile stated that minority students with
sound cultural backgrounds could attend minority schools and receive
just as good an education as if tl:ey were, placed in a majority school.

Secretary FiNcit. We have some material we would like to put in
the record with regard to that.

(The information subsequently supplied follows:)
The Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation is currently

doing an analysis which synthesizes and compares the results of practice and
current research relating to cultural and economic determinants of oducational
achievement. We expect this to be fully prepared In the very near future and
we will transmit it to the committee at that time.

Senator Mott NICK. And the bill is based solely on minority children.
It doesn't say anything about economics and it doesn't, say anything
about cultural backgrounds.

Secretary FINCH. We are not trying to solve the whole problems of
educational matters with this bill.

Senator DomiNica. I understand that. And I think your effort in
trying to do something about, de jure educational systems is admirable
and I am nil for it. My problem is when you start making antomatic
and arbitrary classifications which serve as a basis for providing
additional money for compensatory programs that, most. of our
reports indicate tire not very effect ire.

Secretary FiNcit. There is a very, very snail component of com-
pensatory program in these project grants that would be submitted by
the various costricts. This does not mean if a given district wanted to
come up with a compensatory type !migrant that we couldn't approve
it. But we believe that you have th? compensatory laws on the book.
You can argue about whether or not they had a good result or uneven
reselt, and in some cases they have been fielping depending on the base
that they started from.

But this is not a compensatory program by and large. It is a project
grant program with the kind of activities that I listed earlier In may
testimony.

Senator Domstcx. It is my understanding that the bill asked for
$1.5 billion in authorization; is that correctI

Secretary FiNctt. That is correct.
Senator Ikmixiett It is my understanding that this was the total

program the President was going to ask for.
Secretary FiNctr. That is correct.
Senator boltiNtcx. You are asking for $150 million in supplemen-

tal funds for presently authorized programs?
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Secretary Frivol. Well, the supplemental is included in the $1.5
billion.

Senator DON/INICK. But you don't need authorization for the $150
million; do I understand that correctly?

Mr. VENEMAN. We don't need authorization; we are asking for
appropriation.

Senator DOMINT.CK. I understand that, sir.
Why wouldn't the correct amount. be $1,350 million in this bill?
Secretary Frxcrr. Technically that is correct, but what we are fight-

kg again is this time frame. What we had to try to do was to get this
money under existing authority through the supplemental in order to
try and get it out this fall. This amount was about as much as we felt
we. could really use effectively, given the people and given the re-
sources we have on hand.

Senator DOMINICK. Without trying to be unpleasant in any way, I
think you are going to have a lot easier time with $150 million than
you may have with this bill, and I just wonder whether or not we are
going to need the whole $1.5 billion.

Mr. VENEMAN. I pointed out yesterday to the lIc.use committee
that these are separable and Cat the expenditures of the funds under
the authority we propose to expend them on could be used effectively
between now and September in these nearly 1,000 districts that we re-
ferred to for thee.xpenditure of $150 million.

So I would hope that you would go ahead. Of course what would
occur would be a $1.5 billion authorization and there would only bean
appropriation of $350 million out of this bill.

Senator DOMINICK. Mr. Yenernan, let me ask you this question, if
I may. Assume a situation in which a school district, is located in an
area of voluntary residential segregation; no deliberate pattern or
anything else, but it has just grown up. But they don't have 10,000
minority children in the district- and t they don't have 50-percent minor-
ity children. Is my understanding correct that the school district gets
no money?

Mr. VE.."!AN. Not unless that particular school had 50 percent or
MOM.

Senator DOMINICK. Is the legislative criteria applied to a particular
school within a district?

Secretary Frxcii. Yes.
Mr. VENEMAN. Under the second category, if one school had more

than 50 percent, that school would be entitled to submit a project pro-
posal. If the district itself was more than 50 percent and/or had 10,000
or more minority children, then they would be eligible.

Senator Do3tiNtcic. So you can pinpoint this down to a particular
school within a district?

Mr. VENE31.kx. Yes. On the basis of an application from a school,
the application would be from the district for the purpose of carrying
out the project in that school.

Senator DomiNicie. To what extent would this relieve the district
of supplying the existing funds for that school?

Secretary FINCH. Absolutely -one, because if it is IPA written ex
plicitly in the bill it will be i .Le criteria. It cannot supplant local
money. It has to be in addition to other funds.
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Senator DOMINICK. So the net effect of the bill is whatever school
has more minority children than the other gets favored in terms of
finances?

Secretary Ftxcn. Not necessarily, under category 2, a district is
eligible if one or more schools have FO percent or more minority stu-
dents. But there is no necessary preference for the districts with
schools that have the highest percentage of minority students, no' for
the schools within an eligible district which have the highest per-
centage of minority students.

Senator Donimoa. Bui Ole I is not based on racial criteria such as
minority children.

Secretary FINCH. No.
Senator DOMINICK. It deals with all disadvantaged children

equally.
Secretary Prim'. The principles are the same.
Senator DOMINICK. I don't think they are; I think they are very

different.
Secretary FINCH. I am talking about the principle of the expendi-

ture for the funds for the allocation. You probably have to say that
about 90 percent of those children receiving funds under title I would
be affected by this program. There is a great overlap.

Senator DOMINICK. There is an overlap without any doubt, but there
are a great number of poor whites in the schools and many other areas
which apparently are not going to

the
any aid.

Secretary FINCH. Those under the existing program, Senator, are
attacked on the economic line and the poor whites presumably are
picked lip there. There is, as I indicated, a multiplier effect even in the
southern districts. It just seems to me that whites should benefit, even
though we are talking about minorities. The whole system is going to be
enriched. This program is not exclusively for whites or blacks, or
Puerto Ricans or any other single group.

Mr. VENEMA N. For example, if a district is eligible under the pro-
visions of this act and it is desegregated and has a project proposal,
those dollars would go into that school district are going to benefit
all the children in that district. They arc not just going to put the
money on the desk for the black child.

Senator DOMINICK. They are going to put it on the desk of the
school I

Mr. VENEMA N. Ye.3.
Senator nommen. Dr. Allen, do you think that the American

school system, exclusive of the areas where intentional segregation
has occurred, has failed to provide students with equal educational
opportunities,

Mr. ALLEN. I think we have a long way yet top to provide children
with full equal educational opportirnity. "'Ids has been the goal and
I think we have made great progress, especially over recent years; but
re have a long way yet to go.

Senator Doxixica. TI.en I think that the select committee may be
spinning :ts wheels if it has already been determined that American
children are not receivinfx equal educational opportunities.

Mr. A LLEN. No; I don t think so. We have to constantly move towara
this goal. It is a goal th,,t is going to be receding all the time because
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the changes in our society and advancements that take place in all
fields of our society. The need for improved education is going to create
problems that make it necessary always to revise the educational cur-
riculum, to revise the program ndministration of the school, and so
on, in order to further our effort to achieve that goal.

Secretary Fixcif. If I can add to that, we are learning a great deal
about the inadequacies of the conventional secondary education. So
we are not spinning wheels ns we move in those directions, Senator. We
have learned much nbont this.

Senator DoiktINICK. That is all I have.
Senator PF.I.L. Senator Kennedy ?
Senator KENNEDY. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Secretary, I was wondering

whether you consulted with any of the civil rights people in the de-
%'elopment of this program? Could you let us know whom you talked
with and about what?

Secretary FINCIT. We had a number of consultations. In some cases
they chose not to '.)e identified; they didn't want to be compromised.
But I would be perfectly candid in saying we don't come forward with
any endorsements from those groups. Senator. We hope we will get
support from some of the educational organizations. But that is the
status.

Senator KENNEDY. I am thinking in particular of some of the civil
rights groups that have been working for years and years on the whole
problem of desegregation in the North and South and who have pro-
found experience and an enormous amount of knowledge. I would be
interested in what input they had in the development of legislation
which is, I imagine, attempting to complement what they and others
have been doing.

Secretary Fixcn. We have Dr. Coleman and Dr. Cody meeting with
different people from \In lots disciplines, various minority groups. Dr.
Anrig was part and pare ?] of that. He might want to go into it in more
depth if you would like to pursue it.

I was not present in all those meet ings, Senator.
Senator hEN NEDY. For exam i de there REC the Washington researcli

project and the NAACP legal defense fund, which did that excellent
report on title I.

Secretary Fiscir. I agree with that.
Senator KENNEDY. I am just wondering, for example, whether 'hey

were consulted. '.{'hut kind of input ns there from each of the groups
who have this interest and experience in desegregation and the related
efforts under title I. Did you seek their react sons and responses!

Secretary FINCIL They were consulted. Dr. Anig can give you what
their reaction was.

Mr. ANato. We have attempted to consult not only with groups ns
you suggest here, but with superintendents. We haven't done enough.
The time has been very short. This is an emergency bill and we have
been treating it as such and trying to move ns fast ns possible. And we
expect this wed: or next week to have n group in to assist us in the
development of the program criteria for administering the program
to address ourselves to nny point that Senator Niondale raised earlier
to see that there are projections in the program criteria to assure
npinst abuses of the fund. We have attempted to do this. but in the
short time we have not done ns much as we wished to do. It is impor
taut and we will be doing mom in the npeoming weeks.
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Senator KENNEDy. As I understand it, in many communities biracial
committees have been appointed nsually by court order, to oversee
school desegregation plans. What provisions could be made for the
participation of community residents, and in particular the biracial
committees, in the planning of these project applications for funds.
What input are we going to have at the local level and from local
groups in the formulation of the applications?

Secretary Emir. This will be provided for in the program criteria.
It is primarily that they do not have a veto power in such bodies;
the board has the ultimate responsibility. We would assume that they
would have a very strong hand in providing input in helping put
together the project grant. And in the process of sending our people
ont to work with these boards and community groups, we will be
sitting with them as the applications are prepared, Senator, and
assure that there is that kind of input. Because, as you know and
members of the committee know, unless yon have got commity
support for these programs they will not succeed.

Senator KENNEDY. Now, you have the $150 million summer emer-
gency fund.

Secretary FiNcir. You are speaking to this supplemental. It is
addresed to the problems of moving toward the fall; hopefully it
would not be limited just to the slimmer.

Mu. VENFM. %N. TIM particular piece of legislation we have pro-
posed, and we have appeared before committees asking for $150 million
in supplemental appropriations which would be expended through
five authorities in HEW and 0E0. These combined authorities would
give ns in essence the same objectives and means of reaching the pro-
grams that we are attempting to do through this legislation. It would
give the kind of flexibility that would be required and would be able
to be used strictly for de jure districts which are primarily desegre-
gating for the first time this fall or have desegregated within the past

years, onl v those category I districts.
Senator KENNEDY. I low are you going to evaluate and monitor these

programs, the projects that yon are going to fund ?
Mr. VENENtAN. One percent of the fund is proposed to be held back

for evaluation.
Senator KENNEDY. ('Quid you outline for us the procedures?
Secretary Frill!. I think. Dr. 4.nrig can probably give you that.
Mr. A Nino. Senator, it may help to go through the procedures that

we see ourselves following l'or the first $150 million in the coming
Meeks ahead of us. First, to begin with, as far ns helping school dis-
tricts apply for those funds, we would bring the various school repre-
sentatives from the various States together in a central point, State
by State, and provide for them at that location advice as to what these
finds can be used for. Arid, as Senator Mondale has cautioned,
what they may not be used for. And we will sit down and provide
them with assistance both from the OPice of Education staff and from
universities and so on in drafting the initial propoml which would
later be submitted. lite snperintemlent would then go back to his
school district and review the proposal with the hoard of education
and a recommended loiracinl advisory group and then subsequent to the
board's formal anion submit a proposal to the Office of Education for
funds. Included in that proposai under our present thinking vcould
be what we refer to ns nn outside educational system. Built into tEe
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proposal from the school district would be an evaluation component
which would require someone from outside of the school district to
evaluate what is going on in that school district.

In addition to that. evaluation component, Secretary Veneman has
mentioned the 1 perceil.; set-aside that would be used for evaluation.

Senator KENNEDY. Will there have to be a biracial advisory group;
would you insist on that in all these compliant ies ?

Mr. ANRIG. Most of the court orders are requiring biracial advisory
committees.

Senator KENNEDY. If they don't, would you insist on it
Mr. Axam. We would recommend that all school districts applying

for funds on this wc.;,ild consult with a biracial committee composed
of parents of the children.

Senator KENNEDY. You don't mind then, do you, if we require
that? Do you mind that ?

Mr. ANRIG. I don't mind; no, sir.
Secretary Fixn. Maximum feasible participation will probably

help sell Mr. Moynilian's book.
Senr.tor Mosrmix Maximum feasible misunderstanding?
Secretary Fixcit. Yes.
Senator KENNEDY. Have you any minim lit about why you didn't

include any construction funds in t his legl.,iat ion ?
Secretary FINCIT. Again, the short-term nature of the 2-year time

frameand I know the chairman gets a little upset when I refer to
emergency legislationI think made it impossible to do anything
other than to make the kind of temporary remodeling changes, like
lowering the desks, if you are talking about older children, and mak-
ing them lower for smaller children, improving lavatories, that kind
of thing. Obviously, if we had tried to get into new construction with
this, even with the full $1.5 billion, it would have gone very rapidly.
So we are trying to provide the technical help and extra assistance
of that kind to meet the terrible critical problem of new coast ruction.

Senator KENNEPr. Obviously it takes time. Rut this is the. way
you nre going to get sonic. permanent change, not with mobile units
and portable schools. And school construction certainly can be done
within the time frame of a couple of years. They are Wilding schools
up in our State in $ or months.

Secretary Fixcit. We can see the need, but we simply felt that
major construction was not the subject of thisbill.

Senator KENNEDY. I suppose what you are balancing is whether
this ought. to be a longer term !dill whether perhaps we should ex-
tend the bill over a 3-year period with a construction section. I don't
question the sincerity of your motivations on the bill, but perhaps
we should at least consider pilot construction projects in terms of
really doing this job of desegregation.

Secretary Fiscit. The only problem, Senator, is you would have
those school districts lined up, I don't know how ninny deep, three
times around the liEW building. And they would all have new con-
st ructior grants in hand and we wouldn't be doing in-service trnining
programs, trying to develop better community relations, and up-
grading of curricula and other things they need.

Mr. Vrxr.mvs. Education, as you know, Senator, is far more than
bricks and mortar.

R4
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Senator KENNEDY. But it is awfully difficult, Mr. Secretary, to
try to educate these children in broken down school buildings with
windows out and antiquated desks and so on. I have had a chance
of visiting many of the schools in the city of Boston, which are not
unlike other schools in other major cities, and it is awfully difficult
to expect kids to meet all kinds of sophisticated criteria if the heat-
ing doesn't work and the windows don't work.

Secretary Fix-cit. As a matter of fact, the first *150 million that
we are talking about will attack the first segment of this, the first
step. Because of the whole syndrome of separate but equal, their
problems down there are not really physical, because what they did
was build new schools for them.

Senator KENNEDY. Have you talked to the students from Jackson
State?

Secretary Fiscu. This is a matter of elementary and secondary
education, as welt as higher education.

Senator KENNEDY. But if you have had a chance to visit, they can
list the comparisons. Senator Mondale and others from this committee
have gone down and can speak much more authoritatively on that.
The students talk about the severe contrast in terms of just basic
facilities where they are attending schooland this tends to hold
true at all levels.

Mr. VENENI.W. It would be my reaction if we wanted to go into a
Federal hid program for elementary, school construction it should be
separate from this. The Secretary is absolutely correct, if we were
trying to put this in as an authorization project that we would have
nothing but a bunch of school districts coining in asking for money.
And the way we are going to achieve integration is through attitudes.
The ability of the teacher to have a right frame of mind to teach and
integrated attitude of the people in the community. And you can have
a new classroom and the greatest teachers aids in the world and still
haven very segregated situat ion.

Senator KENNEDY. No one is talking about doing one at the each].
sion of the other. It is a question of whether there should be at least
some provision in trying to meet the total need in termsof construction,
perhaps through pilot programs.

Mr. VENENIA N. I can see situations where they have attempted to
close down probably relatively good black facilities and used Federal
money to build a new one.

Senator Kaxxrzy. You wouldn't want to suggest that construction
isn't a very significant part of meeting the need for quality integrated
schools!

Secretary FINCH. We are simply say:ng that ought to be a subject
of another bill and that is the point of difference at this point.

Senator KENNEDY. Do you anticipate suggestions on construction /
Does the administ ration have a program I

Secretary FINCH. The Comuusstoner's office has been concerned with
that.

Mr. ALLEN. Down the road we do.
Senator KENNEDY. How far down ?
Mr. Anus. I hope it is not very far.
Senatcr Moxoal.n. Would the Senator yield/
Senator KENNY-DT. Yee.
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Senator MoxiuLE. One thing that struck me is the possibility of pro-
viding authority, perhaps even direction to establish one or two edn-
cational parks. As you know. many of the top educational schools have
proposed educational parks, Philadelphia and others. But the capital
cost is so tremendous that they can't undertake it. Wouldn't it be well
for us to have one or two of those fully funded to see what comes out ?

Secretary Fixcii. We already have approved by both Houses $25
million for experimental schools and that is one of the projects or proto-
types we will be working on in that $25 million.

Senator Moxo.mr. I understand the capital cost of one of those edu-
cational parks, is something like $15 million. And I would like to see
one or two of those tried.

Mr. ALLEN. I would just like to add to the point that Senator Ken-
nedy is raising, that there isn't any question, and I am talking now
from experience in New York, that by and large the poor child in the
city goes to those buildings that are in the areas of segregation, so-
called ghetto :treas. And one of the ways to do something about this is
to try to bring about integration, because then you get all the people
in that community and in that. State concerned with the quality of the
buildings. The cause and effect is hard to determine Itei:e. But there is
no question that the quality of school buildings by and large, in most
States, and I speak now certainly of New York State, the quality of
buildings is poor, the equipment is probably poor in the area.

Senator Domis loc. Would the Senator yield?
Senator KENNEDY. Yes.
Senator Domixicx. Commissioner, do you have an idea of the

proportion of school bond issues that have been rejected by the citizens
of this country in the last year?

Mr. ALLEN. Yes, sir; it has gone up very rapidly.
Secretary Ft xcir. By about two-thirds, I think, Senato
Mr. ALLEs. Something like 70 percent over the last 5 yeam, very

substantial.
Senator KENNEDY. Mr. Secretary, could yon give us any idea as to

how much of these funds will be used for the Indians or Mexican-
Americans? Ilare you done any kind of projection about that ?

Secretary FINCH. Indians ma Meaican-Americans are both included
in the definition of minority. Therefore districts with substantial num-
bers of Indians or Mexican-Americans might be eligible under cate-
gories 2 and 3 ns well ns 1. Indians on reservation schools mould not
receive the benefits of the pmgram. They are under the Bureau of
Indian Affairs.

Senator KEssuiv. Will they participate nt all, tne Indians?
Secretary Fr sm. Off reservnt ions, yes they do.
Senator KEssraiv. But they Ivon't participate on the reservation?
Secretory FiNcti. Not the. BEA schools. no, sir.
Senator KENNraiy.('cild you tell us what your reesoning is on that 1
Mr. VENEMAN. It is all Federal funds now.
Senator KENNEDY. That is right. But I mean in terms of upgrading

the schools and qua lily of education on reservationsI am just wonder-
ing whether you cou)d give us the reasons. I will be glad to submit
some questions on that to get at greater detail.

Secretary Fixcu. I would like to discuss it with our staff. We went
through along discussion about where we had to cut back,

:c
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Senator lir.xxrny. Wlmt about in terms of Mexican-Americans and
off'- reservation Indians?

Secretary Fiscit. They are fully- included.
Serator KENNE»y. Do you have any idea as to what mportion

of the $1.5 billion will be used for these groups?
Secretary FINCH. We can get you the figures. They are simply in-

chided hi the minority terms as used in the hill. But if you want the
specific projections as to what it might be, we will get that for you.

Senator KENNEDY. I would like that, if you could. I know these are
difficult to go through, but I think it would be useful. I would certainly
like to have those figures if you could submit them tons at a later time
In terms of off-reservation Indians end MexicanAniericans, I think
it would be generally helpful if we could get an idea of what your
projection is on how these funds are going to be used and where they
are going to be spent.

( The material subsequently supplied follows:)

ALLOCATIONS TO SPANISII-SO RNAL ED AMERICANS ANT. INDIANS

We cannot predict exactly how much money will be allocated to projects for
SpanIsb-surnamed Americans and Indians because grants under the program
are made on the basis of project applications and not cn the busk of a formula.
We woald hope to allocate funds to such projects In a proportio r-ughly equiva-
lent to the proportion of these groups In the total eligible mi.,,,tity student
population.

Secretary Faxen. The point is that because it is a project grant
situation we can't project. what a district might receive. In an area
where you had an enclave of Mexicaii-Atuericans. that the school
district might operate to help that sof ' or several schools in a proj-
ect grant. These would have to be vert .entative projections because
it is, after all, project grants and not a formula grant that we are
dealing with here.

Mr. VENEWIN. If it would be helpful, I can give you a breakdown
on how we propose to spend the $150 mil lion.

(See "Justifications of Supplemental Appropriations Estimates for
Committee On Appropriat for s," p.

Senator limirmy. If you could.
Secretary Fiscu. In Texas. for example, in the desegregated school

district there, 25 percent are Spanishsurnamed Americans who are
involved in that State alone tole eligible.

Senator KENNEDY. T: ank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Pm,. I don't mean to embarrass the Secretary in any way,

but I inn still bothered by this point about your present capacity.
Yesterday when you appeared before the Hease, the printed testimony
styled you as the Counselor to the President.

Secretary riNcu. That was a little premature, Mr. Chairman.
Senator *Pru. It is an important. point. I ask you to forgive ate, but

aro you being paid today at .$60,000 or $42,til0
Secretary INCH, My wife asked me the same questiln this morn-

ing. She sent back everything sLe bought over the weekend.
I am the Secretary and will be until roy succcusor is confirmed.
Senator Pm. Thank you very much.
Sena tor Nfonda le I
Senator MONDALE. Mr. Secretary, your appropriations request and

the proposed legislation provide that aid can go to approved plans

8 1)
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dekermined to be adequate under title VI of the Civil Rights Act
or those which have been undertaken pursuant to a final order of the
court of the United States. There are about 300 school districts which
are operating freedom of choice programs under final court orders,
even though later the U.S. Supreme Court has declared those orders
unconstitutional.

Under any circumstances will projects be approved for such
districts?

Secretary Firs-cir. The dist-ict might be eligible. Again we would
have to look at the merits of the program and if it did not comply
with title VI I can't see, even if it had been under a State court order,
that we could possibly fund it.

Senator Mosoar,E. Would you object to a prohibition written into
the law to prohibit project approvals for freedom of choke school
districts?

Secretary Frxcit. I personally would not. I can't conceive of a sit-
uation where it would be allowed, practically, but that would be up
to the committee.

Mr. PorriNGF.R. If I may addresstnyself to that point briefly. Under
title VI, and constitutional standards, freedom of choice, as such, as
you know, was not illegal if it achieve: constitutional rights, that is
to say the school desegregat ion.

Senator MoNnaLe. How much of them do you think do that ?
Air. Porrisoe.a. Wry, very true. But all I am saying is that the

appropriate way to deal with that problem would be to not fund
the district which is not achieving that result and to update the
court order through the Justice Department proceedings.

Senator AliONDALE. In the meantime, would you agree not to fund
projects for the districts?

Mr. POTTINGER. I think the Secretary has answered that question.
Yes; we will agree to that.

Senator Afosnatx. The second point I want to make is the standards
which the bill sets out for de facto projects. As I understand it, there
are two triggers here. One, the school district has to have 50-percent
minority ; or, two, it must have at leas' 10,000 minority students.

Secretary Fixcl 1. Categories 11 nnl
Senator MoNoaLr. Either or ?
Seeretnry Eisen. Y.
Senator MoNnam. By those standards, are you not denying the

assistance to the very echool districts in which integration is most
possible?

Secretary Evict'. No; we are, as I said, trying to Ilddm-s our atten-
tions to the districts where the nmd is the greatest. They are not inn-
Wally exclusive concepts.

Senator NioNDM.E. As your figures show, there are about as many
children located in the school districts in which the minorities am
in the minority as in he so-called impacted districts which would
receive pr,..ference, under this proposed legislation. It seems to me
that it is in the other districts where integration is most easily
achievable and that we at the very least ought to have an equal effort
in both categories.

Mr. VF,NF.MAN. I think calerory ll would cover that, Senator. 13e-
MSC there an individual school that was over 50 percent wutdi be
entitled to funds under the act.

4
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Senator MoNnALE. Aren't we creating a preference, though, for the
other kind of districts when you take II and III together?

Secretary Fi Nen. The second is one or more schools with a sub-
stantial but less than 50-percent minority enrollment which are in
clear danger of becoming racially isolated.

Senator Moi-7oxi..E. Lot's take a typical community, Minneapolis. You
have listed here category III eligibility. Minnesota has no districts
that are eligible.

Secretary Faxen. They N% could have been picked up under category

Senator MoNom.E. But if you are eligible in both categories, don't
you receive preference over a district that is eligible for only (me.?

Secretary Fi Nen. Not necessarily. You crone in with your appli-
cation for a project grant, so long as you fall under any one of the
categories.

Mr. Chairman, do you want me to return this afternoon?
Senator PILL I have no more questions.
Senator Mo Nnx I.E. I have just one observation. I an going to submit

several questions in writing. I do hope that we do not exclude Indians
in the thrust of this legislation, because the MA, as you know, takes
almost an official policy of being unconcerned about urban Indians.
And some of the most severe integration problems in our country can
be found with urban American Indians.

Secretary lei sell. As promised in this request of Senator Kennedy's
I think we should develop our thinking as it developed in time fund-
ing not only BIA and title I but give you a response to that that you
can weigh in your deliberations.

Senator PELL Senator Dominick
Senator I)0MLNICK. Mr. Chairman, I thank you and I will be very

brief.
Mr. Secretary, I gather that section 7 gives yon a rather broad

discretion as to what applications will be accepted by it find which
would cover some of the problems that Senator NIondale brought up;
in other words, you have a discretion under section 7?

Secretary Fix.: it. That is true, Senator.
Senator Doxiisicx. Secretary Finch, I don't know whether you or

anybody else can answer this, maybe you can: Has the question of
whether compensatory discrimination is constitutional ever been de-
cided by the courts?

Perhaps they could give me an answer later on. I don't want to rush
them on that. It is a complicated problem.

Mr. Porrixoun. Could we give you a memorandum on the subject.?
The conrts have ruled in cases 'Iwo/ring attempts to overcome prior
racial discrimination through a compensatory program that that com-
pensator). (program is not in and of itself discriminatory. It must be
based on prior discrimination or the effect of prior discrimination.

Senator Domixicri. I raised the question became I have. somewhat
the same concern as was expressed by the chairman of the colstitu
tionality of the act which si,ends taxpayers' money in areas defined
entirely by racial criteria. I think this may be a problem before we are
through and I certainly want lo get as much information on it as I can.

I thank the Chair.
(The information subsequently supplied follows:)
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION. AND WELFARE

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

Lode JUL 1 4 1970

Roto
AlfsrP

Subject: Emergency School Aid Act of 1970

Ti: Mx. Creed C. Black
Assistant Secretary for Legislation

Our opinion has been requested as to the constitutionality of the
method of allotting funds contained in the proposed Emergency School
Aid Act of 1970 (5. 3883, 91st Cong. 2nd Sess. (1970)), which deals
with assistance to desegregation and to racially impacted school
districts. Section h(a) of the bill provides:

From the sums appropriated pursuant to section 3 for
any fiscal year, the secretary shall allot an amount
equal to two-thirds thereof among the States by
allotting to each State $100,000 plus an amount which
bears the same ratio to th,t balance of such two-thirds
of such sums as the adjusted number of minority group
children . . . in the State bears to the adjusted
number of minority group children in all of the States.

The term "minority group children" is defined in section 9 (for the
purposes of section 4) as:

. . .children, aged five to seventeen, inclusive, who are
Negro, American Indian, or Spanish Surnamed American. . .

The term "Spanish-Surnamed American" is defined in the sc.c section
to include "persons of Xemican, Puerto Rican, Cuban, or Spanish
origin or ancestry".

Ye have Concluded that this method of allotting funds, although Lased
in part on racial classification, is permissible,

the proposed statute recognises racial distinctions in several respects.
First, it is implicit ia the entire scheme of the statute that racial
isolation in elementary and secondary schools and racial discrimination,
both past and present, practiced in those schools pose a national
problem. Second, it provides for Federal grants to projects designed
by local agencies to meet this problem, end therefore will necessarily
require Federal administrators to consider racial factors in judging
the relative merits of various proposed projects. Third, in providing
for the distribution among the various States of the total amount of
project funds available, the proposed legislation would use a racial
formula.
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Your question regarding the constitutional propriety of the foimula
for allocating funds among the States necessarily involves the
question of the constitutionality of the statee as a whole. This
legislative proposal, in its very purpose, and ty its terms, is
racial. The legal question is whether the racial considerations are
or such a nature 38 to involve a denial of equal protection of the
law, insofar as the statute would encourage the States to act upon
racial considerations, or would involve a deprivation of dLe process
of law, insofar as it requires Federal officials to us: racial
considerations in administering a grant program.

It cannot; be gainsaid that racial classifications generally are
"const'tutiona'ly suspect" and "subject to the most rigid scrutiny"
when laund within the frame of governmental action which restricts
freedom or imposes burdens. See McLaughlin v. Florida, 379 U.S. 184,
192-3 (1964); Loving v. Virginia, CFO U.S. 1 (1967). It is equally
clear, however, that the Constitution does not require complete color
blindness. See, e.g., United States v. Jefferson County Board of
Education, 372 F.2d 836, 876-7 (1966), anf'd en bane, 380 F.2d 385
RETIT.), cert. den., 389 U.S. 840 (13R77 Y: Thus, the incidental
recognition of racial distinctions for an administrative and benign
purpose is not precluded by the Constitution. In(teed, such dis-

tinctions are made in taking and publishvg the U.S. Census, and have
been judically sustained in the collection and maintenance of other
official data. Hamm v. Va. Board of Elections, 230 F. Supp. 156
(E.D. 7a. 1964), aff'd, Tancil v. Woolls, 379 U.S. 19 (1964).

EVen where governmental action based on race imposes burdens on certain
citizens to the advantage of others, such racial distinctions have been
sustained by tT, courts where they were necessary in order to perform
some cverriding constitutional duty, such es the correction of rr:ial
disc .urination in education (U.S. v. Montgomery Board of Education,
395 V.S. 225 (1969); V.S. v. Jefferson Count y Board of Eclucetion, supra;
Wanner v. County School Board, 357 F.2d 452, 455 (4th Cir.IF6;). We

Eillove it was largely cn this tats that the Attorney General sustained
the use of racial considerations in the "Philadelphia Plan" to promote
equal employment opportunity under Executive Order 11246, saying

The legal definition of discrimination is an evolving one, but
it is now well recognized in judicial opinions that the
obligation of nondiscrimination, whether imposed by statute or
by the Constitution, does DO: require, and in acne circumstances,
ray not permit obliviousness or indifference to the racial
consequences of alternative courses of action which involve the
application of outwardly neutral criteria.
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Even where there is no overriding duty to correct past constitutional
wrongs, there is judiuia-s support for the view that consideration
may be given to racial factors in arranging educational services
where such considerations are necessary in order to provide equal
opportunity through toe educational system to children who have been
educationally deprived by society because of their race. Thus,
courts, both State and Federal, have sustained State-supported efforts
to promote racial integration in the public schools even though
existing racial isolation or segregation could not be attributed to
official action and was therefore not itself unconstitutional.
Pennsylvania Human Relations Comm. v. Chester School Dictrict, 233 A.2d
290 (S.Ct. Pa. 1967); School Committee of Boston v. Board of Education,
227 N.E. 2d 729 (S.Ct. Mass. 1967), appeal dismissed, 389 U.S. 572
(1968); Booker v. Board of Education of Plainfield, 212 A.2d 1 (S.Ct.
N.J. 19657-Sickson v. Pasadena City School District, 382 P.2d 878
(S.Ct. Calif. 1963); Adabbo v, D.T..,ran 209 N.E. 2d 112 (N.Y. Ct. App.
1965), cert. den. 382 U.S. 905 0.3o5F, Tometz v. Board of Education,
39 Ill. 2d 5937237 N.E. 2d 498 (1968); Offermann v. Nitkowaki, 378
Fad 22 (2d Cir. 1967).

We believe that the court decisions sustail,ing State efforts t) achieve
racial balance are decisive of the question which you have preseited
to us. If States may constitutionally adjust school enrollments on
the basis of race in order to alleviate educational problems caused
by racial imbalance and in order to educationally compensate children
of races who hew been heretofore educationally deprived, then, certainly,
the Federal Government can contribute to such effort through a grant
program such ss t:ust proposed. We think-it equally clear that if the
Federal Government may constitutionally participate in such an effort
through the use of Federal funds, it may provide for the allocation of
such funds in a manner which will best meet the need, which in this
case may properly include consideration of race.

Sidney A Saperatei
Acting General Counsel

cl#
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Senator PELL. Thank you very much, indeed, Mr. Secretary.
In accordance with the previous order, the members of the select

subcommittee and the subcommittee will submit questions, and we
would like answers for the record.

Secretary Fixcii. Right.
If the Chair would allow, the Commissioner has a statement he

would like to enter into the record.
Senator PELL. 'We would welcome it and it will be inserted in the

record.
(The statement by Mr. Allen follows:)

STATEMENT ON "EMERGENCY SCHOOL AID ACT OF 1970," SUBMITTED TO GENERAL
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, BY JAMES E. ALLEN,
JR., ASSISTANT SECRET till' FOR EDUCATION AND U.S. COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION,
JUNE tt, IKO

3Ir. Chairman and Member.; of the Subcommittee: I welcome this opportunity
to add my own .vords of strong support for the President's "Emergency School
Aid Act of 11170" which Secretary Finch has outlined before your Qubcommittee.

The goal of this legislatIou i= .o help sveed the elimination of racial segrega-
tion and discrimination in the schools of our Nation. It represents one of the
most important actions ever proposed by any Administration toward making the
principlr of equal educational opportunity a reality for all children and youth.

From its beginning our Nation has cherished this principle and has made great
strides toward ensuring Its practice. In the present period in our history, the
greatest single barrier to further progress in achieving this goal is, I believe, the
continuing existence of racially segregated schools. Such segregation is rot only
educat.onally unsound but simply makes a mockery of the democratic concepts
upon which this Nation WAS founded.

The elimination of racial segregation in education. regardless of cause, :st the
responsibility of all citizens and of all levels of Gel-cm-neut. It is the special
responsibility of those who govern and administer our schools and I have recently
called upon all educators In the country not only to persevere in their efforts to
eliminate segregation in the schools wherever It ^skis, but to take the lead In
helping the public to understand the values that are at Iss le, the harmful
educational effects of segregation, and the necessity for its elimination if the
schools are to serve equally well all the people in America.

One of the greatest handicaps facing school sys,ems In the elimination of
Segregated schoolsand to the achievement of racially Integrated education Is
the lack of funds to carry out (lets-In-Intim, plans and to make the most of the
educational advantages offered by desegregation.

The legislation proposed by he President will offer erucial support and relief
for the Achoal systems struggling to work out a constructive course of action
toward the achievement of education of quality in on integrated setting. Not
only will the funds to be provided help support the added cots which usually
accompany the Implementation of a PensIttre and intelligent desegregation effort.
but they will feed the growing commitment 1,1 all levels to making our schools
fulfil the promises of Espial educational opportunity for an.

Thank you.

THE UNDER SECRETARY OF IlFALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,
111'410fnVon, D.C., July 6,1970.

Memorandum for Hon. Claiborne Pell.
Subject: Emergency School Aid Act.

When Secretary Flitch and I testified before your Subcommittee June 11 on
the Emergency School AM Act, he promised to submit a memorandum suggesting
several changes. lie specifically mentioned the Rrldillen of an express prohibition
fn Section O(g) against the expenditure of funds to establish or maintain the
transportation of FtlIdentR solely to achieve racial balance." We ft-el that such
language mould proride assurance that the Federnl Government would not im-
pose transportation requirements for the sole purpose of achlexing a math-

42-732
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ematical racial balance. It is not the intent of this language to preclude the
exercise of discretion to assist transportation which is supported by substantial
educational or other considerations.

We would suggest three other changes. One involves the definition of minority
children in Section 9(d). We would limit the definition to those "eho are of
Negro, American Indian, Mexican, or Puerto Rican origin or ancestry," dropping
the authority for the Secretary to include other children who are from environ-
ments where the dominant language is other than English and who, as n resn't,
are educationally deprived. 1While the cMjective of the broader language in the
bill Is laudable, authority already exis.s in };SEA Titles I and to deal with
the problems of educationally deprived and bilingual children. We believe the
focus of this bill is more appropriately limited to the problems of desegregation
and racial imbalance.

Section 7(n) (4) of the bill contains a provision, not included in our legisla-
tive reconnuendatim.,, to the effect that local education agencies submitting
proposals must indicate that they have made appropriate provision for the
participation of racially Isolated private school children in programs to over-
come racial isolation. There is already sufficient discretion in the bill to include
private school children in programs wherever local education agencies determine
that this would promote the objectives of the bill, and we felt this was sufficient
In terms of the primary focus on the critical needs of desegregating public
schools.

Section 12 would establish a Presidentially-appointed National Advil pry Conn
ell to review the administration of the Act and recommend improverue

We feel that this is unnecessary in view of the short-term emergency nature
of the legislation.

We would appreciate the Subcommittee's consideration of these suggestions.
.1011X 0. VFNF:11AN, Irufer Secretary.

T/IESECFIFTARY OF /if:ALM. EDUCATION. AND WFLFARF,
W001110 on, July 21, 1970.

I ion. CLAIBOKNE PELI,
U. R, Renate,
Wax), fr,glorp, D.C.

DEAR SENAT,JR PEI I.: I not writing to Indicate my full concurrence with the
testimony of my predecessor Robert Finch, on tl,e Emergency School Aid At of
1970. .After reviewing the record of his testimony, I would only add my own
thanks to you for co-sponsoring this Important piece of legislation with Senator
Jilvits, and my hope that the Committee on Labor and Welfare will take
prompt and favorable action.

Since Mr. Finch's appearance. some of the witnesses before your Comm:ttee
have suggested various amendnmots to prevent the use it I'titifl to perpetuate
various forms of segregation or for indirect subsidy to private segregated mii-
males. I want to reaffirm Mr. Finch's pledge that this 1")cpartment would not
1Pcrmit such uses of funds under the Art in any cane. At the same time. we
would be pleased to cooperate with the ('ononittee in formulating language to
prevent such specific abuses mid to assure that funds will be used where I hey
are most Deeded.

If I can be of further nssist an, In this matter, please let rue know.
Sincerely,

Em tor Ill RICHARDSON,
Secretary.

I'. S. SFNATF.,
SI I. FCf 1.031)1 fen F ox EgI'At EDIT' t tIoxaI. OrroarrxITY.

Wa*hinglnu, n.r,, June IP, 1970.
11011. II0IIVRT II. FIN( II.
Secretary, Arparfaunf r,f 1Ira 111 t, h'..faraliou, and Welfare,
WoRlifngfolf, p.r,

PFAR MIL SECO TART I regret that other duties prevented inc from being
present when you appenred before the joint committee meeting of the Siito
comniitte? on FAluc,tion of the Senate Lals,r and Public Welfare Co4nraittee
and the Select Committee on Equal DbierillonnI Opportunity on June P, 1970

94
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I have reviewed the transcript of your testimony and your dialogue with the
Senators, however, and would like to have your response to several questions
for the purpose of clarifiettion of and enlargement on your testimony.

Yoll stated on page 9, ". the title of this bill is the Emergency School
Aid Act of 1910.. . We are here trying to deli with an immediate short
term crisis We need to help these districts that are now caught up hl

the desegregation process 1,nd we have to r.eognize that racial isolation
has this adverse effect on the quality of education on all children." I do not
utiderstatal how its facto segregation presents an "emergency." It Is my under-
standing that de facto segrm.ation Is a subject that the Select Committee Is
dealing with at this time and has not found a true emergency nor has it foam!
any easy re.mionetalations to chits. The emergency, it would seem to me, lies in
the districts presently being forced to integrate. If de facto districts in the
Soffit are forced to integrate, then I see that they, like the South, might face
an emergency, liaving integration and asking for funds to cope with problems
is quite different than offering to provide integrated experiences if you will
give us the money to do so.

Please set out the emergency areas covered by S 3553.
In an exchange between Senator Mondale and yourself, on pages 38 through

47. Senator Mondale shows great c, .. nn that funds may flow to schools having
only superficial integration. Yet c .egory 3 in your bill provides funds to go to
schools that are not operating even superficially on an Integrated basis, If the
bill is truly designed to deal with emergency situations then It would appear
that the thrust of the bill should be limited to relate to emergency areas. I
believe the other, non - emergency problems would be better handled in the nor -
mat legislative process on a long-term basis.

How do you justify spending emergency funds to "ease desegregation" where
the school refuse to Integrate their classrooms on it superficial basis?

On page 18 of the transcript there is reference to one-third of the funds au-
thorized under S. 3883 being reserved for expenditure at your discretion. I
agree with Senator l'ell that this Is an Inordinately high percentage of funds
to he allowed to he spent without any control by Congress whatsoever. I believe
that the legislation would be much more effective If the funds were directed to
court ordered districts and those districts Integrated under Title VI agreements.
Even though I believe race to lie an Inappropriate basis for legislation, It would
he consistent wlih the stalest purpose of the bill to allocate the monies proposed
on a basis of the percentage of minority groups in the systems. If the amount of
money requested Is insufficient to provide proportionate allocations to all de-
segregated districts, then a request for additional funds would appear to be in
order.

There is a reference to a reservation of up to one per cent of the funds for
evaluation of the effectiveness of programs. I believe that evaluation of pro-
grams, particularly those In the Innovative category, Is essential. As you know,
the term "Intmvative" Is susceptible on many interoretations, and I believe the
Congress needs to he made aware of the effectivensss of such programs.

Would you object to a requirement that these evaluation funds be spent?
Would you object to an increase in the percentage required to be spent for

aluation
on page 2:1 of the transcript Senator Pell expresses his belief that it Is wrong

to tall the "problems of segregation In schools" an "Immediate and emergency
problem." I concur wholeheartedly with this except where there is forced inte-
gration. Such noreemergeory legislation Is precisely the subject of Titles 2 and 3
as presently Crafted. An emergency Is, however. occasioned by forced or pres
sured desegration, and provision for additional federal funds may not only be
appropriate but also necessary to meet that federally imposed emergency.

On pages 25 and 29 of the transcript Mr. Venernan mentioned teacher train-
ing. teacher aide` and minor remodeling repairs under category I. The infer.
nation I have received In date Indicates that teacher training, or retraining, ant
teacher aides to maintain classroom discipline and supplemental teaching, are
the most Important nt As at this time. On pages 29 and 30 Senator Spong and
you go into 'additional categories for which these monies could be spent. It
world appear to me that a limitation to refraining teachers and hiring addi-
tional supplemental classroom personnel is a known need which could easily
absorb all the funds you have asked for. If we are truly concerned with the chil-
dren in newly desegregated situations. I find It difficult to justify authorising
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the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare to have the discretion to give
aid to some newly desegregated schools and denying It to others.

Would you strongly object to limiting the uses of the emergency funds to
hiring and training of personnel? What additions would you make to these
areas of expenditure?

On page 31 Senator Pell mentions the obvious political overtones inherent
in the use of discretionary funds. This, of course, supports my opposition to
this prcposal to the extent It would inequitably aid selected school districts and
by definition provide unequal educational opportunity.

On page 32 Mr. Yeneman states that "(these monies are) to overcome the
effects of past segregation." I rather believe that the purpose of these "em-
ergency" funds is to overcome the effects of forced integration.

On page 35 of the transcript Senator Mondale objects to most of the money
going to districts that have been forced to desegregate rather than being used
to encourage Integration. This approach is I believe, typical in large sectors of
the country today, and ignores the fact that many, if not most, of the districts
that are forced to integrate have -very high percentages of minority groups. It
ignores the fact that even greater problems exist in forced integration situa-
tions than In volunteer integration situations. It reflects a lack of concern for
minority groups and the problems of integration. It is comparable to the sort of
hinking that denys lunches to impoverished minority group children because
there is not complete compliance with arbitrary Integration programs. Hope-
fully the Administration has changed this approach and is now more Interested
in the welfare of the school children than In forced adherence to some federal
official's Idea of the running of local school districts.

I would tend to agree with your posititoe Indicated In the dialogue nnrong
Senator Mondale, Mr. PottInger and yourself on pages 3S to -16 root-ding com-
plaint and enforcement procedures and the effectiveness of the Ilepartment of
health, Education and Welfare. The information I receive from my state in-
dicates that the Department of Health, Edticat Mu, and Welfare is most 1.1 rIngeor,
even at times unreasonable in requiring adherence to its regulations. It would
seem that the effort to draft legislation to eliminate the possibility of abuse
would only delay enactment of the legislation and prevent funds from flowing
to aid children In newly desegregated 111,411(15 who are, I underdand, in large
part black ehildren in the districts to be Integrated for the first time Ihls Fall.

Along the line of actual concern for the needs of students. as opposed to
ideolegical and idealistic statements. I share the concern expressed by Senator
Prouty on pages 63 and 60 of the transcript with the situation under Title I
whereby the relntively poorer people of the South receive n lesser amount of
funds because they do not have as much money to spend on edocntilm. This is.
of course, illustrative of the oh] axiom that the poor get tooter and the rich

get richer.
Please furnish me a copy of the charts requested by Senator Prouty.
On 'Inge 61 of the transcript Senator davits points out that "74. per cen, f

the minority children in these rectal Isolation situations are In 17 sontite.
mall border states." 110 I correctly understand from the testimony on mtge. 37
that 49 per cent of students are found In these Kinn. regions? We till yin please
file for the record up.bedate figures croot,a ring the Islovotage of TIP,Ial Isohithm
situations In the South only, climinatiog the border slates? 1 muelude from your
testimony that the number of students from racially Isolated situations in the
South and border slates is Approximately equal to the nationwide pereentnge.
It is my understanding that these figures will change drastically this PAIL
Therefore, I would apprednle your Ming Avith the %goal thiontkurn1 ti;kpor.
Unity Committee wp-tosdate figures following September 197O. sn tint the record
will reflect the true state of rnclAll isolation In each se -tor of the country. I
cannot over-emphasize my desire to oldnin the information At the earliest
Possible dale. preferably prior to January 1971, so as to enable concerned Senators
"to bring fibroid an end to trncinl isolntion1" In sectors of the nation other than
the South.

On loges 01-67 Senator Dominick refle4 is his comern with till poor people
regardless of their mare. I share its eorneern. I do not think that this legislation
should Ise based on rave. and I do not see the! this would it any more mnstit n-
tionnil than other racially based legislation,. it cony is' that the trite eno,gerny
funding portion of your bill. based on school districts msraling tinder open
court orders and compliance coolers, which Is not racially liaSVil legislation. 11.011111
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be Permissible. In any event, this particular legislation would be no more based
on race than Title V and court orders which occasion the problem. Do you agree
that long-range educational goals would he better based on economic levels than
on race?

I am concerned that in 91 pages of testimony there is so little talk of educa-
tion. The conversations. except for one question by Senator Spont,, seemed to
concentrate on every aspect of this hill except what you propose to do to aid the
education of our children in newly desegregated situations. This means that
the problems of our children are likely to be ignored, and other factors, such
as who gets the money, will be stressed. It seems to me that we should be more
concerned about improving educational opportunities than worrying about
potential localized abuses. Am I correct In assuming that is the object of your
proposed legislation?

Sincerely yours,
JOHN L. MCCLELLAN.

THE SECRETARY OP HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,
Washington, D.C., August 3, 1970.

Hon. JOHN L. MCCLELLAN,
tr.g. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR MCCLELLAN: I am writing in reply to your letter of June 19, to
former Secretary Finch, concerning his testimony before the Subcommittee cn
Education of the Senate Labor and Public Welfare Committee and the Select
Committee oh Equal Educational Opportunity.

Your first question asked us to discuss the emergency areas covered by S. 38.S.1,
Eniergency School Aid Act of 1970. The bill ts addressed to both de jure and
(le facto school districts to help them overcome the educational disadvantage
nssociated with segregat Ion. Educational disadvantage Is the emergency to which
the bill ts addressed.

Your second question asked for our justification for spending emergency funds
under Category Three "to ease desegregation where the schools refuse to Inte-
grate their classrooms on a superficial basis." The overriding purpose of Cate,..ory
Three ts to encourage, to the greatest extent Possible, desegregation of educational
activities in areas with high concentrations of minorities. Activities which con-
tribute to this end are far from superficial. To the contrary, they are the best
means available to us for achieving progress toward desegregation in our major
urban centers.

Your third question was, "Would you object to a requirement that these evalu-
ation funds be spent? Would you object to nn increase in the percentage required
to be spent for evaluation?" We fully agree with your emphasis on the Importance
of evaluation. We are committed to spending the full amount of funds authorized
for this purpose, but feel the one percent requested is ample for this purpose.

Your fourth question was, "Would you object to limiting the uses of emergency
funds to hiring and training of personnel? What additions would you make to
these areas of expenditures?" We feel that hiring and training of personnel are
particularly important, but are only a part o' any comprehensive approach to
the problems attendant to effective desegregation. A number of other important
activitlea might include, for example, community relations programs, special
remedial services, curriculum revision, special extracurricular activities, and
comprehensive planning.

You requ.sted a copy of the (hart comparing the funding under Title I of the
/-lienientary Ind Secondary Education Al for the seventeen southern and border
5tatert and tie other states. You als.r asked whether 19% of minority students
are located in the southern and border Plates. This is correct. The references of
Senator Javita to the of minority students in racially isolated Situations
relates to the jercehtage of minority Students In schools that have ro% or more
minority enrollment. As soon as accurate enrollment figures are available this
fall, we will file with the Committee, as you requested. Information on the per-
centage of children In racially Isolated situations in the Scoithern states.

Your final question asked whether the objective of our proposed legislation is
to be more concerned about aprovIng educational opportunities, rather than
"worrying about potential 'misfiled abuses." You are correct that equalizing rind
improving educational opportunities Are the basic objectives of the Emergency
School Aid Mt. In administering the Act, however. we would lake all possible
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steps to assure that localized abuses. do not occur. As Secretary Finch told the
Committee, we have no Intention of allowing federal funds to be used to subvert
the fundamental purpose of providing equal educational opportunities for all
children.

Thank you very much for your thoughtful comments. I hope tlds letter answers
the questions you have raised.

Sincerely,
Edmor L. RICHARDSON,

Secretary,

THE SECRETARY OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE.,
Washington, D.C., August 3, 1970.

Senator WALTER F. MONDALE,
U.S. Senate,
1Vaslifugton, D.C.

DEAR E'F.NATOR MONDALE: Attached are answers to the questions you raised
regarding the Emergency School Aid Act AIR' related issues in your letter of
June 9 and 18. 1 apologize for the delay in responding to your request. but It was
necessary to coordinate each answer with the Office of Education, the Office of
Civil Rights and with the Department of Justice.

If I can be of any further assistance to you, please let rile know.
Sincerely,

Ettior L. RICHARDSON,
Secretary.

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS OF SENATOR MONDALERE ENIERGENCT SCHOOL AID ACT

1. Qucaffon.Section din) (1) of the Bill which describes Category I assist-
ance refers to "special programs or projects designed to enhance the possibili-
ties of successful desegregation."

(a) Please define And state the components of "successful desegregation."
Ansuw.Successfdl desegregation Involves the full implementation of a plan

for desegregation and compliance with ['hie VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1944,
It involves a reasonable likelihood of at hieving a permanently integrated school
system from which all students benefit I nd which necessarily entails community
support, minority and non-minority student support, quality educational services
for al, soidents, and feathers who can communicate with anal stimulate all
students.

2. Question. A number of types of abuses of court orders and ways to circum-
vent the spirit it not the letter of desegregation plans are quite widely reported
in the South, Attached Is a list of such abuses which have been brought to lay
attention. Please respond to the following questions with respect to each:
Quer!ions Abuscs

With respect to each or all of these eleven situations:
1. Would ri school or school district maintaining such practices he considered

to be "enhancing the possibilities of sticeessful desegregation" under Section
i(a)(1) of the Bill?

2. If abuses such ns those I have mentioned are still going on next fall. will
such districts be funded?

3, Will al school dist rit f be eligible for the million emergency appropriro
lions fund if it has engaged in Flu h practices this year?

4. (low will IIEW And out If districts ere engaging In silt h practices?
5. (a) How do you plan to guarantee that federal moue!' will not be spent

in ways that are designed to discriminate against minoritv children in (lass.
roans or extra curricular activities or elsewhere Inside a desegregated school?

4b1 What monitoring procedures will he set up for finis purpose?
Will a sthool district in which stilts-4s maintain segregated <lasso", be

funded? Will such districts be prohibited from receiving funds? If not. tom
is Ibis consistent with the President's statement int roam ing this bill that "from
an educational eta ntlis.int %chat ti atter. most Is not the integrated school lad
the Integrated clssrooni"?

1. What guarantee Is there that this inoncy will rod indirectly ri-,s1.4 private
- segregated acadenues" through gifts, loans. or sale of school di islet isptipment.
slip/dies or services to private schools and repkeing sin h Items in piddle schools
with funds under this program?
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R. Will a school district be funded which Is under court cyder but is taken
to court, whether by the Justice Department or by private attorneys and charged
faith either failing to carry out Its (ipsegregaifon plan or with engaging in one
or more of the pram lee reiated above.
List of nukes

I. Segregated classes within a desegregated school.
2. Segregated extra curricula activities, such as

o I the exclusion of Negroes from organized athletics.
( b ) separate bus trips for blacks and whites.
(c) exclusion of blacks from student government.
it) exclusion of blacks from proms. dances, cheer leading, etc.

3. The transferring or selling of equipment to private sahools.
4. The closing of well constructed, modern black schools as the alternative

to sending while students to such schools or the use of mobile or portable chiss
rooms to supplant the closed black school,

5. The authorization of deductions under State income tax laws to reimburse,
Indirectly, parents for tuition pall to all white private academies established
for families who refuse to attend Integrated schools.

II. The testing and tu.,.king of pupils resulting in their resegregation by race
rifler in separate schools or separate dosses In the same school.

1. The lowering of tolliage rates or slate or local public financial aids to public
schools as private school m rollment increases.

S. The use of Federal money to supplant reduced local support for public
schools which have desegregated.

9. The operation of scho >>s In a district under nn (Ad freedom of choice plan
which has not been mslateit or revised under court order.

10. The firing and/or demotion of black teachers, school principals or
administ rotors.

11. The imposition of new teachers qualifications standards not required be-
fore desegregation and resulting in the demotion or dismissal of black teachers.

Aura-cr.Certain of the abuses fat: generally in the category of "in school"
discriminatory practices which. subject In coins cases to further definition, are
prohibited tinder the "Policies on Elementary and :44,analary School Compliance
with Title VI .4 the Civil nights Act of 1904." To the extent that a efolation of
Title VI is Involved, assistance to school dist rle,s practicing such noises would
be precluded quite apart from Ihe 'marcasite of the Emergency School Aid Act.
I items I.'2.Ii. 10 and 11 clearly fall within 1 his cat egory. I

In this regard, the Department's (Mice for Civil Rights is currently in the
process of preparing it policy statement dealing in greater detail with these
pro, th es. which will be furnished to affected school districts to be used as
gable ill Ilelerminlag naulliance, This statement will also be useful In adminis-
tering the Emergency School t,
The foll*xing poiniv are in reApGrille 10 questions regarding nbugch 1, 1 C, 10

end 11
1. As a technical proposition, the term "successful desegregation" as used

in the proposed Act applies to program., or projects eligible for fanding, not
to a school district. A project, however, could not be said to be 'designed to

enhance" desegregation if the system is engaged in nay of the listed abuses.
2. If a school district is tonna to be prni tieing these abuses at the (awning

of the school year. and falls satisfactorily to correct therm the district would
not be eligible for assistance in clew of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act

3, School districts Implementing desegregation In accordance with the law
next September will be eligible In apply for the initial $15 million provided in
the alit Education AiproprIn lion. Sorb Include those which Imple-
mented interim steps during the 1909-70 s( hoot year, as welt as those which had
submitted no al't.eptable plan for 1909-7d: in all these cases the cited abuses
may have existed. Inisrumli as the districts had not yet Implemented a terminal
plan for effective desegregation. Existence of these Moises at the time of Applfra-
Will for assistance under the program would be a basis for failure to fund the
project.

4 and 5. In Applytng for fonds under the initial $75 million, districts will be
regal red to give ,ssurance that students are assigned to classes without regard
to rare. that ex.,.-a tarricular acth Pies and other school programs are opersaarl
on a non-discrimlnatory basis, that teachers and staff are treated without regard
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to race, and that all practices and procedures. N1101 as for exumple testing. are
not employed so as to discriminate on non mud of race. Ilistrhis which apply
for funds at a later date tinder the authorization bill. If enacted by riangre,a.
will have to meet the same rtmiiremmits. in the fall the Department will be
monitoring desegregating school districts and efforts will be 1151(Te to Investigate
with respect to in-school abuse,. Ti,t; ine,,I.rn it bin. us 1%eii as other information
which may be available In the Department will be utiliz.d in: OM checking
comiCance of districts funded for programs oiler the initial $75 nulilicit ap-
propriation. whi,11 may take effect hcfore the start of 11w school year: and
lb) checking .ompliauce of districts during the school year prior to aproving
grants.

Under general terms end conditions, grants may be terminated during the
grant period for felli:re to comply with the applicable law and the regulations.

(1. Answered a iatv ewill not be able to receive assistance.
7. Under the Javits Amendment (A.mcatilment So. 737 to lilt. 18914 (June 2-1,

1970)1, a school district which engages i,r has unlawfally engaged in the past in
the gift or side of property to private segregated sclatola would be rendered in-
eligible for assist/MCC under the $75 millior program. rven without this limita-
tion, the Department would administer that program and the Emergency School
Ald Act so its to nee1,1 Indirect asaiatatice to -segregated academies." Such a
practice would not be consialent with the parpases of the not. or could stall a
district est Itself of property end still maintain !lint it was incurring "added
costs' under See. 110.

8. in the event the Juatice Ilcpnrtnent or a private Party files snit against a
school district for failing to Implement ni Title VI pion for desegregation or a
court order, or for engaging in diacrinditatory practices the Department would
evalnato tip matter on a casebygnse 114.sts and if grant conditions regarding
tompdance with Title VI were violated. a founilation for action would be present.
The fonowitrg point,/ a re editcrseed to or, fl.5('$ 3 j, 5, 7. 8 and it ?Chill/ are Prn-

olertof abases acrd each ot HAI 6c treated to pa ratelp
Abair No. 3.The tranaterring or selling ,f equipment to private schools.

Answer to QueRtionA
As Indicated above, the Javits Amendment would preclude the granting of as-

sistance to school districts whirl] transfer or sell equipment to private segregated
schools or unlawfully have done so. Dor program regulatms for the $75 million
will carry out lit, Intent of the Javits amendment, and will serve as a basis for
the develoittnent of regulations tor the Emergency School All Act.

.1buse No. The I losing of welLionstru. toil, modern Bark schools as the
alternative to sending white stialenta to such sellouts or the use of mobile portable
cla &aromas lo supplant the closed him k hoot.
.instrora to QureVoam

The Department °plows the (dosing of modern. usable alt -black facilities and
we have weed the intlizellou of all adequate facilities wilco they are needed to
accomplish effective desegregation,.

Depending always upon the rIrcuiataim es, the closing of a modern and well-
equipped Negro school may 4-leanly iiiiirnint to disrrimin.ilion and In such (aces
the I7epartntiont has objected to the protedure.

At the same time, school authorities have always been allowed icanitimm
flexibility' In choosing the a %nilaide measures to achieve total desegregation.
as !Ong As such illeaRlIrCR prove effective. .lo not result In other discriminatory
effects, and do not serve the deny equal ealutationml 'Itiortitaity. Court-ordered
and Title VI desegregation plant, have Inv-oiled the (losing of school fnrilitles
to utilize or CfalSOlifiate dual school systems. slid Ili impicnienting stall planet.
districts will be eligible for the proposed emergent y assistance.

in ti similar vein. schoot distri. ta have frequently chosen to utilize portables
as n means of unitizing the s)steni ythere the rapacity of paill(ular schools
and their location makes this en (-filch ut method of facilitating an effective
plan for desegregall.: 7-hr air of port/Vex ix not an "abwAr" fis such and
has been used as an aid lo desegregation. Districts usl ig portalles as tart
Of an 110[11410.1e 11-segregation plan nett fall will be eligible to rece,u e
Assistance.

.itiaxe No. .5.----'flue authorization of tiedlat. ins under State throat," tan laws
to reimburse, indirectly. parents for tuition paid to all white private tualiclidea
established for families who refuse to attend integrated schools.
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Attstcert to QIIC8ii0118
White the constitutionality of such State laws is highly suspect to say the

least, the existence per Sc of such laws would not render the school district
ineligible for assistance under the proposed Act. if a school district happens
to be hamted in a state with such a law, and there is no private school within
the district or serving students of the district which could benefit from tax de,
cluetible contributions and whose existence would frustrate the Implementation
of a de,egregation plan in the public schools, its responsibility under Federal
law. However, If the reverse Is true. and a private school is benefiting from the
state law and thereby frustrating the public school desegregation process, there
would bo a basis for not funding this district.
.1 /Auto :1'08.7 and

7. The lowering of the millage rates or State or local public financial aids
to public schools as private school enrollinelit increases.

8. 'The use of Federal money to supplant reduced local support for public
schools which have desegregated.

ins 'ocifIC81J.0t28

Under Section :1(0 of the Rill financial assistance is provided only to meet
cost, to the district of activities eligible for funding. It is intended

by this requirement that the Federal government not pick up costs previously
legne by I,x-al edutational agencies.

11 is :,Iso intended that regulations relating to this program include a mainte-
nance of effort requirement. This provision would reinforce the requirement of
funding additional costs only and prohibit supplanting. With respect to the $75
million program the governing appropriathm provides that funds may not be
usett to :..applant funding from rionFederal sources which has been reduced as
the result of desegregation or the availability of furis under the program.

At the same time. it may occur that in decrease in public school enrollment, due
to new private schools, might have the effect of lowering the total amount of
State ale provided through average daily attendance figures. If the State aid
has conventional], been based on district enrollment, and if such aid were re-
duced to a district due to ^.tr enrollment decrease, this would not constitute a
reduction III the level eilmational resources made nvallable by the State
for the purpose of establishing eligibility for desegregation assistance.

The extent of flrifinciri need is aizo II factor in the'nriministration of thts
program. it Is a stated priority In the legislation, To the extent that reducing
toillage rimy reflect a lack of need for Federal funds, a district reducing mlllege
would I Iely- not be funded. However. it is not Intended that predoinionntly
black schools be penalized in the form of not being eligible for Federal assist-
ance where State aid is reduced In proportion to decreased public school
population.

Iliac Yo. 9.The operation of schools in a district rimier an old freedom of
dinky plate ha.4 not been iiiKiCted or revised under court order.
.1a.swer. PO (1),f/11107u

1 and If a court ordered plan f r freedom of choice is not accomplishing de-
segregation, motor the Si;, million program as presently envisaged. the district
would riot be eligible for nssistamo. While a district submitting such a ecurt
ordered plan s-null 1M in tompi!onoe with Title VI prrsuant to 4:1 CFR
Art.4(0( II, if would still bare to meet the other requIronent for receiving
assistance whlrh will be lintrided In II,e programthat by the opening of the
1970 -71 .411,01 year it bas commemed the 61-mina? ph O PC of its desegregation
plan, A district oporatimr. rirsuant 10 n freedom of choice plan which is not
necorlipli4hing effective desezregation has not commenced the terminal phase
of the plan.

ruder the Emergency School A1,1 .irt the funding of freedom of choice plans
saheb h tie 11114 lretn, iiiKifited sin,itd he ;1 low ;glority Item.

3. if ti district operated oiler an Ineffective freedom of choir, plan during
the 1911C-7C school year. but has silbrcitted rn effective plan that meets the
legal rer uirctuenit, for Implementation next tall. the district will be eligible for
a saint nr,e.

4, The Dipartment receives annual reports from school districts detailing
erinlinotot data Ord (said orders are obtainable through the dm lice Devitt-
nal& Pier to approving any grant action. the Department will determine II e
list riers compliance status.

114
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coNIMUNITv v.11.01( [PATIOS IS iRoJEt I Al'InIC.VII0S. 1/1:s.IGN AND NIONiTORISG

r)nrxfiorr 1. --to) Many coorts have appointed la-rad:11 {1.11111111tiTs to oversee
school desegregation pions. %%Trot provision will he made for the participation of
commaritly residents, pr.rtialarly ennanhtees, in the Harming or pro)

the application process for funds, in the carrying out of projects. :Mil
in the monitoring of their result

fr I if such provIsirms ore to he made for the participation of corimmully rei-
dents. %%ill they participate lor the saute Witer,t in projects funded with the
$10 million Summer Fund?

lei Wore Id you object to having a requirement for such community p Irt icipa-
Hon written into the bill?

11131.1CATVIN ATTLICATIONK

I. 01.11111 yon rave any objection to a requirement written Into the bill that
applfcnlious for (mitts lie PliiilleiZeil Ivy the local MI1(1111011 agency and that pro-
cedures he required to permit community' residents to appeni applications to
whfeh they object or appeal lire failure to spend finals as ,ipp, avert or required
muter your rugnIallrns?

Is anticipated Ilint Id-racial committers, both those which arc
court olpoillte41 and ihnse which are established Icy ekrtntromity at lion, will have

major rote in the development of project rIPIllicfl I fout. in adtlsing in the
linplementation of prides ts, and in the l.Vg1111:1Iinn of their results. troth mith
respect to the :57i nilllir,n dollar emergency appropriation and the operation of
the Emergency School .k1r1 Art are Presently studying other methods for
bringing to bear meaningful community participation. Including parent nnol st
dolt advisory groups. It should be borne in mind, In this connection. moreover.
that the Erneigeney School ALI 'ter..t provides for grants to any public or non-
profit private agency. instltritIon, or organization :art contra tlitti any 'addle
or private agency, hrstitutt ni, or organization, to carry amt programs or projects
designed to support the development or Implementation of a titan of descwrogu-
lirnt. This provision contemplates the funding of private, community organiza-
tions %stitch will be helpful in tarrying out projects reinter/ to desegregation.

We feel these matters can he adequately handled try regulation. flowerer. we
would he happy to provide the assIstanee of our staff if the committer feels
that amendments with rustled to community participation and public infrprrua
lion are necessary.

BEI0RTIN0 TO OnSORT:SS AND 111W

QacAtiom 4.-1Vottl(1 you have any objection to our requiring that local school
districts report periodically to 1114: and to the Congress on the operation of
prole( Is and on progress made fn f nrther lug effect IV(' flit egril lion 'I

.12141cur.- -its. IIENV has designed n nomitoring and evaluation system
Intended to provide compreiren.ive and timely Information on the progress
Isrhool districts are making in desegregation. Vital to the functioning of nu
effective monitoring sy,tem Is that there be one focus of reporting from the
field -Ihl. will be the (Wile for flit' tilghls. Adding any other reporting require-
ments is Ilhely to resell In cotifysion for all and dilute the Intended eller I.

moSITORINC, ANiv VNAIATION

(rtecrr:oir .5(a).--'What procolure, ill yin co-Snirlish for the are( tivi
numitorim.t. 4110 evaluation of project, funded maler ills F:tocrgency Srlicarl
Art?

..110,1r4 r brkf summary de,r riptiori of the lentratic IIEW monitor-
ing and rt nlnation ,v stem for nil, progrdiu follow,. Monitoring mill It' "II'terr' pith rho ae..nran,e brut Ito (1% II rights intentions of the program are
carried out :cud mill erp,r1 any Ita,11.,Zi4 or aim' 1111:111,01L 1%111 1'01111111ethls. II,. of progrim re-rdr, and erre, I.

oa Mr;
The r,, of :01 atlm 11111 tInic f,r Chit ilicIrt.

1111'111 uirhlu t i n - IlflirI. Of the srr, vela ry. I I FAV. Ill ofirr will togetherthe information fisted on the nevi page so 111111
cinlilalton of each district recei% log funds inn be Irni1V on a imtlnutiatl.a..1..

1 x'
...mmommsrommlirumrg.
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We intend that OCR monitoring pros `de the basis for program (iecision by ti:
Office of Equal Educational Opportunity i EEO) within the Othcc of Education

will administer this program. Our nuouitoring plan specifies the step by
step relationship between the monitoring and progrnin administration in the
following manlier.
OCR compliance monitoring step

1. Preliminary ranking of the 1221) districts based on their precious record
with OCR nod Title I V.

EEO program fiCei8i(111.This ranking should then be included in the weighing
system EEO has constructed to determine the folority ranking of districts for
f undIng.

9. Review of assurances provided by the districts in their applications.
Before awarding a grant to n district OC11 should clear nay quest ionnble ones.
3. Review of the composition of the Advisory Committees to be established in

each project district in the ease of complai.n by citizens. Recommendation to
the commissioner. u hot her to nevoid the lip or demand oditicaticti
before funding is continued. This review would fools on the representative
organizations designated by the LE.1 to appoint 11 representative to this
committee.

In the case of a of-olive decision by the Commissioner, OE the district be-
CONICS ineligible, until II puts together a representative advisory committee.

4. Continuing review of Information on compliance 01 project districts. The
information wnuld be received from several sources:

Desegregation monitoring form.
Deports of district Advisory Committees.
Justice Defuartinent reports.
Complaints of citizens and voluntary grumps.

Implementnti011 14 Ole program.
Recommendation for terminal hal of funds %void(' be made %%lucre necessary.
Termination of funds until OCR tortoise ihrul ect»ptiam'e begins.

fn-alaatin
In rough outline form we see three different levels and kinds of evaluation

for this program.
Ill Local evaluation. Each su hoot district will contrui, with no outside agency

for the evaluation of its program. The 11101-kis will pay for this evnluat ion out
of money set aside for this purpose in their grants.

f Program-audit evaluation-1,y DEO and OCR teams. This will be an
effort to determine how well each district has her... carrying old Its turogrnm
nod whether good ellw.titionlil proctice lith+ been followed.

13) An:11,01(111 evniunsion under the negis of OE/OPPD to examine the effects
of desegregnlim, over Ilrue with respect to three Innin varinbles:

f a) cognitive achievt mem of 'midis
I GI social relations among pupils
lc) effects on the (1,11111111filties

The parameters of this cont ration would Include:
The cost of n11 programs.
The actual 1111x of program content.1 e,, curriculum'. teacher aides, leacher

transportntion, etc,
Ti.e social -demographic selling. I.e.. proportions of majority /minority size

of the community, etc.
The nnalytical methods %%mid combine a detailed survey of a sample of

participating districts nod more qualitative case -study nnalysis.
We expect to ounce Immediately Inward the iletniled ',binning of this evaluat ton

In order to secure n drub' base he-ginning this fall.
110 Would you have nny Ode( lion to n requirement that Independent privnte

ngcncif 5 monitor foul evaluate nturt report the results of such evalunlion to the
Congress n% well ns to 11E1V?

Innrrrr Yes we world Ode, t. .1% the slimy e outline indicates the school
(11striu is participating In this) rogram 55 III he required to furnish R large quantity
of data to several different DEW soma es. Ord design cover% all the critic:it
'way hectic and any ndulition on dulfull litho' of monitoring and evaluntion
effort %%ill undcly bunko the school dab riots, may diminish the quality of In-
formation pro% ',led and %%DI (Mute alit tr,tiitiLortutirpose.

ii5
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(c) Would you have any objection if IL were required by the legislation that
this evaluation include the participation of parents and students of both races
resident in the local schcol district?

.4nstccr 5(c).Our program gulde/ines far the $75 million program and the
above plait already provide for this participation. First we have expressly en-
sured that the advisory committee will consist of at least 50';', parents anti ilW/c
minority members. It will file a monitoring report qua rtcr'y to the Office for
Civil Bights on how well the program is going

ETlt SIC NIISoitITlEs; YlExicAls AmcitIcAlss Al)N' INDIANK

Q7calion 6.--(a) What proportion of the $1.5 billion will be directed to the
needs of children from minorities such as Mexican ,Itinericans who have special
language problems?

An exact reply is inuaisylide because this Is a 101untary projeA grant program.
We hop" 'o include Mexieun Americans with special language problems in a
proportion rougliiy equal to their representation in the eligible minority student
population. This Is, of course, contingent on project application and funding re-
quirements under the

(b) What proportion of the $ I.5 billion 11111 be directed toward the educational
needs of Indian children.

Answer 6 (b).See answer 0(n).
Quation 7.

attic ALOCATIox axn ti..7irl:NoITI'4t-: OY Ic'NPS

The Allocation or Funds to the States: North and South: ('sliming in
Voluntarily Desegregating Districts.

(a) The funds a III lie allocated among Ihe Steles nccordih g to a fer.ii Ida based
upon the nninber of minority (hildren attending school lit 1.111.!1 Mate. Are I
correct that this purpose children in school districts illohr Federal Court crillrs
to desegregate Or in school district which have pions at.prilvir.1 under Title VI
of the Civil Bights Art grf 1901 are counted twice for the porp,,,. of determining
Slate funding alioeal 'ono

(t) Is It nisi) correct that chiidreu nlIctnling school I1, s. boot dl,lriris \cid. h
voluntarily have Integrated their schools Ittnler no federal conimilsion and with.
out Federal assistance arc counted only once?

(o) Therefore. if yea voluntarily Integrate you get penalizi.s1 hr bring counted.
once, but if you are forced to integrate n Federal court 11141er Fr lsral /nw,
you are rewarded by being 1-minted twice ?

(4) How, then, do you justify this double counting? Will double counting he
used next year?

(a) Is It correct that school districts integrating under State rather than Fed .
eral law are counted only once? Then, I,os Angeles, whi(li is under State i.oirt
order gets counted cite, while Charlotte. North Ca n4inrn, under Federal court
order will have its children counted twice. Is that correi t?

(f) Why don't sch0.1 districts Ili,segregatIng tinder State court orders qualify
for double counting?

(p) Several !north r Stites. Kent unity and fur .evirtiv!e. desorreg:11+41
most of their schools more than two ,vt.ars ago. is it sorrist that to qualify- for
the double counting or to ZISSIiell '1111,11.1. roligory I n,s1Crince to Itt,egrug.11-
lug school systems you have to be cnrrying out a desegregation plan less than
two years old?

(h) Ilow many school dlsirlt Is in the 17 Southern awl hurter Slates, sin bas
those In Keriluek,v or Missouri are ineligible for double counting or ente,.:ory 1
assistance because they desegrtga le .1 over two veal: ago?

.intrecr 7,---The proposed Kniergeni y School Alt t of 1'40 pr.ivide, for :4

formula for allotment .11 two -third: of the stilts approloiatcd under the A.!
Minority group children in st hold distric is a arry leg out a plan (I ,h ,1rr% gal ion
pursuant to n Federal rmlrt order or n voluntary plan, approved under Title 1'1
of the Civil Right!, At A+1 by the Sc e retnry of Health, Edo, at hot, Velf3 re woll I
be counted twice for Purposes of eleterndoing e.,ciu Slate's Incl... le orm
VI as Issued or Title VI approval wn given allhla the two fiscal years r revealing
the fiscal year or Allotment. For these purposes, tninnri ly groinp Children attend-
ing school in school dIstrirls which have "volunta div" integrated their si boob,
(without snl.m1111Ing a voluntary plan under Title VI of the C i v i l Itights A r I 1.

IA Mali be counted only once. This doable (mint arrangement It dcIltned It !usu..
ns,..;stritoe on Ihme Stales in whirlt an eniergcm y exist. in the sm.', 11111 high

1 0 13
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proportions of minority group children are in school districts under a legal
obligation, pursuant to Federal constitutional or statutory law, to terminate dual
shoal systems and establish unitary systews by the opening of the 1970-71 school
year. These districts have the most funrPtnental changes to make in the coin-
position of their school systems iind are in greatest 'teed of assistance In the im-
mediate future.

The double count provisions do not "penalize" school districts. In the first
place, no local educational agency has an entitlement under the Emergency
School All Act. The double count provisions simply operate as a means for
allocating in portion of the funds among Slake. Local educational agencies which
have "voluntarily integrated" their schools and are facing problems as n result
are eligible for assistance under section 5(n) (2). The proposed Act assigns no
special prtority as between categories reflected in paragraphs (1), (2), and (3)
44 subsection (a) of section 5. Thus, the formula in section 4 does hat govern the
amount of assistance and indiviiin,0 school district is eligible to receive. More-
over, a school district that was in the process of voluntarily integrating its
schools and chose to subject itself, in that connection, to the requirements of
Title "VI of the Civil Rights Act, could submit its plan as n voluntary plan under
that title and, If approved by the Seer( I:try, such voluntaiy plan could form the
basis for an "double count" of its children.

"Double counting" mite rity group children in school districts classified under
section 5(a) (2) (those carrying cut a plan to eliminate, reduce, cr prevent
racial IsolatioN tri one or more racially isolated schools in the school district of
the agency) would permit it school district to qualify for the ''double count"
men if only one of a nun her (perhaps a large number) of racially isolated
schools vas the subject of an integration plan.

To receive assistance under 5(0(1 ), a district most in effect be implementing
plan for Om ilesegrega lion of its entire school system, Under section 5 (n) (2),

an the other h. , to receivc assist:Imo lit carrying out a "voluntary integra-
tion" plan, a district need not cover in that plan all racially Isolated schools In
Its system but may proceed on it school by seluxd basis and at its own pace. This
was dcsigael to encourage districts with profound problems of racial isolation
which could only move a step at n Iime. It is inconsistent. however, to treat such
districts as equivalent to distrlits carrying out it mat order or mandatory
plan at least for purposes of a formula for diitribution. To be sure, inequities
outy result in those cases where, tinder a vol iIsry integration ;dm (not fried
under Tile VI), n school district exerting the same ins' of effort required
of a district tinder a court ordered desegregated plan. In these cases, however,
it is open to the Secretary to use his one-third discretionary funds to aid such
districts directly if the amount mailable to them is Insufficient because the
anionnt allotted to the SI ale Is too limited.

Minority group chillren in n school dist ri, t implementing a plan of desegrega
(ion tinder all order of a State l',1111. which had tint been filed and approved
under 'fide VI. would not be subject to the 4111111414 ennui. Sits II Ili 1 0(15 would,

courts', for assistance rimier section 1(n )(2). The Federal-Stale
count distinction grow.; out of regain t inn. under Till., VI c f tine f 'jcii night, Act
(See 45 (1.1`.11. Sec. 5n.4). Under those rcgula t ions. the stilmilsslcal of it Fecfcra/
total order for desegregation Is accepted os meeting. the requirement of an ma-
stunner of compliancy under Title VI requiring the epprot al of the (Vire of
Civil 10015. The submission of n Slate t eurt order Is r of to regarded. Normally,
a school district subject to such an order would have to stibmit It as n toiuntnry
Nan tinder Till, VI. The distiruthn, at least in part, grows out of 11,0 notion
that, in view of the doctrine of separation of powers of coordinate branches of
(lovernment, the executive deparlincut may not loot: Ichind decisions of the
Federal judiciary. 'i'he sn toe restraints an not reply with respect to Stale court
decisions. In any my -n( consistent with Title 11, r, , besot (Hold( ;under n SI rte
court order to desegregate (fold subs It that order as n toluntary philt tinder
Title VI: Its minority grotty ( hihin n wonT1 then be (Told le f fo

PrAtir.^ATIoN or lists Amoso tits. ST1.7FS

Of Itestkn -tat Why Ito eon two] tie reall,cation authority ii laded in
So lion 4 (b)

lb) Is it not correct that under the reallocation authority in SccIon 4 (al and
(inlet other ut tOotl. the Sot rotary ar HIM ((add glare lop priority nn IL'atc
saucy I. de jure desegregation programs. find that most Northern and Western
States hat e "no beet," for these program.. and 7-allocate most of that money to
the 17 Soutnern end herder Stales')
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(c) In addition, all of the 1/2 of the funds not subject to the State allocation
formula could go to the South under Category 1 programs. Is that correct?

(d) In other words, does not this act give the Secretary discretion to set
priorities and reallocate funds in such a way that your estIrnats of tl,e amounts
of funds to be spent in ,ach State could be entirely misleading?

(c) Is the following mathematical analysis of the bill correct: Start with a
fund of $1.5 billion. $150 million of that $1.3 billion will go to Southern States
this summer. % of the remaining $1.33 billion or $000 million is allocated under
the State formula. Your figures show that 62% of that $900 million, or about $550
million will go to 17 Southern and border States. Add to the $550 million, the $150
million summer emergency fund and $450 million which is the 1/2 allocated at
the Secretary's discretion and we have a total of $1,150,000,000, which coald go
to the 17 States. That leaves $350 million to the r.then 33 States.

Finally, under your reallocation provision, i it possible that a substantial por-
tion of that $350 million could be re-assigned to the 17 States. Is that correct?

.4 nstccr 8. Section 4(b) of the proposed l'ntergency School Aid Act contait,4
a "traditional" reallotment provision. It was thought useful on the grounds that
1.1 some States projects meeting the requirements of the Act might not be sub-
rattled to the Secretary in saiclent number to absorb the State's allotment.
Accordingly, a realiotment provision Ices suggested by way of making most
economical use of funds.

Under section 8 of the Act, the Secretary is not expressly precluded front
assigning za Nation-wide priority to one enlegory of application. However. in
view of the Ittagdage of section 4(1), It is doubtful that he coati use this as a
basis for reallocating all monies to one section of the country. Section 4(1,)
speaks of the excess of an allotment to n Stale over "the ntuount which the
Secretary determines will be required . . . for programs or projects within
such State which meet the requirements for approval of applications under this
Act . . . ." it was contemplated that as long as there are In a State approvale
projects, under any of the three categories. the Secretory would use the State's
allotment for funding those projects With respect to section 8, the intent was
that priorities he established for funding projects from within a State. Thus.
the Secretary could determine that Within State A. priority mould he given to
section 5(8)41) projects over section 5(0 C2 t projects. TWA was not intended
ns n subterfuge to transfer all fends to one section of the condo-. We would lie
happy to work with staff on technical changes to clarify fits pint.

Theoretically, the one-third of the appropriations which the Secretary may
use at his discretion could be assigned to one type of project. Again. it %%as not
the Intent of the At to have the Secretary use this authority to benefit one
region. (in the contrary, this authority woad be used to support innovative proj-
ects. North rmil. South, alike.

For these reasons, it is wrong to suggest that $1.15 billion under this Act
could go to the 17 Southern Slates.

THE ALLOCATION OF VUNDR A)MON° TFIF TII1RF.E eAttcoairs OF .15;;ISTANCL

QUCIUGII 9.Section 5 of the 14111 provides for financial assistance eligibility in
three separate categories. First, a school district which is implementing n plan
of desegregation or within two years has completed n plan is eligible f ,r assist.
ante to help implement the plan or to carry out special programs or projects
designed to enhance the possibilitIc of successful desegregation. Second, a local
educational agency may be assisted to trivet the costs of voluntary desegregation
to eliminate or reduce racial isolation in one or more racially isolates' (de
facto desegregated) schools. Third, a local education agency in a defacto seg-
regated district which contains at least 10.000, or more than 50%. minority
OIL-iron may receive assistance to conduct inter -I -ial (ituation programs in-
voicing the joint participation of minority nn,! tin/11,41,41(y gr":1, children
attending different scitisds, (.r it may rei eke assist once I, tarry out promising
pthl or demonstration prIgralos I. (IV( r.rile the n(l+cr,e att.-mai c Rey to of
racial 1.nintb,n upon chibtrca whore n It(irict can demonstrate that 1.dcrracial
programs a re not pro hirable.

(a) How much money under lid( :CO 0111 he ,tent for rich of the three
categories: (1) to hello &jure segrcrnlion. (21 to help col tailors and de (ado
desegregation and 01 for interracial oroJet ts or c.o::porcnt,ry education proj-
ects In de facto districts,

Ong 8
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Atisteer 9(a).Because this Is a voluntary program this question can only
be answered in a general way. We cannot predict how' many district will apply
for assistance under each of the three categories. However, using available
information we have been able to estimate approximately how many school
districts and minority children will be in,:luded rimier each category of assistance.

Starting with the number of minority childre:, In each category and using
rough esti mites of per pupil cost based on experiences and analysis we obtain
the range of miArount and maximum need. Allocating our funds in proportion to
these needs nmi keeping in mind that our priority task is to accomplish educa-
tionally successful desegregation, it might he expected that approximately 40%
of the total funds would go to Category I, 40% to Category II and 20% to
Category III.

We emphasize that these allocations nre approximate because each district
faces a unique situation. We know that there are many cases, especially in
dc Jere areas, where desegregation results In considerable savings on school
costs, We also know that the first year costs of desegregation are always greater
than the continuing coststhese in fact often arc quite modest.

(b) now much money will go to that portion of the third category that per.
wits funding of pilot programs in racial !soh lion?

Answer 9(1.0).--We cannot, say. As the bill clearly states, funding under this
category will be possible only when HEW determines that a district cannot under
take interracial programs.

(e) In what States will this money be spent ?
Ansteer 0(e). Two- thirds of the total program funds will be allocated to

States on the basis of an allotment formula. The rest will be distributed to ,teas
of greatest need with first priority accorded to desegregation efforts. The table
attached provides a state listing of the amount to be received under the formula
allotment. (See Attachment 2,)

(d ) Is it not fair to say then, that if the Congress passes this legislation as
proposed we really have no assurance or guaranty what proportion of the funds
will be spent for what purposes or in which of the three categories, and that
we have no meaningful russurance of how much money would he spent in any
one state?

Anwer 3(d). -- -It Is difficult to predict how funds will be allocated whenever
a federal program is voluntary, as this one is. However, HEW has an explicit
set of 'Kiley priorities, and our program allocations match these and relate
directly to the best available estimates of the objective needs facing the schools.

El IGIBILIIY FOR AFSISTANCE TO RAC !ALLY ISOLATED SCHOOL DISTRICTS
UNDER CATEGORY

Question /O.Category 3 provides for assistance for de facto segregated school
districts with children In racially Isolated schools. The assistance is of two
kindsInter-racial project., short of school Integration and pilot compensatory
projects for racially Isolated children. I am troubled by the eligibility criteria for
Category 3 districts. Section 5(a ) (3t defines a Category 3 district as eligible for
sach assistance w hen it is a district with 10,000 or more minor:Ay children or
more than 50)% minority children.

(a) Are we to assume that districts with 10,000 children from minorities
or 50% minority children are districts in which Integrated education is impos-
sible or Impractical?

Answer 10(a ).Nol at all. There were two reasons for choosing these limits
for eligibility, none of which imply a judgment that integration is impossible.
First, we realized that fixing the desegregation priority would leave relatively
little money for this category. The experience of Title 1 has demonstrated that
some sensible degree of resource concentration is needed to accomplish any
significant educational results and these criteria were a may of limiting the
universe of eligibie districts to focus the resources. Secondly, it is clear that
the larger districts with the most minority students have the most complex
and scveee problems of quality education. For that reason we felt these h
be the places where the limited Category III fonds are spent in A concentrated
way.

(b) Doesn't this soy to every district with 50% minority children or more
than 10,000 minority children : "low don't have to integrate tiour silicas." Does
it not tell them they "an obtain assistance without agreeing to reduce or prevent
rr ^ial isolation,

o
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Answer 10(b). Quite the contrary. In section 5(a) (R) the hill provides that
only when Inter-racial educational progrnms arc not feasible In the Judgmentof HEW will a district be eligible for pilot or demonstration compensatory
projects. The In raclal educational programs to he funded will be designed
to substantially reduce racial Isolation even though they may not involve full
scale Integration.

(c) Does the 10,000-50% formula apply regardless of the district's over all
racial composition or Its geographic relationship to other districts? Yet, they
can get by with racially isolated programs, is thnt not correct'

Andtcer 10(e).The 50% figure does refer to the avernll rncial composition
of the district. The geographic relattoc.hlp with ether districts is a major
factor in determining whether nny kind. of desegregation is feas hie: this inenri9
we would expect this be considered before sir* funds were available for situa-
tions of racial Isolation.

(d) What safeguards are there in this bill thnt would prevent a city which
di I not qualify under this criteria hut which wanted funds for compensatory
education programs In racial isolation from redrawing its di..rrict lines to
tablish a district with more thnn 50% minority students?

Ammer 10(d).Itedrnwing of school boundarte. so as to concentrate rack.
minorities would hen clear violation of Title VI.

AIZOCATIO' og susns AMOYG

Quostion ILEligibility Category No. 2 provides for tInancInt alrl to rltOrlitc
which voluntnrily desegregate or wish to prevent Ile emergence of rn tal
isolation.

(a) Section 5 of the stntute, In referring to Category 2, specifically author-
izes payment of additional costs of imptementtng a plan for reducing racial IVY
lotion, but does not specifically nutharize "special programs" to enhance the
possibility of Ftle(Ts9. Yet, ('nlrgory 1, providing nssistance to districts muter
court ordered desegregation pions, or Title VI plans, does specifically authorise
"special programs" beyond the cost involved In simply mixing kids. Does this
mean that In Cntegory 2, the Department would give ILO assistance beyond the
cost of mixing children? Oils this a drafting error?

Answer 11(a).It Is our intention to provide m-istanee for the same rnnge
and types of program aelivities to eiesegregnting school districts whether this
occurs In de furs or dr facto context. The difference mentionisl is n drnfling
oversight.

(b) What percentage of the funds under Category 2 will he spent on costs
incident to integrntIon such io4 transportntion? How much will be spent on per-
sonnel and educatio Jai progr ims?

Answer 11(b).It is impossible to provide any estimates cf proportionnte
funding allocntions by type of progrnm expense because IIEW will insist on a
comprehensive educationally sound project and this Is likely to vary from dis-
trict to district.

(c) Will these be new personnel with relevant training? If so, where will they
come from?

Answer 11(c).Extensive experience indicntes that inservice training and
retraining of existing school staffs has resulted in innovative and constructive
response to the new desegregate! situations. In nadition the hiring of teacher
aides and paraprofessionals from the communities has often worked well and
we would expect this to occur frequently.

(d) Do you have any hard Information or staff nnalyses on which to be your
estimate?

Answer 11 (C).See Answer 11 ( b).
(e) Would you produce for the record backup information .oncerning the

proper save of an average grant allocation between personnel and other educa
tional costs, information on the availability of educational personnel and de
scribe the kinds of programs showing promise of success.

Anwcr 11(c).There Is no such thing as the "prc.?er file of an average
grant". We do hope, however, that evaluation will lead to some empirical data
about how resources should he invested to attain the best educational and social
results.

Qvcstion 13.Category 3 aids districts to carry out inter-racial programs for
children attending different schools and to carry out programs for (Widen In
racial Isolation.
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(a) I/ow much will be spent on inter-racial programs?
(b) How much wilt be spent on programs conducted in metal isolation?
Answer 12.There is no specific allocation of funds among the three categories

of assistance. There is an allocation of funds on a geographical basis (each State
getting a proportionate share) which applies to two thirds of the program funds
but there is no allocation by purpose (among the three categories of assistance).
Even within Slates the Secretary may within his discretion choose to fund which-
ever projects are most consistent with his priorities although some States have
a greater demand for certain categories of assistance than others. The priorities
of the program include the extent to which racial isolation is reduced, the need
for assistance with special reference to educational deficiencies and the promise
of the project.

With respect to programs for those students who need special programs but who
are in areas with such a large and isolated minority population that interracial
programs are not feasible only unusually promising dcinonstraitot, proforis
authorized.

TIIF. 375 MILLION EYETIGENCY APPFOFRIATIONT

Question 13.You are asking Congress for an Emergency Appropriation of $75
million to be spent this summer before the bill is passed. That money will Le spent
under misting authorizations.

(a) is this program not essentially the same as what you are asking for under
Category I of the proposed bill?

Answer 13 (a).Yes. However, the emergency appropriations of $75 million to
be spent under existing authorizations includes programs In IIEW and 0E0. The
restrictive language of these authorizations does not have the flexibility of the
pending bill.

(b) Will all of this money go to Southern states? Will it all go to districts
under court order or Title VI plans:

Answer 13(b).Eligible school districts are those under court order or Title
VI plans. There are approximately 1220 eligible districts. Approxitnatety 1200 of
these districts are located In the t-eve oteen southern and border States. School
districts located outside the south are under state court orders at this time.

(e) How many districts are eligible for this money?
Amcor 18(c).There are approximately 1220 eligible districts.
(d) Will they all be funded?
Answer 13(4).It Is unlikely that $75 million will be sufficient to adequately

fund all 1229 districts.
(e) If some will be funded and others will not ; what criteria will be issued to

decide among competing applications?
Ammer 18(c).In determining whether to provide assistance under the pro-

gram, or in fixing the amount thereof, the Commissioner will consider such
crilcria as he deems pertinent, including

(I) the applicant's relailec 'iced for assistance;
(2) tie relative promise of the protect or projects to be assisted in carry-

ing out the purpose of the program ;
(3) the extent to which the proposed project deals comprehensively and

effectively with problems freed by the local educational agency in achlevii.g
and maintaining a desegregated school system;

(4) the amount available for assistance under the program in relation to
the applications pending before him.

(1) How many students will be attending school In those districts eligible for
funding under the $75 million summer program?

Answer 13(1).There are approximatery 9.4 million students enrolled in the
eligible districts.

(o) What gill be the size of the average perpupii grant?
Answer 13(g) It Iv not possible to estimate n per-pupil grant because of the

',Arks! Projects that each disl Het will design to meet its own particular needs.
grants will not be made by dividing the universe of students by Pt/ids nraliable.
Grants will he made accortUng to lir. criteria listed in Item 3(c) above.

Que$tion 14.--What spocitic kinds of ,reteds will to 'unfitd with the $7
million?

.4nswer /IProjects assisted under the program shall be designed to ,son-
I ribute substantially to achieving and maintaining desegregated school -yetems
and may Include activities under the following broad areas:

49-7/2 0--7O-- -'
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Special teacher preparation programs designed to assist educational per-
sonnel in problems incident to desegregation; special curriculum revision
programs required to meet the needs of a desegregated student body; special
pupil personnel services designed to assist in achieving quality education
dun:1g the desegregation process; special community programs designed to
assist school sysiems implement desegregation plans; special student to
student programs to assist students in opening up channels of cominunIca-
lion concerning problems incident to desegregation; special comprehensive
planning am' logistic support designed to implement the desegregation plan;
and other special projects designed to meet the purposes of the program.

Question 15.What evidence is there that each of these projects will work to
assist integration?

Amicer /S.The above activities were identified as most important by the U.S.
Office of Education and a panel of outside consultants representing a broad
spectrum of University educational staffs and school superintendents who have
Impiemented and are Implementing desegregation plans,

Question M.Please produce for the record the reports you have showing how
such 'projects and programs in fact In the past have assisted Integration?

.4nsircr 16.See Attachment No. 3.
Qu:elion 17.In the absence of detailed findings as to what Projects in fact

help provide stable Integrated education how do you propose to decide which
application to reject and which to accept?

Project proposals will be joint effort between the school district, the uni-
versity desegregation centers, the state departments of education, and program
officers In Title IV of the Bureau of Elementary and Secondary Education.
Projects will he evaluated necor.ling to the criteria listed under Item 3(c).

Question 18.--How can ym: possibly spend $75 million effectively during the
months of July, August and September when you have no specifie guidelines, no
new personnel to mtminisfer the program, and nearly n thousand reparatc
school districts which are eligible to submit application?

Ansrer 18 -- -Since the .$75 million Is appropriated under the 1971 Education
Appropriation Act, rather than under the FY 1070 Supplemental, funds can
he expended throughout FY 1971. We plan, however, to have substantial impact
this fall.

(iuldelines for the program will be published as soon as the appropriation
bill becomes low. A series of conferences will be held In Southern states for
school district staffs, state department iersonnel, university personnel. and OE
program officers. The school districts with these consultants will jointly develop
flair Individual project. Project approval will quickly follow this effort. Approval
will he based on criteria listed under Item Mc),

Question 19.(a)Your original proposal for the .f.I5(1million emergency fund
to be spent this slimmer blocks out .1115 million for person.,e1 and special
programs. What pereentage of that $115 million and what percentage of
Catego,ry 1 funds mill he .lent on stile-A district personcl? What proportion en
special Programs?

Answer ittial.No estimate is possible at this time.
(V) Bow many of these will be new personnel and how Tunny will be existing

personnel under new titles? Where w Ill the new school district personnel come
from?

No estimate is possible at this tinw.
Question 15.-11'111 you supply this Committee and the Select Committee on

Equal Educational Opportunity with the following as they become available:
(a) The guidelines and other materials furnished local school districts which

ripply for funds?
.1 pincer 20 (a ).Yes.
lb) Copies et tir,t applications for funds as submitted and as approved

by HEW?
,qpisprer VH61.- -Yes.
ci(' Afiat 21. Is there or there le a Buie deadline before which applica

tions mils! 1.0 sul,mitii d for 'he (NI* tiglitnris of the $75 million? If districts fall
curl ilik tIrce in applications can the Secretary then

reallocate racy to which that State would has e lsern entitled to other States
that hate stitindtteil letter npplientinns?

In.ver. 21.- -The Intent Is tu fund as ninny as possible before the fill school
term begins. The fir,t prb rity of This proeram Is to spend this money effectively

that legitimate needs In, Hera to :41Cecf1.1 desegregation are ad,rvintels met.
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We will expend funds only in response to applications which set forth quality
projects end real needs related to desegregation.

Question 22,--(al Will initial $75 million be reprogrammed from other
existing domestic programs?

Answer 22(a). The initial funding was including as pal t of an overall review
of budget expenditures for both 1070 and 1971. The Budget Director announced
on May 10, 1970, a series of changes which affected budget receipts and outlays.
Estimates for budget outlays reflected a net increase of $4.8 1,11Ion from the
Febraary estimates. About $2.3 billion of the increase is in uncontrollable pro-
grams, including interest en the public debt, unemployment benefits, public assist-
ance, and farm price supports. About $2.5 billion of the increase Is associated with
a number of actions that have been taken since the budget was transmitted.
Included In the latter estimate was our proposed $150 million for school desegre-
gation. W title other existing domestic programs show n reduction, it is not possible
to identify any specific reduction with a specific increase.

(b) If so, which domestic programs will be cut back and hew much will be cut
from each?

Answer 22 ( b).Not nPplicable.
(c) Is the originally budgeted amount for any of the following programs being

either cut back Jr. deferred until fiscal year 1971 and, If so, in what amounts
Community action; Head Start; Legal Services; Food Stamps; Model Cities.

dancer 22(c).--Of the programs listed, the only one reflecting a reduction is
Model Cities where a reduction of $150 million is estimated in 1071 bullet out-
lays. This reduction is not related to the $150 million requested for desegregation
assistance, but Is based upon a current estimate of funding requirements for the
model cities and reflects slippage on the part of the localities In developing project
applications and operational plans. There is no reduction In budgeted program
level but merely a reduction In the rate of expenditure.

(11 Where will the funds authorized by the pending legislation come iron)? If
the Congress passes the Pending legislation, will it be asked to appropriate $350
million this year? Will these be reprogrammed funds or will they be a new
budget request?

Answer 22(d).The funds associated will the new legislation will be made
part of the overall budget requirements for 1971 and 1072. The President indi-
cated In his letter of May 25 to the Congress that $150 million supplemental is
needed for the fall of 1970 to help desegregating school districts, The President
'lee Indicated that another $350 million will be requested for fiscal year 1971
upon enactment of the proposed Emergency School Aid Act of 1970. This rep.c-
cents a new budget request to be submitted when the legislation Is passed. In the
light of recent action on the Education Appropriations bill reducing our request
to $75 mitllrn, the Administration is now committed to asking for an additional
$423 million for funding the Emergency School Aid Act.

Question 23.Category I provides for the funding of 'special programs."
(a) What sorts of educational programs exist which show promise of success-

fully integrating a school system?
Answer 23 (a ),Educallonal programs do not "successfully integrate a school,"

only people can do that. Sound educational programs provide the basis for
achieving the learning gains lhat can be the result of desegregation.

(b) Describe briefly the research or other information on which you base
these findings. Please produce staff papers and any other available documenta-
tion for the record.

Answer 23(b). A wide variety of sources contributed to our sense of the
education prop-anis that are relevant. This includes the experience of tip. Di-
vision of Equal Educational Opportunity within the Office of Education, the
Coleman report and research monographs such as Meyer Weinherg's Dcscgreya-
1104 Rcvarch: An Appraisal (1'168). There have also been field consultations
With school districts that have conducted educationally sound desegregation.

(r I Will school construction be permitted under Category 1? Where in the
1411 is II 3.rvhihiled?

Answer Mc).- Only repair or minnr rerucKleling or alteration of existing
facilities is nuthrited. See sestion Girl. Major school co:,s1rodkn is not
authorized and therefore cannot be funded.

Qecsiiro 2j. What sorts of assistance beyond the cost of moving children
and minor renovation can be provided under Ibis see (Ion which cannot he pro
vided nnder existing stslutory authority?
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Anwer 24.While it may be true that assistance beyond the cost of moving
children and minor renovations could be provided under existing authority,
nowhere does sufficiently flexible authority exist to implement a broad range of
activities in a coordinated and comprehensive desegregation plan which is edu-
cationally sound. In addition, attempting to coordinate the wide range of activi-
ties under existing authority which arc necessary to serve this purpose would
be difficult administratively.

Question 25.Category 3 (Section 5 (a)(3) ) provides the funding of inter-
racial projects for children in different schools. It also provides that if in a
school district of 10,00d minority students or 50% minority students "provisions
for such (inter-racial) programs cannot be practicably made" then it is eligible
for funds for "unusually promising pilot or demonstration programs" in racial
Isolation.

(a) flow will it be determined that inter-racial programs are !my aetical?
(b) Who will make this determination? On page t of your statement you

indicate that this decision will be left to the Individual school district ("when
a district establishes that Such a siturilon exists then it could receive aid for
demonstration compensatory programs. . . ."). What safeguards do you propose
to assure that school districts don't abuse this discretion?

Ammer 25(a) and (b).It is essential to point out that the Department, not
the individual school district, determines whether interracial experiences are
impractical. Such a determination would be made only upon a showing by the
District that such factors as distance, age of the students, and the magnitude
of the concentration of minority groups make it impossible to implement even
a program of limited interracial experience.

(c) If inter-racial programs are practical, why is the integration of the
schools themselves not practical?

Arisicer 25(0).It may well be feasible to transport children for one or two
classes or activities to central locations in situations where all the same children
could not change schools. This would be a function of geography, the types of
inter-racial programs and relatl-e school opacities in different neighborhoods.

(d) is there any evidence that Inter-racial programs such as those you sug
gest will raise the achievement levels of minority children? If not. in view of
the shortage of funds, should not this category of assistance he eliminated?

Ammer 25(d).There Is very slight evidence because there have been so few
instances of interracial academic programs. But this is all the more reason for
keeping this provision in the legislation. There are enormous numbers of minor-
ity children in urban situations where the chances for desegregation are limited
by sheer social demography. In those instances, inter-racial programs may provide
a very useful means for both improving attitudes and achievement. We can't
know until this is tried and carefully evaluated.

(c) Could you give us an example of a case In which an inter-racial project
would not be"practical"?

Artificer 25(c).An example might be a situation where the number of minor.
Sty students concentrated in one area far exceeds the number of non-minority
students in the district or in readily accessible districts. In this situation it
might be ponsible to provide interracial programs for some of the minority
students but to provide suer programs for all of them would be impractical.
Yet, it would be possible under our bill to offer these students promising educa
Hone] programs.

(I) Would you describe to the Committee what constitutes "unusual and
pilot or demonstration programs"?

Anger 25(f).Such a program would be one which showed substantial
promise of t.ngible improvements in caltmationit achievement. Such programs
must involve an additional expenditure per pupil to be served of sufficient mag-
nitude to provide reasonable assurance that the dcsired Impact will he achieved.

(p) Is there any real justification for this entego:y boon,' the fact that it
was prominently mentioned in the President's message?

Anitrer 250).--Yes. only through this device ran un provide assistance In
disadvaniagecl minority students who are In districts Aril might not he able
to fully desegregate In the Immediate future. This would en,e the problems
related In racial Isolation for Owe children for ehot it is horocalia,cty impeRs-
sible to provide a fully desegregated education.
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PROJECTS JsUTHORIZEITDUPLICATION WITII OTHER PROGRA)S AUTHORITY

Question 2a--In what respect would the "promising pilot or demonstration
pr grams" under Category 3 of Section 5 differ from programs currently being
funded under the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, Title I or 111 or
under other existing educational programs?

.4narter 26.---Tit les I and III of ESEA are not designed to assist school dis-
tricts in desegregation or to help mitigate the effects of racial isolation. Title I
is addressed to ihe more general problem of educational disadvantage reselting
from poverty and Title Ill is addressed to the broader problem of innovation In
all phases of educatiot In addition, Title 1 Is funded according to a scheme
which makes it impossible to concentrate Federal dollars where they are needed
most for the purposes of desegregation. The same problem applies to Title HI
with the additional reservation that that program is now being administered
almost entirely through the States.

Projects under category 3, thee, would differ from those which could be landed
under existing law in at least three respects: They would (1) have a higher con
centration of funds on a per pupil basis, (2) be more specifically addressed to
the educational problems of desegregations, and (3) he administered directly
from the Federal level.

Question 27,In the President's Education Message earlier this year, he ques-
tioned the effectiveness of remedial and compensatory education programs, such
as ESEA, Title I arid Head Start. In view of this criticism, why are remedial
services listed as one of the programs fundable under this Act and under the
$150 million Emergency Appropriation request? Will these remedial services be
different from those provided under ESEA, Title I and other existing programs?
If so, how?

Answer The effectiveness of compensatory education programs is mixed.
Sonic programs, however, have been demonstrated to be effective, particularic

if resources can be concentrated at a sufficiently high level. This program, unlike
Titles I and 111, permits the concentration of resources. It also gives HEW
discretion over the nature of the projects to be funded. This discretii should
make replication of the successful projects more possible,

QUCIiiO4 28.--(a) What evaluation of existing prograr 9 has been made in
order to avoid the mistakes, waste and abuse that has occurred in the use of
some of this money?

Ammer 28(4).A task force has been established to study ways of improving
the administration of Title I, ESEA. While the final report of this task force has
not yet been submitted, some of its preliminary findings have been utilized. Rep-
resentatives of the Office for Civil Rights, the Division of Equal Educational
Opportunity, Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation ,nd Title I have
also been consulted. Throughout the development of the program existing studies
of cornpenralory education have also been

(b) What is working and what is not?
Ammer 28(61, While information is becoming available in increasing quan-

tities, a definite answer to this question is d iffit at t to give, There is some evidence.however, that desegregation of schools has a positive effect on achievement and
that some compensatory education programs also produce positive results

(c) What thoughtful consideration b7s gone into preventing the use of this
money I3 duplicate other progrim,s and how will it specifically relate to in-creasing and maintaining desegregation?

Arratccr 25 (c).See answer 21.
(fi) ifrs anyone looted at the other programs and Titles to see if they areeffective?
.4 naive r 28(d).See a 11,Yi tr 25 ro
(el Teacher training is supposed to he the main thru-t of the Education

Professions Development .tel, What kind of training have they been conducting
and where? /low effective has It teen?

A ncyrr 28(e).Principal resvoslidliiy for the training and retraining of
teachers for constructive roics in the descgregallion process rests n it with the
flurearr of Education Personnel Development tut with the Division et Equal
Erhicalional Opportunity in the °Mee of Mire:Mon. This eivision has super.risen the training of mere than 25,000 teachers each year for the lest four
years and has established a network of linki rsity centers equieped to provide
massive teacher training programs based on sound experience.
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(f) HMV will the teacher training, if permitted under the Emergency School
.1,1d Act, be different?

.4eatecr 28(f ).We expect in greatly expanded program of teacher training.
We would hope to use some of the more intensive and expensive techniques
lending to nttitudinal change and skill improvement. Past limits on 11w EEO
Midget have meant that the teacher training activity has usually not accom-
plished all it might have. Of special interest would be more training in how to
use and develop new curricular materials and course formats that work well
in the setting with multiple skill groups in one classroom. In addition, we would
expect to add a training program for the porn-professionals who would he work-
ing with the teachers.

Question 29.Why Is administration of this program vested in the Secretary
^.t titer than the Commissioner of Education? Does this reflect the Commissioner's
.tending with the Waite House?

.4mtirer 29.The program will be administered by the Office of Education by
delegation from the Secretory. The authority vested In the Secretary pi Jvides
additional flexibility to utilise other programs within HEW' that are not tinder
the Commissioner.

QuestiOn40.Who will administer this program?
Answer 30.The program will be operated within the Office of Education

directly under the Commissioner of Education.
Question 91.(n) What guidelines have been prepared for this program? Who

Is preparing them?
Answer 32 (a).The Office of Education. IIEW planning and evaluation staff,

Office of General Counsel and of the Budget are jointly preparing regulations
dealing with the t$75 million program which will he published in the Federal
Register when completed.

Meetings have boon held with civil rights groups, educational groups, and out-
side consultants to assist In the preparation of these regulations.

it) When will they he ioniplete.1 and forwarded to this Committee?
Answer' 31( ti ).---itegulation, for the $77, mullion program will be forwarded

immediately upon min( tinent of the etlm at in apropattions
Regulat ions for the program under the Emergency School Ahl Act of 1970 will

tie published in the Federal Th.gl.ter upon en a cdment or the hill.
(c) Will the Agnew committee has e any rote In preparing these guidelines

or review applications?
.lustier 31 (r).--The regulation; are being prepared by I IEW. Informational

copies are forwarded to t lie Agnew ('ommittee.
Of) Whta will the role of the Agnew Committee he if it will not he invnlvNI

in the Implementation of this program?
as leer MO). -Generally the 1'0111111110e Is organizing rind working with

statewide committees to assist school lib-Riots with community problems In-
volving the desegregation

The President's Mart h 24th statement it Elementary and Secondary De-
segregation triclinic; the following statement :

''We shall launch a concerted. sustained and honest effort to ossenthle and
evaluate the lessons of experience: to determine what methods of school deseg-
regation bane worked. in what situation.. and why-- -and also what has not
worked. The Cabinet-level working group I rem' ntly ..po'nted will have as one
of ha principal functions amassing Imo this sort of Information and helping
make it ace liable to tointunnities in need of assistance."

(e') Will the A elleW r0111111it lee set overall polity?
Answer -it (el.Basle policies for the administration of the program will be

prepared by the OM, e of Etboation kubjee, t to the approval of the Commis-
sioccr of E.,111.-.,11,11 and the St, rotary of FIEW.

(11 Will the Agnew Committee F..0, tire filnds for imik 'dual school districts?
I, tier,- .0,N" I ockions recanting grants In local dtslriets trill his made

by 1,rograin of9,-es It the Offi-e of F.,lutanion.
.11' I rinclersinn.1 that pm intend to hire IN: new employee; to ad

minister thi. program. Where in ill they come from? Where will all of these
peotte Mlle rldnirp,1 r,tctant ex ne rien, e and expertise?

.11,o, The filn,e of has Atriliable uilhln the Dii.don of
Final I:dm:Ilion:al opportunities Title IV. Regional Office -taff!. in Charlottes.
tide, Atlanta. haalns. San Francisco. and chicag., in ad litt.n to the Wash-
ington staff. All staff mender. :ire mbnalors with Ile,pgrrgili,11 experience. In
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addition t5 litliVQrstties have desegregation teeters. staffed with experienced
educators in matters dealing with desegregation. Also, 25 state departments
have Title IV staff skilled in this 411-Fa. These existing Title IV resources would
he utilized in the administration of the $7.1 million. Other existing OE personnel
would be detailed to the efTort as sanitised.

Additional personnel would] be recruited from school administrators with ex-
perience in administering desegregated schools.

MA IN] ESA CE OF EFFORT 1 COMVALABILITY

Q/1C8/1011 dd. Section 7(a) (3) requires that in the case of inter-racial or
pilot compensatory programs, "the program or project to be assisted sill involve
an additional expenditure per pupil. to be served, determined In accordance with
regulations prescribed by the Secretary of sufficient magnitude to provide
reasonable assurance that the desired educational impact will be achieved and
that funds under this net will not be dispersed in such a was as to undermine
their effectiveness." Why doesn't this requirement apply to all categories of
programs fundable under this act?

Anaccer !M.While the extension of this requirement to the other categories
of assistance. would cause no serious difficulty, it was included in its present
form to assure that the unusually promising demonstration programs author.
Iced under category 3 have a funding level sufficient to distinguish their results
from those of other compensatory programs like Title I where funds have gen-
erally not been sufficiently cone entra led.

ANSWERS TO ADDITIONAL Ql.'EST1ONS FROM SENATOR MONDALE

Administration
I. In your testimony before the Education Subcommittee and the Select Com-

mittee on Equal Educational Opporturity. you said the reason for placing ad-
ministrative authority for the bill in tl c Secretary of IIEW, rather than it. the
Office of Education, seas so that Title VI which is administred In ti's Office of
the Secretary and Title IV which is administered in the Office of l'Aueation
'can work together." I WAR under the Impression that these two programs, de-
spite having separate locations admintstritively, are now and have for several
years been working closely together. Is that correct? If so, why Is there a need
to place authority In this bill In the Secretary? If not, why Isn't HEW propos
Ing changes In existing legislation to permit Title VI and Title IV to work to-
gether closely In their current areas on resronsibility?

As you suggest the Title I% and VI operations do work closely together Nes-
ently although Title IV reports to the Commissioner of Education and TitIe VI
directly to the Secretary. However, it was our feeling that cooperation between
Title VI and the new desegregation program operation might be somewhat
facilitated If the lines of authority for the new desegregation program and Title
VI emanated from the same source, the Secretary of IIEW. The Secretary would
then delegate the authority to operate the new program to the Comnilssioner.
Language and/or Ethnic Minorities

1. What do you see ns the educational needs of Mexican-American and Puerto
Rican children as they relate to ethnic Isolation? now will those needs be met
through the provisions of this bill?

7. What do you see as the special educational problems of American Indian
children, particularly the growing number of Indian children living In urban
areas and going to public schools in our cities? How will this program meet
those needs?

The effects of ethnic isolation, rural nod cirban, on the educational deveb,p..
went of MexicaleAmerican, Puerto Rican .a el American Indian children are
both severe and long term. Ethnic kolation often creates n homogeneity of
educational environment in which a perception of cut urn] dlecrsity, without
an Assumption of ;clitoral superiority. cannot occur, Moreover. this homogeneity
effectively Precludes the interaction of children from different socio econmolo
and ethnic home cm ironments. Every major report or research project deal-
ing with the educational problems and nook of ant aged" children has
concluded that educational 'loch-Towed (learning) is greatly hindered by
homogenous learnir, eneironment. Children learn mere from earl: other than
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from any other resource of the educational environment. To create and per-
petuate homogeneity is to greatly reduce the pool of experience, ideas and
values from which children can draw and contribute in interaction with other
children. In a heterogeneous educational environment cultural diversity con
be presented in an exciting interaction /awareness /growth process which is
education In its truest sense. Ibis diversity can he presented and perceived
as enriching the total toraan environment rather than ns threatening to a
particular cultural Insularity.

Another important problem related to ethnic isolation relates to the effect
of such isolation on educational motivation am' psychological development of
the isolated child. While the ..egregated Anglo child Is equally deprived of a
heterogeneity of educational environment which could lead to increased edu-
cational development, he is rarely confronted with a school environment which
directly rejects his language and, less directly, but just as devastatingly, rejects
the culture of his home environment: lifestyle, clothes, food, family relation.

physical appearance, etc. The Mexican-American, E- tto Rican and Ameri-
can Indian child Is constantly isolated by an educationally sanctioned picture
of American society whicdi produces a consciousness of separation and then
exclusion and then inferiority. Realizing his excludedu from the dominant
Anglo society (as presented by the mess medlar, advertising. texthoelis, etc.).
the child perceives a rejection by the s chit and educational system. ilrst of
the language, culture and values of his home; caul. then, as the internalization
process begins. a rejection by the society of his home which he personalizes cs
a rejection of his. parents. and finally, a rejection of himself. This shattering
proce.-,s of self concept destruction often leads to withdrawal from or hostility
toward the vim ittIonal system. Altitude or posturing toward the learning en-
vironment is the single roost impirlant factor in the twocess of educational
development.

Finally, the maintenance of ethnic isolation creates for the Spa IdsInspeaking
or Indian language speaking child the a clantional dt,.advnntage of depriving
him of the ra,,t impoit ant resource for English laogilage 4:111 development
regular interactioa and comminnication with 1,,n1lislespenhing children.

In summary, some of the most important needs of Mexican- American, Puerto
Rican and American Indian children related to ethnic isolation are:

(II The need for ethnic or cultural diversity in *he educational (hi ironnmet :
IIETEROGENEITN'.

(2) The need for total Institutional reposturing (ineloding colthrally sensi-
tizi,g teachers, instructiorml materials and educational approaches) in order
to incorporate, allirnia tkely recognize rnd saline the enthral environment of
ethnic minority children so that the development of positive self - concept can he
acelerated: A1'PIto.W111-;S: with as an impoclafit corollary;

(3) The need for language programs that introduce and develop English
language stills 'without demeaning or otherwise deprecating the language of a
child's bottle environment and thus without presenting English as a tome Initied
lant-lage: Ili-LINGUAL COMPONPAT.

To meet the reeds of ethnically Isolated children described In Numbers 2 & 3
abase, parlicipallun of Anglo ehildrer in the Iii eultural/BI-Lingnal programs
Is essential.

Stetsons GOO end (d) of the Bill specifically provide for the dse of Nods for
teacher training (eg. cultural nwarc,tets programs), and the development and
employment of new instructional techniques and materials.. These provis:r.r
would constitute the majrr areas of financial nS51q3nee abich would I' north 1
Iiy de- isolating school districts to nct the needs of )lesd,an-Atnet. nnes
Puerto Rican children.

2. In court ordered eases shch as rorpn: Christi, TPi^: NO)1C11 hive resulted
from civil suits rather thr.a Jistice /HEW action. are Ili e school
districts eligible for lianas under this art?

Section 5(5)(1) of the 11(11 preilues that the Secretary II ay pricie financial
assistance to applicans nhicli are ci,rrently implemcM Ira a plan d desegrega-
tion or which hive eonipletcd the inident( ntation of a plan of elesegreikation
within two years prior to at,pli,attort. Sec lion fltf ) of the Bill dell s a plan of
desegregation to include (II plans approved by the Secretary as adequate tinder
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of I94 or t21 pins nhfrh hale been order.
talzen pursuant to a final order of a court of the United States.
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A final desegregation order of a United States court constitutes a plan of de-
segregation for purposes of funding under the 13R1 regardless of whether the
United States is a party In the action.

3. How much of the money under the act Is to be earmarked for the special
needs of sub groups? Of the six million or so Mexican Americans In the South-
west only . 7cry, very small percentage nre involved in court ordered rases.
What about those which are not : What kind of priority can they expect?

4. Would you say that the language of the present bill offers such guarantees?
(Assuming a positive answer to N. 3.)

No specific earmarking of funds has been made for the special needs of these
groups. It Is Impossible to estimate the amount of funds which will be granted to
school districts seeking to implement programs related to the desegregation or
de-isolation of Spanish-speaking minority groups. We would hope that the
amount of fends allocated to projects serving Spm.ish-surnamed Americans
would reflect their proportion or the total minority population.

While only a small percentage of the MextennAmericans in the Southwest
have been or nre presently involved in court ordered desegregation, a much larger
percentage of students. particularly In Texas, reside in districts which have sub-
mitted voluntary desegregation plans. Moreover, by memorandum dated May 25.
WM, the Department clarified to all school districts with national origin minority
group children certain Title VI policy requirements relating to the provision of
equal access to educational opportunity. The impact of this memorandum In
terms :I viforcetnent and voluntary compliance will not he fully felt until the
latter pin of the next school year. However, natienwlde, a great many school
districts with Mexican-American and Puerto Rican students will have to im-
plement plans designed to achieve equal educational opportunity. Consequently.
the percentage of eligible districts with substantial nunthers of 31exican-Anaeri-
can and Puerto Rican children will dramatically increase .luting the next few
years.

ff. Will the administering agency be able to offer specific suggestions to Mexi-
can American impacted schools for the use of these funds? For example?

The administering agency will be able to otter specific suggestiens to Mexican-
American Impacted schools for the use of these funds. Among such suggestions
will be teacher training (cultural awarem and sensitivity) curricular revision,
development of new culturally relevant Instructional materials and designs for
bl-cultural/bi-lingual programs.

6. In the staffing of the 100 or no positions which have been proposed to ad-
minister the program, will the staffing pattern reflect the minority group cob -
position (s) of the different regions? What about the National Advisory Council?

The staffing pattern of the program administration and the National Advisory
Council will reflect as closely as possible the minority group compositions of the
different regions.

Senator l'Ert. I would also ask, for the Senators who submit tides
Lions to be sure that the staff of the subcommittee have copies of the
questions so that we ern be sure they arc in the record.

I thank you all for coining up.
The meeting will rece&s tothec Ai, of the Chair.
()Whereupon, at 12:25 p.m., Cie joint meeting recessed to reconvene

subject to the call of the Chair.)
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EMERGENCY SCHOOL AID ACT OF 1970

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 24, 197C

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION

OF TIIE COMMITTEE ON LABon AND PUBLIC WELFARE,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to call, in room 4221, New
Senate Office Building, Senator Claiborne Pell (chairman of the
subcommittee) presiding.

Present : Senators Pell (presiding) and Javits.
Committee staff members present : Stephen J. Wexler, counsel;

Richard D. Smith, associate counsel ; and Roy II. Millenson, minority
professional staff member.

Senator PELL. The Subcommittee on Educmion will resume its
hearings on S. 3853, the so-called Emergency School Aid Act of 1070.

Our first witness is Mr. John Lumley, representing Mr. George
Fischer, president, National Education Association.

STATEMENT OF JOHN M. LUMLEY, ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE SECRE-
TARY OF THE NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION FOR LEGIS-
LATION AND FEDERAL RELATIONS, REPRESENTING GEORGE
FISCHER, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION;
ACCOMPANIED BY STANLEY McFARLAND AND MRS. MARY
OEREAU

Senator PELL I might say that it has ken very hard to get %witnesses
to come forward on tuis lecishition. We would1ike to move it. But it
has been hard to get peopics to express an opinion on it. I am glad you
would come.

Mr. Lumuy. I have with me. Mrs. Mary Germ% and Mr. Stanley
McFarland of our staff.

31z,,, I exress the apologies of Mr. George Fischer for not being
present. Untorttmately, the governing bodies of the National Educa-
tion Association are meeting in California this week, and the annual
convention of the National Education Association will start there on
Sunday. For that reason. President Fischer is unable to be present.

The NEA is deeply interested in the cause of integrat:on of the
schools in all parts of th country. We have been disturbed at the
regressior itt this area which has so far characterized the Nixon
ratninlqintion.
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We hope that the proposed Emergency School Aid Act is evidence
of a riveisal of the Nixon record in this matter, so clearly described
by Peter Gall, formerly with the HEW Civil Rights Office, in a recent
article in the Washingt on Monthly :

From almost RS first month, the Nixon Administration began to nibble away
at our program. First, the desegregation guidelines were weakened In a Joint
IIEW-Justiee statement drafted primarily at the White House.

Then several school districts got favored treatment that violated all the
standards that had been maintained until then.

Then Secretary Finch tent a letter fo the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals, asking
for a delay for 30 Mississippi school districts, in what then appeared to he (and
was later held to be) direct conflict with rulings of the Supreme Court.

Finally, the Administration eopted the code words `ia.sing" and "neighbor-
hood schools" as the definition of what school desegregation was all about, aban-
doning the contention of the Supreme Court, Cungress, and tl.c. previous Admin-
istration, that the Issue was equal educational opportunity under eery explicit
law.

We are concerned about the fact that Dr. James Allen was dismissed
from the administration recently. lie was one voice in HEW that was
speaking up strongly for the integration of schools.

We aca heartened by the fact that the administration is now pro-
posing legislation to advance desegeegation and hope the action will
match the rhetoric this time.

While in sympathy with the objective of S. 3883, we have several
comments about the bill which we advance for the committee's con-
sideration:

1. We question the advisability of allotting two-thirds of the appro-
priation to the States, with the secretary of HEW' retaining one-third
of the funds to use where and he sees fit. The first year authoriza-
tion would reserve $150 million of the $500 million for HEW. We
repeat our often stated comment before this committee that we do not
believe all wisdom lies in Washington, in HEW or in the Office of
Educat ion.

We are aware of IIEIrs penchant for contracting with profit-
making corporations who will do almost anything for a profit.

We reject the idea that public and nonpublic agencies cannot handle
programs effectively. We urge that he one-third reserve for tl-.e Seeze-
tary of HEW be eliminated and that all funds be committed to the
States.

We recommend that. the set.r.:.de, which is unusual in legislation, be
eliminated.

2. We are aware that the bill does not provide for approval of dis-
trict projects by its State. education agencies and that the allotted
funds are to be distributed directly by HEW to local districts within
a State. Such a policy is practical in this situation.

Under the kind of operation we have today. we believe there is a
practical caison for this and we would accept it.

3. As indicated above, we strongly object to granting.IIEW nu-
'hority to contract with profitnuiking agencies to carry on activities
which are the legal prerogative of public agencies.

We do not object to grants or contracts with nonprofit organiza-
tions per se, since it is easy to imagine situations where only a non
profit, independent ap,ncy can function in the field of integrated
education in the. face of negative. attitudes of official, legally respon
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sible public agencies. But we see no possible reason why any corpora-
tion or person should profit financially from a program aimed at
alleviating injustice.

4. The bill, and the accompanying publicity, refer to de fact osegre-
gation which exists in some major cities. Irowever, the bill, weighted
as it is to de jure segregated systems, holds out more promise than the
formula fulfills.

We believe it engenders false hopes which cannot be realized un-
der the formula and the comparatively small amount of money in-
volved for de facto situations. There appears to be no method of assist-
ing a city system which seeks to eliminate racial hnbalances through
district reorganization.

One of the great problems, in our opinion, facing the. school sys-
tems of this country are the problems in the large cities. Many cities
want to move forward but the formula in this bill works against
them.

Unless it were fully funded there would be little or no money for
them.

5. We feel that the formula ns outlined in the bill seems to reward
school districts which have resisted integration at every possible point
to date.

The bill speaks specifically to districts which are under court or-
der. 1%'r at about assisting those many districts which acted in good
faith, v.ithout the necessity of court. orders or HEW investigation?

then to receive no assistance?
The philosophy of rewarding those who resist is one which

troubles us. We recognize that the objective is to assist children who
by geographical accident live in districts %vliere officials are not act-
ing in good faith,

We wish that legislation could be enacted which would provide
for criminal proceedings against the public oflicialsschool boards,
mayors, Governorswho thwart the law of the land.

We feel that present laws %vhicli permit cutting off of Federal funds
result in punishing innocent children for the delinquency of adults.

Let. inc say that there are many districts in the South that in good
faith integrated. filed their plans. There was no consideration given
to them.

6. In keeping with the above, we believe the law should provide
that school districts which transfer, lease, or Fell puldic school prop-
erty t.3 private groups for the purpose of establishing racially segre-
gated schools shall att participate in the provisions of S. 3883.

it %%mild be incongruous to allow those districts that have been us-
ing publi: fund.ito establish private schools for the purpose of main-
taining segregation. to secure athlitional funds if they were doing
s4nnething toward the integration of some schools.

In addition, safeguards preventing ruse of Federal funds to sup-
plant local and State funds where desegregation CKTIIN S1101/41 k
written in the bill.

Furthermore, districts which refuse other Federal funds because
of the cutoff provisions of the Civil Bights Act of 1061 should not be
permitted to receive funds under this act.

12'
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As I think of it now, I can identify only some school districts in
Louisiana which are refusing Federal fonds because of their refusal
to integrate their schools.

7. We believe that if a school district's plan for integration includes
some expenditures for pupil transportation, the use of Federal funds
for this purpose should be permitted but should not he required.

No Federal officer or agency should he allowed to require pupil
transportation as a condition for ruching funds if2 in the judgment
of the local district, such transportation is impractical or inefficient.

But remember that there are many districts that transported black
students for many miles for many years to keep them from going to
white, schools.

8. \Ve believe that funds for school construction are essential, par-
ticularly in de facto segregation situations. We do not believe that it
is practical to attempt to patch lip a faulty system without provision
of substantial funds for necessary facilities.

'We believe the large urban centers have a tremendous problem in
their schools, and school construction money is imperative.

Now we come to the most important part of this whole dialog.
D. Wo wonder why the objectives of S. 3S83 cannot be accomplished

through existing legislation, such as title I of ESEA and title IV of
the Civil Rights Actplus a substantially funded school construction
bill.

We believe the could accomplish the purpose of this bill. We don't
need a proliferation of more laws. We have laws enough if we can
just provide the money. This is our feeling.

10. We repeat that the best bask answer to the problem of education
is the enactment of general Federal aid to education, providing at least
30 percent of the cost of education from the Federal Government, with
the provision that any school receiving Federal aid must be lo compli-
ance with the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

The Federal Government has moved into assumption of the basic
cost of all the social services of the country with the exception of
education.

We still hold to this idea that education is a local matter, and that
it depends entirely upon a tax on proiierty. Property is no longer a
measure. of wealth.

This is one of the reasons why the schools of this country cannot
progress to the point they should. So the Federal Government. has to
move, in our opinion, to an assumption of the rightful share which
we believe to be 30 percent of the cost of education.

Thank you for this opportunity to present these viewpoints. I will
be glad to answer any ques.tions you have, sir.

Senator Prm, f again wish to thank yon for testifying. I understand
you had to inconvenience yourself and change some travel plans to be
here. Ism most appreciative of it.

It. is surprising to Inc that a bill of this sort, exceedingly contro-
versial in its thrust, exceedingly large in its amount, has generated
so little real substantive interest.

Indeed from the pres.s viewpoint, we have no one at the press table.
Topt witnes.^,es to come before us has been like pulling teeth.

from the administration point of view, it took 2 weeks to get them
up.
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Then everybody gets very excited and very heated when we don't get
a bill through.

The subject matter of this bill should get people to come forward to
express their views.

NECESSITY OF EEG I SLAT IONMON DA I .111 ENIM EN TS

In essence, would you like to see this bill passed as iswith the Mon-
dale amendments, or if not with those amendments not at all?

What would be your viewpoint?
I am talking now about the $150 million appropriation we will be

discussing this afternoon.
Mr. LITM LEY. If you are going to pass this bill with the little amount

of money that will be provided, 3-ou should pass the Mondale amend-
ments.

Senator PELL. We are talking of two bites, a small one of $150 mil-
lion, out of current authorization and then the second one of $1,350
billion to be authorized.

The question I am putting to you is: Provided the Mondale amend-
ments are attached to it, do you think the national interest would be
better served if both of these bites were enacted?

We may be facing such a black and white choice, anti ; am interested
in what you think.

Mr. LUMLEY. This is a dificult question to answer, in a sense. If I
were answering philosophically for the whole thing, I would say let us
forget about this whole bill and do the thing with tin laws that we
have, providing the money.

But I have tr be pragmatic and admit that we can't get more money
for title I, and that we can't get more money for these other things.

Therefore, I have to come back and say the administration has now
proposed something and, theref,,re, let us take this but let us amend it
to the degree that we can to make it fit. the situation as we see it.

n. 1 would be the Mondale amendments, starting with your $150
million, which is a small bite to get this thing started.

Senator PELL. And if the Mondale amendments arc rejectedand
here I would add that I support all three of themwould you be
opposed to the bill I

Mr. ',rum-. Then I would s.,tky reject the bill, yes, sir.
Senator Pm,. I appreciate your frankness. I realize it is hard to

answer these questions specifically when they involve so much a general
nature.

As to the initial funding corning up this afternoon. The point was
not made clear whether one-third would be retained by the Sec-
retary or not. We tried to develop this information on the door yestpr
daybut failed to elicit a response.

The bill itself does not specifically spell out that point,

a L 1G II ALIVE

There is one other point, While the bills peaks specifically of dis-
tricts that are under court order, that is only one of the three types
of eligibility.

Mr. Lustmr. That is right.
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Senator PELL. The other types could very well apply to those dis-
tricts which have already complied. So the funds are available to
districts not under court order.

Mr. LUMLEY. But it is after a certain date, the two fiscal years pre-
ceding the fiscal year for which the allotment is to be made. The point
I was trying to make to you is that in the formula the allocation is
doubled. The children are counted twice. This is why I say you are giv
-ing a priority to the people who are having to be forced to do
something.

The other point that I am making is that this particular bill holds
out the hope that there will be money for de facto segregation. But
again, pragmatically, we know that that kind of money is not going
to be appropriated even though it is authorized.

If it is not appropriated, then the priority is going to go to the 17
States, the 11 dual States plus six others that have certain districts
within them that arc either under court order or under some order
from HEW.

Senator PELL. I think in this case you will find the money will be
appropriated because the administration is putting its weight behind
it.

Mr. LUMLEY. Well, let us hope so. But if this money is appropriated,
please make sum that it doesn't come out of some other education
money that is desperately needed.

Senator PELL. I share your concern.

CONSTRUCI ION AUTHORITY

What is your view with regard to construction funds that are au-
thorized by this bill?

Mr. Lumuy.They are limited. I would liketo see them expanded.
Senator Put. More construction funds?
Mr. LITMLEY. Yes.

TREATMENT Or nrAcx. TrAcumusTRANsmn Or ASSETS

Senator Put,. We have heard in this committee a good deal about
the plight of black teachers in the South with regard to transfers and
actually being fired at times w]tli the advent of desegregation.

Could you spell out to us your own knowledge or views as to whether
this is a correct statement or not ?

Mr. Ix MITA% The NEA investigations indicate that there has been
a substantial dismissal of black teachers, and particularly principals,
in elementary and junior high schools.

Let me say that one of the things the NEA has worked hardest at
in the last few N. s has ken to try to place teachers in other positions
or to hold the (list rids to the law and keep people in the Sobs that they
are entitled to.

President Fischer did present sonic material to the Mondale com-
mittee of reports on investigations in Louisiana and Mississippi on
this particular question.

I would be glad to furnish it to your %.ommittee, too, Senator, if it
would be of valve to you.
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Senator PELL. The 'Mondale committee and this subcommittee are
working very closely. The material furnished to the Mondale coin
nuttee will be sifted out and given to us. I wouldn't want to duplicate
it.

Mr. LmOLEY. You will have a complete story there, not only about
the elect that this displacement has had on teachers, but also about
the school buildings, school equipnemt, schoolbuses being transferred
from public schools to the private academies.

We have furnished a complete report of the investigations that we
made in these States.

Senator PE,r,L. Does this include the record of transfer of public
assets to private schools, statistical and factual information ?

Mr. LtiMLEY. Yes, sir.
Senator PELL. how nianv black teachers in the country belong to

the N P,A, what percentage?
3frs. Granatt. We don't identify our membership by race.
Senator PELL Do you have an instinctive feeling?
Mrs. GErtEatr. Over 50 percent of the southern ones. In New York

City they would belong to the American Federation of Teachers.
Senator PELL. On the national basis, what percentage of white teach-

ers belong to NEA?
Mr. LumEty. 1,100,000 teachers belong to the NEA. There are about

900,000 additional teachers. I think the American Federation of Teach-
ers probably has half of that 906,000.

Mrs. CEREAL,. The American Federation of Teachers represents
150,000 teachers.

Mr. Ltmir,tr. So there are 1,100,000 or 1,250,000 teachers who belong
to an organization out of a total of 2 million, roughly.

Senator PELt.. Over half of the teachers in America belong to NEA
Mr. IatimEny. That is correct.
Senator PELL. Of the black teachers in America, wha percentage

of nein belong to NEA on a national basis?
Mr. LUMLEY. On a national basis, I would say the black teaches

would have a higher percentage. It would probably run CO percent.
In the 11 Southern States where there were dun' associations, all

but Louisiana and Mississippi have merged into a single association.
1' a Louisiana and Mississippi only the black associations belong to the
SEA. The white associations have been disaffiliated because they would
not merge with the black association.

So our black membership, I would assume, would be higher than
the white membership in the national figure.

1.7) LIR .1 T1 ON 0. EX I STIN I; STA1 UTORE rritonnv

Senator PELL. You spoke of present programs such as titles I and
T of ESEA that touch many of the proulerns to which this emergency

bill is directed.
The criterion in ESEA is poverty and disadvantagement, no seg-

regation. per so. This bill is cou cc Hied moro with Segrega7i011,
Mr. LumEtr. That is correct. Rut if you look at the criteria that

have been developed for the. use of this emergency $150 million, you
will find that the list of projects or things that could be done are
practically a duplication of what could be time under tithi I.

19432 0 70-- 9
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I grant that it is for a di ffe rent purpose.
Senator PELL. In your view, would it be better to stick to title I I
Mr. LUMLEY. This would be my feeling, yes. I think if the school

districts were given the additional money to do this job, and every
district were required to comply with the Civil Rights Act, we would
accomplish the same thing, and accomplish it more efficiently.

MONDALE .NNIENDMENTS

Senator PELL. Do you have any more views with regard to the Mon-
dale-Javits amendments that may be attached to the pending appro.

riations bill?
Mr. LUMLEY. We are for them. We are in agreement with them.

OTHER ETHNIC MINORITHS

There is another problem we have not talked about. We have been
tall ing principally black and white. There is another minority
pre blem.

1 am bringing this up because it emphasizes in my mind the need
for additional money in title I and title III ESEA and title IV of
the Civil Rights Act. The problems of the Spanish Americans, Mexi-
can Americans, Puerto Ricans should be recognized and educational
programs provided for them.

Of course., as I mentioned before, this kind of segregation is not the
court order problem, but is rather an urban problem. R may produce
some blowups if we don't have the money to meet these needs.

Senator PELL. I would add here that in my part of the country it
i3 not only Spanish-speaking but Portuguese-speaking.

Mr. LUMLEY. That is right. I shouldn t forget to mention the Indi-
ans, too.

INCLUSION OF TROFITMAKINE OIRIANIZATIONSrEnronmAxce. coNTRwrs

Senator PELL. In your testimony you say von see no possible reason
why any corporation or person should profit financially from a pro-
gram aimed at ailed At ng iiijustice,

In this connection, what is your view with regard to performance
contrasts, where protitmaking. private firms take out jobs, Iii d they
Can do them in a competitive way. and have. tests nt the end of the
period of time to see whether they have delivered or not. and if they
have not delivered they air not. paid

Mr. LUMLEY. This would take a long discuion but I will make it as
brief as I can state philosophically we are oppaeil to performance
contracts with private induct ry.

We believe a performance contract to increase the reading rate of
children is measurable on a scale when you teach for this particular
scale, but we are not sure that this is the edu.:itional process that you
want to measure,

We believe that if there i a performance contract as such, or an
evaluation, the school district should be the contracting agent.

One of the things we have talked about before this committee and
other corimitteesand your committee did include it last yearis
evaluation of what isbeing done in tile schools.
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There is more involved than rote learning. The performance contract
in reading can be measured on what? On the increase in vocabulary?
Or in mathematics, by computations?

But has this increased the thinking power of the boy or girl, the
social conscience of the boy or girl ?

We are opposed to this movement for performance contracts as it
is presently being conducted.

Again, I guess we have to add to that the performance contract
done by the Office of Education working with school districts does not
always involve the whole educational community.

The application of evaluation is sound, but the evaluation should be
an integral part of the school program. Let us make the schools produce.
Let us do this and I think we will have a better situation and a better
school system.

Part of this, let me say to you, sir, is personal opinion. I am not too
sure I could say this is tt National Education Association policy as
such. Generally, I think they would agree.

Senator PELL. I would think they probably would. I don't think I
agree with you, but I do think you speak for the NEA viewpoint.

As you know, for some years I have been interested in this idea of
general education tests, somewhat like the New York Boa rd of Regoits
exam, to bring all the schools up to a certain floor and do it on a volun
tary basis. To this concept the NEA is opposed.

I think these outside contracts and tests, not as a general rule but
as an occasional spur, are probably pretty healthy things.

I wouldn't want to delude you that I don't, think they have merit.
I realize the justification for what you are saying, that a performance
contract will test, maybe, vocabulary; but will not test many other
learning factors.

But if a performance contract is written in such a way that it would
inclnde n wider objective, one that might achieve the desired result, or
if it is simply a question of trying to increase the vocabulary on a
special basis, then t would be justified.

I kuestion the automatic objection to the idea of outside tests, the
belief that there is something wrong with a profitmaking body doing it,
is it most instinctive reaction.

Mr. LUNILEY. I think my objection to profitmaking corporations do-
ing this is that peop;e seem perfectly willing to pay $900,000 to a
coropration to do something that the school district can do and would
be perfectly willing to do for half that price.

But as has been brought out before in many of the committees of this
Congress, we pay high prices. The Job Corps spends $2,000 per pupil
to do something because they say the schools fail.

Well, the schools don't have $2,000 per pupii to do it,
Let me say this, Senator : When we come to the evaluation of what

is being done, you have to depend on the test. If I have a performance
contractand let me say it would be a fine business to get intoand
I can make up the curriculum of what. I am going to do and then
evaluate what I have done, I can't lose.

Let. Wme say .his, too: e have the experience in New York State
of the regents' examinations. One of the greatest problems that they
hadm New York State after the establishment of the regents' exam-
inations was to keep the teachers from teaching for the test. They kept

N
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the test from year to year and taught for those tests. This is one way
to achieve high scores.

There is a certain level of pupils who will learn whether it is under
a performance contract, whether they are, taught by a teacher, or
whether they learn themselves. But you have another group of pupils
who have to be taught and taught in small groups.

So here someone takes a performance contract and works with a
very selective group. They are paid a high price to do this. Then
someone says, "These people are achieving" something the schools
can't, do." The schools can do this.

I am trying to say that the schools should have the money to do
this, should be evaluated, and should be kept to this same kind of a
level. I think they can.

Senator Pm.L. I think that both approaches should be used. I would
like to get away from this automatic rejection of the idea that a profit-
making group should not be allowed to participate.

I speak here, I guess, as a bleeding-heart or knee-jerk liberal in
normal terms. But I do think the objection can be too far and too
extreme in this regard.

Mr. Ludo r. I guess I can agree with you, sir, that the competition
of this would be fair if it, were done on the basis of a controlled pilot,
project, and if at the end of that time an evaluation were submitted
to you showing that in Texarkana they taught, reading to 1,600 or
6,000, whatever it is, pupils, and they were able to achieve a curtain
level of reading growth within that year's period at a cost of so much
per pupil. This information should be spelled out, but it should not
indicate that a particular company was able to do this and the teachers
weren't able to do it. This is the part that I am objecting to.

If there is a fair comparison to what is being done, and there is an
evaluation of that, then I can withdraw my objection. I am not here
to say that there shouldn't, be profitmaking organizations in this
world.

I am simply saying that generally there is no reason to get a profit -
making organization into this when you have nonprofit operations
and you have school systems, you have all these agencies, universities,
colleges, to do all of this experimentation.

Senator PELL. This problem will probably increase as time goes on.
As a general rule, in-house testing and in-house measurement usually
needs a little checking from out-of-house measurements.

I know in any operation in which I have been, I have felt a little self-
satisfied after a period of time that I am doing it the right way, and
yet I am sure that somebody can come into my office and show me
mistakes that I am making.

Mr. aratuv. Furthermore, you don't find any opposition from the
National Education Association to the college boards. These are tests
that are given to high school graduates for entrance into college,

My point is we are not opposed to evaluation.
Senator PELL. It seems to me you have been opposing my bill for a

voluntary national merit. test or examination for about 8 years.
Mr. fammty. I think we suggested modification; didn't NVO? I don't

think we were outright, opposed to it. Didn't we propose some modi-
ficat ions.

1
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Senator PELL. You supported the advisory council, which is the do-
good side of it, something akin to motherhood and apple pie, but you
didn't approve the guts of it, which was to do exactly, what you said
you were for 2 minutes agotesting.

Mr. LUMLEY. If we had done that, certainly we would be inconsistent.
I would be very happy to reevaluate that, Senator, and come back to
you.

Senator PELL. There is nothing wrong with being inconsistent. We
are inconsistent all the time. I am for import quotas on textiles and I
want them eliminated on oil. Many of us are inconsistent, but let us
admit our inconsistency.

Mr. LUMLEY. There are times that I can be inconsistent, but in this
particular instance I didn't realize we had taken a stand in opposition
to your bill.

I thought we had a modification. I didn't think we were in opposition
to the guts.

Let me reevaluate and come back to you on that.
Senator PELL. What we have done now is passed the motherhood

and apple pie portion, but we still haven't accepted the concept of
Voluntary tests that high school students can take when they ask to,
with the idea being to bring pressure on school committees to raise
the curriculum offered.

Mr. LUMLEY. I would be happy to reevaluate it, Senator. As you
know, we have supported the national assessment.

Senator PELL. For several years I have been hearing about the na-
tional assessment. We are just waiting for that result to come in and
then, as I and told, you can form a view on my bill.

Mr. LUMLEY. The first report from the national assessment is to be
made on the 8th of July. After that you can have an answer.

Senator Pax. Then we will introduce this bill again, and we hope
that maybe we can get it through.

Mx. LUMLEY. All right, sir.
Senator PELL. I thank you very much for your kindness in being

here, very much indeed, and your courage in having an opinion on
this bill and expressing it, which nobody else has done.

I do have one other question which has been submitted on behalf
of the minority, it is a very valid question.

UTILIZATION OF ExisTiso STATUTORY AUTHORITY

They point out that since titles I and III ESEA are required to.be
distributed by formula anyway, wouldn't this factor present a diffi-
culty when it came to providing a special instrument to help in the
desegregation problem?

In other words, I and III are all inclusive and do not cover these
problems in the areas that am seeking to desegregate.

Mr. LUMLEY. That is a good question. I would assume there would
have to be some amendment to the formula for this purpose, Actually
the thing I am saying here is that the formula proposed in this bill
does just the opposite of the formula in title I and title III.

Where titles I and III give money on the basis of disadvantaged,
money is going into the large. urban centers where there are de facto
problems.

1 3 u
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Here we are talking about it formula that is putting the larger
percentage of money in the districts where there are. court order or
HEW order for desegregation.

It seems to me that what this bill says, really, is that if you fought
segregation and you fought it hard enough, then the Government is
going to give you money now to do what you should have done 1i
years ago.

This is what we think is basically wrong and why we feel that the
people who have been responsible, who have been short-changing these
children, should be punished for what they have been doing to boys
and girls. The Government should not come along and say, "Now
you have fought it long enough. You are pretty good fellows, so we
wilt give you double. the money for you to do something.-

You are more optimistic than I no by saying that you think this
bill would be fully unded. It still does not give the, de facto people,
the urban people, the. money that they need, Those are the people
who are willing to do something if they only had the money to do it.

Senator l'Et.r. If they meet some of the trigger mechanisms, the
de facto people do not require court orders.

I agree with you about this initial finding, that it will not go into
the de facto areas.

Mr. LUMLEY. Yes,
Senator Pru. Thank you very much, indeed, for your willingness

to testify and have an opinion,
Mr. 1,t-mr,Fx. Thank you, sir, and we will get the material to you

that you wanted.
Senator Pm. Good.
The next witness is Howard A. Glickstein, Staff Director, IT,S.

Commission on Civil Rights.

STATEMENT OF HOWARD A. GLICKSTEIN, STAFF DIRECTOR, U.S.
COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS, ACCOMPANIED BY JONATHAN
FLEMING

Mr. GLICKSTELN. Mr. Chairman, my name is 1 Toward A. Glickstein.
I am Staff Director of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights. I am ac-
companied by Jonathan Fleming, tny assistant.

I appreciate this opportunity to testify before the Subcommittee on
Education en S. 3853, the Emergency School Aid Act of 1110.

I was interested in your remarks awhile ago that this was a con-
troversial bill, and you were having trouble getting people to testify
on it, that it. required some couriure to appear and testify.

But I think the, Commis.sion on Civil Rights has never shied away
from anything controversial. and I hope, as exemplified by our Chair-
man, we have shown courage in the things we have done.

The Emergency School Aid Act is the first legislation sponsored by
any administration with the specific purpose of providing financial
assistance to local school districts ftg the purpose of eliminating
racial isolation, whatever the cause.

As such, the Commission on Civil Rights believes that the Emer-
gency School Aid Act of 1910 deserves the constructive support of
all persons who believe that this Nation's future rests on a racially
and ethnically integrated society.

/1/
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In 1967 the Commission on Civil Rights made recommendations to
eliminate racial isolation in the Nation's public schools. Among these
were recommendations that Congress should authorize financial and
technical assistance, including programs of substantial financial as-
sistance to provide for construction of new facilities and improve-
ment in the quality of education in all schools.

The Commission made its recommendations with the knowledge
that the Nation then was, and still is, facing a racial crisis which was
described by one member of the Commission as,

[A] collision course which may produce within our borders two
alienated and unequal nations confronting each other across a widen-
ing gulf created by a dual educational system based upon income and
race.

These recommendations, made more than 3 years ago, were ignored
by the administration and, with the exception of a few Members, by
Congress.

During these years, the one program designed specifically to assist
desegregating school districtstitle IV of the Civil Rights Act of
1961until last year was funded at less than $12 million annually, a
pathetically trivial amount of money when measured against the
enormity of the problems of desegregation.

It was for these reasons that, immediately following the President's
message sending to Congress the Emergency School Aid Act, Father
Theodore M. liesburgh, Chairman of the Commission, publicly ap-
plauded the President for his action.

In his statement, Chairman liesburgh called particular attention to
the President's words concerning the issues involved in desegregating
schools, reducing racial isolation and providing equal educational
opportunity :

Few Issues facing us as a nation are of such transcendent importance; Impor-
tant because of the vital role that our public schools play In the Nation's life
and in its future; because our national conscience Is at stake; and because it
presents us a test of our capacity to live together In one nation In brotherhood
and understanding.

Chairman llesburgh also noted the President's unequivocal state-
ment on the harmful effects of racial segregation on education and the
importance of a desegregated educational experience. In the Presi-
dent's words:

It is clear that racial Isolation ordinarily has an adverse effect on education.
Conversely. we also know that desegregation t vital to quality Niucationnot
only from the standpoint of raising the achievement levels of the disadvantaged.
but also from the slandpolut of helping Cl children achieve the broad-based
human understanding that Increasingly Is essential in today's world.

As the President noted, desegregation makes good educational sense.
Over and over again it has been demonstrated that integration of
schools is the greatest single factor contributing to the educational
success of minority group children.

The Commission on Civil Rights demonstrated this in its landmark
report, Racial Isolat ion in the Public Schools, in 1967.

Dr. James Coleman also demonstrated the sune findings in his
monumental study, Eqnal it y of Ed neat bola, 0P1 x-mt nnit y.

Most reePlit ly, the New York Stale Board of Education reconfirmed
these findings in its own study of Racial and Social Class Isolation in
the New York Public Schools
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Currently, the Commission on. Civil Rights is studying the effects
of ethnic isolation on Mexican-American students in five Southwestern
States.

Our preliminary analysis indicates that Mexican-American students
suffer educational damage when they attend ethnically isolated
schools.

Mexican-American students who attend ethnically integrated
schools achieve better and have lower dropout rates than Mexican-
American students who attend isolated schools.

There is nothing mysterious about these results. There is no magic
in attending school with a white child. It is simply this: Academic
success, particularly verbal ability, depends in large part upon one's
immediate experience with the world at large.

If this world is artificially narrowed, if experiences with the major-
ity group are denied to minority group children, it is to be expected
that they will not achieve as well in an educational system in which
understanding of, and experience with, the mainstream of society is
the key to success.

If this is true, and experience demonstrates that it is, it follows
that white children also are harmed by segregated education. In-
deed, there is mounting evidence that white students also suffer educa-
tional and psychic damage from segregated schooling.

In recent testimony before the Senate Select Committee on Equal
Educational Opportunity, Dr. Kenneth Clark stated :

There is strong evidence to suggest that racial segregation ... is detri-
mental to privileged middle-class and working-class white children.

Segregated schools and cruelty In American ghettos are .. . deadening and
destroying the ethical and personal effectiveness of American white children.
and doing so much more insidiously than they are destroying the personal and
human effectiveness of American black children.

I think that it is readily apparent to any observer of the American
scene during the last 5 years that white students appear to be suffering
from their frustration and inability to reconcile the sharp divisions
between white and black, between Anglo and Mexican-American, be-
tween the rich and the poor, and between our rhetoric and practice.

As Kenneth Keniston recently wrote in the Yale. Alumni magazine:
It does not take a psychologist to emphasize that the cat ses of student

protest lie not only in the psyches of the students, but even more, In the world
we Inhabit.

The shameful legacy of racism, America's dubious impeslal role In the world,
the inertia and compromise of our universitiesthese are simple facts against
which the ethical impulse of the young is directed.

It is not the national policy of this country to educate children mere-
ly to be successful in an apartheid status or in artificial territories
created on the basis of race, color or national origin. And, it is not the
policy of the Nation to educate its children in the false notions of
racial and cultural superiority.

This is the United States, we all are Americans and all of our
children are being educated in the American experience.

This experience includes whites, blacks, Mexican-Americans, Amer-
ican Indians, Puerto Ricans, Cubans, other persons of Spanish ances-
try, people who speak French as their home language, and people
who speak Swedish, German, Portuguese and Italian as their home
languages.

I-4 3
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We in this country are committed to the ideal of a unified people
and the basis for achieving a unified Nation, as the President observed
in his message to congress accompanying S. 3883, is an integrated
educational experience.

It is often argued that integration of the schools will not work and
never has worked. Chairman Ilesburgh, in his appearances around the
country, often is challenged to give some examples of successful school
desegregat ion.

lie is not here today, but I would like to give you five examples of
successful school desegregation in school districts studied by the Com-
mission this year

HONE COUNTY, N.C.

This school district has an enrollment which is 50-percent black,
15-percent Indian and 35-percent white. By using geographic zoning
and grade reorganization, the comity has achieved racial balance in
its seven schools.

An evaluation conducted by Duka University shows dramatic in-
creases in achievement for blacks and Indians and the expected rate
of achievement for whites was maintained. As you know, the super-
intendent of this district, Mr. David Abernathy, testified before the
Select Committee on Equal Educational Opportunity last week.

NEW ALBANY, MISS.

The New Albany schools enroll 2,000 students of ulioni 22 percent
are black. Schools have been desegregated through zoning, grade
reorganization and busing. Testing of elementary school children indi-
cates that new educational techniques together with desegregation
have resulted in major achievement score increases for black childret
and increases in achievement scores by white children as well.

3IORRISTOWN, N.a.

Morristown schools hare been desegregated since 1962. The desegre-
gation plan uses zoning and grade restructuring. Approximately one-
t hi rd of the students are bused.

In 1965, the local Morristown White Citizens Council asked to be
allowed to compare achievement scores of white students before de-
segregation with their scores after desegregation. This demand was
granted and the citizens found that all students were progressing mid
that no educational disadvantages had been suffered by white chil-
dren.

PEOV1DENCE, Rol,

Providence undertook desegregation in 1966. The process has not
been easy, but with the exec pt ion of one high school and the recurrence
of racial imbalance in several elementary schools the city has been
able to maintain racial balance in its public schools.

The experience of Providence, which is t he subject of a special report
soon to be publ ished by the Commission, demonstrates that the median-
ics of desegregation is the easiest partproviding integrated education
without. new forms of racial discrimination and disharmony arising
requires greater effort on the part. of a great. many people.

14
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Not all problems in Providence are solved, but the Commission has
great rasped for a city which has bean willing to act to eliminate
racial isolation in its schools.

MOORE COUNTY, N.C.

There are approximately 10,000 students enrolled in the Moore
County schools, 70 percent of whom are white and 30 percent are
black.

In 1966, Moore County integrated the schools in two of its three
geographic zones. The county received a title IV grant at the time to
assist the desegregation of the schools and to prepare teachers for
integration. In September 1069, desegregation was completed when
seven small high schools were consolidated.

The new high school has approximately 1,400 students, 40 percent
black and CO percent white. To assist in the transition, a title IV
grant was made to the county for these purposes:

In-service training for teachers assigned to the new high school;
Seminars for parents and community leaders to make them aware

of their roles in successful desegregation; and
Meetings of student leaders from the seven high schools to familiar-

ize the students with each other and the new high school.
The county has the same black administrators it had before unifi-

cation and there has been no reduction in the number of black teachers.
All student clubs and sports activities arc integrated.

Each of the five school districts that. I have mentioned required
substantial amounts of financial and technical assistance to accomplish
the elimination of racial isolation.

Tho Emergency School Aid Act would authorize and provide finan-
cial assistance in large enough amounts to enable other school districts
to achieve what has been accomplished by these five districts.

Existing Federal educational assistance programs are inadequate
to do the job. Title IV of the Civil Rights Act. of 1964, which author-
izes financial and technical assistance programs to school districts
undergoing desegregation is underfunded and weakened by statutory
language which prohibits effective action to eliminate racial isolation,

Title IV primarily provides assistance in planning for desegregation
in a narrowly-defined sense, through university desegregation centers
and State education agency desegregation units.

Local education agencies may apply for direct grants to pay the
cost of training teachers and school personnel in dealing with profile=
incident to desegregation and employing consultants to advise on
problems incident to desegregation.

In IMO, 81 local school boards operated desegregation projects and
16 university desegregation centers and 24 State education agency de-
segregation units provided technical assistance. Total title IV funding
t hat year Isms $24 million.

Nevertheless, of nearly 4,000 applications for assistarce, little more
than half have been granted due to lack of funds and personnel.

Moreover, this underfunding has caused the Office of Education to
establish an order of priorities in making grants to local school boards
under title IV which, in effect, precludes grants to districts once dc-
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segregation has been technically accomplishedeven though that
district may be facing serious problems incident to desegregation.

Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act provides
assistance to school districts with concentrations of economically dis-
advantaged children.

Studies have shown that the administration of this program has not
been effective and that in spite of the enormous appropriations in
excess of $1 billion annually, funds have been so diluted as to be
ineffective.

In fiscal year 1966, for example, the average title I per pupil ex-
penditure was $119. Yet, the GE TEMPO Study found that the n_a-
jority of title I projects in the 60 districts studied provided an expendi-
ture of less than $5 per pupilan amount hardly sufficient to provide
any impact for the particular project.

One official has been quoted as saying:
The range of services may look Impressive, but, in fact, a child may only get

two of those GO servicesa pair of eyeglasses and a field trip.
Furthermore, there are instances in which title I funds have been

used in opposition to school desegregation by funding special pro-
grams only in black schools, thus forcing black parents to choose to
resist integration into white schools where title I programs are not
present.

An incident :n 131echlev County, Ga., reported in the Commission's
Report on Southern School Desegregation 1966 -61 illustrates the
point.

The county opened a new all-Negro elementary school in 1966. Title
I funds enabled the county to stock the school with audiovisual aids,
library books, and playground equipment ; provide it with a Eocial
worker and medical and dental services; give the students free lunches,.
pay the salaries of two additional teachers and purchase $15,000 worth
of miscellaneous school supplies, including water coolers and stage
equipment.

The superintendent in his written explanation to the Commissioner
of Education about the lack of desegregation under freedom of choice
in his district stated that all of the children in the new school chose
to remain in the school.

Factors, "which had some bearing on tlis deciei-,n," he wrote, "are
the new plant, additional teachers, 100-percent tree lunch programs,
and many additional services, materials, and supplies which are made
available under title 1.'

In at least one district the Commission found that title I funds
were used to purchase mobile classroom units for overcrowded Negro
schools.

In still another district, title I funds were used to build separate
gymnasiums for white and black schools which wens 1)000 yards
apart. It is essential that the most careful safeguards be imposed to
prevent similar abuses under the pending legislation.

Title III of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act has been
an effective source of funds to assist desegregation and elimination of
racial isolation but this has been solely on a demonstration or innova-
tion basis.

136
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The Commission consistently has recommended the adoption of
a substantial investment of Federal funds in assisting school districts
to desegregate and to eliminate racial isolation,

In our 1966 report on school desegregation in Soutl-ern and border
States, Father iiesburgh wrote:

The first move toward a solution of (de jure segregation) was to declare
that the de jure, dual educational system was wrong, undemocratic, and un-
American.

The Brown decision in large measure did this. But practically nothing hap-
pened in fact.... Ten years after the Brown decision, a small fraction of the
Southern Negro students were enrolled in formerly all-white schools.

Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1904 promised greater progress in this area,
for it said to the school system . . . desegregate or Federal funds may be cut
off. . . . (T)here is (another) problem . . . which . . . must be overcome.. . .

The problem stems from the fact that many Negro schools in the South are in-
ferior to their white counterparts. . . . Thus, it is important to stress not merely
the steps which :oust be taken in good unsclence to comply with the law, but
our commitment to positive measures which will mean better education for all
in a context of equal opportunity for (W)e need the adding on of Fed-
eral funds in the South, provided that the local communities are committed to
one good sentol system for all the children of the local community.

Tho Emergency School Aid Act offers Fubstantial promise of being
able to achieve the goals suggested by Father Ilesburgli.

The Emergency School Aid Act, as you know, provides financial
assistance to local school districts in order to meet the costs of de-
segregation or to eliminate racial isolation in the. schools.

The act also provides financial assistance to so-called racially im-
pacted school districts to carry out interracial educational prognuns
and compensatory education programs in racially isolated schools;
$500 million is requested for the fiscal year ending June. 30, 1971, and
$1 billion for the following fiscal year.

A massive outlay of funds is necessary if we are to desegregate our
schools. Unfortunately, integrating schools is not as easy as integrating
a lime]] counter.

Funds are necessary to upgrade teacher skills, to train school per-
sonnel in the prolple:ns of desegiagation, to renovate and remodel
school buildings, to carry on community relations programs so that
desegregation can proceed smoothly, anti to purchase new curriculum
materials and classroom equipment.

I havo merely skimmed the surface of problems which require fluids
to solve..

Hoke County, N.C., which I mentioned earlier as an example, of
succor -Iful desegregation, used dirt grants tinder title 11' of the Civil
Rights Act of .964 to retrain teachers and to conduct. training pro-
grams in problems incident to desegregation.

New Albany, Miss., used Federal funds to hire consnitants to de-
velop a new instructional program intended to provide integrated
quality education, to acquire new instructional materials and to con-
duct comninnity relations programs in prepa:at ion for desegregation.

The superintendent. of Moore Comity, N.C.another successfully
desegregated districtreported that successful desegregation was
helped substantially by three title IV grants which built better inter-
racial teacher relations and thoroughly prepared the teachers for
integration.
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Our experience leads us to the conclusion that a prescription for
disaster is to attempt to desegregate schools without preparation and
with little or no investment of funds in trainiag teachers to deal with

incidentncident to desegregation.
For this reason alone, the Emergency School Aid Act, or some form

of assistance similar to that provided in the act, is an absolutely
necessary adjunct to eilforceinent of school desegregation.

In fact, every successfully desegregated school district studied by
the Commission on Civil Rights has made ample use of existing Fed-
eral education programs; we have rarely discovered a successfully
desegregated district which did not have some desegregation project
funded by the Federal Government.

I would like to point out that the Emergency, School Aid Act will
also assist school districts to eliminate ethnic isolation of Mexican-
American, Puerto Rican and other Spanish surnamed groups. It is
the first legislation designed to accomplish this.

This committee should be aware that the educational problems of
Mexican-Americans are severe and that they also have been segregated
into inferior and inadequate schools with resulting educational harm.

As I have mentioned, the Commission on Civil Rights currently is
studying ethnic isolation of 'Mexican-American students in five South-
western States. Frankly, we have been surprised at the degree of seg
regation of MexicanAmerican students in the Southwest.

Today, there arc about 1.1 million Mexican-American children in
the public schools of the Southwest. About 45 percent of this number
aro in predominantly Mexican-American schools.

In addition to segregation by deliberate design of school authorities
in some areas, ethnic isolation also has occurred for such reasons as
historical patterns of settlement in the Southwest and concentration
of ethnic groups and economic classes by neighborhood. Because of
these patterns of settlement, separate school systems have evolved in
many areas of the Southwest.

For example, San Antonio, Tex., has a number of independent
school districts. One of these districts, Edgewood, has a Mexican-
American enrollment above 80 percent while neighboring districts
have lesser concentrations.

This problemthat of racially or ethnically isolated, independent .
school districts existing within an incorporated cityis not dealt with
adequately by the Emergency School Aid Act, and I will propose an
amendment to reach this situation.

Regardless of the causes of segregat ion , Mexican-American students
in ethnically isolated schools suffer terrible disadvantages education-
ally. By the time they reach the fourth grade, nearly one-fifth of all
Mexican-Ann dean children have dropped out of school permanently.

This percentage is greater than the total dropout rate for A.nglo
pupils during 12 years of school. Only n!rout half of all Mexican-
American students ever graduate from high school.

Recently, the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare has
taken steps to require school districts to eliminate segregation of
Ifexican-American students.

As members of this subcommittee know, programs such as bilingual
education and migrant education also exist to improve the quality of
education for Metic,an-American. students.

3 8
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Mr. Chairman, at this point I would like to submit for the informa
tion of the mernbers of the subcommittee a memorandum describing
a preliminary staff analysis of the Commission's Mexican-American
education study.

Senator PELL. That will be included in the record at the conclusion
of your statement.

Mr. GLICIMEIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
There has been some criticism of the funding formula of the net

which contains a double-co :Int provision allotting a greater share of
funds to school districts desegregating pursuant to an order of a Fed-
eral court or tinder a plan accepted as adequate under title VI of the
Civil Rights Act of 1;1164.

The practical effect is to concentrate funds in the Southern States
where the immediate problems of desegregation are.

The Commission on Civil Rights has no difficulty with this ap-
proach, although "e propose an amendment to expand the provision.

I only regret that these funds were not made avt.ilable inimediately
after the Supreme Court's Brown decision. At that time, a new consti-
tutional doctrine was recognized and the Nation realized it had an
enormous law- enforcement problem on its liands--a good proportion
of its schools were. operating in violation of the Constitution.

It makes good sense to concentrate first on eliminating such
segregation.

Other considerations also support the donbie-count formula. Almost:
half of the black children in the United States attend school in the
South.

Of this number, nearly one-hall attend schools in predominantly
rural and smnlltown communities where resistance to desegregation
has lren greatest, financial resources least, and the quality of education
offered the poorest in the Nation.

When we speak of denials of constitutional rights for 16 years, it is
primarily this group of children, who are black, poor, and residents
of small turn] towns, about whom we are speaking.

In 1903, the Commission held several days of hearings in Mont-
gomery, Ala., on the problems of black t esidents of 16 predominantly
black, rural counties. We fonnd that to be born a black child in the
rural South was a gm, rnnteed ticket on a cycle to nowhere.

This is a region of the Nation where even the mandate of P14:8Ay v.
Feouxon separate but equalwas flagrantly ignored.

In one predominantly black county of Alabama the white high
school's physical plant was valued at over $100,000 in 1967, while the
black high school was valued at $700.

The superintendent of Williamsburg Cour,' y. S.C., was quoted last
fall as reporting that one out of three black seventh grade students in
his school system conld not readat all. lk admitted this was his
faultnot the children's: he simply ignored the black schools during
his tenure.

Thus, to the extent that facilities in the South have been separate but
not equal, more money will be required to establish it unitary school
system capable of affording equal educational opportunity.

In addition, it is an unfortunate fact that it is in the Southernpart
of our Nation where the greatest Nlucational disadvantages exist.
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The Coleman report indicated that in verbal achievement, the white
and black children in rural areas of the South are very far behind their
counterparts in the North, and the gap widens over the years of school.
The double-counting provisions, therefore, allocate the funds where
they today are most needed.

The Commission also urges that funds for transportation services
be evadable under this bill. There is one red herring issue always raised

connection with school desegregation and that is busing.
The Commission dealt with this issue at length in a statement issued

in April, and I would like to offer a copy of that statement for the
record.

Senator PELL. It, will be inserted at the conclusion of your state-
ment with the other document.

Mr. Gramm:ix. Thank you.
Every clay 18 million children are bused for an annual total of 9

billion passenger miles. People have no objection to busing for sound
educational purposes. What many fail to recognize is that integration is
educationally beneficial.

First, integration of schools has been demonstrated to be the most
effective means of raising the achievement level of disadvantaged black
and brown students; it does not harm white students and, in fact, it
benefits them.

Second. busing to integrate schools is cheaper than compensatory
education programs. We hear a great deal about exorbitant busing
costs accompanied by much deploring of misplaced resources which
could be better used to improve schools. But let us look at the facts.

Pontiac, Mich., is a city of 126,000, facing the prospect of busing
to integrate its schools under a Federal court order. The city school
system contends busing the first, year would cost $1.4 million and
lesser amounts thereafter.

How much lesser can he learned by comparing ',using costs in
Berkeley, Calif., a similar-sized city with similar racial population
which buses to desegregate its schools completely. There the cost is
about $250,000 annually.

Assuming the Pontiac figure is correct, busing the first year would
cost $56 per pupil to integrate the schools with positive benefits.

Nationally, by way of comparison, title I was funded at $135 per
pupil last year and we have yet to see positive results from this pro-
gram.

For the cost of a compensatory education program in a single
junior high school, the city of Syracuse could have ,ally desegre-
gated all of its schools.

Furthermore, busing to desegregate schools now accounts for Iess
than 3 percent of the national total spent on school busing each year.
Busing to desegregate schools is hardly a major financial drain on the
Nation's educational resources.

The Commission has a number of changes to recommend to S. 3683
which we believe will strengthen the bill so that its basic purpose
to eliminate racial and ethnic isolationmay be more effectively ac-
complished.

1. We recommend that section 5 setting forth the purposes of the
act be amended by deleting language which authorizes the use of

AO
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funds for educational programs unaccompanied by desegregation or
the elimination of racial isolation.

The Emergency School Aid Act should not contain any financial
incentives to continue the status quo in the maintenance of racially
isolated schools.

School districts having "racially impacted" schools are eligible for
title I funds and title 111 funds which will accomplish purposes iden-
tical to those proposed under Section 5(a) (3) of the bill.

Experience has shown that unless financial assistance is tied spe-
cifically to accomplishing desegregation or the elimination of racial
isolation local school systems will tend to choose projects which per-
petuate segregation.

Therefore, compensatory education funds authorized under the
Emergency &he 71. Aid Act should be required to be used as an ele-
ment in a plan to desegregate or to eliminate racial isolation in the
schools.

I might also point out that we have spent nearly $6 billion on title I
programs since 1965. There is some question whether emergency school
assistance funds s.zaild contribute to this pool of money without the
requirement that it be used for purposes of desegregation.

2. We recommend that the formula for allocating funds to States
be amended to add a third class of districts eligible for double-count-
ing its minority group children: those districts acting to eliminate
racial isolation throughout the district pursuant to a plan adopted by
a school board which either (1) meets State requirements of racial bal-
ance or, (2) satisfies the Secretary that the plan will achieve the elimi-
r at ion of racial isolation.

We believe this provision would apply to school districts complying
with racial balance laws, either voluntarily or under State court or0---

A similar amendment should be made to the definition of "plan
desegregation" is section D.

3. We recommend the deletion of the authorization to purchase mo-
bile classroom units in section 6(f). The Commission has documented
the use of portable or mobile classroom units to maintain racial segre-
gation.

Mobile classroom units also have been used to establish black an-
nexes to white school buildings as a s'ibterfuge to avoid actually de-
segregating a school.

4. We also recommend that grants specifically be authorized for the
purpose of enabling two or more local school systems to take steps to-
ward eliminating racial isolation in one or more of the districts_

This amendment is designed to assist suburban and urban districts
to plan cooperatively to eliminate racial isolation.

Grants should be authorized to carry out surveys and studies to de-
velop plans for redrawirm of attendance lines between or among the
participating school systems, to plan for consolidation or merger and
to plan educational facilities that will provide quality integrated edu-
caton on a more efficient scale than is now possible.

A preference should be given to applications from school systems or
other appropriate organizational units which represent central cities
and substantialloartsof the surrounding suburbs.

As part of this program, States should be encouraged to enter corn-

1
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pets that would permit communities comprising a single metropoli-
tan area, but located in more than one State, to join in cooperative ar-
rangements for the purposes of receiving the benefits of this new pro-
gram.

S. 3883 is an Emergency Assistance Act. As an Emergency Act it
cannot accomplish n11 that must be done to eliminate racial isolation in
the public schools of the Nation.

For example, no provision is made for a congressionally established
national requirement that racial isolation be eliminated in the public
schools, as recommended by the Commission in 1967. Nor does S. 3883
address itself to providing quality education.

For too long we have tended to ignore what has been happening
inside classrooms. Unfortunately, prohibitions similar to those con-
tained in section 422 of the General Education Provisions Act, which
prohibits Federal standards in education militate against effective
Federal action to assure that equal educational opportunity will in-
clude quality education.

I. also believe that the Federal Government must become involved
in assistance programs to construct new educational facilities that
will provide quality integrated education.

I hope that the Senate soon will be considering legislation to accom-
plish many of these purposes.

The Commission has a number of caveats concerning the adminis-
tration of the Emergency School Aid Act, if passed.

The Commission is greatly concerned that the Secretary when es-
tablishing priorities among schools with desegregation plans give
first priority to districts which eliminate racial isolation in every
school in the district.

Some now contend that de facto segregated schools can exist in a
formerly de jure school district. Because of this, a very res 1 prospect
is raised that a school district may receive substantial financial assist-
ance under the act because it is complying with a court-ordered school
desegregation plan, yet continues to operate a number of all-black
schools on the ground that they are "do facto" segregated. This prob-
ability obviously defeats the purpose of the Emergency School Aid
bill.

Tha Commission has rejected the position that de facto segregated
schools are permissible in a do jure segregated district..

Nevertheless, until the legal problems are further clarifiedt we
recommend that the Senetary give preference to districts in whic*
no question exists as to whether the plan accomplishes desegregatic
of alt of the schools.

We also recommend that the Secretary issue regulations to insure
that:

No funds go to districts which operate schools with segregated
classrooms or which have used testing as a device for segregating
children intentionally or with the effect of segregating them on the
basis of race, color, or nations/ origin;

No funds go to districts desegregating under court orders which
have not been updated to the time of the current school year; and

No funds go to a district cooperating with a private segregated
school.

49-732 0-70- --10 t a
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Drastic steps also must be taken to prevent a recurrence of the pork -
barrel type of abuses that have occurred under the administration of
title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act.

It is clear that the Office of Education lacks the manpower to moni-
tor carefully every proposal submitted to it for funding. The ;nude-
lines under which the funds are dispersed, therefore, must be restric-
tive and carefully targeted.

Unfortunately, the Office of Education already has come out with
a tentative draft of basic policies for administering the emergency
school assistance appropriation of $150 million which causes concern
that the money will be dispersed in an ineffectual and wasteful
manner.

The draft, which you may have seen in the Congressional Record
of June 15, lists at least 40 different activities which could he funded,
including hiring of school crossing guards, hallway monitors, train-
ing to teach children with "dialect deficiencies", drug abuse seminars,
an additional month's salary for school principals, education em-
phasis week programs and the like.

The list of activities is broad enough as to give rise to apprehen-
sions that emergency school assistance moneys will be converted to
general education purposes rather than used to desegregate schools.

I will not comment further on the duplication and overlap with
existing programs except to observe that. the Bureau of Narcotics
and Dangerous Drugs can fund drug abuse seminars.

Why should funds be made available from a school desegregation
appropriation for such a purpose?

We can order school desegregation to occur and we can back up
court orders with troops, if necessary. But the mechanical achieve-
ment of desegregation is meaningless if we are not providing a good
education to all the children inside that desegregated school building.

The testimony of the black high school children from the South and
North must be taken seriouslythere will be major racial problems
in our schools this fall if we fail to provide the necessary resources
to train teachers, to develop effective community relations programs.
to renovate buildings, to develop instructional methods and materials
that do not perpetuate racism in the schools.

Those of us who advocate desegregation and who are insisting on
compliance with the law have an accompanying obligation not to
ignore what is happening in desegregated classrooms.

The Emergency School Aid Act, if strengthened as we have sug-
gested, will be a step in this direction: it will make _possible the
physical desegregation of the schools with sufficient additional re-
sources to enable teachers, students, administrators, parents and coin-
munittes to address themselves to the new and different problems of
providing effective integrated education.

Thank -y-m, Mr. Chairman.
I will be very happy to answer any questions you may have.
Senator PELt. Thank you for your statement. There has been

tentative guideline offered for the $150 million portion. I think it
should be put into the record at this point representing the thinking
of HEW.

(The information subsequently supplied follows:}
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DRAFT OF BASIC POLICIES FOR ADMINISTERING THE EMERGENCY SCHOOL ASSISTANCE
APPROPRIATION OF $150 MILLION Nos UrDER PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATION BY
HEW, SUBMITTED EY SECRETARY FINCH, DEPARTMENT OF HEW

1. Eligibility criteria:
1. Eligibility for sponsorship:
(a) Eligibility for sponsoring of project is limited to local education agencies

(LEA's) which are implementing a court ordered or HEW approved plan of
desegregation for September 1970 or which have implemented a plan of de-
segregation tuning the school year 1968 -60 or 1999-70.

(b) Public or private "community or civic organization," other than LEA's
which are assisting a local school system in implementing a court ordered or
HEW approved plan of desegregation for September 1970 or which have imple-
mented a plan of desegregation during the school year 1968 -69 or 1960 -70.

2. Eligibility for receipt of funds:
(a) The application must submit a project which is of sufficient compre-

hensiveness, size, and scope to offer reasonable assurance that It will succeed in
meeting the problems incident to implementation of the applicant's desegregation
plan.

(b) An application must provide assurance that Federal funds made available
for any fiscal year will be used so as to supplement and increase the level of
funds that would, in the absence of such Federal funds, be available to the
applicant from non-Federal sources for purposes which meet the requirements
of this authorization, and in no case as to supplant such funds from nonFeieral
sources.

(c) Sponsors of projects will be expected to demonstrate that provision has
been made for minority groups, parents, members of the community and others at
interest to participate in an organized way In the development, review and
evaluation of the project.

(NomThese draft criteria are being considered for purposes of administer.
ing the special $150 million appropriation requested and are subject to change.
They have not yet been reviewed by all who usigbt be able to contribute Ideas
and useful suggestions. They do not represent the same criteria, in whole or in
part, that may be developed to implement the Emergency School Aid Act of 1970
cr similar legislation now under consideration by the Congress.)

(d) In the case of sponsorship by public or private community or civic orga-
nizations other than an LEA, a project will be funded only when It is clearly in
support of the LEA plan.

IL Funds may be used for activities that maintain and improve the quality
of education during the desegregation process. Examples of such activities are
the following:

1. Special educational personnel and student programs:
(a) Special personnel:
Temporary teachersto provide release time for regular Instructional per-

sonnel to participate in desegregation workshop act ivi ties.
Teacher aidesto ;educe pupil-teacher ratios in order to give more attention

to individual students.
Special guidance and counseling and testing staffto assist and counsel prin-

cipals, teachers, and students In order to provide educational programs that will
remedy student deficiencies.

Monitorsparents in the school community to perform services that will
reduce potential behavioral problems on school buses and school grounds.

Crossing guardsto provide staff that will maximize safety precautions for
children who may be taking new and different routes to school.

Administrative and clerical staff to provide additional personnel and time
for implementation of desegregation plans, e g., additional month of employ-
ment during the summer for principals.

(b) Studeut services:
Remedial programsto provide specialists, books and supplies for iemedia-

lion in all subject areas in which students are deficient.
Guidance and counselingto provide adequate guidance and counseling staff

In order to deal with student adjustment problems resulting from the desegrega-
tion process.
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Diagnostic evaluation and testing programsto provide diagnosticians trained
to evaluate special sight, hearing and psychological problems of students.

Work-study programsto provide children from poverty level families with
specially-designed school programs that would afford them financial assistance s)
as to continue their education.

Health and nutrition servicesto provide specialized personnel and services
for students having health and nutrition deficiencies.

Dropout prevention programs.
Student relationsto provide special programs designed to assist students

on problems such as acceptance, ",eilavior, dress codes, etc.
(c) Educational personnel development :
Seminars on problems incident to desegregationto provide training with

skills experts in the area of human reiations so as to minimize problems incident
to desegregation.

Seminars on teacher interpersonal relationshipsto facilitate positive inter-
personal relations among educational personnel through training by skilled
professionals in an intercultural understanding.

Utilization of university expertise through institutes and inservice programs
to deal with such problems as :

Teaching bilingual children
Teaching children with speech and dialect deficiencies.
Attitudes and problems of teachers, parents and students izvolved in the

desegregation process
Upgrading basic skills and instructional methodologies of teachers in English,

math, science, social sciences, language, arts, reading, etc.
(d) Curriculum development :
Utilization of expert consultant'', to shape and design new curricula al*

proaches and to introduce currIcu'um Innovations that would serve childrea
with multi- ethnic backgrounds.

New and varied instructional materials.
Improved evaluation and assessment of student progress.
(e) Special demonstratior. !,rojects:
Projects for introduction of innovative instructional methodologies which

will improve the quality of education in the desegregated school :
Individualized instruction.
Master teachers.
Team teaching.
Nogradad programs.
Special projects involving community agencies and parentsto develop Joint

projects between special-Interest and civic groups, parents and the schools
which would promote understanding among citizens. Such projects could include
sponsoring citywide and countywide art and music festivals, public meetings
on relevant school problems (drug abuse, behavior, etc.) .

Exemplary instructional practicesto operate pilot projects which would
demonstrate exemplary instructional practices suitable fur systemwide replica
tion and for other school districts Involved in the desegregation process.

(f) State and local planning and administration :
Expand technical assistance capabilities at the State education agency level

to provide additional personnel to mist the local education agency in planning
for desegregation.

Temporary staff at the local level to handle administrative details and clerical
dutiesto provide additional temporary staff to deal with the logistics of chang-
ing from a dual to a unitary system. For example, rescheduling of students and
teachers, redrawing transportation rcutes, supervision of necessary physical
changes (moving equipment, building renovation, etc.).

Staff at the local level for planning and supervising the Implementation of the
desegregation plan.

2. Community participation programs:
(a) Public information activities:
Community information programs for parents, teachers, and studentsto

provide factual information about the desegregation plan and school programs.
(b) Community programs:
Sehoolbome visitation programs an activity to be performed by educational

personnel to mist with dissemination of information about school programs and
student progress In the desegregated school.

Special parent programsto provide programs designed to increase parents'
involvement with the schools' prOgrams, i.e., PTA, Education Emphasis Week,
etc.
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3. Equipment and minor remodeling:
Procurement and relocation of temporary classrooms (trailers, mobile facili-

ties and demountables).
Procurement and relocation of equipment and LIassroom furniture, including

replacement of obsolete Items.
Minor building renovation and remodeling for general upgrading of a facility.

DIALECT DEFICIENCIES

Senator PELL. The points which you mentioned in your testimony,
are quite valid. I think one of the most important instances is dialect
deficiencies. As long as we have one language spoken by the predomi-
nance of white people and another language spoken by most of the
nonwhite people, we are going to have a kind of segregation or isola-
tion that will continue to exist.

I can't imagine anything that would be more important.
As far as the 1-month salaries for school principals is concerned, I

might be a little bitskeptieal on that.

DOLTD LE COUNTING GOOD FAITH

'With regard to the double counting, does the information de-
veloped by your Commission indicate to you that up to the present
recalcitrant districts, will make a good-faith effort to implement
this bill?

I realize this is a subjective question.
Mr. GLICKSTEI N. It is very subjective, Mr. Chairman. I feel that we

must eliminate segregated schooling as quickly as possible.
Even if it proves that $1.5 billion has been wasted and we haven't

achieved this result, there are hundreds and hundreds of other ac-
tivities in which we have wasted billions without achieving results.
I think that money is needed.

There are school districts in the South that have benefited from
this money. The climate in the South, I believe, is changing.

I think just a few weeks ego you and I, on the same day, were in
Jackson, Miss. I have been in that same city 10 years ago and it is
phenomenal how the atmosphere in that city has changed, how par-
ticularly the Voting Rights Act has given political power to black
citizens.

I think we cannot say that the conditions in 1970 are identical to
those in 1965,1960 or 1957.

I would be prepared to try and see and hope that this act would
be administered in a way that this problem, once and for all, will be
out of the way.

Senator PILL. I would like to revert for a moment to the Commis-
sion, of which you are the executive director. I think you should submit
for the record not only the fact that Father Hesburgh is the Chairman,
but also a listing of the members of the Commission.

(The, information subsequently supplied follows:)

MEMBERSHIP OF U.S. COMMISSION ON CIVIL. 81011TB

Rev. Theodore M. Hesburgb, Indiana, Chairman.
Stephen Horn, Wasblugtou, D.C.
Mrs. Frankle Muse Freemen, Maryland.
Dr. 'lector P. Garda, Texas.

Maurice IL Mitchell, Colorado.
Robert S. Rankin, North Carolir,a.
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Senator PELL. How big is your staff?
Mr. GLICKSTEIN. We are authorized a staff of 153, but because of

an inadequate budget, at the moment we have about 132.
Senator PELL. You are doing much better than the whole field of

education which usually gets about one-third of the authorized amount
of money, in which case you would have only 50 people.

Mr. GLICKSTEIN. Most of our money is for salaries. We Ain't make
grants.

Senator PELL. I personally would like to see all authorized funds
appropriated, but you are doing very well, I think, in comparison
with programs with which I am familiar.

Of your personnel, 130, how many of those are what you call pro-
fessionals and how many are secretaries?

Mr. GLICKSTEIN. It is approximately 50-50.
Senator PELL. And the professionals are all lawyers ?
Mr. GLICKSTEIN. No.
Senator PELL. Why not? I have acquired a great regard for lawyers

in the civil rights field.
Mr. GLicasrEnv. We have social scientists, city planners, psycholo-

gists.
The skills needed to deal with Lrban and civil rights problems go

far beyond just legal skills and require knowledge that people from
these other disciplines can bring to these activities.

Senator PELL. What percentage of your people are black?
Mr. GLICKSTEIN. It is about 50-50 on that score, also.
Senator PELL. Have you any representatives of other ethnic

minorities?
Mr. GLICKSTEIN. My rough recollection is something of this sort:

About 45 percent of the staff is white, about 45 percent of the staff
is black, and about 10 percent of the staff are Spanish surnamed.

We have Mexican-Americans on the staff, Cuban-Americans and
Puerto Rican - Americans.

Senator PELL. What about Portugues3 surnames who are Mack?
Mr. GLICHSTEIN. It is conceivable that some of our black em-

ployees are of Portuguese backgrounds, but I am really not certain.
Senator PELL. Have you any offices outside of Washington?
Mr. GLLeasTEni. We have six small regional offices, one in Los

Angeles, one in San Antonio, Atlanta, New York, one that operates
out of Washington and one in Chicago.

Senator PELL. My recollection of the authorizing legislation is that
you have a5 -year life is that right?

Mr. Grams-rm. The last time, when you renewed us in October
1967, we had a 5 -year extension, correct..

Senator PELL. That is what you had originally, too, I believe.
Mr. GLICESTEIN. Orignally, I believe we had a 2-year life. In the

Civil Rights Act of 1957, we had a 2.year life.

CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

Senator Pm. In the successful models of which you spoke, the
common denominator seems to be the effectiveness of the local coin-
munity involved.
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Have you any views as to whether the bills before us should be
amended to provide for a greater amount of citizen participation?

Mr. Cilaciisreix. I certainly think that is something that should be
required in the guidelines. I think the bill does permit community
activities, including public educational efforts in support of the plan,
program, project or other activity under this act.

I believe that is a provision in the bill that deserves good funding
and good support.. That is very important..

Senator PELL. Do you think that there should be a requirement for
community participation or do you think it should be voluntary?

Mr. GLI OK STEIN. I think there should be a requirement that there
be discussions within the community, and that people of various points
of view in the community have an opportunity to comment on the
proposals

PERFORMANCE CONTRACTS

Senator PELL. Earlier, I was having a discussion with Mr. Lumley
on performance contracts. You appeared to be nodding either in agree-
ment or not in agreement. Have you any views on this subject?

Mr. GLicssrsiN. Of course, Mr. Chairman, I am not an educator.
But from what I read about the conditions of our schools in this
country, elementary and secondary schoolsI think the New York
Times News of the Week in Review on Sunday had a long article
about a book written by some educators who worn critical of how
bogged down our school system wasI think those who describe our
public school system as a disaster area probably are correct.

I would be willing to try anything to improve education. Perform-
ance contracts seem like a very, very worthwhile thing to try.

Father Hesburgh always comments on the fact that in 1960, Presi-
dent Kennedy said we have to get to the moon in 10 years. We got to
the moon in less than 10 years. We did that because we were willing to
experiment and we were willing to try new things.

I certainly would personally favor something like that and other
sorts of experimental programs to improve the quality of education
in schools.

Senator PELL. As you gathered, I feel they rate considerable merit.
I would like to see them more accepted by the education community,
although we can go overboard in that direction, too.

As it is with everything, we try to hit the center. But, as President
Nixon said, the center of the. road is usually the loneliest portion.

MON DALE AMENDMENTS

There are presently pending on the floor of the Senate amendments
offered by Senators Mondale and Javits which will be considered with
this bill. I wonder if _you would care to comment on these amendments.

Mr. GLICSaTEIx. Tho amendments, as I read them printed in the
Congressional Record, seem very sound to me, and I think are well
worth adopting.

Senator PELL. Irow "bout including them into the larger authoriz-
ing legislation?

Mr. 16 [ACUTE! Yes.
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TRANSFER OF ASSETS

Senator PELL. Much comment is being heard about the transfer of
public assets to private schools.

Do you have any statistical information on the frequency of this
activity?

Mr. GLICHSTEIN. The growth of private segregated schools in the
last years has been something very, very great, and the Commission
has been very concerned about that over the years.

A number of years ago, in our 1966-67 school report, we urged that
the tax-exempt status be withdrawn from such schools, and that con-
tributions to those schools not be tax deductible.

We have pressed this issue over the years. As you probably know, a
three-judge court in the District of Columbia here recently enjoined
the Department of the Treasury, Internal Revenue Service, from ac-
cording additional tax exemptions to such private segregated schools
inliississippi. We certainly support that decision.

We hope that is the way it will ultimately turn out. Unfortunately,
the Department of Justice is opposing the court's decision. I think
that is very poor policy.

There has been a growth of private segregated schools. There has
been a diversion of State funds and other benefits to these schools. That
should be stopped.

Senator PELL. It is interesting, too, from the tax viewpoint, hon
you handle this problem because some of the greatest advances in inte-
grated schools have been in the private schools in the North.

You would not want to hurt their tax position. They have been out
in front in this activity before the public schools were.

Mr. Guerin-six. I think the court's order in the District of Colum-
bia three-judge court case that I referred to was careful to make cer-
tain that it was framed in such a way that it would not hurt the type
of schools that you suggest.

Seneor PELL. Speaking in a very parochial way, you mentioned a
report coming out shortly on the experience of Providence, R.I., in
desegregation. When will that report be out?

Mr. GLICRETEIN. Sometime ia the fall, I believe.
Senator PELL. I don't want to infringe in any way, but if you have

a preliminary draft or any:hing of that sort, it Nvouid certainly be in-
teresting to me,

Mr. GLICRSTEIN. That certainly would be possible.

TREATMENT OE MACK TEAC !MRS

Senator PELL. We have heard much about the plight of black teach-
ers in the South upon the advent of desegregation.

This is a gt _tion asked of Mr. Lumley earlier. Have you had any
experience with regard to these instances?

Mr. GLICKSTE1N. The Commission has investigated that particular
problem somewhat peripherally. I am fairly familiar with the litera-
ture in the field and what other people have done. That is a problem.
It has happened. I think safeguards should be taken to insure that that
does not happen.
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I think that funds under this bill probably could be used to prevent
something like that from happening.

Senator PELL. What does happen with the legacy of the past? You
perhaps have in some of the Southern schools a level of teaching not
up to what it is in the white schools, and you may hive the principal
of the school who perhaps is not as well trained as a white principal in
a white school.

How dc you handle that? Is there any way of testing objectively the
teaching ability of principals and teachers?

Mr. GLicxsTax. I think in those cases, and I am not sure it is as
extensive as some people believe, that the black teachers are not up
to the white teachers. There is money currently available under legis-
lation to provide for educational programs, and there would be money
under this bill to permit those teachers to take the necessary addi-
tional courses, brush-up courses, or what have you, to bring them up
to the appropriate level.

JENSEN REPORT

Senator Pm,. I would be interested in your views of the Jensen
Report.

Mr. GLICKSTEIN. I tried to file through Professor Jensen's thesis in
the Harvard Educational Review, I think, and my awn instinctive
feelingand it is a pretty complicated thesisis that it is not correct.

I think we have demonstrated over and over again that we can
obtain high achievement from people regardless of their race, color,
religion, or national origin, if we provide the necessary facilities,
resources and environment to do that.

Senator PELL. I think the greatest weakness was the source of the
test.

I congratulate you on the specific recommendations for tightening
up the legislation. I think it is a little late to be applied to the
appropriations legislation that may be passed this afternoon, but
we will take them under serious advice for the major share of the
program.

Senator JAvirs. Mr. Chairman, may I say that the amendment to
be presented will contain the limitations on expenditure which Sena-
tor Mondale attempted to put on the legislation. The other matters
I am sure we can give consideration to.

Mr. GLICKSTEI N. May I make one further comment?
Senator PELL. Certainly.

NECESSITY OF IMOISLVTION

Mr. GL1CKSTEIN. You asked the previous witness whether he would
support this bill i f none of these proposed amendments werf r. &A.

My answer to that question is yes.
In 1957, when the first civil rights act since Reconstruction was

proposed, a lot of people felt it was weak, it didn't go far enough, that
It just touch:A on voting, and not even significantly. There were
people then who said, "Let us not pass this. Nothing is better then
this."
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But in 1937, Congress acted; in 1960, Congress acted; in 1964, Con
gress acted, and in 1965, Congress acted.

We are all familiar with the revolution that has occurred, especially
since 1965. One million new Negroes are registered to vote. The number
of Negro elected officials in the South has gone from less than 50
to over 400 or 500.

I think it is time to start on this and to push ahead, to attempt to
deal with this problem onN1 and for all rather than waiting for the
millennium.

Senator PELL. I guess it goes to the old phrase of putting the nose
of the camel under the tent. It is very important in all of these things
to keep moving forward.

But the thing we have to ' e careful about with this legislation is
that it doesn't reward retrcgression. This is the concern that I have
about it

If it did reward retrogression and that was its major effect then on
bilance, I think we shouldn't pass it. These tightening-up measures
tl at Senators Mondale and Javits have offered would mean that it
would go ahead, though maybe not as much as we would like. Also,
there is a question of tightening up the formulas.

I am a cosponsor of the basic legislation, and I do think we must
move.

The subcommittee will recess subject to the call of the Chair.
(Whereupon, at 11:30 a.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene

subject to the call of the Chair.)



EMERGENCY SCHOOL AID ACT OF 1970

TUESDAY, JUNE 30, 1970

U.S. SEN1.1
SUBCOMMMEE ON EDUCATION

OF Try COMMITTEE CN LABOR AND PUBLIC WELFARE,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 10:05 a.m., pursuant to call, in room 4132,
New Senate Office Building, Senator Claibortz Pell (chairman of the
sulacommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Pell (presiding), Randolph, -Mondale, Javits, and
Dominick.

Staff members present: Stephen J. Wexler, counsel; Richard D.
Smith,assistant counsel; Roy If. Millenson, minority professional staff
member; and William C. Smith, staff director and Leonard P. Strick-
man, minority professional staff member, the Senate Select Committee
on Equal Employment Opportunities.

Senator PELL. The Subconunittee on Education will come to order.
We are continuing our hearing on 5.3383, the Emergency School Aid

Act of 1970. The witnesses this morning are bars. Man an Wright Edel-
man of the Washington Research Project Action Councl and Miss
Frances Sussna, director of the Multi-Culture Institute in San Fran-
cisco, Calif.

We will hear first from Mrs. Edelman.

STATEMENT OF MARIAN WRIGHT EDELMAN, WASHIKSION
RESEARCH PROJECT ACI ION COUNCIL

Senator I'Em. I notice you have quite a long statement here. You
might care to put it in the record and summarize.

Mrs. EnumAs. Fine, because it is much too long to read, I think.
I will just try to go through in chronological order and pick out the
main points that I could like to make this morning.

I am Marian &lel man and I am director of the 1Vashington Research
Project which is a group primarily of lawyers engaged in administra-
tive negotiations and research on administrative agency programs and
in litigation in order to try to enforce the rights of tlio poor and
minority groups and to insure that Federal programs work on their
behalf rt6 they are supposed to. Before that I was with the NAACP
legal defense fund in jacksonlMi.,, where the main part of our office
burden was school desegregation signs.

The issue this tnorning is Senate 3S83, the Emergency Sd.00l Aid
Act of 1970, as it relate to the problems incident to desegregation and
racial isolation. I strongly support now, and Elways have, Federal aid
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to education, and I strongly support Federal financial aid to quality
integrated education. To the extent that- this bill stands for these prin-
ciples, I support it; however, in its present fo'm I oppose it.

This is based primarily on our experienee with title I and with what
I see as a lack of a defined goal in this drafted legislation, a lack of a
well-developed mechanism for review of project. applications and dis-
persal of money, the lack of an established monitoring system with
tough sanctions, and the lack of an operational system of el-all:at:on.
Unless these things are cleared up with appropriate safeguards writ-
ten in the bill, I would continue to oppose it.

I think the first point I would like to make is that I don't think
any amount of money that this Congress appropriates is a substitute
for strong Federal enforcement policies in the school desegregation
area. Tire absence of a strong stance both in word and in deed by this
administration in favor of school desegregation, particularly in the
South, which follows the mandates of the Supreme Court in title VI
of the Civil Rights Act cannot be rectified by money. This Congress
can put in $50 billion and it is not going to make any difference in the
amount or the quality of integration flirt can be achieved.

We simply have to have a stronger enforcement policy at the Fed-
eral level which means using title VI fund cutoffs to insure the school
districts are brought into line. It means the cessation of sympathizing
with the recalcitrant districts, it means tolerating no inure delays,
it means not coming up with 'any new rules which are going to result
in a situation similar to the ['parlous-Meekleaurg rule.

Senator Domincn. I don't mean to be difficnit. I previously sup-
ported amendments to various civil rights acts which had the effect of
cutting off all funds 11 they were being administered improperly. I
woke up one night at about 1 o'clock in the morning with the sudden
thought, What are we accomplishing? How are we aiding education
for the kids by cutting off the money by which their education is
supplied ?

Can you give me a little insight on your feeling on this?
Mrs. Eort,31A-,--. Yes; I think there are short-term and tong-term

goals. Those districts which are most recalcitrant are usually the vary
districts that have not taken advantage of all the Federal programs
such as Federal school hutch, title I, and other programs designed to
help the peer and minorities. On the other hand, we put a premium
on desegregated education. Some vehicle must be established to insure
that. the students in those districts gel the advantage of a desegregated
education, and the most effective tool to do this is title VI cutoffs.

While. I do not favor cutting off just foi the sake of cutting off, I
believe in the short-terin sanction here which will hopefully be fol-
lowed if we have the kind of policies that I advocate by losses by
the Department of Justice to bring these districts into compliance.
One of. the things I recommend very strongly is apportioning this

mmoney this Nil and that it be set aside for
Senator Dcoirmex. That is all very good in theory but we are

dealing with kids who are trying to get an education. Now if you cut
off the money, how are yon helping the kids?

Mts. Enr.t.v..yx. In the short term you are not but on the w..ole, Sen-
ator, my point is the districts.

1'
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Senator Dcmxwit. I am worried about the kids.
Mrs. EDELMAN. I em worried about the kids, too, taking full ad-

vantage of Federal programs across the board. The only way through
our experience we. have shown that you can bring those districts into
compliance and make those districts willing to do more for kids is
to use Federal sanctions. For every district that decided to stay out
of compliance with title VI many more districts were brought into
compliance which has provided greater help for those children.

What I am saying is in order to make sure those children don't
suffer very long when the administrative process results in title VI
cutoffs, if the Justice Department were to go in promptly as they have
authority to go in under the, Civil Bights Act of 1064, then it would
accomplish both goals. I think what we have to do is not only put
just a premium on keeping money going regardless of how it is being
used because those districts are the ones that use the money least well
for the children we are concerned about, but to make sure that those
kids get the advantage of programs through a desegregated education
which can come through on the use of administrative process and
through use of the Justice Department powers. I think we should
have them boto.

.

Unfortunately, what has resulted is that in many instances there
are approximately 200 districts in various States that have remained
out of compliance for a number of years. One of my recommendations
in this act. is we. should not let them continue not to comply because
they are hurting children, and that we should through this money
provide for some new system, court appointed counsel or counsel fees,
so these people in these noncomplying districts can get the advantage
of a desegregated education under the law. That is one of the things
I would like to discuss in some detail later.

We are asking these children to suffer a little bit in order to get a
greater benefit later. On the whole the districts that are getting these
cutoffs are the very ones that have been doing the least for the children
anyway. I think we have to use a nasty thing in order to achieve a
greater good later on.

The other kinds of things I would like to see this administration
doing which it is not doing is for goodness sakes not coming up with
ray new rules that are going to result in any new delays such as the
rule of reasonableness which is the case in CharlotteMecklenburg.
The administrative standard being applied under title VI is being
affected by this decision. T question strongly whether anything is
reasonable after 16 years which cony result in the denial or delay of
constitutional rights to black schoolchildren.

I am happy to see that the Federal Government has now come down
against tax exemption for children who attend private schools in
various States. I hope that position will continue.

I hope the Justice Department will act more vigorously in seeking
more appropriations to bring more suits against those districts that
Senator Dominick is concerned with and I am concerned with and
which have been out of compliance for years. In many districts there
are thousands and thousands of children not getting the benefit of
desegregated education and the other Federal programs that were
intended. for them.

4-5 4
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As for the bill itself, there are a lot of us who are extremely skeptical
about the bill as it is written and we have very real questions of
whether it is going to achieve the kinds of ends that we think it ought
to achieve. One of the big problems is nr don't see how it is specifically
related to achieving desegregation as opposed to being more of a
general Federal and to education proE,fam.

Now going to the specifics of tl?. bill I tgrn to page 1 and discuss
the problems with the allotments among States. One of the problems
I raise is whether or not the Congress wants to set out an allotment
which discriminates against those districts who may have taken volun-
tary actions to desegregate and reward those districts that have been
the longest in desegregating. Under the doable counting allotment
formula here, this is precisely the kind of result you will achieve.

The second for that allotment stems from those districts which
have been under Federal court order or title 6 proceedings which again
will serve to exclude those districts who did not have to be dragged
into court, did not have to go through ine administrative proceedings,
and to punish those districts who have gone about desegregation on
their own and who have need for Federal desegregation money. Also
as I read the bill as it is currently written, State court order will not
be eligible so that a number of large northern urban districts will be
punished by not being able to be double counted under this legislation,

1 think that the Congress should rethink whether this is the, kind of
priority it wants to draw in determining how money will be spent and
whether or not the priority ought. to be given to southern school dis-
tricts that have been waiting and dragging their feet until 1968, 1969,
and 1970 and make them the ones wilo are going to be eligible for the
most money under this bill.

11/41y bigger problem is the one of eligibility for financial assistance.
Just mentioning first a very small problem, I see that they have a
cutoff here in the act of 10,000 minority children as one of the criteria
for districts which will be eligible. I question this figure and I tend
to believe personally that districts with only 10,000 minority children
can integrate without very much difficulty and it is those districts
with much larger black populations that are going to need the moat
he in reorganizing.

Now determining which districts are eligible for aid is the most im-
portant area in niaking this act truly effective. Given the degree of
widespread discrimination which we have witnessed in supposedly
integrated schools and desegregating school districts, the vagueness
and glaring omissions of section 5 lead me to conclude that this act
may well be a political sop, for southern school districts especially, to
spend freely however they desire,.

I would like to pose a question. Are districts eligible to buy -,,ortable
classrooms to put on white campuses when structurally sound and
often newer black schools are available for use or to institute sophisti-
cated tracking systems based on biased standardized tests which will
result. in segregated classrooms, or to plant grass, pour concrete for
sidewalks and playgrounds, install fluorescent lighting, and put down
linoleum floors in formerly black schools now that white students will
be attending them, or to hire new teachers after dismissing and demot-
ing black teachers!
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It can be said that such discriminatory acts violate title VI of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964, and therefore, are automatically conditions
rendering districts engaging in them ineligible for any Federal funds.
However, this is not really clear in the current legislation or under
any guidelines that we have seen in the process of being written.

The Department of HEW has never initiated fund termination
proceedings against any school districts for closing usable black schools
or for firing black teachers, and the Department of Justice has inter-
vened and reopened few, if any, court cases where districts are segre-
gating students within individual schools. Elimination of these types
of degrading and discriminatory actionsmore so than fancy, unde-
fined, new servicesis the key to real, successful desegregation.

In order to make sure that funds are not directed into these types
of situations, minimal criteria should be drafted which would spell
out which districts would be eligible for funds and which not, to insure
that priority will be given to those districts who will use it best based
on a record of decent effort toward desegregation and to discourage
recalcitrant districts from submitting applications. It would be most
desirable if some of these criteria were drafted right into the legisla-
tion, but at a minimum, detailed guidelines should be developed. These
guidelines should exclude from funding;

1. Those school districts still operating under freedom of choice
plans;

2. Those school districts with unupdated court order plans or dis-
tricts with final court orders still subject to appeals by plairAffs. The
final court orders can mean anything, and I would exclude those dis-
tricts which have not been brought up to full compliance.

MINIMAL CRITERIA

Senator DOMINICA. Mrs. Edelman, may I interrupt again?
Mrs. EDELMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator DOMINICA. On page 7 of your statement you say:

11f inimal criteria should be drafted which would spell out which districts would
be eligible for funds and which not, to insure that priority will be given to those
districts who will use It best based on a record of decent effort toward desegre-
gation and to discourage recalcitrant districts from submitting applications.

Once again I must ask, are we really getting at the problem with
this approach? Are we helping the children? Where are these districts
located

Mrs. EDELMAN. There are many, many districts prhoarily, the ones
I am talking about.

Senator DOMINICK. Whereabouts, in the North?
Mrs. EDELMAN. In the South. If you want it, Senator, I can provide

for the committee those districts which I think are guilty of the
practices I would render ineligible.

Senator DOMINICA. I was thinking of the converts. Which are the
districts which will use the funds to the best advantage?

Mrs. EDELMAN. I think we could find that out by simply looking
at IIEW records which I hope they are good enough to show us
where the districts are committing the practices which I say should
not be tolerated here.

Senator Doistmicx. Which districts would you assume those to be?

15u
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Mrs. EDELMAN. Providence, R.I., would be one. Some parts of Mas-
sachusetts would be one where there has been a decent area. There are
other northern, western areas such as Berkeley, Calif. But there are
even some in Mississippi. There are some districts throughout each
State that have made real efforts to comply, and I think we can
define those from the records and we can delineate those districts
that are guiity.

Senar.r Dommoc. So what you do is award those?
Mrs. t;DELMAN. We award those and give them priority.
Senator Dommoc. What do you do with the ones that are really

having problems?
Mrs. EDEL7.IAN. Set up very stringent standards. If enough money

is appropriated in this act as it is presently written, and I think enough
will, this would be sufficient for them to do away with the kinds of
practices we feel that should not be rewarded. If you say these 10
things are going to be the preconditions for your getting money, I
think a lot of them would do it automatically to .get this money I
think there is enough money involved here that if there is strong
enforcement policies it will help bring them into line.

I think a lot of districts would think this is going to be another
free ride where they won't have to do very much and will either be
discouraged if the chances are they are not going to be able to use this
money in the same old way, not going to result in desegregation, or
they will try to conform. 1 think that means we will bring about a
higher standard in the desegregation area.

Senator DOMINICK. But I thought you testified earlier that any
money given to these districts is a waste of time.

Mrs. EDELMAN. Unless there are safeguards, unless there is monitor-
ing and unless there is evaluation. What I am saying is we need to
distinguish between the districts and hopeful!y set up enough stand-
ards where those districts who have wasted money and are likely to
waste money will not be automatically funded. In the past we have
done sufficient studies of title I and title VI to know or have a pretty
good idea of which districts they are. At least set tip strong Federal
standards so you cannot lose still more Federal money in those districts
who have not used it well in the past and which are, dragging their
feet under title VI. They should not be discouraged and prodded to
come in with better plans in order to get the money and to use it better.

Those districts that say we cannot meet these criteria are not com-
plying very well anyway. Why should we give them money to go
on the same bad way I

Senator DOMINICK. Go ahead.
Mrs. EDELMAN. Continuing on the districts that I IN 0111d sort out and

make ineligible at this point for Federal school desegregation money
and I would remind you that this is desegregation money

School districts where State and local fund allocations or mileage
have been lowered in the last 2 years. I sin pleased to see that the
Senate did pass the Mondale-davits amendment which came out against
the granting money where this has occurred.

I would come out against giving money to school districts negotiat-
ing long-term teacher contracts with provisions that if a teacher is
assigned to a school in which she does not want to work, she may quit
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and work elsewhere and still receive her salary. This has been some-
thing that has been instituted in a few southern school districts in the
South which has resulted in Federal financial support to private
schools. Again I am pleased to see that the Senate passed the amend-
ment which went against. this aid to private schools. This is one of
the things I would specify.

I would not give money in States which permit tax deductions to
private school attendees. gow this has been made more easy, I think, by
the change in the Federal policy in shifting its view on tax exemption
for private segregated academies.

I would not give money to school districts who transfer or sell
equipment to private schools. One of the things I would like to see is
a full-fledged investigation of the extent of the use of Federal and
State money for aid to private schools.

I would not give money to school districts in which there have
been firings and demotions of black teachers and administrators, or
which have imposed new teacher qualifications not heretofore required
that have the result of forcing many black teachers out of the system.

NEA has done some studies of the lessening ratios of black teachers
and administrators in the southern school districts and we are already
beginning to get complaints about the number of firings and demo-
tions of black school teachers and principals in Mississippi for the
coming year with estimates as high as 55 percent of black teachers
and administrators who are being forced out of the school system
for this coming September in places like Starkville.

Another thing Mississippi has done or has threatened to do in some
school districts is require examinations of black teachers and require
in many instances that black teachers receive a score so high that it
exceeds the required score for admission into every educational school
in the State of Misissippi. It seems to me we should not tolerate these
kinds of shifts in rules lessening the number of blac,c teachers in the
school system.

I would excludewhich I am sure Senator Dominick will not be
pleased withthose school districts that have refused and/or failed
to take advantage of Federal programs designed to help the poor and
minorities such as school lunch, title I, and so forth.

I think if they have not bothered or have not cared enough about
the children in their system to apply for and take advantage of this
money that would help their students that they are unlikely to use
this money well.

I would not let school districts have money that are maintaining
segregated classes within schools, and there are a number of these
across the South.

I would not give money to school districts which instituted new
procedures which have the effect of resegregating pupils. There are a
number of these which have been brought. about mainly through test-
ing and tracking. One of the ways in which I would redraw this act
very carefully is to define what we mean when we say authorized
remedial programs.

While we may favor remedial help, unless we specify very, very
clearly what we mean by this and try to do it in such a way than will
not result in resegregation, we are going to achieve exactly the op-
posite purposes of this act as I read it now.

12-732 0-70-----11
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I would not give money to school districts where there is student
unrest and where a number of black students have been expelled for
defending their rights and have been denied a just and fair hearing
procedure.

I would not give school districts money that have in the past elected
to choose sites for new school construction to perpetuate segregation.

I would not give money to school districts which have closed down
acceptable black schools rather than send white pupils to them.

Senator DOMINICK. Who is going to determine whether the sites
have been chosen to perpetuate segregation'?

Mrs. EDELMAN. I would hope, Senator, that the Office of Education
has sufficient data to determine that. In those cases which I handled
in Mississippi it was fairly clear from the reading of the plan, if you
were familiar with that school district, alternative available school
construction sites.

Senator DOMINICK. But we are not dealing with just Mississippi or
Alabama or Louisiana, we are dealing with Colorado and New York
and Rhode Island and Maine and Minnesota and many other States.

In Colorado we have, and I am very happy to have been one of the
authors, one of the strongest fair housing laws that there is in the cowl.
try. As soon as it became effective and the people understood that they
could live wherever they wanted to, they moved into a very, very fine
area outside our airport called the Park Hills School District.

The blacks moved into Park Hills in large numbers, becoming the
majority race in the school district. And although the Park Hills
schools were some of the best in Denver. Some education authorities
began to complain about these essentially black schools and suggest
busing the students to achieve a good racial mix. Quite naturally
the black families opposed this as one of the reasons they moved to
Park Hills was because of their excellent schools.

This is a voluntary pattern of living. Do you simply say that
where you have a voluntary pattern of living you must bus your
kids to achieve a racial mix regardless of the situation ?

Mrs. EDELMAN. Let me talk about several kinds of situations where
I think my requirements, including the last one, clearly cover those
southern school districts which have been under title VI or which
have been under court order plans. There has been very little dif-
ficulty in ordering this when site selection has been made in such
segregationist manner.

Second, in those districts where you don't have voluntary housing
patterns, and I would still say, Senator, that is probably a majority
of the districts in the United States because there are very few loca
tions where this has really been enforced and that is another whole
subject for discussion.

Senator DOMINICK. Not even strongly enough in our State.
Mrs. Enuatax. I know. So on the whole what you are talking about

is probably an exception. On the whole there are pretty Oaring situ-
ations where we know the school district has built inside the Negro
ghetto. We make certain judgments about whether or not the school
board is acting in good faith.

Senator Dom t xicx. Who is "we" !
Mrs. EDELMAN. We, the Office of Education: community groups. It

is time the Office of Education begin to do studies and evaluation of
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northern school districts to evaluate what trends there are in many
of the areas we have outlined there.

Senator Domixicx. What you are really saying, is it not, is that the
Federal Office of Education and ITEM' should take over the school sys-
tems in a number of States?

Mrs. EDELMAN. No, sir; not at all. I am just simply saying they
should know enough about school systems, know enough about the
kinds of practices that are not going to result in desegregation to make
certain standards by which they will decide how Federal money will be
spent.

We are not asking them to run the schools, we are just saying let's
insure that Federal school money is used to promote desegregation, not
just the opposite.

We have had enough experience, Senator, with title I and with the
whole ESEA appropriations which shows how northern and urban
and southern school districts have misused this money. All we are
saying is we should not continue to find misuse of Federal money this
way. If the Federal Government is going to give away still more
money in the large chunk that you are talking about in this act, and
if you are saying we want to use this money to achieve segregation,
then you must set up standards which will result in this money being
used in the way you say it is to be used. It is simply saying if you
are going to use Federal money, let's use it correctly and conform with
the 14th amendment. I would not think any school district would
want to object to that if they really want to he/p the children in good
faith.

Senator DOMINICK. I don't think many of them do object to that,
but their interpretation of what amounts to a compliance may be dif-
ferent from yours or mine.

Mrs. EDELMAN. Why can't we then simply say these are things that
the Federal Government cares about such as site selection and we
would like for you to be mindful of these when you are doing them
and we are going to be looking at this? I think that is going to make
school districts who have been acting unthinkingly in the past and
those willfully placing schools in order to desegregate, to rethink this
issue.

Senator DOMINICK. This would mean any school board anywhere
would have to have their program reviewed by HEW 'before they can
begin construction.

Mrs. EDELMAN. Not necessarily. I would hope there would be periodic
reviews and monitoring and an evaluation of the use of this money
from time to time. HEW would look at how the school system is
proceeding, looking at what the end result would be. You know, in 1
year or 2 years that district is achieving more desegregation. One of
the things I would like to see as a result of this is that they decide
whether or not to continue pouring money into the district, whether
it is a good practice and whether that district is coming out with the
kinds of decisions both in construction and everything else which re-
sult in more desegregation rather than less. If they find it is less, then
they should look carefully at that district's practices and find whether
or not they are going to spend more Federal money there.

What we are trying to do is come up with results. What we are
doing is making some guessesbetter then guesses, setting up some

I
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criteria of what is likely to result in better results. I think we have
to look at those districts and say this is a district that we ought to
put a lot more money into.

These 14 things are the kinds of things I would like in the act
or would like to have in the guidelines as standards for dispersing
Federal desegregation money. We will put. the money where we think
we will have the best chance of achieving results.

One of the glaring omissions in this act is the lack of any strong
monitoring requirements or mechanism. I think one of the thugs we
should have learned from the past is there is a great need for an effec-
two monitoring effort so that we can know at all times how the money
is being spent, whether it is achieving its purposes and where it is not
and to have strong action taken to discontinue the use of money and
illegal waste..

Now I refer you again to part of the experience with title I of the
ESEA. One of the things I raise with the administration officials is
why is it we want to spend another big chunk of money without having
any evaluations of existing programs that in many ways this program
will tend to duplicate? Why have we not done an evaluation or com
pleted our evaluation to make sure we don't make the same mistakes?

Why don't we do an evaluation of teacher training under the Educa-
tion Professions Development Act and see if what we are proposing
here will not be duplicative or will make a difference in specifically
achieving desegregation? Why don't we do an evaluation of title IV
first which is very similar to this legislation to see in what ways money
has been used well in title IV, what has worked and what has not?

Without understanding how our other programs have worked, why
indeed should we spend a lot more money in this bill to do the very
things other education acts were intended to do ? How can we make this
bill something that is specifically geared to desegregation rather than
continuation er overlap of these other bills? I have not really received
adequate answers to that.

One of the other issues that bothers me is lack of a clear administer-
ing vehicle in 'HEW or elsewhere that is going to administer this
money. I draw attention to the $160 million. I feel strongly that in the
absence of a clear administrative structure with a vehicle worked out
for approval of the project application, with deadlines, with adequate
personnel assured, we cannot use $160 million well between now and
September 30 which is when I am informed they intend to obligate all
that money. I would question this in the absence of a clear administra-
tive structure and I would advocate that a new vehicle be created to ad-
minister this money so that we don't duplicate the mistakes of other
agencies.

We are sort of going to go down the same old path with this money.
I would hope that we can somehow prevail upon people to take enough
time to establish good enough priorities, to get sufficient personnel, to
set up sufficient criteria to administer well this $150 million.

Now we also urge that the Senators not be in such a great hurry
to appropriate the 0.35 billion until we see how the $150 million
has been spent to see that we are getting on the right track to
desegregation.

Senator Domixicx. Who is "we"?

16'i
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Mrs. EDELMAN. We the country, we the Federal Government, "we"
is all of us who favor money for desegregation. We should wait and
see how the $150 million is spent. This Congress and HEW should do
a very careful monitorii,g job of the $150 million and we should look
at the results of that, first before we appropriate still another huge
chunk to make sure that we are not going to spend any large sum of
money in ways that are not going to make a difference, in ways that
are shown not to work,

One of the. things I would advocate is that we divide up money in
very specific ways. I don't get a sense of how the HEW officials or very
frankly anybody, Senator. how they really intend to use this $150 mil-
lion. They don't have carefully drawn priorities, they don't have care-
fully drawn safeguards, and I am afraid it is going to be a waste un-
less we take the time to revise these things and get a clearer adminis-
trative agency who can conduct this program.

I am told that title IV is going to be the administering vehicle for
this money. I have very real questions about this, about either the ca-
pacity to run it in light of the shortage of personnel or in light of
their structure. It is rather cumbersome with regional and State cen-
ters. I have questions whether they are able to take on the whole
burdenthey nre operating under a budget of $13 million nowof
a budget of $150 million and to get rid of it well between now and
September 30.

I question what kind of judgments they can make about spending
this money in ways different from the current title IV program, in the
South. The nttitude of the black community toward title IV is not
very friendly becauso they felt that title IV people have not been un-
derstanding or tympathelic to their aims and their goals and Biel, as-
pirntions. On the whole they accnse title IV of being extremely con-
servative in many instances nnd they would not like to see still more
money go into this vehicle. They think that title IV has not worked
well in the desegregation fight nnd they would resent more money be-
ing spent through it.

I tend to wept the views of the black community on title IV. I ask
that, Ive-tnke time before we decide to give all this money to title IV
nnd study nnd evaluate it. I know thnt there has been a study con-
ducted by the Southern Education Foundntion which I think people
should rend and I understnnd the. Commission on Civil Rights is in
the process of doing a thorough study of title IV now.

Before we make a decision that all this new money is to go to title
IV, why don't, we just see through these studies and see how good it
has been, and whether it is the proper vehicle for administration of
this new money. Right now my position is that I would favor creat-
ing n new unit. in HEW which would be directly responsible to the
Secretary which would have new personnel who would ndminister
this money and hopefully ndminister it in n different nnd better way.

One of the other questions which concerns the black community is
where the money is coming from. We have nsked n tot of people this
question and hnre gotten n lot of different answers. We are concerned
that it not come out of other programs intended for the poor. I don't
think that poor children should have to choose between decent housing
or food or a poverty program or decent schooling. I would like some
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clarification where the money is going to come from, both the $150 mil-
lion and the $1.35 billion. I think the people should have that ques-
tion cleared up.

In the absence of understanding where this money is going to come
from, we express a great deal of skepticism about cutbacks to other
programs and whether or not we would be in favor of cutting back
on other programs in order to give money to this.

One of the other things that I would build into this act which does
not now exist is a strong community participation section and a strong
student participation section. Talking with black students through-
out the South it has been very interesting to note that those school dis-
tricts that had the foresight to create racially integrated student com-
mittees, to help implement desegregation plans have hnd much less
trouble than those districts without them. Student committees have
been able to work out many of the things that cause the worst prob-
lems in desegregation, things that we may not think are important
which students dothings like school names, school mascots, school
colors, homecoming elections, student government elections, et cetera.

Where there have been student committees, students have been able
to sit down before the desegregation plan has been implemented and
work out ways to resolve these things. In Athens, Gs., it has resulted
in taking one color from each high school, the previously black and
white. This meant the election of each of their respective student
bodiez officers who rotate in the integrated school during the next
year. This meant taking the one name of each previously segregated
school for the integrated schools and deciding upon a new school
mascot.

These are the issues that have caused the most confusion and the
most resentment on the part of black students that are welcomed into
a while school. They insist on their own identity and when it has not
been respected, they resent this. I would like to urge that a basic policy
should be that student committees be created in nil desegregating dis-
tricts. I would hope that in the spending of this money that at least
the guidelines would reflect a value 1-o involve students more in the
desegregation planning process because after all they are the con-
sumers and they nre the ones who the desegregation plans are going to
affect most.

Second, I put in a strong plea for and would urge that private non-
profit groups be allowed funding tinder this net. In 1961 when the
Jackson, Miss., schools were beginning desegregation we would not
have really made it in large part without violence or with continuing
white or back support of the public schools had it not been for a 1 rge
group of white mothers who started a movement to support the public
schools and to keep the public schools open and provided the cont.
nmnity with information and provided talks in the local communities
and tried to tell black and white parents that their fears were in large
part unfounded, rind they did a marvelous job in the whole period of
desegregation.

I think there are n lot of groups like that, Nvhite parents, who should
be allowed support tinder this. act. There are also many, many black
groups working in the school desegregation area that ought to be
supported. These groups could hank specific functions. Many of them
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know now better than the Office of Education how Federal programs
are working at the local level because they study and pay attention
to what the school districts are doing. I think they should have a role
in how Federal money is being spent and in deciding what is going to
be done at the community level and in monitoring and evaluating
local school district programs.

I think that each school group or each school district should be
compelled as a precondition of getting money under this act to estab-
lish a biracial community committee which would be involv'd in help-
ing them plan programs, is the application process and in drawing
priorities and in the whole program for spending Federal money. I
would use money under this act to give them staff so that they can
really be intelligent. This is not a new thing, title I provides it. It
simply has not been enforced.

Now many southern courts are seeing that this is a useful vehicle
and creating biracial committees to help administer the school de-
segregation plan that we do have clear precedents for community
committees. I think it helps create an awareness of what the school
district is doing, I think it helps the school district became more
responsive and responsible about how money should be spent. The
committees should be chosen by the communities and by school offi-
cials.

As to the authorized activities, under this act, I give great details
on some pages of my statement about why I think they are bad. In
many ways they don't differ in any way from title I or other education
acts. Again if we are talking about a desegregation bill here, let's
limit what money can be spent on those things which are really re-
lated to desegregation. We don't need a lot of staff in desegregation,
we don't need a lot of money in desegregation, and there are very few
things that I think would make it work better. I would urge that you
look at the specifics I have outlined in my prepared statement and
hopefully limit ourselves to that so that we don't find ourselves a
funding general aid.

I would again urge that we tighten up remedial program require -
ments. I would hope rather than having the remedial program during
the school day that perhaps again we try to encourage groups, black
colleges and others, to engage in after school remedial programs or
special tutoring programs not resulting in separation of children
during the school day in the schools. One thing we should pay for is
tutors, but I don't think children should be tracked into segregated
classrooms.

We need better guidance counselors in primarily white schools as
well as to provide b'ack history professors because one of the most sensi-
tive things is that black students don't feel they are being respected.
The white school is a one-way mechanism that rejects black identity
and black interests. Black students are now insisting that if they are
going to go to an integrated school that it be truly integrated and that
they be allowed to participate fully.

There is a great need for teachers of black history, culture, art, etc.
think white children need black history end black culture and

black art, as well and this is one of the things I think should be
financed under this act. In terms of general teacher training, general
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hiring of staff, gr-neral temedial programs, these should nut be al-
lowed. I urge that we look at this legislation again; let's redraft it
and spell out what we mean by these things or they are going to
be subject to a great deal of waste.

I would urge strongly that "Ve not spend any more money for school
construction unless we specify the kinds of school construction; that
it result in more desegregation -$150 billion for educational park
experiments or for creation of new "magnet" schools in the ghettos to
see whether if they are really good enough and have extra quality
programs, they will attract whites into the inner-city.

But in the absence of this I think we should not give more money
to general school construction, Southern schools in Marti.. -.. built
enough things under title I. I think again that I can t think of very
much school construction that has anything to do with desegregation.
If this is a desegregation bill, then I think we should cut. it out or
specify carefully what school construction is permissible.

There is nowhere. in this authorized activity section permission for
construction. But the bill does not prohibit it. I think the legislative
history should be clear about this. I happen to be one who opposes
mobile classrooms. Many Southern districts have closed down adequate
black school structures and added mobile structures to white schools,
and the black community didn't like that very well and I do i't blame
them. Again they bought enough mobile classrooms under . I not
to have to use this money also to buy still more mobile classrooms.

I would urge you to reconsider that and think very specifically what
has this got to do with desegregation ? I would submit that the renova
t ion section, the mobile classroom section, and any school constnict ion
has very little to do with degsegregation and I urge that they be out-
lawed. If they need that money, let them get it out of State and local
funds or out of other Federal programs that permit them to do this.

I would do the same thing for alterations and remodeling. I don't
see what remodeling or alteration has to do with desegregation. 1
would support more community activities under this act, but again 1
think they should be spelled out and I think we should encourage as
many nonprof,t groups as possible to participate in this.

I wish that the Senate would make some more specific inquiry so
that we can have some inure idea, particularly before we appropriate
$1.35 Whir- about what the administering agency is going to he, what
the priorities that are going to be drawn are, who is drafting what
kinds of guidelines and what kind of safeguards.

I think one of the things that we saw in title I and other education
programs is that State education agencies have not adequately per-
formed Oleic roles and have created an extra tier of bureaucracy. I
would like to know what the State's role is going to be under this act.
What happens when a State comes in with bad applications? Again
unless we have clear and strongly drawn priorities, what is going to
happen?

What is the Secretary going to itse as the basis for judgment iii tinn-
ing down the money requests from Slates for projects that may not
be very good r In fact, does the Secretary have the anthorit v to reallo-
cate money is he is not pleased with the projects or the results?

If districts is a State fail to meet the time deadline, say Septem-
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ber 30, for the $150 million, in submitting applications, is the Secre-
tary under this act given permission to reallocate the money to winch
that State would be entitled to other States that have submitted good
applications?

Then again I would just like to ask that the administration and the
Senators bear in mind the need for some evaluation to try to assure
that the money under this act will avoid many of the mistakes of the
past in these other programs.

I think basically my position is that there is very little money that
is needed in the. desegration process at this point.. There is a great deal
of money that is needed in achieving quality education and we don't
draw sufficient distinction in this bill between the one and the other.
Again that comes out of my basic recommendation that we use the
$150 million very carefnlly and determine what will or will not work
in desegregating before the large money is spent. A priority on en-
forcement, should be drawn by funding through the courts a new pro-
cedure whereby lawyers in the districts that are not in compliance
and have lien in noncompliance for years would be allowed funding
under this act to bring lawsuits to bring those districts into compli-
ance because I think we can somehow beef up the enforcement.
mechanism.

I would urge that a large chunk of the $150 million be used in this
r-gard by lawyers in the districts that have been in noncompliance to
::ring about. desegregation because if we did this, it would result in
Ir.Aly tens of thousands of children achieving a desegregated educa-
tion and becoming eligUe for funds that they are not now getting
which I think would be a rely, very good thing to accomplish under
this act.

Second, I would use the $150 million to put in a few new concen-
trated experimental programs in urban areas to see what will work,
such as educational parks and magnet schools, such as full service
community schools, to see how and by what means we may use the
larger amount of money in 6 months or a ;ear in ways that will work.

We have an idea of what won't work. We have an idea of the same
kinds of old programs and the same kinds of old poor results. Why
not take. the. opportunity to use this WO million or some portion o
it to try real education experiments to see if northern urban districts
won't try interdist Het funding and come up with mt kinds of joint
mechanisms to achieve desegregation if sufficient incentive to bring
ebout desegregation is built in.

Lastly, I would hope that we would provide in this act a stronf
public information requirement so that everybody can be aware of
what is going on in school districts, what kind of program. planning
is going on, and to have an adequate opportunity for input.

Finally, in terms of how the $150 million might be used, I would
urge that we test. out Dr. Coleman's theories on multisite and multi-
purpose education. I don't know if they will work. I am afraid in
many instances his thlught of having everybody go to one spot. for
art cm culture may 'iecome an excuse not to fully &segregate a system.
I would like to see whether or not it has value. I would like to see
whether bringing all students together 1 day a week or whatever would
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make any difference in the children's achievements. I have my doubts,
but since this is one of the theories why not see if it has value.

I think that that would be a viable use to which the $150 million
could be spent. I would urge again that before we put $1.35 billion
into more Federal education that is intended fcr desegregation that
we take. time to give sufficient evaluations and to do sufficient experi-
ments to see what will work so that we can hopefully use this money
in the best way possible.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much, Mrs. Edelman.
I would like to read into the record a statement from Senator Javits

who is the ranking minority member of the full committee.
I am necessarily engaged this morning before the Executive Reorganization

Subcommittee of the Government Operations Committee considering the Con-
sumers Agency Bill. I welcome the most careful e.critiny of the Administration's
bill by a lawyer I respect so highly as Markin Wright Edelman.

I hope I will have the opportunity to study her testimony in detail and pro-
pound written questions and ask for written answers which may be included in
the record. I assure Mrs. Edelman that I will consider her views most carefully.
as I have such great respect for her as a civil rights lawyer.

Would you be willing to answer it, written form any questions that
Senator ,,avits would propound to you

Mrs. EDELMAN. I would be happy to.
Senator PELL. I, too, welcome you to this subcommittee. The chair-

mat. of the select committee, 8enatcr Mondale, has a very high
regard for you and told me that you would have very spec& sug-
gestions ir, connection with this bill; he was correct.

MONDALE AMENDMENT

You are familiar with the three requirements of the so-called Mon-
dale guidelines or amendment

Mrs. EDELMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator Put,. Do you believe that these meet a good many of the

points that you have raised?
Mrs. EnEr, Tax. Basically, Senator, I think as I understood the

amendments that they were attempting to get. at those things which
may not be dearly required in title VI. Many of the. administration
people have claimed most of the things I am complaining about are
things that are prohibited with the excePtion of the private schools,
urban-rural allocations. I think that those Wiletuilitellts are a first step.
but they do not cure all the ills.

The point is they are not being enforced in title VI. Why don't we
make sure this money is used better by providing specific safeguards?
1 think there is still a need to be very specific either in the legislation
or in the gnidelines about the kinds of practices we have outlmcd be-
cause as I have shown in this testimony which you can read again that
the Department of Justice and II Ell' :imply have not taken strong,
effective steps to do anything about there practices which are very
widespread and result in frustration.

I would just hope again that if this money is specific money that we
say is to go to desegregation. that we start off as good as we can start

it by having as many safeguards against bad practices as can. I
would urge their inclusion because I (WI think the amendments fully
do Iii it.
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IIEW GUIDELINES

Senator PELL. Are you familiar with the tentative guidelines that
HEW put out a few weeks ago under the regime of the former Com-
mission of Education?

Mrs. EDELMAN. Senator, I have seen a number of draft guidelines. I
am not sure which set you are referring to. I have seen them, they
have all been in draft form that I have been given. I have seen the ones
given to Senator Byrd's subcommittee.

Senator PELL. Do you think that they meet a good portion of your
requirements?

Mrs. EDELMAN. Not at all, sir.
Senator PELL. This is the education subcommittee and I have been

much criticized because I have not taken as much of a lead as some
thought I should have, in integration problems. But I have sought to
concentrate on education, black or white, and I am delighted that the
select committee has been set up to go into the problems exclusively
of segregation and not on education per se, obviously the two mesh
together.

We are drawing on the wisdom, knowledge, and findings of the Select
Committee as much as we can. However, we in the subcommittee face
a bill, we have to weigh its pros and cons and try to get as complete a
proposal as possible. And again, we face the fact that this committee
is probably of a more liberal tenor than the Senate as a whole.

NECESSITY OF LEGISLATION

We may be left with the alternative of either passing this bill,
S. 3883, with Mondale-type amendments or passing it without any
amendments. What would you do in my place? Would you support
the proposal or would you reject it ?

Mrs. EDELmAN. It is a tough question, Senator. I have thought
about it a lot and other civil rights groups have thought about it a
lot. Basically I think that you know there are two arguments here.
If the issue is whether you think it is politically feasible to put more
money into these school districts, assuming that 50 or 60 percent is
going to be spent in ways you don't like, would you then still not favor
this bill?

I guess I come doN'n "no" because. I have seen too oftenand I
want to leave a copy of this with Senator Dominick and I will send
you one of our title I reportan evaluation study where manes has
not only not been used for the purposes for which it is intended, but
it has been used for exactly the opposite purpose, which has hurt us.

If this money is to be used in ways we have experienced and in
other education programs in the past, to use against the children we
are intending to help, if it is used to resegregate, if it is used to set
np tracking programs, it is used to build new segregated schools, it
is not going to further desegregation, then I Ray I would rather not
have it unless we can assure as much as we possibly can insure that it

is Senator
be used well.

Senator PELL. Excni.se me. I don't mean to cut you off at all, but
we have to have a ittle more specific reaction. As I understand it
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you would reject the bill if it was not tightened up as far as you
believe it should be?

Mrs. EDELMN. Not as far as I believe it should he, but I
believe there are certain key things that should be built in. One is a
strong community eomponent, a strong monitoring component and a
strong evaluation component with specific deadlines.

Senator PELL. Those three points?
Mrs. Entr...xuas. Those three, points are some key points.
I also ..-ould make sure that the kinds of authorized activities are

stressed by being very specific so it does not duplicate other progcams.
I would urge that you look seriously at three or four things that

I recommend. Money should be spent more valuably in ways in which
current programs are not now spending them on. I think we ought
to try some educational park experiments, because that will bring
about desegregation that is not now existent.

But I would say that the ones I have named are the important
ones to which you should give consideration to.

Senator PELL. I congratulate you on having a position, because
some of your colleagues in the general community Just won't take a
position on this bill. It has been like pulling teeth to get witnesses to
come in and express themselves. I congratulate you on the depth and
detail you have studied it.

I well know your excellent reputation, we. will take your poi... .nto
very serious consideration, We value your views.

My own reaction would probably not be the same i -ours. If we
can do something that has a goorl deal of good in it. it is ably better
than not doing anything at all. Perhaps if we can bring in hose three
points you have raised specifically and the Mondale amendments, I
would think we could get a bill that would, on balance, be one or two
steps in the right direction.

Mrs. EDELMAN. The way you phrase it, Senator, I don't disagree
with you. You say if the bin could do a great deal of dood,

Senator Prt.L. I am saying if we get the three points you raised,
which are very valuable, indeed, but as I say, I am not dedicated to it.
I have cosponsored the bill with my colleague and friend, Senator
davits, and we. have a very open mind on this bill.

If we don't pass the bill at all or if we put in so many restrictions
that it will not be, passed, I am not sure that will be in the best interests
of our young people.

Mrs. EDELMAN. Could I make just two very brief comments in re-
sponse to that 1 I have not decided how much should he in legislatively
as opposed to how nmeh should be in administration guidelines. I
think that, again, you can write in those things which you think are
most crucial and encourage the rest through administrative action
to the extent possible.

Second, I guess I just simply Nvant to give some just Meat ion for all
of my colleagues who have been intimidated from or been reticent to
come here, give a little explanation. The reason I think people are
reticent to come and testify is that I think everybody favws money
for desegregation and it is very hard for anybody to come in here and
tell you they don't want money for desegregation. We all do.

But everybody also happens to have a substantial amount of did rust
in the kind of school desegregation policies this administration has
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been fostering and it raises the issue whether or not any money under
these policies is going to make any difference and is going to help us.

So it is the resolving of this issue that I think has resulted in the
delay of many coming forward.

Second, I think that if this committee were to take sufficient time
to deliberate :ma not give people the sense that everything is being
rushed through it would help reassure us about the use of this money.
So many questions in e raised Cant we would like to just see a little more
thoughtfulness and watchfulness about how that $150 million is going
to be used and then we could have a better basis for judgment and for
evaluation of the larger appropriation.

Senator P; :an. Thank von.
Senator Randolph ?
Senator RA:comm. Do you wish Senator Dominick to go first since

you have been here and actually heard the testimony? I wcald like to
accommodate you.

Senator Domrxicx. Thank you very lunch, Senator.
I won't be very long. I just want to congratulate Mrs. Edelman on

being a very articulate and very fine opponent to the bill.
The title I report to which yon referred, of course, we already know

about. In the ESE .1 amendments, Public Law 91-230 which was signed
into law in April of this yeae, we tried to deal with some of these
shortcomings. Have we done it ineffectively or inadequately in your
opinion, or has it just not had time to prove itself ?

Mrs. EnramAx. I have not had time to study that thoroughly, Sena-
tor. I know you did take some steps to tighten up and meet some of our
objections. Again I say the key is in the enforcement. I don't think we
lack adequate law to end segregation and discrimination. The problem
has been en forcement, adequate money and will.

If we ride herd on administrative agencies and call them in to evalu-
ate and tell you how things are working, to insure how you say you
want your money spent is actually happening, it will be a major step
forward. I think, again, that whatever legislative safeguards you
did build in were a good step forward, lint I think the key is going to
be how they are act nail). enforced.

Title I in its own evaluation is going to come up with some great
recommendations and is going to meet ninny of the problems we have
in this report.

Senator Domixicic. Section 10 of S. 3883 provides for money to be
set aside for evaluation. I gather from your statement that you
thought that this Section was not worth anything but in your state-
ment you advocate that we set up a mandatory requirement for biracial
committees elected by the communities throughout. the country to do
the evaluation. In other words. you do want to have the evahiation
done at the local level ?

Nirs. EDF:rx.tx. I would like to have several kinds of evaluation.
One of the problems I have had is that they have been conducted by
Federal agencies and very seldom do we see the results. So it does rot
mak,: any difference if they keep them to themselves in large part.

Second. we get a mote objective evaluation if you also have outside
evaluations of agency programs. I think agency evaluations per se.
have to be a hit defensive. I am ins: shyly saying I think outside coin-
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munity groups and experts ought ,to be eligible under this act to do
evaluation of the Federal programs.

Senator Dommex. This could cause a situation where the biracial
committee world approve a program and HEW would oppose it.
Wind then

Mrs. EDE.,MAN. Then 7 think we hove to have the Congress resolve
that issue, but I think that would be more healthy than having the
agency coming in and saying everything is terrific when people know
that it is not. But still I think we get a more heathy internal evalua-
tions if eternal evaluations also exist and if the Congress and the
public can then look at them and decide.

Senator DOMINICK. On page. 5 you criticize the bill before us for not
furnishing sufficient monetary incentives for school districts to deseg-
regate. Do you think that requiring voluntary desegregation plans to
comply with title VI is inappropriate?

Mrs. EnnumAx. No, sir.
Senator Doxtrxicw. The question, then, is how voluntary does it

become?
Mrs. EimuctAN. Again, voluntary is meeting a standard in order to

get Federal money. Again title VI requirements are those reluire-
ments that have been ruled minimal by HEW as standard for dispersal
of Federal money. I think title VI guidelines are extremely reason-
able) they are the minimal standards that true courts have required.
I think those school districts who would want to act voluntarily would
be those who would not mind the standards set up by title V. Again
I think one can work out timetahlt- particularly for urban districts
which would recognize their problems and the size problems, the
transition problems and give them time to come, into conformity and
provide enough Federal money where they would want to do this.

Senator DOMINICK. Mrs. Edelman, I third: yon have presented some
very fine points in your statement. Some points are certainly construc-
tive and, as such, I would support. Somewhat like the chairman, I
recognize that there are limits as to what we can do within a congres-
sional committee or within Congress itself unless we try to establish
a Federal education system, which I personally oppose.

Complete Federal control of our public education system is not a
reasonable method of achieving integrated quality education. This is
certainly a principal factor to be considered. When the means to
achieve integrated quality education include control of teaching pro-
grams to the extent that black studies be included or imposition of
Federal standards for both teachers and students, then we are inject-
ing ourselves into the local administration of each school district.

Mrs. EDELMAN. Senator, they are not new issues that affect the
courts, they have already been decided and title VI has already de-
cided sonic of them and this is already the law in most instances. We
are not doing anything new here, all we are saying it let's enforce
what title VI already says.

Again we are simply preconditioning the use of Federal money on
conformity with the law. So there is very little that I have recom-
mended here that recommends a F«teral takeover of schools. Title VI
is supposed to do most of these thing. already, so I don't really think
there is a practical prob!em.
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Senator Domrxrc». Although you probably don't. realize it I am
on your side insofar as achieving equal educational opportunity for
every child. Thus I am concerned about creating mistaken impressions
about increased governmental involvement in education which would
compound the present problem.

Mrs. Enr,r,xr,o.t. I just think you have to answer your opponents by
simply saying the Federal Government cannot do anything less than
Federal law requires and that is all we are doing.

Senator Domtis-tcx. That is very true: we can always cut off all
ino.ey to the. schools and then the question arises, as I pointed out
previously. as to whether this really promotes the education of the
children. Please accept this as constructive criticism of what I fore-
see as the problems here. I do think, as I said previously that your
very able presentation will be helpful.

Senator PELt.. Thank you.
Senator Randolph?
Senator RAN-omen. Mrs. Edelman, I have scanned your statemsnt,

which i believe yon did not read, but made comment on points that you
felt you should stress to the subcommittee.

3.r. EDELMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator RAsnoLon. Before I go into one or two other matters, I be-

lieve I heard you say that there Was a reluctance of some persons to
testify. Did I hear you state that there might be an intimidation of cer-
tain persons who Ivould want to testify?

Did I hear you wrong?
Mrs. EDELMAN. I used it perhaps in the wrong context. I didn't mean

anybody else had intimidated anybody from coining before this suo-
committee. They felt intimidated about the thought of coming here
and coming out against desegregation money, in light of what many of
them feel at this point are many unanswered qnest ions. Intimidation is
not used in a coercive sense.

Senator Rixootunt. I appreciate your clarification, because I felt
yon would not want it to stand that way on the record, or I would not
Irma it to stand that way in the presence of our chairman of the Select
Committee on Equal Educational Opportunity.

Have we had any difficulty with persons feeling that they should
not come before our commit tee

Senator ltfosnm,r. We have had a few whose names must remain
unmentioned who have expressed a desire to declare privately, but not
publicly, their belief in the value of successful integration. Many of
these individuals are in school systems where public. testimony would
expose them to political i percussion and jeopardize, in their judg-
ment, the succus of on-going efforts.

Senator RAN3X11,P11. I am sorry to hear that personally, because I
know it occurs not only on the subject matter such as we are discuing
this morninlz, hut from time to time it occurs on a variety of bills
before standing committees or subcommittees of the Senate where, for
one. reason or another, a person connected with a company prodncing
a product may feel that his testimony or her testimony might be a re-
flection that that person would not want to involve himself or her-
self in.

Senator MoNom,r. Several people 1 have talked to could present
testimony which I think would be powerful in that such hearings would
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constitute an expression of interest by the Senate in communities whose
representatives tell us that they have saved a lot of money through
integration, that. the kids are doing a lot better, blacks particularly,
that the whites are not being hurt, that the children are getting along
nicely.

If everybody would just leave them alone, the community would
never go back to the way they were. Unfortunately then, m aemality,
the last thing they need is to be in a public Senate hearing where they
would become a national symbol of the value of quality integration,
and because of this fact soon become an example of the power struc-
ture being demolished.

Senator RANWILPII, I thank the .hairman of our committee for
giving a elarilkation on this point. acre ace witnesses, as lie knows
and members of our subcommittee here, who for the same reason will
not testify in court.

This hapi)ens constantly and I regret the situation.
Senator MoNnat.E. If I might interrupt, you know this is an old

tactic.; sociologists once called it the illusion of uoiversality. When
all other arguments fail, you say everybody acts this way, so by
virtue of that fact, this must be the only way that one can act. In fact,
there are in the South some exciting quality integrated experiments
underway.

Senator RA N mum. Mr. Cody told us.
Senator MoNn.u.s. Yes, That particular one was in North Carolina.

There are some elsewhere that are working very nicely, but, as I have
said, in some instances those who are in the system would much pre-
fer nothing be said about it.

Senatot RAmorett. Mrs. Edelman. I want to have you look to your
prepared statement.

Mrs. ErwLmax. All right, sir.
Senator NI1013'11. The memorandum from you iii reference to this

S. 3883 proposal introduced by Senators Pell and Javits.
You 'Teak of the question, Where is the money coming froin ? A

member of my staff indicates that you did enlarge in a degree and say
that when you have asked questions of those who serve on the com-
mittee headed by Vice President Agnew, that there have been per-
haps a variety of reasons for conflict or confusion pattern of ,suers.

Now have you asked by written communication certain questions?
Mrs. ll'orrmAx. Nor sir. I have had extensive meetings with statT

members, with Dr. Cody and Dr. Coleman and I must say that I can
give you several of the answers. I have gotten assurances front one
Cabinet member that the money is not coming out of other poor people
or minority program.

On the other hand, I have gotten answers from lesser administration
officials flint the money is gong to come out of iumbligated hinds. and
we don't always agree on what we mean by "unobliga tort funds."

Does that mean that money is going to be appropriated and not
going to be spent or was not ever obligated? On the other band, I
keep getting rumors that maybe some of this money will collie out of
model cities, or that maybe some of this money will come out of
other poor peoples programs.

So I frankly still ant a !bit confused by what is meant by "nnob/i-
gated funds." What they are doing is simply cutting back on the
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budgets of other programs. chat they just are not going to spend the
funds appropriated.

One Cabinet member I must say has said it will not conic out of
these programs. but on the other lin nd, I have. got ten contra eyexpres-
sions from other administration officials, I would like to believe the
Cabinet member.

Senator R ANDOLP11. Last night rather late in the Senate we had a
vote on the amendment of Senator Williams of Delaware, which went
partially to a situation of this kind where there would be a ceiling
upon the expenditure for this or that program or project.

I am only mentioning that vote because I think the decisiveness of
the defeat of the amendment is indicative of the desire of the Con-
gress to assert and reassert its belief that there are priorities to which
the Congress must direct its attention to in the coming weeks and
months and that we will not place the responsibility even in a re-
luctant or an eager gesture or direction upon the. President of the
United States; he himself or those associated with him will not call
the shots, as it were, but the Congress with certain commitments and
beliefs and priorities would exercise its judgment and control at least
in part the pulse st

I mention that to indicate that I think we have a recurrent challenge,
Mr, Chairman. I spoke in my remarks in opposition to that amend-
ment, which I think are apropos, at least in part. to what Mrs. Edel-
man is saying here today.

Mrs. EnEtzi I think that is very good, Senator.
Senator HvxooLen. Now there is just one matter that I would like

to ask you to make a little clearer or me. Perhaps von did, but again
I am advised that you might have spoken in generalities. at least sonic
generalities, when you said that the moneys which would be authorized
apparently would be appropriated and ready for use if legislatioa of
this kind or other programs already in being were advanced if there
were not safeguards.

Now I am not certain just what those safeguards are that you are
thinking of this morning.

Mrs. EDELMAN. Senator, my safeguards are very specific. What I
want to do is to insure that this money which is supposed to be de-
segregation money is spent in such a fashion that we desegregate.
rather than the. opposite, and that we somehow make sure that the
local school districts conform to title VI and to the 14th amendineut
standards exp ssed by the courts in the school ilesegregaiion area.

This is certainly not always true in other Federal education pro-
grams which we have shown through studies of title I and through
our understanding of the practices of many school districts in title
VI. What we would like to do is ward elf as much waste and as Loony.

,.s as possi
;ini not sure those -,boil districts th,u goin!, t i inakc real

fforts to dc-r:.0 cote ;ire going to le the one, 1,1 !Cl! wV.
think we ctu imike di-ti are tau goiois t
in the utmost gl rod faith 10 me Kris 111.1oy very well.

What I have done on pages 7, s, and 9 is to list 1.1 things that
think we should look at and t t districts or types of ilistriAs that I
ihink we should not hire 'Amer to initially, Most of the things I have
mimed here :11-0 things tint should be and are generally outlawed
in title VI guidelines.
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The only problem is that they are still doing it, and since this is
supposed to be. special desegregation money. I would like to hope-
fully use this money as an attempt to clear up some of the abuses of
title. VI and make sure we are going to get those districts to act in
WE to use this money best, and therefore. I have set out these things
on pages 7, 8, and

Senator RANDOLPH. I have seen them.
Mrs. Edelman, I agree with yon that. the money appropriated by

the Congress and committed to certain programs should be used for
those programs.

I think, Mr. Chairman, that we in the. Congress have a Very real
responsibility to continue always to look over the shoulder, not in
the sense of policing an agency, hut in the sense of seeing that the
intent of the Congress. which is clearly written into the law, either in
the language of the bill or in the report accompanying the bill, that
that agency or agencies carry out the. provisions of n bill or legislation
which comes from the, Congress of the United States,

I think we have a responsibility also, Mr. Chairman. to hold what
we call "oversight hearings." Perhaps a good word is to say that the
agenc :,. just. made a mistake, so it was an oversight. but really the
word that I have just used is expressive of the situation because often
there is a reluctance to carry out the intent of the Congress and even
in part there are subversive arts of the agencies in carrying forward
what is, I think, the clear and understandable intent of the Congress.

I wanted to add to these comments in reference to your appeal and
your advocacy of the. very clear understanding if what the moneys
have been appropriated for and how the moneys are being used.

Mr. Enr,t,mAx. Senator, I appreciate that. I will just make one fur-
ther comment.

It becomes really very crucial in this area that them he very careful
congressional monitoring. This country is in a national debate about
whether we are going toward integration or separatism, whether inte-
gration works. We are going to use the results of these moneys to try
to influence, this argument one way or the other.

My basic position all along over the. last 16 years, and particularly
now when we hear great cries about the fact that integration is not
working, that the black community is against it, that the whites are
not going to accept itis that this country has never really tried it.
This country has never really tried it.

In the last 1(1 years if we had tried all the ways to desegregate and
to integrate, as we have to segregate, we would have a lunch different
society today. If we. had had strong and consistent Federal enforce-
ment policies, which we have never had, we wonlfi have a very differ-
ent result today and if we had had a Federal Government that over the
la-t 16 years has made it very clear. and particularly since 1961- made
it very clear, that we are going to do this, we are going to stick with
it there are no outs: if we had clone that, we wonld have a very
different result today.

Now iif the Congress says We are going to Ilse this money in ways that
are going to work and which are going to result in desegregation. then
that is going to lv a mighty impcninnt thing in the whole argument in
the next year or 2 years as to whether cr not desegregation is going
to work.

1
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I would like to see us give it a chance. I think a lot of that is going
to depend on how Federal money is spent in the future and what
kind of Federal enforcement policies we are going to have. I think
this Congress has a great deal to say in that.

I don't want Its to come back in 2 years saying integration is not
going to work, we have spent $1.5 million and that proves it and we
have not insured that it was used to integrate, rather the other way
around. I think we have a special obligation in this area because it is
going to determine in large part the future of our public school system.

I appreciate your concerns about the problem. It is crucial.
Senator RANDOLPH. Fine.
Mr. Chairman, I think Mrs. Edelman makes a very significant

statement and I think she couches it in language that is very appeal-
ing. because not only is there re.ognition of the problem, but also the
belief that it can be done. I think it is very important that. we not
falter, we not. feel that the efforts may have gone for naught.

I know, Mrs. Edelman, you recognize that you arc human and all
the members of this committee are human and there are those that
sit upon the court comet imes that are human beyond decisions which
we feel should be made. So there are varying degrees of edicts that
come from members who sit on those bodies and other bodies.

I would only want to add to what you say, and I am in complete
agreement with what you have just given as your thinking. I think that
we would be wrong in allowing the attimde to pervade this country,
and it does--mr at least to pervade it Jo a greater degree and I hope it
will be lessenedthat we are tolerant on this subject.

I think yon know anybody can be tolerant, but you can still not
have understanding. I think there is a wide difference between those
two words and I think they need to apply to exactly what we are
doing here and need to do to a great degree. So I hope and believe
that you will try to help us to understand, as volt have today, not the
mistakes that have been made alone. but that the high purpose that
we must all attach to this job which has .o be done.

Wonld you agree ?
Mrs. Emr,yrvN Yes, sir.
Senator RANDOLPH. Thank von very mach.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Prr.r.. Senator Mondale, before you came in I expressed on

your behalf the high regard you had for Mrs. Edelman. You talked to
me about her a couple of times. Your select committee is presently
studying the question of equal educational opportunity which
naturally includes the desegregation and integration aspects of this
legislation.

We will he grateful for whatever help your committee will give to

Senator MoxnAt.r. Thank you'. Senator, for your very kind
comments.

I nun very grateful that you brought Marian Edelman before this
subcommittee, because in regards to the Emergency Act. I believe that
the testimony presented this morning is the best single statement I
have heard on the subject. though I must say I am not surprisM by its
quality: it is what I would have expected from Mrs. Edelman and her
organization.
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I want to say how grateful! I am to yon. I think it is really a
remarkable statement.

Mrs. EDF:1,31AN. Thank you, Senator
Senator MoNDALE. I don't want to keep you here much longer, but

would just like to ask you o': out a few point,-
If you were required to choose between ,. ,.rain of law enforce-

ment to vigorously assert the constitutional requirements or a policy
of monetary assistance. to desegregating school districts method
would you find most effective to pursue the goal of quality integration ?

Mrs. EDEL31.%N. Very easily I would choose law enforcement, be-
cause there is no substitute for that. What we, need more than any-
thing else is strong Federal enforcement policies along with Federal
money and enough personnel to do it and where the Federal Govern-
ment is not willing to do it, the means for private groups who are
willing to do it.

Senator MoNom.r. Is it your impression that the biggest problem in
flue. quest for desegregation is a lack of will rather than lack of money!

Mrs. EDELMA N. AbS0111tCly.
Senator MoNr...ay.. And, in fact, are there not occasions in which

where the will existed for desegregation money has been saved in the
process?

Mr :. EDFLMAN. I think so in many instances. Nobody has done,
the full cost analysis of what it is going to lost this country to de-
segregate as opposed to what it is going to cost to segregate, except
I think commonsense tells its that the South, which is the poorest
region, is not going to be able to run two bad school systems.

In your urban areas where inner city schools are starving for ade-
quate funds, yon can't afford to support decent urban school districts
and suburban school districts. It is going to be much cheaper to re-
organize it is going to require loss schools, less teachers, I think
it will probably be cheaper in the long run to have fully integrated
school systems. To say nothing of the savings in human costs in
terms of changed attitudes and aiding our planning to live together.

Senator MON DALE. We know that in most title VI compliance orders,
the amount of inoney required for busing actually decreases in districts
where desegregation has been ordered. That I..: a major cost tht,t has
gone. down. We heard testimony the other day from some lawyers
that one of the things which happens when dual school systems finally
desegregate is that they hay( a surplus of textbooks and teaching
material, and in many cases are sending it off to the private segregated
schools.

The point. I am unaking is that, in fact. by bringing their children
together, school districts have more equipment than they need; con-
versely with the dual school system it is costing more to have this
kind of overlap. Would you agree with that ?

Mrs. Elou.3mx. Absolutely. One of the things I just would like
to say, t-lnator. is I think that a whole Jot of misinformation has
clouded this whole area about hosing. The bus does not rust as much
as a building and I think that is just plain old commonsense,

I think it is false to juxtapose the cost of quality education with
the (list of lousing. I think the national figures for busing ace $ln . per
pupil for a year whereas the cost of running a segregated count ensal ory
education program runs between S,',00 and S1,0011 per year, because
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you must take into account construction, smaller class- sizes, hiring
of a greater number of teachers, and so forth. There is a great false-
hood to talk about the cost of busing because it is really a negligible
cost in the context of what we are spending to maintain segregation.

Senator Moxnm.E. I was struck by an article in the Harvard Edu-
cational Journal on the more effective school system in New York
City which conclnded : First. that it is very hard to show that any
progress Ives achieved through compensatory education in racial isola-
tion. Second, if you were to imPlement a similar program nationally
it would cost something like $190 billion over the next decade.

Now I find it very hard to impress upon and clarify for my col-
leagues and the degree, to which the law is not being enforced; their,
perhaps understandable, disbelief can be somewhat frustrating to me,
having lived with so much testimony and irrefutable evidence of the
hypocrisy and deception which pervades desegregation across this
Nation. We have heard from lawyers in :Nfississippi, Mr. Melvin
Leventhal for one, who estimate, that 20 percent of the school districts
are giving away property, faculty, desks, buses and schools to private
segregation.

There is absolutely no doubt that this assistance is unconstitutional.
I don't believe that proving it would involve a difficult lawsuit.,

Pm,. hSenator P ,. If the Senator will forgive me, Nve are going to ave
a rolIcall vote at 12 and we still have one more witness.

Senator MON DALE. I am sorry. I has e just a few more questions here.
Would you agree that there is an enormous unmet need for law

enforcement to sustain the constitutional principles that have been
declared? In other words. lye are not 5 percent of the way along the
line toward enforcing the constitutional rulings that already exist.

Mrs. EDELMAN. Absolntely in terms of kinds of abuses. The fact is
for all of our 16 years that we have gotten token desk-gregation. We are
not a small step away from quality integration.

There is much more nonconformity with the law than there is
conformity.

Senator Nfoxn.mr, Now I have several other questions. I will submit
some in writing, I think.

Senat,,r Prt,r. Senator Davits will do the same thing.
Senator IfOND.U.E. I just have two short questions.
What do you regard to be the significance of the issue involved irt

the Ohorlotte-31crklenb case? Is this a minor issue or a major one?
Mrs. EDELMAN. I think the Chortotfr-.11rek/cpburfr case, the Char.

lotto Mecklenburg District. is perhaps the most important case since
Brown v. the Board of Ethwation, because it may well determine
the whole future of desegregation. It is going to determine the whole
totality of integration. it is going to determine whether that disestab-
lishment of segregated school systems that have been established by
the law is required.

It is going to determine whether black schools and white schools
are going to continuo to exist. As long as they continue to exist, you
are going to have your proldem, because people a; ill always have some-
where to run to.

It is going to determine whether the Ilth amendment constitutional
rights in this country are individual ri;rlits for black childreh. because
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what difference does it make to the child, 10,000 children or 100 chil-
dren who are left in all-black schools that the majority arc r,ceiving a
desegregated education. what about them?

We are simply going to allow another 16 rears, another 20 years
of evasion. Are we going to have full quality integrated education in
the country, or are we going to have piecemeal token desegregation
and restricted constitutional rights to black and to white students.

I think it is a crucial case and I am terribly disappointed with the
Supreme Court's equivocal stance yesterday. It is crucial to decide the
issue before September because what we see is the administrative pro-
ceedings being affected by the rule of reasonableness of the Charlotte,-
Mecklenburg case and other district court cases where judges continue
to let all-black and all-white school= exist. It is going to take us years
if we have a lot of district court decisions this summer and lot of the
administrative proceedings this summer which approve, plans which
allow the continued existence of all-black and all-white schools. It is
going to take more years to come, up with new plans should the Su-
preme Court rule in our favor, which says you have to totally integrate.
I strongly feel that anything is unreasonable after 16 years, which
denies black children constitutional rights.

Senator MoNnALE. I am wad you in, that point.
One final question: it involves a realization that has come slowly

upon me, but I think it is fundamental. Desegregation becomes nn-
justifiable, unworkable, and immeasurably destructive when not done
properly. It is not fair to those black children to close down thcir
schools and throw away their trophies and break up their band and
then move them into a system which insults them and the law of the
United States in numerous ways such as degrading their black teach-
ers, segregating them in classrooms or not allowing them to become
class officersall the practices inimical to the creation of a sensitive,
humane educational environment, so necessary for stable, productive
integration.

There is only one Ivay to integrate and that is th7,ugh a warm
enthusiastic commitment for the process. Remedies which degenerate
into halfway measures are probably more damaging than nothing at
all. Would you agree with that ?

Mrs. EDELMAN. I agree with that.
Senator Mosomx. Thank you very much.
Senator PELL. Thank you very nuirli, Mrs. Edelman. Thank you for

your very, very good testimony. The subcommittee will feel at liberty
to send you written questions, too, if they may.

Mrs. EDELMAN. Yes,
Senator PELL. Thank you
(The prepared statement of Mrs. Edelman follows :)
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STATEMENT 01' ^MUlAN Xi1011r FDT1MAN BEVOUr THE SENATE
SUBCOLMIFTTE ON ThUCATION or 1)10 SLCJE comimhE ON
LAIJOI) AND PUBLIC WEATARE, JUNE 30, 1970

I have come before you today to discuss the Emergency

Schou' Aid Aut of 1970 (S3SS3) 11.S it relates to the problems

incident to desegregation and racial isolation, I strongly

support federal aid to education, and I strongly support.

federal financial aid to quality integrated education, To

the extent that this bill stands for these principles I

support it. However, as presently written, I do not support

S3SS3,

Experience with federal assistance to education,

especially with Title I of the Elemientary and Secondary rduca-

tion Act, has shown that unless there is a clear understand-

ing of the goal to be achieved, a well-developcd mechanism

for review of project applications and dispersal of money,

a simuitaneonsly established monitoring system with tough

sanctions always applied when necessary, and on operational

system of evaluation, that. the assistance is often wasted,

misused, and diverted. These areas arc not ecioloped iu

S3S,,3 except in the most sliperfieial way owl I will discuss

this in,greater detail in a moment.

Moreover, i
touvirced thui no omoalt al sunny is

or can be a substitute for decent, stioai4 and consistent

federal enforcement policies in IL, S(11,701 des,greation ;u w:,

180
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Ibis Congress can appropriate billion : aiding de

segregation, but as long as the Fourteenth Amendment nondates

of the Supreme Court and Title VI of the Civil I/ights Act of

1964 are not enforced by this or any Administration, we are

wasting our money and effort. lhe way to achieve real integra

tion In this country today would be for this Administration

to vigorously go on record by its words and pv Its actions in

favor of school integration, South and North. It is not doing

so. ibis would mean revitalizing the use of Title VI fund

cutoffs, which have been all but vitiated in the last year

It would mean stopping negotiations with recalcitrant school

districts for minimal compliance standaids and requiring, in

accordance with the United Stales Supreme Court mandaiu in

lh,1;;,e,, c_cu4pli,tc wncrc no

school is racially identifiable. It would mean stopping the

delays a1 excuses of Southern school districts not fully

complying with &segregation decrees, such as occurred in the

53 Mississippi school districts last fall, rather than joining

hands with them as did the Department of tit1C and the Pcpartmeht

of .histice, It would mean stopping support for private school

tax exemptions which help encocitage whiles to flee puhlie

seltools that hale been more than tokenly desegregated in the

south. It would mean in changing concept of integration by the

federal goternment which would get away from simply a onesay

a«nmmodation in desegregating by the black community and

Ono that rerognives the nevi' for quality integration rath,e

than tnkon coup]i:unce, Ube federal got (..rnnt, roust art gorously

to Stop elusive prof-Aires sumo as rosr.gfcratiou within schools,
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testing and tracking, and other devices which conflict with

the letter and spirit of the law. The President, Vice Presi-

dent and the Attorney General of the United States most end

statements having the effect of intimidating lower courts

seeking to further desegregation by all means at their disposal,

including busing, by labeling them extreme as did the President

of the United States in the Los Angeles school decision. Federal

commitment to integration moans ceasing to side with recalcitrant

school hoards seeking to evade real integration as the Justice

Department did in Swami v. Charlotte-Necklenbura and in many of its

administrative proceedings. There the Justice Department has

supported a new "rule of reasonableness" which sounds like more

"good faith" and deliberate speed. I challenge anyone to prove

to fl,at f. that dclays th: cor.otitntlenal

rights of black school children after sixtcon years. Strong federal

backing for desegregation means supporting those districts that have

made real efforts to desegregate rather than eneotm-aging and

rewarding, as S5SS3 does, those districts that have dragged their

feet all this time.

Afte. sixteen years of struggling to eliminate the dual

school structure in this country, whether he facto or de fure,

segregation has been and remains the rule. The Ymormency School

Aid Act of 1970, as I understand it, is designed to deal primarily

with the massive change which will affect many school districts

as they desegregate 111s fall. A great deal of skepticism pre-

vails in the black comunity as to the trill intent of this legisla-

tion. there is no mention of the educational benefits of iniefira-

tion, and little substatn:e coniA ruing how to Lionellt the of

real leserc-ration. Hie coolleNt In whirl' this licIslolion wo,
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originally proposed, the President's Match :24 statement on

desegregation, leads one to wonder if this bill is not really a

political toy -off for the South. I have had e,Aended conversa-

tions with Administration officials regarding the use of money

that may be appropriated under this Act and their lack of

recognition of the real problems of desegregation and lack of

careful thought about how the money might Le best spent, with

appropriate safeguards written in and stated priorities, does

not lessen my own skepticism about the use of this money. lCith

this general skepticism in mind, then, I will go on with a

detailed discussion of this bill's criteria anal proposals.

ALLOMENTS AMoNG SfAILS

One of the most interesting aspects of this bill is

the allotment formula among the states which is based on the

"adjusted number of minority group children" for any stale.

phis allotment formula, spelled out in Section ci(c) is a

double-counting device which raises two issues and potential

problems. the adjusted number of minority group children in

each state double-counts minority children in school districts

which arc carrying out a plan of desegregation pursuant to

final federal court order issued during the past two years

or pursuant ta suloission of an acceptable plan during the

past two years to lice Department of Health, Iducation and

Welfare. Inner this formula, mostly Southern school districts

are double-counie4 since ill the Nurth there has been little

desegrcpation under federal court orders or flue 11
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requirements of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Probably

only ten to fifteen districts in the North would be double-

counted, including Pasadena, California, South Holland,

Illinois, and Denver, Colorado, which are desegregating

under federal court orders, and Union leshship, New Jersey,

which is desegregating under Title VI, but excluding

Los Angeles, California, which will be desegregating under

stntc court order. It may be reasonable to funnel tne

greatest amount of financial aid to states with school

districts which are or will be in fact desegregating, but

you should realize that in so doing, it is the most recalci-

trant school districts that are being rewarded essentially

for holding out to the bitter end, and that there Is little

monetary incentive for voluntary action to desegregate.

Berkeley, California, for instance, which has taken voluntary

steps to desegregate, is not double-cavilled. Sec6nd, and more

importantly, there is no distinction between finol federal curt

orders which may meet or may not meet the constitutional

standards of higher courts. 'hat is to happen with Atlanta where

a federal district court judge ordered a neighborhood zonini, plan

leaving 56 all-white or all-black schools and NIICre the plaintiffs

are appealing to the rifth Circuit Court of Appeals, or to 50 to

100 other school district cases where appeals are pend'ne?

Districts which continue in litigation after the final order of a

district court sh ,old not be doublccounted or considered eligitz

for foods under this Act. To do so is to condone the persistent

approach of Southern districts to dc as little ns possible, while

the slaw process of judicial relief soc%cs to insure constiluflowil

rights.
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ELIGIBILITY FOB FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

I do not have serious problems with Subsections (1),

(2), and (3) of SectIon 5 outlining the types of school districts

eligible for assistance as far as they go. As I shall point

out later, I do have reservations about just what are "special

programs or projects to enhance the possibilities of successful

desegregation," in Subsection (1)(c), and I am concerned with

Subsection (3) that in funding projects short of integrating schools

in districts, that a 10,000 minority student cut off is to low.

Most districts with only 10,000 minority students could inl,qraie

without great difficulty.

Bctcrmining whicb dforiets or, eligible for all is the

most important area in making this Act truly effective. Giv,n

the degree of widespread discrimination which ccc Lace witnessed

In supposedly integrated schools and desegregating school

districts, the vagueness and glaring omissions of Section (5)

lead me to conclude that this Act may well be a political sop, for

Southern school districts especially, to spend freely however

they desire. Are districts eligible to buy portable classrooms

to put on white comprises when structurally sound and often nei,Tr

Ulek schools arc available for use, or to institute sophisticated

tracking systems based on biased standardized tests which will result

in segregated classrooms, or to plant grass, pour concrete for

sidewalks and playgrounds, install florescent lighting, and put

down linoleum floors in formerly black schools now that thite

students 1011 be attending them, or to hire new leachers eitt.r

186
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dismissing and demoting black teachers? It can he said tnat

such discriminatory acts violate Title VI of the Civil !tights

Act of 1964 and, therefore, are automatically conditions

rendering districts engaging in them ineligible for any federal

funds, but the Department of Health, Education and Welfare has

never initiated fund termination proceedinzs against any school

districts for (dosing usable black schools or for firing black

teachers, and the hep.iiiment of dus'ice has intervened and re-

opened few, if any, court cases where districts aro segregating

students within Individual sehools. Elimination of these typos

of degrading and discriminatory aetleus M.lOSO than fancy,

undefined, new services -- are the key to real, soceessfol

desegregation. In order to ilahe stile that fords arc Hot directed

11110 1111'S, r\llrt 01 51111011,./1,9 E I urt t Cir.! 50011111 t,r

dratted sLitl, voold spell cut shish districts would be cliiTible

for funds and uhicli out, to Insole that priority will he giNuo to

those districts wlio will use it resit based on a record el decent

effort towards deserriozotiou and to disroorace rc6ai,itraikt

districts from somittin0 applic;:tiens. 'Ibis would also lessen

the massh administralic bui den Of pl'OCUSS i 11g 11111111YUliS of

projuet applicatios Ibis sioxior. It would ho mast desivalle

it some of these criteria were drafted right info 11e

but at a minirlom, detailud roidulirios shoold it deelup,.d. Me,

guidolincS should exelude atom fundin,!:

I) diSiriCis still Ai ill^ 11,10/1., fri,1,10ill of I 13,,,i(

s7
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2) School distiqcts with unupdated court order plans

(Dallas and Fort Worth, Texas, and New Orleans,

Louisiana, among others);

3) School districts with final, federal court orders

still subject to appeals by the plaintiffs (Charlotte

Mecklenberg, North Carolina, Atlanta, Georgia, and

Mobile, Alabama, among others);

4) School districts where state and local fund allocations

or millage have been lowered in the last two years

(there is a trend toward this in tin South with the

increase of the private school movement and the use of

federal money to supplant the lessened local support for

public schools);

5) School districts negotiating lone term teacher con

tracts with provisions that if a teacher is assigned

to a school in which she does not want to work, she

may quit and work elsewhere (in a private school)

and still receive her salary;

6) School districts in states which permit tax deductions

to private school allindces;

7) School districts which bai, transferred of sold

equipment to private schools;

0 School districts in which ibere have been firings and

demotions of black teitclo..is and adi,inistrators, or which

hate unposed new leaclicr rp,lificatinns not heretofore

required that hove the result of forcing many black

teachers out of the system;

9) Sctool districts that have ',erased and/or failed to

take a(vanlai.,e of federal prOcrillo,4 designed to help

the poor and minorities such as School lunch, fitly

etc.;

10) School districts that are maintaining sigrecated classre

within schools;

A8
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11) School districts which have instituted new procedures

which have the effect of resegregating pupils (there

are a substantial number of these school districts which

have instituted tracking and/or sex separation as n

result of desegregation orders, and which impose tuition

fees heretofore at required 'which principally affect

poor black pupils);

12) School districts Shich have expelled black students

for defending their rights and have denied them a

just and fair hearin,4:

11) School districts which have chosen silos for is

Schnol cougtiliclion to ppriocliullu seLrcvoii011;

Ii) School districts which hac closed dish acceptable

black schools rather than send white pupils to them.

Friforcine such guidelines will take a monitoring

and compliance mechanism noul,re even hint ad at in this leg.islo

tion. Indeed, the general vehicle for administering. this Act is

not mentioned. In most proposed legislation involviml funds of

this magnitude the administering agency is identified or created.

hoes lbe omission from this hill of such an agency mean that

political uranling rind confusion continues in the Administratitot

as to whether the ufiite el Fdnealion, the spice of the Secrelary

of H15, or the :tuner Vallincl committee on Suiuool Desecregation

will a&rmisici it?

there is strong indication that the liicisiou of Iplal

I ducat tonal orpol lunt tf (litho II) In the tiithe of 1(114( at !Ho

trt..Y u,cI to inist s Poo, y.
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She consensus of people knowledgeable al,out desegre,,n-

tion is that this would be extremely undesirable. She structure

of Title 1V (national, regional, and state centers) Is extremely

cumbersome, and Title 1V's reputation in dealing pith desegrega-

tion is one of extreme conseratism. For example, 'Title 1V has

yet even to try to develop desegregation plans for larger niThan

areas, partieularly through the use of computers -- a method

shich has proven quite successful for private institutions drawing

up plans. Title IV has proed in the black colaunily's view to he a

disaster, and to add to it additionJ1 money, in their lien, would not be in

the inlciest of dr.segre,,.nition. betore any con,:ideration

is given to using Title 11. as a vehicle, n lhorougn evaluation oi

its effectiveness should becooducicd and assuraurs made 1La1 the

proutr.5 in its r, le

Illtre exists also the real WiegAjon Of the eaPa/ilitY of Fill,' 11.

staff to administer a ns and much larg. '1110 curtenl

TitleIV budget is about 1i13 million. To take on imlaediately II,c

additional in,den of adriiisterin the .!--1",11 m111ilut Onelntile

summer and the larger sum Shell il is appropialed would tequile

substantial additirns and stall changes, Additionally, lithe IV

has few blacks employed at the regional and center leels (cld

Some of thos: fox that are employed are not iespeeted in iltc

black cemTunity), nor are most litl IV people spi.(ialisls in

school dc-.:e ptecatitl. ftirUiei alsdrienl orainsl urine

agencies within nth lo lolministtl. ,lio nillioa (or the 1.1c,i

5101) is !hitt 111, the apploio ,at ions lot 11thi bas lc5ul
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in it huge tachu,) of funds in most programs, and in the

processing of applications from states. It is unlikely that still

another huge pot of money to administer can be efficiently done on

top of all the other money that still remains to be dispensed.

After lengthy discussions with people in and out of the

Administ.ation, it appears that the best ctia "ee for effecting

administration of this money would be the establishment of a new

unit within nth, in the Office of the Secretary, with direct

responsibility to the Secretary, and with a new staff. In this ear

responsibility can Lc pinpointed. In older to avoid the eNiFa

layer 01 furealterocy, it should not he placed in the bureau of

Elementary and Secondary Education within 1110.01fiCe of Idnention.

farthermore, the Office for livil flights in the office

of the Secretary, while possessing a sorry record in taking

actions to prohibit and correct discriminatory actions be dc

secregating school districts, does Irate considerable expertise

in identifying disvrimination and working with school districts.

It will he undertuking a comprehensive audit of all scWool

districts desegregating this full under yoluntaly plans and

court orders, and should, therefore, be required to cry,: an

affirmative stamp of approval to all applicents prior to the

award of funds under this Act. flits office enploys professionals

dealing with schools in the seventeen southern and border states --

the largest collection of education civil rights specialists in

the governmnt. Dui even this office will piolably ned a

temporary if not pclmanent increase in sluff to perform This

function.

0432 0 - 10 13
:191
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In addition to guidelines spelling out in negative terms

the eligibility of schcol districts, there should be some

positive requirements for eligibility. For too lung, scwa]

systems have been controlled by local community white power strueters.

Unable to exercise a voice In school policy in racially seprereted

systems, black people have used the desegregation stratery to

gain a voice in school affairs. 'There is now more black interest

and parlieipation in school allairs than at any past time. Hut

utile over yU Idaeh people it on S,aithein s,hool boards, this

is by no even token repicscntation. Ihron,;n the loninl

of Notin.4 rimhls at the local uhen si11 e11 board cicrtion,

are held, and through the lack of even beim: considered uherr.

school boards and alministrators are appointed, black people are

denied even minimal control 0%ei the educational Jest illy of

their children. In order that the funds under this Act do not

pCITetVatc this state of affairs, a strong and mandatory pro-

vision should be included in the Act for the crcntion 1f bi-racial

committees elected by the representative 00105nitirs to be involved

in the planning and approval, moui10rin14, and evaluation of

applicattons submitted and the expenditure of money. i.:Lict a

structure is the rest hope for effectiveness. `:ally courts arc

recognizing the value of such groups, and arc appointing hi-I:viol

1051111 tees to oversee school dcseercralion plans. little I has

piovision for similar odvisory committees, but It has not
been ue11 enforced. 'ibis Lelst not he 0] lowed la happen her e.

In whhi 1 I o n , it 510001 nl ot mall on e0.0111 .,dal shnmld

be built into Ike III (,s1unt world 1)151110 till 1 1 he applications

e npclr r p. the c y, :11111 1,1 01 11i1,1 p 5 ,1,1, pi

I, 1 (lilt in to 1111.11, PC:ii1,11i 1,,,lde In 1,1 o .-1 h,e1

1192
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inadriiaa pails or In 1111-di t0 spend Eloin as approved, 1'utalF

provisions of di strict funds slid, Id ho trl i 1 ten into 1110 iniide-

1 11100 Idiere Si iloof districts fail to (aid y out ttic approved projecds

or 1r, confoi r, 1;]Ill 1111 law, There sinnild also la, a re port ing

rcglliremenl (Lilt school ilisiriiis oAa11 report on 1110

overall 1111 Of projects 01111 the prier,ss 01 tilesc projects in

filidliev 1112 LICSei eaal lon to 111:11 and to II', appropi dale cu:umitl eos

of foilaress.

11,iiii/i Id 1 If

I1,i. sc,t 1011 111 Vilii hill 1Y,

Sec lion , Hilt I in in:1 c.1.in 0 i 1,11 I 10.;0: 0:

,C' Le uscd, 1,arc-1y f 1,,r os 5101,1,111 iIi

proposal, :t,- Doi exclusi ve, (he thins that

are on, 1 01'1' in se, d 1.,ey II, I ili lj 11 ii
to ,1111,r. :oid 1111 ei no 0--ef.2reLat ion dlvirr itiI
ONst SpC1]1,1 out i1' 'Le 1,1110 is nil t, ao down the drain er

achif e the etiprisi to. purliiisv, 1 will di, .1s I lie out 1 in,n1

proposals nno 1.

See( ioze, for add, 1 tong] 1,d-son:lid or

01 110r staff 1111nt1i.r.s and the tiaidin,. cr ro110i111ne elf stuff.

i 1 1,, 1 and IV have brio' d0i1c IIii s, ;IK vie] 1 as the I da00ti oil

I'd'ol 5510ns 11,0%,loioneat !Vr.t , ((in( cid 01 I rn inier lias

to hr,l 0 a Iii 51;111 ,etrd nay, Ii /01' OH.

Los wade 1, cry 1 it 11, tsar t iciil diIlttilu In wale lest el

iripro, 1112 the de ,r- Ect`40 011,11Y, ille IT 1,1s frr n

rolrlt i v 1 1 1 1 now, 1.0, .1 1

S, ail 0111 them ,1 difieleol 1 irk., fo1 11,1 ie 1Ii I 1..1,11

I tlUr I idi I, d,1 o rod osi d I ii r .n1,11 i
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teachers' salaries wilich is I tic status, burden n oilier cords,

10 :ail/plant s1;ite inriney). I con think of very fru' needs for

addiliuual st7tff and prufeNs iono I lucillsrs incident to dusiTrucit-
aud, 511111 1,,,its IS lhore are should tie ;41a.eitioally

spelled out in order to watal f misuse, Such Stuff slit-mid

include:

(I ) cr,,,som; iy yet rations sl Ft sport I /cat ly ,lesir_lied to educate
pt (untie, nil inrz. to de-

SV7i Ipo 1 ion,

New ise: III hoes where add i i enai bus 10, is inapt, red unde
the drsnr11+i ion Bien.

I. '1 I i ,ti , i, unn I' I te!, H,
prises ly i /el %OIL s tai, L iron lit
6r ;rn in1.1ii i ono] of 111,, cao,eollily In' t1: siboal

(ii) PitPitIPuroe r Douse tiers Ilia 1 emu spcei liras 1 y relate to tile
plop ers o! ni, S riti Ti le s, os

1'1,71
1 the

ins I lice t erntment ti Lai milli c ennstllers CONO rIL ?Li!

he r dap 141 Old ..171q nirl emcee cumulus,
(S) 1111'01;4 of N.V.( ful Will 1, ,clothes 11..011,4'S Or those 4,1,0`if'

of 1,-s b 11,1,b, el o.. v.111,1, dao not now i s

`II Id] i I e s,Lool s.
(n) th us ne of zeldi I ionol bi -1 i or:oal 1 rai het s 1,11,21.e Span' sli-

STWOh ber 1:11II.:1111ne minority elii 101 .31 e

(7) ladies iii ibis poppy I il,.!de sl tune ela:Aaldo 1 i ao I "i-

lly sf,incnt of -I no. inl iii::1'11111i I y OPHi t ieti i 111,1 t

'loll. PIO" ln,d appl iral lows and monitor told
1_,%aloa ore of ills s money. our woold liter to se,
tlles, oil,' 1 l es still staffs so hit ILrc ,;n be 11 ttl,'
,1 f .( I i vc.

(s) II ilitr 1cpnllr,r111 of r11,1 noi 1 IV,' op to its ieicnl
Ihere ri,ay 111:m chiol i is nut ol

crnrld i;ou if! Ho, rh.rly nil 1.4 k ftpl.
i n orid111 inn, 1 1 , I i is .11141, 1,171 I 1,1.

hrwlr 1,1. 4ot I ,,iif y n, li i],
.;,i, 1,111 its 11 11111. SIlei ,ls. H'
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lack of resources in the private sector and the unwillingness

of the Justice Department to take action against these districts

results in the perpetuation of segregated schools and school

systems affecting thousands of children. These districts and

schools should be desegregated forthwith and a mechanism

should be worked out and/or n percentage of the money under

this section set aside for either appointing counsel or p.:o-

riding subsidies for private lawyers or legal services to

bring suits in (hese non-complying districts.

Section 6(0 -- Provides for remedial and or'er services to moot

the special needs of children in desegregating schools ineluding

special services for gifted and talented children in such schools.

'this seems nothin,! 10,r0 that[ an .ovitation to use federal money to

pay for testing and tracking and therefore rcsegregation. NoreoNer,

there is Title I whirl' is supposed to provide'remedial help fur

minorities and poor children. lie only use for which money should

be dispensed under this section would be to hire offer-s,00l tutors,

perhaps parents or other students, to help those olio wed it.

Section 6W -- Provides for comprehensive guidance, counsel

and other personal services for pupils in addition to. the guidance

counsellors mentioned abosT. hue of the great needs is for

student support activities. ronversations with hlack students

from various parts of the South indicate, that rimr( .1 of the rhisrupliorr

arch possible violence this fall will come from tie failure of

school systems to cneompa.s blacks in their concept of inleVfali.n,

1.c., to understand (hal blacks are no longer tailliii to come to

'white schools' solely on vIlite terms. these children are

concerned about ma into i ni ng their dent ny ,nit i esp r t in the ir

new ...,loirouP,ent. Hoy woo to I. free to wear Alto ;Old
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dashikis, to port i c i pat e in ext ra- curricula ectivit ies fully,

to have a fair chance in homteuming elect Ions, have a chance to

participate in student govoinmeat elections and here them

Tef I ect their presence, and lull Itl,' these elect ions conducted

the yuar before. 'there is no greater need than to have rail- griev-

ance pintedilres to sclkivIl these student s earl rol a !,fure Ihail 1(111

Wadi. children, and unfortunately some of MUM tin' hri clitest and

most imaginathe, 11a1e been Ivorn schools on issues such

cis thcse in the lost %col' aril hove rt.:to; /11,1 toll of schor,I. !his

(0011101 l.e ,oat innea. prcvuiI and 1 1111. spevia

nerds amid crowing mil it 3r-c-Y of 11 I aCk and rhtvnito sl wields most

tie rec.ovelied and resp,ndrA to, ,0re.0%,,,.. eNtra support for

aCk-uhi te siltdetV mini deities ill all et fort to get stmletlIs to

know each other heti cr must be lyity,1 mitt suuporh there I oSs 0/1 0.

it vonld seem 1,.ortlo,hi1, sto4ents could le lroir.Ait

(it imp II,(. to discuss evref--11 1 ions anti poh:nt o I proii.

!Vol 11 1.40;1

sIn0,1t (went 1 lees .1,10 ilotiet,1 twirl 111111 itf implivo,o1 dun

dcs,pr .ryot ion plans in llwir iii sl ri rt S.
Section -- Prot ides for the deIelopnent .111 (-mid oyromt of

new instructional Iry hitiqlles and !nat.! clesi Cato] to marl I I.,

lords of racial lY I solal ol children. I an unclear as to 1.1111

svct ion 1111';111S lout ]logo thot kinds of pro 6,1 s t 1,1

1.'0141(1 I , 1 t 0 rtt,r11 Out Iovt Luul.s Ihar 1: wild faith 1,11, t

the hi,lary aid sta1nA of blacks, providing (,),15 lull lOack hisl,i),

1,141,1, art, poet] yo ph- (elell 1 11,11p11 this iv sll lithe II of 1.1 1 \

.112 thrnrel if ally I.), Ile rut I l 41 i 1.1 .1 I I 'pi i .
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bears no real relationship to deserego t ion and many school

districts stocked up on this with Title 1 riamey anyway.

Seel ion 6(e) -- Innovative int en nr in) educat 1011;11 pro,2rams or

projects involving the joint participation of minority group end
non-minority group children at tending,: different schools,

I am skeptical about this section and whether anything really

Ira citio t Ito will come out of it, hot T a 55111, that what is :

ricat is Pr. art, l'Oier,!;01.s idea of marl t le and roll i -

purpose oct iN tiles and the possi hlc cslohl isl.rent of joint cultural

0101 plgsical ed teat ion ), rims, etc., which eh' ii, in from al 1

school s could all cud. Mere is a don....r, hm.ec rr, t these

prout inns will become ends in themselves and solst tote for

reorganizing sr boo) systems on 11 permanently inlef.raied Fasis.

Seel i 6(1) I r or remodeling, or ol I c,ro t ion of exlct

school laci]Itirs and the lease or purelno.e of roll l I e classroom

units or faei 1 Hies.

ills sect Ion should ie deleted ompl et if it cannot
be, then it should tr I imi red to a very small port entwm ()lit to

(less than 5'; ), Sono, Southern dislrlcl int crpreta t ions of

'remodeling' has, l am informed, meant buiiiing fences around

al I -hi a( k srhools to keep white (hi Hi cot ass i r000l to lilach schools

out al blar k ne hoods, and pa inl in 1,1Or1,

schools lo make them more OCuerlahle to Whitt.S. I teticAe

'hat ,N1,,IESA, Jr rionival i on incidoul to Ilv,e,r(1:1(1011 ore 11,W,

0151 tIni I I« al school ist vie! s ran and should meet pnses

tor Cle cety minor al tongs ions Milt wonlit ( oils in the 'Lox-tool
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course of business. :+1011/ le classrooms are hated in the black

community because they reflect temporary and substandard additions

to white schools which are overcrowded because of the failure
and refusal by some. school off icials to assign white pupils to
adequate black school buildings. Instead they close good black
schools and put black children in mobile classroom units at
the overcrowded wdtito schools,

It Is unclear whether or not construction is permit led
under this :Vet, While it is not speoif lea] ly mentioned, it is
nowhere specifically forbidden, and I strongly recommend Iltat

not one nickel be flit co for const bit t ion, idle I money has 14,1,11

heavily used in the South for ctrnstruet ing nett laciiities to
equalize black facilities with white ines, and therefore, per-
petuate segregation. (If the thrust of this bill trcre to
encourage voluntary 'nicer:it ion, I would change 1.,y recommendation

to allow funding for construction of integral ed educational parks
in large urban areas. )

Sect ion Thr) Isl.( a of liansportat ion sort iccs cxcep 1 that
no thing in this .Let shah I be construed to require the I ranspnrItt-
t ion of students to overcome racial imbalance. one of the great-
est sins of 1/3p Sclininist rot ion is its failure to reconize that it
is trip iiroErars it t cud of III, t,us Yid(' W11 (11 ;11'0 NI! er1,:ci

nod rot the bus ride itself. Put en that hl Ind spot and tlo
result ing I inch tat inns, the provision as now written should he
I)cnelicial, Howevee, the original Idministral toll proViSj 011 510(1!
would trot only 11,,V, rut (nit 117, t olonioty efforts of lois) n:!. to
ct er( one tat 101 imi,alance, 'Cut would not hats' prlmittcd 1,s)),
in cf lnat lens s r.,,11111 11, 1. t 1)1,111y Ho-
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I ond i tor 111" et-nivat lod re,paJ repient of :section 7(11)(5) 1,111,1!.

not ttry yell developed,
Scet ion 15(1:) fll.St plc,' yr apraii;s or projects

wide]] meet the putTuses of this tel 'till s sect hdt should be

removed onmplel ol y or gluon speciIIci about 'he Li nds of pin tints

"that the Secr1'f ;Ivy Would cons i it r,s 1.11t: 1 Ito purposes of

this Act.
tide lrod, the sett i I it po int s jos,i diselesett,

tilt 0 1.4.1' rir+), rc Ii-t'(11 j 1.111,11 it-itliii 141111i1,6ered,

tl 1, v., is 111, ?11111 1o1 111 i 1 ,,t01111, 111'09Y 1,..1 III it 1 1 1110

1x11, el 1,1IdAZI, A I tI 1 /11C, 01. it arc VC/ 1 She'd j/. 1

j.Ltneer tied Colt i it 1,01 r 0110 fr.111 .1111ri foi Ili. poor

11,itils I t. is 101 fait lit 11,1,, 1,04,1 1111'01 i l) thtLiii 1

(-110 1:1- 11.1111,11 a ,11:1111.0 f01' a 41(41,11( II'iri111t rlrutd, fc od, 11,41-

, 01111 111101-ai - ir.1111;1111ry (-Atilt Ali 1011. If 1110110 is Ok(-11 t I :111

am of 1.11''S' 111.0,,,.111,1S It wilt Only coof it PI 11, saspt, inn that this

VI AS /1,1111 II!' 1,n1 111. 11 ,;/ 11.111c f,01' 111P 1111 111 101,or 1,11110 11:1.1.

1A11., A' is it 1,,f/ 11, 1,1 1,I7C11',1 lira

int 1 r w1 001, 711,1 Si /, ',fly 1,470.

I 'it i i oitto-,),-;,1 111111 of the 71 oi Ii 111¢ owe-. In Ile'
two., thd 1 ro ,illy Ilut. 111011111, I0 .11111...,..11, 1!1 rn1ill

illi011111 I 11'1 11,11 de/ I e,- thin :ill C1 1 11 i1'711 11'111 1111 I t11 roecl,111 sPl

101' III 0t c5,i111! 111,111 i1 .11 /11115 tII hill flow! l eitt pi In' !c
det ill lri thin i 11 this 511 r 1 If 1,1.-,,,. r, i t is lii!dIt
yie. 1111101.1e Jbetile, tilt ILI I I 1ti :11. 11 1 1'111 111,1115 1 1,111 1.1.1, .11,1

.1 11.11 /I, II i I r51 1.1 . o'1,4 a /1IPLI r oltoi/L, 1.', I, Oil,' /,/ Of/ /Ii/,

060
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ait a t morn t o rel. 1 he mono'. 1)10 1 1 lioty I 0 du e10t (11y 411111

to to -- Title T is any lesson -- rei!arilless of the project

proposals which wil 1 he aauely drawn. se, there is n real
likelihood that the money wi I I he used 10 the S011111 to C

S1.1111e111.S lei thin nominally doseirreaated schools.

Tlit Filly, is is the prolil oil of drafting guile]I los goinm

to hi.. lilaticil't Vho 1.7alti. 10 hula rci,pons il), i ly for
aril chili in ill it ho dwie? Iii th the ex iwai,tloss 01 the

clicil?i11Iy section of the Ail, the ido 1 tiles Lynne IL(, pHs;

it; ;aloiattt ;J:I.0C1 1,1, 11:0 e

1'1111'111, 1111011 1!..1 111, 1',./ 1 e el the 1.41;,11 (111,(.111 ionnl

goidinc i:1,111j 110110? .1 stoiy veto vntilii aad el en the

hooit of I Iteci rl1st it Litt 1117 the Nolte, is 11111,M1L111 II the

?ft 5151 issippi c-.porioto 1:111, Hilo I roads 10 aii in,lii at Loa.

fifth, 1,100 1,01.1010; 1,11101 10e01 01'110 0 1 111 5 11.1,1 s tore. 111 101 111

101111 Opplit'ill 1 017S? the St.'('I'f'1111'' tutu them 1/011/ (11111 1'0,11 I 01;11

the money to other slatts lrilli worthy pcolect s if it 1st 1 iris in

n foil la it et the t trio ilood I Ole, say Sept c0phec

I or the "i1701 mill ion, 111 S1110111 1 1 ill!: arlil 11 ,11 14112, 1..1111 1110

Sccrrt,l)s reid 11.11-,111.2 111.01ley le ,.ttlll, MAJ. 01 ';1 le 1:4,0111 10,1, c,

oat i 1(.,1 Co ol1 1e1' 5110111'0 111;11 lull l e1111.,ilt ed 11o011 appl ical ions?

1.,"..1111101]i oil or 001s,:ot0 pi elS 110. Loo!1

made in 01 del to 1510)11 in he use of money tinder flits the

st ahys, wast 1., and 011110es of the past ? there seems to

Leen tilt le ci ililat hat of what Is xolhinC alai wIta I Is not /lief

IIt1Ie 1,11 .111 ,1 1 1 011 pir1e 1:1 Int! 11W 11,' of 1111S 1,1110 In
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doplicote otlu r progranls, Nally of the oolhorilrd oefililies in

Section 6 arc activities already authorl/od in otilot education

legislation, llas anybody looked at the othtv pr3grams and Titles

to sec if they art, effective? For instanr,c, teacher treiniml

is supposed to be the main thrust of the idneation Pronssions

Development Act, What kird of trairing have they been conduct-

ing, n210 where? HOW effective has it been?

tocher lrainine, SI permitted (older the lweraeniy School Aid

let, he different? 1 1111 t ant hor i /es the parchoso of till

nnfl r, In vat inn (11111 1,111110 OM, ii i,111,11 Iarill I ie.. $11%11,101

1,,milior 1,10 Hilo 1 hr,...s (Lit S,,n11,ein

and Northern school districts have ],ouch( massive an,nnts of

oquiprlont, lilt} sh,r10 Ibey b permitted still more torlie thlt.

Art? torthoe, th,ve i, no logii:0

egnipinemi ard ma1iag de,..eprei,ation wort., Sorb Iniollnol oNpondi-

tures tor reorianitio! 000 h' paid for o,7I

funds,

of 1, ,9 I

If this pct is 10 be 0 seat step I osai feed at in.:,

inluprotioil, it novels to gel oil' 10 41% goorlo as stirolo, and as (-tear

a start as possible, ibis sill ti.0 a lot of Vosl.

the 011.1 stale and local sibool ollieials, hat

If this Find of effort not pit into this tut, thin Ibis It

will be nolhire more ib.ln a candy tlu for 1110 pain 01 doin

what should have lea done lone ogo, and another slap in the

fwe to those oho have strureled aeo,nst intolerable ,ouditions

to a(1111(e 1,1,N1 nos 411500 right tolls th,Ars.

OW)
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III its prcsent 1orr1 and hi 1 0...1.1 or 1 110 issues

1(110(e, I Qiipur,o 1/0111110 511,7, I would s 1 ror,rzly

major redrof 1 111! of on) bi1I to procido money to LI(''seerrtat

districts 1 :16111 would priority to tlw fol 1 owing 0 01.`11 :

(1) I SIII1j1,11'l of 1:10IS11rl'S to ilesoLco,!iii

hos(' lllslrilts of. t-,t . of (Ai i 1 111111 Mot 1110

11111 r, 1). 111 11,111 01.1,1 illl110 and Id 1bon1 fcdrrot 1,111110. IL is

coo IP. 110111 111,11L:11 111'01 1,1 ill!! 1 or 1,,, io,s In py j

/ ;00'1'1 S I0 01,11, 101111 s in 1111.s1 dislriris,

(') .'11,Ii1(11i11.; 11i 1 111 'or i y net s

1:101,1 1,011 111- 11(1i s ( 1,11(1110 i 11 1,1,11 dos !!I .., 1

djStl ill. With 1'1:17 11i -1 oW1,(11i,i ly

to 11(1p plat, i1 r,1 I 11:1'111 moo i 11,11 III I this 011,1 ollyl

'('11 x111 co111 010 pril!!1,11,,s. 1 Ill, ser;. 1.0,:'11 t t 4.i. sll '1111 I1'

(.1.1(41 11111 '10 11.11111:, 111111 (01,11,1i 111 N,

111111' 010111 111 II il SI 1",/11: 1.11111111 1111 11r1:1ill 0111 1'111111 l't -

11112111 so 1 bat ;II 1 elonwilis in On1111,11 ily ( 11 110 ro,;Fe, int 0,or,1

rind 011(.11 LT1)01111,1ily to port if I ird e 1111 de( ol opr,,,nt of pror1n11s.

(P) VIlhody i-ca I ly krous ti lal will r.,;.1 ly wail:- to Clot

1'01 11,11 1 001111 11111. 1 101111(1 !..1 1'011'1 ly 11111,11 ill, ;1 r,, loll 1111 1 1 1.11

1111,1 1st f1 in11111 (Opli r 11,11.111;1 1 1 rogr0ws 1a 110 1,11,11

is ii, lid: r,11' N0i,117-1,, 1 1,011111 117114 (1111011071,1) 01 ho 1111 OW.

01' t1,11 111'101/ ill ous 1C1/11.1 ,` this 1,1,11111 101:1 1 1Y 111(1'121;111 C.;

1 W011111 1.111.0111:11!1, 1111 (.1 i slri(I 111111100E v1,1 '.11111 111.11111 111

10(1;11 ly 1,0;10.11 or1010 ill!' ill (('11:0111:011 (11-1,011 alias; 1 x00111 I y

(es: 11,o111,1 hi,ols in L1112,1 1,11,, 111 s 1 I I C's ix-11,,,1 1?.

1,(111( it 1 Iwo ifl it,1 1 1.-111;if I. 0111,101 11 1 1,1 will ill 1 I';11 I 14111 t
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ilo. ii..i, c . i 1,..; 1 toii,11,1 11.'0. in I lit ._.ci: hic,i,i1

t'olci.oti's ihti,o, Col Si t+ i i i-O.to, ikos,l. i i-vill.Ti-ii,. eiti.l...i iciii to

kicteri,io., 10..( I -., tit'', l'
1.;

li,m,f icial in cam iit i outil

riiitl in .:iii iii I i v iiig. i rli-,,,, ti I lio iiiipi 1 i. I io,INtil; I iscolli3 It!.
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1,11, ,,,$1,111 OHO, 10i i.1.1.,1 4.11,0,i1 111 jilt ,',1.111,1 qet i 11,i!!, iiliti
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WASHINGTON RESEARCH PROTECT ACTION COUNCIL,

Waxhinylon, D.C., June 4. 1970-
Memo to: Files.
From: Marian Edelman.
Re Emergency School Air Act of 3070Senate bill MSS.

A great deal of skepticism prevails In the :dark community as to the trim
intent and po,silfie impact of this legislation on school desegregation. In part
this stems from the President's school desegregation message which most blacks
viewed as not supportive of their flints and goals. In part it stems from lack
of consultation by government °Metals of black people and others knowledge
able about school desegregation In time South in drafting the legislation and
planning use of the money. in part also, it stems from past experience with
ether grant-in-aid programsmost particularly Titles I a MI 1Vand the re-
sulting abuse of these program monies as well as distrust In IIEW's and this
Administration's will and capability of truly enforce real desegregation. The
fe.kr is, then, that this money, particularly the first Slrin million, is a political
buy-off for the South which will receive the bulk of it without any controls
iir real benefit to the cause of desegregation. The burden rests on the Adminlst rd.
lion to show that this mimes is not simply going to he more of Tale I and Title
IV. In other words, how is this money going to he differently client of effort
desegregation, and not just be used by tenni school districts at will?

MAJOR QUESTIONS REYAIN TO BE ANSWERER

1. Where is the money coming from? I, along with sevennt other civil rights
people, have ocked this question of staff on the Agnew Commit tee and 1111W
staff without receiving on answer, We fire concerned that it r,ot come from other
programs for the poor and minorities such as Model Cities. OEO, Food Stamps.
etc. It is not fair to make poor and minority chltileon choose between a chance
for o decent neighborhood, food, Iteadstart and nondiscriminatory education.

2. IVA Of is going lo be the oriminfeirotire atrvelore dixpeniteR !rift, thr
money? Who specifically will approve applications? What will the mechanism
he for dispensing the :$150 million? The e1.31 billion I There Is some indication that
Title IV bony be used to administer this money. The consensus of people knout-
ligenble Shout desegregation is that this would be extremely ur.desirable. The
structure of Title Iv (national. regional, and state centers) is extremely f WS.
bersome and Title IV's reputation in dealing with desegregation is one of ex
treme conservatism, Title IV has proved in the black community's view to he
a disaster, and to odd to it additional money would not be in the biterest of
desegregation. Minimally. before any consideration Is given to using Title IV
as a vehicle, a thorough evaluation of Its effectiveness should be conducted and
assurances made that the problems in its administration and personnel can be
corrected. There exists also the real question of the capability of This IV

iff to administer a new rind ranch larger program. The Title 11' budget is
about $13 million. To lake on Immediately the additional Minim) of administer-
ing the t!Ifio rultliou during the summer art the larger sum when it is appropria-
ted would require substantial additions and staff changes Additionally. Title IV
has few blacks employed at lire regionnt and center levels land some of
few that an employed arc not respected in the black community). nor are most
Title IV people specialists in school desegregation. .\ further nrgiimmit aLainst
using existins agencies within IIEW to nftretnister the Si red rnflllon 1 or the larger
sum) is that the Inteness of the appropriations for 1111W has re,nited in a
htige backup of fends In most programs, and is the processing of apnlications
from states. It is unlikely that still 'mother huge pot of money to administer can
be efliciently done on top of rill the oiler money that still remains to he dis-
pensed. The same argument holds trt,e for the steles which trill be receiving
various sums of money through oilier education programs, It Is questionable
whether states will be able to come up with creative and effective plans to the
tin c designnted for obligation of the $17,0 million.

It npperirs, after lengthy discussions, that the hest chance for eacettve nd-
mintatnttton of this money would be the establishment of a new unit within
IIEW, in the office of the Secretary, with direct responsibility to the Secretary,
and with a new staff. In this way responsibility can be pinpointed. 11 should
not be placed in the Iiiireau of Elementary rind Secondary Edocation within the
Office of Educalli in order to avoid the extra layer of bureaucracy.
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1, Is if possible to use the $150 million !cell between core and seplember 30,
1970! The hest entimeies are that approval from the Congress of the $150 !Mi-
lton will route by the end of June, if Jill go,e,, well. That hooves three months to
obligate 1130 entire 11111011Ni. i do not that an efficient structure and !cash-
anises for processing applications or well thought out priorities can be devised
within IIEW in this short time. Moreover. it is highly question:tide whether You
will get any decent plans from states and a real danger exists of cantle.' applica-
tions seeking to do the noinimmn to get the money. States are likely to do what
they wild to do -if Title 1 IF any lessonregardless of the project proposals
which will be vaguely drawn. Wc, se, there Is a real likelihood that the money
will be used in the South to resegregate students ivithin nominally desegregated
schools.

NVItat kind of regulations will I" %%Hite!' for the $1:10 million and for the $1,35
billion? Iloiv soon? NVili they build in safeguards Jigaltist wrists and :ouse.
especially is the South, and :mild in specific criteria for use of the money to
discourage poor projects Icing submitted? Can guidelines he done well within
the next few weeks in .rder to dispense with the ,toner in the time allotted?

Si) far, i have been nnalcle to get a clear indication of who has principal draft-
ing alitlic .tity for the gaidelines. and 1 certainly get not sense in discussing safe
plants, that enough detailed thought has been given to these or to priority pro-
grams that ought to he supported and programs that ought to be avoided? A
further technical question is whether the President has to sign the regulations
fax they are referred to in the till)? Will the go;ernment Interagency Commit-
tee have to pass on them? If so. what additional tinie requirements do these steps
Impose?

4. 11 is unclear what tic role (Seetion 7 (a) (2)) of ttic slat: educational agency
in regarding applications. Will they have a veto? What specific rde will the
states have in dealing with tills money? Whit Is tile strut titre at the state level
that will relate to this money?

5. Section 4 (G)What happens when local school distrietn conic in with bad
aPPlieotionn! Can the Secretary turn them down and reallocate the monrg to
other stoles with worthy projects! if districts In a stale fall to meet the time
deadline, say September 3n. for the .$150 million, in submitting applications, can
the Secretary then reallocate money, to which that state would have been en-
titled, to other states that have sulornil tell good applications?

6. Ina,' evaluation of existing programs ban been made in order to scold the
inintahen. reatic and abuse that bon occurred in the one of sonic of thin money?
if in 'corking and what in not? What thoughtful consideration has gone into
preventing the use of MIA money to duplicate 11cr programs and how ft will
PPeellteally relate ti incccatting and ritainteCting desegregation f For Instance, It
seems foolhardy to talk ahem( additional money to Title IV without hiving node
an assessment of how Title IV has been working. Many of the rettlutt !zed Beth-
Hies in Section of lilts bill are activities that an already authorized In other
education Iegish iloli. Has anybody looked at the other programs and Titles to
tee If the:: are effective? For instance, teacher training Is supposed to be the matt'
thrust of the Education Professians Development Act. \Vitra kind of training
Lave they been condlict lag, and where? llow effective has it been? Dow will the
leacher training. if permitted under the Emergency School Aid Act, be different?
This loll authorizes the piirelmse of equlloment and renovation and mobile edlca
Donal facilities. Anybody familiar with Title I knows that most Southern school
districts and Northern sc6001 districts have bought /1111011MP of eqiiiti
!tient. Why should they too permitted still 'more muter this Act. Further. there Is
no logical relationship between sleeking equipment null making desegregation
work. Such minitual expmulltures for reorganizing facilities van he paid for out
of Inca, funds.

Wit sT MUST IRE DONE?

Minimal criteria 511i0111,1 be drafted which ivoilld spell Pitt which districts
would be eligible f.or fluids and which lint In insure that tiritorily will he given to
those districts title will use It best based on n resin) of Jecent effort towards
ilesegrega lion rind to ilisr-odi age recall, itrant illtricts from applying. This will
also lessen the 'missive attic i!oist ratIve harden of processing hundreds of inojet t
application. i his Funimer.

The itohlelines should exdcole from fowling:
Ii Shool districts still operating tinder freedom of choice plans:

, 6
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h. School districts where state and local fund allocations or mIllage have
been lowered in the last two years (there is it trend toward tl is in the South
with the incicase of the private school movement and the use of federal
alones to supplant the lessened local support for public schools) ;

e. School districts in which there have been firings and demotions of black
teachers and administratois, or which have imposed new teacher ,pialitica
thins not heretofore required that have the resuli of forcing many black
teachers out of the system:

d. School districts timt have refusnd and/or failed to take advantage of
federal programs designed to help the poor and minorities such as School
Lunch, Title I, etc.;

e. School districts thnt are maintaining segregated classes within schools;
f. School districts which have instituted new procedures which have the

effect of resegregating pupils 'there n re a sntstantial number of these school
districts which have instituted tracking and/or sex Fepardion as a result of
cbsegregatIon orders, and which impose tnitiou foes heretofore not required
which principally affect poor black pupils) ;

g. School districts with unupdated court order plans ;
School districts is states which perinit tax deductions to private school

attendees;
I. School districts which have chosen sitks for new school construction to

perpetuate segregation:
J. School districts which have closed down acceptable black schools rather

than send white pupils to them;
k. School districts which have transferred or sold equipment to private

schools.
.4 Kfiiori:cd Activities in the While norexclusive, Section (I outlines certain

things for which money can be used. Indeed, the way they are drawn up, they
will be subject to abuse awl to resegregation devices, Taking them one by one,
ninny more specifies must be spelled out if the looney Is not to go down the drain
or achieve t he cqmosite purpose:

Section 6(a) Proviglons for additional personnel or other staff members and
the training or retraining of staff. Titles I end IV have been doing this, as well
as the Education Professions I kwelopinent Act, The concept of training has been
merely to have a few stnff seminars by whites for whites which has made very
little practical difference in understanding or improving the desegregation proc-
ess. Secondly, there has been much evidence of use money simply to pa, already
existing teachers, giving them a different title, but 'ittle different function. Fed-
eral money has been used to equalize black teachers' salnrles which Is the states'
burden (in other words, to supplant state money). I (,in think of very few needs
for additional staff and professional members incident to desegregation, and such
ns they are should Iv terilly spelled out in order to ward oft misuse:

(I) Conimuniiy relations staff specifically designed to educate and help tile
community In planning and a 'Unsling to glen egrega III II.

(2) Sew In drivers where arlililonni busing is required under the de.
segregation plan.

(3) Teacher aides and t-ri nsportn ion fo: these aides with the priority
being given to placement of lwrents which would he nn additional link of the
community to the schools.

(4) Culdna.'e counsellors that cant 51501fIvrilly relate to the problems of
black children in white sehools, as there have been complaints front many
black pupils about the harsh, insensitive treatment ;tom white counsellors
about their daily problems and caret,. concerns.

(ii) hiiring of special black studies professors or those capable of leach.
ing black history, etc., which does not now exist In white school!.

(G) Eater on in this paper is a stron,r recommendation for the establish.
merit of hi-racial corium:nay committees that would help plan and ap-
prove applicathins and monitor nod evaluate the use of this money. One
would like to see these committees with Finn so that they can be truly
effect Ire.

(7) There are more than 200 schm I districts not in compliance which hose
been (vont Mg for y ears without federal funds. The lack of resources In the
privnti sector and the lack of capability or the unwillingness of the Justice
licpartinent to take ntlie,n against these districts re.mlis in the perpetw
tion of segregated seta ri systein. .1(l-etthl thousands of chihiren. These
districts should be desegregated forthwith and a mechanism should ba
worked cut nod /or a percentnge of the money set aside for either appointing

42 -- 2 0-70- 1.4
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counsel or providing subsidies for private lawyers or legal services to bring
0.segregation suits in these noncomplying districts.

Section 6( h)"ltcniedh1 and other services to meet the "'pedal needs of
children in sahools . . . including special services for gifted and talented chit
dren in such schools" This Is mold. - more than an invitation to use federal
money to pay for testing and tracking, nd therefore resegregation, Moreover.
there is Title I which is supposed to pi, vide remedial help for mho-Ries and
poor children. Tile only use for which m Would allow more to be dispensed
under this section would be to hire after-school tutors, perhaps parents or other
students, to help those who need it. (Note Edgaville, S.C,, tracking phut and their
anticipation of the use of this money in f tutlieran,e of such Maio

Scelion G(e)In addition to the guidance counSellirs tnentioned above, one
of the great needs Is for student support tictiitles. Comersalions with black
students from various darts of the South indicate that much of the disruption
and possible viOlellee tale fall will come from tile failure of school systems to en
compass blacks in their concert of integration, I.e., to understand thpt ',clacks are
no longer willing to come to v bite schools solely on white terms ar to view- them
as "white schools." These children are conceroed about maintaining their iden-
tity and gaining respect for what they are In their new environment. They want
to be free to wear Afro hair-dos ;mil dashikis, to pallicipate in extra-curricula
activities fully, to have n fair chance In homecoming elections, have a chance to
participate In student government elections and hats them reflect their prescace,
and not have there elections conducted the year talon', etc. There Is no greater
need than to have fair grievance procedures that these students can relate to.
More than 300 black children, and unfortunately sonic of them the most bright
and Imaginative, have been expelled from ',chords on Issues such as these in the
last year and have remained out of school This should he avoided at all costs.
Fairness must prevnil, and the special needs and growing militancy of blink
and Chicano students must be recognized and responded to. 31core(Poer extra sup-
port for tolackwhite student activities In an effort to get them to know each
other better must be devised and Foppurred where possible. if students could
be brought together 'luring the summer to discuss expectations and potential
problems, it would be very worthwhile.

Section 601)-1 nm nuclear as to v..hat this section means, but hope that the
kings of protects permitted would ho floated to rewriting textbooks that would
fairly reflect the history awl status of blacks, providing books on black history,
black art, poetry, etc. (even though this Is what Title II can theorettornily do).
The purchase of audinvisual equipment, etc., bears no real relationship, to
desegregation and many school districts stocked situ on Chic with Title i money
anyway.

Reelion GM 1 ant skeptical about this section !Ind whether eny,hing really
intagitratire will come out of it but I assume what is meant is the Coleman
idea of multi-site activities and the possible establishment of joint cultural and
physical education programs. which "Itiairen from all schools coutd attend.
none should volition fig-0111st these becoming the curls aad used Instead of
recorgnolzing school systems. where ;n- stile. to permanently desegregate.

Sr-ction oa11)--1 ac,initl delete this section completely. if one cant delete it.
then one should limit it In a very small percentage outlay 'less than (The
Southern interpretathon of 'remodeling has recently inward building fences
nra's : .11 lack schools to keep white children assigneol to Mack schools out of
black neighborhoods, and painting bathrooms in Hack schools to intake them
more accept tale to whites I ielleo.e that expooscs of renovation Incident to
de;ogregatIon are few and that local school districts (an and should meet
expenses for the vary minor Alterations that would wane in the normal course
of lousiness. Mobile classrooms nre hated In the black community became what
they reflect nre tempornry and substandard n(Mi(Ions to white so-hoots Olio
are overcrowded because of the failure and refusal by sos,ie ',Afoot officials In
assign white handl% In adequate black school buildings. So they close good Nock
schools and halt Mark (hild-en in mobile cinsorootai units at the overcrowded
white schools.

It is unclenr whet`aer or not construction is permitted under this AM. While
It Is mat specifically mentioned, it Is nowhere spec iflenlly fothidden, and It is
strongly urged that not one nickel he given fur construction. Title I money has
been heavily used in some cases towards constructing new facilities tor comatire
Mack hi-pities with white ones and therefore perpetuate FrgiTgIllon

olUo)---Discus.lons reflex t that we conic) live o ith this provision. but
not with the (original Admintstintion's lousing proislon, t-,t only

.211A
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cut cat, as we read it, the voluntary efforts of busing to overcome racial im-
balance, but may nut puma money for busing in situations such as Los Angeles.
(Unless an educational purpose would be scrved'il Imagine the confusion this
will bring ti

Ncctioa. 6(1t)--Tills, should be spelled out in very specific terms, and I would
hope it would wean primarily that nonprofit groups from the Jackson v.itite
mothers who organized In l9til to save the public schools to black groups in-
volven In clesegregt.tion efforts would be fundable under ibis provision. And it
wou:d be helpful If have been considerably weakened sime deseg-
regation, could be revitalized.

don't know what "special mindaistrntive activities sun h ;Is
rescheduling of students or teachers" means, and I would strike It. 'I he only
p pssibility I can think of would be when there Is large scale desegregation in
the middle of the year such au occurred in Jannars in districts affected by the

lc:ander v. !robots decree, and it Is unlikely that this is ill oche again. It Is
interesting to note tha "te local school boards managed to do it without federal
help, aunt I would leave way.

Sectforr alb and 10-4 don't sa3 much and should be spelled out in sic(ilics.
and I would rer..ore completely or give specific indications of the hinds of
programs thet tin Secretary thinks would meet the purposes of this Act such
ns the creation of educational parks or later-district funding, I.e., predominantly
black and white districts working out cooperative arrangements.

A .strong and mandatory !prod-don should be Included In the pct for the (Tea-
don of 1»-racial committees elected by the respective communities to be Involved
in the planning and npnrov.l, monitoring and evaluation of these applications
and lii t. es pcnt111.1re of he money. Such a strt:2ture is our beat hope for effective-
ness. Title I less a provision for advi3ory committees, but It has not been ,veal
enforced. Moreover, tunny (curls are appointing bl-racial committees to oversee
Atool desegregation plans.

In &Milton, a strong public information requirement should be foils Lit WILL II
would insure that the applications nra open to the community, and simple
uppeals procedures ehould be built In la allow community people to protest
bad and loademinte plans or failure to strand money ns approved. Cirtoff prod-
:zions of district funds should be .-.Tiltert late the guidelines where school pits-
trick fall to carry out the approved projects or to conform with the law,

Finally, there should he a reporting requirement that local school distrIcts
shall report on the operation of projects and the progress of these projects lip
furthering desegregation to /IblW and to the appropriate committee of Congress.

A few foal comment,: The thrust of critera fhould not be to reward those
itSJ have resisted awl penalize those who have attempted to comply In food

faith. S,haol 411sIrIcti that have voluntarily desegregated should have 'awns
donbleconitted as well as others.

It may be aald that little of what has been stated here Is new. Maybe. lint
it has riot been dens awl other similar program criteria contained in Title I
and IV guidelines have been weakly, If at all enforced. One need only loot
nt the practices. Many of the prohibitions Ft:Jell here are not specifically pro-
Whited elsewhere. Since this is new money, supposedly dedicated to 'pushing
desegregation, it shonid gel MT to kfk good, as strong, nod as clear a start as
possibh, That Is. if people are scrtotr, 0,o(1. achieving something real,

Senator PELT. The final witness is *.-- Frances Sussun. director
of the .1fulti-Cultiire Institute in San

Senator Murphy, n member of this subconnaitiee and the full com-
mittee, warmly recommended you to us ond asked that we hear your
test mony.

STATEMENT OF FRANCES SUSSNA, DIRECTOR, MULTI- CULTURE
INSIITIITE, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

Slims SussNA. Thank you.
I aim very grateful for the opportunity to appear today. I want to

talk specifically about the features of the bill that provide funds for
"lieW instructional techniques and materials designed to meet the
needs or racially isolated schoolchildren" and for "special programs
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or projects designed to enhance the possibilities of successful desegre-
gation."

I would like to urge you and all who aro concerned with desegrega-
tion to consider the question: "What is successful desegregation?".
I believe it is more than getiing children of different races to sit next
to one another. 1 believe that truly six,cessful and meaningful school
integration must have as a major component methods for causing chil-
dren to relate to their own ethnic identities and to those of the other
children in ways which will benefit and enrich, rather than endanger,
them and their communities.

In the past, educational institutions have often assumed that the
most useful way in which to encourage "Americanism" is to ignore
racial and ethnic distinctions, submerging them in an undifferentiated
general curriculum.

There is an implication that the American ideal required is to
strive to be "more American" by losing anything which distinguishes
us from a nondescript fictional prototype. This concept is disparaging
and detrimental to Americans who do have names, family back-
grounds, group associations, and other characteristics of real people.

Since a major key to every individual's behavior is his self-image,
society cannot afford to ignore an aspect of that image which may be
of great importance in the child's mind.

Whether we like it or not, every child defines himself partially
relation to his racial or ethnic g.roup and alco defines Vint prom)
relation to the composite American scent. Without pnblie involve-
ment. that definition will continue to be acquired on the streets, and
may be inaccurate and unwholesome.

Although we, cannot, prevent any child from exploring his identity,
we can and usually do deprive him of tho tools for exploring it posi-
tively and realistically. This unrealistic huproach has deepened feel
ings of alienation and produced youngsters who have deficient under-
standines of themselves and others.

A child knows if he is different in the, national origin of his parents,
their religious affiliation, or the color of their skin. If he is taught,
explicitly or implicitly, that the less said about this the better, the
effects will be confusion, low self-esteem, and bitterness for the "dif-
ferent" children. and n false sensk of superiority for the other children.

It has too often been assumed that proximity of different groups
to one another will nutomatically result in intergroup understanding.
Very often, it does not.

At present, children can and do go through 12 or more years of
typical schoolingwhether in so,regated or integrated classesand
come out totally unlearned in intergroup relntionsin either informa-
tion or attitudes.

Desegregation nlone is insufficient to prevent the racial and ethnic
distinctions from being used as barriers against intellectual and social
communication.

Efforts to end school segregation are meeting with increasing sne-
ems. Ent if we end our efforts here, will we have achieved a real in-
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tegation? The children are segregated on the very buses that carry
them to their "integrated" schools. And these children, who have not
learned to place a positive, value on either their own "differentness"
or that of others, maintain a most effective segregation within the
school building, within the classrooms whcre we have, placed them
in supposed proximity.

Middle-class parents watch with great concern to see if school stand-
ards will suffer from the influx of ghetto children. We have promised
that they will not. But what, in fact does happen when these "different"
children bring their feelings of shame, alienation, futility, and root-
lessness with them to the shiny school building? Call integration make
good its promise without major changes not in the composition, but
also in the orientation of schools?

And what, do we do about the prejudiced teachers that the child
often finds even in the integrated school? Mitnn .. teachers believe that
children of certain groups are inherently inadequate both in intel-
ligence and character. If the reacher believes the child is inadequate,
no matter what, he may say, he will succeed in conveying that idea to
the child or the other children. New inetlo,ds have to be found of
dealing successfully with all of these situations and these methods
have to be tried in experiment al settings.

I wish to describe one such experimental program, the multiculture
project, which I think has demonstrated the exciting possibilities that
exist for true quality integrated education.

In order to bring about a mora inc..ningful form of integration, the
program does something which at first seems ver: paradoxical. The
MultiCultnre Institute intentionally separates children a portion of
each day to allow each ethnic grainy an in-depth study of its own
ethnic heritage. Shocking as this may be to some, it is precisely what
many of the older children are doing on their own initiative in ever-
i ncreasi ng numbers t hroughout t he count ry.

The tragedy is that they are doing it. with little or no involvement
of the xhools, mid thus iiithout the information and mature think-
ing that well-prep red tea( hers coald bring to the. groups.

The idea of separation is startling at first to some observem but
usually only at first. After all, in any school where a variety of lan-
guages are taught we separate children for certain periods of the day
according to the langoa v., they are studying. As a practical matter.
we cannot teach Aunlarin, Spanish, and so forth to different. chil-
dren in the same mom at the same time.

Fin that', for many groups there is great value in tla opportunity to
talk with teachers and children of their own ethnic, group "among
ourselves about ours^lves and to ex-mine their relationship with
others.

For the child to whom his ethnic identity may be more remote, saf,h
as a third-generaton Ainerivan of mixed Western Enroptian
an inolepth study of one of there. languages and cultures such as
French, may not be as crucial to his self image and ability to achieve
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as it is for the child for whom ethnicity is a don ihmut factor. lIc .,vever.
this child's education can be greatly enriched by such study, and it will
also help him to acquire the concept of the plurality of America in a
nusst positive way.

Wealthy families have always attempted to give their children the
benefit of an at-homeness in another lantrunge rued culture, often by
sending them to foreign schools for part of their studies.

Some have argued that we should teach equally about all cultures.
Amid the present demands by so many ethnio groups for ethnic
studies, one State hoard of education has responded by urging schools
to give the various minority groups "space and treatment com-
mensurate with their contributions". But who is to decide how much
"space and treattnent"each ethnic group merits?

Another approach has heen to st4igest giving a small but equal
amount of time to "every ethnic, group"a nd a very small time, indeed,
it would have to be

It is ns if we were to say in California, for example, that instead of
giving children, throughout the fourth grade, a study of the history,
geography and government of California, we would livide the year
equally, among the 50 States. At the end of the year the children would
probably know almost, nothing about any of the States. But by giving
them an in-depth study of one Stateand very logically the one in
which they happen to be livingwe give them a frame of reference
with which to understand the history, geography, and government of
any of the others.

:hist ns the community endeavors to provide important affective
and cognitive ]earnings relevant to the individnal's identity ns an
"American," a "Californian," a "San Fnmeiscao," the MnItiCulture
Institute provides similar leanings for other important aspects of
his identity, and by so doing, legitimatizes these identities in the minds
of all.

The four ethnic groups with the greatest representation nt the Multi.
Culture InstiOtte are Latin-American, black, Chinese, and Jewish.
The children are fully integrated in the morning for au excellent pro-
gram of general studieswhich also provides special help in English
for those needing itand separated in the afternoon for a study of
their diverse ethnic Impinges end cultures. In a third element, Emit
ethnic. group prepares a program to introduce the others in a positive
and exiting way to its own culture.

We are not concerned with meiviiring one group against another.
Wo are concerned with the children's comprehendiug that every
group liko every person - -is special and inuiortaut and has its own
beauty. Further. that all Americans can and should be enrichtd by
this diversity.

The model program has been extremely successful and has drnmn
the praise of both expert and lay observers. These have included
teachers and parents and educators from many different cities includ
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ing officials of the U.S. Office of Education, civil rights groups, and
from all of the ethnic groups that are involved.

A remit visitor from tue Ford Foundation after observing the
children in their classto ms, on the playground, and in the hinchroom,
said: "Wc have been talking for a long time about something called
quality integrated education. Here, at last, is quality integrated
education."

We, too, have been thrilled at the results. The children have de-
veloped a special love for and pride in their own separate cultures
(and, therefore, in themselves and their families), but without any
narrowness. They are deeply aware of the many other groups that
make up America and are acquiring a wonderful "feeling" for them
an ability to get along with all people. And, interestingly enough, we
see indications that their growing appreciation of self ;ma others tends
to "rub off" onto their parents.

I would hope that sometime the members of this committee could
also see the program in operation.

Before concluding, I should like to comment on the fact that the
bill permits assistance to private as well as public institutions.

I would, of course, agree with Mrs. Edelman's opposition to the
funding of private schools Ivhich perpetuate segregation. Many pri-
vate schools are committed to combating discrimination in all forms.
At the same time, new kinds of programs often have to be tried first
in private schools.

The multicJlture project was so much a departure from present,
practice that it would not have been done initially in the public s,:hools.
But now, having demonstrated its worth miner indeponlent, non-
profit enterprises, it is drawing increasing attention from public
and parochial school teachers and administratorst many of whom 'rave
asked our help in training their personnel in this approach.

I would hope that the bill under discussion would make it possible
for this much-needed program to be brought to the attention of school
systems throughout the country and provide an opportunity for the
institute to respond to those systems which are requesting assistance
in beginning programs based on this model.

I would like to submit for the record. with your permission, three
items:

(a) A list of the concepts aromul which the niulticniture ;nstitute's
curriculum is being developed ;

(b) A reprint of a Header's Digest Wide called "A Black Man
Looks nt Black Racism," in a hich Supervisor Terry A. Francois,
pirsident of the board of trustees, describes what this kind of pro-
gram could do to reduce black racism and white racism;

(c) And a reprint of a statement in the Reconstntctionist by Rabbi
Arthur Abrams of Ilerkeky.

(The information follows:)
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SOME CONCEPTS OF A MULTI-CULTURE CURRICULUM

by Frances Susana

People are Different

1. The United States is a "nation of immigrants.°

2. We have all benefit3d from the rich diversity of our
population.

3. "Different" does not in itself imply "better" or Nome."

People are the Same

1. There is On overriding "humanity" which unites all man-
kind regardless of differences.

2. People of all groups have the same basic physical needs
(e.g. food, shelter) and the same basic emotional and
epiritual needs (e.g. freedom. security, dignity, achieve-
ment .

People are Individuals

1. The concepts of "collective guilt" and "collective pun-
ishment" have wrought much harm throughout history and
still pose dangers.

2. Every individual should be judged on his individual merits,
rather than be prejudged as a member of "natural" groups
(i.e. various groups and associations he was born into.

3. It is important to be able to judge which are situatiohe
in which a person's ethnic background is legitimately a
fact to be considered, e.g. hiring waiters for restaurants
with French or Japanese decor.

Ethnic OMNI are Different

1. Each culture is unique. special end important just es each
individual is unique, special and important.

2. The world is made up of thousands of cultures, each with
its own special beauty.

3. It is exciting to become acquainted with many culture,.

v14
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Bthnio Groups are the Sare

1. Within the history of everz.gro4p we can find some examples
which conform to our present atandardsof ethics end some
which do not, e.g. where men of one croup have benefited
or oppressed other men.

2. Every ethnic group has benefited from contributions of per-
sons who are not members of that group.

3. People or each group have overcome great obstacles.

4. There ere valuable learnings to be gained from each group.

5. Some degree of ethnocentrism cootinues to be found in all
groups.

6. Ethnocentrism has both positive and negative aspects.

The Future

1. Each group has an evolving ideAtity.

2. Every individual in that group has some influence on the
evolving group identity.

3. Group historic', like personal histories, can always be
built upon for better tomorrows.

Empatq

1. Thl feel! s and sensitivities of others are to be respected
even if not always understood.

2. A just person takes es much care to avoid wounding anther's
feelings as to avoid wounding anther's body.

3. The ability to imagine yourself "in someone else's place"
is an important skill, to be developed through role play-
ing and other techniques.

4. It is sometimes good manners to comment favorably to a per-
son on achievements of fro, group of which he is a
although we would not blame him for what we may consider
that group's "fallings."
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5. Yeats that may not be complimentary to a particular group
need not be ignored.

a. However, they should be viewed In the con-
text of all related facts rather than in
isolation.

h. They should not be used in such a way as
to hurt the feelings of anyone, or to deny
him hie rights.

6. A group's freedom to act for its own benefit, like an
individual's freedom, ends at the point where somebody
else's nose begins.

7. Hurting others in order to advance la neither necessary
nor desirable.

8. On the ctritrary, development of compassion and concern
for others enhances personal growth.

Intergroup Relations

1. Building positive relations among individuals and groups- -
whether similar or differentis a constant challenge.

a. Intergroup--cnd other human relations--have
posed challenges in every c.untry and at
every timc.

2. Society is still groping for adequate ways of meeting
these challenges. Each individual has the opportunity
to make 8 contribution in Ois area.

3. Critical and creative thinking can and has solved prOt-
lems that seemed insoluble.

4. Awareness of economic, social, po1ittcsl, and other fac-
tors (both historical and current) is necessary in order
to tneterstand intergroup hostilities and violence.

S. The rapidly growing body of knowledge of the behavioral
sciences also provides insight, useful for human relations
problems.

6. Knowledgeable communication among_ groups is very important,
TMincreasingly so.

7. Intellectual and social relationships across group lines
are healthy and desirable.
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8, Those who attempt to isolate themselves from members of
other groups will find this increasingly difficult in
contemporary society.

a. Those who succeed will be depriving themselves
of certain kinds or personal growth.

R20180)

1. Not only people we may think of as being malicious, but
also our own friens, famil-M, and teacriiiT7:17171we our-
selves--have a loocy of prejudice (and often hostilities
within ourselves) to overcome.

2. It is important to understand this legacy and to recog-
nize its manifestations, the better to deal with them.

3. Every individual enc,untera people who have such hostil-
ities and maybe a vaaTinif them in one way or another,

4. This can and does go in any direction. The sensitive
white person, for example, may be hurt by the nor. -white
who says that "all whites are basically lacking in nom-
pension."

5. Racism is just as wrong, though perhaps more understand-
able, when it comes from persons who have been its victims.

6. We must learn how to deal with these incidents on an indi-
vidual basi., to protect ourselves from pain and/or h.rm,
and if possible, to enlighten the hostile person.

7. Society must learn how to deal with them on a community
basis.

8. Respectful behavior toward our teachers is necessary and
desirable. This does not mean that we should believe or
adopt the attitudes of teachers or anyone elsewho may
refuse to recognize us or others as important and worth-
while individual,.

XMOwlng Yourself

1. Self-respect and self-love are 1,ot "selfish" in a negative
sense, but normal and healthy. We should be able to main-
tain this respect and love, while squarely facing and try-
ing to correct shortcomings.

21`7
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2. Increasing self-knowledge and self-understanding should
be life-long goals.

3. Respect for the gmups we belong to is also desirable and
will hiTFtoward another important goal: understanding
and reopect for other groups and the relation of their
members to them.

4. The history and culture of our ethnic forefathers have
contributed to making us the kinds of people we are.

5. Language learning contributes to the understanding of a
oulture.

6. There is beauty in tradition.

7. Important ideas can be derived from the holidays, rituals,
and proverbs of each group.

8. The myths and legends of each group have a value in that
they are enjoyable for study and give insietts into the
croup, whether or not we choose to 'follow' or believe
them.

9. r,e individual who has knowledge of and familiarity with
many aspects of his group is in a position to choose wisely
those grovp traditions appropriate to his own life.

10. It is possible to be a valuable member of the general soci-
ety while being a knowledgeable and active member of one's
own group.

11. Older people in many families (in some cases including our
own parents) may lack the advantages of education we have.
This ie not uncommon, and Coes not reflect upon other qual-
ities they may have.

a. A value c,..nmon to all groups is respectful
behavior toward our eldars.

12. Each individual is special and important and may have ideas
and talents to contribute. This includes children, even
though It is possible that some adults may fall to recog-
nise this.

13. The individual can choose to adapt to the practices of his
own life those cultural traditions and expressions of his
group he considers most approprlatu for himself end can
also adopt cultural expressions of other groups that may
suit his personality and values.
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&any of the foregoing concepts can and should be used by the
teacher to inspire every child with the knowledge that he affects
both the character and destiny of each group to which he belongs
and of society at large; that he cannot chaose whether os. not to
affect them but only how he affects them; and that this is true
to rome extent even wETTe he is a child.

In general, teachers should seek to:

1. take account of current developments in educational
research and adapt this information to school prac-
tices;

2. stimulate a genuine interest in an enjoyment of learn,
ing, minimizing artifical rewards and punishments;

3. sharpen ability to think creatively and objectively;

Jr. provide for individual differences and encourage indi-
vidual expression and development; and

5. further all aspects of the child's development as both
a happy and socially r, ionsible

and to impart to the children:

1. enjoyable experiences with the group identification; a
"good feeling" about being part of that group;

2. a realistic grins) of the group's common past and pre-
sent, and its potential for contributing to society as
a whole;

3. development of useful a,id creative tools for further
"self- definition" and exploration of their past.

919
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Black Man oks
at Black Racism
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Says the author: "Anyone who has been
involved in the struggle for an integrated America
knows that it takes a certain amount of courage
to stand up to the white man's racism. But after 25
years of this struggle I have come to see that it
may take an even higher courage for the black
community to stand up toand to fight
racism among blacks" A

Black Man Looks
at Black Racism

bir TERRY A FRANCOIS

;.4 I.,- .- f-

;4-ii,si iv. ,v, :`r ;',;'t ,

4 rtt tr'iv1:4 ;I :,,,,,..

TIM PEEBLES was 17 v,hen he
graduated from a California
high school two summers

ago. Ile was bright, well liked ar.d
active in student affairs. For four
years Tim, a Negro, had been on the
school Inter-Racial Council, and
in a -ommencernent speech F. Paid
that ail s' us, black and white, must
learn to get along and communicate
with one another.

Hut, after Tim enrolled at san
Francisco State College, somebody
taught hHit to hate. Ile t :ame a
"brother" in the Black Students
Union, which preaches hostility to

Love, astis e in the f:ght foc civil tights,
Terry A. Francois ini,iatett the lawsuit in
t952 which resulto, in the U.S. Suiceme
Court decision outlawing deliberate seguga
ti"n ir, pub': Messing. 11 304. he Na, the
first black man to gain a scat on the San
Franci 4:0 110.1rd Of
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the white man for creating a "racist,
oppressive society." Last winter,
BSU led a student strike, and for
four months there were violent con-
frontations between black students
and white authorities. On March 5,
the revolutionary rage engulfed Tim
Peebles. Police charge that he and
another student, William Pulliam,
exploded a time bomb in the
school's Creative Arts Building.
When it apparently exploded pre-
maturely, Tim was all but blinded
and his hands were maimed. He
was found drenched in blood, re-
portedly y screaming, "Where is Vil-
ham? 1 gotta get out of here. . . ."

As the story of Timcrippled for
lifeshows, racism now comes in
two colors: white and black. Black
racism is much less recognized, r
understood, but it is just as repre-
hensible, sterile and cowardly as
white racism. Unless we blacks face
this now, and come to grips with its
terrible implications, we are going
to see the tragedy of Tim Peebles
repeated in a hundred different
ways in a hundred different cities.

The Violent Ones. What is black
racism? It is

Harry Edwards, organizer of
last year's abortive boycott by black
US. Olympic team athletes, telling
a symposium at the University of
Missouri.Kansas City that blacks
should order the white businessman
out of the ghetto, and that "if he
doesn't understand, burn him out,
kill him, murder him."

The reign of terrar visited upon
a San Francisco State College teach-

er, Dr. John Bunzel, who ques-
tioned the militants' insistence that
only blacks should teach black
studiesthen found a bomb left
outside his office door, his cars dis-
abled, and his classroom disrupted
time after time by shouting radicals.

Rioting black students threaten-
ing to rock-bomb a Chicago school
bus last spring--for no other reagon
than that the driver and the young
passengers were white. It took a pha-
Ian,. of helmeted police to rescue the
bus and its occupants.

A gang of black youths brutally
beating a white Loy last February
because he had dared to play base.
ball on a San Francisco public play-
ground that the gang had decreed
was for blacks only.

"Whiter is held by the strident
voices of black racism to be the uni-
versal, automatic enzmy, to be op-
posed on all fronts, at all times, at all
costs. Only black is good; white is
always bad. On the basis of color
alone, black extremists reject other
Americans of goodwill.

Sometimes this racism commands
blacks to "return," at least in spirit,
to Africa. In Los Angeles, Ron Ka-
rerga directs niembers of his black-
community organizationnamed,
simply, USto assume African sun
names, learn Swahili, wear Afri-
can-style clothes. When the Dctro;t-
based Republic of New Africa
(RNA) vas formed last yezr from
a number of radical black groups,
its leaders demanded that the State
Department give it too billion in
reparations for "labor stolen during

.922
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slavery and damages suffered lay
blacks from raLial discrimination,"
and also turn over Alabama, Geor-
gia, Louisiana, Mississippi and
South Carolina to RNA to become
a new "Afriu n" nation. Members
pay an income tax to support a para-
military forcethe Black Legion
for "defense" against white resist-
ance to RNA's secessionist goals.

Increasingly, there is talk of the
supposed inevitability of armed con-
frontation of blacks and whites. The
Black Panthers, another revolution-
ary group, openly say that "when
the people move for liberation, they
must have the basic tool of libera-
tionthe gun." In New York, 21
Panthers are under indictment on
charges of plotting to kill police-
men and to dynamite five stores
during the Ea: rer shopping crush.

This militancy feeds on white ra-
cism's historical oppressions. There
have been advances, but as late as
1968 the Kerner Commission report
on civil disor6!rs warned that white
racism was runtinuing to split our
country into v,hite and black worlds,
increasingly separate, increasingly
unequal. One year later, a study
sponsored by the Urban Coalition
and Urban America, Inc., cti us
that the status was mostly un-
changed. Every day .hat goes by
wick:it a reordering of our national
priori6es to mo.int a massive effort
at solving the ghettos' housii.g, em-
ployment and educational problems
gives the black racists that much
more apparent plausibility in preach-
ing their hatred of whites.

4 ,711 0 -10 -

The Widening Gulf. Even so, I
am convinced that as of now the
majority of adult black Americans
do not lean toward racism. Rather,
the real threat comes from the ap-
peal of black racism to young blacks
like Tim Peebles. My own experi-
ence with studentsnotably at San
Francisco Sta,eis a case in point.

During the 195os and the early
I96os, when I was a leader in the
San Francisco branch of the Nation-
al Association for the Advancement
of Colored People,black students fre-
quently invited me to their campas-
es. There was nothing we couldn't
debate. But, beginning in i96.4, I
saw changes in the students' atti-
udes. Increasingly, the blacks said
rhat whites could never be trusted,
were only interested in suppressing

Icksand had to be fought.
I came to fed that many of those

who invited me to their meetings
'ere no longer interested in listen-
ing to arguments in favor of integra-
tion. It was impossible to challenge
anything they said without being
called an Uncle Torn. All who op-
posed the new militancy were vili-
fied as "Oreos" like the cookie,
dark or the outside but white inside.

In the fall of 1964, the militants at
San Francisco State put forward t5
demands. These included an auton-
omous black- studies department,
"open admission" for any black stu-
dent regardless of qualifications, and
the rehiring of a temporarily sus-
pended teacher who was a Black
Panther. I asked their leaders whi:h
of the 15 demands were ,ubject to

0)23
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bargaining. "None," I was told.
."Every one is totally non-negotia-
ble." They were not interested in
working out an accommodation
with the college; their goal, instead,
seemed to be to provoke conflict by
insisting ,n total surrender.

And so viaismcet There were
drnost daily clas' ith police,
more than Goo attestsand nine
bombings. The tenth was the one
that exploded on Tim Peebles. More
than anything else, that seemed to
,hock our community; soon after-
ward, a bargaining* committee, of
which 1 was a member, brought
about a compromise that all parts
of the university cou:u agree on.

Pride Perverted. If you analyze
that confrontation, you see how
black racism perverted %%hat began
as an eminently he' by develop-
ment in this count y the birth of
black pride. I welcome that prideful
biack consciousness, because with-
out it there can be no true integra-
tion. As a leading jis ehiatrist put it
"Before you can integrate, you need
an identity to integrate." But once
you've said that black is beautiful.
what then?

How does that slogan h 1p a
youngster whin is flunking out of
sshoo; What good is that slogan to
the young men on *h: street corners
who are out of work? Here, then,
lies the real indictment of black
racists: 1 hey find it easier to curse
Whitey than to face the tough fact
that to take a meaningful place in
America the young black has got to
learn to do something that society

294

needs and is willing topay for. When
black racists reject this simple truth,
saying instead that color alone gives
a man dignity, they are running
away from the great challenge of
creating a single Am rica in which
people of all colors have equal op-
portunities to live, work and play.

True, achieving that goal will be
tough and demanding. It will re
quire the white community to make
a far greater adjustment than it has
yet made to the needs of the black
world. But it will alao require blacks
to understand that it is no longer
enough merel/ to preaest past in-
dignities or to assert an air of st.-
periority. If black people embrace
separatism, as psychologist Kenneth
Clark has made so clear, they will
achieve by their own actions what
white segregationists have never
been able to accomplish: a society
defined and structured /..y race alone,
with the minorities sealed A* in
glyitos of hate as well as color.

RCMP!: Course. The real ivue
now is: Now do you motivate people
who are out of the mainstream to
try to lead productive lives? I low
do you equip them with the pride
and courage to compete for a mezn-
ingful place in the world?

For the black man there is only
on_ perm: -neht solution: realistic,
humanitarian education, In San
Francis.o, I believe that we are pio-
neering a way to accomplish Mat.
We call it the Multi- Culture Insti-
tute, a nen/ kind of school based on
the idea that the first responsibility
of any individual is to find nut who
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he is, and then to ac-.ept himself for
what he is.

The reason public education has
so failed our black youth is that it
never understrod bow the Negro
child's emotional problems about
his color interfere with his ability to
learn. The white world relies on the
family as the vehicle for transr iit-
ting to the young its goats, aspira-
tions and a sense of achievement.
But for blacks slavery destroyod the
institution of the family, a disaster
that we are still trying to recover
from. Many black families in our
urban ghettos are so chopped up
that they cannot be counted upon to
convey dignity, hope and reason to
their children. As a result, the black
child often comes to school with no
positive selfimage, no idea that it
can be nice to be black, no apprecia-
tion of his black culture. The
inevitable consequence is a severe
motivational ',lock; he sees no reason
to pursue education because it is

basically so im'evant to him.
When the Multi-Culture Institute

opens this fall, over t5o youngsters
from various ethnic groups will be
accepted for kindergarten and the
lower grades. The children will
learn their academic subjects to-
gether. But at certain periods they
will be separated on the basis of
ethnic background to allow them
time to learn about themselves, and
to examine their relationships to

others, all under the guidance of
trained teachers. At other times they
will assteable in combined classes so
that each group can teach the others
about itself.

My first reaction to these ideas
was negative. All my mature years
I ha,e worked for an integrated
America, and these ideas seemed
contradictory to that ideal. But I
came to see that this program en-
visioned a more realistic form of in-
tegration than we had contemplated.
Learning positively about them-
selves and their heritage will enable
lack yo ingsters to go into the world

with a i.ecare identity and motiva
tion to achieve. Is this teaching per-
sonal and racial pride? Certainly
but a ,onstruciive pride that causes
one to respect the distinctiveness
of others, as well as of himself. And
we hope that we will deteznstrate
how our approach is adaptable to
public schools everywhere.

To me, this is the course of reason.
11-1 these troubled days, when pas-
siors run high and frustrations
aboand, what real power we black
people can muster as a minority
must be coupled with the utmost in
good judgment, or else we shall
surely perish in disarray.
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A PLUFALISTIC DAY SCHOOL

(Reprint of a letter to the Editor of Reconstructionist, May 20,1970)

To the editor: It is Vonic that your article: "Proposal For a Pluralistic Day
School" March 21, 1970, should have arrived just the same week that I visited a
unique experiment in education culled the "Multi-Cultural Institute" in Sar.
Francisco. This non -profit school provld 3 an opportunity for n heterogeneous
groliping of claPtIren to learn together in an integrated setting, and also to gain
awareness of ethnic identification.

The school, which is housed in a complex of buildings which used to be a
Jewish orphanage, was founded by Frances Sussna, who once directed the
Brandeis Day School in San Francisco. in my interview with her, she explained
the aims and goals of her school, which included the preservation of the ethnic
identity of Black, Jewish, Chinese, Japanese, and Mexican-American children
by treating them both as members of the larger society and of their specific
ethnic groups.

How fascinating! Here is an answer to the problem of living in pluralistic
America as American and Jew, American and Black, etc. Tills program has
tremendous pcksIbilities for creathg a whole new concept in public schGol
education.

I visited the classes. In the morning the children, all of young elementary
ages, were grouped together for instruction in general studies. There was plenty
of interaction. After lunch the groupings went according to ethnic identification.
One class for Vie Chinese children was being conducted in Chinese. The room
reflected the heritage of China. A Nstionalist Chinese Flag hung on the wall.
Another class for the Black students was having a lesson in Swaliill. A Jewish
ethnic class was Preparing a play "Simple Simon Says' in Hebrew. The room
was decorated with symbols of Jewish Holidays and of Israel. It was like our
weekday afternoon Hebrew Schools, only mere so.

I discovered that the children not only became more aware of the poetry-.
literature, language and history of their own heritage, but also learned to share
the culture of others and to appreciate a pluralistic approach t, American
culture and history. No longer were they shy about their own Identity. but also
felt more natural about Blacks, Jews, Mexicans, etc.

The "Multl-Culture" Institute is drawing considerable attention in the Bay
Area frora school districts which are looking for new ways to cope more success
fully with a multicultnre approach to learning. This idea may revolutionize
education in America. Instead of largely ignoring ethnic contributions in our
schools, there would be an emphsls placed upon group identifications aid recog.
ninon of the rote of minorities in n pluralistic sootily. The possibilities are
unitmited.

Our Jewishness would be a part of our educational experiences in public
school. No longer would we feel that Jewish Culture is secondary to general
American Culture. Our children as well as parents would fed a new sense of
awareness and pride in their identification. A7 Miss Sussna pointed out "We
should feel a sense of belonging to a group which in no way means chauvinism
Our group is not better than the other. but does recognise tile multi-cultural
nature of America."

This approach, f feel, may be tbe snswer to future direct bins in Jewish edu-
cation as well as general education and Ioay ultimately, if used, develop a much
more aware. knowledgeable, and committed community of American Jews. in a
society of many (Oink. mutts This may be the answer to sonic of the dilemmas
of race relations In America.

(RABBI) fir/lacy.
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Miss Sussx.v. This approach may be the answer to ending racism in
America. I don't know if it is the answer. I feel it. is an answer and again
I fed that nttenticn has to be drawn to this kind of activity.

Thank you.
Senator PELL. Thank you very lunch indeed.

NECESSITY OF LEGISLATION

In general, then, as far as this bill goes, you %yould be in favor of its
passage %vith the appropriate safeguards?

Miss SUSSNA. I would not feel prepared at this time to express
judgment on the bill as a whole.

My particular interest. in the bill wLs to point out the possibility of
its encourag

in,t
integration efforts beyond the mere placing of bodies

in proximity. There are still far too many people who believe that once
we get people together the proximity alone will teach them to love one
another. It may not. It may even reinforce their hatred.

I went to a junior high school which had n significant number of
blacks and there. was no communication whatsoever. There was a kind
of covert racism that came from the teachers that left its mark on those
children.

I went to a senior high school composed of Christians and Jews,
2,000 Jews and 2,000 Christians. You may remember in Philadelphia in
1953 Olen there %vss a series of bombings of syn,,goi.,nies. The FBI
found that students from that high school were in a Nazi movement and
had perpaated the bombings.

They were "ideally" mixed, one Christian to one Jew, and there was
no communication. The. Jewish children were, for their part, insensi-
tive about some of the religious feelingsof the Christians.

I think a higher form of integration can result from a positive kind
of attention to the ethnic identity in contrast to the unrealistic teach-
ing that we are all the same. We are not all the same; we don't want to
all be the same. We are the same in certain basic ways and the child
learns that. That. is, we all need miequale housing, food, love and rec-
ognition, but we don't all have the same kinds of cultural attributes
and thank God we don't.

Children can learn to place a positive value on this diffetyntness. I
can see it happening at the multiculture jest it ate every day.

Senator PELL. Thank von. Perhaps you could submit. for the record
some material which distills your own experience in this area and
your thoughts with regard lc) curr;cnIurn. I think it would help us if
we had that in writing from you at some point.

I was struck also by your point about the importance of bona tide
private schools. I hope that in the sense of aggravation we are experi-
encing due to thaw private schools that are being set up for wrong
purposes, that eve don't lash out nt the bona tide private institutions
which in some. cases have actually been out in front on this problem.

Thank yon. Senator Mondale?
Senator MoxnAt.t. You: last observalicn raisoz an issue eve must

face squarely. If we had the time. I think it might be valuable to this
committee t r hear from some of the top national private school lead
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ers abcut their role in these pressing educational problems and how
this bill might be shaped.

Miss SUSSNA. Yes, it does. I had n particular reference to seclion 5
of the bill.

We have viewed the whole role of private schools in a negative
sense and their positive aspects ought to be brought into focus here
as well, I would think.

Senator Pent,. I think it is a geod thought.
Senator MONDALE. In fact, n bona fide private school, of couse,

merits tax exemption and some of them are actively pursuing integra-
tion as yours are. They are really trying to help the problem. How-
ever, others unfortunately are providing an escape from the public
school system.

Miss SUSSNA. The MultiCulture Institute's program has gotten
unanimously favorable reaction from all who have examined the pro-
gram. Yet, it never could have been tried initially in the public
school, before getting these. evaluations.

Senator Mosomx. What is the name of your school ?
Miss SUSSNA. The Multi-Culture Inst it nte.
Senator MoNnAr.r. How many children at tend
Miss SUSSNA. We have 150 children.
Senator MoNomx. What is the racial mix ?
Miss SUSSNA. We want to have a larger number of ethnic groups,

but present funds have been adequate for only four groups, for which
we can have separate clawsHack, Chinese, Lath. American, and
Jewish.Senator.MoNnAtr. What percentage

Miss &Ism+. Pretty even. Slightly more black than any single
other group.

Senator INIoNnArA. What about the. economic breakdown? Mostly
middle class?

Miss SUSSNA. There is quite n range. We had occasion b .rcanniu
it recently. We have n small group that is uhhin the poverty criteria
of the Office of Economic Opportunity, a large group that is slightly
nbcive that criteria, and some. middle class.

Senator MONDALE. Yon would say it is predominantly a middle.
el ass school I

Miss i"-ltssNa. I would say economieally a majority of lower middle
doss, slightly above the poverty criteria. We examined this in connec-
tion with the receint of day-care funds and we found that most of the
families were just above that.

Senator NfosnAt.r. How many years have, you been in (mention ?
Miss St-SSNA WC have been in full oneration 1 year, under n Ford

grant. We had been writing' and sneaking on the eoncents of this pro-
gram daring the 4 years previous but without ION-mate funds to am,
ate a fnlscale. mralel. One. slimmer we took some black children in the.
neighborhood and pre them a black studies program, mainly with
volunteer teachers.

Senator Nfoxn Ly. This is sour first full year?
Miss SI-SSNA. Yes.
Senator NfoxpAts. Have you done any testing?
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Miss Surssr-TA. Unfortunately we do not have funds for research in the
sense of hard data; however, we have had informal evaluations
throughout the year by people from the foundations which have sup-
ported us and from the colleges in the area. Fire colleges in the area
sent st adents to us for training.

Senator MONDALE. You have not had any testing?
Miss Suss n. We, test achievement of the individual children which

has been very rapid. The children with English language handicaps
seem to overcome them much more quickly than in other programs. The
attitude and achievement of some of our entering children was tested
a year ago but post tests have yet t o be given.

However, observations of parents, teachers and outside observers
are most positive. Even lay visitors have commented on the eagerness
to improve knowledge ana skills despite the fact that marks are not
given to the children as punishment or reward.

Visitors who have taught English as a second language are parti-
cularly impressed at the English achievement of out children who speak
another language at home. We attribute this achievement in large
measure to the fact that we legitimize the home language to the chil-
dren. A child who in the afternoon finds his superior knowledge of
Spanish to be an academic advantage feels prepared and competent
to really tackle that other language, English, in the morning.

Senator 11foNnAt.E. What are the grades involved?
Miss SessmA. Nursery and elementary.
Senator MoNnA re. Kindergarten through
Miss St-ss>,TA. Through fourth. We may have a child or two on the

fifth grade level. It is a nongraded school.
Senator NfoNDALE. Roughly that age category?
Miss Sussx/i. Yes. We are very anxious to introduce a junior high

school program.
Senator 1110NDALE. Your basic thrust is, as I understand it, recog-

nizing the positive. values and differences in each child.
Miss Sr-.s.sx Yes.
Senator NfoNn.tt.E. Your idea is that each child brings strength into

the classroom and is to be honored for what he stands forhis color,
his religion, his cultural system, his own interests!

Miss StI9SNA. Yes.
Senator MosnAt.E. And that is the lxtsic philosophy of the school t
MiSS SrattNA. Yes.
Senator 'MONDALE. What kind of impact has this experiment had on

the public school system in San Francisco? Have you found them mov-
ing rapidly in a similar direction?

Miss SUSSNA. No; ne have not seen them moving rapidly. We had the
debate. Is it more. important to put the bodies together or more impor-
tant to develop at .t udesf

Senator NfoN DALE. Your basic purpose is to try to cause the children
to come 1 o know each other?

Miss Sussxvi. Yes; each other and 1 hel nselves.
Senator MoxnAt,r. And value each other I
NlissSussNA. Yes: each other and themselves.
Senator Nfommt,E. And that is the basic thrust of your school: to

each each other ?
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Miss SUSSNA. Yes; that is precisely what they do. At the conclusion
of each ethnic unit, they write a culmination to teach the others. For
example, the black students spent several weeks on a unit. on Martin
Luther King. At the end of the unit, they put together a culminating
program of poetry, song, and narration. It was one of the most beau-
tiful things I had ever seen. The black children wrote it, and all of the
other children were their guests.

The culmination ended characteristically with the playing of the
record of Dr. King's, in which he said: "That day will come when all
of God's children, Jew and gentile, Protestant and Catholic, will
join hands together." And all the children and adultsall the Chinese,
the Latin Americans, and so onjoined iv nds with the blacks and sang
together. There was a very warm feeling of brotherhood.

We would like to be able to make films of such programs. I feel
every child in the world would benefit from watching our black chil-
dren putting on this kind of performance and also experiencing the
spirit in which it concluded.

Senator MONDALE- Do you have any black teachers?
Miss SUSSNA. All of our ethnic classes are taught only by the mem-

bers of those groups. There is great value to the concept of talking
among ourselves, about ourselves, and that is ore of the reasons for
separating into ethnic studies classes.

Senator MospALE. Pardon me for interrupting, but it is your experi-
ence and it is your testimony that integration cannot be just mere
mixing of bodies; it requires great sensitivity and must L. designed
to instill in each child a sense of his own worth; it must afford a
real opportunity for children to come to know each other and value
each other.

Miss SUSSNA. Precisely, and if you do that, true integration will
come automatically.

Senator MONDALE. It is interesting. I have never heard of any diffi-
culty in integrating children in the elementary level of school who
have. had this kind of experience; they don't ever seem to have any
trouble getting along but rather accept each other beautifully anil
quickly.

Miss Svssxn. We see an effect on the parents, too. Some people say
you have to wait for these children to grow up before an ;mpact on tl
community is felt:I don't,think t hat is true.

I see it very markedly with poor families, families that felt some
shame about their identity.

Senator MONDALE. Thank you very much.
Miss Sussw.t. I hope it would be possible for the committee to see

the program.
Senator MONDALE. Very exciting.
Senator PELT,. Thank you very much. We are very grateful for your

being here and for Senator Murphy who suggested that you come.
Thank you.
The meeting of the.subcommittee is recessed for the day.
(Whereupon. at 12:05 p.m., the subcommittee recessed; to recon

vene at the call of the Chair.)
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EMERGENCY SCHOOL AID ACT OF /970

FRIDAY, JINX 10, 1970

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION

OF TILE COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND PUBLIC WELFARE
Washington,D.C.

The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to call, in room 1114,
New Senate Office Building, Senator Claiborne Pell (chairman of
the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Pell (presiding), Yarborough, Kennedy, and
Mondale.

Also present : Senator lInghe3.
Committee staff member present : Stephen J. Wexler, counsel;

Richard D. Smith, associate counsel ; and Roy H. Millenson, minority
pt-ofessional staff member.

Senator PELL. The subcommittee will come to order.
The first witness we have schedmed is Mrs. Reyes, but I believe Sett.

ator Kennedy wishes to be here «hen she testifies, so we will now hear
from the panel of Mr. Cruz Reynoso, director of the California Rural
Legal Assistance, San Francisco, Calif. Hon. Manuel Ruiz, member
of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Los Angeles. Calif.; and
Dr. Jose A. Cardenas, superintendent of the Edgewood Independuit
Schools, San Antonio, Tex. Will you gentlemen come forward, please.

You are all eery kind to come such n long way. We will insert
your statements in the record and ask each of you to make extem-
poraneous remarks. Is one of you acting as cha..rman of the panel, or
shall we start from right to )eft. In any event would you identify
yourselves.

Mr. REysoso. Thank you very much. My name is Cruz Reynoso.
I am director of the California Rural Legal Assistance, which is hei.d-
quartered in San Francisco, Calif. If the chairmen does not mind, 1
would like to elect Mr. Ruiz to act as our Claiiman if that is required
later on in the discussion.

Mr. Ruiz. My name is Manuel Ruiz; I am a member of the Civil
Rights Commission.

Mr. emu:v.:As. I am Jose A. Cardenas, superintendent of schools
in the Edgewood School District, San Antonio, Tea.

STATEMENT OF CRUZ REYNOSO, DIRECTOR, CALIFORNIA RURAL
LEGAL ASSISTANCE, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

Mr. REYNOSO. Mr. Chairman, I am delighted to be hee before this
committee. I am happy to be here testifying. I am particularly happy
that S. 3883 I Is included the Spanishsurnamed and the Sfr.,xican-
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.American as part, of those minority-group youngsters who need help
pursuant. to this bill.

Mr. Chairman. I must confess that that is about all I am happy
about pertaining to this bill. If the committee wants to help the
Nre.xican-American youngster in the Southwest and nationally. I be-
lieve, that major changes must be made in the bill. The bill as it pres-
ently is written, I believe, is designed to see that little or no help comes
to the Mexican-American youngsters.

Now in the United States we have. perhaps about 10 million Spanish-
surnamed Americans; perhaps. according to ITEW.2 million Spanish-
surnamed youngsters in public schools: so we are talking about an
awful tot of people, an awful lot of youngsters to be helped.

Senator PELT.. How would they be divided about half east of the
Mississippi and half west?

Mr. REYNOSO. I would estimate that it would be perhaps 65 percent
west of the Mississippi; about 55 percent of those are NIexicin-Aineri-
can or Mexican, 15 percent or so are Puerto Rican, then we have 5 or 6
percent Cuban, end so on. The greatest number are 'Mexican-American.

However, in Chicago. for example, we have about 120,000 Mexican-
Americans, about 50,000 Puerto Ricans. So I would like to emphasize
that we are. not talking about a strictly regional problem. This is truly
a national problem. There are. as the figures indicate, about half as
many Mexican-Americans as there, are blacks in this country.

Now. the problem is that we really have racial and ethnic isolation
of the Spanish-surnamed. Sometimes we see it by school district, and
Dr. Cardenas will speak of that ; I have seen this phenomenon par-
ticularly in Texas; it is found also in California, where a school dis-
trict will be O. pere,mt Mexican-American. and it is tough to talk
about integration in that school district as it is tough to talk about
integration in Washington, D.C.. with the vast number of black
students.

In California I have seen. for example. in the. city of Calexico; ht
Texas, in San Antonio. in south Texas. where SO to 90 percent of the
people are. Mexican - Americans. Sometimes we have segregation by
schools within that district. In California. the figures indicate that
about 39 percent of all of the Spanishsurnamed youngsters attend
segregated or racially isolated schools. In Texas. the figure is even
1: glier. It is about 65 percent.

So. no matter how we look at it. we have racial and ethnic isolation.
But. thenand this is very important for the Mexican- :American

youngsterwe have segregation and isolation within a schoi t itself.
Thus, for example. in the tracking system as a youngster I grew up
in segregated schoolswe find that if you have an ARC system, in-
variably 90 percent of the youngsters in "C." or dumbbell track. are.
NIexican.kinericans. This is a terrible trauma for those youngsters.
It k simply nit incident of segr-gaiion within that school. either by
classrooms, or sometimes even within the classroom.

I was visiting south Texas. In one school, they bad one secr,at laid
aside for the nitgrant youngsters, who happened to be a hundred
percent MexicanArnericansagain. seuegation within the slool.

In California, the California Rural Legal Assistance brought an
action attacking the education in mentally retarded eli1SS4'S i.i Cali
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fornia, where we find a disproportionate number of Mexican-American
youngsters.

So we have tins right down the line. The results are not surprising.
In Texas, in WC, the Mexican-American had reached a level of the
6th grade in education compared to the 11th grade for the Anglo
or the non-Mexican-American or nonblr.ck. In California that year.
it was eighth grade for Mexican-American and 12th grade for Anglo.
Ti, dropout rates in California ale higher than any other racial or
ethnic group, including the black. In Texas, I understand the figures
are even worse.

With all that as background, where do we stand now in terms ,nf
what the law says? This committee, I am sure, is aware of the increas
ing activity on this kind of segregation in the courts. We in California
Rural Legal Assistance, the Mexican-American Legal Defense Fund,
and other gro,ips have begun to attack these problems in the courts,

Fortunately, I think, the courts are reacting favorably. Recently
we tiled a successful desegregation lawsuit in Stockton, C lit. The
Mexican -American Legal Defense Fund has been active in the now
famous Corpus Christi case and the Sonora case. Perhaps the most
important case for us is the Corpus Christi case, when' the judge
simply said Mexican-American youngsters are entitled to the protec.
lion of the I4tlr amendment, they are entitled to the , fection of
Brown versus Board of Education, they ace entitled the things
that IIEW has been saying they are entitled to, that integration can't
be merely among Mexican-American and black youngsters.

Again referring to my hometown of El Centro, for example, there
is one school, a grammar school, in a town that is abort 09.percom
black and Mexican-American. The rest of the schools are relatively
Ivell integrated. The court has said this is not enough; to mix two
minor 'ies is not really meeting with Brom v. Board of Education.
You h. to hare all integration of all those groups.

So the courts have said, and this bill seems to say by including the
Spanish speaking and, by definition, minority youngsters, that flee
Mexican-American and other minorities are to be helued. by this bill.

So we come to what bothers are about the bill. As I sec it, if the bill
is not changed, the Mexican-American youngster will get practically
no benefit from this bill. We start out with the philosophy of th-, bill
whieb, in effect, doable-counts those youngsters that are under Federal
court order or IIEW orders. This means tb,it by double-counting, you
give benefit to those school districts where the Federal Government
has chosen to be most active. Regrettably, the Federal Government
has chosen not to lie active with respect to those school districts that
hale the high concentrations of segregation of Mexican-American
paingsters.

Thus, because of the inactivity of the Federal Government on the
one hand, this bill elmoses further inactivity in terms of helping those
youngsters. I think that is r sad commentary on this bill.

Secondly. I think we have to be realistic that practically everything
that this bill says ought to lye done can presently be done by title I
programs. S unless we are careful, we are going to have a gigantic

billion title -l-type bool,doggle. We have seen in California 'hat
miles you are r cry specific on what you want done. thoA, thintLs
don't get done.

-9:A3
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I would suggest that this committee not take for granted that HEW
will do its jcb; not take for granted that the school districts %vill do
their job, and so on, that this t7ommittee be very specific. in terms of
what it wants done.

Unless it is done, gentlemen, I can assure you it will not be done.
A client of mine used to say anything that can be misunderstood will
be misunderstood. In this case HEW and the school districts will do
anything they can get away with.

The philosophy, very oftenand this is an earnest philosophy of
the school board membersis that it is unfair to all youngsters, par-
ticula.yAnglo youngsters, to take Federal funds and then give it
from tlieir point of view to special groups. The tendency is to take
Federal funds and spread it across. That simply, as I see it, is not
what this bill is intending to do.

So OK, thrust, as I see it, unless this committee is very careful, %rill
be a frosting on the cake to these districts that are being forced to
de:ogregate in the South.

I understand that the Attorney General is going to be filing state-
wide suits In the South and only in the Sonth, so that quickly we will
have n11 of these schools subject to doublecounting and again reward-
ing those schools where Justice and HEW have chosen to be active and
not those schools necessarily that need the help, because regrettably
those two ager,e;es react, ns we know, to the political pressures of
the time.

Senator MONDALE. Would yat yield there?
Another undesirable aspect of that doubleconnting proposal in the

legislation is that it would rewurd those school d'st nets which have
been most reluctant to comply with the constitutional mandate rather
than those school districts which have voluntarily gone ahead and com-
plied with the constitutional obfectives laid down over 16 years ago.
We are rewarding -..ecalcitnnto.

Mr. ItErsoso. It not only rewards recalcitrant school districts: it
rewards recalcitrant. States.

I mentioned the Stockton case we filed. Our ;Morn( ys did a lot of
research on that, and they decided the law was a lot stronger under
the State law, aryl the State guidelines and we la a better chance
of winning in the State court instead of the Federal court. So we
me,t. into the State court, and we won.

Now, we went into the State court because California has been more
enlirthtened than. say, Mississippi, though sometimes not much mole.

Yds bill would tend to reward those unenliritened States. So, you
know, it is r terrible !ort of thing when you a rewarding the wrong-
doers mid not helping those who are really trying to do something
about it.

Senator MoxPAL. For example, in the Ins Angeles case- -
Mr. Itrxxoso. That is a State case,
Sendor MoxPALE (continuing). They would not be eligible for the

donble-count.
Mr. litvxoso. That is con ect,
Senator Mosnar.E. Because it is a State court. It is in East Los

Angeles, where there is a tremendous population of MexicanAmeri
cans who &sp.:latel need the protection of the Constitution.

Now, in the $1A million emergency ineasurt , on the Senate side, we
were able to tack on an amendment which would make it nationwide
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in scope. It overcomes the Federal-State jurisdictional distinction. At
the very least, districts complying gith State orders deserve the sonic
treatment as these in Federal court.

Mr. REYNOSO. It seems to me some mechanism needs to be found
whereby HEW is mr,ndated to pass upon whetkr or not a State court
decision or a voluntary decision meets the guidelines of title VI or
Brown v. Bawd of &location. Some median-7n has to be found the .e
to reward those school districts that are willing to move on their own
and not to have the terrible thing we have seen, I think, in the last year
or two of those sehoe,1 districts, for example, in the South, that have
proceeded in good faith, now appearing impolitic, let us say, before,
theil. peers, because if they had been more recalcitrant, maybe the
Wallace philosophy would limp, helped and maybe they would have
been able to get away with it. The constituency sometimes is saying:
Now, you board members, you weren't very smart; you should have
fought the Federal Government longer. Brown v. Board still should
not be implemented, even though it has been a decade and a half.

So our experience has been, in California, that if you give the Secre-
tary of HEW discretionand he has practically absolute discretion
here; I know, for example, that even under the voluntary plans, it
has to be a voluntary plan that has been approved by HEWap.
parentiv nothing can be done without, the approval of HEW under
this bill. When you do th.,t, I can assure you gentlemen that nothing
or next to nothing will ' e done for the gexicanAmericans.

So I say again: ['mess it is changed, it won't be done.
Now, our experience with title I, which I think is important here,

has been that unless you hay. a lot of community- involvement, unless
you have sort. of an ombvdsman to look after those funds, terrible
things happen. In Fresno, for example, where we hive some clients
and we are. investigating title I expenditnres, we have found nearly a
million dollar expenditure on television programing for the entire
school from title I money flirt was supposed to help those culturally
deprived youngsters. We have seen, in California, money that is sup-
posed to go to migrant. youngsters taken and applied to the general
funds. We see this over and over again.

So, unless we have community involvement and 1 mean decision-
making, and I think it has to be built into this statutewe are going
to have, I think, ti,othei *1.5 billion expenditure of funds allegedly
to help mihority youngsters and, in fact, not helping them.

Let me summarize what to do. As I said, take nothing for granted.
Be specific on what yon want done here. Two, yov have. to call upon,
it wins to me, the expert .MexicanAmerican, Puerto Rican, Oriental.
and other educators to help this committee and to help the !row, and
I am concerned about tans committee right. now, to help you draft into
the hill those fy yes of controls that you want. Because if you want.
them, you have to have them there.

Now, I world suggest several such details right 110w: One, any plan
that HEW approvesaml I think HEW must he placed in a position
where it lutist act upon plansmust indicate what that school district
is going to do about the. MexicanAiw:rican, other Spanish speaking
and other minorities. When, for example, a riven school in that dis-
trict has more than, say, 5 percent of that given minority, you have to
'mild that in.

9:15
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Perhaps yon inin.:14 consider saying, that a certain nercentage-10,
20, 30 per2entof all of there sources must be spent to integrate the
Spanish speaking. know that is difficidt, but again I say unless you:
do it. it lust won't be done.

Maybe you can look at your figures and figure out. how many minor-
ity yoongsters there. actually are in a district. There ought to be no
doulde counting, as included in the hill right now.

The eniniiinnity must be involved. Citizens' groups, must be
notifi?ci, i thA.r there ought to be r, reouirement in the bill that when
a school board ,ipplies for moneys, copies of that application Lto to any
community group that is interes,od. When the Government acts on
that application, copies of that action should go to each of those
conun talky groups.

I know that this can be built into a statute. For example. in Cal i
fornia, there was a study committee set lip and the statute said in order
that we be sure that we hear from those clio are inleiested, advise
the following organizations of the study committee and request their
test imo ty. Wa learned about this in California Ilure I Legal .A ssistance
when we got notice from the :eminit tee saying "Pursuant to b;11 such
and such. are notifying you that the study committee kill request
four testimon:.." t-ir it can he !milt into the bill and it must. lie.

Now. I do not know how you make slice of this comrannity involve -
meat. Maybe once yon have the mechanism. you hive the mutual
veto rower between the community group and the school administra-
tion. ?or example, in the little town of Livin,:rston, Calif., we were
called Iv:ea:Ise there were some student and coat mmity problotas in
the school. We went in there. and the school official said: "We ha ,e
no problems." Later we from(' out there were something like $120.000
title I grants to help with the problems defined by the school as racial
tensions.

So we noed monitoring-. I think legal services programs I think
certain cornmnnity groups like the Mexican-American Educators As-
sociation in California awl others can be monitors.

Over and alxwe the t. we need enforcement. I suggest to you that the
1 percent. mentioned in the bill, if I remember correctly, is very low.
I would rather have 5 or 10 percent and make sure dial the 90 or
percent is well spent than have 1 percentand it is not even called
monitoring or something of that sortthan have 1 percent and mis-
spend 99 percent.

Let me end where I began. If this committee is ally WallS to do
something about it, it has to do it in the bill: it nutst assume that if it
(Int, 1,ot do it, it won't be (lobe. Thank yen' very much.

(The prepared statement of Cruz Ileynoso follows :)

PREPARUP STATF.MFNt OF CR1'7 DIRECTOR, 1.1111AI. In tI.
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federal programs reach all Mexican Americans and other Spanish-speaking
peoptes. This report will spc.1: largely in terms of the Mexican-American, which
Is the largest segment of those of Spanish -ueiraine,' while remaining cognizant
of the other Spanish Surname groups.

CONSTITUTION PRoIIIBITS DI/ CRIMINA-.10S AGAINST MEXICAN AMERICANS

The courts of this nation have taken judicial notice of the fact that Mexican
Americans are an identifiable ethnic mat ority in the United Stntes, and especially
in the Soothwe d. This is not surprising; one can notice and identify the physical
characteristics of the Mexican Americans. their language. their predominant
religkn, their distinct culture, And their Span ah surnames. In Hernandez v. Slate
of Te.rari the United States Supreme Court reversed n murder conviction after
rejecting the contention of the State of Texas that there are only two classes.
Anglo and Black, within the contemplation of the equal protection clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment. The Court stated that the Constitution guarantee of
equal protection of the laws was not directed solely against discrimination be-
tween Angles and Blacks, but was also applicable as between Angles ani
Mexican Americans. The Cr.e.rt defined n class entitled to such protection in the
following manner:

When the existence of a distinct class is Cienionstratell, and it Is further
shown that the laws, as written or as applied, single out that class for dif-
ferent treatment not based on some reasonable classification, the guarantees
of the Constitution have been violated, The Fourteenth Amendment is not
directed solely against discrimination between "white" and Negro.'

A. Segregation In public 801508 prohibited by Contfitutiou
A federal circuit court of tip-teals found as early as 10-17 that Mexican Ameri-

cans v..ere n group entitled to the protection of the Fourteenth Amendment be-
cause of cil..criminatory practices which segregated theta from Anglo children In
the public school system.'

in Texas the federal courts have held on several occasions that Mexican
American children separL'A front Anglo children In the public schools are
entitied to the protection of the Fourteenth Amendment' The United States
District Court for the District of Colorado at Denver likewise held in n school
segregation case that "Hispano Americans" are an identifiable ethnic minority.'
Even more recently the District Court for the Southern District of Texas held in
Cfaneros v. The Corpus Christi Ind^pendent Schcof Board' that the placement
of Maas and Mexican Americans $n the sante school does not achieve a unitary
system of substantial Integration. The Cone,- held that Mexican Americans are
indeed an Identifiable ethnic minority In the linited State:, and that placement
of Mexican American and Black students in the same school did not satisfy
Constitutional reeptirernenis set out In Breton v. Hoard of 1:duration' The Court
rend Brown to mean that when n state undertakes to provide public school edu-
cation, this education must be made available to all students on equal terms.
SeTregation of any group of children in such public sell eds on the basis of rare,
national origin or ethnicity deprives these children of the guarantees of the
Fourteroth Amendment.

Di line with these cases, the United Stntcs Department of Justice has recently
filed Its first complaint baSed on segregation or Mexican American school chil-

Ire?Inilnary data the Novetrawr. tono nurrals of ('rnniii a Topic, anr ivy lIala0.200.n51 replfrni rS -Rpinlah ek.eent" 11v1nr In 11m nr vt.le and the 111.111i-I of
eolum1.1.. hullo Men I. evellolml, The term "Spaol.11 dr.cent" all Amerlenn
who Identify them.elve. is belne of the followlne crIrIn or descent: Modran. 1.11We.
Rican. Cohnn, Central or Smyth Amerlem./, other rpanish. The irrernioc, ..r nark title
croup among those of it "Spanish descent" Is the following : Mislean, an percent
l'oerto Rican 13.5 percent: Cohan. r.1 percroil: rrnItal or .00vith American, (1 prteent :
Other S1Art.11 (martian. 17.1 irreeel. See VS. DepnrIment of en/Inner-0, 1lor,,n "f Ihr
Pencils. Corrrot roprFifinn l'onOn!ian CAarnrf(risfie... Scrirw 1' 20. No. Irn
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dren." The Department of Justice intervention action followed a recent policy
statement by the Department of Health, Education and Welfare stressing that
public school districts must take affirmative action to rectify a language defi-
ciency where the inability to speak and understand English excludes these
children from effective and meaningful participation in the educational program.
II. Racial isolation of Mexican Aohcricans in public schools

Senate Bill 3S43 seeks to aid school districts to meet not on?: the t peck -.1 needs
Incident to the eliminatior of racial segregation, but also to encourage ilia volun-
tsry elimination and reduction of "racial isolation" in schools which have sub-
stantial numbers of minority group students. Section 9(g) of Senate 13111 3883
deflnes "racially Isolated school" and "racial isolation" to mean a school and
condition in which minority group children constitute more than 5C% of the
average daily attendance of the school.

There can be no denial of the fact that many Mexican American eV. dren are
enrolled In "racially isolated schools." For example, in California approximately
13.7% of the total number of pupils in the public schools are Mexican American.
In a 1967-68 survey, 215 California school districts each reported at least one
school with 50% or more minority enrollment. There were a total of 9S7 such
schools. Approximately 39% t.f all Mexican American students attend such
"racially Isolated schools" " California has an integration scale which has becu
applied to every elementary and secondary school In the state, comparing its
racial and ethnic composition with that of the district in which it is situated. This
scale deflnes n school as "unbalanced" if there is n deviaton of more than 15
percentage points above or below the district mean for each racial or ethnic
group." In the 1007 -03 survey, 212 school districts each reported at least one
Unbalanced school, and there were 1,837 such schools out of more than 6,600 in
the state. Approximately 46% of the total Spanish- surname pupils In California
attended such "Imbalanced" schools."

Also, in Te rag, MASS Mexican American pupils, or 57.7% of the total number
of Mexican pupils lo the state, attended predominant'] Mexican American school
districts. An Incredible 65% of the total number of Mexican American students
attended predotrtnantly "minority" school districts"

"See Exhibit A. (Exhibits may be found in the files of the ISubcommIttecl.
" "Distribution of Racial and Ethnic Group. In California Public SchnolaA. report to

the Slate Board of Education." November. 1968 p. 3, 4. ADO. See Exhib'ts B, C. 11,
(Exhibits may be found It the files of (be subcommittee.)vain February. 1909. the California State Board of relocation adopted amendment, In
Sectiona 2010 and 2011. California Administra tire Code. Title 5.

Section 2010 restates and strengthens the declared policy of the Str,te Board of Educa
Ma. that local governing boards shall PIPTt nil effort to prevent and eliminate the racial
and ethnic separation of pupils In the public schools.

Section 2P11 is concerned with the means by which that policy k to be carried out
Its mak proelsions are:

;a) s list of some a the factors to be considered In establishing school sites
attends lee a real and attendance practices :

(b) the requirement of periodical racial and ethr4 s,.reepi and the submission
of data to the state Department of Education:

(C) a definition of Imbalance, the requirement that district a baring imbalanced
schools study and consider corrective plans. and a list of gnme of the factors to be
considered in determining the feasibilPy of such plans

Imbalance la IndIcalled In a Fehoo, if the percentage of pupils of ono or more racial or
ethnic gewips differs by more than 15 percentage points from the 'n ell the schools of the
district. "Racial And Ethnic Issues In the Public FeLools--An Advisory Report t the
Board of Eb :cation of Madera County" by the California Stale Department of Educa
tine. September. 130, p. 52

is See Note 11 : P. 4. Sec also Exhibits E. P. G. (Exhibit, may he :ound in the Slew of the
1) co mmit lee

0, See table below

NUMBS d OF WAD: taN AMERICAN PUPILS 1N PREDOMINANTLY MEXICAN
AMERICAN PUBLIC SC11001. DILTRICTS
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a 2 :st

NUMBER OF MEXICAN AMERICAN PI:r1I.9 PREDOM:`:ANTLY
"AlINORIT Y" SCFOOL DISTRICTS

Number. 72,200 3,N.377 :4, Sr (A C's 6, :VA 615.7:1
Percent 3. 65 I6.6 IS 9.2 39.9

. Tin I XS, IIEW MIA VI survey.
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C. Low educational achfct cm( nt of Spatdeh surname child
Not surprisingly, the educational attainment of Spanish-surname Americans

is not very high. The general education achievement level of Spanish surname
males in the Southwest is approximately the eighth grade." In Texas the average
achievement level is only the fourth grade, as compared with the average attain-
ment of eleenth grade for the Anglos. The Spanish-surname average is not only
lower than the average grade completed by the Anglos, but is lower than the
average grade compl"ted by the Blacks." An obvious functional cause of the low
educational achlev..nnent of Spcnlsh.surname Americans is an exceedingly high
drop-out rate."

III. THE PROBLEMS OF SPANISH SPEARING SCHOOL CHILDREN

However, the statistics only reflect symptoms, not the malady. The Spanish-
speaking American, and more particularly, the Mexican American, possesses
distinct cultural and linguistic characteristics which have resulted in unique
educational difficulties. For example, counselling and guidance services are often
related to the lowvr level of education received by Mexican American children.
The California State Department of Education's 1963 survey on the distribution
of racial and ethnic groups In public schools showed that Mexican American
students were heavily represented in special education classes, including classes
for the mentally retarded and the emotionally ditturbed." It seems clear 11.at the
Mexican American child who ^annot communinte in English is at a severe dis-
advantage when taking an intelligence tea exclusively in the English language.
A low score on such an exam may result in the assignment of such a child in
classes far the educable mentally retarded (E.MR). The California Rural Legal
Assistance (CRLA) breeght a suit challenging the assignment of Nioxicat
American pupils to EMR classes solely upon the basis of scores received na rul-

"Educational Attainment of Spa Hal Surname 3faleo in the Southwest, by Hare of
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turnlly discriminatory tests given exclusively in the English language." As the
Director of CHIA, I was naturally quite pleased that we won a stipulated Judg-
men', and order which called for state psychologists to develop a new or revised
IQ test to rimed Mexican American culture. The test is to be normed by giving
It only to Mexican American children. All children whose primary home language
Is other than English must from now on he tested in both their primary language
and in English. Also, they may be tested only with tests or portions of tests that
do not rely on such things as vocabulary, general information, and other similar
unfair verbal questions.

The educational problems of the bilingual and bicultural child can only he
solved with the assistance and aid of bilingual teachers, administrators. and
bilingual counselling and guidance programs. Improper placement in EMIt
classes is only one reason why more stress should be placed on bilingual
educational programs. Counselors tare often untrained In the area of Mexican
American culture. The schools on the whole are not employing minority educa
tors, nor are they found In positions of administration or of policy-making.
The failure of many Mexican American children and adolescents to relate post.
t 'rely to ninny of thelr Anglo teachers and administrators is due In large meas
ore to Insufficient understanding of differences in psychological conditioning
and cultural attitudes. An awareness of these differences is of central im-
portance in develo;Ing n high quality Integrated educational program. The
California State Department of Education in an advisory report to the Board
of Education of Madera County in lff69 recommend the follow:ng:

Schools therefore must take "Mexican' cultural traits and values into
account when [planning educational programs. and must refrain from ot
tempting to force Mexican American youth into ,t homogeneous cultural mold
that often is not appropriate to their life style or way of thinking and
feel 1 ng."

Effective guidance of Mexican American students Is a particular lack.
Changes in curriculum, structural methods. pupil personnel practices. teacher
preparation and community* relations programs are necessary to meet the needs
of this group. and to broaden the perspective of every student on the role Owl
contributions of he peoples of the Western Iletnisphele, Pride in the Mexicali
American heritage has a potential for a positive motivation toward scholastic
aehlevenient. It can tie used to create n richer society. Community resources
such as traditional observances. folk nrt and folk lore the history of Mexico,
and study of Mexican contributions to American society may be of great value
to the schools.

IV. T IIE :SEED tam INTEGRATION

The fact that there are so ninny Mexican American children In segregated
or -imbalanced" schools Is the result of both do facts and do here segregation
in public schools. However, the problem of racial imbalance show,' cool b,
obscured by such terms as "de facto- or "de jure" segregation or by -state
action'."

These terms only obscure the issue of govt.:mental rcsjsuisibility. A?; essrn-
IPh. and traditional function of /o,al ,zoveriinient Is the nial,iinnuee and
operation of .1 1.111.114, school system. The governinen1 finamcs this system with
public ninnies, decides questions of educational poiley, and it alone has the
nuthorily to assign pupils to different schools within the system. The V.S.
SIIIITollie Court requires school aulhorities to take athrinn'ive anion that will
tend to eliminate ail vestiges of tie dual ohicatIonal system. To mix Black
stmlents cith Brown students and deprive 1.'4 h groups of interaciion and
intermixture with Anglo students is lint {1.111[1"n Rf' tritli the Constitutional
command nor the mandate of the Supreme Court. Therefore, a school system
cannot he converted into n millary system unit 's all three ethnic groups are
integrated." Anything less will o!-0- continue to maintain a dual system of
MI1,111101, Th. Judge noltt Sii the ruling of the court in the Corpus r Ali -iii
case Ihr t ndministrative 414 cisions by the school board in (hawing bounds:Ifs.
locating new schools, biliblimt new schools and ,en,,vnlina old .schools In the
prctIonlinabtly Black and Mexican American sections of town. and in providing

le tlinvor c roliforoto Stott. Ro^r4 of f7,fr4IirA. CIO 31. S. District Court for It,
Nortt.orn DItInet of CAlIfornta, 19441.
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a flexible ad subjective transfer system that resulted in smite Anglo children
being allowed to transfer out of the minority schools resulted, as a matter
of fact and law, in a de jure segregated school sytsem."

The Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational Fund (MALDEF) has
recently filed in Texas a law suit alleging that Mexican American school chil-
dren are racially and ethnically segregated on a de jun. basis." The school dis-
trict involved has a total enrollment of approximately 2400 children of which
2% are Black. IV,. Anglo, and 97% Mexican American. One school within that
district has 97% Anglos and only Mexican American students. It is alleged
that Mexican Americans are not allowed to transfer out of their geographical
area, and tight ability grouping is used to keep Mexican American children
separated from the Anglo children. It is alleged that this kind of educational
system violates the equal ;protection clause of the U.S. Constitution as It 11I as
the Civii Rights Act of 1904.

The divisions and problems %vigil!' our educational system limy relate to
Mexican Americans has already been the cause of major disruptions in several
schools and communities throw,hout the Southwest. The most prominant demon.
strations occurred in early March, 19GS, in Los Angeles where thousands of
students staged walkouts in five predominantly 31exlcan American schools in the
East Los Angeles barrios. Student-police clashes. mass d monstraticns,
and arrests followed these walkouts." It Is interesting to nine that the major
cause of these walkouts was the lack of bilingual teachers awl guidance
counselling in t he predominantly Mexican American schools.

SESATE SILL 3883 IS 1:NNESVONSIE TO YELLS OF SPANISH SirliNAMED

Although the Spnnislesurnamed An nrican is included in the delnition of
"minority group children" provided by Section 9(d) 1, the question still remains
as to what benefits these children will receive by the enactment of the "Emergency
School Aid Act of 1970." There are several indications that the provisions of Bill
3.,S3 will again shortchange Mesicaa American pupils in public schools. First of
all, monies are allocated among the states by a rather unusual accounting method.
Tits Secretary altos an amount equal to two-thirds -if the sums appropriated
by alloting each state $100,000, plus an amount which is equal to a state's pro-
portionqe share of the total number of -adjusted number of minority group
children" in all of the states. Section 4(c) defines the term -adjusted number of
minoMly group children" for any state as the number of minority group children
enrolled in Its public schools, and (1) the number of minority group children
enrolled in lriblic schools in such state which is currying out a plan of desegrega-
tion pursuant to the final order of a U.S. Federal Court, Issued within two pre-
ceding fiscal years or (2) pursuant to a determination by the f!ceretary of HEM
made within this two-year period that such a plan of desegregation Is adequate
to meet the requirements of Title VI of the CI it Rights Act This method of deter-
mining the 'adjusted number of minority grout:children" clearly fa eors Southern
school districtsthose most reticent to Integrate their educational programs.

This counting procedure rewards those states whose school districts are under
federal court or IIEW orde.r to desegret,et,, and it is not a coincidence that these
states are all In the South. This provision penalizes those states that voluntarily
attempt to inegrate their schools. It also penalizes sc;ol districts such as are
in Los Angeles which are under a stale court order to integrate.' Also. there me
no provisions in Bill as.s3 that indicate that Integration must nice Ike place in
the classes and In other school activities an I not just nt the sm. . The
purpose of Senate Bill 3S.'s3 is apparently to eliminate dc prc segregation. But 1 he
net effect is that it ignores the 'needs and wants of Mexican American 5411o01 hil-
dreIl. 'I he MUMS of this nation have taken jud:elal notice of the fact that Mexican
Americans are an Identifiable ethnic mitmrily in the United States. and that to
mix Black students with Bros!: students and thus deprive both groups of Inter-
action with the Anglo students is not compliance with the Constitution:II requirm
mints set forth le Brown. A school system cannot be converted !Oa unitary syf
tItliPSS all three ethnic groups are integrated. The district court opinion in the

itt C.A. No. es C-93. June 1. 070. ROIng of th, 7.rtmorn r. nrammItldf Intirprol4rmf grhoot 141.frief. CS 205 5.1. I'S Norio
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Corpus Christi care indicates the extent to which federal courts have accepted
the Mexican American as a distinct identifiable ethnic group who come within
the scope of the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. Section
4(c) of Senate Bill 3583 clearly discrImin:tes against Mexican American school
children because few such pupils are presently under a federal court order or a
HEW desegration plan order and are thus not counted under the terms of Sec-
tion 4(c), 1 (A) and (B). Thus a Mexican American child attending a "racially
isolated" school in the Southwest is almost certain to be counted only once, while a
Black child in Mississippi Cr Alabama will mor- than Dryly be counted twice for
purposes of determining eligibility for financial assistance to the local educational
agency.

This method of allocating funds ral es severe Constitutional questions of &Mei
of equal protection of the laws. Whether or not a "minority group child" is en-
rolled in a school which is carrying out a plan of desegregation pursuant to n final
order of a federal court or pursuant to a determination of the Secretary of IIEW
that a desegregatior. plan is adequate to meet the requirements eu Title VI of the
Civil Right. Act rests totally with the initiative of two branches of the federal
government. These two branches have until recently been concerned largely and
almost exclusively with the plight of black school ^hildren. Does Congress now
Intend to penalize Mexican American school children who attend equally
"racially Isolated" schools as do Black Children, merely becanse the es emitivti
and judicial h "anches of our government nave shown little concern for the edu-
cational problems of the Spanish Surnamed Child?

U. PAST FEDERAL INACTION RECASTING ESANXSII SURNANIED Milton): REPEATED IN
BILL.

The fact that Mexican American school children and those of other Spanish-
speaking groups hove been the anblect of 'benign neglect" in the past now menus
that they are to be n.enallzed as the result of such government inaction. Even such
recent landmark decisions as the Corpus Chrtrii ease have been the product not of
an HEW dese;regation order or of the Initiative 'J.: :he .Tustice Department. but
have instead been the result of civil suits brought by private (Parties. The Corpus
Christi case was brought by the Mexican American Legal Def.mse Fund.

It 13 DIFO IM/ ''lent to note that the D.S. Delarlmlent of tistice intervention
action, which is, i repeat, the first filed by the government based on segregation

,texiein rmerican FO'nol children. Initially was a Price le snit bronglit again
MALDFF to iiesegregate the Sonora Independent School District in Southwest

Texas. It thus seems fair to state that the Mexican American school child has been
the stinject of DIMOSt total Raver- it inaction in the area of school desegrega
Bon. it sec ms to be ludicrous. to to now penalize all Spa ntsh.siirionte Amer-
1(11,1 and to deprive them of Ile, full benefits provided by the Senate Dill 3SS1 on
Ike ground that the government has not acted in the past.

Not only are Mexican American children unfairly denied the full benefits of
Senate Bill 3583. bat formal standards And guidelines are lacking for determing
hon. where. or for whnt purposes funds are to he spent. The selwed districts
implementing federal court or DEW approved desegrecal ion 140ns, or whIli have
completed implementation of such plans within the two years nrior to npnliratlon
may receive the cods of isrinlernentina such a plan and the costs of snecial Proj-
ects. lint beyond provisions for teacher sen-itIcity 1 ralnl"e. and for the mobilizn
lion of community groups. Senate Bill 335.3 does not Inc% ate what a "special
protect" might be. Witheut proper guidelines there can be no assorsriers that aid
will not be given to school districts which are not truly uttempling to desegrnte.

ecilnnl districts with one or more schools ht.cteg enrollment of nevi- or more
triwority or having one or more schools in danger of becoming racially isolated
may also receive funds. Irma-ever. the language of the bill would indicate that
school distriel a would recefre funds only for transferring students, and not for
"special projects" which would make integration SiLve;ccf111. Moreover. Section
R(g) slates that 'settling in this Dill shall be 4ermstrued to reoulre the transtrifin-
lion of students to eyerennme racial imbalanre in the schools. It thns amen rs that
funds may not bo allocated for voigat/rp busing or other Integration programs
which involve busing. If this assioPtion is tree. the awfulness of this prorldon
is certainly minimal and even meneingless. An thud ratiom of the need for lasing
mar be found in the recent Califs -nla Stale Conti decision requiring basing of
studm is in FAN Angeles County!" The nova was eKnIgan, of the fact ;hal busing
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may often be the only means of eliminating "racial isolation' in cities like Los
Angeles and in other northern cities.

The Secretary of HEW allocates two-thirds of the alloted funds in the manner
previously described, but retains sole discretion to expend the remaining one-
third. Such discretion vested In the Secretary seems to leave the door wide open
for political and regional pressures to be exerted in tile allocation of such funds.

It is quite significant that Senate Bill 3SS3 makes no specific reference to the
needs of language minorities, beyond including them in the definition of "minority
group child." It is clear that the roost fundamental need of the Mexican Anted-
van and other Spanish-speaking school children is language instruction in the
early elementary grades, or even In preschool activities. There Is a dire need
for specially trained teachers and guidance and counselling services. The enact-
ment of the Bilingual Education Act of 106STitle VII, Elementary and
Secondary- Education Actthrust a national legal and moral commitment for
bilingualism into the hands of the educators of our country.

Bilingualism must not be confused with the teaching of a second language as
such. Bilingual teaching means concurrent use of two languages as a medium of
instruction in all parts of the school curriculum, except for the actual study of
the languages themselves. In a classroom situation, for example, Kraal time might
be devoted to instruction In all subject areas in both English and Spanid). Thus.
bilingualism is not merely foreign language leaching. This type of bilingual
teaching Is especially important with regard to Section 5(a)3, which provides
for assistance to school districts or other institutions and organizations to carry
out educational programs or projects involving the joint participation of
minority group and non-minority group children who attend raciallr isolated
schools. This section further provides that in the case where such programs
cannot practicably he made, then such school district may carry out unusually
promising pilot or demonstration programs or projects to overcome the handicap
of racial Isolation upon such children. Bilingual education ntfers an opportunity
to carry out many promising pilot or demonstration programs, 01.mio..isly, one of
the key ingredients in bilingual education is the terie:1,-sr who can teach subject
matter In another language besidn English.

Training or obtaining these teachers will not be easy, but sure teachers do
exist right now. Section 6 includes several programs or projects which are eligi-
ble for assistance. There are provisions of Section 61.11)(e) all of which are
sources for the advancement of bilingual education in the Ahem Is. Coniprehen.
sive guidance and counselling for Mexican American students must be made
available, and remedial and other services to meet special needs of such children
can be prepared In a bilingual context. Bilingunl education is really bilingual.
bleu Muni educa,lon. Language is not Just an instrument for communiention and
learning: It is a total way of thinking, feeling, and acting. It is a set of personal
values. It is a key that may open up two cultures which a youngster ennnot
only see but also lire In.

Along with a bilingual teacher in the classroom there should also be n
aide from the community. The Ilse of such an aide should be only part of a

Ilan to develop more cultural consideration on the part of the school. The use
of tangling*, is important. but recognitioLi of cultural values and customs is even
more impertnnt.

One observation should be made. and that is that the family should participate
in the child's sc..,,oling. The Anglo and the black regard this participation as a
natural aspect of the raising of children. The Mexican American often does not.
The ialucationsl pogrania for the bilInguablenItural child must have an integral
pert .vhicli provides for horn) school relation.. One method of maximizing the
(Achim, of such parent participsition seema to he prodded for by Section ;)(b),
which allows grants to be made to any public or non- profit agency. Institution. or
organization to carry out programs or projecla neatened to suppoit the develop-
ment or IniplementatIon of a program or plan of desegregation.

This provision Is not very explicit as In the type of organization or non-profit
prh,le agency which may receive so.h grants, but it is certainly rmlistic and
pn tical to permit legal services agencies and organizatfona such as California
Burnt Legal As,Istance In monitor and oversee such projects. Not only do these
legal FPI% lee agencies have the legal expertise t ) serve such a role, but thus' also
have (lose contact with those communities' which are more likely to hare :Nib
dren in racially segregated or racially isol-Ited schools California Rural Legal
Assistanca, find the Mexican Ai icrican 'Rya Defense Fund hare already devel-
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oped sonic ems:lase on school desegregation plans through the,( efforts in
bringing several suits on behalf of Mexican American school children in 5(11001
desegregation ea SCF. Also, these legal organizations have advisory conindtbes
which are composed to a lArge degree of members of the communities they serve.
This (lose and intimate relationship, coupled with the legal and (Attentions I
expertise, indicate that such legal organizations should be placed in the role of
ornbud.smen for the development or implementation of desegregation plans.
These organizntions seem the most likely sources of providing the needed com-
munity input into the preparation of bilingual education in the schools, and
would also be a principle source of informing and involving the community in
the ways and manners in which funds are to is allocated and spent under Senate
13111 3S$3. Although the concept of having organizations CHLA and MALI)EP
serve as ombudsmen in the area of school integration may seem quite novel. It
numt be considered in the context of the quite novel concept of bilingual educa-
tion In the schools. Organizations as CRLA and MALDEF clearly fit the defini-
tion of Section 5(3) (b), and a provision should be added to state quite clearly
that these organizations may not Only serve to implement the provisions of this
act but should also be encouraged to assum.:_, such roles.

511. N VI IONAL ADVISORY MUNCH.

Section 12 of Senate Bill 35S3 provides that the president shall appoint a
National Advisory Council on the Education of Racially Isolated Children, con-
sisting of twelve members, for the purpose of review and administration and
operation of this act. The section does not provide for guidelines on the com-
position of this council. It appears necessary toot several members of the Na-
tional Advisory Council be of Spanish Surnamed Inasmuch as the Spanish
speaking are explicitly included with definition of "minority group children."

There must also be .sufficient numbers of Mexican Americans involved
the job of administering this program, and this timber should reflect the fact
that Spanish Surnamed Americans constitute our second largest minority.

1111. RM. MUST MANDATE ATTENTION TO STAGREGAIION OF SPANISH SHAKING

In school districts which have more than one minority, all minorities must
be served, Senate Itill 3533 does not address Itself to this matter, and there is
no requirement that the needs of all groups be served. At best, this Is an over-
sight on the part of the drafters of the bill. At worst, it is In flagrant violation
of the intent and spirit of federal court decisions such as the Corpus Christi
case. It Is very important to stress the fact that this bill must have provisions
to insure that funds allotted under Senate pill 3,SS3 he allocated on an equitable
basis to those districts which have more than one minority, so that all minorities
might be served.

The establishinen: of guidelines and standards for the funding of propels
and programs under this bill will not guarantee that funds will be expended
solely for projects, programs or activities which will rubies' or eliminate racial
segregation or "metal isolation" in the public schools One need only look to
what has happened to large amounts of Title I funds.

A report of audit prepared by the HEW Audit Agency in IfiCS for the Stab.
of California (liselosed the need for Improvements in management controls and
procedures for Title I funds of the Elementary and Secondary Education At
of I W.I.' This audit noted the need for improvement in several phases of op-
eration of the program including the conduct of local projects, financial man-
:gement, and State supervision. For example, Title I funds of approximately
$1(30,0(X1 prov(led to one county WAR used to contruet. equip and operate a
(-minty-wide Instructional fetes ision system (ITV). The Audit Agency concluded
that this project did not meet federal requirements concerning concentration of
funds in rev erly areas." Also, another school district obligated at least ..f.22i),3srl
of Title I funds for the purchase of equipment nol related to approved projects.'
True, such atoi,es cannot be eliminated Cseli when there are formal guidelines
owl standards eel forth for the appropriation and expending of educational

tir.W Awlit ocv Report. Con, rol Nn. 90074 02. 1111r I of Ifi. E'rmrnlar.
and Srrmdary Set of I u'( drnIn1,1r re,1 by the Stato of ralifornIA. flocnober 23. Ian,.
P.

. P. 7-Is.
Ibid . p. 3.

;
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funds, as the audit of Title I funds for the Stale of California indicates. It
must be noted that California bad among the strictest guidelines and standards
in the nation for Title I funds. It Is Ihns Important to stress the need for en-
forcement provisions, and for monies to be set aside for such enforcement. Sec-
tion 10 of Senate Bill 3553 states that the Secretary may detertnibe that up to
one (1) percent of anr appropriation may be made available to hint for evalua-
tion of the authorized program.

There is no provision for funds to be usecl to enforce any of the provisions of
this act. iis.stuning that funds for enforcement are to iiaile out of fonds set
osith: for e-aluation, it Is unite clear that or e (1) percent is totally Modiste:am
If funds are riot to be wasted as in the past on program; projects which
do not intend nor will lit fact result In desegregation of schools. then it would
appear necessary that a larger amount, taaifcraltly in the range of five to telt
I7,101 percent of any appropriation. lie Sit aside by the Secretary of for
the enforcement of Senate Hill 3SS:3. Illthenvise, all the guidelines and standards
in the world may be Incorporated into Ibis act and all will he meaningless
if there is no lit oVi,,I011 for enforcement also Included in this act.

IS. CON('IUSION

I cannot Intp.t ss ntsm you t si strongly the fact that if Senate hill 34.i:3 is
passed as presently written, 3liosiern American and other Spanish Surname
school children will 1,e effectively excluded from the scope of benefits to lie
provided. If passed as presently written, the drafters of 11111 ...IS-K.1 may just as
well have excluded .zpanisli Surnamed -Americans from the definition of "minor-
ity group children- provided in Section 901)1,, The effect would be the same.

IN TM DISTRICT COI HT 01, TIM UNITED STATES FOR Tits SOL'IltEEN 111S1R1(7
TEN A s. Courts CHRIST[ DI% [SION

(Civil action. Ni. hsti-C---9;0

Josninsxmlos 1514. Scnoct. l ttsuircr

(June 1, 1970, Thew : 11 :OS A.M.)

KITING OF 'ME Cot' WI

The Cs Oar, WIll everyone please be seated.
in Civil .kettori Number 674-1' --93. a Civil Rights Class action. the following
ill constitute the Findings of Fn( t and Conclusions of law, and may be anti oiled

and or supplemented nt n later oate. but those I:sir:C.111gs today will control and
del ermine the disposit Ion of the issues before its,

(cart finds that It has Jurisdiction and (lint this is a proper
(nisei action under Rule 2.3 of the Federal Ittiles of Civil Procedure.

itisdloss to say, this Court consider", IllIS to be a most important mtse. Not
only because of the great Interest that has b(111 Innuir,,,teil by the large atten-
d:oe of citizens In the court roam and the amount of time and space the news
media have iltivoted to the citeerAge of the trial. but the Ciotti ft.,1117AS anti
to that we are considering lion of the tonst important aspects and
interest of the school patrons and Also the sehool administration: the taxi., of
mom,y - and the ettlidren.

Because it Is nit important ease I want again to EN VI t.ss by tippled:Ohm for
the efforts of the attorneys %%Ito have tuqicarcd here. not only for their roolierie
ion in ',rot-Mira the Court with ull the relevant and pertinent evidence. volumi-

nous data and statistics. but nisi well writti n oriel's. and also for the oxisslitimisly
manner In which the evidence was presented.

This type of legal controversy, eddelt is prevalent oil ii%er lite totitr!, has
finally come to the City of Corpus Christi. as it has colin, to many °Oar one

our ;and, nrol the magnitude of 1.1,111 Hi 1, ref! hut In the
volume of litigation and opinions ..111,1i are far-mils

]'excuse the Flitted States ltistil(I Courts are under a Mandate bi expedite
this Ow of litigation. aid 1st-anise this Court looms that school has Just closed
and the summer semester Is beginning, aril that the 119:11 197 1 solidi year tent;
will 14'09 19 Hitt" 13) months. the hurl hdleves it hell serve the ends of justice.
as wed as the initttcst of the parties to Ibis laAsuit, especially the School .114-
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ministration, to present this opinion orally and not to have to, or not to wait to
have It typed, reproduced and printed.

Although, as you could realize, it has not been an easy task. I have had the ad-
vantage of three (3) weeks of night and day studyingthese exhibits. this volumi-
nous data, taking two brief cases to Miami. constantly reading the opinions and
having them available to me as they are published. And also, thanks to the attor-
neys In the ease, of having the advantage of having daily copy made of the pro-
ceedings and testimony.

One great adva,dage and help to the Court was the Vt'n' and manner all the
statistical evietnce was worked and catalogued at the beginning (` the trial.
and witch was offered and stipulated to early in the trial, and which was avail-
able to the Court for :tudy for these three (3) weeks.

We also were fortunate in having available every recent appellate decision
concerning these matters.

In reaching the decision in this ease, I have carefully weighed and conshlered
all of the evidence. and each and every witness's testimony was considered in
the light of common sense. the witness's eN perk!" and cum ifications. his inter-
est in the case, his demeanor on the tt itness stand. whmlier nr not he answered
the questions directly and unequivocally, or whether lie was Vigil(' Or eVaSivP, or
whether he equivocated, and whether or not it appeared accurately in comps
son with statistical data and evidence that was not disputed.

Although the statistical data and evidence was largely undisputed. I find as a
matter of fact for the record that the data presented by the Plaintiff is accurate
and correct as to student populations, percentage of ethnic groups. that Is as se
have called them in this trial. Anglo. Negro. and Mexican- American. locations
of schnols, and the make-up of the student population. the location and ethnic
patterns of general population within this area. the number of teachers. the
schools they are assigned o. and t`,e ethnic background of each teacher in each
Schoo, and the location of past and present boundaries, the time and cost of
canr:ructinn of new schools, the cost of renovating of old schools. the number of
children bused In the past and In the present, and who they were, and vho
they are.

I especially find the Plaintiff's Exhibits No. 4. 4-A. 4-C. and 4-1) as accurate
and very illuminating.

The same is true for Plaintiffs Exhibits 0-.1. 0-11. 6-C, and Plaintiff's Ex-
hibit 7. also Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 33. and Plaintiff's Exhibit 36.

The Court accepts as true and correct the other objective &la and statistics
offered by the Plaintiff.

Of course, roost of this evido,ee. if not all. was furnished by the Defendant.
and the Court is deeply appreciative of the cooperation, of the long. tiresome
work that the Selionl Administratton had to undertake to furnish this data.

I also find that the Defendant's objective statistical evidenv is true and cor-
rect. such as Defendant's Exhibits K 2. 2-A, 3, 3-A, 4, . th 7. t' 10. 11. 14. awl
10.

The Plaintiffs and Defendant's exhibits as mentioned mainly include objective
evidentiary data over which there is no dispute, as I understand the parties. lad
I do understand that each side contends there are different factual and legal
implications and V( ..dusions to be drawn from this objective statistical evidence
which the Court. of course, will have to decide.

As to the other exhibits. the Court will consider them and give to them what-
ever weight and err ibtllty. as well as relevancy, the Court feels they deserve !.1
deciding the factual and legal issues involved.

Finally. the Court recognizing that experts similarly trained, similarly elln-
cated. and with good Intentions, an disagree over fundamental issues. And that
is not only trite in the field of education, but this Court sees It every day wh(lu we
have trials with experts. where they disagree over the most baste and funda-
mental issues. And there has been some disagmenients manifested during this
trial that just could not l e reconciled and the Court must use Its own judgment
to sec thr justice is done after carefully considering all of the evidence.

Althotult there has been n Bonne chat lank of taste empirical evidence which
has been validated or demnnstroted by experience er resutts and the educdtors
spoke of that often during the trial, the Conti must decide this ease on the
evidence before It.

Now to the Issues in the ease it appears In the Conrt that the enntrnning and
ultimate issues. stated in general terms. areas follows
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Firstly, can Brown, 347 U.S. 48a. end its progeny apply to Mexican - Americans
In the Corpus Christi Independent School District, or stated in another way, is
Brown limited to Negroes only?

Secondly, if Brown cart appl3 to Mexican- Americans, does it under the facts of
this case?

In another way, ,ssuming Brown applies to Mexican-Americans. are the Mexi-
can-American students segregated or is a dual school system?

Thirdly, because I think most of us agree that the Negroes in ('onus Christi
are protected by the Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution under Brown.
as was a case Involving blacks and whites, and later the Supreme Court and
Fifth Circuit cases, the question or Issue here is, do we have a dual or unitary
school system as It affects Negroes in Corpus Christi?

Further, or fourthly, If we do hum a dual school system here as defined by
re runt Fifth Circuit cases, land that Negroes and Mexican - American: .ere denied
their Constitutional rights mder the Fourteenth Amendment. is this a de jure
or de facto dual or segregate( school system?

And finally, if we do have a dual system, how can the Court. and limier what
pans and programs, disestablish a dual school system and establish und maintain
a unitary school system in contemplation and compliance with the recent Sup, ono
Court and Fifth Circuit- opinion?

And so, in determining the first general issue in this ease, which is whether
Brown can apply to Mexican-Arnericans in the Corpus Christi independent
School District, the Court now makes the following ohservatIons p;!-,,ertthig the
implication of Brown to this Issue :

This Court reads Brown to mean that when a state undertakes to provide
public school education, this education must be made avallalth- to till students
on equal terms, and that segregation of any group of childre n in such onldic
schools on the basis of their being of a particular race, cult national origin, or
of some readily identifiable ethnic minority group, or class, der rives these rhll-
dren of the guarantees of die Fourteenth Amendment as sot oat In Brown, and
subsequent decisions, evert though the physical facili'ie and otter tangible tact, re
may be equal.

Although these cases speak in terms of race and color, we must :member that
these cases were only concerned with blacks and whites. but it is vicar to this
Court that these cases are not limited to race and color alone.

In this case, if the proof shows that the American, Nies leanAnno ri,;ins in the
Corpus Christi Independent School District are an Identifiable ethnic minority
group, and for the reason have been segregated and discriminated against 1,1 the
school?. In the manner that Brown prohibits, then they are certainly eittill:,(1 to
all the protection announced In Brown. Thus Brown can apply to American,
Mexican-AnnerIcan students In public schools.

Has leg decided that Brown ear apply to Mexican-American student, in public
schools. the Court now must determine whether under the facts of this ens: the
Mexican- American student In the Corpus Christi Independent Selmel I tistriet
to fall within the protection of Brown.

The Court finds from the evidence that these Mexican-American st.1414.1its are
an identifiable f thnle minority class sufficient to bring within the proto lion of
llro'n tn.

It Is clear to this Court that Mexican-Anterbmns. or Americans with Spanish
surnames, or whatevery they are called, or v,Latever they would like to tie
cased. Latin-Americans. Sr, several other new tunnies of bkfilltication, and
pa rentlietically the Court will take notice that this nattilm; for Identification
phenomena Is similar to that experienced in the Negro groups. black. Negro.
colored, and non black again, with an occasional Insulting epitaph that is used
less and less by white people In the South, fortunately. OccasiotmllY you he fir
the word "Mex still spoke in a derogatory way In the Southwest.

It Is clear to this Court that these people which we have used the word
Mexican-Americans to des, ribe their class. group, or segment of ear lopithiticrt.
14 an blentlflai le ethnic minority In the inited Staff's, find es1siiatic No in the
Snntbcicst find in Texas and In Corpus Christi This Is not stirpriimr: we tan
noti, e and Identify the physical ehnricterktic -. their language. (toil- pr. domi
',ant religion, their distinct (1,11Lite. ant. ,d worse, their spanI11 11111:itioc, And
If there were any doubt In this 'ourt's mind, this ont.' could take not lee, which
It does, of the Comzres-ional enactments, Co% IF 1111111111n! stud i S find U.,noinh:slonq
on this problem. And also the opinion,. such as Hernandez versos Texas, 317
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U.S.. 475, a 1954 case; Judge Allred's decision in tins ease. Hernandez versus the
Driscoll Coas,diolated Indepentlen* School District. Civil Action So. 1 ?;410; utr
published, Keys, et al, versus the School District Number 1, Civil .1tion 14411.
District of Colorado; the WestininIster School of Orange Comity versus M note's.
Hit Federal 211d 771, Ninth Circuit, 1017 and also, and very importantly, the
recent Federal Governmelit's intervention in Marcos Perez, et al, versus The
Sonorra Independent School District. Number 0, 224 Civil, San Angelo Division
of the Northern District of Texas.

This Court further finds that the Mexican-American students in the Corpus
Christi Independent School District are now separated nod segregated to a degree
prohibited by the Fourteenth Amendment in all three tenets of Coe School System,
elementary, junior high, and senior high. It is obvious to the Court from the
evidence that the Mexican-Americans have been historically discriminated
against as a class in the Southwest and in Texas, and in the Corpus Christi
District. This Court is convinced that this histor of disc; itaination as given by
l/r. Thomas Carter, Dr. Hector Garcia, and Mr. Paul Morten ayor Is substantially
correct.

Not only do I find that Mexican-Americans have been discriminated against
as a class, I further find that because they are all identifiable ethnic minority
that they are more susceptible to discrimination and this Is not common to
NIexicaAinericans and Negroes n.lne. but It appears from history that any
blentifiable minority group, that is a Wfferent persoil, whether it be racial, ethnic.
religious, co; national origin, tray quite often suffer from this problem.

It seem is to this Court th" I the Mexican American organizations, sushi as
1.171, AC's and the 0 1, Forum Pod not; MAVo. more called into being in rnsPoll,.
to this problem. This is m by, oerhaps, we a -e bating so thinly studies, so many
hearings, so runty Government Conoinksions studying these problems. and so
many publications and btxt1;s ',ling published coon hing this very real problem.

Fort tir. qoly, the °Wet-dye manifestations of this typos of iliscriminatha is
graduall:, l'isappoaring from our society. Nevertimloss. this historical pattern of
oliscrianination has contributed to the present substantial scigregotion of Menienii-
.%ttiereanA in our schools. This segregation has resulted in in 4111.11 school system.

The Court also finds that the Ne7ro students In the Corials Indeitendent
School District are also segregate)! to a degree prohibited by law Whiell vaunts
this to he a dual tattier than a unitary schaw system.

The Cuorf's finding that the Nlexlean-.%anerican and Negro students are silk
stantially segoegated front the remaining student population of this district is
has 1 primarily upon the undisputed statldica' evidence. This is also, and I
also hid, true of the facility.

The Court is of the opinion that by placing N.ogtocs and Mexiao.Alinricans
in the same school does not achieve to unitoory system. As contemidated by iaw,
a unitary school district oats be achieved here only by soolostantial 'rotegration of
the Negroes and NlexlcianAinerientos with 11,e remaining stalont ppulation of
the district.

As to vliellier or not the olescgregat boo which boos rcsuitciti in .1 dual, in this
dual system, is de facto or de 5tire. the Court is of the opin Ma that some of the
segregation was of a to facto raturp; 11at Is. locenoise of the sacio-ecoroonlie
factors which caused Negroes, 3(C.Nien to-Americans to live in the corridor, which
eve have described here as where they live, and similar to the gbilto, of oaks r
cities. and of the Ktlern of the geographical wool denlographio, (ANIO,jrbil of tine
city towards t he south "rod southwest.

lint this segregated fond deal school district tins its real r, mts in the minds of
men, that is, the failure of the ..chod system to anticipate and rorreet the itn
balancing that was developing. The court is of the firm opinion that adminis-
trative decisions by the school board in drawing lonnilarics. Inciting su innils.
building new schools and renovating ill schools in the inrcs'ontiair,,tly .Nt gni
and Mexican part of town: in liroicling ill clastic and thrill'' and the
I ronsfer SySfrali that resoilled In smile Aught children being a C41 to avoid the
ghetto, (1" COrfilor SIThow.ts. 15 f'us'ing s mi.n 0,1,/cilt,:. by 11,nialific one or moo,
(optional transfer zones Md.?, rosicilt-.1 ire A...:1,.. being able In r rd.! Ncgco.
lictleani.tmericati c-rhosiis ;put not nll,neing NioNicacti.1thcrii iris or Ni aria the
(option of going to Alogio s, by ptIllrli ig r I traordinarliy large sums of
money which rcselted in britcusifying and icor. a ,cgrcgiited dna] scibeol
sysicm; by as,iroitig Negro mil tcachiirs in ciiiiisirity
to these segregated ichecils; and the farther failure to employ a sufficient number
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of Negro and American school leachers; and the fioilure to provide a majority
to minority transfer role; all of w)tieli, regardless of all explanations aid re-
gardless of all expressions of g000: Intendons, was calculated. and did maintain
and promote a dual schoel system.

Therefore this Court finds as a matter of fact and law that the Corpus Christi
Independent School District Is a de jail' segregated school system.

The defeadantq have attempted to show that the Negroes and .Mexican-.1iner-
leans are spread throughout the city. To what extent this is true, nevertheless,
the undisputed statistics show that the Negroes and Mexican.ionericans are
substantially segregated in the school system. So nits world mean that the
schoolhouse is more segregated than the neighborhoods.

The defendants argued that they (lid not have the benefit of hindsight, which
we all appreciate, but this Court feels that thine were sufficient warnings given
to the school board by interested citizens and groups to alert them to this prob
lem, which any school board member or superintendent should know might be
a problem in this day and age.

This Court is not here to place blame, criticize, or fed Nun-. let this suit was
brought to this Court by the plaintiffs alleging a of rights ploheted
the Fourteenth Amendment, And It is this Court's opity to tolpidicate thew
grivances. The courts do not go out and look for these controversial prohlems to
solve, they are brought to the courthouse by human beings with a 1.,rievainte,
rind thn, a wh,re they should be brought.

This Court knows that hoar I II,1131CrS Vluingo from lime to time; this Court
knows that in our complex society of today of large institutions that we do have
problems of persona/ responsibility or of collective responsibility. individual
fr.ult, or corporate fault, private blame or institutional blame. ?brat man and
amoral society, as N'ellibur puts it, is still with us. Bat whatever was the per-
sonal end individual Intentions of ILe school board members., who I noted dill
not testify in this ease. the hoard had the ultimate responsibility. and I find
that the board of trustocs of I'm Corpus Christi Independent School District has
not discharged its heavy burden to explain Ps preference for what this Court
finds Is a segregated and dual school system.

I cannot and do not a .!eept the explanations given by the school administra-
tion for not only maintaining a segregated school system and ohm' school system,
but really what appeals to Me to be a program which will 111lVIVSlry ;11141 inagitify
the problem as time goes on,

This Court is of the opinio t that there are reasonable inovailnrule myth( Pas to
effcct a unitary system, and this Cou t finds that this dual 3-stet can dis
established without significant administrative, educational, pommy 'e, or trans
portation costs. And I appreciate the plaintiffs bringing the ourr attention to
:hey are not here asking for a large number of children to be bussed, and neither
is the Court, and it is obvious that the faculty and the admiilstrati%e staff Is
even more segregated than the schools. There Is no real dispute ben'.

The school ;mist assign Negroes arid fifes teare.t me dean teachers 01,4,1014M
the system on the same ratio of percentages they an,. lit the total (ember runt staff
populatice:. Furthermore, the school board must ininte.liately take steps to employ
more Negro and Mexican- American teachers.

And as to tho dire effects the defendant 4Ininis will result If there is more
transportation of ;Indents than Is presently done, the Court says thnt the cbildnm
who are being Missed now make no such nor Inv" I be.ii shown any
harmful effects on the individual children that will outweigh the harmful effects
on the Negro and Me\ kin-American child who Is in a segregate d and dual sYs
tem. That Is my opinion after giving careful attention to all of the to stiniony
of the experts.

The physical and social ineoneenlen<vs that come children might suffer v. ill
not be as severe or as raolongosl as (1,111part41 to tilt' INY(liol"gh,;111 aid emotional
tronna. and scarring. and crippling that minority children sti!f.Lr when they ft el
that they are rejected or not nreepted.

As to the educational Item tits this road Is of the opinion Ow the Anglo
bill and the Negro and the Nlexittan (111:t1 pill hen, fit by a null ry s) st 4110

f think Ito' ri.iiintirr statistics stud, stem Ifils. cspe. lally those WI the
nrunnnt n( S(11111IS: Nlo XII tins n t Ira d,irati, n ,,f 111,1,,,, mar
nation Is becoming polarized and fragmented. and this has i effect of wadi aliz
ins many of our posing people. It is not enough to pay lip seniote to tie' Con di-
! ot fon try tokmdsta
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While many of our institutions has a tendency to divide us, religious institu-
tions, social institutions, economic institutions. political institutions, the public
school in...titution, as I see it is the one unique institution vvhich has the rapacity
to unite this nation and to unite this diverse and pluralistic society that we
hare. We are not a homogeneous people; we are a heterogeneous people, we
have many races, many rdigions, many colors in America. nere in the public
school system as young Americans, they can study, play together, inneract, they
will get to know one another, to respect the others' differences, to tolerate each
other even though of a Iifferent ram color, religious. social or ethnic status.

But be that as it may, the Supreme Court has resolved that problem for the
district court by saying that separate education, educational facilities are in-
herentlr unequal and therefore unconstitutional

Therefore the Court finds for the plaintiffs c rg'. the injunctive relief prayed
for will be granted.

Because the courts. especially in the south, are finding that a hiracial or
human ielations conunittee appointed by the court can aid the school boards nod
the courts through these trying times, and in these complex problems of creating
a unitary system and maintaining them, this Court is of the opinion that a
human relations committee appointed by this Court will be of great help. And
therefore the 'plaintiff and defendant gill Immediately provide the Court with a
list of (liken names each of patrons of the Corpus Christi Independent School
District, which list shrdl include the mum-, address, and telephone number of
each person, and each list shall Include five Negroes, five Anglo:, and five Mexl-
can.Aniericans, and the Court will choose from this list two names for each of
the five naives submitted which will provide the Court with a committee of
twelve persons, four of which will be Anglo, four Ivili Segro, and four will
be MexicanAmericans. The Court will charge th's twelve member human rela-
tions committee with the responsibility of investigating and consulting and ad-
vising with the school board periodicaliy with respect to nil matters tending
to promote and to maintain the operations of a unitary school system, wilich will
satisfy- the law.

Because this opinion and partial final judgment involves a controlling question
of law, as to which there is substantial grounds for differences of opinion insofar
as this Court Is of the opinion that MexicaArucricans are an identitinble ethnic
class who have suffered de jure and de facto segregation and who arc protected
as a class under the Fourteenth Amendment and the laws of the United States,
and who are now being subjected to a dual scho-)1 system in violation of the
Fourteenth Amendment rind the laws of the United Slates, and the Court, that
the Court has found that they should be and nre protected, rind that they should
be in a unitary school system, and therefore. the Court is of the opinion that the
defendant may utilize the procedures of ZS United States Code Annotated, Sec-
tion 1292 to the end that such an interlocutory immediate appeal, it the defend
ant should desire to do so. would materially advance the ultimate determination
of this Court. But this opinion and the judgment to be entez.a trun,cairitos will
not be stayed pending this interlocutory r:Teal, if ore is made because of the
defendant's right to on emergency- appeal under Rule 2 and Related Rules and
Practices of the Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit, rind further because the
parties have Already had the transcript made of all the testimony and the
lobiminous erldentiary data which has been introduced into evidence. Is already
catalogued. and in such a manner that time will not a real prAleni.

The plaintiff awl defendant will submit to this Court by July the 17pth a final
plan which will nchleve n unitary school System which w ill be ektucationally,
administratively, and econornicatly reasemalpl. It shall include a inajorit;
minority transfer rule ns suggested In Singleton, ct nl, versus Jac',.son Municipal
Separate Schen/ District, No. 2922n, leibled on May the 7.11). 1C+710. by
Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit.

The deputy courtroom clerk of the court, Miss link( r. select the twelve
names utrirh will Cc11111rjcP the human relations eoniniirtc by arrankinc ail six
stacks of five names in an ,mbeli;,a1 r rind I ilshiz the I q two names
from each stark whirls gill 41 barman co,n4Inillii of Irtrlec
per,ons, foot of which wilt 1,c N. ern, four will 1.1 Anglo area four 1K )1('N
( n n The ocrk win communicate irnatecliduly with ihc,c tuelte per ens and
inform them the Court w Hies that 111.y serve on 11;i, human relations tout.
miller, noel if any stion1.1 decline to sot %e. th,11 w ill take the heNt name
front the particular stn. The court lms not seen nor looked at those
and does tint know wlop they ate IPNec,pt Ih Court Ohl nsl. the lawyers.
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ask the lawyers to give us competent people, which I am sure they bane done.
The Court Reporter will immediately transcrit, .hose oral findings of fact

and conclusions of law in this opinion and will file it with the clerk of the court
and provide each party with a copy.

This Court shall retain jurisdiction of this case until it Is satisfied that the
dual system has been disestablished and an unitary system is in existence for a
sufficient length of lime to indicate the dual system will not tend to be re-
established.

The plaintiff will submit to tho Court immediately after consultation with the
defendant's nflorneys, and after giving the defendant an opportunity to approve
it as to form, an appropriate judgment not inconsisent with this opinion.

The Court is adjourned.

U.S. DinsiCT COURT, SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF TENAR, CoRpUs CHRISTI DIVISION

(C. A. No. GS-C-95)

JOSE CIsNEROS, rr AL V. CORPUS CIIRrSII INDEPENDENT SCHOOL. DISTRICT

PARTIAL ETNA!, JUDGMENT

Pursuant to the opinion of the court rendered in open court on June 4. 1970,
which is incorporated herein by reference wherein the court set forth Findings
of Fact and Conclusions of Law, the court on this the -Rh day of June, 1976,
renders Partial Final Judgment as follows:

r.

On the merits of plaintiffs' claim pertaining' to the present and past assignment
of Negro and Mexican-American students the court is of the opinion that the
facts and law are with plaintiffs and against defendant and judgment should he
rendered for plaintiffs and against defendant.

It is therefore ordered. adjudged and decreed by the court that the present
assignment of Negro and Mexicam.tmerican students, by the defendant Corpus
Christi Independent School District does not conform to law.

It is further ordered, adjudged and decreed by the court that the defendant
Corpus Christi Independent School, the members of its Board of Trustees, and
their successors in office, and the agents. officsrs and employees of the said dis
trict, and all those in active conceit with them be, and they are hereby, per-
manently enjoined from discriminating 111 the basis of race. color or ethnic
origin in the assignment of students. leachers and staff to the various schools
of the district. It is further ordered that defendant School District shall fake
the following affirmative action:

I. Assign teachers and shff personnel to various schools so as lo eliminate
either racial or ethnic identitiabilify of lily schools ill the system amt further
so as to achieve an assignment of toothy and staff al oath sclwol In approximate
proportion to the racial and ethnic composition of the school system's entire
faculty and staff at the same s(hool level, that Is. elementary. junior high and
high school.

2. In the consideration of new schools or (AP:11 114,11 facilities
considerailon to the achievement or prem.rvation of :1 reasonable mixture of
.dexicri.truerican and Negro FIndents with other strident!, In 4.41( h time or ex-
panded facility.

3. File in this court on or before Jul) /7,, 1.170. and ..itaultaneoast servo upon
plaintiffs' counsel, a plan for the revs ed assignment of the student population
to be effective bcfore the eenonetuemmil of the regular school term for the fall
of 1970, which plan will conform in law. 511111 111111 slutll In Ito flj.4 1'0 jr,ii of the
1114111110M include the relowallron of boundaries or altenpuec 7,111-, pairing of
s, hoots. grouping of Nr btiiiig or our i i h e w 61r h lu Ibo indglmeul ref
lb° defendant iiktrfel will provoqo ilhr unitary
.),tern Inking Into eomdderation the pertinent (1111, Alba] II, alit iniIninie and
economic f at te,r,

Stith plan shall ituludo a inal,rityluitiority right Of tranf.r be NI,x1.:In-
ArnervaD or Negro stoic ors. Plaintiff` shall 10:k 1% kg' Iii :11 similar pion.

This court hoc heietofore regile,torl the parries to nominate ritdvcns W., reside
In the area of the defendant disfrlit to serve as an .11.0%isory Couuniltce 10 this
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court and to the defendant district. The court shall designate in a subsequent
order the citizens who shall constitute the Advisers Committee. Said Committee
shall be granted access to all records of the defendant and shall submit proposals
and advice to the district and to this court affecting the achievement operation
and maintenance of 41 Unitary school system and Cl! mattkrs pertinent thereto.
including but not limited to new construction and new .s...te.C.

Pursuant to a stipulation of the parties. this court has heretofore severer! the
trial of a specific issue of this ease, to-wit : the in-titution and maintenance of

sequence or grouping sysv:an for students. The court makes no finding with
reference to the facts or law pertinent to sti,11 issue but retains jurisdiction of
the case for the further trial and decision of said issue.

The court further retains jurisdiction of the case for the purpose of amend.
men t, eNsinsion or alteraroo of this judgment pursuant to the plans In be
filed in this court on or before 'illy 15. 1970.

This judgment is a final judgment of the merits of the case but is not a final
judgment insofar is to the appropriate remedial action of the court in l're
premises. In making, this partial final judgment. the court finds under 2R r.S.C..A.
Section 12(12 that this judgment involves a controlling question of law as to
wl :eh there is substantial ground for difference of opinion insofar as this court
Ims rendered judgment that Mexican-Americans are ail identifiable ethnic group
who are subject to the protection of the Fourteenth Amendment of the Consti-
tution nrid of the laws of the United States and have been sabjected to both de
jure and de facto segregation.

Senator Prtr,. If Mr. henry Ramirez is in the audience, will he mile
forward ?

Senator N!')Nfl.U.E. lie is not hoe yet.
Senator Pill. Mr. Ruiz.

STATEMENT OF MANUEL RUIZ, MEMBER, U.S. COMMISSION ON
CIVIL RIGHTS

Nit.. Rutz. (;entlenien, it was with profound interifi that I came to
I ho city of 1VashinA.,rton from the city of his .kngeles, because I had
read, for the first time in my life phraseology in a proposed Federal
bill on education which gave. recognition to various ethnic,. segments
of onr minority group children.

Section (Il) . 1 ) of the act refers to the .knierican Indian. It says:
"French, Orientals, Mexicans., Puerto Means, Cubans, and children
of other Spanish origin or a ncest

The bill as presently written, howe does not provide, as indi-
cated, for the sta,cial prolilems of the Spanish, Mexican .1merican
ethnic minority, which is principally isolated in de facto concent rations
of populations,

In order to provide for the .pecial problems of the :Mexican .1nie-
iean segment of our population, if that is what this committee intends
to do, it is suggested that flue authorized appropriationand listen
to I drribledand that the increase in fund: Ix, en:marked and
devoted to liersons of Mexican and Spanish origin wiio are specifically
identified in the act and who come from an environment, oc,oriling
tonic act. wherein I hi, dominant language is other than English. thure
fore, as the act states. ail, educationally deprived.

Now, Clis kind of recognitioi, l,y our legislators, gentlemen. should
hart been fintliemiirog a long I ore ago. In 1923. the .suprente Collet
of tho United Slates, ill the case of .1/,!;,-/ v. .N7.f1, of .1, and
other related cases, announced the doctrine that a foreigo halignage
hail the propensities of property and was stis,.ept it& of egoist It tonal
protection in the pursuit of life.liticity.and happiness.
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Said the U.S. Supreme Court, copy of which opinion is annexed
by Nay of exhibit to my exposition. -The protection of the Federal
Constitution extends to those who speak oilier languages as well as
to those. who speak English.

The U.S. Supreme Court in said opinion, which is the law of the
land, subscribes to the advantages of the right of a child to retain
his first language and at the same tinie to become proficient in the
English, as a 11:1 t riot i c American citizen.

It. is my belief that a special amendment should be added to Senate
hill 3S83 as presently proposed in committer, so that, in the process of
the mechanics of physical desegregation, the special problem:, of edit-
iational integration of ethnic ininorit:s whose first language is not
English he provided for and protected.

The facts and contentions which support the need for the requested
amendment, gentlemen, to the bill are contained in tile exhibits which
I have submitted for your perusal.

The following language should also he added firstly to the in thor-
ized activities eligible for financial assistance; that is, the words "cdu
ationally deprived minority group children who are in need of
language s"ls.-

Present section 6(d), as amended, would then read as follows:
Section G(d). Devekpment and employment of new b.stnictional tedrdques

and materials designed to meet the needs 67 racially school children
and the needs in language skills of educationally deprived whiority group

The eOnillitinity gait which denies equality of educational oppo,-
tunity to luckily isolated children national or ig'n minority groups
requires that rho act under consideration be explicit in its language
to be placed in parity with title VI of the rivil Rights Ad of 1961.

Secondly. there need be no ,ending prer-ess of ih.segreg4tion as to
thosc racially isolated ethnic segments whereiA Ili° dominant language
is other than English.

The additional funding redluest(d for these ethnically imp.7 red
areas would constitute a s.con.1 part of the hill is not lore ently
provid tor. lay adding a second par,. to the hill wherein funds would
Ire devoted to et lime groups Inn ing non-English langriuge problems.
Ilse. portions of the hill as now written relating to coini order and
voluntary desegregation would assureemeTency fund;ngs for Ow
southern part of the United States. At the same time, the dirt inguish
ahle problemg arising out of language in other limas of the Cnited
.;ales would Fovided for, and the bill a,:ordhigly will have
nationwide impact and scope,

As you know, the Office f Civil Rights of 11EW has issued ;, jxpliey
memorandum which sets for the responsibility of selvxd districts to
provide equal edir,ational opportunity to nation it origin minority
group children deficien4 in English language skills. File bill is present ly
silent as to this concep, lint (nullod easily provide for the s:one iii a
secohrl part to the hill.

flat this committee may know 11-4y :1411116o 4131 :eoarote flinding
would he ia,o1 and reqoired. reference is being midi, to exliihils
wherein /I some 1,..ea rch is takim; place. More funds are nees.ary to sfilN
the problems relat ive to the needs and language skills of ed dca
deprk cd minority group children who reside in ethnically hiqoaded
a eels.

PS2
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Exhibitll which I have submitted sets forth the evolutionary proc-
ess which is taking place in instructional techniques and materials
designed to fulfill the. needs hi language skills.

The avid interest- of educational panelists as well as the rapid gains
which are taking place iii the yet unsolved problems and issues of effec-
tive language communication may be, noted in exhibit II which I have
submitted. The e programs in teacher training, for effective
lines of communicat ion, aildies to all ethnic grail s wherein English is
a second language as already specified in the hill.

The ds..egregation process intended by the bill insofar as the Negro
child is concerned will be an exercise in futility insofar as the Mexican
American is concerned since he '.as special problems and those prob-
lems are unrelated to those of the Negro child. although generally
speaking far more serious in the field of education.

That this senatorial commitee may better perceive what I have just
stated, reference is made to exhibit V, which gives its a sociological
overview of the Mexican American in the rurt 1 areas of the rnited
States as well as the urban areas of the United States.

What this means from a racial impact point of view is set forth in
exhibit V by Julian Samora, professor of sociology. University of
Notre Dame. and Ralph Guzman. assistant professor of gorernment,
Is Angeles St ate College in hos Angeles, Cal if.

There is another exhibit lihich offers pertinent remarks :elating to
the bilingual, bicultural child, which is identified in your bili.

In concluson, we. are suggesting an accommodat ion in the bill to our
special problems. That is. that a special amendment be added to Sen-
ate bill 3883 to assure that iu tl process of the mechanics of physical
desegrept ion, the special problems of educational integration of
ethnic minorities whose first language is not English be provided for
and protected, and secondly, that the proposed authorized :gips ,ipri a-
tion be materially increased and that the increase be earmarked and
devoted for the purpose submitted and stlrZgested iii lhe various at-
tadied exhibits that I have submitted for your inspection,

(The prepared statement of Manuel Hinz with accompanying ex-
hibits follows :)

PREPAREn STATEMENT OF ATTORNEY )IANT/71. 1..S. CONRUSSION ON
(nit MOOTS, ON S. 3.Y.3 SCIloor. A111 ACT OF 11110, 1970

REQUEST

That a !pedal amendment be added to Senate Bill MN% to assure that In the
process of the mechanics of physical desegregation the speeial problems of elluea-
tional Integration of ethnic minorities whose first language is not English 1.
provided for and protected.

That the proposed 1mi:bort/ell appropriation be doubled, anil that the increase
be earmarked and devoted for the purposes submitted and suggested In the
numhed Komits which are set forth In this statement.

FOMATTORY

I am proud app. sr Istore thl= (onimittee as a Sp4i n1,11 ".iitn[itin ricon
Among the Spar surrared Amerlean.. noun has 5 recently been heard of (he

Mexican Amer'. an in our body ',Atte. This is Pec nut,. the Mexican American lin=
beta her,.,, longer than our cdh, r western h. mispheri, Ilk-panic (littoral brothers
'which inelodes the hurt° Rican= and the recent eqbati Immigrants. ()flier
spanish spcakiog Americans are joining the Mexicf:n American In th eh-ing
crescendo of concern relating to the equal protection of the law in education.
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When a Mexican American examines proposed legislation which may concern
him and members of his family, he looks at the law from the Vantage point of
one who was here since before the Pi:grams arrived at Plymouth Rock. He Is
indiginous to the soil of the Southwestern er rt of these United States and feels
as though he belongs.

His point of reference to what this Committee does is different than that of
other assimilated Europeans or blacks. For example, the Mexican American
knows that all current American land titles which represent the wealth of ..he
nation in private real estate holdings in the Southwest can be tr. -ed buck to a
Mexican ancestor if the original land title was Issued before 1848. The Mexican
American like the American Indian and the Spaniard has an independent and a
fierce pride. He cannot nor will he deny his kinship to the American soil. Ile is
totally American in the sense of being at home.

Mexican Americans did not have negro slaves and tnerefore suffer not from
frustrations, guilt complexes, nor from the subjective urge to set the record
straight in this respect, as do many other persons.

When a Mexican American reads testimony before this committee that existing
Federal educational assistance programs are inadequate to do the JO; when
he is Informed that Title 1V of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 was undeaunded
and weakened by statutory language which has prohibited effective action to
elftninate racial isolation; when his attention Is called to the fact that Title I
of the Elementary and Secondary Education act has not been effective in spite
of the enormous appropriations in excess of one billion annually, because the
funds are so diluted, he simply philosophizes on the needless waste. After all,
he has never been a part of the policy and decision making mechanism of the
government.

When that Mexican American, however, is invited by this Committee he does
so to offer suggestions from a different educational background. He is hopeful
that his suggestions as to how funds should be appropriated and what channels
said funds should go In addition to being listened to, may be considered.

That Mexican American who appears here today is less concerned with the
Title of the statute, or whether the excuse or reason for financing be desegrega-
tion, racial isolation, IntergratIon or discrimlnatio. With or without all of the
retoric and cliches his problem has always remained the same. Ills hope is that
he will be able to keep his first language and at the same time become proficient
and excel in the English language and at the same time receive quality education.

His principal concern Is to fight for the educational accomodatlon to which
he is entitled and which will make him a more valuable American citizen.

It was with profound interest therefore, that I came to this city of Washington
from the state of California. I read for the first time in my life phraseology in
a proposed federal bill which gave recognition to various ethnic segments of our
minority group children. Section 9 (d) (1) of the Act, refers to the American
Indian. It says French, Orientals, Mexicans, Puerto Rican, Cuban. and children
of other Spanish origin or ancestry.

I wish to commend this Committee for the vigor and timeliness of this Ameri-
can first Sn this type of legislation. This kind of recogr'flon by our legislators
should have been forthcoming as long ago as the signing of the Treaty of
theadalute Hidalgo which brought a cessation of tnilitary activities between the
United States and Mexico in 1848. This kind of fortitede should have been evi-
denced by your predecessors no later than the yer r 1923. when the Supreme
Court of the United States in the case of Meyer vs State of Nebraska and other
related CMS, reported In 202 U.S. 024. et se-q., announced the doctrine that a
foreign language had the propensities of property and vas susceptible of con.
stitutional protection, in the pursuit of life, liberty and happiness. Read the case.
its an eye opener.

Said the United States Supreme Court, copy of which (pinion is annexed by
way of an exhibit in this us position, Time protection of the Federal Constitution
extends to those who speak other languages as net as to those who speak
English."

The United States Supreme Court In said opinion, which Is the law of the land
subscribers to the advantages of the right of a child to retain his first language
and at the some time Pecome proficient in the English, na a patriotic American
citizen.

It is my humble belief that a special amendment should be added to the Senate
Pill 3.3s.3 as presently proposed in committee, so that in the process of the
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mechanics of physical desegregation the special problems of educational integra-
tion of ethnic minorities whose fast language is not English be provided for and
protected,

A further and very special request is made that the proposed authorized
appropriation be doubled, and that the increase to be earmarked and devoted for
the purposes which we are submitting in the papers remitted to your committee
this morning.

The facts and contentions which support the need for the requested amend-
ment to the bill are contained in the exhibits which are referred to in this report
by number, copies which I am presently remitting to the members of the Com-
mittee for its files.
Subject matter

On May 29, 1970, the Office of Civil Rights of IIFW in pointing out compliance
deficiencies relating to 'Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1901 Issued a memoran-
dum which set forth the responsibility of school districts to provide equal educa
tional opportunity to National origin minority group children deficient in English
language skills. Said memorandum appears herein as Exhibit I.

Exhibit 1. Under Senate Bill 3SS3 it is going to be the duty and responsibility
of the Secretary of HEW to decide how states shall be funded and to what extent
grants %vitt be made to carry out the purposes of the Act. The Secretary who is
to spend the money has in said policy statement expressed conaern about the
educational status of national origin minority group, and particularly children
from said groups who are deficient In English language skills. This concern
should be written directly into the bill.

The following language should also be added to the "authori7ed activit!es"
eligible for financial assistance, i.e. the words, "educationally deprived minority
group children who are in need of language skills.

Present Sec. 0 (d) as amended would then read as follows :
"See. 0 (d) development and employment of new instructional techniques and

materials designed to meet the needs of racially Isolated school children, AND
THE NEEDS IN LANGUAGE SKILLS OE EDUCATIONALLY DEPRIVED
MINORITY GROUP CHILDREN)."

The communication gap %%ditch denies tamality of edneationai opportunity to
racially isolated children of national origin minority groups requires that the
Act tinder consideration be explicit in Its language to be placed l' parity with
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1001. This is of deep concern to the Secretary
of HEW. The policy statement of the Department of IIEW is a matter of record.
and as stated Is made a part bereof by way of Exhibit I.

Exhibit 11.That this Committee may know that some research is taking
place and that more funds are necessary to solve the problems relative to the

needs in language skills of educationally deprived minority group children
relevant exhibits have been added to this report. Exhibit II sets forth the
evolutionary process which is taking place in instructional techniques and
materials designed to fulfill the needs in language skills. It will be noted that
the ordinary and r,gittar school curriculum wherein it is assumed all children
come from English speaking homes cannot be adequately communicated to
Nies lea a-America n children. who thereby become dropouts before their education
gets started. This Is horn out by the statistics In another report king submitted
to this subcommittee on education.

The avid interest of Educational Panelists as well as the rapid pains which
are taking have in the yet many unsolved 1,rohleins and issues of effective
iatigurtgo communication may he noted In saki ExhIllit 2. The evols leg programs
in teacher training. for effective lines of communieation, to all ethale
groups wherein English is a SN't.11111 language as specified in Section 9011
of Senate Dili a Wit. The I scgregation process intended hy the 11111 will be an
exercise in futility insofar AS the Mexican-Amrican child is corn vriicel trnhss
1111'.,4-1 special prohlmas are kept uppermost in mind and tamperly fronded and
Fro, idol for in the Bill.

Erliit41 /if- -Some of our loci-labors may ask the is the
Nlexiiatedencrkan: itevc Is lie blinlificil? Thu y)rpo.r of a IC% h i
mad:, a part of di-41111km by referent,' Is I., 1.1,11116- the Mesl,atr
dmorit All. sn1.Jc,I maltrr of oar inquiry. pr. 1111hr, Na itio i..111- .1 rt.
A, Ito 1:11 tvrek in I..oz 11Col I'aliforr ia, arts 1,01,1 i'residt id of the Board
of Edge otion of the ci and !Test srksd (lista I in the United States
paler on the suaJ,uI wi witch I ant submitting. Mr. %lot ate Jimener, Conon dorter

Ofif;
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in the office of Equal Employment Opportunities also identifies the MeN [can-
America!). These papers on identification will answer many questions.

Bxhihif it -The problems that Mexican-American children face are American
problems. are rooted in America. and will be resolved in the American legislative
and political arena as intimated by this act. That this Senatorial Committee may
better perceive it lint has just been stated. refenmee is made to Exhibit IV which
gives tis n S4,010gfral overview of the Mexican- American in the rural areas
of the United States as well as the urban areas c.f ihe united state,.

What this means from 41 racial impact point of view is set forth in Exhibit IV
bs Julian Santora. Professor of scwiclogy. University of Notre Dame. and
Ralph Guzman. Professor of Government. California State 11.,111141. fu LOS'

Angeles. California.
E.Thibif l'.Exhibit V by Elizabeth Ott. Director of Language Bilingual

Program at the Southwest Educatimial 11evelopmcnt Laboratory. offers pertinent
remarks relating to the bilingnal bi-cultural child which is identified in Sed ien

(1 of the Act. The second portion of Exhibit V contains a summary of two
conferences to identify achievement level of Mexican- .Americans.

E.Thibif 17.--The eomments in Exh.bit VI by Eugene Gonzalez, Associate
Superintendent of Public Instruction in 411fornia are material. They refer to a
challenge which ;in be met without pickets, demonstrations, -,walkouts or

Exhibit final Exhibit which bears number VII relates to foreign
language guidelines set by the Supreme Court of the United States in the case
of Meyer -vs- Nebraska. nmorted in 242 U.S. 1012. This ease announces the
doc'rine that the protection of the Federal Constitution extends to those who
'Peak other languages as well as those who speak English. The Supreme Courts
decision reinforces the fact that this conunittee is on firm ground in providing
for the needs of the bilingual and id-cultural child in the area of ethnic minori-
ties who suffer the vicissitudes of racial isolation and segregation. That this
need must be 141.aninunt and cons,:antly kept in mind while in the process of
providing emergency aid and funds for desegregation.

EX IIHUT I

Pu114Y STAIEMEN RY THE SECRETARY OF HEAll H. ED1%'si ION, AND WELFARE ON
EDUCATIONAL OFPORTUNI1Y TO RACIALLY IS ,L811,10 CO II .)T.EN OF NATIONAL
(151.15 Mtsonctv Gaours

ilEPABTNITN T Or HEALTH. EDUCATION, A:.1) WELFARE.
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY.

D.C., Slay 24. 1910.

M NIA N DUNI

To School Districts 1Vith More Than Fire Percent National Origin-Min^rity
Group Children.

From: J. Stanley l'ottinger, 1)1recter, office for Civil Rights.
;:nhiKt Identification of 1)iscrimination and Denial of Services on the Basis

of National Origin.
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of Itot 4, and the Dpartnicntal Regulation (47i

CFR fart SO) promulgated thereunder. require that there he DO discrimination
on the basis of race, color or national origin in the operation of nay federally
assisted programs.

Title 1'1 compliance reviews conducted in school districts with large Spanish-
surnamed student populations 1 y the Offire for Ci-il Rights and revealed a taus-
her of common practices which hat e the effect of I i iying finality of (dueational
oppoilonitv to Spanisinsurnamell papils. siniillr practices tthhh bare the cfret
of ,Iliscihnination art the losi, of national origin exist in 4 then kkations with
r. spy(' to tlisrlvantag..d pupils from other national origin- minority groups. for

N111114t'. C1111C$C VICVS'
The purpose of this memorandum is to clarify I) DEW Policy on issues 041-

,1 ming tile responsibility of s,linnl districts to provide equal Om at ional oppor-
tunity to nntIonr.1 origin minority group children deli/ tent in English 'manage
skills. The following rhe r orne of the major art-as of CO:1( (III 111:11 telat,. In poln
1.111111V with Title VI:

Whir., inability to ,14:114 and limhrstand the English longing- oerindcc
nati-nal originmii.erity group children from effeciDe participation in the edura-

iti'.c. it
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Donal program offered by a school district, the district must take affirmative
steps to rectify the language deficiency in order to open its instructional pro-
gram to these students.

(2) School districts must not assign national origin-minority group students
to classes for the mentally retarded on the basis of criterial which essentially
measure or evaluate English language skills; nor may school districts deny
national origin- minority group children acre's to college preparatory courses on
a l'asis directly related to the failure of the school system to inculcate English
language skills.

(31 Any ability grouping or tracking system employed by the school system to
deal with the special language skill needs of national originuninority group chil-
dren must he designed to meet such language skill needs as soon as possildc and
must not operate as an educational dead-end or permanent track.

(4) School districts have the responsibility to adequately notify tuitional orie
gin-minority group parents of school activities which are called to tho attention of.
other parents. Such notice in order to be adequate may have to he provided In a
language ether than English.

School districts should examine current practices which exist in their districts
in order to assess compliance with the matters set forth in this memorandum
A school eistrict which determines that compliance problems ern rentfy exist in
that district should Immediately communicate in writing with the Office for Civil
Rights and indicate what steps are being taken to remedy the situation. Where
compliance questions arise as to the sufficiency of pregr.ines designed to meet
the language skill needs of national origin minority group children already
operating in a particular area, full information regarding such programs should
be provided. In the area of special language assistance, the scope of the program
and the process for bletitifyin4 Level and the extent to which the need Is fulfilled
should be set forth.

School districts which re.eelve this memorandum will be oontacted shortly re-
garding the availability of frith? dual NiSI:1111-1. and will he provided wall any
additional information that may be needed to assist districts in achieving com-
pliance with the law and educational opportunity for all eh Ildrri. Effoctive
ac of this dale the a.'orementioned areas of concern will be regareied by recital
Office for Civil Rights personnel as a part of the ir compliance responsibilities.

EXIIIPIT II
EVOLI-TioNARy PRNtss WIticIr IS TAKING 14 Act, IN INSTK(1110NA1 TECTINIQUES

A5D MATERIALS I IEsIGNI,Il Ti) Fri MI I. TUE N,rss ix T,st,rm.F", sKetis. on
EturcArroxArur Dhean tai M/NOFUTT (111011' Cliff OREN.

P.ANTAS: ESC' ISII As A SF:CON IP LANGVAGI,

CHAIRMAN; Leonard Olguin, Consultant. Mesie.eee.Aincricall Eelwation Re-
search Project, California Ste to Ilepariment of Education, Los Angeles.

l'A:ELISTS ; Virginia Dewitt 11:11eZ. t lit cnflaui for English-as-a second tam
guage. f.os .AT7,!)yrus lulled SI hoot District. ffareeld il'ingarel, Director of For-
eign Languages. San Iliegu City Vilified Sclusel Dist ril t
Harold Wingard. Foreign Language Director for the San Diego City Unified

Schools. pointed out that ;Oil many F:reglish-a s-a -second-language programs are
only token effort /9 finch prnfi.th fro for teferan if fe it Preign
He said that programs that prolide for 1, -'i1 dilute ESL class 0-ice or twice, a
week will not have much semccss.

the said that a child must be provided with au edgiest:on:11 curriculum in
his own language. ler lie oleviemslY callhot 0,sildre the skills awl the knowledee-
that tire necessary for him to have to he able to ftinelion effectively in society.

Ile de scrtisel the ideal lilincnal rros:rom n, a se leo.; situation %%herein all
pupils w.,otel love their eideei,ii,eal program presented to there In ti ore than
one la rigirtge.

Leonard Diguile. reinsultant, NjeNie an American E,Im Atha' lie se.irch 1'roJeet.
California Stolle Jlri, trt mem of I:41mM uatel thin Spanisle spe rising hildre
whn are learning the English language, :lie etefroietrel with proteleins that are
pH( ise rattier than general. Ile explained that wla is all tlo !midis of ruin. ifti.
Ing in the Spanish language are instil les1 iu an firAf, the h. 4,
Tare ine.enlrte roil in learning the English language are precise. pro% tat4e, and
con,he surmounted with the help of a skillful tefulier. .'es an example. ',tr.
Gigolo pointed out that in English, the volume- that is. the rate of row of air

()t ;c.
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used in prothwing words is many times greater than the volume of air used to
produce minis in Spanish. Ile sai.1 that this difference causes the student to
hear certain sounds and to reproduce them in a distorted manner.

Mr. Olgufu c.rpla ned that in rafoure 111111ianna efficiency in the teach ing of
Engles?. as fl SCIrOlid In ng to, ge. Ric teach', mast know aIr,rrt the first language
unit must iolcod run! NOM(' of the diffieut WA on indi rid nal slag c,rperienew while
learning En Wish.

Virginia Dominguez, English as a second language Consultant for the Los
.1mgeles 1-nitied School District. stated that the format of a lesson ill English
is a second language should be clearly understood by teachers of English as a
second language. She said that a lesson should (ordain dialogue and structure,
and it should be presented through siiiiplio manipulative media : hang puppets,
tialinel board cutouts. comic strips. filmstrips, the overhead projector. anti
Ina rioatites. There is all infinite variety of uses for manipulative materials ill
teachilog as a second language,

:qrs. Dominguez emphasized the inipirtatuv of making the dialogue envelop
ideas rather limiting it to a parroting of phrases. She said that choral
speaking is a very effective teehnique in teaching English us a second language.

Domiliguez said that the child should be Involved in learning the English
language during every activity throughout the day.

FNMA ISG OE EVITA1 loYAI. PROGRAMS 1't TEACHER TR,iINING INS FITUTIONS
,)RICH AG MENICAN-AMERICAN Sauor.vrs

Charles Leyba, I'rofesse- of Secondary Education, California
State College nt l.00s Angoles

PANELISTS: Pet, Satalaoz. Ci.iroilinatoor of 31uNicanAmerioan F:oluea Ilona'
Programs, 1*.S. InFee oil Education. San reaniso. Xavier Del Buono. Con-
sultant, Bureau of Compensatory Education Coottamatity Sun ices. Catifoenta
State Department of Education. Gloria Bray. Teacher. Los Angelis Unified
Si ofd t :1101 Ettlieur of Los Angeles Teachers Association
Patu/kb, api.rd that !raritlr- training institutions mast recoil', and retain

more .rien so, r hone for the tear hir71 professh-on 11 ith nhoni Mexican-
Ainerkri students may identify. Stu lents could say. -This is lily type of roan;
this is my type of woman. They have done it. and I will do it also."

Charles 1.eY1,a suggested that colleges establish community advisory etimmit-
tees to assist in rho recruitment of students who lune expressed an interest
in working with uhildren, but for Mann acre is almost no prospect of going
to college. The students schu tea world enter special program. which ivoald
include work expericrice. for lvhich they %rot .d receive boll: academic craps
and money. and trial seminars that deal with human relations and Cue
academic prololeni. 'bleb sttelents tiring teschool.

'.(luring the program. spnleids would be eoIp, od to do outside work in
st hook surd ng n Me icon-American roninitinit). If Ot of these students graduate
as leachers amt go to work in the Los Angeles area, you will have raked the
number of Nlovi,iii.merieon teachers in the Los .m....les area by perevnt :
in four years. y ou will have raised it In- 100 pereent." Mr. Leyba said.

1'nrr,9ieta agreed Nuat such programs ahOPM be cola tills ed; i1 oy stressed the
need for similar efforts to train NI4.X1.1iii-American teachers for service in rural
areas and in to,;gratil e Inmti ni programs. The Nligrant Teacher .assistant Jldni-
I'orps Program was cited its an cNeullt tit supplementary Wining program for

student,.
Fiords art PI, ssnryr it swh 1,1,zninis are to Is instil:1NA anti continued.

suggeste4 that tina 1:1 I support for teal her training priigratios might
is olotaineil froiiii the federal gosenituinl ntiolcr the prI 1-,111, of the libation
Protc,,ions: llocloploent t frog the state under the pnisision-i of

iifooruit's McAteer .V 1.
1'. 1 1 . c l i . d s reminded the audit-lire that Inpeuzurs ore to-rerd to t r a i n and re-

train a l t tea la r, .%na elents. :nil (hat oolle,:o:: :tad 11111%cr-
:-ilks li..ho all important respon,iliility helping to meet the need, of Iln.
tea,hinv.

EQ1'11, Enre ITIoN IT I lreOlill'NITIF-S

1.11.111{M.1 s: : Nlaurio e So lineioler, Conailtant. Inireau of Intergrf itclations.
California State Delortoil nt of lidin ation roma titre

l'.1NELISTS Jo( Aguilar. lull tor. Indies, Intergroup liclatirin,. an
Bernardino City Unified Slo.1 Distri. t. Ernest itololcs, Vice -Prim 1Vrish-

.)59
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ington Elementary School. itieerSide ll,iE.d School Distriet. John t'anter,
Project Education Specialist. '''111alt of Adult Etneation, alifornia State
Intiortinent of Education, Lo: Angeles. Robert Carvajal. Board Alemiter
Colton United School Distrle... Bea Hernandez, Office Manager, Operation
Contact. Dependency Prevention (in:omission, San licrieirdin. Comity
SVell integrated schools appear to offer part of the :111SWer for sef'liing

educational opportunities for MexicateJonerittan pupils. according to Maurice
Schneider. Consultant in the Bcreau of Intergroup Relations, California State
Depart utent of Eduent

Efforts to ii:; rive 111,1110 1/11.1 ,A101,11 11111111:3 111111q,1,11111111g are sorely needed,
stressed Mrs. Bea Hernandez. echo uorli, in it San Bernardino community
referral center called Operation Oontaets,

J4,0 Aguilar, Director, 011ie: of Intergroup Itelations, San Bernardino Oily
Ilitiried School District. pointed out that the Mesh ire-, needs to be
taught alsail his cultural heritthee. his. ho said. kvould help Mexitato.linericans
to build strolz self-haages. Snell a buildup. he int hunted. wmid strengthen suet
citizens in their participation in all social 1(1i01,,,-parli,ilarly iu school.

Rolert Carvajal. Board Member of the Colton Unified School liktriel. Indi-
cated that the Mexican population iris apathetic to the conditions of de facto
segregation. He gated that if -2.1exienth.merriest eitfzens vvoithl face the fact
that he facto segregation does exist, 'hey would cause changes In be made In
the community %oldelt wouhl break tip the bar...los and saute cluinges in carom
per nnet hiring practices. and eon More wollid he pniiinv eq1111 causational
opportunities.

Erne,.t Wades. e-Principal. Wa,Iiingtou Eli-un School. Riverside
:school District. pointed it that educational bodies have been spending

a It of trim . in diagnosing the problems of ttilnorit.; groups. lint tiro}' have not
been able to proceed to the pros( riptive stage. lie said that the -melting par
philosophy fes not apply t. the 3h virateArnuricati Moroi <r the Mexico-Vnittia
States malt-. I cord has cot /won severed. and the ition'gration of Nleviorns
to the fattest States will e. alkali. for a lone rota. Itecanse of this antic. 31r.
Hawes said. I'd teasel d r:se an If Ira y fn rdrrvofr )01,911.% if Moi Tenn
rirfrce-

John C11171per, t'onsultint 111 lhe Itureau of Adult Educate-in. 511Id that the
sehtshs have a :smerful responsibiliti. for to. cluing ever. d hi.141 that Int has value.
lie said that of this teaching should he accomptisJed through no:lir:it.,
presentation vr:tiahle storgrilottions made by Wiwi', groups throughout
the history if this e .entry.

Mr. Crimper added that children with diff,aeld 1.,,Vgrenntis gain much from
going to school 0. ail

.1 lady in Tile sthools in her district are completely trite-
grattA. lint that Mexlean Atnericall oldlilbn are still doing lofrir She slIzgested
that a slum/ding I ln, k In the sueeess of these children is the poor attitude of the
leachers. Without a thou-ton:1i tunierstartiling G.. ehifdreu being remote. she
added a toasty can 1..b.interprt misunderstand. ;tat thus fail to team:wide:Ito
with then..

Tills vflo liars egce, 4 limp rh, iron. proW1 'tam r,oif it x fate Ir Orh
were eaufcil. iorforinoiattly, by tie aftitarleA of tcetehrri and fie oltilndrA of
nlpprini.fralorg,

The g1-0-,r1,1 11,,v,11101 to a dist nssion of the pre.,0111n1i,,11: made in
the first session. The follouing coninients are representative of thrsie mad 11
this session:

That's what it's all 111.-111- atli1111,
I 11:j0; 111;11 ..1),11,1 the [113 ivhitt %%t 1 i h,,1 Id, lift ourselves

as :Shod. an- Amer -cans.
This Is the first of tlo ..sofs ten,- that i lest, atieinic.1 i thiis this boa

1-14 no ii. n elialli Tieing 1..1, I not and I litre
.1 Sp.itii-It sit-name.

Just l t t pers.ei ma of a g i a l l o or barrio %. idiocy 11.1)C:10: it, Ik41101Mil
r11t .1,i1.1:. er) war, li.
"1 le cr,,.1 -f -.1.inethat,s iii Ole StAto. 1,11ifornia is it that

liter are latitninii. toil that the) bail. low hitizitago sosillti in both Sp n1 aid
1:ncli-11

IS'e toss] to start, strmigi canted imhlr: Ih.il cfr,vtively ic] eras
oar e11;11/, 1,gv.s to stiperitibtilonts and board r111.11171.r.,.

9tit
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I think I (Pe- ,:so the word for love in the Greek sense. "Philp:," "love for
hurnanity'L atall this tr one thing flint teacher: very often forget.

The fcacheem, if,.i i nixlratnrx. and tau a1 weia r.r ore gorny fv harc fn be pre-
pared to ley ncirpro9rala,f.

Here that when wr,11 drycrircgoc the ,chooti p ror id,- programs
that trill offer the ch 101 rcn being integrated the 10,101 1 re c.-6r viencc,

EFFOITIVE PARENT .%N11, SUITO(n. ('OM NtiNic.t-rroze

('FL11R ?fAX: Walt Symons. Assistant Superintendyilt. Alum Rock rnion Ele-
mentary School District. Santa Clara County

Assemblyman William Campbefl. :10th Ai-middy District. Arnold
Rodriguez. Direeter. Commit:ids Relations. !'titled School Dis-
trict. William. .1. J. Project Eine:Ilion Specialist. Bureau of Adult
Education. California Slate Department of Educatinn. Tconti Sierra, lioarl
Member, Unified School District.
Walt Symons. Assistant Superintendent. Alum Itock rnion Elementary School

District. Saida Clara County. opt-IAA the session by pointing nut that in order
to lindcrstin.,1"i chill in any classroom. something must le knmvn of the (.1.1111..,
train(' of rference. frame of reference is built Into the child by his pare nts.
s, ir crder to learn what makes a child go, there 11111:t he effectif:e contnet made
with his [ill rent."

lie explained that reaction:. y"funselors. liai >nn personne1. and all other: who
seek to learn more (draft the child's -frame of reference." will, through contacts
with his parents. increase his chance, of mtoldishing cffeeih'e Offinnuailcation
with thecliitil.

One of the rf nos in wIllcii (Iranian(' (.1ninpes hem' taking pkicy during the
last two generfition Is Mit or ,,ormilimity and whorl ronrnuuiraiien.. The
re, fill dr eclopme f re, IA, ,(lent uniting.. and v of rf hying
;cheer! to ,Tle",ol ba till:, no ond Afildnt.. lea? Rifunfion ,cifh
which the schrrd tied community ma,/ f 1 h. ;'r xkillx of irTh, Dr.
.`;error., sugg.c.,ted.

lir. Sfehlrol( (r1,1 .iciftfirsreff (hot if a xe- im4 .41kf! m e,,tchri nnf handle probb-uut
orfrin:7 Ir'ae fli off through r $1,01 ipg I *111,,,f1, of f hr. n i1 hod
brffrr bravdrn Or rho ncIR fro en.v are fa f frr op pork PO foe' tffccfi VC
fete' ii rl +i iro tin .

Tin} Sierra. sells.] loam member. ralxMo Unitleil School District. sold that
It' every a,pect of li% loisiness. sceiety. odufoition much illiiporlance is
iltricOd On matters involving lunrau relation:. awl the ld'esurvati'ilf of good
human relation, ilcpcnd nn eficetk,

I tilillk it I. imperative. Mr. 'irrrd said, that districts hVil hod is
Spa nish-sissilitiv, conIruuninr, !,.tvc .11 the stein. ;I IsTs.,11 1%111, is nide to coni-
muieate 'Ain' these peotife in SI:lid:h. Ile added IhoI t'. I y pre.d,fr
quockfg !11,1.61111' l'qfrfir trad.111, 1,11(1.1 flodir, (bo, Ca.

Mr. Sierra said that classroom icoela rsi,'. indortanl role in good
relations. Ile stun:esti:I that perhaps home visits (shonid heroin- a required

part of a teacher', 'luny:.
As:codify-man win Mio ca,,,pnelf A..-cinifly District I, opened his presenta-

tion wild siezgestion that cfpfealr,a, (,,,,,,,,,,Nicorira? (71 it( F,fghtrAl degree
of rfnrulrnI.

The rertkilei 11 e g.-.11p that modern manciunication has
acceferatml by udindfj,,,,,11 said ,firer ;i11,11,% i,1:31 mills, vnd
he silt tl'at this ac,tler.t1hdi oftru Widiak, au :drsid:s existing CotanilltdcAtioll
gap het, era pa rent: and their a-tspritff.

Asseallilyncin xploicod that this spivelcd 1"1, twiaillirdcath.a pre-
sent. fl a n ("; M.: I- ida, ith Ts. II. 0.-hr !hat min' clot-, ufathi
need hr not 1, %, Mini 1, to ty the- ;ire urn i.11:Lr I.,alctlii Il.it the
1.4:1; tOt harinaare Ithe ma, l.fia si n -' , 'IP ht.' as the

Ih said 'hat 1,rs,11: ".110 twig
1.1:111.14141,1 the 171,j4411ii, of ve., h an nmh risking Of 11.1.1 r4-1 1.L
nil, the 11...Ssity of loing vreparfil Inwile the dial. filth . ,y o iii hie re-
nnin .1 ,occrcon.e-

1ru1d II
_

idrioa z, Dirt, for of l'ondfoinit) R, latiorA for the I rye Atgelm.
fled srh tc,[mcd out thal a major ria:oil for peg' :1001

.,)F;'
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between the school and the community is that no effective lines of communica
lion c.rist. lie explained that many education and e0/11munity programs that are
designed for MexicanAmerican children land parentsl are planned and pro-
duced without sufficient contact with Mexican-Americans. Programs of thin na
ture would be much more successful If the Mexican-American citizen were in.
volved Wile planning and execution of the programs.

Many communication problems arise, Mr. Rodriguez explained, because Mexi
can-Americans are net familiar with procedures. Ile said that many administra-
tors ar. good technicians but very poor liuman-relatitms people.

Ile admonished school people to make effective moves to meet the nerds of
the Ile.rican-Arecriean community rather than stand by and fel somebody else
talk the Mexican.Anierioan community into making demands.

William J. J. Smith. Consultant In Adult Education with the California Stale
Department of Education, said that in school and parent communication, the
"transmitter" and the 'receive r'' should he on the same frequency, and that
both should be turned on and in good working order before any communication
is attempted. Ile pointed out that the form of the message should be iministak-
ably cletr, and that when n different language might be an obstacle, perhaps
the children. should he used to relay the messages of communication.

Mr. Smith suggested that more effective communication could be established
if parent-teacher conferences could be conducted in the homes rather than in
the .schools.

John Erickson, community relations worker from the Sweetwater T'nion High
School District in Chula Vista, distributed an information sheet which, he said,
outlined initial procedures for establishing effective schoOleOnintiiiiity relations.
Ile said school personnel can he effective in the field: can get parents involved in
discussing their problems: and can get parents to come to the school and com-
municate their problems to school personnel, lis said that ffTectire sclax)1.coin-
rnunity relations depend on how well the district personnel to the people and
listen to what they have to say. Ile arbnoni.vhed that thr e,011.qe,p(Iireff of poor
communication would be unbelievably costly. lie said he was extremely hopeful
that sehool systems would take positive leadership roles in establi'"drat strong
lines of communication with the communities they serve.

Exiitair to
\Vito Is "-tin NlExicAN AMERICAN ..,ND Hone Is HE IDENTIFIED

This is truly a beautiful group of rive years ago. and certainly ten
years ago. the likelihood of individuals like you corning to a meeting like this
seemed so remote: yet here we ore at a very timely point in cur nation's de-
velopment and in the (-ontitating evolution of !milk (duration in the l'int11
States.

Thy fart that ?re ran ask, -Who is the .1fr.riranimiriin." is a Aign of pr re-

xtrength and maturity in the :slat( s, I view the rlutstion ink a purely posi-
tive light. All of us are witnesses to the unrest and new di mands of so-eailed
minority groups: however. these Ili.117:11111, area Ihssiiz ill disguise. They re
mind its that IN re cr many ponfutfilh,1 giv,1 MOO' Pr1,1,hi01.7 that
ire do not, at a pcopte, Jnlip prarlicr. Thy di /11 Indx of he irw rile gravy pa (7.T. m it-
sister/ irilh frailitiou. Except for tho-0 minor elements that are clearly
uglily(' in figitmle. ,1,,nah.1. If mia,,rity croups twtay air ennfrie-no, in

.1001( rico ?IC(' that Ur in ,. 10,1./x fsio be pirr I.
I think that (iii poilvrtiOon ie one of the moil important in .:11.erh im histor.

f r d tring our time the talit,ritv group. 'sill ,,1% ILe ioajorily from itself.
}lost of its here Will inalerstard seta: I uo un Id-11 I say hut the minority groups
pill save the majority. ht,arvirr, many ens 1..1%e forgotti r that Ano
is a land of in,1,11:101its: all ,f is at( tr en I ..rs of a minority group.

We tflye Se't Ihr n,. a at the Nlo.b rInAinrri. mu, inlui city croup ns it
fits into AIL, art bistor:-. ft may 'kit It MeNi,,,,,..nrj,.H,
C",4,1$(' any II' does not Fit tl,.. pattern .4 Ito relati%.l sen,(s-ful

21;2
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Immigrant because the theories about immigration, ar-Ituration, and assimi-
lation hare been based on the transatlantic innoirrations.

Many pc,ople are sincere when they say, -The (fermi:ins, the Irish, trial the
.Jews ::.ire made it. What's the matter with the Mexican's?" This is a fair ques-
tion that cries for answers. Amid the answers we may find a definition of the
Mexlean-Amerieatt.

Untold thousands of Mexican-Americans hare indeed "made it." flowerer, most
of these get lost In the American crowd. They become -invisible" due to
tar)* success, professional achievement, and intermarriage. Some change their
names, while others do believe that blondes have more fun. Many of these peo-
ple are no longer Identified by others nor do they id-utify themselves as Mexican-
Americans.

Maid Mr.rica a-Americans hare net been ak8indbaerf to Nrc e.rf col flat oft cc
(mon ps hare. mod th is is due to (Tints anti foyers in t Mr peculiar hi. tory.

merirans are a to el e ?Walls group. It 1.111 11.VI of Irci grorrp.s know so
tilt!, about I h moo. it is understandable that people folk a bout -11eri'-an--4rneri-
v errs a.: if they were all alike.

It 's no,. surprising that Mexican-Americans reflect some emotional psycho-
logical tens:lins. Tensions revolving around the question of identity have existed
in Mexico itself for centuries; the issue of identity has riot been resolved there
either. There Inc no inonuitwill, no plaza, no aveniila in Mexico named after
Ilernati Cortez; and one talks about the rarkitivi or the Indian contribution as an
ideology conneettM with the revolution.) Well, since Mexicans themselves are
stilt In turmoil over mho t is a .1I.rican. it is not surprising that Mexican-At:Teri-
callS will differ in opinion ;nal tintl others may be evert More 0011iliSed.

There is moist a nt rein fe:reement of fire .S1 ex lea n culture in .4 in crica today.
\'o ot lo rr ?rinorb,y group fuel such pres., rex front f he mot It erland as dose t hc
.11e.riea n merican. I our sure you are await-- that Mexican Stonish-speaking
radio, newspapers, magazines, movies, and television abound In the United
States. Personal contacts back and forth ,cross the Border number in the many
iuilliins every year. Therefore, even if you would want to, it is hard to escape
association with, km shed, your oici ica .

The :Mexican influenee is not declining In importance; it is rising. At home,
fewer people are defensive about Mexico. There is a nee pride and confidence
In things that are Mexlear. Granted, Mexico has sonic. serious problems but
generally the Mexican stock in art, mush architecture, politics, and economics
Is steadily rising throughout the world. Iii fail, the :Mexican peso is now a little
"harder" than the dollar is in 'Zurich. Parts, and London. 'Aroughout
the world, Mexico ioninuankis respect.

Many :Mexican-Americans hove not wanied to become fully Aknericnnir,d,
Many !des it-Aineri, :ills have preferred to preserve such traits as personalism.
close social and family groupings, old loyalties. and other virtues rather than to
adopt many of those that prevail Pt Illr American society, such es industrialism,
aggressiveness, filmil6;11 siwcvss. ;11,1 so forth. Of ekkiirsc the fear of being rejected
has caused many Mexican-Ana-He:km, to refrain from moving into Angle-.1ineCcarr
circles. In short. for several reasons this g ronil has !keen more isolated generally
than other American minority groups.

Cultural dircrikfly -41.00 be t r: a so: red and enjoyed as for I as If its with fn a
framework of to wilt y to .1 las riewn p. implies. dr irk-racy, and desire to in -pro-cc
our curs fry. 11'bether we are concerned with the Mexican- American cut of

fleccssitY or enlightened self-Interest, I horK, that of us would agree
that the goal at hand is to strengthen .1nierica, rather than the preservation of
the cultural traits of the Spanish. French, German. or other groups as an end in
Itself. .

Many People ave. Isla "crying in the a Miler/less.- so to siK,ak. oil behalf of the
educational mills of the \lex ican,%tnericao. Fortunately. our California Superin-
tendent of Iliadic Instruction has hicti ie.-king- sisal ipiest ions and has been acting
out principles so as to I,ro:311111 1110 bier of orporhinifki fn ritafic rdtrunfion.
Sirprnnhndenf ft ( rl y Lai dove more f orni a fo reon ra yr ft( teaching
a box f !he rode and ionfribrefions of Min rwit rips, as vs ft oderstand ing for
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cultural dircrsfiy, than all pronjenl griperint(narnta of public inatrection in Cali.
fore fa. Thi( rani lot hr drnicJ (and I am a. pon,r,trat). Ito oFcscrers that credit,
and I treat that ho Will qr t it.

Finally, in answer to the question : Who is a Mexican-American
American. tivnything we do and say should ycinforee this legal fact, and then we
should proceed to wake it a social reality. I believe that bilingualism or cultural
1411r:distil can enhance being:In Amerie to rather than detract from it

I trust that all of 'is reabm that the problems the MeAkanokniericau faces
constitute a chalbttl-g like those or other American minority groups. and, if
these problems :II, given prompt. vigorous attention. they will become prospects
for a stronger Saki better America.

lleeiARXs lit rizTt:,;11.; T. Nish:NES, COMMISSIONER

I. 1115 SV.ARCII FOR IDENTITY

Carey McIVill la nis in his book "North Prom Mexico" said :
"Amy phrase selected to characterize the Spanish speaking will necessarily

trovit to to misleading, inaceurate, or possibly libelous. If there is a generally
accepted usage it is to be found in the phrase 'Spa iiiii-speaking.' but many people
streak Spanish who cannot be iienti',..il with the Spanish-speaking group. Resides,
the people who are generiealty Spa aisit-spe.-.king are more Indian in racial origin.
and perhaps in vulture. than they are Spanish. Tatite.kmerican is vague and
euphemistic: 'Spanish-American' detracts from the importa nee of the Mexican
and Indian heritage: wh.le MeNicarn.kinerican' implies a certain condescension,"
Add to the abve. the Spolish.spaking Puerto Rican, cultan. anti South
van and one eau appreciate the tlifficuity of finding a simple handle, to identify
I he ethnic group.

The word Citicatto is being used by NIeNleall Americans of the Nation. The word
is not new anti in fact we used it to identify the people of the ',Mall rural villages
many years a go. It is derived front the word Ilexioano. I fit Ittr its usage.

II. mill sPANIsit suFINANIF IRE', IN All, PARIS or NATION

The Spitnish-speiking live lit all parts of the Culled States, Puerto Ricans air
coment rated in the Fast anti 3litiwest. Cubans in Florida awl the Smith. Mei-
ean AilloikanN ill the Midwest. Solithwest, awl Northwest of the nil Win Many
small cities ill the states of Nebraska. Kansas. Michigan, low:I, Ohio and Illittnis
have 15 to 20 per cent Niexican .1incriettu population.

Iii. (DER SURNAMED IN 'PTO CENSUS

1Vo4k ro guninau was asks how hinny persons /lc 3md filled, he riTlicd.
"Thirty-sevbit not I tainting Nlexit it rts" and inee 1st, when the 'treaty of
Guadalupe Hidalgo wits signed, no one "tot:Med Mes ti ans."

The first Co 11,11, survey of the Spanish Surria nos' of lbe notion shorts that in
Nos( miter 17019 there were U2 luiliion in the nation, 1 predict that the 1970 Censits
%yin show at 1,1.4 tor-, sortianwil it, the nation,

ForFora spat' of three emit Ilries, from the 17th Century to the itith entur). the
Sprinish.speaking peoples st tlimi the vast Southwest. Ting tilled the soil. formed
laws and governments. colmuordat inure routes 1111,1, in general.
tit velopeti the Sieithw est la gion In It 19th (*.lit 'Iry the Ninth and .kogiu-SaN

oph. (onctitenti all or bought tile Southwest area of the united State,. Front
isle until tin Kest tit this nation turned its bat k and la fused to hear our ills
for I1O11, against those who deuce its front ',lir lands, y ii,la led our civil rights-, and
inStililh.41 all 1111:1Iional sSstctn dos.h.:1,o II to prislwe imi Med MoN a
Ann dui it band laborers. We were forC.,IDD t id by our heal draft hair is in
time of war, by the employ. rs in se.inh of tie at. labor. and by piton al bosses at
election tin e. it has 1., n sill that in tau., of war we are Ant, tieans. during i lot
tin ,kitn and ,t.le it we NA at4 a It v are dirty
MeNii am. 11olilf,, or rte !titans.
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Iv. slEsTA Is oVER

Octavio Paz. :Sleviean 1,111/.501)11yr. described it, very well when he saki: "f
begin with the leople for %%11,,n1 being a 31exican i, a truly vital problem.
problem of life or death.

"NVIIi II I went t, live in the lidded hates. ] stayed for a while in 1.0, Angeles,
a city with around a million ihlin hitant, of Iles:kiln tle,ynt. .At first sight the
visitor is struck . . by the city's vaguely 31esvictin atmosphere. an atmosphere
int15.ssible to convey in %A.ord, . Thi, impression of Stevie.. . . itoat, in the air.
I say tbrals la...alt.:t it neither mixes %%AM nor melts lido that olio r world, that
Ni otli American world built on liredsion and etEeietn.y. It floats: but doe., not
oppose: it sways. at the whim of the si Incl. sometimes a, shapeless :ran thnin1 and

direst and ere. -f as n n5ket. It huit, the gr, mint falls, into pleat,,,
contract,,, sleeps. or dreams: !wanly in totters."

The %agin../y Spani,11-,peaking atnin,phere Hoots it. the l'hited States as well
I.o, Angyle,. lint it also i, "beauty in tatters." (Par culture. heritage. customs.

:int. language. ti 11.1 an ,acriliei.t1 at the titter of precision. protit, and
the desire to 11:IVI rouforw to that inherently discriminate in
employment. eillluAtioD. earl pat Ijciluitiol, So the 311.X1V:III AIIII.rit';111 "SLOW,: vat
is mote. still, or pray:. lie, down In arch for a 11111111T-1,1 The hundred
years ore voi. amt the siesta conie to an end.

F' rude IV
SotIolo,11 It%Il tV Or 1110 )1tAt( AN.1\tt Mt Vs; IN It( ,,ND ty

Julian Santora. l'rof,s,or of S.a j.deg, University if Notre [lame)
The "slipping giant- that 1111. )1E'Xi,:111Allitie;111 of the South

west has assaketitsl. [tuts% evit yawn, f tont long skip, Ito ,In4chp, his
and legs. abut IlloI` around bleu ate litrturIn

Till, " giani" will t.% r A11, main. 111e Is lei longer
long suff,rinv, loth.nt. Iii will uo longer be i.a110,1 1110 invkihle win ally.
lie :1111ollg yell. ilr ti,t '41 the si rIii. Yon see Idni. you }war him, and you will
licar him even more,

Neat ice o fi no1111 alro if h 11,,. if 1,i Io, .1 I err ter firfen 111 fi iv
oropt,Ihrt.,: j 0,0 roylrrhd, and oppir 51101, fil till eve r
tvlolrniug tql(,Itig of III, vo.ur in this si. is ty ;ITO! in onr LII. hi, ht )Ie\lrvu-
Anreric:nt's -ls but another voice.

In this iletaile. farm worker; have been organiz.51. labor and sdesil strikes
have been staged and some tiyn, biiiugunl :mil bicultural editeatien lurs Iv gnu.
initnineralde studies Bali 14111 1,1111,14ted. 111:1%. worked, a :401111mo...1

lins been frritl. a .1,Nican.khivili 14l defense and education orzini-
Z,ITI.,11 11,,, 144.11 1,1,11,1i,IP-7. ibnnoustratiotr. have brought r,ults.
l'N111. In fuucli niinr, 4111ili!.1110 10-y 1':,Linet 14'1.0 1. obN'ra
t Lin:. nianv aiiAnn }Jaye tiro api.,iuted to l',,it
ernJ fits cal oftii iirts (10 I, f hinp /O f .10 I 1.0 po9rittnr for this atiierity.
fr,renrlrrti,orr are %eleotuing projrvts %%bid, tp,.y twat ulsnrsor, and illiwator. and
sl orients :r r tirg.infzed

Old bairns are losing their [Mineral% and new- Iradrs -youtig nnil
are gniekly taking tht it playe. It trill3 :on 'Ai ilne aIll frightful decade.

This Ade Iris so, n a I:11011.11i ;1111 ]:Ire*. 1H/011:It/of] 1110VCIllulst in the 5 tnt1',
Ive,t. flAo prorged. Una prong rti.roilitivi by those
who hat. noted free. Iolor;o1.. New )holes. and .krizoila to TiAl. and t'ali-
fornia I malidy California : the slier inovilueta within the status 15
Iln migration from tilt. rural it ro,a, to

fir re of r f it 11i .rioqr,,-(Pr, r'earrsi 111 l'014,1-0? 1,7 lircd in rrer,77
crisis: in /.',Yr, N.1 g.. rii of 1,,r0 41,1, 11,,. r in re,l.ktne useans
that rural 1i i.1.1. ,%11,. 0 i,, nrlly .try - r -

Lase 15 t n k1/14: to the Po,11-1 and if II, I kit 11.01111 Phi
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thing is happening throughout the Enited Stales. it is occurring morc rapidly
and in greater proportion among Mexican-A Inc idea na who for centuries hare been
predominantly resident:I of rural arena.

Although the plight of tire nib° n. .11, n-,4 erica n is a and one characterized
by poor housing, it nen? ployin en 1, low edam, tional art, Mermen!, and Mope,' l it y
before the la re, the position of the rural 31c.rica m.4 incriean is eren worse.

are state ttnequ.viccably that these are not minority group problems (i.e.,
Negro problems. Mexican problems) : rather, they are American problems, yours
and mine. We- -the sock( rc made tlrcor what they arr. .ts educators, it is
our task to Utie all thea113 at our disposal to bring cqual it y of cducatimrai
opportunity within reach of all children.

SOCIOLOGICAL OVERVIEW OF THE MEXICANAMERICAN IS ('BRAS AREAS

(By Ralph Guzman, Assistaiit Professor of Government. California Stat'
College at Los Angeles)

In a classroom composed of Mexican-American students. one frequently finds
in microcosm the negation of the mission of an estimator, for /trot the most san-
guine of cd Ilea tors would 11nd it difficult to sustain the propmc it ion that '/erican-
Arlrrrirsnr children arc pre pared to operate (-fir-ell rely in either the larger .4 Hu'
run Aortetp or in Slit ghetto eo/nnraaify. Acrd any cdura for rrhn reports that the
114q jorit y of his students' arc sati.nJirf or routent with Nair lot in life confesses
lo a record of failure and dear-Tres ircHordinte d ism lanai.

I 'on"rary to the ideologies and contrary to the Mexicanologists. the Mexican
border does not represent a protective shield from realities of American life.
The proximity of the Mexicati,S, border affects i no way school dropouts in
East Los Angelesor in San Diego. for that matter: it does not Improve street
cleaning it does not affect de facto segregation In our schools: it
does not provide jobs fur the unemployed: and it dims not integrate housing. The
peal, ma that Mr :Ma nA Hu rico los frier arc .4 Merl' an pro loh ins: they are rooted
in America and leaf he cello! red in c A ;aerie° n prilitidol arena. In this sense,
MexicanAmericans have declared ti it independence from Mexico and it Is
time for the Amer' n society to realize it.

The education stem for MexicatAmericans ran best he understood within
the mittlext of a ilcular urban setting. Perhaps the most Important distinr
lion that can be d, Nn is the tuiddle-classness of the American educational sys-
tem. This. Indeed. Sc, probably the focal po:rit of the Inability of the majority of
Atnerlean schools to relate to the need and problems of the minority groups and
the poor. It is perhaps a ntrst common American Dint to lake a perfectly flutr
tional system and apply it endlessly in all circumstances. Thus. Mille the alto of
education--the gearing for liferemains the same, unfortunately so do the
techniques. This means that irrelevant systems frequently br,cine functional to
themselves rather than to the task at band. In other words. the complexity of ar-
rangements and Institutions relevant to Glendale become meaningless in lloyle
Heights. In the Mexican-.American community. the ess, a tint task cif providing for
an e reti re educational totem --one that will enable the 11c.rica n- A Incriran Io
eonlpr it successf idly in a middle -dose rcorldhccome, rot in a welter of mcmu.
ra luta. lesson plans. policy sta le ',rents and t neh, i Irina instil', le.

Thn urgency and the complexity of the task of ishicating minority groups is
such that extravagant tommes should be isinsiderisl as a nmaini of inducing !DN.
eellent tacimrs to assist in aceomplisling the task. Minority group neighbor-
hoods need excellent teachers niore than they reisl cxcelli nt

Icy- the same token. ire must on, st ion oreb n le a Fr d shopworn not fon sof a pro-4es-
SiOn that eon f rows i loci! with a rurrlir gal grridd. And lire ,119.1, irm, turbine. IsIiind
rejection of srvire In ghetto areas. not [-a-a munolicv,l. In N11,11. ItnclIcts
themselves must have enough In their eon expertise and abilities
to permit nacritleal cooperation with nonprofessionals ,,tioriimitics and
parents being served

9116
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It is not enough for a teacher to know intellectually, out of a hook, that every
social group contains natural loaders. undiscovered stilentists. and undeveloped
Poets; if he does not apply it to students in his class -to real human beings -he
is just as lunch a loss to society as if he !Lever knew it at all.

Too often men lament the passing of the frontier in American society, the
disapperanee of vast challenges. and the lack of opportunity for exploration but
in the relocation of minor', y children. there WC PiliCharfCfl al as ant Col ;intim!
ncrer dreamed of and potential wealth to dwarf the Gran Qui rida,

THE BI-LINGUAL BICULTURAL CIIILD AND SUNiMARY OF Two CONFERENCE TO
IDENTIFY ACIll EVENI ENT ',FAH.

(By Elizabeth Ott. Director. Language- Bilingual Filiwn lion Program, Southwest
Educational Developtucnt Laboratory )

INHIBIT V

UNI FR. OVER, AND RRECTSELY: A El LANCED BILINGUAL PROGRAM

Today We are In the midst of a social revolution. As oducatois--na niters of
society's most significant institution for its preservation and tintiLltinanoo--we do
not have a choice of participation, but rather are automatically cast in active.
vital roles that are central to the greater issue of directing the future of this
country.

The determination of this direction calls for a ermul awl careful searching of
ktnoxiledge in the fields of human experieni-i. deep insight mid concern for
humanity, and the collienie wisdom and inteliigence of the total ediloation
munity.

Many' Americans continue to confront economic, political. and social restraints
which have maintained over a century of residi nee in. this land. Immigrants from
other countries tied poverty, oprission, and despair: they mole with hope. but
they often found hostility and discrin ituttion. They also found opportunity.
Though they had to dig ditches. work in WiqlisiiopS, :11OI re..ort to other types of
stoop labor. they mairdained their dignity and earned the right to make demands
on society. thereby moving up and out.

Tho. waves of spa ni..11-speakh,g immigrants from Nlexico f.rrivrsi (luring the
late part of the niueteenih ei miry and the In ginning of the twentieth century
and became the major I r force in the agrarian IK.1:1111111iC structure that wag.
developing in the Southwest. TA, ir crhrralinnat n.cdx were ignored, a oil their
principal rat or 1C115 1111 ai the r unibr 1 of hours pit in Wanting, icairliN9 and
/ rristino Crop 1. oficn will not even ar.hcielt nor heel earnings.

Althoogli in .cur country !lame is aide agrcenunt. suppo rt. and acceptancy of
the flitelamontal value of curial educational opportunity. when it comes to areas
of si cifie application, there Is censideriiiile 111-Jgrcumunt over its meaning.
There are evolutionary elianges in the interpret:alio:I of the concept wild' give a
pci,peetive to ba.e,, for disagreeimait today, but these changes also indicate sonar;
interi nitation of the oineept of espial educational oppimtenity for the future. /
protaixr IA at fens the 11er, equal opport y of ( duration implies
and dr moody t'61P1141 ration of hi.. Patin language and culture.

A Irininry fader In the oliteatiohal deprivation of tlai Me-Join-American is
his general lack of facility %%MI either English or Spanish as far as erilry into
the foriikili7ed ivIiicatiori;i1 program of the sc !met is concerned. If the dilld dirt
have proriiiincy In Stninili. it would be of uo senice to hint to the school sys
tans Of this emintry. lhr fa(I Ilia I In hr (.1 i.rt r in o 1,0 in Iliad ri firt an
no longer ?or ignored ( Jiang Pi Of, f Ihr u n Ovie capahifilirs
coif rr, 7, of It I ,.(' In are on 1.

ror the 14rs,,Is Nao.o is prated 1:1114ZWI:0 (,111-
r0","' in 1,4,111 Sigthi,11 nu,l F:110111 is ilisiialte for tine smicess in
school, job ndyanemicut. health.
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The iiillugurd-hieulturill rltilrl /tiny well start life with the eriornions advan-
tage of lia%ing a more open. receptive rr,inrl shout hiniself ;INC! other people null
way he :11114,I1g t11,,S1,11111,4 likely to work out for Its ;I new tionethiL0('Clit tie 111..110 of
:,1131 intereotirse which couhl of universal sitzliitiotiice.

fl r,l'iou.v ircriktis,c.4 of port 1 rine,' ionol progro nu< nod proel .'err 111
nr r,..mpluu41,4 of E'noli.4 lonoorup ; >I Ilnolo Aliplitlf jag f ',roe, 0 of flu
.f.'poniNh ellifare nn,! the focal, f g of it., lonfuouu. ; Sw,l I.iI In.01; of la'o'cixo 1 p flu
elvhl bolonr in ell, ( 4111,Olf i,01411 141.0f/101f lull, ,ft ri lop If, Lifinguul
Lit'! tart ln,,i 'ni:rthrhn.rrrlfarr..in irhirhlei I dO eel

1111 inn VI

TILE ClIAT tESGE -Wt ritov/ KEts, NVAl tot V1. NT 1INS

1,13y Eugene Gotizale,..ks..,Irotato Stiporititohdt.tit of Piddle Itt-t rtIot ion 0101

11ivist..11 of Instruction)

am pleased to have this opportunio to grect piirtieiplot, Mk.
the ,ccotgl :intim] statewide cohferenee to be devoted to i-site of educating
the 711exicatt-.1uterie,in thitL1 :mil adult. IV, arc itrrc of fit, ro Nowt of II So r-
jute 'TiH nt of Poiblir i,, tr,rrlinrr. (Mr ilipeel It COW", If putt f hu. A'fnlr
1/,p'nY ono pit of I:ducal for!, Sillet till. first Nuovas ootiforotioo v..,s 1..111. the
St:Ito 1 tepartmeht of 1.7ducittion I to co,pousi,,,,1 at least 12 %vork-Lop, ,11::11 tted
Ve explore the need, of the Nlexicim.1itterieitti child. ate] tho ,tore all will lit-
to141,;(1. flitr purpose here 1, to disowns the %v;, in txhirl,, we eau offect
pro%cnicht -Will-tits in 1,1.1" 1,1110i, slur
task, %viilelt has out often howl considered au intpo,sibie ran 110%0 LP von-
sidered rl %vorthy rhnth +,ge. It is your challenge arid .r4, new
techni,p1, to 1inrinrrh flu. poor I o Jrino of ore r 'totrvn
of f ion wit ill? loam L, r n vo in, oi i t tier r 41, r,r f Spa ni,lr r wup, ,1
eiti7P1. I ant referring to l's' American of tli,sc,,rit the sleeping giant
who Is how flexing his n I ,e1cs er,of ooinino off. nfioo.
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k warier! ye on //u' bilrrrpnrrh biriatierili, and, Until nail', bypass, rt .4 nscricau of
Mexican descent!

NVo entitled the First Nevas 'Vista Conference, 'as. so /merle .' and we are doing
it !

I know that the ru,rnc parent", and young adults Isere, today. are interested in
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My friend-. in necordanee with the theme of thls Second Ammal Nnevas Vistas
Conference, solulanto!

:1IFAICAN--VMERICAN l'ilil*CATION RESEARCH l'IMJECT
By Joins !Proctor. Mexican-American Estimation Research Project

California :flitt. Deportment of Flat-math:TO

The educational needs of Spanish-speaking children have been dismissed s55111
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effort to 11/16-V4;111d how Illi1's pupils might be best served in Our sclissds,
disrnssiotts hay.s smile :iihnit because ssf the rlixprolrortiuro le I y olropont rate
of ton lterienn..toncrirqn our imbfir troorm.

Corr rr.wnrrli sit tiles Ilia I Inert or rt. 400.000 pupil'? of Mexican dcneent in ern'
Nch worn lain( ,110;19,Oitil 11,1(114,1ml' !/serf ;70 parent of thrnr
pupils do not eon: lc tlrr eigli b aril de. rued 73 percent do not complete igh
srIs oat.

In art attempt to determine some of the reasons for this dropout rate. stsrvey,
were unisle by the 'Rose:in.'s Project and smile very important information was
obtained. For example. it was found 1 11:st Sf; rrr nt of the 1,k01100 school dist Oct m
that .cirri tor pity of 11,rican dears ill do not !rarere xpeciai pro,gronr.r far I bc erlrt-
rution of Spoinj,fr.rp,,Ikinfr psilorpil.s nI1,1 that percent of the teachers working
with these atitsient, have not had any special training In working with non-
Isisiglish-stwaking children. ft was found that pisobisua a en nolny the yrea dif-
ficulty for S frai011-waking ellitelrer ore: a limit cif voeabula ry , reading trl (s-
o bill t lark of 1:'n,glivls ft urn cy. lore os Mow t ion level ( is de ba table), .loie
interest in school, apart ft ipe al irn, rind femr wordm I tack nkilln-

A-ith this inf or ma t ion in butt, isiliugnal instrisersonal programs %vere put into
operation in 1.Xtlerill.tqlt01 il.LISSPS in different areas ssf the state in an effort to
determine tla. degree el sliseess Ilas Spanish-speaking children might have In
stic1.1:11 lorogrilION rleslgued around the :trcligtlis and 1;N-do of these children.

It has been determined that children Whose pollee language is spass141 and
iiluisr Illt? 1.11%11 lalekgroansis are slitTerent fcsals the traditional school culture
upon widen Ilse eurrisailmil is based may be ext ected to experienes difficulty in
meeting the demands of the ss Masi tvorlrl..liunng the psis:sillies <Apses of failure
are these: 11 s a Tank of experiences out of which vonsepts piny grow : 12) an
inadsainateconmussel of the English language- the language of the instructional
program: 131 :, lowered self-confidence resulting. from repeated frustratir 0 and
faillirss: and 1141 an unrealistic eurriesilina wiiieh imposes reading and writing
lequiresus Ms itt English to fors skills in listening lliAllirellt`ilS16/1111111 III SINAI:111g
1111,11i y have Nam mastered.

lu iii ew of the facinro, which are generally descriptive of the school prole
Is nis of the Spaslislespeaking child fsssm :t IOW-11)01MP I./111111y. PrOgrallIS (1

11:11"0 been designed that attempt to deal with thesis failure-prodneing
I etulitions :Ills to assess the effectiveness ssf snch efforts to illihrove

oi isortunittes of spa ills11-sim.ahLtia 01110s-tsp.
As the )1s-xicam.\ icericon Education ilcsearels Project conlitoms its (walls:slim:

or 111e expsrimental classes. all information will he (IISS(./11111:Ited to 011
interested educators and community groups.
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The Mexican-American Education Problem
The "universe" under discussion at the Mexican-American Education

Research Project's Lake Arrowhead and Anaheim conferences was defined
to include all Mexican-American students -- the immigrant child, the
children of migrant workers, and the various generations of students living
in homogeneous communities composed of persons of Mexican descent.

The major problem was identified as the "low educational attainment of
the Mexican-American," which underlies the large numbers of economically
impoverished Mexican-American families, the serious social problems of
that segment of the community, and the insufficient supply of effective
Mexican-American leaders. The Mexican-American education problem
must be resolved if there is to be improvement in the intellectual, cultural,
and socioeconomic position of the whole society, for it is California'
largest and most complex educational problem.

It is essential that the causes of and possible solutions to the major
educational difficulties fe.cing Mexican-Americans be correctly identified
and that these factors be understood by the education community. Teachers,
administrators, and school board members must be made aware of the need
for changes in the educational programs, to ensure Mexican-American students
an opportunity to experience success in school and in life.

The isolation of Mexican-American children and youth from many Anglo
teachers, adults, and peers is due in large measure to insufficient under-
standing of the differences in cultural attitudes and psychological conditions
of the Mexican-American. An awareness of these differences is of central
importance in the development of a quality education progrem.

Mexican-American educators are not promoting a "special interest group,"
but rather are attempting to ensure that boards of education et al become
truly cognizant of the problems involved in teaching the Mexica.v-American
and give this problem its due amount of attention.

Effective guidance of Mexican-American students is largely lacking,
resulting in isolation and ineffective academic performance by the students
and a severe loss to society as a whole. Thus, drastic changes in curriculum,
methodology, pupil personnel practices, teacher training, and community
relations programs are necessary to meet the particular needs of this unique
group. It is incumbent upon our educational system to make sure that all
human resources are fully utilized.
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POINTS OF VIEW ON THE PLACE OF MEXICAN-AMERICAN
CULTURE IN CALIFORNIA

One of the first statements made at the Lake Arrowhead Conference
pointed to the ambivalence that the Mexican-American educators have about
keeping these children "Mexican.' One point of view held that the Mexican-
American must fit into the American society -- not that of Mexico, "Our
Mexican-American students," it was pointed out, "are not being reared in a
truly 'Mexican' culture, and, for many of them, much of what is called
'heritage' is boring stuff. Therefore, our first aim should be total assimila-
tion %/itivAit reference to Mexican cultural traits, traditions, or values."

A second viewpoint took note of the quality or life in the Mexican-American
barrio. It pointed to the poor education the students of the barrio receive,
which, along with other negative aspects, forces those who can afford to move
to do so in order to secure a better life for their children. If the schools of
the barrio were able to provide the children with a mastery of subjects such
as English and mathematics -- tools necessary for our complex commercial
and technological setting -- then this would encourage many parents to stay
and help improve the general quality of life in the barrio. This view holds
that there Is value in having the school make the Mexican cultural heritage
known to its pupils as a form of educational enrichment, but that the
priority of the instructional program must be the development of economically
salable skills.

Another segment of the group argued persuasively that reducing the
Mexican-American education problem to one of economics is an oversimpli-
fication. "Man does not live by bread alone." fie needs a spiritual or ideol-
ogical diet as well as occupational skills.

Others called for a broader view of Mexican life in the Southwest. "The
Southwest may be viewed," they pointed out, "as an extension of Mexican and
Hispania culture." The nations south of the Rio Grande have already had an
impact rin our civilization, and, with improved communications and transpor-
tation, increased commercial intercourse will mean increased cultural
contact between the United States and Latin America. Thousands of Mexican-
Americans could play an important part in bringing these two cultures together
harmoniously if they were trained for the task. Mexican-American students
begin life with an important asset: their bilingual-bicultural knowledge. As
such they have two souls and are capable of intimately knowing people with
two distinct world views. To dissipate these resources or to fail to cultivate
them would be a gross error and waste on the part of the United States.
Unguided acculturation of today's Mexican-American in California threatens
to waste his potential value to the nation's future. Tne school must therefore
take "Mexican" cultural traits and values into account when planning educa-
tional programs for these students. The school should capita..ze co the
existing assets of the Mexican-American rather than attempt to force these
youth into a planned homogeneous culture in which they may not have the
opportunity to develop the ability to cope with ever - changing problems.

The Mexican- American of early California had no doubts about his worth
and 4,e value of his language. It was understood by many Mexicans, after
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the war between Mexico aad the United States, that Spanish would be recog-
nized as one of the languages of the Southwest and that Hispanic cultural
customs would be retained. There is even perhaps some legal evidence that
supports this view. However, the value system of the Anglo culture came to
regard Spanish as Inferior and sought the imposition of P.nglo values to wash
away the stains of foreign elements in California's social fabric. Naturally,
this was to cause confusion, doubt, and anxiety in the Mexican-American's
mind. The effects of the psychological tremors, coupled with other telling
factors, have no doubt helped to undermine the Mexican-American student's
ability to perform effectively in the classroom. Today, perhaps more impor-
tant than anything else, these things must be understood by "Juanito's teacher,"
especially if he is not acquainted with the history of the Southwest and its
Hispanic influence. The important tactical question is this: "How can the
teacher help these students adapt successfully to a different culture without
destroying their bilingual ability and without making them feel ashamed of
the word 'Mexican'?" In too many of our schools, this feeling of shame or
uncertainty about his heritage leads the Mexican-American child to dis-
criminate against his Mexican peer who Is a recent arrival to California and
the United States.

THE STATUS OF CURRENT EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
FOR MEXICAN-AMERICAN STUDENTS

During the conference procee lino, it became loci ',singly apparent that
the instructional programs in those schools serving Mexican-American com-
munities and other proposals for tackling the major problem were designed
to integrate or fully assimilate the Mexican- American into the Anglo culture
without sufficient consideration for preserving his bilingual and bicultural
assets.

Compensatory education programs were among the first to be singled out
for criticism. The criticisms were based upon observations made in schools
where Mexican-Americans predominate. One major criticism was that new
compensatory education programs have been appended to the regular instruc-
tional program without considering their integral relationship ,to the total
curriculum. "Headstart" and "English-as-a-second-language programs
were cited as innovations that have not notably altered the curriculum. .

Questions such as the following were asked: 'What happens to the child who
receives special attention in something like 'Headstart' when he gets into the
regular school program?" "What provision does the regular instructional
program make for building on these special experiences or for taking into
account the child's particular bilingual-bicultural charaCteristics?" Since
no special provisions were noted by members of the group who had observed
compensatory education programs, it was recommended that greater atten-
tion be given to this aspect of the educational program.

Some of the Mexican-American educators working solely in the area of
compensatory education stated that they had experienced repeated frustration,
in attempting to bring about what they felt were needed changes in the instruc-
tional programs for Mexican-American students. The State Department of
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Education's Office of Compensatory Education, they noted, also had difficulty
in convincing school districts to modify instructional programs for Mexican-
American students. Another limiting factor cited was the uncertainty of
funding for compensatory education programs. Finally, there was a feeling
that an unequal emphasis was being given to compensatory education programs
for other ethnic groups over those for the Mexican-Americans, especially in
large urban centers.

After due deliberation, the following statements on compensatory education
were set forth:

Compensatory education Is not meeting the needs for which it was
intended because of the following factors:

Compensatory education threatens to divert school districts from
thzir responsibilities for culturally different youth. In some
cases there is an undesirable separation of responsibility for
compensatory education in the regular district program and
for special instructional programs for the disadvantaged. Some
school districts are reluctant to bring about the integration of
students in these special programs and students in the regular
instructional programs.

Many compensatory education programs are defective due to:

1. Hasty organization an lack of direction

2. Use of unqualified personnel to administer compensatory_
education programs

3, Lack of attention to creative education rather than "more of
the same"

Compensatory education should consider the following factors:

Mexican-Americans, as the largest California minority, have unique
instructional problems and require more assistance in the form
of compensatory education programs than other groups,

Programs should not lead to segregation in the guise of "separation
in order to provide maximum concentration of effort."

Follow-up studies of recipients of compensatory education should
be conducted to determine the effectiveness of existing compen-
satory education programs in relation to the special needs of the
Me:,ican-American child and to provide better understanding of
the unique learning problems of this group of children.

It should not be assumed that students who need compensatory
education are inferior,
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Successful instructional practices and educational research findings
from compensatory education' programs saould be incorporated into
regular school programs.

The State Department of Education's Office of Compensatory Education
should be given sufficient authority to develop creative compensatory
education programs.

CURRICULUM MODIFICATION FOR MEXICAN-AMERICAN STUDENTS

It was reported that many of the difficulties in modifying educational pro-
grams in Mexican-American communities have been created because of the
attitudes that still exist in some districts. Some teachers are reluctant to
discard familiar techniques because modification or retooling for new ones
entails an extra effort they are not yet willing to exert. Concern was
expressed that some school boards might be reacting negatively to what they
feel is an overemphasis on Mexican-American children. There is a reketance
to recognize the fact that the needs of Mexican-American students often are
different from those of.Anglo students and that it is necessary to provide for
these differences in the instructional program. This situation may have come
about because of a lack of effective communication between the Mexican-
American community and the school. This was reported to be especially
true in large districts where establishing communication generally takes
longer. In light of the slow progress being made in enlightening the Anglo
community about the Mexican-American educational problem, the conferees
called for both immediate and long-range plans to change Anglo misconcep-
tions and negative attitudes toward the problem.

IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS FOR MEXICAN-AMERICAN
EDUCATION PROGRAMS

The major objective in the development of Mexican-American education
programs must be the creation of quality education that provides opportuni-
ties for each Mexican-American student to develop his abilities and talent
to the fullest extent possible. The curriculum of this educational program
must develop the specific knowledge, skills, and attitudes through which the
individual may attain socioeconomic security and at the same time make him
capable of contributing to the improvement of his society. To achieve this
broad general goal, the group called upon the schools to recognize the bicul-
tural and bilingual factors that operate in the Mexican-American's education
and to modify the instructional program accordingly. The following points
need to be given serious consideration:

Mexican-Americans are a very diverse group. Teachers must under-
stand this diversity.

Mexican-Americans differ Lecause of their geographical origin
(or that of their parents). The student born and partially reared
in Mexico is different from one who originated in Texas,

aloerZ /;)
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California, or Arizona. me fact that he or his parents may have
a rural orientation rather than an urban one will result in
important differences.

Mexican-American students differ in their fluency with the English
and Spanish languages, At one extreme is the student who speaks
no English, and at the other extreme is the student who speaks
no Spanish. Between these two extremes are found those who are
adept at handling both languages and those who speak a nonstandard
form of English and Spanish.

Mexican-Americans differ in their personal identification with
Mexican culture. Some are knowledgeable about Mexico and
exhibit traits, v,,lues, and customs of Hispanic origin; some
have never had much contact with Mexican cultural influences
or have parents who prefer to abandon or neglect the preserva-
tion of their Mexican cultural heritage.

Mexican - American students "ffer in socioeconomic bacl-ground.
Varying degrees of poverty and affluence, differences in the
environment of the home itself, the vocational or professional
level of the parents, and opportunities for the student to engage
in enrichening experiences outside of school are all reflected in
the Mexican-American student.

Mexican-American students differ in their psycho-cultural orienta-
tion. The way in which the Mexican-American child and his
family perceive Anglo values a id the way in which the Anglo
community and his Anglo peers look upon 1,lexican-American
values, his physical appearance, end h:s cultural background
may lead to psychological conflict, and in turn may give rise to
anxieties or feelings of hostility.

Pride in the Mexican-American's heritage should be stimulated because
it offers promise as a motivating force toward school achievement.
The Mexican-American's cultural heritage also offers a great oppor-
tunity for achieving a richer society. Community resources such as
tradition, folklore, and the history of Mexico and its contributions to
American society shoutd be used to promote pride in heritage. This
will enable the student to see himself as one who has a responsible
role to fill in the school, the home, and the community.

There is a need to capitalize on and develop further the Mexican-
American student's talent i,i using the Spanish language. Communica-
tion is the most important factor in understanding the many groups
that make up our nation. Bilingualism is especially important in coin- .

munication between people from different cultures. Thus, bilingualism
is importan for everyone -- not only for the Mexican- American student
who must learn English along with his Spanish but also for his Anglo
counterpart who should learn Spanish with his English. The Mexican-
American student should be given recognition in the classroom for his

1
,
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knowledge of Spanish. Many Mexican-American students do not
exhibit their knowledge of Spabish through class participation because
of the fear of making mistakes while using English. If they are given
recognition for assisting in the teaching of Spanish, the entire class
can benefit from bilingual +nstruction.

SUGGESTIONS FOR DIFFIziRENT LEVELS OF INSTRUCTION

Appropriate modification of the curriculum for students of Mexican descent
was considered to be of central importance. The conferees considered the
following to be minimal features of a good educational program for Mexican-
American students:

At the preschool level

Emphasis on sequential language development activities for non-
English speaking children

Specific educational experiences that prepare children for success
in school

Individual attention through lower pupil-teacher ratios

Diagnosis of health impediments to learning and attention to their
correction

. At the elementary school level

Maximum utilization of the knowledge and skills children acquire in
preschool instructional programs

Sound counseling of all students, including early (before the third
grade) identification of talented youth, implemented by effective
teaching practices

Provision for experiential activities in hearing, speaking, reading,
writing, and conceptualizing skills that make successful partici-
pation in ail academic, aesthetic, and creative aspects of educa-
tion possible

Presentation of subject matter in the Spanish language, in accordance
with ascertained needs, while children are receiving regular
English instruction to ensure normal progress until adequate
competency in English is achieved

Insistence on the mastery of computational and language arts skills
necessary for subsequent entry into higher education and complex
technological, commercial, or professional occupations
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Better articulation of English-as-a-second-language programs
between elementary and secondary schools

Use of bilingual paraprofessional workers in t'e schools to assis,
teachers with Mexican-American students

Einployment of a schcol-community relations coordinator to develop
. better liaison between the school and the Mexican-American

community

At the secondary sch.,ollevel

Provision for special English courses using modern linguistic
techniques to break the language barrier that confronts many
Mexican-American students

Provision for individual attention in all subject matter areas
where language communication is a serious problem

The nse of a tutorial system will greatly aid those Mexican-
American high school students who find themselves handicapped
by a lack of facility with English. Assistance of this type could
also be extended into extracurricular activities so that language
problems will not operate as a bar to par+icipation in this seg- .

ment of school life.

Increased attention to keeping the Mexican-American student in
school and ensuring his satte.actory progress

Every effort must be made to assist in solving problems caused
by a lack of self-confidence, feelings of inferiority, a lack of
stimulation to obtain an education, lack of proper counseling,
inability to accumulate the necessary credits for graduation,
student finances, and so forth.

Recognition of the serious need for trained leadership among
Mexican - Americans in the academic as well as in the cocurricular
aspects of the school program

Capable students must be identified earlier, and every effort
must be made to direct these students into productive :Ind fruitful
academic programs. Preconceived notions that Mexican-
Americans are automatically directed into vocational or secre-
tarial majors must be resisted.

Effective vocational programs for those who wish to use acquired
skills immediately upon graduation

Equal edmational opportunities demand quality programs for
terminal students, as well as college -bound students.

411,In
e" r
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Development of problem-solving skills in all students

Because of the rapid change and increasing complexity of our
American culture, the Mexican-American needs to le ..rn to
utilize his creative abilities in conjunction with his school-
accumulated knowledge. He must learn to identify rr eanirgful
issues, determine the consequences of different judgments,
discern the most effective solutions, and translate these into
appropriate action.

A program of mature civic information the+ will develop insight
into social and civic problems to enable .tudents to participate
as loyal and thoughtful citizens

At the higher education level

While the number of Mexican-Atrericans with college train "ng is growing,
it is still pitifully small; in proportion to the general, ,,opulation increase,
the Mexican-American population Is even losing ground. Entry into
the middle socioeconomic class and into community le.t.dership positions
isrincreasingly dependent upon 'suitable training and orientation in our
colleges and universities. Bicultural groups generally become more

"American" when they have representatives within the'decision-
making structure. Mexican- Americans have relat'vely kw such
repro 'entatives, and higher education is viewed as an .important Prst
step in producing trsined leaders.

The problems of the Mexican-American in higher education are gener-
ally due to the rapid socioeconomic changes taking place and an adequate
approach to the resultant conditions on the part of the various segments
of higher education. For, while many colleges have a "melting-pot"
admissions policy thit provides for ethnic and racial quotss so that
these groups are realistically represented on their campuses, too many
colleges and universities fail to recognize the diaferenc,s in students
and, consequently, they do not structur, the curriculum to meet the
needs of the various ethnic grout s. Even the junior colleges, which
are supposed to provide terminal education as well as preparation for
senior colleges, are leaning toward a liberal arts image that excludes
many Mexican-American stueents. The junior colleges offer the best
opportunity for Mexican- Americans to enter higher edt cation, and it
was recommended that the State Board of Education formulate admin-
istrative guidelines for more jitclicious use, location, and financing of
junior college facilities in order to better serve the local community.

Another problem involved in getting more Mexican-Americans into
college is that, for a number of reasons, they are not applying fcr
available scholarships, loans, and grants. This is (1st, in part, to
the failure of schools and colleges to furnish the Mexican-American
community with adequate information about the ava'hble opportunities
for financing higher education. Moreover, finar-J it assistance to
worthy needy students should be greatly broader A.
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Specifically, the following were recommended for special attention:

Dramatize the plight of the Mexican-American ii higher education.

Encourage Mexican-American students to take advantage of existing
financial-aid programs, and actively explore means of expanding
financial assistance to students from the Mexican - American commu

Press for formal commitment on the par, of colleges ant: universities
to institute programs that will meet the special educational needs
of disadvantaged communities. Higher education personnel must
actively recruit Mexican-American students and provide for
realistic admission policies and conditions of successful study
for them.

Formulate programs of compensatory education in higher education
which will capitalize on the latent potential of human resources
which are at present being choked off or only marginally tapped.

At the adult education level

Th Mexican-American student's success in school cannot be divorced
from the educational ba kground of his parents. Because of the lower
educational attainment of many parents, the large number of families
that ,pcak only Spanish, the need for upgrading skills, and the serios
health, social, economic, and legal problems that beset many Mexican-
American communities, there is an obvious need for expanded adult
education. What is not obvions to Mexican-American parents, however,
Is that their lack of knowledge and orientation to the American social
and economic institutions hinders their children's learning. Unaware
of school procedures a ai of the mundane problems their children face,
many parent's cannot adequately assist their children with schoolwork,
counsel them outside the school, acquaint them with possible vocational
goals for the future, encourage them to raise their aspirations, or
suggest specific means of attaining higher goals. It Is not a matter et
'not caring,' but rather a question of not knowing how" to provide
assistance to the young people.

There Is need for both a far-reaching approach to home-school
relationships and a program of basic adult education which will enable
parents to cope more effectively with their own persona' and family
problems, to participate in the improvement of their nrighbor:lood and
the extended community, and to acquire the necessary knowledge and
Insights that can be used to reinforce the school's work with `heir
child ren.

RELATED AREAS OF CONCERN

Those ,n attendance at the two cqnferences discussed the factors that they
considered to be of vital importan:e to an effective Instructional program..
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It was their judgment that without serious attention to the following areas, the
quall-y programs so urgently needed and desired could not b. realized,

Counseling and Guidance

It, was agreed that the counseling services available to Mexican-American
students were far too limited to be effective. In one or the status largest
high schools with a heavy concentration of Mexican-American students, it
was calculated that, on the average, each student was eligible for one hour
and 45 minutes of counseling per year. Obviously, if one student required
more than the average amount, another student would receive less. The
group recommended that.coun ,eling programs in all schools be strengthened
with such feat,,res as the following:

Counseling should be available, with early involvement of the parents,
from preschool to the university. The guidance program should have
as its prime objectives the development of self-awareness, self-esteem,
and self-confidence in these students of Mexican descent.

A counselor's understanding el the student's socloeconomi: status,
degree of assimilation, verbal fluency (in English and Spanish), his
ties with the Mexican culture, and so forth, will lessen the stereo-
typing of the Mexican- American and lead to better guidance practices.

Valid an., reliable instruments that take into account The Mexican-
American student's culture and language should be used when gathering
information for guidance purposes. Adequate instruments to determine
the Mexican-American student's verbal skills, school achievement,
self-image, and potential are not now being used extensively enough.

Greater emphasis should be placed on identification of potential
scholarship candidates. These students should be given proper guid-
ance and courses of ctudy that will lead to successful work in higher
education.

Counselors should be aware that too many Mexican-American students
with potential in other areas have been guided into terminal vocational
courses that have no value in today's labor market. Strong preappren-
ticeship programs, coordinated with industry or business, should be
encouraged.

Adequate counseling time should be made available for all students,
and, cinceMexican-American ctudents constitute a highly dispropor-
tionate percent of dropouts, special intensive counsL'ing time should
be allowed for potential dropouts.

In communities where Spanish is a common language, there should be
at least one Spanish-speaking counselor in the school to communicate
effectively with the parer ',S.

2N1
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Staff and Staff-training Programs

It is readily apparent that the cultural difference's that exist between the
professional staff and the students (and their parents) will have important
implications for the success of the entire system. It is vitally important
that school personnel, especially the large number of those who come to
California from school districts where the frexicanAmerican culture is
unknown, be provided with an opportunity for gaining an understanding of
this culture, since the educational performance of the Mexican-American
student is directly related to his cultural background. Interpretation of the
Mexican-American student's behavior and motivations may be conditioned
by the staff mc;nber's own cultural background.

'.n light of these facts, it wa., urged that:

Training programs for teachers who will won': with Mexican-American
students should include an opportunity for understanding the student's
culture and the culture of the society in which the student is expected
to function. Such understanding may reveal some of the student's
handicaps in grasping the lesson, are the teacher can make the neces-
sat:), adjustmen's in the instructional progiani so that thn student can
grasp the le:;son with a minimum of cultural conflict.

Increas-d use should be made of paraprofessional assistance in class-
rooms vith Mexican-American students. The use of indigenous Spanisn-
speaking personnel as teacher-aides should enhance teacher effective-
ness; thus their employment is strongly urged.

School personnel should be so selected as to assure that staff members
serving Mexican-American students will be sympathetic and sincerely
committed to working effectively with these students.

Nct only teachers but also buildin; prIncipats, central office super-
visors, and all (Aber aeministraters need some orientation to the
unique problems of Mexican-American students. Provisions for
briefing them on these problems sholld be made.

Mexicar-American leaders in the community should be used as consul -
tarts, 1:.siting lecturers, and sourn,..Lcs of information to the school.
They can also serve as models ant inspiration for the students.

School - community Relations

In many Mexkan-American :.;omes there is no real awareness of what is
going on in the school; consequently, parental conception of the school's role
may be un.ealistic. This lack of awareness results from a communicaluns
gap between the scho "l and the community -- a gap which is often the cause
of misunderstanding and resentment towe-d the school. The absence of
complaints by Mexicon-AmerIcan parents or community organizations is
often regarded as evidence of harmonious school-community rblatfons, %hen,

2S2
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'in fact, it may be an indication of frt..itration and rejection of the schools by
parents who are unable to communicate with the school. This may be
especially; true in communities where built-in barriers of language and
cultural differences (as well as social and economic differences) exist.
For this reason, the group strongly recommended that:

Someone from the school should be assigned the responsibility for
liaison between the school and the community. The size of the
district may require the efforts of more than one individual.

Those charged with school-community relations in Mexican-American
neighborhoods should be knowledgeable about the Mexican-American
culture and the Spanish language if they are to carry out thele assign-
ments effettively.

Neighborhood school adtiscry councils amid be creat"ci to establish
a oound and meaningful dalogut with the school. Effective utilization
of existing community groups is another means to the same end.

It is evident that further researe and study must be conducted in this
vital and complex area of education; however, educators in attendance at
the Lake Arrowhead and Anaheim conferences'urged that serious considera-
tion be given to the earliest possible Implementation of the recommendations
embodied in this report.

Del -108 5-68 /hi
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THE LAW - THE FEDERAL CONSTITUTION EXTENDS TO THOSE WHO

SPEAK OTHER LANGUAGES AS WELL AS THOSE WHO SPEAK ENGLISH

Exhibit VII

284
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MEYER W. STATE OF NEBRASKA B25
(II Sup.Ct4.

privileges long recognized it commas law as
essectial to the orderly pursuit of happiness by
free men.

(Ed. Note.For other dednitions, see Words
and Phalle', Firat and Second Series, Lib.
arty,)
2. Constitutional law titcm1.55Llberty may oat

he Interfered with by arbitrary legislative ac-
tion.

The liberty protected by Cond. 13. S.
Amend. 14, may not be interfered with, limier
the guise of protecting the public interest, by
legislative action which fa arbitrary or without
reasonable relation to sane purpose within the
competency of the state to effect
3. Constitutional law v3=11)(3)Legislatire eft-

tarall112.11011 Co to proper exercise of police
power subject to supervision.

Determioation by the Legislature of whet
constitutes a proper exercise of the police
Power Is not field or conclusive, but subject to
supervision by the courts.
4. Constitutional law =.255-Schools and

Wool districts 4.-164Statult relative to
teaching of ioreiga languages held oncansti-
lotto:tat, IS taking liberty without die pro-
tem of law.

Act Neb. April 9, 1919 (Laws 1919, c. 249),
prohibiting the teaching of soy subject Is any
language other than the English leoguage in
toy school, or the teaching of languages other
than the English language below the eighth
grade, le unconstitutional, is arbitrary cod
without reasnnahle relation to any end within
the competency of the state, and as deprivlog
teachers and pent' of liberty without due
process of law, in violation of Coast U. S.
Amend. 14.
6. Constitutive law rg=a278(4)--Statete rot-

ative to teaching or foreign iangvages held
sot euslaleahro as a herith measure.

Act Neb. April 9,1919 (Laws 1919, e. 249).
prohibiting the teaching of any subject to :.1141
language other than the English language. or
the teachiog of lounges other then the Eng-
tr.eb language to pupils who hare not passed the
eighth grade, moot be sustained vi designed
to protect the healtb of children. be timitiet
their mental activities, as it !coves complete
freedom se to millers other than modern hin-
{Vallee

lir. here's Holmes and lir. ;Wks Bather.
Mod, dissenting.

In Eittlf to the Supreme Court of the State
of Nebraska.

Robert T. Y:eyee was Convicted of no of-
fense, and his NavielSon was affirmed by the
Supreme Court cf Nebraska illCt Neb. 657.
1S7 N. W WO, sod be brings error. Fte.
torte'' and remanded.

11101
'Messrs. A. F. Mullein, of Omaha, Neb, O.

M Sandell, of York, Neb.. and L L Albert,
of Columbus, Neb., for thither% error.

300
'Messrs. Mason Wheeler, of Lincoln, Nob.

and 0. S. Spillman, of Pierce, Neb, for the
State of Nebraska..

gal O. 0. 190)
MEYER v. STATE OF NEBRASKA.

(Argued Feb. 23, 1923. Decided hoe 4,
1923.1

No 325.
I. Clint notional law x253Matters embrse

ef within 'liberty," poteeted by Coast Its.
Um specified.

Coder Conat U. B. Amend. 14, providing
that no stole shall deprive soy person of lib
nil without die process of law, 'liberty^ de-
letes, out merely freedom from bodily restraint,
ha, also the right of the Individial to Contract,
to agate to any of the common occupations of
Me, to score astral knowledge, to marry,
establiab home, end bring op children, to
nonslip Cod according to the dichttea of his
eau conscience, and generally le erdor Omsk

'2,err corpora:Ma Is allow.; to Isaac! from
row Imams all operating eepeceesthst lbw
fiebeteviseete tneldent to lbw lite tad the conduct
at lie halitosis tot the individual Is Cot permit.

to dedott from groom Income any pert of mkt
miss 'aware (except so far as they DM 14
accred ky the greenroom/. Railroads sod other
Maine orporatmos are allowed to dasuct. sa an
eavvotine Home, the out of Wh cod wasil equip.
t eat Indio leash Hid other tverPorsHone ere wok
cwiaser carp:ratios, Rod [661v:dash are anon.
04 to dedeel mutate end tateteet Pate. Compare
SO Stated dedectIoa tor interest raid wader the
wdrrei Corporation 71.1 Att. Audersoo It Perig-
ees arowlwey Co., Ile V. 0. d, N Sop. Cl. 17. en

r4l 1111 New York. New 1111700 Hertford
Co. v. Vetted States SC. C. A.)000 TO& Kit

Oza/er ether eases hi IMO topic 1.0 Karn.rmBen Is in Key-Numbeial tit tartssati Indere'
41Sor.or.-40

a
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*Ur. Justice hIcit;liTTOLDS delivered the
opinion of the Court.

Pia MCI In error was tried and convicted
In the district court for Hamilton county.
Nebraska, under en information which
charged that on May 25, 1920, while an In-
structor In Zion Parochial School be unlaw-
fully taught the suhSect of reading in the
German language to Raymond Parrett,

3E17
child of 10 years, who had not attained "and
none...aft:11y passed the eighth grade. The
information la based Upon "An net relating to
the teaching of foreign languages In the state
of Nebraska," approved April 0, 1919 (Laws
1919, c 240), which follows:

"Section 1. No pereon, individu07 ar so a
teacher, ahall, he any private, deaomiJational,
Parocitil, or public school, teach any subject
to ray person la any Inagesse than the English
language.

"Sec, 2. Languages, other then the Eng lie,
language, may be taught as languages only attar
a pupa shalt bare attained and successfuliy
passed the eighth grade ae evidenced by a car-
tificete of graduatioa Issued by the county su-
perintendent of the county Pa which the child
resides.

"Sec.S. Any perana who '10/ate' any of the
provielone of this act shall be deemed guilty of
a misderaeamor sad upon conviction, shall be
'abject to a fine of sot less than twenty-Eve
doter. ($25), nor more Om one hundred dol-
lars ($100), or to cot:Enid In the county jail
for 'any period not exceeding thirty days for
each offense.

"See.4. Whereas, as emergency exist', this
act shell be to force from sod after its pat
sage and approval"

The Supreme Court of the state affirmed
the judgment of conviction, 107 Neb. 657,
18? N. W. 100. It declared the offense
charged and established was "the direct and
Intentional teaching of the German language
as a distinct subject to a child who had 'not
passed the eitith grade,' in the parochial
school maktafneC by Zion Evangelical Lu-
theran Congregation, a collection of Biblical
storks being used therefor. And It held that
the statute forbidding this did not conflict
with the irourteetth Amendment, but NUS a
valid exorcise of the Pale* Power. The
lowing excerpts from the opinion sufficiently
!ciliate the reasons advanced to rapport the
conclusion:,

"The salutary porpoise of the statute is clear.
Tbe Legigatore had seen the baneful effects of30g
perniltdng foreekeers, Ohio bad takes resideoce
In this cor:41-y, to soar and educate their elf -
dam in the laminate of their native !sod. Tlis
emit of that condidon was found to to in-
ivrksil to our own safety. To allow the chil-
dren of fereitoers, who had emigrated here,
to to targht from ew-ly chilthoud the lug-este
of the country of their parents age to tear
them with that birguess al their mother
tonne. It vas to 'docile them as that they
roust always think in that biome*, sod, as a
consequence, naturally Inculcate in them the
ideas and sentiments foreign (a the beat 1a

44.737 0 - 10 I.

WIT REPORTER (Oct. Term,

terests of this country. Tae statute, therefor.,
was Intended not only to require that the ti
oration of all children be conducted in the Eat

,

lish language, but that, until they hod g:-a
rate that :pasture and until it hod bacon e a
part of them, they should not in the school to
taught any other language. The obvious par
Pose or this statute was tiat the English Isa
gunge should be and become the mother temps
of all children reared lei this state. The ea
actment of such a statute comes rels,nawy
within the police power of the stole. Pohl r.
Stale, 102 Ohio St. 474, 132 N. E: l'0 state
r. Ilartels, 101 Iowa, 1060, 181 N. W. WS.

"It is auggested that the law is an unwarrant-
ed restriction, to that it notice to all citizens
of the stets and arbitrarily interferes with the
rights of citix,:as who are act of foreign an.
vestry, Cod prevents them, withoul reason
from taring their children taught forcigu i.e
guagea in school. That argument Is tot era
taken, for it assumes that every citizen Gn.ls
himself restrained by the stetute. The hem,
which a child is stale to devote to 'Indy is the
confinement of school are limited. It meat
here ample time for esercise or play. Its
daily rapacity for learning Is comparatively
email. A selection of subjects for its e,ncs
tioo, therefore, from among the many that
might be tauglit, k obviously necesaary. Tea
Legislature to doubt bad in mind the pruned
operation of the law. The law streets few ch.

.3011
i. eon exceot those of forego linerage. Ohre
arses, it their selection of studies, except
Perbsys In rare loatencee, have never deemed
it of importance to teach their children (Grilse
languages before such children bare reached lte
eighth grade. In the legislative mind, the sal-
atary effect of the statute no doubt outweighed
the restrict:tau upon the tit/teas geoervila,
which, It 'typeset, was a restriedon of no real
corkenneoce."

11k problem for our determination
whether the statute as construed sod applied
unreasonably infringes the Melt) Pelee'
taed to the plaintiff In error by the Fasts
reenth Amendment:

"No state a slid deprive any ruses
of life, liberty or property without due pruceu
of law"

(WI White this court has not attempted to
define with exacting, the liberty thus guar
stoked, the term has received much consider,
sties and some of the included things bane
been definitely stated. Without doubt. II
denotes not merely freedom from bodily re-
stratot but also the right of the Inctichtnal
to contract, to engsgo in any of the Colismos
occupations of life, to acquire useful haos
edge, to marry, establish t home and beat
up children, to worship God accordiV la the
dictates of his own conscience, and neatly
to enjok those privileges long tsc0Szlzra
common law as essential to the orderly
pursuit of happiness by free mea. trouble.
Douse Carves, 26 WaIL 86, 21 L Ed 19 11

ilutchenf Union Co. v. Crescent 00 co, I"
V. B. lio, 4 Sup. Ct. 662, 28 Is Ed. 6.55:
Wo n Hopkins, 118 G., & 856, 6 Sup. Cl. IWA
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1922) MEYER v. STATE OF NEBIASSA 627
(to So.M.I.

go L. Ed. 220; Minnesota v. Barber, 136 U. ins to school of any subject except in Eng-
S. 313, 10 Sep. Ct. 622, 34 L. Ed. 455; Sa-
wyer e. Louisiana, 165 V. S. 878, 17 Sup.
Ct. 427 SI L. Ed. 532; Lochner w New York,
3.9 V. S. 45, 23 Sup. Ct. 539, 49 L. Ed. 937,
9 Ann. Can. 1133; Twining v. New Jersey
211 U. 8. 78, 29 Sup. Ct. 14, 53 L. Ed. 97;
Chicago, B. & Q. R. R. v. McGuire, 219 U. S.
549, 51 Sup. Ct. 239, 89 L. Ed. 329; Truax v,
ataieb, 239 U. S. 83, 36 Sup. Ct. 7, 60 L. Ed.
131, L. R. A. 1916D, 545, Ann. Dna I917B,
253; Adams v. Tanner, 224 U. S. 590, 87
Sep. Ct. 662, 61 Is Ed. 1336, L R. A. 1917F,
1153, Ann. Can. 1917D, 973; New York
Life fox. Co. v. Dodge, 245 11. S. 357, 88
SuP. Ct. 837, 62 L c d. 772, Ann. Cats 19'8E,
543; Truax v. Corrigan, 257 U. S. 812,
42 Sup. Ct. 124, 66 L Ed. 254; Adkins 7.
gbihirene hospital (Spell 9, 1923), 261 U. S.
525, 43 Sup. Ct. 391, 67 L Ed. -; Wyeth

Cheobtidge Board of Health, 240 Mass.
414, 88 N. E. 925, 128 Am. St. Rep. 439, 23 L
It A. GS. S.) 147. The established erv...alioe

eon
is that this liberty may r,t be interfered
with, under the guise of protecting the public
interest, by legtsiative action which is arbi-
Lir; or without reaannable relaCqn to srme
purpose within the competency of the state
to effect Determination by the Legtslature
of what constitutes proper exercise of pollee
power is not Ow:: or conclusive but is aub
Sect to aupervie.on by the courts. Lawton v.
Eteefe, 852 U. P. 143, 137, 14 Sup. Cl. 499, 86
L. Ed. 885.

Eel The American people have always re-
garded education hod acquisition of kneed-
edge as matters of supreme Importanne which
Omelet be diligently promoted. The Ordl.
trance of 1767 dr:la res:

"Reiter.; morality and knowledge being nee-
miry to good gm; omest and the happiness

- of mankind, schools sad the means of education
shah Bleier be uocouraled."

Corresponding to the right of control, it is
the natural duty of the went to give his
children education gettable to their station In which ceetlict with the onset-mice-I de
llre; and nearly all the states, theludIng Ne Crab% end cannot be promoted by prohibitedbusks, enforce this obligation by compulsory mars.

For the welfare of his Ideal Common.
wealth, Plato suggested a law which should
prorlde!

'That the wives of our guardians are to be
common, mad their children art to be common.

402
sad ea parent Is to %now his own child, "nor any
child hie parent. Tel Proper officers'
will take the offspring of the good parents to
the pen or fold, and there they '11 deposit
them sith certain nurses who dwell is a sep-
trete quarter; but lb,: (Alpena of the inferior,
or of thi Deur when they thence to be de-
formed, will be put away is some mysterious,
uoithowa place, as they should be."

In order to submerge the Individual and
derelop Ideal citizens. Sparta assembled the

lisb; oleo the teaching of any other lan-
guage until the pupil bra attained and
successfully passed the eighth grebe, which
is not usually accomplished before the age of
twelve. The Supreme Court of the stale has
held that "the so-called ancient or dead lan-
guages" are not "within the spirit or the

401
purpose of "the act" Nebraska District of
EvangeLicel Lutheran Synod, etc., v. McKelvie
et al. (Neb.) 187 N. W. 927 (April 19, 1922).
Latin, Greek, Hebrew are not proscribed;
but German, French, Spacrist, Malian, and
every other alien speech are within the ban.
Evidently the Legislature has attempted ma.
trriully to interfere with the calling of mod-
ern languago teachers, with the opportunities
of pupils to acquire knowledge, end with the
Power of parents to control the edutalieln of
their owe.

It Is said the purpose of the legislation wre
to promote civic development by inhibiting
training and education of the immature in
foreign tongues and leleals before they could
learn English and acquire funericit
and "that the L'o pats language stoma be mod
become the mother tongue of all children
reared in this state." It is also affirmed that
the foreign born population is very large, that
certain communities commonly use foreign
words, follow foreign leaders, move In
foreign Maui:bele, sad that the children are
thereby hindered, from becoming (Oleos of
the most useful type and the public safety is
imperiled.

That the state me; do much, go very far,
Indeed, in order to Improve the quality tf its
citizen', physically, mentally and morally. is
clear; but the individual bee certain funda-
mental lights 'which must be respected. The
protection of the Constitution extends to all,
to those who speak other languages as well
as to those born with English on the tongue.
Perhaps it would be highly advantageous if
:it had ready understarding of our ordinary
speech, but this cannot be coerced by methoils

laws.
edecatios of the young Is only

possible in schools conducted by especially
quo119cd persons who devote themselves
theren. The calling always Ina been regard-
ed as -useful and honorable, essential, indeed,
to the public welfare. Mere knowledge of
the German language cannot reasonably be
regarded as harmful. Herstofore It has been
am:nobly looted upon as belnful and deaIr-
ah1e, plaintiff in error taught this language
la school as part of his occupation, lila right
th,,s to teach and the right of parents to
erase him so to instruct Mir children, eve
thin.lc, are within the liberty of the aunmchoot

The challenged statute forbids the teaeb

71.
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males LA seven Into barracks and intrusted
their subsequent education. and training to
official guardians. Although such measures
have been deliberately approved by men of
great aphis their ideas touching the relation
between individual and state were wholly
different from those upon which our institu
Hews rest; and it hardly will be afErtued that
any Legislature could impose such restric-
tions upon the people of a state without
doing violence to both letter and spirit of the
Constitution. .

The desire of the Legislature to foster a
homogeneous people with American Ideals
prepared readily to understand current dis-
cussions of civic matters is easy to appreci,
ate. Unfortunate experiences during the late
war and aversion toward every character of
truculent ad, ersarles were certainly enough
to quicken that aspiration. But the means

. adopted, we think, exceed the Limitations
upon the power of the state and conflict with
rights assured to plaintiff In error. The In-
terference is plain enough and no adequate
reason therefor In time of peace and domestic
tranquility bas been shown.

The power of the state to compel atted-
e nce et some school and to make redsonoble
reguluttons for all schools, Including a re-
quirement that they shall give Instructions in
E nglish, is not questioned. Nor has chat.
lenge been made of the state's power to pre.
scribe a curriculum for Institutions which It
supports. Those matters are not within the
present controversy. Our concern is with the
prohibition approved by the Supreme Court.

*403
Adams v. Tanner, 244 U. 8. 604, 87 Sup.
Cl. 062, 81 L. Ed. 1338, L. R. A. 19178',
1183, Ann. Cas. 1917D, 973, pointed out that
mere abuse incident to an occupation ordi-
narily useful 'is Dot enough to j keit, Its
abolition, although regulation may iso entirely
proper. emergency bas arisen- which
renders knowledge by a child of some Inn-
gunge Other than English so clearly berm-

-RA as to jfietIty'iti inhibition with the conse-
quent Infringement of rights long freely ed-
Piet We are constrained to conclude that
the'statute as applied Is arbitrary said with-
out reasonable relation to any end within the
competency of the state.

(I) As the statute undertakes to Interfere
only with teathilall which Involves a modern
laoguage, leaving complete freedom es to
other matters, there seems uo adequate loan.
dation for the suggestion that the purpose
.1111 to protect the cbilda health by limiting
bin mental activities. It Is well known that
proficiency in a foreign language seldom
comes to one not Instructed at an early age,
and experience shows that this Is not Wart-
one to the health, morale or understanding of
the Ordinary child.

The lodgment of the court below must be
reversed and the glaMs remanded for farther

proceedings not inconsistent with this
Ion.

Resersed.

:Mr. Justice Holmes and Mr. Jostle,' Sull,orlarid, dissent.

Ois v 11.
BARTELS v. STATE OF IOWA.

No. 134.
ROHNING v. STATE OF OHIO,

No. 181.

POHL v. SAME.
No. 182.

NEBRASKA DISTRICT OP EVANGELICAL
LUTHERAN SYNOD OF MISSOURI, 01110
AND OTHER STATES at al. v. McitELVIE
et al.

No. 440
(No. 134, Argued and Submitted Nov. 23, lb-.

Nos. 181, 162, Argued Oct. 10. 104. Ns.
440, Argued Feb. 23, 1923, Decided June 4,
1923.)

Constitutional law X255 Schools and ached
districts cg=1.64Statutes relative is Hare.
inn of foreign languages held uncensIde.
Cone!.

Act lows, Apra 10, 1319 (Lave 1910, e.
198), Act Oblo June 5, 1819 (103 Ohio Iasi,
P. 814), and Act Web. April 14, 1921 (Lae.
1921, e. 81), relative Lo the teaching of toms,
Releases, or the use of foreign languages 1,
a medium or Instruction, tie nntonstitutionst
as violating Coast. U. & Amend. 14, proratts
that on state shell deprive any person of Lberte
without due process of law.

Mr. Justice 1101.11E3 and Ur. Justice SUM
ERLAND dissenting In pert.

la Error to the Supreme Court of the
State of Iowa.

1r, Error to the Supreme Court of the Stile
of Ohio.

In Error to the Supreme Court of the Stair
of Nebraska,

Criminal prosecutions by the State of bass
against August Bartels, and by the State of
Ohio against H. H. Bohnlng and aralust
Emil Foist, and suit for injunction by N.
liebrnalra District of Evangelical LatIsree
Synod of Missouri. Ohio, and Other Slays.
sod others. against Samuel R. hIcEelvie mei
others. Judgments of conviction la Lisc fr,t
three caber were affirmed (191 rove, 16.°
181 N. W. 603; 102 Ohio St, 474, 332 N. F.1.0 .
sod a judgment for plaintiffs In the fourth
case was reversed (187 N. W 921), find dote"
sots in the first three cases Cod
10 the fourth case bring error, JudOnehti
In the first three cases reversed, jadameol la

the fourth case reversed as to Ore defeatist
and use dismissed fie to the others.
No. 13111

Messrs. Frank E. Farwell and Males'
Pickett, both of 'Waterloo, lows, and T.11.
Albert, of cohnobt,e, Web, for plaintiff Is re
nor Bartels. IIIIIIf

4=oFor otter easel sea same took sea NitrNUMBER to Key-Puentseol Dlasto ale llama

28k
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19221 BARTELS v.STATE OF IOWA 629
let s p Cl)

Mr, Bruce J. Flick, of Des Moines, Iowa, log elementarY, private and parochial schools
for the State of Iowa. and providing that instruction shall be in the
Nos 181, 152: English language" (303 Ohio Laws, 614), ap-.

.400 proved June 5, 1919,5 which prohibits the
yiessrs. Timothy S.Hogan and Frank Da- teaching of GenDlin to pupils Mow the

ele, Jr., both of Columbus, Ohio, for plaintiffs eighth grade,
ie error Bobbing and Pohl. No. 410. An injunction Is sought agalust

Mr. E. J. Thollben, of Cleveland, Ohio, for the Governor and Attorney General of the
the State of Ohio. stile and the attorney for Platte county to
No. 440: p event enforcement of "An act to declare the

5406 4nglish looguage the official Iang-uage of this
.Messrs. A. F. Mullen, of Omaha, :../d state, and to require all official proceedings,

0. B. Sandell, of York, Neb., for plaintiffs records end publications to be in such hau-
ls error Nebraska Dist. of Evangelical Lulls' guage and all school brooches to be taught In
eran Spied and others. said language In public, private, denondos

Messrs. Idaion Wheeler, of Lincoln, trelx, tional and parochial schools," etc., approved
sod O. S. Spillman, of Pierce, Neb., for dc- .111

April 14, *1221 (Laws 1921, e. Thisindents in ccror McReIvie and others.
s Section liC21. Thal all subjeeta Cod branches.400 Ought In the elementary =booth of the state of*Mr. Justice MCREYNOLDS delivered the Ohio heee, the elghtb erode (ball be taught In the

opinion of the Court. English language only. The board of odu-stloo.
The several lodgments entered In these wn.tees, director. and such other officers I111 mar

be in control, shall moss to be tanghl in the els-moos by the Supreme Courts of Iowa, Ohlo, mentor, ichoois ell the branchee unified to sen-sed Nebraska, respectively, must be reversed tin TUE of the General Code. Provided, that the
upon authority of Meyer v. Nebraska, 262 U. clermau Nu:luso shall not bs estsbt below the
8. DO, 43 Sup. Ct. 625, 67 L. 051. decided eighth ,Eudo In ear at the IllemontarY mdlools of
to-day. 2' state.

nee. 7702-1. All private and parochial schools and
No. 184. PhiliTlftt to !Mr Vet COneletett all s(hoo)s thatatetned In coneeetioft with beetro-

ot teaching pupils it a parochial school below
which Instruct

:Er:crux:it within this nuts
the eighth grade to read German. contrary have not Completed
to "Alt act requiring the use of the English the ser.tusvt.17gres" tibito.T.ste,yrre,ac:,11.e1.,tool:

language as the medium of Instruetion in all this get.. .iol be taught In the Ee7ileh lebezleeeer
Willer subjects in all schools within the only, and the person or P110.4 trusters or aloes
state of Iowa," approved April 10, 1919 (Acts bIe control fshiaetul ntisnnses.to,beriatant214t In .telim 11;14

1019, c. 1921.1 lie used English for teaching of the General Code or luch le the advancement of
she Common school breaches, but taught pupils may require, and the Pintoes er °Ricer- In
Meg pupils to read German. The Supreme control direct provided that the German Illoguage

shall mot bs taught below the eighth grade In anyCourt of the state held: such achools within this stets.
'The manliest design of this language Mat- 81,c 1765-1. An person or Per1053 viciatioe the

ate is to supplement the compulsory educe-
meaner

of this set shall b. gullty of a were-
tim% how by 'equities that the branches era, twe:Emto,r. sdhaVal

dollars
ml oasnytbs.unm olonot. Iltdisratlid

nitrated to be taught shall he taught In the doll,. aqt no, i sot
English language, and in no other. The Uri- shall be violate' malt coagulate a !generate tames
lint purpose Ss that no ether laminate shall 'section 1, The Empires MEM* Is hereby dr
he taught In any school, puMic or private, Sac' tiered to be Ms edictal language of 101$ gee, and
ire the tender years of youth, that le, below ail °Metal Pre/Milne., records and pUbIlcstions
the eiebth, yule," 191 /ows,1060, 181 N. W. shall be to such bottlers, and the common school
sos. breeches shall he taught In said tilogusgs in pub.

Ile. private. deeominstional end parochial schools.
Secs t. Fe won, t.Litlaiduatly at as a toucher.

snail. In say private, denorolnational, or parochial
or pulillo echoed, teach any subject to any person to
aoy templets other tam the English lenguega

Ilea 1. Languages other than the Patna lair
gusts Mr be tanabt an languages only, after
pupil shelf Save allitted sod evecessfutly peered
the Oath grade as vilenced Ty eertlIcall, el
pedant:in Iona 07 the :county guntrintendent of
the county or the clt7 soperieteedent of the MY
In which Pas child resider. Provided. that the pro-
rielone of this get abet not apply to same?' held on
Sanity or on some ether day of tbe week which
Mote having the care and ceded, od led pupils
attending sews CODIGIMIL/0911 obsorra a the sap
bath. atbere Ms object ant purpose of such schools
Is lbs CIvtat of regloue Inetrvetloo, but shall ut
or to all other schools sod to schools held et al
other limes: prodded that Dothing In this art
0011 prohibit any person from leeching hie earl
children Is hie own hates le, Carsten Isotnegs.

Noe 191 sod 182. Bohn lag and 'Pohl, of
Ed. /ohm Evangelical Congregational School,
Garde hi Heights, Cuyahoga county, Ohio,

*410
were severally convicted (102 Ohio St. 414,
132 N, E, 20) of rici...aIng "do act to supple -
moat section 7762 of the General Code

and to repeal section T729, Loot-ern

'Sect loll. That the feedlots of Inlayed lon In ill
ettular subjects laugbt In all et the echoes, public
5M Ddvale, wittlts the state of fowl. shah be theteglisl Taegnege. and the ale of any language oth

r ibte English la *ocular 'object' la said ectooleto hereby prodded, howeeer, that nothing
letia. stall prohibit the testitIng Led steering etSettee leeguegte a luch as a part of the egoist

Soot course In toy secs school, to an touredolee the eighth
ny
trade.fro 5 11st a rune* efolstlig all of the

1,,wretheo el this act 'ball he d guilty of
7'4.1,-,eonor, sot ippon conviction 55411 be lord
Tot lee. On tertoty4lve dotter. (plied) Mot mere
tree IS boodred dollars MOO ho).

II

gee.1. Gbepter 511, of the Sateen Laws of Ne-
blest for 1119. entitled. "An set relation to the
teeehlog of foreign langueges Is the etate of Mr
henna." Is beret, repealed.
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630 43 SUPREME CO

statute Is subject to the same oblections as
those elemd to the act of 1910 and sustained
in Meyer v. Nebraska, supra, The purpose
of the later enactment as stated by counsel
for the state, is to piece beyond the Possi-
bility for legal evasion a prohibition against
the teaching in schools of foreign languages:
to children who have not passed the eighth
grade." The Supreme Court considered the
merits of the cause, upheld the statute, and
refused an Injunction. (Neb.) 187 N. W. 921
(April 19, 1922).

Ile ( icicle and Davis, formerly Governor
and Attorney General, ro longer occupy those
officer The cause is dismissed as to them.
Otto P. Walter is now the county attorney
and the judgment below as to him must be
reversed.

Reversed

Inatice HOUS4E19S. We all agree, I
take it, Cut it is desirable that all the cal.
tens of the United State. should speak a
common tongue, and therefore that the end
aimed at by the statute it a lawful and prop-
er one. The only, question is whether the
means adopted deprive teachers of the Iihert;r
secured to them by the Fethrteenth Amend-
meat. It is with hesitation and unwilling-
n ese that I differ from my brethren with re-
gard to a law like this but I cannot bring my
mind to believe that in some circumstances,
and circumstances existing it is said to Ne-
braska, the statute might not be regarded as
a reasonable or even necessary method of
reacolng the desired result. The part of the
act with which we are concerned deals with
the teaching of young children. Youth is the
time when familiarity with a language is es-
tabliehed and ti there are sections in the
State where a child would bear only Polish
or French or German spoken at tape 1 em
not prepared to say that it is unreasonable
to provide that In his early years be shall
bear and speak only English at r `oot Put if
it is reasonable it it not an undue restriction
of the liberty either of leacher or scholar.
No one would doubt that a teacher might be
forbidden to teach many things, and the only
criterion of his liberty under the Constitn-
Von that I can think of is 'whether, consider-
tog the end in view, the statute passes the
boosts of reason and assumes the character
of a :beret, arbitrary fiat." Purity Extract
& Tonic Co. v. Lynch, 226 U. 8. 192, 204, 33
Sup. Ct. 44, 47 (57 L. Ed. 184): Liebe Co. v.
Flaw, 243 U. 8. 297, 803, 89 Sup. Ct. 125, 63
L. Ed, 255; Jacob Roppert v. Carey, 251 U,
6.264, 40 Sop. Ct. 141, 54 7, Ed. 20G. I think
I appreciate the objection to the law but St a p
pests to me to resent a question upon which
men reasonably might differ end therefore I
e ra unable to say that the Constitution of the
United States prevents the experiment being
tiled.

URT REPORTEil (Oct. Teeth,

413
1 agree with the Court as to the spcciri

proviso against the German language r
tamed in the statute dealt with in Beliefs,:
v. Ohio.

Mr. Justice SUTHERLAND CobertS la
this opinion.

C. For otber teem leo seal topic ea 99T 9111113 In oil Xor-Nurotered Dirsate sea lodes*.
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Senator TELL. Thank you very much, Mr. Ruiz.
Our next witness is Dr. Cardenas.

STATEMENT OF DR. JOSE A. CARDENAS, SUPERINTENDENT,
EDGEWOOD INDEPENDENT SCHOOLS DISTRICT, SAN ANTONIO,
TEX.

Mr. CARDENAS. Gentlemen, I have spent 20 years in professional
service in the education of Mexican Americans. I have viewed prob-
lems of tl. rn nation of the Mexican American from various perspec-
tives, as a classroom teacher and administrator att'. supervisor, as a
college professor, in research and development activity.

I would like to communicate to you some of the problems in the
education of the Mexican American and the implications of Senate
bill 3S83 for the resolution of some of these problems. In the first
place, I would like to agree wit), the previous speakers, that the Mexi-
can American is an isolated ethnic group in many school systems. And
I have worked in their school s.vstems. I see the Mexican American as a
segregated, isolated ethnic group.

In some cases, ',ccause they live in predominant Mexican American
barrios, and the school district contains huge numbers of 31exican
Americans; in other cases as in the case of tl,e school district where
I work, it is a gerrymandered school district where the lines that divide
the school district from others follow no political or geographic bar-
rier and are arbitrarily drawn, to inclnde a predominant quantity of
Mexican Americans.

In some cases, I have seen educational isolation of the Mexican
American child hecause of intentional segregation and the establish-
ment in various States in this country of tl,e so-called "Mexican"
schools. It. is a minority group and it is isolated as a minority group.
Ironically, even in cases where the Mexican American makes up as
much as 85 percent to 90 percent of the population of the community,
it is still treated as a minority group. ft is excluded from the educa-
tional enterprise. Dropout figures indicate t)'; extent of the nonpar-
ticipaticn of the student. There are no figures, though, that indicate
the extent of notparticipation of the parents in the ethrational
enterprise.

Mexican Americans very little participate as teachers and profes-
sional personnel in education. It is rather unique to find a Mexican
American that participates ', a t administrative or supervisory capa-
city in a school system which may be predominantly Mexican
American.

We also see the isolation because of the rnigrancy of the Mexican
American where he is treated very much like a stepchild in the school
district. Characteristics of the Mexican American in the public schools
are underachievement, retention and dropout. This, in itself, tends to
isolate. They are isolated through tracking systems that are utilized
in schools. They are separated from the Anglo counterparts who go
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through college preparatory programs, where the Mexicr.n Americans
are pit in vocational programs.

They are isolated because of the lack of Mexican-American orienta-
tion in instructional materials and methodology employed in the
school, and also because of inadequate staffing of personnel which
prepare professional programs, who work with the Mexican-American
clad.

I can summarize this by saying meat teachers de not even recognize
the Mexican American as a unique individual and a culturally and
language differing individual. Those that do, invariably do nothing
about, it, and when some attempt to do something about it they in-
variably do the wrong thing.

I am superintendent of the Edgewood School District in San An-
tonio. It is a very small school district geographically; made up of 16
square miles, but it contains 25,000 children. It is classified as large in
the State of Texas. It is included as one of the largest 15 of the 1,200
school districts in the State of Texas. It is located within the city limits
of San Antonio, on the western part. It is predominantly Mexican
American. It is the poorest school district, in this area. It is poorest in
terms of the income of the parents, it i., poorest in terms of the tax base,
it is the poorest in terms of per pupil expenditures. It has the highest
percentage of noncertified teachers. During the past Sc' aol year, 52
percent of the teachers in that school distract did not meet the mini-
mum requirements for certification in the State of Texas.

It has the lowest number of library books per pupil. In fact, it is a
segregated school district in that 93 percent of the students are Maxi-
( an American, 31/2 percent are black, and 31/2 percent are Anglo.

There are many problems that are associated with this, and I think
these problems 'nay be classified as social problems, educational prob-
lems, and, of course, the fundamental financial problems. Because of
the poverty in the school district and the fact that it does not have a
tax base which inchides the downtown areas and the shopping centers

Id the industry of San Antonio, it has the lowest tax base in the city
f San Antonio.
In fact, I did some statistics which I would like to present for the

record. But, just to summarize, in 1969-70 it has a total tax income
for the maintenance and operation of the schools from local sources
of $205,946. Ont of this, $138,600 has to be allocated to be for the
minimum foundation program, which supports the educational enter-
prise in the State of Texas, leaving a total of $66,250 annually for all
locally unassigned resources. This is less than $3 per pupil and in spite
of the criticisms about the lack of local resources, it is one of the most
heavily taxed school districts in liexar County, Tex. It has a higher
tax rate, it has a higher percentage of valuation, and recent efforts to
raise these makes this one of the most taxed school districts and yet
with the lowest per-pupil resources.

It is very easy in term,- of computing the expenditures to see that
in a school district this sizo more than a million dollars a year are
needed in local resources in order to take care of the edno,tional enter-
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prise and the items that are not co sere -1 by the minimum foundation
program. So that the school district operates with a deficit, which in
past years has been made up by Public Law 74, impacted Federal
funds, which may be curtailed or eliminated in the near future.

With respect to some of the problems related to sonic of the Federal
programs Curt operate in this district, the administrative costs are
never take], care of in the Federal programs. In title I the school dis-
ti'7t receives 5,2 p,:rcent of the total expenditure for administrative
cost, and in the migrant program there are no moneys made available
for administrative costs; i.e., personnel, accounting. administrative.
Under title VII, which is the Bilingual Act, again no money is made
available for this purpose.

Assuming that 15 percent is usually allocated for administrative
costs, just operation of these three Feden., programs: title I, migrant,
and bilingual, costs the school district an estimated $105,000 r, year
which must be supported through local effort. I have already in pare,.
and submitted for your perusal evidence indicating that the school
district's total unassigned funds are only $66,250.

As far as numerical inadequacies it some of the Federal programs.
we find that it is just not meeting the need.

Title I, for instance, is allocated in the State of Texas on the basis
of the 1660 census. In this school district, we receive an allocati:n
which takes care of and roust be rsed on only ,11127 children, even
though our annual survey indicates an excess of 1-2,000 economically
disadvantaged children. .So that the allocation which the school dis-
trict receives under title I takes care of less than one-foarth of the
children that we can substantiate as being economically deprived, and
does not include the educationally deprived.

The same thing is true of title VII, the bilingue program. We op-
erate it in 16 first grades under a grant from the U.S. Office of Educa-
tion. Yet there are 85 first grades in this district that need bilingual
education programs. So that the vast majority of the children are not
receiving these services.

Participation in the HUD program, such as Model Cities, is reserved
to 10 schools in tl,e Model Cities area. Yet I have 25 schools that have
a need for identical services..

Perhaps t;.e most ironic and bitterest station that exists is the lack
of matching funds available for the acquisition of State and Federal
funds.

Title II of thP. Elementary and Secondary Education Act. does not
serve the Edgewood school district, becouse it requires and mainte-
nance of local effort, and it is impossible for us to come up with the
necessary resources. So that we have a situation in which the school
district that needs the funds the most cannot participate because of
lack of local funds.

We do not participate in NDYA titles III and V which provide
counseling services and materials, again because of lack of local re-
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sources. We seldom participate in cafeteria] non-food assistance, be-
cause of ck of matching funds. We ' n't participate in most of the
services of the regional services centk .nat were recently established,
because it costs the school dist...ct $24,000, or a dollar per pupil in
average daily atondance for participLt'on.

Recently the State of Texas, and in combination with F( leral pro-
grams, has made available television programs. Again, it would cost
the school district $a,000 to participate irr TV Station KLRN pro-
p anis which are educational programs. Again N. -k do not have these
types of resources for par-tic:pat kyr. It is ironic that, the bilingual act
has funded a program for the station and allocated $200,000 for the
development and transmission of bilingual TV programs. All of the
school districts in south Texas that have the biggest number of Mexi-
can Americans will not be able to view these, because it costs a $1.50
per child in average. daily attendance to participate and be a recipient
of this service.

I think that in general summarizes the problem. I will say that
whereas the Feder al program aims at helping school districts that have
pockets of poverty, a school district like Edg,eivoo4 that has a large
amount of poverty which is utmost synonymous a-11 being Mexican-
Americans, is not being assisted through either gie Federal or the
State programs.

Now, I am very interested in Senate bill 3883 because I think it can
respond to many of the problems. I think it. can provide financia'
assistance for the operation of the schools, to offset the effect of the
impact of ininority members in the school district and tie low tax
base which is created. I think Senate bill 3883 can provide special
grants for the development of new programs, new instructional meth-
odology, and provide special services to the disadvantaged which are
not adequately provided for in other legislation.

Specifically, airy financial assistance which can be provided can
offset the effects of the impactedncss. I think that if can provide not
only for the basic operation of the educational prograi. which is not
being met, in the school district, it can also provide matching funds for
the acquisition of other ^_ervices. It can promote and facilitate tho
intevation of the Mexican-American children with the Anglo-Amer-
jean groups. Fends may even be used to offset the lack of local resources
ter salary supplements in order for the school district to be able to
attract competent and experienced teachers into the school district.

In terms of program activities, I feel that it is necessary, if we are
ever going to reach these children, that the characteristics of the in-
structional program be compatible with the characteristics of the
learnt:. I make the statement that an instructional program which
is developed for white, Anglo Saxon, English-speaking, middle-class-
orianted children is not adequate for r. -rwhite, non-English speaking,
non-middle-class-oriented minority group members in our schools.

I am a strong advocate of early educational programs for 2-, 3-, 4-
and 5-year-old children, in order to offset the deprivations ef poverty.
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I promote bilii.gual programs which are, needed in order for the child
to be zble to study in his language and learn in the language which is
compatible with the language which he speaks in the home. This type
of legislation can do much for the devilopment of intercultural educa-
tion programs as well as intraculttiral education programs, which
permits the Mexican American to retain his identity through cultural
program and also for the Mexican-American and other groups to be
able to understand and appreciate other cultures.

We have a tremendous need for dropout prevention programs.
Th coughout the United States the dropout rate for Mexican Americans
in the various communities ranges anywhere from 50 to 90 percent, and
very little is being done to offset this. The moneys made available
under title VIII of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act are
not anywhere near adequate to meet this problem. Not only that, but
frequently the dropout prevention programs are inadequate in that
they are dysfunctional and do not respond to the problem.

Most of the dropout programs I have seen are based on the assump-
tion that the Mexican American does not vaiue education, which is
erroneous. Lack of financial resuurces and lack of achievement in
schools, I feel, are the biggest contributors to Mexican-American
dropouts. Just motivating children when we do not givt, them either
the resources or the instructional programs with which they can suc-
ceed may be aggravating an existing situation.

I think it is necessary that the Mexican Americanshould be
brought into the educational enterprise and com»mnity involvement
programs in order for the Mexican-American patents "to understand
and sapport the role of the school," but something I have never seen,
is reciprocity, that is, the school is supposed to understand and sup-
port the role of the Mexican-American parent who is culturally unique.

J have talked about the need foi development of new methodology.
I will summarize and say if the Mexican American is to be taught in an
integrated type of situation, it is necessary that ote innovations and
the delivery system for these innovations be developed and imple-
mented. It is necessary that we develop methods of testing for the
assessment of potential achievement of the Mexican American. These
measures are not in existence in our country today.

There is a certain need for services, for the Mexican American, in-
cluding counseling, phycholopical, health, legal, medical, dental, and
others. Last, but not least, I think there is a need for further research
into the problems of the Mexican American and the development of
strategies for meeting these problems.

I thank you for the opportunity of presenting this I will submit a
prepared teat for your consideration. I feel that S. 3883 can provide
some services and resources which may lead to an equal educational
opportunity for the Mexican Americans that are not provided in other

(The prepared statement of Dr. Cardenas follows ;)
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SENATOR PELL, SENATOR MONDALE, HONORABLE MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE:

Thank you for this opportunity to present testimony before your

Committee and which will allow you to focus today on the needs and

aspirations of the six million Mexican Americans in this country. It

is my sincere hope that this will be among the first of many such

opportunities for members of the Mexican American community to

contribute to comprehensive legislation by participating in

Congressional deliberations at the Committee level.

Isolation is a reality in the educational encounter of the

Mexican American child. He may be ethnically isolated because he

lives in an urban barrio and attends gerrymandered school districts.

His isolation may be the result of his living in a rural town which

maintains a "Mexican" school. He may live in a South Texas town

where he belongs to at. BS% MINORITY of the population, but where

neither his parents nor anyone like them can have any input into

the policy-making or implementing function of the -thool. If he
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is a migrant, he is isolated by a system .hat either is unresponsive to

his late entry and early departure or responsive in the wrong way. He

may be one of the few who attend a racially and ethnically balanced

school and all may seem well, except that he can't see himself or

anyone like him in the textbooks and teschers don't ever talk about

families that have nine or ten children and a grandfather and an aunt

living in the home. Often his language and cultural difference is

equated with slowness or dumbness and he's put into the slow class

or isolated in the slow group within the class. I.Q. tests which

wore never made with him in mind prove that he really is slow.

Out of a sense of kindness, he is led into vocational education and

isolated there, often with unmarketable skills, for the rest of

his life. Finally, his family is isolated from the school and the

school is able to take solace in "a family hat doesn't care" as an

excuse for ivs failure to the child. Othor testimony presented to

you today substantiates the tiagic effects of this ethnic isolation.

My plea is that you will respond as fairly to these incidents of

ethnic isolation as you respond to the more obvious Incidents cf

racial isolation.

The Edgewood Independent School District in Emir County, Texas

is part of, if not party to, one system of ethnic isolation which

works muck: to the detriment of the Mexican American child. Edgee-od

is one of sixteen school discects in Bea -County, which includes

the metropolitan aree of San Antonio, Texas. It is also the poorest,

the one with the highest percentage (52%) of lechers who do not

meet the minimum requirements for certification prescribed by the

IN8
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State of Texas, the one with the lowest number of library books per

Child, the most inadequate physical facilities and the greatest

percentage of Mexican American children. If the objective of the

educational system in the state of Texas were to focus the most

inadequate of rescurv)s on the children with the greatest need,

Edgewood would sta:Id as a monument to its success.

Edgewood is indisputably a segregated school district. Of its

approximately 23,000 student population, 93 percent are of Spanish

surnames, 3.S percent are Negroes, and 3.5 percent are Anglo, or

non-Spanish surname white. More than 53.2 percent are from low

income families. A 1968 survey by school officials revealed that

one half of one percent of the parents of its children are in pro-

fessional occupations, one half of one percent are in managerial

occupations, ten percent are skilled laborers and eight/ percent

are in unskilled occupations. Thus a great majority of Edgewood

Children are locked not only in ethnic isolation, but into the

culture of poverty as well.

There is little likelihood that the pattern of ethnic isolation

existing in Edgewood will be reversed. Because it is impoverished,

Edgewood, and districts like it, perpetuates existing patterns of

racial And ethnic isolation. It is not likely that the Anglo

population which enjoys greater social and economic mobility than

the Mexican American will move into the Edtewooc Schcol District. A

quick glance at real estate advertisements in the local newspapers

reveals that develope.s are building homes in "preferred" sthool

districts and offering those preferred school districts as a selling
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point for their developments. While I can be optimistic about improving

the educational program in Edgewood, I cannot deceive myself into

hoping that Edgewood would be sold as a "preferred" school district

anytime in the next ten years.

Consolidation vith other school districts is not likely. Not

only would such consolidation destroy the school districts' immunity

from HEW efforts to promote school district integration, but it would

place the burden of providing an instructional program on another

school district which does not wish to incur the additional expense of

taking on a "poor" district's problems.

Military installations in Bexar County also perpetuate patterns

of ethnic isolation. Dependents of military personnel at Kelly

Force Base, which is situ-led in the Edgewood School District, dc Lot

attend Edgewood sthools because these have been deemed inadequate by

military officials. They are bussed instead to San Antonio Independent

School District and other school districts and with them goes almost

$1,060,000 in federal assistance monies. I cannot help but be

impressed by the irony of the situation that while the nation and

this Honorable Committee debate the adequacy of bussing as a means

of eliminating raciui and ethnic isolation, a federal installation

indirectly subsidizes bussing which results in ethnic isolation. To

imply that military officials intended to segregate in establishing

this practice is not my purpose at this time.

Model Cities and other federal housing-oriented programs promise

to add to the ethnic isolation prevalent in Bexar County. Model Cities'

plans call for an additional 16,000 federally subsidised housing units
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in the Edgewood District within the next five years. Because persons

eligible for such housing aro largely
4exican American and because

housing units planne3 fo the Edgewood District are intended to provide

housing for individuals relocated because of major non-housing con-

struction projects in other areas of the Model Neighborhood Area, it

is not unreasonable to project an increase of a minimum 32,000 children

in the Edgewoed District over the next five years. Almost all of

these children would be minority group children; at least 90% Mexican

American. Conversely, during the past few years, attempts to build

federally subsidized housing in other predominantly f.nglo parts of

the community have been successfully defeated. As a result, the

Edgewood section of town is rapidly approaching 100 percent racial

and ethnic minority group members. This resulcing situation

produces unique and far-reaching problems
in the education of the

children,

Inadequate Resources

The systei. of ethnic and acial
isolation prevalent in Bexar

County compounds problem of ethnic isolation with such meager

financial resources that the resultant instructio"al program is

cripplingly inadequate.
In San Antonio, as in most of the South-

west, the terms "Mexican
American" and 'Poverty" are almost synonymous.

No years ego, the Governor's Committee on Public School Education

told the story of the inequalities in educational opporvnity when

it compared two school districts
in Bexar County, a core city school

district and a suburban school district. (See Appendix A). The

suburban district had 91 extra professional personnel beyond the
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Minimum Foundation Program which is Texas' system for financi-,:. ?vont

school education in the state; the core district had 45 less than

those prescribed by the Wnimum Foundation Program. The suburban

district had 5% of its teachers on emergency permits; the core

district had 52% on emergency permits. The suburban district

received WI in state aid per average daily attendance, the care

district received $217 1.n state aid per ..,vorage daily attendance.

The suburban district had $29,650 in f.111 property value per ADA;

the core district had $5,875. The deprived district is this comparison

was Edgewood.

The residents of the Edgewood District are committed to the

education of their young. The tax structure in the Edgewood School

District reflects the community's willingness to tax itself. This

willingness has little impact on the reality cf the inadequate tax

base in the district. A comparison of tax base per pupil of the

various school districts in the county illustrates:

SCHOOL DISTRICT TAX BASE PER PUPIL

Alamo Heights 49,214

East Central 31,692

Edge..ioud 5,945

Parlandale 11,543

Northeast 30,613

Northside 23,7.4

San Antonio 22,103

Somerset Z9,070

South San Antonio 11,981

Southside 17,341

Southwest 21,344

49432 0 - 10 20
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The Edgewood tax rate of $1.50 per $100 valuation compares

favorably with that of other school oistricts in the area. (See

Appendix B). The average for the county is $1.48 per $100 valuation.

The assessment ratio is one of the highest in the area. Still local

tax revenue last year amounted to a meager $205,946. This sum is

depleted by a local fund assignment of $139,696. This eocal fund

assignment is the amount the Edgewood School District must pay the

state to support the Minimum Fwndation Program. The resultant

$66,250 in local uncommitted resources was intended to cover local

costs for the maintenance and operation of twenty-five schools.

This is approximately $2.650 per school for utilities, insurance,

upkeep, institutional supplies, and equipment to name just a few

of the bare essentials. (See Appendix A).

Expenditures from loos' funds are so high when compared with

local rc ources that "deficit spending" seems a ludicrously mild

term for describing the resulting situation. The following are

some selected expenditures essential to the operation of the Edgewood

School District. These figures are taken from the Edgewood Indepcnd-

att School District budget for 1969-70 and are auditablc for their

essential validity. I should like to emphasize however that these

alb selected iters; they are not by any means a complete accounting.

Selected Expenditures

A. Administration

1 Tax Office

2. ?witness Office
Payroll (computer)

B. Salaries

$ 22,608.00

24,396.00
4,000.00

1. :ocal salary increments above MFP 183,743.06
(including administ.ative salary iAcrements)
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C. Instructional

1. Instructional supplies 34,509.00

D. Co-curricular activities

1. Eland 8,000.00

2. Choral 4,000.00

3. Athletic 36,000.00

E. Equipment

1. Vocational Education

2. Other 31,663.00

F. Food Service 10,234.00

10,000.00

G. Insurance

1. Fire and extended coverage

2. Vehicle liability

3. General liability

R. Maintenance payroll

I. ROTC Instructors

J. Ctilities

K. Local teacher aides

16,674.00

1,718.00

4,205.00

485,290.00

24,000.00

168,282.00

12,000.00

1,081,322.00

In addition to the unassigned local of .56u,250.00, the

Edgewood School District can utilize to co.er the expense; I have

just itcmittd, the state allocation per GTO which amounts to $447,00.

This results in $513,850 to cover expenses totalling $1,0t1,322. The

deficit is dependent upon the emergence of critical necl, and the

amount of risk which the administration wishes to incur. The

conclusion is obvious: If the Edgewood School District had to rely

304
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solely on the efficiency of the Minimum Foundation Program and un-

assigned local funds, it would be bankrupt before half of the school

year was over. The School District is able to operate just short of

bankruptcy for two reascns:

1. Because .L.f the availability of P.L. 874 funds which

were critically threatened this year and which may

be eliminated in the very near future, and,

2. Because we have learned to do without.

Our dependency on P.L. 87a funds is crippling. We perpetuate

practi:es which we will be unable to carry on if these funds are

eliminated. For the Edgewood youngster schnol may reopen with no

pep squad, no band, no k.O.T.C., no football, basketball or baseball.

Edgewood students may sm. be giving up locally subsidized activities

such as choir, dram:., debate, and year books. Some would argue that

there is already too much emphasis on co-curricular activities. I

would not disagree entirely, but I challenge the critics and this

Committee to help me explain to a sixteen.year old boy that he shouldn't

mind that he can't play football because the low tax base in the

district, the local fund assignment, and the Minimum Foundation Program

are incompatible mith his dream. Yet I have to live with the reality

that the athletic programs cost the District approximately $36,000

per year or more than half of the district's local unassigned resources.

Fdgewood's entire existence is based on doing without. Often

elimination of activities is costly in terms of student achievement.

Almost always it is costly in terms of the children's right tc

enriching experiences. The effect of the der0.01 cf these experiences,

so chara.:teristic of the American way of life, due to a lack of funds
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in this district is conducive to the development of the negative self-

concept so characteristic of the disadvantaged and the minority.groups.

CATEGORICAL AID

The Edgewood School District received some $4.5 million in federal

aid this year, all categorical with the exception of P.L. 874. The sum

was unusually high this year because of the Model Cities program funded

for San Antonio. Model Cities philosophy, however, insists that all

programs initiated with Mot. CitiCF funds eventually phase into other

kinds of funding, presumably local or state. Other Federal programs

such as Title I, Title I-Migrant, Title VII, Career Opportunities

are an additional burden on District resources. Thtse programs make

demands of administrative personnel in the accounting, personnel, and

executive offices, yet federal guidelines governing the programs make

no allowances for budgeting indirect costs and many explicitly limit

allocations for indirect costs. The result is obvious-enough: categorical

federal grants will eventually cause a school district to go bankrupt.

Title I allocations, for example, allow 5.2 percent for administrative

costs to a school district. The Title VII allocation was 0 percent.

The implications 1 these sums are more readily understood when compared

to indirect cost allowances ;marled to other institutiols. Most universities

concerned with tLe drain of financial resources for the support of

institutes and research projects have enacted polities preventing the

acceptance of such projects unless a minimum of 20% is allocated for

indirect coats. In Edgewood local resources are expecte: to provide

the necessary administration support for federal programs. Using a

conservative 15 percent needed for administrative support, the

:0-16
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amount required in local resources for support of Title 1, ESEA

is $50,000; for the migrant program, $30,000; and $23,000 for the

bilingual program. The total local support needed for these three

programs is $105,000 in a school district with $66,250 in available

local resources.

In addition to being almost toc costly for a school district

like Edgew000 to operate under the present funding system, most

federal programs are grossly unresponsive to the reality of educational

needs. Title I, for exaople, all-cafes funds on the basis of the 1960

census. Thus Edgewood received funds which it is required to concentrate

on 2,927 disadvantaged students. The problem is that Edgewood had

12,000 disadvantaged studcats by latest survey. Title VII funds muse.

concentrated on implementing a bilingual program in 16 first grade

classes; there are 8S first grade classrooms in Edgewood that have

need of a bilingual education program. Model Cities funds were to

be utilized to improve the quality of programs in ten schools located

in the Model Cities neighborhood, but there are twenty-five schools

in the Edgewood District which have an equal need for improvement.

Additionally, Edgewood must live with the reality that it is

unable to take advaatage of many federal programs which provide

assistance on the basis of matchin3 funds. These include ESEA Title 11,

NDEA titles III and V, Cafe:eria Non-Food assistance, and others. Thus

a school district with the greatest need cannot avail itself of assistance

because of a lack of local funds. Due to these circumstances the Fdgewood

School District cannot purchase an adequate amount of guidance materials

and testing supplies.
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The irony of the situation is heightened when you consider that

the Edgewood School District cannot even avail itself of its Regional

Service Center's media service, which was firanced with federal funds.

on the basis of the Cen:or's central concern; to develop end implement

programs that will help raise the level and quality of educational

attainment of youth in the region, particularly disadvantaged and

handicapped youth. Fdgewood's many handicapped youth cannot benefit

from film and other instructional aids because the media servico costs

the school districts $1.00 per ADA, and the Edgewood School District

cannot afford the additional $23,000 per year. Carrying the irony to

its ultimate conclusion, we are faced with the reality that while mon

afflueut school district taxpayers are paying for the media service

twice, first through .Federal taxation and then through school taxation,

Edgewood taxpayers are paying for it once and getting nothing.

A parallel exists in the case of school district utilization of

Educational 'television stations such as KLRN serving Bexar County

which charges "'.50 per average daily attendance fo. its services.

Again, these services are not available to the school district because

it cannot afford 1/2 of the $34,000 required.

The point which S am trying to make is that past federal assistance

has been intended for school districts with small pockets of poverty.

They are grossly inadequate for a district like Edgewood characterized

by poverty. Nor is this situation unique to Edgewood. Almost every

school district which contains over 50% racial and/or ethnic minority

group members contains the same lack of local resources for financing

the educational enterprise in spite of the numerous federal assistance

T rogr 11113
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S.B. 3883 Responses to Existing, Problems

The legislation which your committee is considering offers a

vast array of alternatives for the improvement of educational

opportunities for Mexican Americans and the elimination of existing

inequities. Funds mad,. available through this act can benefit school

districts with large numbers of Mexican American children by receiving

direct financial assistance for the operation of the schools, special

grants for the development and implementation of new programs and

instructional methodologies, and special services to the disadvantaged

not adequately provided in other legislation.

Financial Assistance

Under the provisions of this act, financial assistance may be

provided for the operation of the basic educational program. Non-

categorical funds may be used as matching funds for the acquisition

of resources onrently being denied to the school districts which

need them the most. Funds made available through the provisions

of S.B. 3883 may be used to promote and facilitate the inteeration

of Mexican American children with the Anglo American group.

S.B. 3883 funds may be used to provide salary supplements for

professional personnel working with minority group children. Current

practice o: school districts providing a salary increase from local

resources prohibits the minority group school districts from competing

f.r certified and experienced teachers. This practice accounts for

the previously mentioned statistic where a suburban school district in

San Antonio, Texas, serving a predominantly Anglo population has

only S percent non-certified teachers whereas the Edgewood School

District serving a predominantly Mexican American population has 52
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percent non-ceztified teachers. A local increveat of 20 percent

of the state supported minimum salary in The suburban school district

creates a tendency for the better trained and more experienced teachers

to immigrate.

Programatic Activities

It is my opinion that much of the failure in the education of

the Mexican Americans as reflected by dropout and underachievement

statistics is attributed zo the inconpatability betveen the Character-

istics of the learner and the Characteristics of the instructional

program. School programs developed for white, Anglo Saxon, English -

speaking, middle class orientated children are not responsive to the

atypical non-white, non-Snglish speaking, culturally different,

disadvantaged Mexican American Child. Whereas past legislation has

focused an providing additional compensatory educational experiences

for the atypical child, there is a need for the mass substitution

of functionally responsive programs. The provisions of this act

may allow school districts to implement the following:

1. Early Childhood education programs to offset the deprivations

of poverty. Compensatory experiences for existing programs

and remedial programs after "the horse has been stolen" are

inadequate. Interventions must be made during the early

Cevelopmental years if intellectual development is to be

stimulated for the development of maximum potential.

2. Bilingual progrAns which produce a compatability between

the language system shich the child uses upon school

entrance and the languags used in the instructional program

310
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WV A must. Though Title VII of the Elementary and

Secoidary'Education Act is now providing pilot programs

in bilingual education, these funds are grossly inadequate

for meeting the needs of the 5 miilion Mexican Americans

of the Southwest.

3. This legislation can promote and facilitate the elimination

of the incompatabilities which exists between the culture

of the Mexican American and the culture reflected in the

typical instructional program. Two culturally orientated

responses are not currently being made in American schools.

The first, which we can label ss lutracultural, is the

failure of instructional materials to reflect the values,

traditions, orientations, and life styles of the Mexican

American. The second, which can be identified as inter-

cultural, fails to provide an understanding, acceptance,

and respect for different cultures in our American society.

. Dropout .*.aces quoted for Mexican Americans in various

reports indicate that anywhere from SO to 90 percent of

Mexican American children in various United States

communities are withdrawing from school prior to completion

of the twelfth grads. Again, the limited funds of Title VIII

of the Elementary and Secondary Edacation Act fail to reach

all b i. a limited poriioa of the Mexican American population.

Unfortunately, many of the pilot programs am based on

dysfunctional responses to the problem. ThourA ay experiences
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in'ticate that lack of personal financial resources and

lack of school success are the dominant causes of drop-

outs, most of the prevention programs are based on the

assumption that there exists a lack of desire on the part of

the Mexican American to attend school or that this ethnic

group places a low value on education. Programs committed

to increasing the success motivation of the child without

providing the means through resources and adequate instruct-

ional programs further aggravate an impossible situation.

5. The Mexican American, due to his minority role, has been

traditionally excluded from participation in the educational

enterprise. Not only does he not participate as a student,

he also does not participate as a parent, teacher or ad-

ministrata-, Even in school districts with predominant

numbers of Mexican Americans, they are conspicuaus by

their absence. S.B. 3883 funds should le allocated for

bringing this minority group into the educational enterprise.

Programs for the effective involvement of parents must be

developed. The current trend of developing community involve-

ment programs in order for the parent to understand and

support the role of the school" must reciprocate in order

for the role of the parent, especialy when this role

differs from the typical such as the Mexican American

family structure.

TTe school staff also fails 'n reflect the ethnicity of the

Mexican American. New programs are needed to bring

Mexican Americans into the school setting as classroom

:11 2
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teachers and other professional personnel. Perhaps the most

urgent need for Mexican American participation is in high level

decision making and policy formulatio:r positions. Though the

Edgewood district has been predominantly Mexican American

since its incorporation I had the dubious distinction in

1955 of becoming the first Mexican American to serve in an

administrative capacity. I may very well be the first

and only Mexican American Superintendent of Schools in any

of the sixteen school districts in Bexar County, Texas.

Methodologies

Not only is there a need for the development of materials compatible

with the characteristics of the learner but it is necessary tnat the

methodologies be made compatible, too. !misting legislation for school

assistance for the Mexican American focuses to a large degree on

remediation after failure. Attempts to offset the "cumulative deficit"

are doomed to failure. Early school experiences liberally flavored

with failure further develop the already negative self-concept which the

Mexican American brings to school. There is need for the development

of instructional methodologies which are success-orientated and with

such small increments oi difficulty that they become positively

reinforcing.

It is fairly well-documented that the segregation of children

along ethnic lines has dome nothing for the improvement of th,.

education of minority group children pnd has been socially and

psychologically detrimental. Yet, a heterogeneous mixture does not

guarantee success unless educators can develop and implement strategies

for providing individualized instruction :thin this heterogeneous

3 I :1



setting in order for resources well beyond the capabilities of the

average teacher to be brought to bear. This legislation can provide

for the development of this type of an instructional program.

Perhaps in no area is the Mexican American penalized for his

uniqueness in culture, language, and experiences as in the area of

testing. 'no most obvious examples are the grave injustices suffered

by Mexican American children as a result of the application of

intelligence tests developed and standardized for a completely

different population. Mexicac Americans will benefit from the

furthering of test development activities which will give the schools

the necessary instruments for the assessment of potential and the

measurement of achievement.

Services

Success in the classroom for the disadvantaged Mexican American

will not be experienced until the schools are better able to cope with

his non-instructional needs. Nourishment, medical, dental, psychological,

end legal services must be made available in order to provide an

adequate base for instruction.

Research

This is not intended and, therefore, should not be interpreted

as a coacrehensive list of the needs of the Mexican American and

the necessary response; to 0 needs. Perhaps S.B. Rils's major

co, tribution may lie in providing the financial resources for the

identification of problems in the Mexican AmAricaf, barrios and the

formulation of programs responsive to these needs.

fl 1 4
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SLaBlARY

My testimony today intends to point out that the educational

needs of the Mexican American are not being rot. As a result,

thousands of Mexican American children are being trapped in the

cycle of poverty. School districts' with their limited and increas-

ingly strained resources are unable to cope with the problem.

Additional help is needed in order to resp3nd to the financial,

educational, and social problems facing school districts with large

enrollments of Mexican American children. I have attempted to list

programatic activities which S.B. 3883 can make available to school

districts. These activities are not currently being provided, and

a failure to incluee them in the provisions of this at will mean

their continued exclusion from the public schools. I hope that this

testimony will be beneficial in providing the necessary guidelines

for this legislation, and I wish to extend to the chairman and the

members of this committee my sincere appreciation for being allowed

to be present today.
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APPENDIX A

RESOURCES/EXPENDITURES

$ 66,866,170 assessed valuation
70 assessment ratio

46,806,319
.55 tax rate for operation

257,434.75
.80 collection late

. 205,946.80 local revenue
-139,696.00 local fund assignment

66,250,80 local uncDmmitted
resources

447,600.00 state allocation /CPU
66,250.80 local resources

+513,850.80 total resources

-1,081,322.00 selected local expenditures

$ -567,471.20 deficit
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APPENDIX B

BEXAR COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICTS

TAX RATES

Alamo Heights $ 1.75

Harlandale 1.47

San Antonio 1.61

South San 1.46

Northeast 1.60

East Central 1.36

Southwest 1.20

Northside 1.25

Judson 1.20

.Southside 1.89

Edgewood 1.50

Average for County $ 1.48
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Senator PELL. Mr. Ramirez, will you draw up a chair and join the
panel? If you have a brief statement to make, we will be glad to
hear it.

Senator Mom:PALE. Mr. Chairman, permit me to say that I am
personally grateful to you for holding these hearings on Mexican-
American education as part of this study of President's Emergency
Ace. I shink this testimony shows why we must be far mere fully
nivare and responsive to these problems than we have been in the
past.

Mr. Ramirez is the head of the staff of the Civil Rights Commission
dealing with this area we are considering this morning. I think his
testimony is critically important to us.

Senator PELL. In making your statementou will be speaking as
Ca private citizen, or do you speak for the Commission?

STATEMENT OF HENRY RAMIREZ, CHIEF OF THE MEXICAN-
AMERICAN STUDIES DIVISION, U.S. COMMISSION ON CIVIL
RIGHTS

Mr. RAMIREZ. The truth is that I did not come prepared with a
statement. I am riot sure in what role or capacity I am speaking.

My name is Henry Ramirez. I am Chief of the Mexican- American
Division at the Civil Rights Commission, where we have been engaged
in studies that are now a little over a year old to determine and assess
what is the state of education of the Mexican American today.

So, we are looking into a very wide-ranging field of elements in the
educational world in the Southwest. Our survey went to about 76 per-
cent of all the Mexican-American students in the Southwest. It went
to all districts that had 10 percent or more Spanish surnames. This
was about MO eistricts. Within those districts another questionnaire
went to the school principal. This was about 4'10 schools that were
involved.

The information that we acquired came directly from principals
and superintendents, and in many cases teachers. The information was
a very severe ey3 opener in terms of what is the status of education
for the Mexican American today. Some of the basic things that we
have found thus farwe have not issued any reports as yet, although
we are on the verge of doing thatare tliat the educational depriva-
tion of the Mexicali American is much more severe than that of, in
many cases, the American Indian, the black and the Anglo, whether
you talk about dropouts, achievement, financial support, tot prepara-
tion of the teachers, or segregation.

About 43 percent of all Mexican-American -Indents in the South-
west attend schools that are N percent or i :ore, Mexican American.
Three hundred thousand attend schools that are 80 percent or more
Mexican American. Of coursel in elementary schools the figure is
even higher. We find that ethnic isolation exists not only within the
school districts where students may attend what may be culled the
Mexican school, but we find it to exist in a different way, a way dif-
ferent from that which the blacks have had, in that there are districts
that are Mexican districts and these may be found in metropolitan
areas such as br. Cardenas told us a while ago in terms of Edgewo(xl.

49-732 0
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We will find this in Fremo, we will find it in Orange County, we will
find it in Phoenix, and Many other places, even in small towns where
in one small town there will be two districts. One will be the Mexican
district. One will be the Anglo diqrict.

I did not conic to give yon statist ics. I did not know I was going to
be asked to provide some of these basic facts. In terms of faculty, the
Mexican-American faculty, there are only about 11,000 teachers in
the Southwest out G2 about 3:50,000 total. To be precise, 3.6 percent
of all the teaehers in the Southwest are Mexican. The number of
Negro teachers are two to one.

In terms of board members. Mexican-American board members are
really very few in number. If you go to districts in California, for
example, that have a majority of Mexican Americans in them, rarely
in fact, in only two casesdo Mexican Americans compose the major-
ity. In most other districts they are not even there to be seen. There are
about 44 districts in the whole Southwest that are SO percent or more
Mexican American. That gives you the picture in terms of isolation.

Most of the Mexican-American teachers are assigned to Mexican-
American schools. California always has to be very different in this
respect in that. principals of Spanish surname in California generally
tend to be assigned across the board. which is 10 percent Mexican
American school or '20 percent or 50 percent or SO percent. Likewise.
teachers tend to be assigned across the board in California. But not so
in the rest of the Southwest.

In terms of achievement, we find that the reading rates of Mexican
American students are terribly behind that of other groups. We find
that the rate of dropout is such that of the L4 million Mexican Ameri-
can students in school today, a very conservative figure, extremely
conservative--and this is the figure. the superintendents gave nsis
that half of them will never see the 12th grade.

I am reminded of a story that one of our staff just brought back
to us from n town called Guadalupe in California. where he had wit-
nessed a graduation ceremony of eighth graders. When he asked why
there was so much pomp and circumstance attached to an eighth grade
graduationit took place in the local theaterthe response of the
principal was that "We have to make it big. we have to make it beauti-
ful, because this is probably the last graduation these children will ever
see."

We find also that in evet State and in almost every district there
are principals. contrary to school district policy. that have a practice
of suppressing the use of the native tongue of these students. The
suppression methods vary from harassment sometimes to corporal
punishment. sometimes to the use of other students to correct those
who use the wrong language. We find this suppression of culture goes
thronghopt the school life. For example. about R year ago I had RH
OprOrtnility to talk to a superintendent here in Washington who was
visiting from New Mexico. We were at a very lovely banquet where
we were entertained by a few guitarists singing some beautiful
Mexican songs. Ard the man just sat hack and opened his chest up
and said "La mnsica es mi vida." "It is the music of my life, that music
just turns me on. there is nothing iikc. it,"

asked him. "Well. you are superintendent of a very large district
which is almost a !mucked percent Mexican American. Yoa find this
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music to be beautiful? You find it is consistent with your culture and
things that you love, and you have all these l :ids who, I am sure., also
enjoy it," Then I asked him, "I am sure you must bring that kind of
music into your school life and your school curriculum for the
students ?"

His reaction was immediate. lie sat back very quickly, stiffened his
back and said, we can't do that, that is un-American."

Those kinds of activities we at this time cannot measure, but we are
measuring the extent to which schools do provide for these cultural
activities, do provide for the social life of the student in terms of his
background.

Now I am talking in generalities, I am sorry that I den't have the
specifics to give von, but we do know that Mexican American students
in segregated schools do not achieve as well as those who are in inte-
grated schools. That, our information has shown positively.

We find that segregated Mexican American schools receive less
money than the integrated. That, we can demonstrate very clearly.

Senato I'm,. Could you subunit some documentation backing these
statements up ? They would be helpful.

Mr. RxmniEz. Well, the Civil Rights Commission will be issuing
these in a matter of a month now.

Mr. Rutz. They are presently unreleased.
Senator KEsNrin-. As 1 understand. that would include what they

have been able to determine about the distribution of title I funds
as well?

Senator Pima. This is beyond your responsibility right now, is it
not? We would appreciate any documentation of the statemeat you
have made. We would like to have them as an aid when we mark up
the bill, which could take place in a couple of weeks.

Mr. Ramno:7 I will try to do so.
Senator KENNEDY. Mr. On irman.
In terms of the allocation of the resources, the expenditures of

Federal funds, do you have the figures available to the Commission
which would indicate that less title I funds have gone to the Spanish
speaking areas, the Spanish speaking schools in other areas of the
State of Texas?

Mr, CARDENAS. In specifics as related to the school district I cited,
the case of Edgewood, which is predominantly Mexican American, the
distribution of title 1 funds is on the basis of the 1960 census. Mexican
Americans were not counted in the IMO census. lm this school district,
we have 12.000 disadvantaged children. The allocation is for 2,927.
So, less than one-fourth of the children that qualified under economic
deprivation are receiving title I funds.

Senator KENNEn. I was thinking not only in terms of the interpre-
tation of the census figures. but as well the matter of the policy under
which the resources or funds for one reason or another are diverted
from these areas. I was wondering what the Civil Rights Commission
had been able to determine on this point.

Mr. lbw. Mr. Glickstein, our statT director, who testified here a
couple of weeks Ago, as part of his testimony and in referring to title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act affirmatively- stated
that it had been ineffective in spite of the 01101111011A appropriations, be-
cause the funds were so diluted.
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So that may be a. partial answer.
Senator KENNEDY. That is part of it. Not only because of the dilu-

tion of it, but I was wondering if there has been diversion or at least
a holding back of the funds that are available from these school areas
and school districts. I was wondering if the Commission itself had been
able to determine this.

Mr. RAMIREZ. We have not been able to determine that. yet for several
reasons. One, we are a very poor commission and didn't have the money
with which to prepare this information. We are now in the process of
contracting with an individual to prepare this for us. We have the data
in our files. I believe the data will demonstrate and the data specifically
refers to the Federal funds received by districts.

We will be able to separate out by districts the extent to w;,ich they
receive Federal funds. We will be able to provide a clear picture. But
not specifically in terms of title I.

NECESSITY OF LEGISLATION

Senator PELL. I would like to ask one direct question to each of you.
If we have a choice between passing this legislation with the Mon-

dale type of tightening up amendment, as we did for the $150 million,
would vou recommend that we pass it or not ? What would you say?

Mr. REY NGSO. Yes.
Mr. Ruiz. If the additional funds are available, yes. Because that

would be two different parts to the same bill.
Senator PELL. But if we pass the $1,350 million along the same

guidelines as the $130 million would you recommend passage or not ?
111r. Ruiz. Yes, it would be nationwide in impact instead of sectional.
Mr. CARM.SAS. I would recommend it be passed as amended.
Senator PELL. What would you say, Mr. Ramirez?
Air. RAMIREZ. I concur sully.
Senator PELL. Thank you.
Mr. Ruiz. I understand that title VI review teams can give us the

information ,ith respect to title I. was just informed of that.
Senator PELL. If we are faced with a situation, and I hope we are

not, where we could not get Mondale-type amendments accepted and
re were left with the bill intioduced by the administration, do you
think we would be better off to pass it or not?

Again, I would like to ask each of you. Mr. Reynoso!
Mr. REYNOSO. The answer would be no, and I have two footnotes. I

understood that the title IV people are supposed to enforce this. I
understand further, there are simply no Spanish-speaking personnel
there with the exception of one, I understand, in the Washington office.
Two, the. Justice Department, after 16 years, has entered one case
dealing with the segregation of Spanish speaking. So I would con-
sider it a political payoff to those districts the administration wants to
reward and would vote no.

Mr. Ruiz. I will reecho the we-ds of Mr. Reyne*o.
Mr. CARDENAS. I will go along with that, sir.
Senator PELL. Mr. Ramirez?
Mr. RAMIREZ. Very definitely not.
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Senator PELL. In other words, to digest your view, you are really
unanimous. As introduced by the administration, you would be op-
posed. With Mondale-type amendments added on you would approve
although you recognize it could be improved further.

Senator KENNEDY. Has the Commission looked into the discrimin-
ation against Puerto Ricans in the Northeast?

Mr. RAMIREZ. The Commission has not conducted a study or inves-
tigation. It has a Puerto Rican assigned to the New York office. It is
now engaged in the process of determining whether or not it should
have a hearing or a conference or simply a preliminary field trip that
will commence in the next 2 weeks.

I prepared a memo outlining what I thought should be done. It is
my understanding that this was to commence in the next couple of
weeks, what ever decision will be made.

Mr. REY NOS°. May I add something to that? I am from California
and I know more about Mexican Americans. Recently I met with a
Mexican American and Puerto Rican group in Chicago. They wanted
to ask me specifically about the education of the mentally retarded
cases that we in California had filed. We discussed at great length the
educational problems those two groups had in Chicago. I was zurprised
in the way that the problems they have are so vastly similar in terms of
language and culture, and so on.

Again, I know perhaps even less about New York and the concen-
trations there, but I would venture to say, from the considerable liter-
ature we have read, and so on, that again we see the same sort of
problems there..

Senator KENNEDY. I think that is very true. In Massachusetts, we
have increased our Spanish -speaking population about. 20 times during
the past 10 years. This also is typical of many other communities in the
Northeast.

It would be extremely useful and helpful in terms of the total review
to keep this in mind. I would be very interested in the responses you
receive and in the results of that study.

Mr. Ruiz. Senator, may I suggest that you write a memo to the Civil
Rights Commission on that subject, because one of the proposed pro-
jects of the future is to get into the Puerto Rican problem and a letter
or a note would accelerate the speed with which the problem
necessitates.

Senator KENNEDY. Of course, as a Commissioner you will carry
bark the request.

Mr. Rt rz. I certainly will.
Senator KENNEDY. We will reinforce. it with correspondence.
Mr. Ruiz. Yes, indeed.
Senator KENNEDY. We will get as many signatures on it as would be

useful to demonstrate our concern.
I would like also to ask whether you have gotten into the question

about the discrimination in meeting the educational needs of Indian
youth, in this country and particularly in Alaska. Is this anything
you have thought about in terms of need!

Mr. RAMIREZ. The survey that we conducted asked for what we call
outcomes of student achievement in reading, dropout, retention,
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repetition, suspensions, the number in low tracks, the number in high
tracks, the number in "FMR" classes, and so on.

All the. questions were presented. by Mexican American, Anglo,
black, and other. When we came to "other", we were able to zero in
very accurately on the Indians in New Mexico and in Arizona. So we
will have information dealing with that group on these specific areas.

Senator KENNEDY. Of course, as we all know, the educational ex-
perience of Indian youth is not typical in the New Mexico area. We
hope you would at least consider the extraordinary kind of problems
faced by Indian youth, as suggested by the results of the Education
Sul) ?ommittee inquiry.

We will also write a letter to the Commission on that.
Mr. Ruiz. Thank you very much.
Senator KE:SSE.nv.I will just say, and then I will yield to Senator

Mondale, one of the things that would be interesting to me as a chair-
man of the administrative practice committee is how the Commission
itself divides its resources and personnel. How does it decide whether
they are going to use those resources to look into the Spanish-speak-
ing problemswhether it is Mexican Americans or Puerto Ricans
or Indian problems or whether they are going to continue in other
areas. The allocation of resources is a perennial problem for many
administrative agencies.

I think it would be helpful to us who have snprorted the Commis-
sion and supported the increase, for example, this year in the Com-
mission's funding of million additional in the Judiciary Com-
mittee to try to find out how we are allocating these resources.

It certainly appears, as I think the Mondale committee has pointed
out so dramatically, that the educational opportunities of our Spanish-
speaking citizens are e severely restricted, This is a area of great unmet
need. I would certainly hope that the. Commission %void(' move more
strenuously into these areas.

Senator Moxam,E. I think we might have observed a very unique
occurrence. Most of the time when we hold these hearings, we are all
alone. lint today the hearing room is packedmany people cannot
get in. / think this reflects the feeling that this is a subject that has lren
ignored far too long.

We finally come to an investigation of the second largest minority
in this country and we hear testimony. its we have today, that perhaps
more than any other group they are still suffering a great disadvantage
from special problems of language and education. We have to dig
around to find even elementary data, not only on flue effect of dis-
advantage. Inn even on the number of people involved. It certainly
shows that this is an area of desperate need which is not getting an ade-
quate response.

Superintendent Cardenas reports that all of these programs which
we thought were working so well have and hitch. That is, they require
local funds and in the target area the People needinq help cannot be
served hecause they cannot generate the Inca, funds. We. should have
known that a Immi time ago. This shows how desperately needed are
the kinds of information and testimony from the kind of witnesses we
are hearing today. I commend the chairman of this committee for
conducting this hearing. I think it is just the beginning. We mod a
lot more.

It
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Mr. Ruiz. I think this is the beginning. This is interesting if I may
be permitted. The clay before yesterday a group of us had a meeting
with our rice presiaent and a press conference followed, and he
printed it. He was surprised that Mr. Mart in ;_.7.ast illo, the chairman of
the cabinet. conunttee for the Spanish speaking, spoke good English,
and that came out in the newspaper.

Sena tor Moxoxr.E. 1vas surprised ?
Mr. Ruiz. One of the members of the ..'ess. It conie out in the

newspaper. This is where we have been relegated to. The reason for
that is that in many of these areas, for example, our Mexican Ameri-
cans are speaking English wit h a Spanish accent and the more horrify-
ing prospect is coining up that they are beginning to speak Spanish
with an English accent. Ithagine. on the scale of economics when you
go up if you speak Spanish with an English accent and English with
a Spanish accent, what chance do you have.

Senator MoxnAt.E. I have wanted very lunch to meet you, because
in my ciinion, the California rural legal services program is the out-
stanaing program of its kind in the. country. That Is savi.tg clot,
oecause many of them are remarkable. I was impressed by your ob-
servation that you felt enforcement was the key tc this problem.

Mr. REyxoso. That is correct.
Senator MoxrnArx. Enforcement is the most crucial stage with all

minorities, but with Mexican Americans it has virtually not begun.
Did I understand yca corr,;ctly to say that there has been only one
lawsuit brought by the Justice 1 era dnent ?

Mr. REyxoso. Even that was not brought by the Justice Department
but they have joined in it. That is correct. The reason that

we here in effect are pleading for legislative assistance is, that perhaps
regrettably we have not had the political 'out to get it out of admin-
istrative agencies and out of the administration.

I myself have worked for a Federal agency, for a State agency, for
that matter, and I tied that day in and day out we have the interest.
groups that have some organization, if you will, I work with the Equal
Employment Opportunities Conuntssion. The women's groups, the;
black groups, and so on, were far better uganized to make the com-
mittee .1() its jolt. Seldom did we get that type. of pressure from
Mexican-American groups. Human beings seem to be ull alike. They
will inake II choice of one or 1 wo or three choices they have before.

good guys and the bad guys in government, and I assume in the Senate
too.

Ilut th is means that we hive not been able to put that type of pressure
or] the

depending

irgi s 1 tiv "lethec

political

vtehes thatdmt. el 1.

that the

to put pressure 011 them when we are ah!e I o say clearly the Congress
intended that this be done and the achninistilttive agemy has converted
it into something else.

Senator Moxioln.r, There 11:1., bun several people who have sug-
..rested that one way to tehieve the objective embodied in the pending
h,!..islation would loc to set aside Slun rnillinu .or S'..200 million which
would lot .!.;;ilable for private coforeement efforts: so that, far es-
:11001V, the Mexican-American Legal Defense Fund could bring suit
mid, if it N. on, could eollot reason:1Hc legal fees and costs. With a

!19 I
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small amount of funds you could get a great deal of leverage with
which to bring about the legal enforcement of long-existing but greatly
ignored constitutional principles. Does that make sense to you?

Mr. Revsoso. Senator, that would be the bee! -spent money that I
think was ever suggested in terms of enforcement. It is amazing how,
when we have gone into a Aistrict and we find it difficult to get alleg-
edly public. documents, like title I reports, and so on, once we get
them and once they know we are around, we as lawyers, the local
educational agencies have acted.

For example, title I often iFquires local advisory committees. We
have found that very often none existed, even on paper. Just a letter
or indication to that district that we knew about it and they at least
started acting upon it. I would like to suggest that as in any type
of ombudsmanship, to have an independent agency, such as legal serv-
ices or any other agency, even with a small amount of money, far less
than what the agency itself would require, would bring about a tenfold
enforcement of tlose provisions.

Senator MoN0ALE, What I thought we could do is set aside $100
million or $200 million whien could be paid out, at the completion
of a successful lawsv't, to private attorneys, for example, NAACP,
the Mexican-American Legal Defense Fund, legal services program,
to replenish their funds for the enforcement of constitutional princi-
ples, on the theory that the real problem in America today is not
a matter of economic incentives to integrate, but a lack of will, lack
of political clout.

Mr. Rey:cos°. That is correct,
Senator MONDALE. This idea is based on the assumption that the

courts are for constitutional protection. Would you agree with that?
Mr. REYNOSO. I certainly would. I would like to point out in the

very complicated Corpus Christi case I mentioned earlier I noticed
witli some interest, thought it would have dismayed us in view of the
fact we were coining here to talk abe it $1.5 billion, that the judge,
after hearing what we wanted to do, noted that his analysis was that
all the integn tion he was ordering in Corpus Christi could be done
with relatively few funds.

Perhaps that. is why we are all in agreement that unless you are
going to use the funds well, don't waste the $1.5 billion. But this
would be extremely well spent to have that set aside for this type f
third party approach to whether or no the constitutional rights, wind,
after all this emergency bill wants to incorporate, are in fact. bring
lived up to.

Senator 11foxoArr. Dr. Cardenas, there is a provision in this pending
legislation that will permit funds for testing, which may he all right.
But I have heard that in some cases testing is condu led for the
purpose of tracking. What is your opinion as an educator of the
dangers of tracking strategy for equal educational oppottunity?

Mr. CARDFNA:-. Most of the tracking is being done through intelli-
gence testing. The intelligence testing ns far ns the Mexican-American
is concerned is based on fallacy, based oil a person hnviag cam ,,ion
experiences and testing these common experiences which the child
may not have had and, in the case of the Mexican-Amerian, lin. not
had. It also has the complication of language. Therefore Oh testing
is inadequate.

11
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Senator !SION DA LE. First of all, the tests are inherently biased in
favorof a white middle-class background.

Mr. CARDENAS. That is right.
Senator MoNnAte. It is hard for a minority child to do well, par-

ticularly considering the language problem.
The second point I would like to make is that every bit of evidence

we have had, indeed this was the main point of the Coleman report
and others indicates that children learn more from each other than
from the system and that. the key to quality education is to permit
disadvantaged children to go to school with advantaged children. If
you have a tracking system where you separate the disadvantaged
children into different classes, you are not going to have this
interaction which is essential to quality education.

Mr. CARDEN.As. I agree with that, Senator. There is a wide practice
of segregation and in some cases we use a euphemism, such as homo-
generous grouping. Yet there is no educational evidence that such
grouping is beneficial to the child. There is a lot of educational,
psychological, and social evidence that it is extremely .detrimental.

Senator MosnAtE. Senator Kennedy will recall that on our trip
to Alaska, where the tracking system was used, the Eskimos were al-
most exclusively in the bottom track. When you see tracking, it seems
to rue, it does not appear a very subtle form of racial and ethnic
discrminatii

Mr. CARDENAS. I see the need for assessment of the potential
achievement. It is desirable for sonie of the funds to be allocated for
development of techniques and methods of testing, in order .o assess
the potential of achievement of the atypical child.

Senator 3Iox-riL3r.e. I agree with that. I am fearful it, might be used
for other purposes.

Mr. Ramirez, you, I gather this morning for the first, time, gave
some conclusions of the Civil Rights Commission study on Mexican
American education which, as I understand, it is the first national
study of its kind. This is the first. attempt to have a national survey
in some. depth ; is that correct.?

Mr. R Am' nu. Yes, sir.
Senator Mc:,em.. How soon, in your opinion, might. this date be

made available?
Mr. RAminEz. Let me start cart by saying that when you arc not

countel you don't count. I think that is very true in N111, we are
not counted. tin we don't know t hat kind of grants or help are going
to provide greater numbers in the forces of public health delivery
systems. Our reports will be cr njug out separately. We hope the
commissioners will approve the fi .st one in August possibly the second
one. in August, the third one in ,:epterriber and two others in October.

So, we are talking about relcasue, these five first reports over the
next 3 months. They are the re' 14.4 that have ever been done on the
education of the Mexican Amc L Iran.

Senator Misom.E. The information that you have cited Auut the
extent and effect of racial or ethnic separotien, drop-outs, under-
achievement, discrimination by the faculty, the limited nm.,her of
Mexican American and Spaiiish American facultythese things are
essential to this committee's work.
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.1s you know, we have been trying to get this inform ttion front
the ('onitnission. We are very grateful for these conellisions.
Will help us a great deal. I wish we could get that data. They have it.
I olon't know why it is tint 8%-ailable.

Senator Prr.r. I think your question volild he more properly
addressed to the Commission, not the stall.

S'enator MoNnAl.r. Maybe I kill just write another letter.
Mr. Rriz. I think so. I tried to get scwle of the information yester-

day, but I lens simply told that it was about to he released 4111(1 %V0111(1

he released very soon and for that reason I wa.c: tillable to get. it.
Senator You are a oonimissioner yourself ?
:11r. Ruiz. Yes.
Senator l'Et.L. So, if anybody should he privy to these conclusions

ill their final form, it %you'd he IZ:nuirez's boss, Nvhich you are.
Mr. 14-1z, Uninrtunately, we had our meeting last Monday. Per-

haps if we had delayed our ('onimission meeting. until, let us says
tomorrow there volil(i have been no diffeulty.

Senator l'rr.L. This particular committee has some responsibility
for tl:e hills. We will trite a letter along the line Senator Afondale
has suggested--requesting n summary- of the summary, something
of that sort, which would help us in our Work.

Se] atnr KENNEliY. i)oes111 the Freedom of Information .1st
us to that ?

Mr. IiEl-Nolso. It is not n completed report yet, as I onacustanil
it. I rues; technieally they are corking papers and the public are not
enlitlld to them.

(The following information Was suhse(iuently supplied for the
record.)

LS. COMMISSION ON Cteir.liwiurs,
traRbingtfur. 11.('...10(gmkt it. 1970.

liou. CrAtuonNE rill,
Chairman, subrommilirc rm Edam:firm 'if the ommiler( ore Latia and l'ahli

ohire, r,s. fr. 'Iraq! ing1611. D.C.
MAE SENATOR PEA I.: I inn writing till, letter on behalf of iny,elf and Com-

missionurs Ilorn, llnnkin. Freeman and Mitchell.
On Friday. July in, 1970, c'ntntnis,innor Mannol Ruiz :mil Ali% Henry .%

Ramirez, a Coninib.sion etm,loyee, 1e,tilioil before your Subcommittee Milch
holding' hearing, in conjunction tt it li the Select Ceininit tee on Equal Educational
11pliertimity on S. 11`,...1i. the Emergency School .1iil Act Of 19711. Wi (triune
this letter to clarify the rot-ord.

l'olittiiis.itotior Ruiz iippeoreil before your Subcommittee. he %Ins not
speaking OH blilaif of the 000:Itis,jont but as au Jinn% The pu,Ition of the
rommisi.ilin on the finiergcricy St hoot .11,1 Act of 19711 tiis :4,1 forth in Illy
est molly of Mr. Ibmiircl Staff 1 iirector, on Juno 21, 1970.

Mr. Ilatiltruz %Ia, not nib kill that hp tt a. giiirig to t,-tify until moments be fort
he appeared. Aecorilingly, he it i, not able to primal', 111mi-elf.

ll'e affirm the IraimonT of our Stil IT Lirrttor In the I' \ Wilt it oliffer from 111,11

of ranimi.,Ioncr Butz, 11'e 41 re iu i:11114 of 111, (1.0110, t minting pro% i.ioN of s
:1'0,3 1Ce .tipp.rt 1110111'h HON of from S4`4 114411 41 41:11 tciiirh nullior:ve-
lhe Ilse of twill: for ii it 111 ri 1l program: nuartra nii.iinied by ole..e.zregittion or
0111` CliI111I14114.44II of racial Ioln support the .dIninIstrat Eon's hill %thetlicr
or not amendment: iirenttiielierl to it. It Is a good lint

'We 'annul rtulha.ize Ir. .i.trongly that no stingy 1, being IT till,
mzemy. ilnrini the tonne of'ir. teilimeny it mi.: sn::::Estect several
time+ shag th Committee %%a, being pro% bled Inform:Mon not pre% lori,/y made
tit rtilably t, it. We bellete that i.iiggesti,,ti, Fire unfair and Inkleallint:

Mr. tt.siiim,fly. almost in ils tnlirely isooulaino,l is trip prelimimity
0:111 .rat to the Select 1:401:11 Eolimiltion opportunity ore
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June 11 and submitted as an exhibit before the Subcommittee on Educat ton on
June 24. Both the staff analysis and Mr. Ramirez': testimony explain the
methodology of the study, provide data on etli no 'solution. on the number of
teachers and their location, on reading, and dropout rates, OIL suppression of the
use of Spanish and on educational finances. The only data provided in Mr.
Randrez's testimony that is not contained in the preliminary staff analysis is
some information on tile eontpasition Ili Se IWO hoards. To have suggested that It
was more dill cult to gut infornmtion from the Commissical than front the De-
fense Department. when that inforniathin already had hero furnished, is ex-
tremely puzzling to Its. The staff of this agency has cooperated closely with
the staff of the Select l'onnuittee. We have not withheld anything that was
upproludate for release.

Our 'Mexican American Education Study invol7es a great accutoulation of
data. This has brain the easy part. This data now must analyzed and written
up. This is taking time. Adequate staff and funds iirti assigned to this study.
and this Is not the cause of the delay. This Cominissicu bases its reputation on
the iicoiracy of Its reports. No reports ore released until thoroughly reviewed.
Part I of this study just %veat through its fifth draft. It only recently was re-
viewed by Mr. Ramirez's supervisor. This week, it was reviewed by the Staff
Director and shortly will be submitted to the 11.7ounnissioners. We would lie un-
faithful to our mandate if we released reports and data that were not fully and
adequately authenticated and reviewed.

501110 members of the Subcommittee expressed an interest in the Commission's
work with resvict to Puerto Ricans. Thu Cmaniission June 0, 1910. respontlel
to an iminiry liy vrnitor Kennedy concerning our efforis Io deal With the problems

Puerto niell 110. A copy Of this correstoalliellte is
Inquiry was made regarding the Ageitcy's work with Indians. This agency has

been developing an Indian program. We sponsored a conference of Indian
loaders in December of 1969. Since then we have begun preparing informational
handbooks which will explain Indian rights in various subject nnittvr areas.
this project was undertaken :lifter careful analysis of the various alternatives.
I'Ve believe it has the potential to he very

In terest was exp".(.1-1 iii ilOW We a ifOra to our resources among studies dealing
with difureut racial and ethnic groups. A substantial turriimt of our very
Mailed resources are allocated to the study of the problems of Spanish sur-
named )0m-rival's. During the first half of this past fiscal year the project
receiving the shunt largest allocation of funds was the Mexican American
Education I'roject. Oar work on Mexicali American Administration of Justice
problems also received a significant allocation of fonds. Thu hearing we held
in San A11111110 in Decoof or 111G14 o.,: over $200.000, 7111,1 large sums have been
slant III followup on that bearing. In addition. almost all aspects of our work
involving the tippraisal of the adequacy of Federal civil rights laws and pro-
grams with the needs of Spanish surnamed citizens. We will by happy to
provide you with whatever further inform:1 I Ian on this score that you require.

Time coaia,ksi.,a on Civil Flights always has liven omit] and forthright in its
dealings with Congress. We un distressed at 1111' iteciisatIon we arc suppressing
1111'cm:idiom WV hope this letter clarifies the situation. We W011111 111,1,11elatl it
if this letter were itichideil as 1,1111 of the hearing transcript.

ShicercIy.
Titr000nn M. I Irstic nun,

Chairman.

Setblinr NtioNPALE. The chairman :akedi whether, with what lie de-
as the Mondale amendments. the periling kill would he .afis-

factory to yott. The ;1111011<111111.11t!.: to) %%11'1(11 he 111011C reference (Vero
three amendment: we tacked on to the t'.1 1:11I ittilnon ctocrgemv
One prohillit, flind, front 'Lining to school, that ame iratt4ering
property to private segregation academies. The second prohibits

funds from tieing mull to slippleluent lucid nlnnrl< convened
Itt other IntrlaiseS.flie third requires it to 10' a national program.

T11:11 11n- entree amendments do.
Senator Pria.. My question was rot the ap)iroval. but whether. if

they are faced %Nit), the alternative of 110 hull or a hill writ
amendments.
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thaILunderstood you thought it. could be considerably improved beyond

Mr. REv.xoso. Yes, the question as posed, we said assuming the
spirit of the amer:Iments being a national bill, and so on, it would do
more good than harm. 'Flint is the standard I am applying. I assume
that is the standard the others are applying.

Senator PEEL. They are not happy with it, but would accept that
mininnun rather than nothing.

The chairman of our full committee is with us. I am sure he has
some points to make.

Senator YAutantocon. Mr. Chairman, I regret I was not here at the
beginning. I agreed to chair the. Senate today from 10 to 11.

Senator Pang.. Was the Vice President busy?
Senator YArmonoron. Ile was not present, so I lied to substitute

in presiding over the Senate. But. I have glanced through your
statement.

One. of the great problems in your district is that San Antonio does
not constitute an independent school district. or separate school dis-
trict, as many cities do. It is fragmented into many districts and they
put the poor people in one district by themselves and in another the
affluent areas where. yon have the tax hose. The city is balkanized,
you might say, by being cut into many independent legally co-equal
districts. But it means, as you have pointed out, very little educa-
tional opportunity for those within districts where most of the poor
people live, where there is a low tax base. Is that the situation ?

Mr. CArtonx.s. That is correct, Senator. In San Antonio there are
16 school districts. I have presented some statistics that compare the.
characteristics of the Edgewood independent school district with some
of the other school districts, particularly one of the suburban school
districts. I think the comparison is rather startling.

In terms of such things as the number of library books, in terms
of the per-pupil expenditures, in terms of the State aid %vhich they
receive, in terms of many of the resources available and being pre-
sented to the children.

Senator Y.s.unottot-on. In your prepared statement you have a table
of the tax base per pupil in these 14 districts. I wish you world furnish
the committee the munber of pupils in carp one of these districts, the
per capita expenditure per pupil in each district, and the number of
library looks per pupil in the districts. I think it would be very
informative when we realize this is all part of t,ne city.

The Edgewood district is in what geogiapnieal portion cif San
Antonio?

Mr. l'ArtnExAs. It is in the western part.
Senator 1-mmonoon. In drawing the boundaries of those districts,

were the downtown office [mil& ngs placed in the Edgewood riet
Mr. emmxxAs.. Them is no great number of office buildings or

induct
Senator Ymnionotint. Did flier put in any of that industry? You

hive some very valuable Mushy there.
Mr. CAttnExAs. No. sir: even some of the most recent programs in

eC41111110ic development have failed to brng in any industry or husiness
into the school district. In fact, there is a concentration and the school
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district has been earmarked for housirg, particularly mutipie-family
housing, which I think is going to ghettoize the. school district.

Senator YAIMOROUGII. That brings in more children without. the
tax base to support their education, does it not?

CannENas. That is right.
Senator YARBOROUGH.. And no provision has been made. for sharing

the tax moneys from the other districts on any kind of equalization
plan ?

Mr. Caxersas. Not in the city of San Antonio.
Senator Ya wino] ion. What portion of yon_ revenwis are derived

from the. State allotment, per capita allotment, and what portion front
the local tax base?

Canunsas. In the Edgewood School District about. 94 percent
of the expenditures are State supported and about 6 percent locally
funded. The problem here is that. other school districts in spite of
the higher percentage of local funds, are not using all the moneys for
meeting their share of the minimum foundation prograin and have
surplus moneys which means they can pay a schoolteacher a thousand
ilollarr above the minimant salary. Therefore, Edgesvotid has been
paying schoolteachers a thousand dollars below other school districts
within the same. city, and in some ca es with no specified boundary
ether than one arbitrarily established.

Therefore, it is very difficult to compete with other districts f,
experienced and trained teachers.

Senator Yannortocon. That is the reason for the data you gaVe, ns
that. 52 percent of the teachers do not meet the minimum requirement
for certification prescribed by the State. laws?

Mr. Carronsas. That is right.
Senator YalitScnouGtt. You mentioned minimum foundation funds.

The State of Texas appropriated money out of State. treasury to sup-
plement the local taxes. This is an evolutionary law, is it not ? In the
old days, each s:liool district raised its own money. i;ow the State
moved in with so-called State aid decades no and gradually built
that up to where it is the major portion of the rel en ne now, the States
allotment.

I low much does the State itself, out of the State treasury, pay these
school districts for each child on the average daily attendance record?

Mr. Canor,Nas. It varies with the economic status of the county and
school di:-.trict. Using two school districts in San Antonio, a suburban
school district. received $221. In that year Edgei.vooci received 5217 in
State aid per child.

Senator Ymmonot-on. You point out some of flu affluent school
districts do not use this money up to meet minimum standards. They
go beyond that, lad they get the money just the same

Mr. C.11MI.s.i.s. The is right.
Senator Yannonorcir. It is not based on a formula like the Ele-

mentary and SecoLdary Education Act, where it is based on the num-
ber of poventy-stricken people in the district. With State aid, the
dist riot that is above that does get that as surplus money and can use
that Stale looney to pay their leachers a bonns above the general salary
level of the teachers in the district g.auirally ?

.air. CARDENAS. That is right.
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Senator YAnnonot-on. That goes hack to the Biblical admonition,
"To him who has shall he given. to him who has not shall be taken
away, even that which he has will be taken away.

Now, havo they lapped the model cities program into the Edgewood
School District?

Mr. CARDENAS. About one-third of the Edgewood School, District
lies within the model cities

Senator Ymmonovon. What will that do to the income and tax ba.:e
and student population? Will their witting a third of your school
district in the model cities program aid or worsen the conditions of
education of children in that district ?

Mr. CARDENAS. At the present time, because of the heavy emphasis
on housing, particularly multiple-family housing:, ;old its influence
on education, I think it is going to Nvorsen it.

Senator Ymmonot-on. So they put the children in there for you to
educate, as they do under the model cities program. they take a third
of your district and put it in the other terri.oies eat of you in San
Antonio, and under the model cities program you become I guess what .
you call an immodel city. In the Edgewood District, the children have
less money per capita.

Mr. Csmr,sxs. If the model city program were successful so far as
education and other characteristics are concerned, then one-third of
the school district would join the "haves," and two-thirds would still
be the "ha ve-mts."

Senator YARBOROUGH. You have pointed oat in your statement that
under the bilingual education program you receive money for a ^er-
tain number of the schools in your district, 16 first-olde classes, but
there are 85 first-grade classes in Edgewood which have need of a
bilingual education program.

You know, of course, of the action of the HEW and the Bureau of
the Budget over the years, first in fighting the bilingual education bill
which we passed in 1967, which was a congressional achievement.
Then the Bureau of the Budget recommended just a little token
appropriation.

We in the Congress have pushed those appropriations up over the
constant opposition of the executive officers of this Government. My
amendment on the floor added 5 more million to the :2:") million. Last
}car we got up to $25 million.

The first time, the Bureau of the Budget and the executive depart-
ment and the President recommended only SIn million to educate
these 3 million children from non-English-speaking homes 2 million
being from Spanish-speaking homes.

What portion of the moneys that you applied for did you receive
for bilingual edncation from HEW?

('Annyx.Ns, There was an ;illocation dot was made, and I think
that Ive received enough for funding In of tlw lint -grade classes, out
of the S5 needed.
Senator Ymmononou. As a result of the ttkenisni of the adminis

tration on the bilingual education bill, N't load 16 funded and S5 left
out ?

Mr. CARDENAS. That is right.
Senator YAnmoiron. Ninety-five percent of the children in your

district come from Spanish-speaking homes?

r)(
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Mr. CARDENAS. Ninety-three percent, which gives us over '20,000
Spanish speaking children in the school district.

Senator Yannouounn. Have. you found this bilingual education pro-
gram of benefit in the education of the children there, where you have
the money to implement it?

NIr. CAEDF.N.ks. It has been extremely beneficial.
Senator YARBorou(m. The aim is to make the child literate in both

languages, the mother tongue of Spanish and national language of
English?

Mr. CARDENAS, That is right. It also allows us to instinct the child
in the language system which lie brings to school.

We have two other efforts. One is the further development of the
Spanish language, and the other one, of course, is the instruction in
English as a second language.

Senator l'Annonoton. Even with the meager source you have, would
the educational process of these children he greatly enhanced if you
had full funding of the bilingual education program in the amount
of the $tin anthorization we have put in the bill this year?

CattimNas. No question about it, sir. Some things, such as staff
training of teacherswe do not have the funds for retraining of
teachers for going into bilingual educationand the acquisition
and/or development of instructional materials and methodologies.
A lot more money would be needed just in this school distri:;,.

But there are thousands of school districts that have large numbers
of .Mexican-Antericans that are not participating, because of lack of
resources.

Senator Momoxi.E. What did the administration request for
bilingual?

Senator Y.\ nru-qm-m.. 1 think they requested this year i21,.2.50,000,
Last year we pushed it up. They requested only $10 million. We
pushed it up 1(1 if.25 million, then under that 15percent general cut,
they cut it hark to ?I million.

This year it is better than they ever had before. They requested
.::.42lX,0,000. We made it S30 million in the Senate. We ought to have.
$S0 million. We lint through this Taw this year to authorize $S0
million. 1 hope we. can get it next year.

I will not dwell much longer on this, because of the other Senators
here.

We have many questions, Mr. Cardenas, lint we have a bill about to
be introduced to push for money to educate bilingual teachers. Is there
an adequate supply of teachers qualified ..nd especially trained to
teach bilingually in the State it this tune?

Mr. CAunnx.s. In the ratted States I would imagine that Ow sup-
ply of teachers who arc bilititual rind arc prepared tri tca,'1) in bilingual
programs is probably le.,s than lit percent, :Ind may be as low as
percent of the need.

Senator 1-Annonormi. It takes longer. Even though a person WC
fluent in two lai.guages. Spanish and English, or. in Massachnsetts
tit Potugmse and English, or whatever they are teaching. their being
fluent in brit h languages does not qua li fy then' as teachers?

Mr. CauniAas. That is right. As far as training teachers is eon-
cerned,to percent of t he need is hot being met.
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Senator YARnonormr. Training of teachers?
Mr. CAnDENas. That is right. In other words. 99 percent of the

teachers do not have the language facility and training for teaching
bilingually.

Senator YAnnovonut. There is a great need to teach these teachers
so that they can teach bilingually. I want to assure you (hat the
Congress, is moving on that.

I want to compliment you on the great. support you have given to
this needed legislation to benefit the children of America.

I happen to know, Mr. Chairman, limn other committees and other
work that one of the greatest demands, unmet demands, for secretaries
in business offices in Texas is for bilingual secretaries. They have not
had the education. and they can't qualify. Our largest minority is the
Spanish-spcaking people. 600,000 in the State. and in many into offices,
lousiness offices, there are good job opportunities that pay good wages
for that type of secretary.

There are litany other types of jobs open to people who are bilin-
gually educated. Ifere the Spailish-speaking people who arA economi-
cally deprived have jos crying out for their talents. if they had the
education.

This is a great economic 10,s to the countyeducational loss, family
loss, sociological loss, a loss in every way. I commend those who set
this hearing tip.

Mr. RE-exoso. I would like to point out under a broad reading of
the. bill tinder discussion, S. 3S83. I actually believe, as a lawyer. that
sonic, of the funds could be ilsed for bilingual education. because that
is one of the mechanisms for integrat ion.

You have correctly pointed out the antagonism of this administra-
tion to this type of approach. That is why we have been saying here
today unless that is Im;lt into this bill. we are afraid that that type
of mechanism simply will not be utilized to bring about integration.
As the bill says, "To improve the quality of educational services.-

Senator YAnnoriouon. I was looking at your status. here. Yon are
director of the California rural legal assistance program. Yoa are not
the man in IIEW interpreting this law. Your liberal, progressive in-
terpretation has run into what we have run into in IIEW.S:nce 1967,
they have interpreted it not to cover anything (hat aided bilingual
e ducat ion.

Mr. REyxoso. I would so predict, no doubt we will be in court trying
to get a judge to agree with you. that you folks meant that bilingual
education was really a good technique for integration.

Senator YAnnonounn. JusZ as I came in, some stat,...ment was being
made aliout the expensive. long process through the courts of getting
adjudicat ion. The Corpus Christ i case was mentioned.

I don't know whether it is a mutter of record in the courts or any-
thing else, but I feel that 1 ant slating the fact. that the Steel Workers
IThion financed that suit. The Mexican-American= did not have the
money to do it. The sive1 workers of the U.S. not lip the money to
fight this case through the courts for the Spanish speaking people.

Senator PELL. Perhaps this is a question that could be handled
within the report on the hill.
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Senator YAanororear. I thank you for setting up the hearing and
cosponsoring th ,

1 regret I have had three calls since I have been hemI am called
away to another meeting.

I want to thank Dr. Cardenas. Ile is making a great fight
hisopportunity for these more than 20,000 scliool children in his

district, and for many otherssimilarly situated in our State.
I wish you every success, Dr. Cardenas. It has been an honor to

work with you.
Mr. Ruiz. On behalf of the other members of the committee, we

wish to thank you, Senator Yarborough. I have known of you for

Senator YAunonorort. One of my prides at the moment is the privi-
lege of being the author and cosponsor of the first bilingual education
bill ever introduced in either branch of the Congress.

Mr. Ruiz. I followed it very closely..
Senator YAnnolint-wi. Thank you.
Senator Pm,. Senator Kennedy.
Senator KENNEDY. I have one final question.
Even with the. Mondale. amendments, would you like to see us go

ahead and authorize and appropriate the additional money of $1 bil-
lion, or would you suggest that we wait and see how that $150 million
is being spent with the Mondale amendments before we go ahead?

Mr. lim.soso. My opinion is very strong on that. I believe the
Senate ought to wait. I believe it ought to monitor to see what happens
to that $150 million.

If it turns out, with the discretion that the Secretary would have,
even with the Mondale amendments. to be improperly spent. and to be
spent simply as a way of quieting some political opposition to integra-
tion, then I really believe that it is Federal money ill spent, it won't
help anybody, regrettably.

So my own strong opinion. without checking with my colleagues
here, would be that it not be authorized at this point, and the Senate
wait to see what happens to that first $150 million.

Senator KENN un-. Mr. Ruiz?
Mr. Ruiz. I have. sonic reservations. because when you say, "Wait,"

I am wondering just how long that is going to be.
Senator KENNEDY. nail we fund out how the $150 million is spent.
Mr. Ruiz. How soon does it have to be spent ?
Senator KENNI:nr. We will have a chance this fall.
Mr. Rriz. I will pass on it, sir.
Dr. CARDF.SAS. I also have mixed emotions on this. I am very inter-

ested in the proper utilization of this money. On the other hand, I
have reservations. I have been a firm believer that a bird in the hand
is worth two iii the hash.

Senator KENN.f-ny. Even if you are not get thug the bird ?
Dr. C.taw.NAs. 1 think modifications can Ix made to the guidelines

in order to allocate the funds where the need is.
Mr. RAMIREZ. I really don't know that much about the amendment,

or how this money is to be spent at this time, so I cannot comment.
Senator Pert. Senator Hughes.

99-132 0-10----22
:1:1,1
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Senator Huonrs. Mr. Chairman. I apologize for not being able to
be here with you all morning. Senator Yarborough said he had to
preside. and he was late. I have to preside in In minutes. so I have to
leave.

I have a great deal of interest in these hearings. I want to commend
yon on your solid endeavors to get this moving as rapidly as we pos-
sibly can.

Not having been here. Nrhat I might ask probably has been asked.
However. did I understand correctly that the Civil Eights Commis-
sion Mexican-American studies will not be available for at least I
weeks?

Senator PELL. Tint is right. No one said specifically. but it looks as
though it is going to be some time in the future.

Senator Mosnary. It could be up to 3 months, as I understood the
last part of the answer.

Senator Ilucims. I am assuming that yon men feel it is wise to go
ahead wit limit those studies.

De. Cann Exas. Yes. sir. The conclusions are so overwhelming that I
think that the statistics tint will he brought out by the Commission
will only substantiate what all of us already know.

Senator Ilon Es. We want to move as rapidly as possible. We are
all agreed on that?

Mr. Ruiz. Absolutely.
Senator Moxuar,r. Everybody agreed that to the fullest extent pos-

sible we would like to have such data as you can make available im-
mediately. even though the conclusions are well e.:.ablished. Any data
that you have will be a help to us in our debates.

Senator Peru.. We are a little bit in danger of being Nvhipsawed on
this. The administration is prosrastinating all tin time. We are try-
ing to move as fast as we can. On this same bill, it tool; 2 weeks to get
administration witnesses to come down.

As chairman of the subcommittee. I feel a little under the gull in
trying to move the legislation along as fast as I can, bearing in mind
due caution.

Mr. Ruiz, Of conrse if I were an attorney representing somebody
in it case, 1 would say why don't you use the power of subpena.

Senator Peru,. I am not a lawyer. I will ask my colleagues who are
lawyers.

Senator Mr. Chairman. rather than take lip the time of
the commilk with questions which hive perhaps already been an-
swered. I want to express my appreciation to these gentlemen for
being here and lending us assistance mi this legislation.

Senator l'Em. Thank von.
I Call assure my colleagues and the witnesses that we will write a

joint letter reques'ing the in fornrif ion that we are seeking. We will
do our best.

I thank you very ulna.
Senator Mosnar,r. In listening to the testimony. it seems to me you

are making live points. perhaps some of hers.
No. 1, this legislation should be changed so that there arc funds

Or.1.l
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earmarked for ethnic minorities. We must be sure this is a balanced
national program to achieve integration across the board.

No. 2, that von would like to see money included for legal fees and
casts generated by private lawsuits to enforce the Constitution.

No. 3, delete the double counting standard which rewards recal-
citrants and in effect almost completely eliminates any hope for
Mexican-American or Spanish-American ohildr:m.

No. 4, include safeguards against dileritailintion within schools as
\veil as school districts, and include it provision requiring community
participation in dvv(13pment of these plans.

Mr. HEY xoso. I want to acid one other.
I think an important point is that somehow the discretion of HEW

has to he cut down in such a way that they are forced to react to decent.
plans to desegregate, and not wait only for the initiative of IIEW.

It is mt. understanding right now, for example, a maximum of per-
haps 10 districts that have Mexican-Americans have undergone some
type of p rei n vest iga ion by Il

This is emergency legislation. The time can come and go, and under
the criteria set down here, and the procedure set down, even if it is
stated to be a national program. just a Very few Mexican-American
districts will benefit.

So in the bill we have to latild in a tray whereby more Mexican -
American districts can come in, so that they can benefit from the other
things that the Senator just listed.

Senator PELL. Thank you very tuna. 'We have enjoyed this hearing.
I hope benefit will come from it.

Mr. REYNoso. Thank you.
The following information was supplied for the record:)

UNITED STATE< SRS ATE,
W0611191011. D.C., ]fay 25, MO.

Itec. TilL000RF,
C/inionfm, ('omnli.k.4ton On r
11.(11/thigtOn. D.C.

IlEAR II 'sat IZGli : I was delighted h. eu the 1! iressive statly hy the
U.S. Civil Rights Commission detailing ihe diseritninailon Mi,Nfiyan
Amerleans ihat eXist it) the S,11111m1,St. The report's rtcoail.Lehdilliclis for legis-
lative Jtetioll vicro 1(.111;11.1y val

The sled }' hold,: considerable interest to the State of Iklasaellosetts where
'here has been a substantial ho rease hi a& in the tonnber of l'nerto
Itlean residents...!1 instiintiogs hove he:n exceramety slow to resiKoHl to the
special to cols of this new oustitueney. At the same titre. questions Lave kaln
rat,441 whether the 1'41,11" Iti,ar, aninurlity is locirtg; III:, ;wilutt..,7. against in
the alleticent of federal fluids and pregraios i 11 '..11` areas of tallootion. houdrig
tal emplo mold.
I nrolerstarel that the Comiei,slon has included In Its htolget statements 'Al. the

Cougress rt prepos,at Andy of denials of 111,1:11 Its.' hoes in the 8A-
Ininitnit tell of jnstier affeetit g to Itftaus it1 the Northea-t. 1 wou'A 1.-
1o...elate learning of the status of Owl investlgall,11 and whether It irallicles the
areas hon,ing.e:oployinent unit pail al 1 , 1 / tic tpa non.

Ilopefulfy. the troiniry furnish tl r s me Nisi., for legislative reewa-
inundation, eent,iiio ,1 in the shiny of Mist rheitin (ion acainsl MNh":111 trh at,'
in the South

I l mild Le please,! to dirges s this !natter further with feu, and s.,rry
I leis, veil fast 1% e k. nitil we CO it 1111.l.: 1,1,1 DIY VC rY warm
regards.

Sineerely.
EDWARD M. HEN

L' h!
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U.S. COMMISSION ox CIwf1. Mums,
1Vaaliingion, D.C., June 6, 1970.

Hon. EDWARD M. KENNEDY,
U.S. Sena fc,
IVashington., D.C.

DEAR SENATOR KENNEDY: Father Ifesburgh has risked me to respond to your
letter of May 25, 1970, and to thank you for your regards and your kind words
about our recent report "Mexican Americans and the Administration of Justice
in the Southwest."

In your letter, you also asked to tie informed of the status of a proposed
Commission study of denials of equal protection of laws in the adminis-
tration of justice affecting Puerto Ricans In the Northeast and whether this
study Includes the areas of education, housing. employment and political par
ticipation. The Commission has been concerned and interested for smile time in
expanding its studies to incliVe problems of the Puerto Rican community. In
our request for appropriations for fiscal year 1970 we include plans to extend
the Mexican American administration of justice study to include Puerto Ricans.
Because of our extremely limited budget we have been able to undertake only
preliminary steps to development of a Puerto Rican project during fiscal year
1970. In our appropriations request for fiscal year 1971 we have reaffirmed our
commitment to a Puerto Rican project.

The present status of our Puerto Rican program is Os fellows:
1. There has been a special effort to include Puerto Ricans among State Ad-

visory Committee members. The efforts have been successful in Massachusetts.
Connecticut and New York.

2. On April 27, the Massachusetts State Advisory Committee held a closed
meeting in Springfield oa the extent of Puerto Rican participation in commu-
nity action programs. This meeting resulted from an earlier one held in Boston
in the fall of 1969 at which grievances from Puerto Ricans were heard.

3. On April 10. the Delaware State Advisory Committee held an open meet-
ing on police-community relations in WIlniingion. This meeting dealt with a
number of issues, Including relations between the city police and the Puerto
Rican community.

4. On May 17, the Connecticut State Advisory Committee sponsored a con-
ference on bilIngial education In Bridgeport.

6. The Commission staff has made preliminary field surveys in cooperation with
our Northeast Field Office to determine the feasibility of undertaking studies
of denials of equal protection In the administration of justice and in educa-
tion affecting Puerto Ricans.

We also have added two Puerto Rican staff members to the Commission, in ad-
dition to eight Mexican American professional staff members.

Our plans, however, have been delayed by our severe financial crisis of which
you are well aware. As you know, our authorization for appropriations. largely
througa your helpful efforts, recently has been Increased by $7:0,000 by the Sen-
ate Committee on the Judiciary. This amount will permit folue small Increase
in the level of Commission activities. Although the Committee voted on this legis-
lation (S. 2455) on May 12, it has yet to be reported to the Senate arid remains
to be acted on by the House. In addition it will be necessary for Congressional
action to be taken to Increase our nppropriation. As a result, we expect that the
first phase of our Puerto Rican program will consist of additional State Ad-
visory Committee factfinding meetings and reports to the Commission. In the
past this procedure has led to highly satisfactory results. I believe that the same
will he true in the Northeast where the Commission is fortunate in having n
number of outstanding State Advisory Committees, In particular the Massa-
chusetts State Advisory Committee. (haired by Father lorinan,

I wish to assure you that the Commission fully intends to issue reports on
Puerto Rican problems. 1 will keep you informed as events develop. I also would
like to take this opportunity to thank you for your effective assistance in the
Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights inn! the Judiciary Imilittee In nHaite
lag favorable action on our authorization request.

Sint erely,
HowARD A. GLIcKSTElx,

Staff Director.

,
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UNITED STATES COMMIS 'N ON CIVIL RIGHTS

DATE: June 4, 1970

Preliminary Staff Analysis

Mexican American Education Study

Introduction

This paper presents a brief summary of the preliminary staff

analysis of a comprehensive survey of the educational status of

Mexican Americans in the Southwest. For the most pact, th.:. information

was gathered in Spring 1969 through two questionnaires. One was mailed

to a representative sample of 538 districts in the Southwest with at

least 300 pupils and an enrollment which was at least 10 percent

Mexican American; 532 districts (98.9 percent) returned the question-

naires. The second questionnaire went to 1,166 elementary and

secondary schools within the districts sampled; approximately 95 percent

of the schools returned questionnaires.

A supplementary source of information was the Fall 1968 Title VI

Survey of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

The questionnaires were designed to probe two broad areas. One

was the practices and conditions found in the districts and sc,,00ls

with regard to the following items:

Socio- economic backgre.,el of pupils
Staffing patterns
Facilities
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Special Courses for Mexican Americans
No Spanish Rule
Tracking policies
Finances
In Service Training

The other area was the outcomes of education for the students by

ethnic group. The outcomes measured were:

Attendance
Reading level
Highest educational level attained
Participation in extracurricular activities
Placement in groups or tracks
Sublect matter and grade repetitions
Suspensions

Some Observations on the Status of Education for Mexican Americans

1. A substantial number of schocls are still attempting to

motivate Mexican American students to learn English by means

of the negative prsetice of suppressing the use of the students'

native language. The No Spanish Rule" with a variety of

sanctions is found in every state of the Southwest.

2. School districts make few efforts to institute bilingual

education and English as a Second Language courses (ESL)

for either s:cdents or Leachers.

3. Ethnic isolation of Mexican American students is substantial

in every state of the Southwest. In the region as a whole

alout 45 percent of Mexican American pupils arc in predomi-

nantly (50 percent or more) Mexican American schools.

Isolation is most severe in TCNaS where 40 wcent of Mexican
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American youth are in schools that are 80-100 percent

Mexican American. The extent of isolation is greater for

Mexican American educators than for .tudents. Fifty-five

percent of the nearly 12,000 Mexican American teachers in

the Southwest are in schools which are 50 percent or more

Mexican American.

4. Teachers of twelfth grade Mexican Amer:can students in the

Southwest report that alalost two out of every three of these

students (63 percent) are reading below grade level. This

rate is almost twice as high as the deficiency rate for Anglo

pupils.

5. By grade the proportion of Mexican American youngsters

who have left school is higher than the proportion of Anglos

who at.: dropouts by the 12th grade. By grade eight, 23

percent of Mexican American youth are no longer enrolled in

school. Only about half of all Mexican American pupils ever

graduate from high school.

Spanish-Speaking in the Schools

For more than 300 years the principal language of daily communi-

cation in the Southwest was Spanish. Following the acquisition of

this territory by the Unite! States, the papulation balanne shifted

from Mexican to Anglo, the official language became Bnglisl,, and the

speaking of Spanish in schools and elsewlere was nt the very least

scorned and, in sbme cases, banned. Three States (Arizona, Colorado

and Texas) Ole teaching of public school cliv,sc5 In any

310
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language other than English. Until 1969 the Texas prohibition was

often interpreted in such a way as to prohibit the use of Spanish

anywhere on school grounds, subject to penalty. Principals and

teachers instituted a variety of punishments, including spanking, to

discourage the speaking of Spanish.

Despite these stringent measures, a high proportion of Mexican

American youngsters still enter the public schools of the Southwest

from homes where Spanish is generally spoken. According to respondents

to the Commission's survey in Spring 1969, almost 50 percent of all

Mexican Americans in first grade do not speak English as well as the

average Anglo first-grader. Yet the language of instruction is

English, with few efforts made to aid the transition from the child's

other tongue. The result for many youngsters is academic failure and

unfavorable psychological consequences.

Today there are no laws remaining in any of the States which

forbid the speaking of Spanish in schools. Most districts have

abindoned their official "no Spanish rules." Less than 3 percentof

the districts replied that they had a written school board policy

discouraging the use of Spanish by Mexican American pupils. However,

15 percent of the schools which responded stated that they discouraged

the speaking of Spanish in the classrocm. Clearly, although few

districts still officially sanction the "no Spanish rule," some schools

within these districts have taken ft upon themselves to formulate their

own practices regarding language.
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The Commission found that the most frequently used techniques

for'discouraging the use of Sparish were:

Suggesting that the staff correct Spanish speakers

Requiring that the staff correct Spanish speakers

Encouraging English

Advising pupils of the economic advantages of
speaking English

48 percent

12 percent

10 percent

9 percent

Encouraging other pupils to correct Spanish
speakers 7 percent

Punishing persistent Spanish speakers 3 percent

Special Programs and Teacher Training

In the five Southwestern States there are about 5,900 schools

located in districts in which 10 percent or more of the enrollment is

Mexican American. Eighty percent (1.1 million) of all Mexican

American pupils are in these districts. It is estimated that less than

400 of these schools (6.5 percent) have bilingual education programs

and less than 1,200 (19.6 percent) have programs in English as

Second Language. Of the 1.1 million Mexican American youth attending

these public schools in the Southwest, Commission data indicate

that not more than 29,000 of these pupils are enrolled in bilingual

educatioil and 64,000 in ESL classes.

Furthermore, of the approximately 1,200 teachers of bilingual

education in these schools, almost one-fourth have had no special

preparation for their assiLnments. Of the nearly 3,000 teachers of

.:142
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English as a Second Language, close to one-third (1,000) have had no

spacial training.

In contrast to bilingual education and ESL, far more attention

is given to remedial reading problems. More than half (58.2 percent)

of the 5,900 schools have remedial reading classes. These classes

enroll almost 116,000 Mexican American youngsters (over 10 percent).

Thus, most of the effort is being placed on seeking to remedy reading

problems rather than on avoiding the problems in the first instance.

At the present time, there are only about 2,100 persons in the

districts surveyed who are receiving special training in the teaching

of bilingual education, 4,500 are being trained as teachers of ESL

classes, and 6,500 are being trained as teachers of remedial reading.

Almost twice as many hours are being spent annually for training

teachers of remedial reading (471,328 hours) than are spent for

bilingual education and English as e Second Language combined

(241,756 hours).

Achievement of Mexican Americans

Almost from the first day they enter school and are required to

receive instruction in a language not their own, Mexican American

pupils achieve at a lower level on the average than do Anglo youngsters.

furthermore, they arc more likely than Anglos to become discouraged

and to leave schooloften at surprisingly early ages.
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Attrition Rates

Using fairly conservative estimating procedures, Comission staff

estimate the today at least 18 percent of Mexican American youngsters

in the Southwest do not go beyond the 4th grade in school. By grade 8,

close to one-quarter (23 percent) of Mexican Americans of school age

are no longer enrolled in school. And by grade 12, the attrition rate

is more than half (52-55 percent).

Reading Achievement at the 12th Grade

Even among those Mexican American pupils who remain in school,

achievement levels are frequently low. At the 12th grade, nearly two-

thirds (62.6 percent) of all Mexican Americans are reposrted to be

reading below grade level. Nearly one-foUrth (23.8 percent) are more

than three years below their grade in reading ability.

In contrast, two-thirds of all 12th grade Anglo youngsters are

reading at or above grade level.

Ethnic Isolation of Mexican American Students

Mexican American students have never been segregated by statute

into separate schools or school districts in any of the five States of

the Southwest. However, they have been subjected to de jute segregation

Ln the past by the action of school boards whose stated policy was to

separate Mexican American pupils. Although no overt policies of segre-

gation remain today, Mexican Americans are still substantially under-

represented in some schools and districts, overrepresented in others.

In addition to deliberate design of school authorities, this has occt4red

,:111
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for such reasons as historical patterns of settlement and the concen-

tration of ethnic groups and economic classes by neighborhood.

Location by States

Today, there are about 1.4 million Mexican American youngsters

in the public schools of the Southwest. In the region as a whole,

they represent 17 percent of the total enrollment and 60 percent of

the non-Anglo enrollment. More than 80 percent of Mexican American

youth attend schools in California and Texas. Nearly one-half are in

California alone. However, Mexican Americans constitute a larger

proportion of the enrollment in New Mexico than in any of the other

four Southwestern Status.

Mexican Americans as Percent of
State Total Public School Enrollment

Arizona 19.6 percent
California 14.4 percent
Colorado 13.7 percent
New Mexico 38.0 percent
Texas 20.1 percent

Isolation by School

Although they make up only 17 percent of total public school

enrollment, a substantial proportion of Mexican American youth attend

schools in which they ate in a majority. About 45 percent are assigned

to schools in which they make up 50 percent or more of the enrollment.

Slightly more than 20 percent are in schools in which they comprise

80 percent or more of the total enrollment.

The extent of ethnic isolation differs greatly among the five

States. Segregation is most severe in Texas, where some two-thirds

146
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of the Mexican American students are in majority Mexican American

schOols and 40 percent are in schools that are 8C-100 percent Mexican

American. Ethnic isolation is least severe in California. Only about

28 percent of Mexican American pupils in this State are in majority

Mexican American schools. Less than 10 percent are in schools that

are 80-100 percent Mexican American.

Mexican American Students in Predominantly Mexican American
Schools by State

Mexican American
pupils (total)L__

Mexican American Mexican American
Pupils in Scho .1s Pupils in Schools
With 50-100 P,,cent with 80-100 percent
Mexican American Pupils 'lexicon Americ. Pupils

Number Number Percent Number Percent

Arizona 71,748 29,361 40.9 7,551 10.5

California 646,282 178,266 27.6 64,302 9.9

Colorado 71,348 23,262 32.6 4,098 5.7

New Mexico 102,994 68,440 66.5 21,785 -. 21.2

Texas 505,214 335,328 66.4 201,613 40.0

Southwest 1,397,586 6)4,659 45.5 299,613 21.5

Isolation by District

About 30 percent of all Mexican American students attend schools

in districts with 50 percent or more Mexican American enrollment overall.

Isolation by district is most pronounced in Texas where nearly 60

percent of Mexican American pupils are in majority Mexican American

1
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districts. in New Mexico more than one-third of all pupils of this

ethnic group are in districts in which they form a majority of the

enrollmerc.

Ethnic Isolation of Mexican American Teachers

There arc less than 12,000 Mexican American teachers in the

Southwest. They male up less than 4 percent of all teachers in the

region. Proportionately more Mey,can American teachers than pupils

are assigned to majority Mexican American school . Fifty-five percent

of them are assigned to schools which have a predominantly Mexican

American enrollment. One-third are in schools that are 80-100 percent

Mexican American.

Furthermore, a higher percentage of Mexican American teachers

at the elementary level are assigned to predominantly Mexican

American schools than are those teaching in intermediate and secondary

schools. Overall, 67.3 percent of a.1 Mexican American teachers at

the elementary level are in prcdominartly Mexican American schools.

45'percent at the intermediate level, and 40.8 percent at the

secondary level.

Ethnic concentration of teachers is most acute in Texas and least

severe in California. More than 80 percent of the approximately 5,100

Mexican American teachers in Texas are assigned to majority Mextcan

American schools and more than 60 percent of this ethnic group's

teachers* are in schools Oat arc 80-100 percent Mexican American.
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In California only 17.5 percent of abort 3,800 Mexican American

teachers are in schools in which the enrollment is predominantly

Mexican Amelicon. Nearly two-thirds (66 percent) are in schools where

Mexican Ame.ican pupils constitute 25 percent or less of the enrollment.

Educational Finances. Teacher Qualificat4ons and School Fa:flities

Although the Commission gathered comprehensive infomation on

these three items in its March 1969 survey, theca data are still

being analyzed ans.! are not yet available for reporting. However,

in Fall M8, the Commission collected similar data cc nine independent

school districts in the meopolitan area of San Antonio, Texas. The

following material is based on the study of these nine districts.

Educational Finance

The following tabulation illustrates the substantial differences

it. per pupil expenditures In the 1967/1968 school year among the nine

distrtcts.

Name of School
District

Per Pupil Expenditures (1967/1968)

Percent Mexican Exvenditure Per
American Enrollment Pupil (Revenue from
of Total Enrollment All Sources)

North East 7.4 1745.07
Alamo Heights 14.1 653.17
East Central 24.8 604.22
South San Antonio 59.5 592.87
Northside 16.1 578.13
Southwest 38.8 54;.00
Harlandale 61.7 465.53
Edgcwood 89.4 464.54
San Antonio 58.2 425.31

;t.
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In general, the predominantly Anglo districts ,pend far more per

pupil than do those with substantial Mexican American enrollments.

in one instance, an almost exclusively Anglo district (Northeast) spends

almost $320.00 more per pupil than the predominantly Mexican American

San Antonio Independerf School District.

Teacher Qualifications end Pupil Teacher Ratios

The level of academic attainment of the teaching staffs in the

predomivantly Mexican American districts is geaerally lowet than the

of the Anglo district,. For example, nearly 20 percent of teach..,rs in

the Edgewocd District (89 percent Mexican American) have not completed

college. There is only one n,,n-degree teacher (0.3 percent) in the

largely Anglo district of Alamo Heights.

Furthermore, the average pupil-teacher ratios in heavily Mexican

American districts are substantially higher than those in Angle districts.

Percent Mexican
American Enrollment Teachers Without

Average
Pupil-Teacher

School District of Total Enrollment College Degree Ratios

Percent
Number Of Total

Edgewood 89.4 160 19.7 28.1

East Central 28.8 5 4.8 27.1

Southwest 38.8 11 11.1 26.1

Harlandale 61.7 40 6.0 26.)

South San Antonio 59.5 12 4.1 23.1

San Antonio 58.2 30 0.9 26.1

Northside 16.1 5 0.7 24.1

Alamo ileights 14.1 1 0.3 21.1

North East 7.4 8 0.7 23.1

4791 0.70 11
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School Facilities

As part of the San Antonio pilot study, differercos in facilitas

were compared among individual schools within cne district. In terms

of medic.n age of school buildings a strong relationship exists betueen

the year of construction of a given school in the San Antonio Indepen-

dent School District and the ethnic composition of its enr,llment.

On the average, schools with 'enrollments OVeT 80 percent Mexican

American are a quarter of a century older than those whose student

bodies are predominantly Aoglo. Four predominantly Mexican Americar-

elementary schools predate ;c: twentieth century, the oldest being

90 years old.

The lower proportion of Mexican Americans in the student

enrollment of a school, the more recent the date of construction of

the school is likely to be, whether the remainder of the student body

is primarily Anglo or black. At the elementary level, the typical

predomin oily Mexican American school predates the average black school

by 19 years, and the average Anglo school by.31 years. Generally,

Yexican American schools 3!C also in nerd of more repairs than are the

Anglo or black schools.

In San Antonio schools there are on the average almost twice as

many children per acre on school sites accommodating enrollments over

80 percent Mexican American as on school sites with a predominantly

Anglo student body.
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STATEMENT OF THE UNITED STATES COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS
CONCERNING THE "STATEMENT BY T8E PRESIDENT

CN ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOL DESEGREGATION"

On March 24, l970, the President issued an important civil

rights statement. The President's statement is comprehensive

and thoughtful. He has made clear his strong support for the

constitutional principle of the 1954 Suprene Court ducision in

Brown v. Board of Education: 'Ste are not backing away. The

Constitutional mandate will be enforced."

rho President also has given his vtew of the contents of

that constitutional mandate. "Deliberate racial segregation of

pupils by official action," the President sold, "Is unlawful,

wherever it exists." He pointed out emphatically that "it mwt

be eliminated 'root and bunch'- -and it must be eliminated at once."

Further, the President stated that "segregation of teachers must

be eliminated" and ordered that steps be taken to assure against

discrimination In the quality of facilities or the quality of

education delivered to school children within individual school

districts.

As the President recegnIzes, however, the Issues are more

complex than merely ending current practices of deliberate public

school segregation and discrimination, and their implications for
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the futve of the country are far-reaching. While many of

the problems are common to nearly all minority groups In all

ports of the country, others frequently are unique to particular

sactions of the country or to particular minority groups. Problems

of segregation and inadequate school facilities, for example, cut

across racial or ethnic lines and exist In all regions. Black

children In the rural South, however, experience educational

deprivations different In kind from those of children who live

In northern ghettos. By the same token, Mexican American and

other Spanish-speaking children experience unique hardships when

they come from homes where their first language is Spanish but

enter an educational environment where only English Is permitted,

and as a result are shunted automatically Into lower ability groups

.nd subjected to curricular discrimination.

The President addressed himself to many of the more complex

Issues that have been troubling the Nation -- Issues such as what

can be done about so-called de facto school segregation, what are

the most effective and sensible means of enforcing school d4segre-

gation requirements, how much of a social burden can the schools

reasonably be expected to bear, how important Is Integration to

the achievement of minority group children, how effective can

busing be as a miens of carrying out school desegreption, how
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Important Is adherence to the neighborhood school principle,

and what kinds of resources should the Federal Government make

available to local communities to achieve the gcel if equal

educational opportunity?

These are Issues of critical importance deserving of the

highest level sf consideration and discussion. In-the course of

its history, the Commission has paid continuing attention to

many of these Issues. We are committed to the purpose for Witch

this Com Ission was created: To act as an objective, bipartisan

factfinding agency and to continually apprise the President, the

Congress, and the Nation of the facts as we see them. The

Commission believes that the experience and infovation.we have

gathered over the years concerning the issues discussed in the

President's statement provide a sound basis for analysis and

comment that can contribute to their clarification and bt, of help

to educators, other public officials, and concerned Americans

generally. It is in this spirit that we speak out now.

-De Jure v. De Facto

The President draws a sharp distinction between do 1211 and

flag school desegregation, contending that under the former

there !Ca positive duty to end it, while under the letter, "school
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authorities are not Constitutionally required to take any positive

steps to correct the imbalance." This statement represents a

strict interpretation of existing Supreme Court decisions.

it can be argued, however, that the Supreme Court's decision

in Brown warrants a broader interpretation. For one white

the holding of the supreme Court in the Brown case was limited

to legally compelled or sanctioned segregation, the Court's

concern extended as well to segregation resulting from factors

other than legal compulsion. The Supreme Court quoted with

approval a lower court finding that "Segregation of white and

col -red children in public schools has a detrimental effect upon

the colored children. The Impact is greater when it has-the

sanction of law. . ." (Emphasis added), and concluded: "Separate

educational facilities are inherently unequal. .

Thus the Court expressly recognized the inherent inequality

of all segregation noting only that the sanction of law gave it

greater Impact. In a sense, therefore, the President's sharp

distinction between de 12Lt and de facto segregation tends to

blunt what many think is a crucial thrust of Brown.

The Commission, moreover, in the course of Its investigations,

has found numerous examples--North and Scuth--which suggest that

It Is not adequate to describe school segregation as purely de facto- -

that IA many cases, school segregation that appears to result solely
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from accidental housing patterns turns out, upon closer examina-

tion, to result in large part From decisions by school and otoer

public officials.

For example, decisions on school boundary lines have been

made with the purpose and effect of isolatirig minority group members

in their own separate and unequal schools. Sites for new schools,

even recently, have been strategically selected so as to assure

against racially integrated student bodies. The size of schools

has been determined with an eye toward maintaining racial separa-

tion. As the President recognizes, conduct of this type is illegal.

Instances of purposeful school segregation have been found in

surprising places, in the North as well as the South. The

school systems of New Rochelle, New York; South Holland, Illinois;

Pasadena and Los Angeles, California; and Pcintlac, Michigan, are

among those which have been found by the courts to have practiced

deliberate school segregation in violation of the Fourteenth

Amendment. There is no doubt that there are many more instances

of school segregation resulting from conscious decisions of school

officials than the relative handful that have come to the attention

of the courts.

It also should be understood that legally compelled or

sanctioned school segregation is not a phenomenon unique to the

South. In many northern and western states, the current pattern

of racial separation of students is a legacy of an era when laws

,3.56
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and policies explicitly authorized segregation by race. States

such as Indiana, New Mexico and Wyoming maintained separate-but-

equal laws beyond the mid 1940s. In other northern states, such

as Ohio and New Jersey, cities and counties persisted in maintaining

separate schools for black students well into the 1950s.

Even in those Instances where school segregation is a result

of housing patterns with no apparent complicity of school officials,

government at all levels -- local, State, or Federal--invariably is

heavily implicated. Historically, racial eon!nq ordinances imposed

by local law were a formidable factor in creating and maintaining

racially oxclusive neighborhoods. Although such ordinances were

held unconstitutional as early as 1917, some communities continued

to enforce them, even as late as the 1950s.

Judicial enforcement by State courts of racially restrIctiVe

covenants has been another important factor. Althoogh these

covenants were private agreements to exclude members of designated

minority groups, the fact that they were enforceable by the courts

gave them maximum effectiveness. Not until 1948 was the judIcial

enforcement of such covenants held unconstitutional, and not until

1953 was their enforcement by way of money damages held unlawful.

Racially restrictive covenants no longer are judicially enforceable,

but they still appear in deeds and the residential patterns they

helped to create still persist.
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Various exercises of local governmental authority, such as

decisions on building permits, the location of sewer and water facilities,

building inspection standards, zoning and Tani use requirements,

and the power of eminent domain have been used to exclude minority

group members from designated neighborhoods and even from entire

communities.

The Federal Government,principally through its public housing

and FHA ,ortgage Insurance programs, has been all too often a

willing partner in the creation and perpetuation of racially

segregated neighborhoods, oven to the point of insisting upon

them. Until the late 1940s, for example, FHA insisted on racially

restrictive covenants to insure against integrated housing develop-

ments. Until 1962 when the Executive Order on Equal Opportunity

in Housing was issued, the agency continued willIdgly to do business

with discriminatory builders and developers. The Public Housing

Administration permitted its funds to be used for the creation

and perpetuation of segregated housing projects well after the

courts had made it clear that such practices were In violation of

tha Constitution. Other Federal programs, such as the highway and

urban renewal programs, which Involve massive displacement and

relocation, also have had the effect of intensifying residential

segregation.
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The point we are making Is that the current situation we

face. in which most minority group children attend school In

isolation from children of the majority group, is not accidental

or purely de facto. In many cases, It has resulted in whole or

In substantial part from an accumulation of governmental actions.

Thus the categorical distinction between de lure and de facto

segregation is not as clear-cut as it would appcdr. Upon closer

examination, there Is probably little legal substance to the

concept of de facto school segregation. Further, in th Commission's

view, the Government has a moral as well as legal responsibility to

undo the segregation It has helped to create and maintain. There

Is no statute of limitations by which government in Its-many

forms car, be exonerated from its past misdeeds or relieved of

its current obligations.

The Commission believes that the necessary course of action

Is to rake available to the Department of Justice and the Department

of Health, Education, and Welfare the resources necessary tc

determine on a nationwide basis those cases which appear on the

surface to involve de facto segregation but which in reality

Involve de hie school segregation, and then to take steps to

correct the situation. We note that the President, in his budget

request for Fiscal Year 1971, has asked for substantial Increases

f . ;
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in resources for civil rig'its enforcement in both departments- -

56 additional positions for the Civil Rights Division of the

Department of Justice and 144 additional positions for the Office

for Civil Rights in the Department of Health, Education, and

Welfare. It is important that the President's request be honored.

It also is important that the attention of these two departments

be directed specifically to the problem of apparent de facto

segregation that may, in fact, have been consciously created and

maintained de lure. We believe that to accept without investiga-

tion the notion of widespread fortuitous and ingenuous school

segregation and to determine policy on that basis would be a

serious mistake.

Further, these Is a large arsenal of weapons, in the form

of nondiscrimination laws and low- and moderate-income housing

programs, available to combat housing segregation and remove it as

a cause of school segregation. As this Commission also recently

pointed out in its report on "Federal Installations and Equal

Housing Opportunity," the leverage of the substantial economic

benefits generated by Federal installations can be used effectively

to promote housing desegregation.

Another important way to promote housing desegregation is

to provide people with the economic wherewithal necessary to

expand their choice of housing. The President's Family Assistance

16()
! '
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and hanpower Training proposals, as well as the Administration's

endorsement of the "Philadelphia Plan," represent forward moving

efforts to enable the poor, a disproportionately high number of

whom are minority group members, to join the Nation's economic

mainstream and expand their choice in housing and other aspects

of life through adequate Income and Job stability.

Enforcement of School Desegregation.

The President's statement was largely silent concerning the

means that will be used to bring about an end to dual school

systems. Experience in the 16 years since the Brown decision

provides man lessors on what kind of enforcement works and what

kind does nat. During the first ten years following Brown, when

litigation was the sole enforcement mechanitm, progress In carrying

out the Supreme Court's mandate was frustratingly slow- -three

percent desegregation in 10 years. Since the enactment of Title VI

of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, however, with its provision for

administrative enforcement, progress has accelerated enormously- -

30 to 40 percent desegregation in the last five years. In a

July 3, 1969, statement the Attorney General and the Secretes/ of

Health, Educationhan4 Welfare indicated that the Government was

deemphasixin9 the use of administrative enforcement under Title VI

in favor of a return to litigation. This, despite the evidence
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of the practical utility of Title VI as an enforcement mechanism.

The fact that the President made no reference to the means to be

used raises the feat that litigation will, in fact, continue to be

substituted for administrative enforcement. In its September 1969

r,port on "Federal Enforcement of School Desegregation," the

Commission characterizod the Administration's reliance on litigation

as "a major retreat in the striggte to achieve meaningful school

desegregation." The Commission believes it Is Important that a

clear statement of policy be made 1.1 the President to allay these

fears.

The Prosieent made plain in his statement, however, two other

principles which apparently will guide his Administration in

cart-prig out the Supreme Court's mandate: local discretion and

reliance on good faith of local school administrators. Again, on

the basis of the experience of the past 16 years, the Commission

believes that neither is adequate assurance. The progress that

has been made in promoting school desegregation in the Soath has

not often resulted from local Initiative, alone, but more frequently

from persistent Federal pressure, Joined with local initiative.

Experience alsa has demonstrated that results alone--and not good

faith--are the only true measure of compliance with the Supreme

Court's mandato.

162
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Burden on the Schools

Another area that warrants further discussion Is the suggestion

that we are asking too much of our schools. The President said:

"They have been expected not orly to edJcate, but also to accomplish

a social transformation." The Commission believes this is true- -

that much Is being asked of our schools, that much always has

been asked of then,. The important point, however, is that they

have delivered. Daring the great waves of immigration that brought

millions of oppressed people to this land of promise, it was the

schools that we relied upon to educate the children of these

immigrant families and to integrate them into American society.

They did not fall us then.

But they are failing today. The children of the Nation's

ghettos and barrios are not receiving the quality of education

afforded to more affluent majority group children, nor are they

being enabled to join the Nation's social and economic mainstream.

Above all, they are not betny integrated into American society, but

are becoming alienated from it. To be sure, the problems facing

the schools may be more difficult than those they faced in earlier

days wen they succeeded so well. But these problems cannot be

vied as insoluble, nor can we relieve our schools of the burden,

heavy as it may be, of being the ciiief instrument by which they
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will be resolved. For the schools occupy a special place In

American society. As the President pointed out:

"The school stands in a unique relationship
to the community, to the family, and to the
ihdivIdual student. It is a focal point of
community life. It has a powerful-Impact on
the future of all who attend. It is a place
not only of learning, but also of living -where
a child's friendships center, where he telrns
to measure imself against others, to share,
to compete, to cooperate--and it is the one
institution above all others v.ith which the
parent shares his child."

NAlic schools c...st ay in be asked to play their traditional

role as the balance wheel of the social machinery." It rill w :

Co to insist that we are plachly to heavy 4 burden on the schools.

It is a burden that they always hay, accepted and they must accept

it nart. It should be a national priority of the highest order to

provide. our schools with the necessary resourcesadequate facilities,

better teacher training, and he like--to bear this bIrden. It Is

for this reason that we welcome the President's allocation of

one and a half billion dollars. There are urjent nr.eds for all

of this and more, plus a clear pinpointing of the precise educa-

tional priorities for shoo improvement throughout the country.

There simply Is no other Instifulon in the country to equipped

to do the job. If the public schools fail, the social, economic,

and racial divisions that now exist will gra:: even wider. It would

be even worse, however, if the schools co not :,.en try.

164
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importance of School integration

In his March 3, 1970, message on "Education Reform," the

President wade the following statement: "Quality is what

education is all about; desegregation is vital to that quality."

That statement did not represent a suggestion of a new direction

in national policy, but rather, an accurate and succinct description

of one of the cornerstones of established policy.

It has been settled that desegregation is fundamental to the

achlevment of equal educational opportunity. All three branches

of the Fede-al Government have spoken with one firm resolve on

this matter and the Nation has committed Itself to achieving the

goal of quality Integrated education for all of our children.

Studies have been made, such as the Coleman Report, the Commission's

own report on "Rectal Isolation In the Public Schaiols," and a

recent study ofthe New York State Board of Regents, which Indicate

that racial, Gs well as social class, integration has a positive

effect on thr achievement of school children. These studies are

useful In contributing to better understanding of the elements

that make for quality education. They In no *ray question the

fundamental policy of school desegregation. That policy is based

on considerations as Important :s school achievement score:. School

integration Is necessary to create the understanding and sense of

1

1

.. i .365
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COMM purpose so vital to the Nation's future well-being. The

key question now is not the relative merits of desegregation, but

how to accomplish it.

it is true, as the President points out, that the adult

community has failed to achieve for Itself the kited of multiracial

society that we are seeking to achieve in schools.- The failure of

the adult community, however, only highlights the necessity of

Insuring that our children receive the kind of training In integrated

school environments that will equip them to thrive in the multi-

racial society they will enter. In fact, nowhere Is integration

more easily achieved than among children, who are born without

prejudice and who accept other human beings for their human values,

without automatic Judgments based on race or color. If we delay

this training until they enter the adult society, we will have

been too late. It Is in the schools where our children's attitudes

and perceptions can be Influenced to enable them to succeed where

we, their parents, havo failed.

In his statement, the President raised the issue of busing

and cautioned that we must proceed with the least possible disruption

to our children's education. musing has become an emotionally

ckarged word and the issues involved have been the subject of

oonsIderable misunderstanding. Many who oppose busing do so on

tie basis of certain assumptions, one of which is that riding to

0-132 0 - 10 - 24
,.366
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school disrupts a child's education and causes harm. This Is a

serious Issue which should not be argued solely in terms of

assumptions or emotion. The Commission believes that facts

which it has found in the course of its investigations may

contribute to clarifying the Issue and saarpening the debate over

it.

Busing is neither a new nor a unique technique, and Its

use is not limited to factlitating desegregation. For example,

for decades, black and white children, alike, in the South were

bused as much as 50 miles or more each day to assure perfect racial

segreg.tion. In many cases, busing was the exclusive privilege

of white children- -black children often were required to walk

considerable distances. No complaints then were heard from whites

of any harmful effects. Nor was any concern exhibited over the

damage suffered by F.:ck children through their deliberate segrega-

tion. The Supreme Court in Brom] described vividly the nature

of the harm to which Negro children were being subjected.

'To separate them from others of similar age
and qualifications solely because of their race
generates a feeling of inferio.ity as to their
status in the community that may affect their
hearts and minds in a way unlikely ever to be
undone."

Thus the arguments that some now make about the evils of

busing would appear less than Ingenuous. The plain fact is that

II,
r
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every day of every school year 18 million pupils-40 percent

of the Nation's public school ch'ldren--are bused to and from

school, and the buses log in the aggregate more than two billion

miles - -nine billion passenger miles- -each year. It also should

be understood that the overwhelming majority of school busing has

nothing to do with desegregation or achieving racial balance.

The trend toward consolidation of schools, for example, particularly

in rural areds, requires extensive busing. It causes no disruption

to the educational routines of the children and is treated as

normal and sensible.

Amid the controversy over busing, in many school systems,

North and South, transportation is being used quietly and effectively

as a means of bringing about desegregation. The bus rides are not

longln Berkeley, California, for example, a city of 120,000

people, the bus trip never exceeds 20 minutes - -and it causes no

harm. In the South, of course, the amount of busing needed to

bring about desegregation frequently is considerably less than was

required to maintain dual school systems. For example, at the

Coomission's 1968 hearing in Montgomery, Alabama, we found that

black students in Selma, seeking to attend trade school, were bused

some SO miles to the nearly all-black Trenholm School in Montgomery,

although the Rufus King trade school was located in Selma. Rufus

King, however, was all-white.

368
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It is a mistake to think of the problems of desegregation

and the extent that busing is required to facilitate it solely

In the context of the Nation's relatively few giant urban centers

such as Chicago, New Truk, or Los Angeles. In most of our cities

the 'techniques necessary to accomplish desegregation are relatively

simple and busing creates no hardships. The experience in com-

munities ',kith have successfully desegregated could easily be

transferred to cities of greater size.

Even In giant urban centers, progress in desegregation does

not require interminable bus rides or disruption of our children's

education. The President, In discussing the recent California

court decision requiring des,gregation of the Los Angeles school

system, quoted "local leaders" as estimating that the total cost

of busing will amount to 40-million dollars over the next school

year. This estimate represented the conention of the defendants

in that litigation. It was presented to the court for the purpose

of arguing against the feasibility of desegregation in that city's

school system. In fact, the court rejected this estimate as

unrealistic.

In Los Angeles, as in other cities, substantial desegregation

can be accomplished through relatively simple devices such as

alteration of existing school attendance areas, school pairing,

and the establishment of central schools. To be sure, transportation

269
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Is necessary in giant urban centers as it Is In smaller cities,

but here too, it Is false and defeatist to assume that the bus

rides must be lengthy or that the education of our children will

be disrupted.

In the Commission's view, the eophasis that some put on

the Issue of busing Is misplaced. As most Americabs would agree,

It is the kind of education that awaits our children at the end

of the bus ride that is really important.

Neighborhood Schools

In his Statement, the President emphasized the desirability

of maintaining the neighborhood school principle. For several

reasons, the Commission questions whether this should be one of

the cornerstones upon which national educational policy rests.

For one thing, neighborhood schools do not represent the

invariable principle governing school attendance that many believe.

Frequently, neighborhood attendance is subordinated to other

educational goats. In some cities, for example, handicapped

children or academically talented students attend schools other

than the one in their neighborhood.

Further, the Commission has found numerous instances of

departures from neighborhood attendance policy that have had the

effect of promoting racial segregation, where faithful adherence
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to the neighborhood school principle would have assured integrated

student bodies. In Cleveland, Ohio and San Francisco, California,

for example, optional zones were created to permit white students

who otherwise would have attended racially integrated schools

to choose instead nearly all-white schools out of their neighborhood.

Transfer plans, ostensibly instituted to relieve overcrowding, also

have had the effect of promoting racial separation.

There is, in fact, a good deal of inconsistency and hypocrisy

that ail too often surround the lip service paid to the neighborhood

school principle. Courts,as well as school officials, have had

little difficulty in dismissing its importance for the purpose of

maintaining segregation. In Cincinnati in 1876, for example,

black children who had to walk four miles each way to attend a

black school brought suit to enter the mJch nearer white school.

The court refused and said: "Children cannot cluster around their

schoolr like they do around their parish church." Several years

ago, then Chief Judge Tuttle of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the

Fifth Circuit, in a case involving the Mobile, Alabama, school

system, made some observations on this point:

"Both in testimony and in the briefs, much is said
by the appellees about the virtues of 'neighborhood
schools.' Of course, in the brief of the Board of
Education, the word 'neighborhood' doesn't mean what
it usually means. When spoken of as a means to require
Negro children to continue to attend a Negro school
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In the vicinity of their homes, it Is spoken of as
a 'neighborhood' school plan. When the plan permits
a:white :child to leave his Negro 'neighborhood' to
attend a white school in another 'neighborhood' it
becomes apparent that the 'neighborhood' Is something
else again. Ai every member of this court knows,
there are neighborhoods in the South and in every city
of the South which contain both Negro and white people.
So far as has come to the attention of this court, no
board of education has yet suggested that every child
be required to attend his 'reighborhood school' if the
neighborhood school is a Negro :school. Every Board
of Education has claimed the right to assign every
white child to a school other than the neighborhood
school urier such circumstances. And yet, when it Is
suggested that Negro children in Negro neighborhoods
be permitted to break out of the segregated pattern
of their own race in order to avoid the 'inherently
unequal'education of 'separate educational facilities,'
the answer too.vorten is that the children should attend
their 'neighborhood school.' So, too, there Is a hollow
sound to the superficially appealing statement that
school areas are designed by observing safety rectors,
such as highways, railroads, streams, etc. No matter
how many such barriers there may be none of them is
so grave as to prevent the white child whdse 'area,
school is Negro from crossing the barrier and enrolling
in the nearest white school even though it be several
intervening 'areas' away."

There also is some question whether the narrow attendance areas

served by neighborhood schools truty represent the 'neighborhood'

as we currently understand that term. In fact, the meaning of

neighborhoods has changed over the years. Recent develpments in

tha pattern of urban liferapid population shifts and the growing

distances city residents travel for recreation, business, and

shopping- -have diffused traditional neighborhood patterns. They

372
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co longer are the self-contained, cohesive communities they may

once have been. In short, it Is doubtful that adherence to the

neighborhood school principle is required by considerations of

close community ties in narrow geographical areas. The schools

have an opportunity, by broadening the geographical areas they

serve, to expand the experience of children beyond that of

the restricted confines of their narrowly defined neighborhood,

and establish the school as a broader "community" or "neighborhood"

In which the lives of all who attend can be enriched.,

If adherence to the neighborhood school principle frequently

Interferes with efforts to promote desegregation, there also Is

some question concerning its value as a means of providing quality

education. The essence of the neighborhood school is a self-

contained unit serving a relatively small student population.

In larger units, however, economies of scale frequently make

possible the offering of a broader curriculum and the provision

of new and expensive equipment that are not economically possible

in schools which serve small numbers of students. Many rural areas,

for example, in an effort to improve the quality of education,

have abandoned the tradition of small Ildividual school houses

In favor of consolidated schools serving much larger student bodies.

In short, adherence to the neighborhood school principle under

current conditions not only tends to interfere with efforts at
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desegregation, but also has little bearing on efforts to improve

the quality of education and in some cases may even thwart those

efforts.

The Commission believes that ideally and ultimately, resolution

of the problem of school segregation lies in residential desegre-

gation, which will remove the emotional issue of neighborhood

schools from the arena of civil rights controversy. Residential

desegregation can be accomplished through laws and policies designed

specifically to secure an open housing market, and administered

with dedication and purpose. This does not mean, however, that

efforts to desegregate the schools should await the day when

neighborhood desegregation has been achieved. We cannot afford

to make integrated education wholly dependent upon open housing,

for to do so would be to consign at least another generation of

children to education in racially Isolated schools.

Helping Communities to Desegregate

Ve have spoken of communities that hive recognized the problem

of school segregation and have determined to eliminate it on their

own. Many of these are in the South and they have complied with

judicial end administrative requirements ty devising imaginative

and successful plans not only for schievirg physical desegregation

but also for assuring quality education for all children. Some

of these communities are in areas commonly thought to be along the
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most opposed to desegregation. For example, Pass Christian

and New Many, Mississippi, both have accomplished full

' esegregation and have taken steps to assure that the desegre-

gated schools are not white schools or black schools, but schools

that all children can feel a part of. As measured by white and

black student participation In school activities, daily attendance

rates, and achievement scores, their efforts have been successful.

Other communities, particularly in the North, they

have been under no legal compulsion to accomplish desegregation,

none0. 'less have sought to do the Job. The President has

pointed out that these school officials are free to take steps

beyond the constitutional minimums to diminish racial separation.

The Commission questions, however, whether this Is enough, and

whether the appropriate posture of the Federal Government en this

important matter should be merely a passive onc. Rather, we

believe it is essential that resources, in the form of financial

and technical assistance, be made available to assist :hese

communities in bringing about total and successful desegregation

as rapidly as possib:e.

We recognize, of course, that the President has made a

commitment of ore and one-half billion dollars over the next two

years to carry out his school policies, and we applaud this step.

r
.1 io
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There is need to clarify how this money will be used. The

President specified two purposes: "Improving education in racially

Impacted area;, North And South, and for assisting school districts

In meeting special problems incident to court-ordered desegregation."

it is not clear whether these two purposes am considered

mutually exclusive--whether school districts not under court order

would be eligible for assistance under this program to nromote

desegregation or whether the President's proposal assumes that

so-called de facto segregation is with us to stay. If the latter,

then the proposal may well have the effect of providing built-in ,

financial incentives for the perpetuation of racial segregation in

schools not under court order and transform an acceptance of the

reality of de facto segregation into self-fulfilling vophesy. We

believe ansin that further official clarification of this point

i5 needed.

The President has mace it clear to all that his Administration

Intends to carry out the Supreme Court':, mandate of an Immediate

end to legally sanctioned dual systems.

Much more, however, Is necessary. The problems of racial

isolation in the Nation's schools cannot be resolved solely through

cautious adhererce to a narrow construction of existing case law.
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The courts, In defining the constiZutionsl requiremerts relating

to desegregation have informed us only of our minimw mandate,

not the maximum that we are permitted to do to accomplish school

desegregation. in education, as In other areas of national concern,

It is the responsibility of the Congress and the Executive Branch

to act beyond this minimum, using the broad authority provided

under the Constitution. Thus it is not sufficient to say that

local schc A officials who have not maintained legally compelled

separatc systems may desegregate Oeir schOols if they choose to.

The necessity of desegregation must also he urged and the resources

made available to accomplish it if our Nation is to move toward

the ideal of "one Nation, under God, indivisible, with liberty

and justice for all." it is this word "all," with it: special

connotation of equal educational opportunity for all the children

In America which has inspired most of our comments. We belisve that

here is the central concern, the true promise of what America will

be in the years ahead one Nation, indivisible, or two Natlors

divided.

The Commission fears that the President's statement, particularly

his share distinction between de jule and de facto segregation, well

may have the net effect, though unintentional, of signaling a major

departure from the policy of moving toward Integrated schools

and that open society of winch he spoke so; well in his statement.

s
1
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Last September, in its report on "Federal Enforcement of school

Desegregation," the Commission pointed out:

"This lc certainly no time for giving ekl and
comfo,l,even unintentionally, to the laggards
while penalizing those who have made commendable
efforts to follow the law, even while disagreeing
with It. If anything, this Is the time to say
that time is ,'inning out on us as a Nation. in

a word, what we need most at this juncture of our
history is a great positive statement regarding
this central and crucial national problem where
once end for all our actions clearly would match
the promises of our Constitution and Bill of
Rights."

The Commission is aware that the problem of school segregation

Is one of enormous difficulty and complexity. Yet a realistic

assessment of the score and dimensions of the problem should not

result In a resigned acceptance of its indefinite continuation or a

defeatist conclusion that it is beyond our capacity to resolve. The

Commission Is convinced of the ability and will of the American

people to respond affirmatively to a call to end the injustice that

school segregation represents. This call requires a major investeont

of resources, the commitment of public and private officials on the

Federal, State, awl local level -- Indeed of all Americans- -and above

all. the continuing example of courageous moral leadership from the

President of the United States.

Members of the Commission

Rev. Theodore M. Hesburgh, C.S.C., Chairman
Stephen Morn, Vice Chairman
Frankle M. Freeman
Maurice B. Mitchell
Robert S. Rankin
Manuel Ruiz

Howard A. Clickstein, Staff Director
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Senator PELL. Our next and final witness, is Mrs. Maria Reyes,
director of the migrant education program, Commonwealth of
Massachusetts,

Senator Kennedy suggestecl she come at this time, and he will
introduce her.

I am particularly interested in your testimony because we have
many foreign language speaking people in my State, Portuguese,
French. and Italian. Actually, the State in the United States with the
highest percentage of foreign-born is my own State of Rhode Island.

Senator KENNEDY. It is a pleasure to introduce Mrs. Reyes, director
of the migrant education program for the Commonwealth of Massa-
chusetts, who has been instrumental in expanding this program to
many diffenart cities throughout the Commonwealth, and involving
the local communities in these programs.

She has taught in the school system of Boston, and in the primary
and secondary schools in Puerto Rico.

She has been one of the leaders in demanding that the educational
apparatus address itself to the special needs of the Puerto Rican com-
munity in Boston and other parts of the Commonwealth.

I think she gives this committee a rew dimension about this r roblem
as it a trMs the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

I want to welcome you here, and thank you for corning. Having
listened to the earlier panel. you have at least some idea of the kinds
of problems that :e are interested in.

We will be most interested in what observations you would like to
make initially in terms of our situation in Massachusetts, and as it
relates to New Englar.-t, because I think we have had a very helpful
and useful commentary about the problem we face in the Southwest
and on the west coast.

We have real problems as well in New It;ngland. with the great
growth in the Puerto Rican population in Massachusetts. which you
are very familiar with, as well as the increased numbers of Portuguese
who have come in now be -tause of the Immigration Act of 1D65.

So we look forward to you-comments.

STATEMENT OF MRS. MARIA REYES, DIRECTOR, MIGRANT EDU-
CATION PROGRAM, COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

Mrs. Brims. Thank you, Senator.
I would like to thank Senator Kennedy and all the members of the

committee for inviting me. It is a great honor.
I still have my language difficulties, as you can see, but I think that

we can communicate up to a certain point.
I came from Puerto Rico 10 years ago. and even though I was a

teacher then, and I taught teachers how to teach, when I came to
Massachusetts. I could not teach because they said my English was
poor. So I had to work in a shoeshort until I graduated from there,
and I went to Boston and I started working in the school.

I think it happens to everybody who comes from different countries
and who has language difficulties.

I tun very much concerned about education, first of all because I
am a teacher, and because I have children, myself.
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For the last 5 years, the Spanish population has grown 20-fold in
the State of Massachusetts. There are thousands of Spanish-speaking
children in the Boston area who are not attending school, they are not
even registered in school. There is a great percentage of dropouts in
Boston, as well as in the State of Massachusetts.

Senator PELL. The children who come in who cannot speak English,
would they be more Portuguese- or Spanish-speaking children?

Mrs. REYES. Most of them are Puerto Rican. The Portuguese popu-
lation we deal with is very small compared to the Spanish.

Senator PELL. In Rhode Island, it is just the opposite. The Portu-
guese population coining in limier the new Immigration Act has
increased a great deal.

Mrs. RErES Right now we are dealing with Portuguese in two parts
of the State. in Lowell and in New Bedford and Fall River, which
has the greatest concentration of Portuguese people that we deal with.

Senator Kexxeor. Do you have any programs for the Greek people?
Mrs. REYES. The school departments have programs, English a.. a

second language. It supposedly takes care of all the non-English
speaking children.

I live my doubts, because what is happening is that we are segregat-
ing oil. children. We are putting them all together in classrooms, and
we want to teach them English as a second language. We want them
to be able to function in American society. When they get out of those
classrooi. they cannot function in any situation, because just to learn
English is not going to solve their problems.

They are not ready to do anything else. They (100 get to graduate.
They don't get to junior high school, because they are too old by the
time they get to that stare. They don't graduate from high school.

To :Ile, it is a waste of t
Senator Moxn.u.r. In the North, if a child slips 3 or 4 years behind

because of a language problem, at a certain point it becomes so em-
barrassing for an average child that he or she drops out. Maybe they
are well able to catch up, but a 12-year-old boy is not going to it
with second graders and fed humiliated.

That is why it is so important to get this help earlier.
Mrs. REYES. I think it is very important. 'flint is why I am so

concerned about bringing certain moneys in the community. I think
it is important that these moneys be utilized to the benefit of the com-
munity and the children.

W have this great amount of money coming under title I and all
kinds of titles. We have people dealing with the problems of the
Puerto Ricans and telling its diis is what the Puerto Rican needs,
and these are the things that are gnu* to solve the problems of the
Puerto Ricans.

Ti:ey prspare Ouse programs for all of us, and then all of a sudden
it happens that no le of these programs are good for us or for our
children, because none of us Puerto Ricans who should have something
to say about it are involved in the planning of the programs.

I am also concerned because our children are becoming illiterate in
both languages. They come from Puerto Rico. Sometimes they stay
in school too long, and they ,oine to Massachusetts or any other part
of the United States. The:- go to learn English, and they drop out.
They can't function in English, 14nd they go back to Puerto Rico,
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and they can't function there, either. So we are just creating another
monster. I don't know what to call it.

So I think it is very, very important.
Senator PELL. I would like to concentrate a little bit on the non-

English speaking Spanish problem. Have you come to any conclusions
about the ability of youngsters with a foreign language to learn
English! Do you have any views with regard to where the emphasis
should be put on foreign language programs?

Mrs. REYES. I have taught children from backgrounds of Chinese
Portuguese, Greek, German, French, Spanish. I only speak Spanish,
a little bit of Portuguese, and some English. But I have found that
if you treat them right, and you give them the right kind of education,
if you prepare your lessons toward their needs, they are going to
learn, they have more desi re to be in school.

But no matter how good the teachers are, how good the materials,
if we give to them these same things, they are not going to advance
into any different area.

I think we have to treat each group with its own program. Some of
them are similar, but each has to have a specific program.

Senator KENNEDY. As I understand it, the Puerto Rican students
are pretty well isolated in terms of the schools which they attend, are
they not

Mrs. litres. Most of the time, they are isolated, just by creating
special classes and just saying, ''Well, you belong there, you don't
belong here."

Sometimes the people ask, "Where is this boy?" "He is not here.
He does not belong here. Be belongs in the other class." We isolate
them right here.

In Boston, we have a few bilingual classes, but still that is not
enough We need more. There are other places in Massachusetts where
we do not even have that. We have classes with English RS a second
language, and the children are put together, Spanish, Portuguese,
Greek, French, Chinese, all in one class and they spend the whole
year there, hoping that by the en3 of the year the children can go
back to their regular classrooms and function as the others.

The years go by, and we have a number of children being in the
special classes for 3 years, and instead of the number decreasing, it is
just increasing. Every year we have more and more, because the same
ones are remaining.

Senator KENNEDY. As I understand, the bilingual classes only apply
to 500 of the 6,000 Puerto Rican students. Is that your understanding?

Mrs. REYES. Yes. It only t akes care of the very few.
Senator KENNEDY. Throughout the State, there ere only two other

bilingual programs?
Mrs. REI Ye&
Senator KENNEDY. We are only really looking out in terms of these

bilingual chases for 500 of 6,000 Puerto Rican students.
I understand further that there have only been four Puerto Rican

students who have graduated from high school in Boston in the pest
4 years.

Mrs. REYES. Yes. We can count on our fingers how many Puerto
Ricans graduate from high school every year. I don't think we are
doing anything to increase the number.

414
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Senator KENNEDY. I understand further that 40 percent of the
Puerto Ricaa school age children are estimated to be out of school.

Mrs. REYES. Yes.
Senator KENNEDY. Is it higher than that?
Mrs. REYES. Well, you know, it is difficult
Senator KENNEDY. You say, "Yes," as if you understand it is a

startling figure.
Mrs. REvEs. It is very difficult to say exactly what percentage of

our children are not in school, or what percentage are in school.
I think more than 40 percent of our children are out.
Senator PELL. Senator Mondale.
Senator NIONDALE. Did I understand you to say that these programs

would be better if there were more community participation; in other
words, if Puerto Rican and Portuguese parents and leaders had more
of a voice in he affairs, more sensitive programs, more responsive
programs would result. titan if they are exclusively prepared by pro-
fessional educators?

Mrs. REYES. I think so, because in that way you can get the input of
the. people who really know, and who really have a need.

What is happening now is that we are saying this is what the Puerto
Ricans need, what. the Mexican-Americans need, lint these are given
by other people who sometimes don't even speak the language. They
design the program.

Senator MONDALE. Ho you find sometimes they don't know exactly
Nhat the needs are?

Mrs. REYES. Yes. As a matter of fact, I have many, many instances
where I have seen English as a second language prograrni conducted
by people who have no idea of what teaching language is. The differ-
ence between English as a second language and English as a foreign
language, von have to approach people in different age groups and
educational background in a different way. You can't approach them
all the same way.

The way they design the programs, this is what is happening.
Senator MotErAt.E. Suppose. we had enough money for bilingual edu-

cation for all children with language difficulties in your State. Aro
ihere enough qualified bilingual educators available, or could they be
quickly trained? How much is the shortage of such talent, the real
problem, as opposed to a shortage of money?

Mrs. REIF,s. 1 think t depends on what you call qualified. There
are so many supposedly qualified American teachers teaching our
children.

This is something that WE -rill have to define first, as to what you
call qualified.

Senator MONDALE. You take your definitionthe kind of teachers.,
whether they fit some kind of accreditation standard or not, that you
believe can help these children.

Mrs. Rtvns. I tell you what I have found, and I have found this by
working with teachers and teacher aides and children, that in many
instances teacher aides have. been more b.meficial tc, our programs
dealing with our children than the teachers.

They did most of the teaching, they did most of the work, they get
less moneylind still they do the better work. It depends upon how the
different edueat ional st ruct ore things.

49-732 0-70.5
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I came, and I though I was well qualified to work with my children.
I was well qualified to work in Puerto Rico. Yet, by American stand-
ards, I was not qualified. I had to go through the whole process of tests
and certification.

You know, sometimes the certification does not make you a better
teacher. I understand and I realize that there are certain basic qualifi-
cations that a teacher must have, but there are other things that could
be taken into consideration, too.

Senator MONDALE. Just one final question.
As I understand it, Boston has a freedom of choice plan which

would permit children to escape from a school in which there is
a large minority over to some other school. Is that correct ?

Mrs. REYES. I did not understand.
Senator _MONDALE. In other words, in sending all children from a

given school area to that school, it permits, for example, a white parent
to send their children somewhere else. Is that correct ?

MN. REYES. Yes; that has been going on in Boston.
Senator MoNnALE. Does that contribute to racial isolation? Do the

people do that?
Mrs. REYES. You know, it depends.
Senator KENNEDY. I might add that it is also available to blacks.

Other minority groups also may go to school in other areas.
I think we are the only State with a racial balance law that requires,

in order for the State fund assistance to be available to other com-
munities, that they develop programs to develop sone kind of balance
within their communities.

One of the programs that has been extremely successful and which
has stimulated the local school districts, is the project called Exodus.
Exodus transported black students from the inner city to some of the
outlying communities where there were vacancies.

Senator 3foxnALE. You also have a program you call Aretco.
Senator KENNEDY. That is a separate kind of program. Rims under-

gone growing pains. It does have the support of the State. There is a
good deal of interest in it. It has been developed princiNily because
then have been vacancies in other places.

I think it would be worthwhile trying to find out what the net result
of these programs has been. It has been in force now for 3 years. It is
completely locally oriented and sponsored.

Mrs. REYES. If I may say, I have a great deal of concern in rela-
tion.to education when we deal with our teenagers and children who
are HI the junior highscho91, because to me those are the ones who
are getting very, very little, and they are the ones who drop out from
school faster than the others. because what we are giving them is not
what they need. They just drop out, and they g9 to work for a few
days, they can't function there in the community, and then they
create pmblems.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much, Mrs. Reyes. I look forward to
tomorrow morning when I will be in your :T.tate on a foreign language
program in New Redford, in Portuguese.

Thank you for coming down from Massachusetts, and for the fine
work you are, doing there.

The subcommittee will recess to the call of the Chair. (Whereupon,
at 12:15 p.m., the subcommittee recessed. to reconvene at the call of the
Chair.)



EMERGENCY SCHOOL AID ACT OF 1970

TUESDAY, AUGUST II, 1970

U.S. SENATE,
SUBrOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION OF THE COMMITTEE

ON LABOR AND PUBLIC WELFARE,
1Va4ltington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 10:05 a.m., pursuant to notice, in room
42:32, New Senate Office Building, Senator Claiborne Pell (chairman
of the snbcommit tee) presiding.

Present : Senators Pell (presiding) and .Tavits.
Staff members present : Stephen J. Wexler, coursel to the subcom-

mittee; Richard D. Smith, associate counselor, and Ro, If. Millenson,
minority professional staff member.

Senator PELL. The Subcommittee. on Education will come to order.
We are here for a hearing on S.:3883, the Emergency School Aid Act
of 1970.

Our first witness, a vet; distinguished one indeed, is Mr. Clarence
Mitchell, Washington representatko, of the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored People.

We are pleased to have you here this morning, Mr. Mitchell. You
may proceed.

STATEMENT OF CLARENCE MITCHELL, DIRECTOR, WASHINGTON
BUREAU OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCE-
MENT OF COLORED PEOPLE

Mr. Mircintu.. Thank you very much, Senator Pell.
Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I thank you for

this opportunity to present t estimony on S.. :38:3:1, introduced by Mr.
Javits and Mr. Pell. This logishtion would authorize $1,500 million
to provide financial assistance to improve education in racially im-
parted areas and to assist schual districts to meet. special problems
incident to desegregation i, elementary and secondary schools.

When the President announced his intention to seek passage of this
type of legislation, Me. Roy Wilkins, executive. director of the
NAACP, immediately expressed support of the objectives of the
legislation.

.Sirce that time, our national convention has met in the city of
Cincinnati= Ohio. The delegates to the convention expressed support
for the principle of giving aid for desegregation of public schools,
but suggested that it would lie improper to neglect the schools which
have voluntarily desegregated while aidi.ig those which have held
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out to the bitter end and aro now acting only because of final court
orders.

The delegates also expressed great concern about the burden which
is imposed upon private citizens during the extensive desegregation.

They pointed out that the perpetrators of racial segregation 'ive
access to the legal resources and finances of the State as well as local
governments in maintaining segregation through obstructive and
dilatory court tactics.

Plaintiffs, on the other hand, must rely on private funds to protect
their constitutional rights, :ind to remedy this, the delegates strongly
recommend that S. 3SS3 include it provision permitting the use of
Federal funds to"de fray the cost of litigation to the plaintiff including
counsel fee, plaintiff's experts, and out-of-pocket expenses."

The importance of this last-mentioned feature of taking care of the
plaintiff's expenses is graphically illustrated by the attached statement
which was distributed by member.; of the Erie, Pa., SIACP on Sun-
day, August 9, at a meeting of the executive board of the Pennsylvania
State Conference of NAACP Branches in Harrisburg. Pa.

It is significant that the statement deals with a school in the far
north of our country in a rich and enlightened State, and as a last
resort, the branch has instituted court action but now it is confronted
with the diffic,It task of Imancing the handling of the case.

It is interesting to see -what is in the statement, Mr. Chairman, auul
I will give you a short summary of the things that seem to be important
in it. For more than 5 years, the Erie branch has made the city schools
the target issue.

Findings by the, branch include snch things as need for janitorial
desegregation. The first time I read that, I was a little surprised, be-
cause ordinarily the janitor force is desegregated. Ind apparently they
don't even have janitors in this school system.

As few as five or six black teachers among a staff of over SOO
(more have since been hired).

No black nonprofessionals-such as janitors, cafeteria workers,
busdrivers, clerical staff.

No black administrators, counselors, nurses.
01d outmoded buildings, some dating hack to the later ISOO's.
Four de facto segregated schools, others borderline. The least

experienced teachers often using discarded texts and supplies,
placed in these schools.

Now they point out that this has caused a great dropout of Negro
students. and a systematic effort on the part of the school officials to get
rid of some of them as troublemakers Nam they have learning prob-
lems, and some have even been arrested as a result of their effort to try
to co rect some of the conditions.

There is also a nota4ion that some of the white students have now
gotten together in what they rail SPONGE (Students for the Preven-
tion of Niggers (sett lug Everything).

This kind of condition in a school system ,Trtainly cries nut for
remedy, and you do need the assistance of 1 iwyers and You do need
fund:. but the proposal as offered he thy ntlist rat int; 'night lane ri
little.ddliculty in meeting that pa Lind of a sithat

It is interesting to note that at the close of the lxiard meeting of our
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State convention of branches, several representatives of local branches
told ma that the Erie story could he repeated in their locality:

They mentioned specifically the cities of Johnstown and Aliquippa,
Pa.

Ilere, as they indicated, you have the seeds of community problems
of one kind or another, which stein primarily from the inadequacies of
the education system. In order to accomplish the objective of complete
desegregation of the public schools in our country we recommend the
following:

1. The funds made available 'mist be used to assist in those school
districts which are desegregated (ii) voluntarily, (b) because of legis-
lative directives of a State, county, municipa), or other lawmaking
body.

I might say, Mr. Chairman, that we suggest State court decisions
because that would hidiule the California case, and we suggest legis
lative directives because that would include the Detroit schools which
are acting pursuant to laws passed in the State legislature.

2, School districts which are desegregating in compliance with pro-
grams approved by the Department of IIEW must be assisted.

3, Schools which are. in so-called tipping categories where funds are
needed to increase attendance of minority group students or to pre-
vent such schools from becoming, wholly desegregated must receive

4. Schools racially isolated because of residential patterns must also
become eligible for aid, l.owever, in such schools, assistance should be
given only when there is definite assurance that the school atuliorit los
are making a continuing effort to end the racial isolation of such
schools and to achieve total desegregation.

5. Congress must face up to the need for repealing the contemptible
additions to the law which have .-Teated confusion in ilia desegregation
programs of this country.

The so-called ant 'busing provision contained in title VI of the 1964
Civil Rights Act, the Fountain amendments, and the Whitten amend-
ments have all created mountains of mischief that bar the way to
lynching the promised land of school desegregation in the United
States.

Items 1, 2, and .1 are clear and do not require any explanation in this
statement. Items 3 and 5 do require additional comment, and with
respect to item 3, we have had extensive discussions with Members of
the House and education ex] ierts on how to accomplish orderly desegre-
gation of schools which are affected 1..e so-called de facto segregation.

The suggestion has been made by Representative Roman Thicinski
(Democrat of Illinois) and Representative Albert Quie (Democrat of
Minnesota) that the Secretary of HEW could give assistance to
public schools where more than 15 perccrt "f the student population is
made up of a minority group or groups I au not more than 50 percent.

In discussion of this suggest HI .41111f educational experts have indi-
cated that the 50-percent ceililig is to low. Others have suggested that
the percentages should he omitted altogether and the decision to aid
schools in this category should be left to the discretion of II EW.

The education department of the NAACP has suggested that it is
better to rely upon the discretion of the executive branch of Govern-
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merit in this kind of situation, but if percentages should be written
into the law the floor should he 15 percent and the ceiling should be 70
percent.

With respect to item No. 3, 1 wish to point out that Congress has
been a bulwark of protection foe civil rights since the passage of the
1901 Civil Rights law. From 1932 to 1937, the minority groups of this
country had to look to the executive branch and the Supreme Court for
help in protecting their constitutional rights. With the enactment of
the 1957 Civil Rights law awl continuing throdgh the Kennedy and
Johnson administrations, all three branches of Government were in-
strumental in protecting the constitutional rights of minot it ics ; we are
now in a period when Congress has become the major battlegrorid in
which the hardwon gains in the light for civil rights are to be pro-
tected.

On the whole, the Congress has an excellei it record in attempts to holt,
the line against those who would destroy programs of protecting the
right to vote and dilute the effectivenc s of Federal courts and with
appoinments of the judges who are hostle to civil rights and who are
advocates of racial segregatiTt.

I fowever, it, should be noted that the segregation advocates of this
country, and their allies in Congri.ss who come from Northern States
have used the appropriations bills to water down the ettect of the 1951
school desegregation decision and the clear objectives of the 19C-1 Civil
Rights Act.

The plain fact of life is that the Appropriations Comtrittees are
dominated by metidiers who are mot spipathetie to minority groups.

In the secrecy of the committee room these Menders of the Senate
and House concoct the kind of language that may seem reasonable on
its face, lint which in fact is designed to nullify the 1951 school de-
segregation decision. For example, by using some deceptive semantic
alchemy they have made the ordinary word "busing" take on the con-
notation of a precious loxury which must not he paid for with tax
funds.

not when we remove the verbiage and get at the facts we discover
that what is really meant is a wstrict ion on the use of Federal funds
for school desegregation. When these aniendments come to the door of
the }Louise and Senate, they place the rights of minority groups in
competition with the millions or billions that are being appropriated to
perform the necessary functions of the Government of the United
States, In this kind of contest, it has been my experience that very few
Members of Congress want to take the side of the minolitygroups.

Usually, the solution is found in substituting language which is said
to be innocuous and may, in fact, be meaningless. Butt these revisions,
Nvhether meaningful or superthums, have the effect of placing the
Government of the United States in the shameful position of appear-
ing to sanction second-class citizenship for the Mark children of this
Nation.

This legislation isbe fore a committee which is nut4,e up A some of the
most sympatiat ic ;nut highrninded Members of the Congress. This
committee should face lip to its responsil,iiitic, to initiate repeal of all
of the offending vidgarities amt obscenities that have been written into
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the law by the contemptible efforts of those who must keep on trying to
divide the children of our conutly into separate and unjust categories
simply because of their skin color or the texture of their hair.

It should also be noted flint the framers of this legislation should
reject the pussill animous soft shoe approaches that are being advocated
by those who arc following the advice of Prof. Alexander Bickel of
Yale University.

Mr, Bickel is exhibit A of why there is a growing distrust of some
white people who purport to be friends of minority groups. This is
not time to covet up attempts to maintain racial segregation with
complicated legal strategems and compromises.

I am sure that I speak for thousands of colored citizens when I say
that Mr. Bickel should keep his nose out of this particular part of the
Nation's business, but since he does not scent to want to do Hint, we
certainly hope that. the Members of the. House and Senate will not fol-
low his advice.

In that connection, Mr. Chairman, I have dealt strongly with Mr.
Bickel because we have discovered that he has been very busyCon-
gressman Preyer of North Carolina has introduced a bill which has
the Bickel blessing. and also Senecor Spong of Virginia is introducing
legislation which can have no effect other than to create confusion in
States where public opinion is moving in the direction of trying to
comply with Supreme Court decisions.

On March a, 197°, the..CAACP legal defense and education fund,
wrote an extensive comment en Mr. Bickers proposal to Congressman
Prefer and also to Congressman Morris Udall.

With your permission, Mr. Chairman. I would like to ask that we
insert in the record th.d letter, phis the statement I read about the
Erie branch of the NA ACP.

Senator PELL. Without objection, it is so ordered that yonr prepared
statement and the oilier docnments will lie printed at this point.

(The documenis referred to follow

PREPARr:D STATETENT OF OARS:Yee DIRECTOR, 'WASHINGTON ILI-RI:Ali
OF TILE NA7-10NAL ASSOCIATION ToR THE. ARTANEENIENT OF CoLORED PEOrTE

Mr. Chairman and r:einhers of the Subcommittee. thank you for this upper.
/unity to appear to present testimony on S. M'l introduced by Mr..Thrits and Mr.
!WI. this legislation would authorize one billion 5 hundred million dollars to
prop -file financial assi;ance to improve edcatIon in racially impacted areas and
to assist A':11001 instincts to meet special proll(1111c illVilllnt to desegregation in
elementary and secomixry schools.

When the l'resident announced his Ink -nil:an to seek pass:ige of tills lyre of
legislation. I. Bob' ixecative Director of the N.1.1('I immediately
expressed stippert of the objecilve.. or the legislation. I-nin that time. mit nit
Clonal convention leis met In trio city of Cincinnati. Ohin. 'The delegates to lint
emicinriei) ezpresced ,00/inrt for tin princlph, of giving aril for desegregation of
public schools. hut sugg -'ed that it world he improper to neglect Inv cehoots
which list, voluntarily Ili while aiding !how which have held out to
the bitter mil and are tow noting only heeause of finial coirl order.,
gales also expressed great .oLCITII nliont the lairilen which Is imposed upon
I ?hate (111w/is:hiring the to tnsici, period of lirgallon tilde') is often III'VeS,,nry
to achieve serial ilescizrezitiou pointed our thal the licrlict raters of racial
segregation have aen s, to the legal resources and finances of the state s L welt a'
loyal governments in maintaining segri gallon through ohirin Elie an I dilatory
court tripe

Plaintiffs. on the other imml. trust rely on private twpk to protect their cop
stiNtional rights. To remedy this. the delegates strongly re-lmn-tended that S.
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3583 include a provision permitting the use of Federal funds "to defray the cost
of litigation to the plaintiff including counsel fee, plaintiff experts and ont of
pocket expenses."

The importance of this last mentioned feature of taking care of the plain-
tiff's expenses in graphically illustrated by the attached statement which was
distribmed by members of th, Erie, Pennsylvania, NAACP on Sunday, August
at a meeting of the Executive Board of the Pennsylvania State Conference of
NAACP Branches in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. It Is significant that the state-
ment deals with a school In the for north of our country In a rich and enlightened
state. As a last resort, the Branch has instituted court action but now it is con-
fronted with the difficult task of financing the handling of the case. It is interest-
ing to note that at the close of the hoard meeting of our State Conference of
II:cinches several representatives of local branches told me that the Erie story
could lie repeated in their localities. They mentioned specifically the cities of
Johnstown and Aliquippa, Pennsylvania.

In order to accomplish the objective of complete desegregation of the piddle
schools in our country we recommend the following:

1. The funds made avedlable must he used to assist in those school districts
which are desegregated (a) voluntarily (b) because of federal or state court
orders (c) because of legislative directives of a state, county, municipal or other
law making body,

2. School districts which are desegregating In compliance with programs ap-
proved by the Department of IIEW mast he assisted.

3. Schools which are in so-called tipping categories where funds are needed to
::terease attendance of minority group students or to prevent such schools from
becoming wholly resegregated roust receive aid

4. Schools racially isolated because of residential patterns must also become
eligible torah).

However, in such schools. assistance should he given only when there fs
definite assurance that the school anthorities are making a continuing effort
to end the racial isolation of such schools and to achieve total desegrt

5. Congress must face tip to the need for repealing the contemptible additions
to the law which have created confusion in the desegregation programs of this
country, the so-called anti-busing provision contained in title VI of the 1964
civil rights act, the Fountain amendments and the Whitten amendments have all
created mountains of mischief that bar the way to reaching the promised land
of school desegregation in the United States.

Items 1. 2 and 4 are clear and do not require any explanatico In this state-
ment. Items 3 and 5 do require additional comment.

With respect to item 3, we have had extemlve discussions with members of the
'louse and cdacalion experts on how to accomplish orderly desegregation of
schools which are affected by so-called de facto segregation. The suggestion has
been made Ly Representative Roman Pueinski (I)11t.) and Representative
Albert Quie ID-Minn.) that the secretary of HEW could give assistance to
pulqic schools where more than 15 per cent of the student population is made
up of a minority group or groups but not more than 50 per cent. In discussions
on this suggestion, some educational experts have indicated that the no per cent
ceiling is too low. Others have suggested that the percentages should be omitted
altogether and the decision to nici school.: in this category should he left to the
discretion of IIF:W. The (41111ation department of the NAACP has suggested that
It is better to rely all on the discretion of the execntive branch of government in
this kind of situation, but if percentages should he written Into the law the floor
should bell per e, sat and the ceiling should Ice in per cent.

With respect to item No. 5, I wish to point out that Congress has 'wen n bul-
wark of protcetict for civil rights since the links:ore of the 1904 civil rights law.
Fran 11)32 to 1957 the minority groups of this country hall to look to the execu-
tive branch and the Supreme Court for hell. in protemfog their constitutional
rights. With the enactment of the Prig' civil rights tau a 11f1 continuing through
the Kennedy clod Johnson administrath as, all throe branches of government
ca=re instrument:1i in protecting the constitutional rights of minorities. We arc
now In a hericci wheal Congress bas ls,coine the majer battleground in ashitch the
lord won gains hi the fight for civil rigid, are to be prof's, Mil. On Ow cl bolo.
the ,Hgri,ss leas sn ex,ellent record in attempts to hold the line niminq those
who 11 wad ch stray brogrant: of pole, ling the right b. cot and dilute the
c.rri. ivenca of friturni courts iippoiritin. it of jullp s ohs are looll the to
'Nil rights and satin are a l e o, a, cs of racial segregation.
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Ilowever. It should be noted that the segregation advocates of this country and
allies in Congress who come from Northern States have used the appropriations
bills to water down the effect of the lti51 501001 desegregation decision and the
clear objectives of the 11361 Civil flights Act. The plain fact of life is that the
appropriation committee.; are <hominoid by members who .11 rl not sympathetic
to minority groups. Ill the secreey of the committee root these members of the
Senate and House concoct the kind of language that may seem reasonable on its
fate, but which In fact. is designed to nullify the 1W -A school desegregation deci-
sion, for example, by using sLailo deceptive semantic alchemy they have made
the ordinary word 'busing" on the connotation of a precious luxury which
must not be paid for with tax funds. But wile:, we remove the verbiage and get
nt the routs we discover that what is really meant is a restriction on the use of
federal funds for school desegregation. When these amendments (mile to the
floor of the 1 toonso n1)11 Senate, they place the rights of minority groups in com
petition will, the millions or billions that are being appropriated to perform the
tweessary functions of the govern/omit of the United Stoles. lit this kind of con-
test, it has been my experience that very ter. Nternbers of Congress want to take
the side of the minority groups.

Usually, lite solution Is found in substituting language which is said to be in-
nocoas awl may in fact be meaningless. nut these revisions, whether meaningful
or superfluous, have the effect of plae,ng the government of the United States in
the shameful position of appearing 1,, sanction second class citizenship for the
black children of this Nation.

This legislation Is before a committee vhich is made it of some of the most
sympathetic and high minded mender, of Congress. This committee should face
tip to its responsibility to Initiate repeal of or one oai.n.ung vulgarities and
obscenities that have bean written into the law by the contemptible efforts of
those who 'mist keep on trying to ilivi,:e the children of our country into soot-at,.
and nujust enteg,,,ries simply because of their S/dn color or the texture of their
hair. It should also be noted that the framers of this legislation should reject
the pusillanimous soft shoe approaches that are being advocated by those who
are following the advice of Professor All-n:intIvr Bickel of 'Vale University. Mr.
!ticket is exhibit A of why there is n growing distrust of some white poop ie who
[airport to be friends of minority groups. This is no lime to cover op attempts to
maintain racial segregation with comptien fed /vital stratagems and compromises..
/ all sure that 1 speak for thousands of colored citizens when I say that we wish
Nlr, 1V01111/ keep his nose out of this particular part of the nation's
business, but, since he dr)C.4 110 arm to want to do that, we certainly hope that
the secretors of the 11,111,t. and Senate Will not follow his advice.

Ii vonclusion, I wish again to thank the members of the snlicommittee who
are prisent and also wish lo express the hope that you will speedily authorize
funds with the provisions Ora 1 have inctillety.A.

NAACP Focus NEEDED ON NoRTIIERN SCII(Yll,S Now

THE ERIE STORY

If you still doubt the ext.:rid of discriminatory practices in Northern School
Systems and the ensuing it:Images cnrrmitted against him k students, lake this
minute to read of the happenings and conditions in the Frit., Pennsylvania School
System.

For more than five years, the Eric NAACP branch has niade the city schools its
target Issue. Findings by the braid) Included such facts as

As few as 5 or G Black teachers among a staff of over SOO (mor have since
been hired)

No black non professionals such as janitors, cafeteria workers, bus drivers,
clerical staff

No flack administrators counselors, niirscs,
Chid old modeled buildings smile .110 I ing ba, k to the hal, r 51.111's

Four de facto segregated s hoots. cllier borderline. The least expriemcd
leachers often lasing dis<arded text and supplies, plated in these schools

Using these outward manifestations of rat ial bias as a measure. Imagine If
you Can, the day to da, ts of discrimination that are part of the educational
process: The drop out rate is exceedingly high Hundreds of students are pushed

:1(10
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out or indefinitely suspendedthe method adopted by the schools to rid theta
selves of "troublemakers"! No where is the black student part of the mainstream
of school life, rather he Is alienated, disturbed and angry and above nil so poorly
educated that he Is more often than not, totally unprepared to take his place
la society.
Student protest Grigg whotesale suspensions, expulsions, arrests

Such are the conditions which have led to nuttierons listuriot r:vs in the Erie
Schools during the past three yearsboth at the high school and junior high
levels. Failure by the schools to act on student petitions and peavefol demonstra-
tions brought on disorderly disturbances. Use of the police, canine corps, the
courtsjails, suspensions and esplsions have done nothing but postpone solutions
and heighten tensions. The most recent distarbances are now termed racial In
character as white students have joined together in such groups as SIIING
(Students for the Prevention of Niggers Getting Everything).

Teachers in a special meeting, drew up and submitted a hard-line discipline
code to the Board of School Directors. which was adopted., They threaten tr,
"withhold services" If not given support in discipline Methods which includes
corporal punishment.
NAACP turns to courts as last resort

Every conceivable method has hem' utilized by the Eric branch to win the
needed changes in the Erie Schools. Endless negotiations, mass meetings, public
demonstrations a Black Monday have been held. Investigations end bearings
by the local and State Human Relations Commissions, the Department Of Public
Instructionstate and [Mel al agencies have brought Want more untitled prom-
ises than changes.

NECESSITY 01.' LEGISLATION

Senator PELL. Let us go right to the basic question with regard to
this legislation. Would you favor passage this year, of this hill as writ-
ten, with Mondale-type amendments?

Would you favor the passage of this bill written in that form, or
would you oppose it ?

Mr. Murn ELT, One of the problems I have With the legislation is
at what time do you announce your opposition. We have traditionally
followed the advice of our good friend, Congressman Celler in the
House, and who says, "I never roll up illy pants turtil I collie to the
edge of the river." I think we would want to reserve a decision on oppo-
sition tint it We 54,0 what the bill looks like.

Senator PELL We don't hav-t that luxury. We have to proceed with
a bill.

Mr. Mirtairr,r. I know von do, This is the reason we are &lying
that we wound like to see these additions put in. It seems to me what
we are asking for is a minimum of decency, and it would lie utterly
unconscionable in my opinion if the committee did not do these thii.gs
and the Congress did not pass such a bill.

However: assuming (hat they did not do it 1 think we would then
be faced with the question of whether what has been pro-I.;ced is so
bad that it will do harm to the children of the United Slates rather
than good. 1 would say, also, that we have had a lot of discussions
about the Mondale amendineats. We feel they are good as far as they
go, but we would think there ought to be more extensive things
included.

Senator l'Em. I think the choice we are faced with in this corn-
mittte. 1.11d we have not wound up the hearings by a long sight, is that
certain action is needed but I do not think that this hill will hecomv
a Magna Carta for new ed teal ional patterns.

I don't see it getting at problems of the appropriations hill

1
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amendments you spoke of. Taken at face value, this administration has
offered a hill to try to get it through a difficult period of timenot to
redress all problems,

The word "emergency" is probably an exaggeration, because the
problem may be with us until both our children are dead, but he fact
is that this seeks to alleviate some of the needs. True it may be a
gigantic aspirin but we may he able to get it through the floor.

I think that with the amendment you proposed it might he more diffi-
cult to get it thronghonthefloor.

We appreciate any guidance you can give us in this regard, and
would hope that we end op vith ii WI that is not quite as much as
you would like, but still would be of help to the children and. on
balance, do more good than lin rm.

If you could lend ;lie weight of your very prestigious personal
position and that of your group, it would help get the bill through
Otherwise, if it's not supported by you. and it is opposed by others. we
will have no bill at all. perhaps that is what the liberal civil rights
groups would like to have.

As a general rule, some very liberal groups say. -Well, let's see how
the $75 million is spent before acting on the bill But we ar,.! not
going to sa, how that is spent before the end of the session, and I,
speaking as chairman of the subcommittee, would like to see this bill
out of the way before then.

Do you have any further comments?
Mr. Mrrmiw.. I would like to comment on that, Senator Pell,

because I think the position of the NAACP is somewhat di ffi rent from
that of sonic organizations which believe that we should not try to
pass a bill in this session, but wait until next year.

We u ant to see a bill passed, and that is the reason I have beets
spending a good deal of lime meeting with Congressman Pucinski
and Congressman Quie on what kind of a formula could be devised
that would make this a bill that really would reach the whole country.

I don't think that the President's bill as now written would reach
the kind of problems that we have, as I have mentioned, in Erie, Pa.,
nor do I think it would reach the kind of problem of a school which
is in a largely white neighborhood. but where there are conscientious
people who are trying to accomplish desegregation and need sonic
assistance of one kind or another.

I don't think the President's bill would reach the schools in a
meaningful way in the ghetto areas. I think the provisions there, which
deal with cultural exchanges and that kind of thing might. have some
minor surface value, kit they won't get at the roots of the problem.

I don't Believe we have asked for anything unreasonable in these
amendment:, and with this vonunittt.? I would think that we could
get this kind of revised hill out of the committee. Then just as we
have always done with other seemingly impossible situations, I think
we would then try to urge members; of the Senate to support it.

As von know, we have bccii conftont:11 with seemingly impossible
situations. every time we have tried to get civil rights bill, or every
time tie have Wed to oliose an undesirabh- milllintrnent, but the
r.C. Pre of r'illVe:"," is pretty good and the reason i! is that w;,, is buc,tuse
people have tried to work iv ith individual Members of the Senate.

So I wn4),) lit,pe that we would get the very best Kill out atm then
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all of us really go to work to make sure that it gets through. I believe
we can accomplish that.

Senator PELL. Thank you.
S. 111(17

With specific regard to Professor Bickers views, I gather you are
familiar with Senator Spong's bil I. S. 4167.

Mr..M rruirEL:.. I am.
Senator PELL. It is not officially before this committee as of now,

but may Well he. As I understand your testimony you would oppose
this hill?

Mr. ,MrrcalELL. That is correct.
Senator PELL. Would pm be specific in your reply as to why?
Mr. Mricrini.L. Well, m. have a statement here which Was Prepared

by the NAACP's Legal Defense Puini, as I said, in response to the
requests of tie members of the I louse who planned to introduce the
Bickel proposal.

One of the key sentences in this is:
Some things in the draft bill represent a horinfal retreat front the present

law of :4(4,04 desaagrugation, major foatnre or tiw Lill wLir h 1 fled objedion-
atdaa is Igo elevation Of a nalglaborlmod school :assignment 111111(.2: into ;a literal
statutory requirement.

Thin type of onalonaant wonld. surely be used 11;a- sogregationist hoards as a
sword :against desogrogatinta proposals involving lesA traditional naa,;;slares In
order to dusrgrrgatl''srhouls such an sehool pairing, with or willaolal haring.
education !Narks, magnrc schools, central schools. and so forth,

Then the letter indicates that in defining desegregation the Bickel
draft makes a good deal hinge on the -good faith- of it schooI district.
Fortimately, the Federal colitis have taken the position that they will
look at the school des-?gregation plans and that good faith cannot
excuse continued segregation.

The letter cites cases to support that point of view. I think that it
probably would not be helpful or 1111,4' for the Congress to attempt a
nationwide definition of how much desegregation is required by the
Constitution to convert segregated system now into a unitary system.

The courts have be .veloping a definition in the common law
tradition of caseby-cast .ecisions, because the process of applying the
Constitution to sch.); ...vsegregat km inevitably requires judgment and
decision of so many issues Mild' are qmst ions of degree and emphasis.

The courts have been hesitant to announce such a definition. I think
it is like :vying to write o law defining what is due process. I believe
that the saute probleiti arises. I hate au extra copy of this letter whieli
I can give to Senator Ja vits. if 1111;1)-

(rl'11e hif,rmat ion referred to follows:)

NAACP 111,1.4.,sF. ASIO P111'1...1110NA1.
Veer. fork, Ifsi.ch 5, Mal.

lion. Ititorowsox
116,rrw of Rfprt kil fa NV( $4,
Wo.liin9lon. 10.1%
[ton, MORRIS K. Vtaam.1.,
ffoar,a; of Na prr,Cillatirt
trn..niragfon, 11.1'.

GrAjil.kir.,:: I i TCS1,001,0 Pro telilhone rail 11.t ..k.
I ;Ira rica,1 10 gte yon my vipvis .0 .son ter tii( La Is draft Dill
on so h n4 scgrcation. I think thtt such a 100:1:0./n. a 011111W harmful 10 current
sr hoot alusa.gragation (Torts In the cone's. I dal not ,a.lia;v" that able bill would
materially old in dcsegrevaiirg schools either In tie south or In the north.

' 1
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I think that the main practical impact of such a bill would he its use as a 'weapon
to defend segregation ,igaitist attacks in the courts. teVe minima. to ttelieve in
the goal of education in American public schools and are devoting
our resources to that goal. We do not share Professor Nickel's pessimism about
that goal.

By and large I think that Bore might be scam. 'utility in haying the l'en.gress
111111M'S(1 S1111111 of the print 'tics 1.111111111111111 iii j111141:11 decisions requiring desegre-
gation. But there should lo as great dial of wort; done to ;violet the clanger of
linaitiug the growth of doctrines to insure integration and equal opportunity by
it bill which prohibits .11 few things already ob.-aired illegal by the courts and
thus 1,1(1111S to endorse other practices not specifically condemned.

Soave things In the draft bill represent a harmful retreat front the present
law of school segregation.. major feature of the hill nide!' I lind objectionable
is the elevation of a neighborhood school assignment talky into a federal statu-
tory requirement. This type of enactment would sorely he used by segrefealiiinist
hoards as a sword against th0egregation fa oposals Involving less traditional
measures in order to desegregate such as sl110111 pairing (with or without bus-
ing), educational parks. magnet schools. central schools and so final. Clf vourse,
the neighborhood served by the neighborhood school is defined by the school
1111k1111.1; When they plan the size atiel grade structure of a facility and the area
whieir it will nerve. A major problem in many communities Is that school neigh-
la.rhoods have oven uonsclouslx defined so as to prootote segregat.i.on. Residential
sugrogation is only a part of the problem.

In defining desegregation the Bickel draft makes a good deal hinge on the
'good faith" of a school distriet. Port:m.1(.1y the federal-courts have allotted
Oao view that they will look at the rest:Re:of school desegregation plans and that
grist faith eaninat (111i111],1V continued segregation. For example the Fifth Circuit
reliantly said that -gocel faith does not excuse a board's nonalempliance with its
affirmative duly to liquidate the dual system.- lir Ho/ v. l'or1.,o,T,11, .11 onicipar

of oaf 104 riel. 4011 F.2i1 (1:+I Cir. The Supremo Court
has adopted a pragmatic approach and ordered that ;school hoards produce
desegregation plans that will work realistically to maximize desegregation, and
that such plans must be. evaluated in pram-tine and not in theory. See generally,
(iii it v. ("oun be schoot Boor(' :i1+1 C.S. 430 (196S): f"++ilyd Sfotes v. Woo fgolorro
cohort p Imard of f:46,0 iopr, :30.1 2:27; (190).

I thank nult It nailed probably lint he helpful or wise for the Congress to
II11.11114 1;:111'nowlde .11.1111itir.ii of how lunch desegregation is required by the
Constitutiou to convert 11 segregated system into a "einitary school system." The
eie.rts Live boon developing a irliaiwI.ion in the commute law tradition of ease-
1.)-ease decision. Ifecause the process of applying 1.0111.61t11t111.11 10 1,11.110141

111,11.41111.111111011 111.1111;111ty requires judginetil and the dee Ision of So PI:My issilt1F.
1111,11 11111,11(111 of eicgrce the ,otift, have loin hositaht to
tnitiounce. sue h it ehkioltion. I lido); that Professor Iti(;oh's draft definition would
In used mostly to defend the failure to make changes ire segregated patterns oven

!a no K110111111 11914 11111.111111thrS to the segiegaled stains eon do exist.
The United Settles Corninissimi on Civil ]tight- has issned nu extillent series

of reports and studies on school desegregation. Some of thoto cmCnin proposals
for action by Congress. My impression Is that they have 1111.11 111rg. 1Y ignored.
and I hope that A'v'on plan to parsue tItis mailer ,tiat will refer to those st odic-
ancl make use of the Commission's work. la 1 iett7 the Commission Report "Rae ird
Isolation in the Schools- did molnrse the Idea of legislation to ust.i111sh uniform
standards jer.vieling for the elimination of racial isolatiOn in the school, north
and south. I 'kink that the Commission's approach merits further explorallen
it there is a ItossildillY of liT.latioo In attack Ilao problem of raelal isolation
on a nation:11 basis. The Cie, eats-inn bets suggested among other things the use
of federal financial lacent is es to vile-mirage and sup port desegrega lion measures.

I regret that my hurry to respobil to your request Ines not permitted me to
take the film. to give it sortie reliy-section class analysis of Professor Ilickei's
l'I'Posak I know that Lis row]: deserves more dcfaired analjsi, than the

mnehisory treat:m.1,i I I, ice given It in this Tiller. Bid I thought that
yo.: were m.)10:: 'Well, led 1111 111y gellf.r.11 Ft-11411,111. nreTi'l 111.11 1 NH 1111.1111,1
to 111,1.'11-.1 the mein thrust of II, Ili, h.,1 1 m, ill 1,....1111,11, to nor"; milli

it, :w.) nay Peat )0 whirl: usefill to nrhierr le el :Ind
(.!,rational opportunity.

Sincerely
SACK (31111..Nri11111.

1)Frcetor.Corrntcf
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TREATMENT OF BLACK TEACHERS

Senator PF.1,1,. We have heard a good. deal about the plight of the
black teachers in the South. Do you have any figures mi this?

Mr. Mriviird.b. I do not with me. but I will lie glad to submit some.
I will get them from the defuse fund.

TRANSFER OF ASSETS

Senator PELL. The final Ties:ion I have concerns the transferring
of public assets to private schools. Could you furnish us a statement
for the record with regard to any specifics on this subject.

A good deal of information is already being developed by the select
committee on equal educational opportunity.

Mr. MirritEtt, 1 certainly will. I might say that the Mondale
amendment, of course. addresses itself to that problem. and it is very
serious, the transferring of school facilities and properties to pro-
segregation groups.

I understand that the technique is to offer these things at ft very
cheap price, and then, of course. the proper segregation groups snap
them up and use them in segregated schools.

I think it might be interesting to note. although it is not exactly
on the point you mention, Senator Pell. that the seguegationis's have
made a great deal of noise about the problem of busing. but I saw some
figures the other day indicating that 40 percent of the children who
attend these private segregated sr ;Lour, are bused to the school li.,cat ion.

Senator PELL. Thank yo:' -cry
Senator 'hilts?
Senator JAvrrs. Thanl. you. Mr. Chair tu.
Mr. Chairman. I would suggest two things. One would lie to put

the particular piece in the New York Times that Mr. Mitchell speaks
about in the record as part of his testimony.

Senator PELL. Without objection.
(The article referred to follows:)

[From the New York Times, May 24.1070]

SCHOOL lit:SING A U.S. TRADITIONPROOR.kNI WELCOMED FOR YEARS FACLPT FOR
INTEGRATION

(By Davis Johnson)

1.o,NE1vo. Mtctr,. ]fay 11---Nearly all the turmoil In the country over busing
pupils to school has cruse with Its we for racial Integration. }hen though busing
for that purpose accounts for less than a im.r cent of the century-oh], Hi][0.1-
dollir program of siuilcnt f tan-nortntloo.

'We hate hall no cornplii , over busing 'unless integration 11O, Involved.-
Dr. John W. Porrter. tclung superintendent of pullic in,truclion for the Nitchlgau

I lumt of Efluratiotn said in an inten-low.
1).L: typical of those from clozen, of state cdmatiol, rfficial fulni

ll tAvtions of Hie country who e. cm questioned about the itnicict of school busing
in their nreac

Free Hiles to silionl for pij.11, Bass 1Kcn Ocicolneti by hint parents ever s!rici.
tressed the Ilrst state taw proli.l.ng thew In the her -c baggy

riny, of 169
Iii 11110 nil statue unit folloy ea snit viol t r 1030 loisine had begun n period of

drntnntic grov.th. Fr.,111 i ]Kr tent of 1110 e011111F,Cs cnr..11rnenl in that year. it
110, jnoredsc.1 to Its t. r civet making scli 0.1 ',using the lirgcs1
lion seri ice in the Unite.] States.
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CS PER(ENT OF ALL PUPILS BUSED

'f he 40 per cent exeludc, roilltons ..f pnpils who use public transportation, often
at t. nvn ex:,(n,e, to get to school i s riti, r. Altogether, state and Federal offi-
cials .mate. about twv thirds of the oumry's 45 million pupils are bused.

Thi, massive growth of busing provoked tittle resistance till court and ad-
ministrative orders in recent y, rs i cgan to require busing for racial integration.

The rt Asti-ince has ranged fr.., violence to buses in such cities as Lamar, S,C.,
and Dem er to antibu,ing it titian :.,inipaigns in citic:: fnmi coast to coast.

Senator John C. Stolid, of reiterated tits view of many opponents
when he told the Senate ro enlly that "parents are net going to permit their
children to be boxed up and crated and hauled around the city and country like

Jr. E. t.leun Fed th, rst deputy asr,ciate commissioner for Federal-state
ruin t ion, in the FE it, 11 Slates ()nice of 1' I1 i,.11 and for more than a quarter of

ntury the Fcdcrai Go\ eruna ut's for, inrt spcciali-t in pupil f ninportalion.
1,11: 110, I V') t ;11.11)tlt :10 per cent of the nation's .0.sultek from school
consolidr.1 ions.

Although busing vas at first a rural phenomenon, it has increased in recent
years in the suburbs of ma }or cities to pro.. ide transportation for high school
students.

OUTER REASONS FOR ausl:co

Dr. Featherston said that minor reasons for the increase in busing included
recent shortening of distances for busing in some states, special pick-ups because
traffic conditions would make walking hazardous, taxi service for the handi-
capped, liberalized regulations about giving rides to private school pupils, and
busing for racial Integration.

Ile agreed with state officials that only the last reason had produced any
turmoil. Opinions differ as to how much of it is due to iacisni nod how much
to genuine fear that busing a child away from his neighborhood would harm
his education.

In the South. busing children away from the home neighborhood to niaintmo
segregation was customary before Integration orders began to follow In the
wake of the Sup:eme Court ruling against school segregation In 19.14. Resistance
stressed "freedom of choice" in schools.

Outside the South, however, resistance to integration orders has stressed
allegiance to the neighborhood school system, often n system that was segregated
because of segregated residential patterns.

While scattered cities in the North bare experlment.d voluntarily with inter-
city or city.suburban busing for Integration, court and administrative orders
fur classroom integration that involved busing have hen bitterly resisted by
at least a vocal minority ever since James I:. Allen Jr., then New York Stale
Education Commissioner first ordered .Malverne, I., schools integrated.

STRIFE IS PERSISTING

The strife Is continuing as more of the battle for Integration moves from the
South to the North. The situation in Pontiac. Mich., Illustrates in microcosm
I he a rguinents pro and con and the tension generated by the issue.

With :Michigan's first court-ordered busing for school integration due In
Pontiac In September. tile Washington Irving Elementary School's pa renteacher
organization there has voted to seek secession from the Pontiac school district.

Last February. Federal Di trio Judge Datnon J. Keith, former cochairman
of the :Michigan Civil Rights Commission. ordered Integration of the 25.000-pupil
district. In March he a pprm cd a plan that would mean busing half the enrollment,

The Concerned Parents of the Pontiac School District was formed. About 90
ItIVILII.CTS, in automobile caravan, brought petitions with 15,000 signatures
opposing the plan to the Governor and legislators here.

Representative lick :McDonald of the Pontiac:ire:I introduced a bill in Congress
In prohibit busing of students for racial balance. 1,44 week the Pontiac school
board INA the Keith order to the Federal Court of ,Sppeals for the SINITI Circuit
in Cincinnati.

A nrostNr. CON T ROI F.RSY

Pontiac. an a atoninbilc manufacturing city of CcfC(li whiles and 17.000 blacks,
is sharply divided mcr the issue. Dr. Dana 1'. Widmer said in an Interview
that it was S the most d e school controversy in the community in his 15 years
as superintendent.

(J6
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PraWan airemly ,rdses :0'0)0 children up to three .:4e,41 a half miles width] the
ill mist i11,1111. t bii .11.1.9e they icouGl ildre to Cros,

streets of intersections with heavy
:cone of these pupils is bused till 0,11 ii'%1` Intel:S:011M anti IltiSh114 (111In his

;111,11,4.{1 no apposition, said Vernon Si Milli r. Ir.1,iticSS manager of the district,
.!bout I'42kOft0 pupils would he bil44 41 mulct' the court approved plan. for dish:times

about the same as ehildren are /IOW 1.11st.(1.
Superintendent Wilitincr said that opponents lays riahly prof:Heil their Ode,

lions to the niov busit,g plan frith hog 0111111,441 1011, Intl. . . ."
FOIII/Wing the he Silk! !'pine of milli VII !kit parent- teacher

.11,sociation for the benefit of a chiliis education ould he more difficult Ivherever
dist time between a Ito:ne and a school was lengliam41 that caltuattiolial programs
might hate to be sacrificed to pay for additional Lasing; limit extracurricular
school Lit tielties would he curtailed If a stud, nt had to 4111,11 a bits after
school, and Iltnt animosities in fi changed at Irotnaent might 4'4,111Se disruptions
hOt err to Wire to learning,

8.FETY lit .1.10R (TAN

Its said a major fear seemed to lie for the .safety of pupils "in a strange neigh
hor/44-4o41 farther Irian ionic, particularly if Ito neighborhood has a ilifferimt
racial low"

Dr Porter said the cost 4.f tensing was a vousiderat ion holding flack voluntary
eiforts by ti this 1,)

!Ake most states, Michigan flew exelutIes cite distrits from 'a id for busing that
is whioliy within city limits, tot pal iis l'orit amt- tenses livo far enough out-
side the city limits for the Mate to vay mart of flu. co,t.

Unless pending legislation Is passed to provide state aid for hosing in
all of the cost of the eourt-ordered busing fur integration in Pontiac, estimated

t the first year. will have to le horny tit the Pontiac school district.
Nationally, the cot of sta to-a Moil programs for basiveS 49 per rent of all pupils

is mono than Milt! million and growing annually. figures compiled by life National
Eden: ion Assoeintion show.

The outlay is second only to the cost 44 salaries as in rilltrillio11:11
4.:riirnse. Forty years ay., 747414till inn and :45.000 louses did the job. it takes :2:31I,0011
vehicles today.

cONSOLIDATION A /i1:1' RE.lSON

.t major reason for the increase, et ern state 441th ial quest loved agreed. has been
the urinal disappearance of the little red selnodhonse from the card scene, re-
sulting in the consolidation 441 100.000 school districts into

}Itch of this necurred in the period follcm inv. World War II. li, Featherston
said opposition to Imsing for consolklition had atu.lys I rem "vor.c

"Sine parents didn't traill to lose their haul -4104441, and h:n'e Mehl' Clit!liten
1:1') into Ili%) it," he said "lad they or4 titnally realized that the kid, at a better
e,inr-atbni in a larger school.-

lien in lousing for int( gration. there is 111/14 e Welke that the opposition 1.4
In lime spa id on a lot< or hardshins clelicre41 for or 1.11:111.:: iii ride.

In the South. basing has iong been it far,ireil tool for pro% hling nit ednea I ion.
Integration orders !hate not titer,,sed Jr;

In a statetifent last month in response I,, :1 I.,V Pre`ddent NICOn,
opposing busing for integration. the United States Commission WI riVil Illgids
said :

"For decades hlacl: nail white c hildren 41111;44 in the South were based at watch
a, :ill mites 4.r flair, each dray to a -sane imrfort radit se.zrogation

"No complaints thou it re heard from o lilts, of any harmful
1..1.,14.11 said.

In'S1N1. IN 7

S010111fil 1.11,1rh.: iias ,111 ea, mt:ii tl it mire roils counties in
7ffississippi. Lori -inn u. laba fad. (feor4.41.4. Nori h 4%1 rollria. Trios 4m1 Virginia
transported alafot all their pupils. midi,. haws taking to m uife
S111- ofits r,nd NeW.n. HP- ,t feet' talsinz hht4 /44Negro. ',hoots.

A1,444' !NI per real of .110.1 0.1 1.1.,1111, by Ihr II. I.:1111w rd Df
olid V.,11:in, for Satlu 1:1,t

cit:rl to -toe.
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"NVe Itave saved inoney by maintaining one pus system instead of two Hay
'Walter. Ilirvelor of school 1 II ansportat ion and ((river education bd. AVest Virginia,
told an interviewer,

Despite their stweches denouncing; hosing to achieve integration in public
seleads. legislaps now support leasing to private schools recently
ustaldisheil to provide rl ,Tgrug;lt011 education.

The Southern Itegiolial Council reported last nemtli after a survey : 'Parents
it not wove their children from liii 110 to private sehords because of Ihrcars of
Ii creased busing, Not only is hosing the of tiro lei private segregated
Lulus ; II i- III I POI .1 its whvik. 11101'1' 11.11F,ilig is (10110
and for tiger 411,bulevs.-

The rigors of latsing. with rifles cxt01,111,g np to S:3 miles III snore ports of the
NVest, produced lio ,ffic 1;11 solicitude until integration became a Impose. I,onislitila
oven r/17,p,,11011 IT boat.

"Il'e have had a lot of demands for additional transportation," said .Tohn
3facitleac, supuriotewleor of Iral)',1IoIlltIoli for the Georgia II,itartiLlent

"Thy state doesn't has children Ming within a mile ami a half of their
sri loll, and parents 1N-a nt the free transportation,"

The ilentand common In South, nsr. North and west.

Senator .T.%vt rs. .1nd also. :t fr. Chairman, that we incorporate in the
testimony before the committee =nch parts of the testimony before the
Select Committee with respect to educational opportunity as the chair
and the ranking minority member. in our ease. Senator 'Prouty. may
determine to 1)0 appropriate.

Senator That. Yes. and with the approval of Senator 'Mondale and
his ranking minority member.

DESEIItY(LIT ION 1TICERITIE:

Senator JAvrrs. ), es. of course. Now. Mr. Mitchell, I would like to
ask if you place a greater priority on using the resources which will
be available to the Federal Government if we pass this bill of SI1,1
Billion less the !:!:75 minion contained in the ec1noMion appropriation

deal with the de jue segregation or whether you wish the
same order of priorit v both ?

Mr. MITCUEU. I ellitlk we must, SellatOrJaVit5.1111-c the same order
of priority for both, This is the reason I cited this Eric school case.

I think generally in this country we have terribly explosive situa-
tions because of problems in these de facto areas. I understand that
a school yoked at S11.'2 million was severely damaged by fire up in
Erie anti apparently it was :.0 out grout }I of Oie dispute and the fester-
ing arguments among the people til)ont desegregation in I hOS, Corn -
1111111it ICS. and most of those living in such communities, feel there is
just no way out for them except through court action or other kinds
of challenges.

So I would give equal priority.
Senator .I.Nvirs. You understand. of course, that when you are deal-

ing with de jure segregation.. not are dealing with a proper action of
the 'U.S. Government to gam a constitutional right for people who
were denied it.

On the other hand. when you are dealing with racial isolation or
It facto segregationincidentally. 1 you consider both catechisms
toinuan the same thing!

N1r. I.. I don't see an, dittere»ces. and now 1 ant Ilwakin,*
as a lawer. 1 think if you trace to ils origin the eFrahlishment of any
school policy which duals with the assignment of children to schools.

4:1 1370 - -to
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you will find at that origin there is State action which, in my judg-
ment, would make de jure, segregation.

However, accepting the popular concept that they are different, I
would say that they are equally harmful.

Senator .J.vvrrs. You therefore believe the law should cover both the
Federal Government's responsibility to redress law violations as well
as the Federal Government's responsibility to afford the maximum,
optimum education that it can to our children ?

You would put them on a par?
Mr. MireinELL. Senator Jarits, I don't see how you could separate

those two things.
Senator J.,vrrs. Do you advise us, Mr. Mitchell, as the hest advis-er

of black leadership, to deal with the peace and tranquility of the
country?

Mr. MrrenFIL. I am not sure I understand you.
Senator JAvIrs, I want to speak to you directly, and I always have.
Mr. MITCHELL. You do, and I appreciate it.
Senator JaviTs. Because we have a double problem in this country

of enforcing the law and avoiding riots and bloodshed. It is very
important to us what such a highly respected organization as the.
NAACP thinks about peace and tranquillity as well as about law
enforcement.

Mr. Mt TCII Well. I certainly would like to have peace and tran-
quillity not only because it is gm-al for the country, bin I think in the
neighborhood where I live, which is a slum area. I could sleep a little
more peacefully- at night if we had peace and tranquillity.

A couple of nights ago I was sitting on my front step ar I noticed
two little boys playing beside an automobile. Suddenly they jumped
up and threw what they intended to be a molotoy cocktail at a house
where somebody lived that they did not like.

Fortunately, it did not go off. They were not as skilled as they
might have been at making it. So I have not only an academic view
of this, but a very practical exposure to it.

So I say of course we want i ra lam y and licace in this country hut
there is no way to have it unless we address ourselves to the problem
that causes the uproars and the confusion.

I think that education is one of the best places to start. I think that
as much ;is we would like to have a bill which just provides the money
to do whatever seems most pressing at the time, we have got to recog-
nize the fact that if we really want to correct problems in this country.
we can't think of the next 2 years or the next 5 years.

We have got to think of the next decade. or maybe the next 20 years.
and think in terms of doing now the bind of job which in the schools
at least will enable us to get rid of some of the tensions that are cousin,
trouble in this Nation.

Senator JAvrrs. And that is the reason you advise us that we should
give the same priority to the use of this billion and a half dollars for
correcting unlawful segregation as we do for correcting racial isolation
which so fa Hui s not been held to be unlawful ?

Mr. Mrctimi.L. That is correct. We would hope that the Suureme
Court would lied that it is unlawful. but would say this: I think in
providing aid for these schools that are the so-called isolated schools.
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we have got to be sure we don't do it in a way that we compound the
error by continuing segregation.

In the neighborhood where I live. for example, there is a school
which is about three blooks away froiu toy home.

You could easily spend $.1 or is a junior high school-
in making Iltat it wonderful ednentional temple for the children who
are drawn from the surrounding neighborhood.

But unless you use some ingenuity and comonmsense, it would
forever after remain an ail-Negro institution, and I think this is the
kind of reason why and I think this is the reason why we need then in
I lei, legislat ion a provision e, Melt says, We will give aid to that kind of
school, Ina the condition of that aid is that we will continually review
the praetices of the local school authorities to make sine that they are
trying to break tip that racial isolation, rather than just perpetuating
it."

BEASON:: FOP. AN UNi.TAIDEOATED EDUCATION

Senator .I.vvirs. Is your reason for that a better education, or is
your reason some other reason, moral or otherwise.

In other wont the 1u-el-ailing view of educators now is that a
racially segregated education is deficient in light of the American
expecience. Now suppose the technicians and edit( ators came to some
other view the next day, or in a year, \vitene they felt that you could
get as optimal an education for the child in an all -black situation,
which they don't think now.

Would that chanc,e your view, awl, if so, why ?
]fr. Afurclua.l.. II wonld change my view, Senator davits, be-

cause, while I have a great respect for exports, 1 have an even greater
respect for emwrience and commonsense in handling various problems
that confront the human race.

When I WaS a young man, Ncgrli,s were 1114 ad/flitted to the law
school, of many of the Southern States. In an effort to meet the con-

:tutional requirement of providing educat Mind opportunity for these
aspirants to the law profession, onte of the States set up separate

but the courts pointed out that in a lawyer's experience he
comes in l'Ontrlct with dil.:":"InflieS Who will become Judges, prosecutors,
the members of the legal fraternity in his profession in his community.
and therefore it is a handicap to a lawyer to put hint in a situation,
when be is in training, where he will be in contact only with the
members of one segment of a count-amity.

I think that applies all across the hard, and 1 conclude on the ha Fis
of ecimmonsense and toy own experience, without even bothering to
refer to what the experts say. although I know that they hold as you
have stated, I have concluded that it is absolutely impossible to give
childrmi adequate education for today's world if you putt them in
separate SAWS.

Inevit,ddy, the political life of a community being what it is, the
scp.trate school: ',illicit :UV for the black children do not get the satin
kill(' of t reatinent that then is given to the white children. I think
it is an micluingealde truth in the field of mincaticti. as the Supreme
Court has held, that separate education is uneytai.

Senator .lxvirs. Sot reasmts :try not only ellwat Om; t he total
ellueak tona1 experience ?

,,1110
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311. Minima., I don't see how yon can separate those thing's. For
example, let us say in the civics class, it is the intention of the faculty
people to bring the. children to Washington, and sonic of the persons
who know you, or know Senator Pell, because of I heir persomil contact
with you pick up the telephone and quickly arrange, even though it
had not been in the original plan, a meeting %vith you so that the
children have the advantage of seeing their ES. Senator.

They have the advantage of being conducted tip to the gallery, as
you ran and do. Also there are often things that you do for them.
Along comes an all-Negro institution where it might be from a State in
which the Senators are not as friendly as you are, and not a; disposed
to try to look after the schoolchildren, or the black group.

They just never get the experience.
I feel that if we are going to educate children, we just don't confute

ourselves to the classroom, we give them the total experience of prac-
tical lifeI just want to make one observation in that connection.

A friend of inine who is a former schoolmate is now living in
Norway. In a visit last week she said that in Norway efforts are. being
made to arrange situations where as a part of the educational program,
children will be exposed to hazardous situations. For example, instead
of :350 building a nice sr.-imming goal, they rehabilitated the old swim-
minghole, so that the kids can understand practical hazards.

Well I think this is true of all education. We can't just hive it in a
classroom. We have to reach out in the practical, everyday experiences
with all their risks and all their benefits if we are going to give the
children ill they need to have.

tISTRIP,UTRIN foroit-Lx

Senator JAvrrs. In view of the prioit ies to which you have testified,
what do you think about the provision of the adminiArat ion la which
would distribute t wo-t lairds of the ;wadable funds cu a Statt -State
formula, but which holds one-third of the funds for the Secretary of
IIEW for distribution and al iocin ion as he ;night lie advised in I he best
interests of the legislation?

Mr. 31riviirtt. We flizcussed that particular item Senator ,Iavits,
and I think we, as an organization. would like to see a smaller part of
the money within the discretion of the Secretary of IIEW.

That is the organization position. We have not spelled out how much
would be within the discretion, hot my own personal feeling is, and
this is a feeling basest on the experience around here in tile last :10 years
in the Capitol, the most important thing that you can have in a pro-
gram of this kind is a man of integrity and ability loing the job. In
my judgment if you have that kind of a person you don't need to wormy
how Lunch of the money is being handled by that particular official.

So I guess the answer is that we would like to see a lesser sum than
one-third in the Secretary's hands, but We also point not that the
fundamental (west ion is : Will we get 1 person of st rengt h. of integrity
and ability .else will fairly znlmini ter that hilt of the law ?

Senator JAvits. (If ,..orse. another aspect of it is the formula by
which the greater proportion is distributed. ion have to be sure that
that formula would not enforce a priority which you say is nowis:
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to enforce, to wit, a priority over ccrrecting de jure segregation, to
prefer that over racial imbalance, and yet you mulerstand that that
is very likely to happen.

Mr. MrrenELL. It will certainly happen if we try to ch-; the double
counting, and if we confine the ilia, to which is not under the discre-
tion of the Secretary, to schools affected by Federal court orders,
that would PlIt011latielli1 write. oft the States which have great need,
like California and Pennsylvania and others.

I think the administration ought to keep in mind that when we were
working for the passage of the voting rights hill. the administration
took the position that they did not want any regional legislation.

11 'ell. in the form that the President has proposed it, this is regional
legislation, but we have a national problem, and I think that the
adminis'tmtion could just follow its own advice and avoid regionalism
by suppruting legislation which would reach the whole country.

Senat JAvirs. The division of these resources; should there be a
relationship in which the States receive part ?

r. Mrrctim.L. A question has arisen on how you get the count.
I would like to say for whatever it is worth, it seems to me the simplest
way of gettinga count of minority groupehildren is to ask the teachers
in classrooms, or count heads without names, and turn those figures
into the principal who in turn would give them tc the officials to
transmit them to Washington.

LITIGATION ExrEssrs

Senator JAvirs. There are two suggestions I would like to comment
on. These are suggestions made in your testimony. One is an amend -
went to the administration bill, S. 3sS3, to heljt defray the cost of
litigation, including counsel fees, plahit ill's experts and out-of-pocket
exiwnses.

You would like to sec that included. 'We have done something like
that in the opal employment opportunity hill which was just ap-
proved by the committeeand I as you that Senator Pell and I
will be most sympathetic to trying to get that.

nusi NG

Anotli,:r thing which von speak of is busing. and you have a yens
interesting suggestion, that we seek to really eliminate in this legis-
lation the inhibitions or prohibitions of the various amendments with
which we are so familiar around here with relationship to the busing
question.

Now I would like to ask you a question, and this comes now as to
llie altitude if the Hack community.

The big point is made that busing may only he involuntary where
it is in pursuance of a desegregation plan, and either pursuant to a
court order, or with 11F11' and that all other busing insist is' volun-
tarily done. That would include. of course, busing as to racial int
halance, because that is not a sithiect of agreement with HEW or flue
subject of a Oelll't decree. What do you say to that and I would like
the a ititude of the black community.

'109
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NIr, Mrta I have the good fortune of being one of your
friends for so many years, Senator Jayits, that I might to in fairness
Say that I don't think anybody mulct give yon the view of the black
community.

I think one can only nive the view as one sees it, from his vantage
point.

It is my opinion that the rinestion of busin among the people of the
so-called black community is really an irrelevant pouhlem.

If it is necessary to give children a good edue:0 ion by putting them
on a bus, I think people not only wzilit to do it. lint Havre itolle it

I believe thieve is re >entnicttf about the one 1vay street arrm.gement
on these things. The busing plan.: to achieve desegregation usually
are designed to take the Negro children oat into the white community.
but not to luring any children back into the lilac]; community.

In my judgment, in order to he fair ahem it. if white children are
to be brought back into the black community. then there might to be
souuthing w(11111 While to theist tn, V-11-11.11 )1100.11S that we Ernst
have schools or teachers or courses that are really desiraille, and that
Ilse parents of children want I heir children to be exposed. to.

I don't think we have had that yet in this country. but in my judg-
ment, if we pot the safe!mards such Is we have suggested in this leg-
islation and ulpturonriate the money. I hlieve we call acompish it-

It is ,00hing to ine as ui g.randfather that there would be any dis-
pute about Musing, hecanse I would -1 so 'well remember the course
in education. or whatever you had to take in college to graduate.
where we talked al.out consolidated schno1 4, which meant we elimi-
nated the little country school and bused children for unites which
We 4-untinnv to do. in order to give them a good education. If we say
that busing nuns! he voluntary in all situations, except that which yon
mention, we would have to allot ish the contionlsory school attendance
law, because all the went would have to say if he did not want to
send the kids to school, and would prefer to have thong Hick cotton
or something, would jest have to say. "I am not going to submit to

Senator .1.yaliru:. So your would apply the standard of relevancy to
:my kind of lum.ing, so long as it i consonant with an optimum
education

Mr. Mitchell. I certainly would, Senator davits. I don't see how
you could expect a successful desegregation 111;111 if you tie the hands
of the local hoard of a school by saying "you can't have any of this
money for husing-, then they are coufronted with 41 situation where
it olllY br tw,T7'sltl'Y to 'w-c some 'busing in order to accomplish an adv..
gunk. desegregation plan. Ify withholding the fonds. Ihe rederal (Iov-
ernment i..: a party to continued segregation.

Senator .1Avurs. Thank you very much.
Senator Pau.. Think you very much. and thank you. lft. Mitchell.

for coming op here. and iie will take .r11111' villisilleratifIliS' very seri-
ously indeed,

NIr. ND 11111.1.1..
Senator Li.. Thank vou.
Our next willies, i-; Nit, Paul Tanks, Director of the Model Cities

prrwraw for the city of Boston, Mass.
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STATEMENT OF PAUL PARKS. DIRECTOR, MODEL CITIES PROGRAM,
BOSTON, MASS.; ACCOMPANIED BY DR. BARBARA L. JACKSON,
ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR FOR EDUCATION AND TRAINING,
BOSTON MODEL CITIES; AND MRS. VIRGINIA RICHARDSON, AS-
SISTANT ADMINISTRATOR FOR ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES,
BOSTON MODEL CITIES

Senator PELL. Wou Icl you introduce your colleagues?
Mr. l'Ames. Mr. ('hairman, I have with nu' to my left 1)r. Barbara

Jackson, %I'll() is my assistant administrator in charge of education and
training programs in Boston.

To my right, I have with me, Nfrs. Virginia Richardson, who is
assistant administrator for administrative services for Model Cities
and I would like to take this opportunity to thank yon and the com-
mittee for inviting ns kre to testify on tienate bill 3S83.

We. Ivould like to place ourselves in favor of this legisiation, and
would like to say a couple of thiii!rs concerning it. First of all, the
quest ion of de jiire versus de fad co., and let nw go back for a moment
and say that I hove been privileged to work throughout the country
along %itli the assessment of education that was funded by the Car-
negie and the Ford Foundations and, %vliere we. went. into communities
all across the country. looking at eantAtion trying to get and adequate
issessitieut of what we were doing in American public education.

.11so, I was privileged to work at the State legislative level and
agrin the passage of what is called the racial balance act of the Com-
monwealth, which outlaws all racially in/balanced schools in the Com-
monwealth, and mandated iipolt those communities that had racially
ill halanced schools, and found racial imhalances being any school that
had :10 percent minority population, and mandated that each one of
those communities. that have such schools in operation should im-
mediately submit plans to the Commonwealth of 'Massachusetts as to
how they were going to solve their problem.

So that hill was passed in 1965.
.tho, I was a part of the establishment of what is called the

NIETCO program in Boston, which takes. black children out of the
black community and (In, howr city and wn moved them to some 2fl
cotimmit:es which are predominantly -white, outside th' city of
Boston.

There the State legislation, once lgaiaa, that pays for the cost of the
movement of the children, and at one (point was paying for the cost
of the hl it ion they were attending ot,tside their community.

I am glad to say at this point that most of the communities outside
Boston who are receivers of the children have eliminated a tuition
cost. and the cost now is supportive services for the children in the
schools they arrive bi, and the transportation of children to those
schools.

was also t party to the organization of the program ashore awe
moved p hildren to predominantly white sillools within the city. 'We
come ,it this bill from a position of support, and the fact that we arc
talking about ellucatiou.
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We have learner? an awf ally lot in Boston. and in nas7,,c'ousetts and
we have learned the que,rio,i is not the movement of hildmo so much
as it is what knit! of education are we going to pnivide for children who
are presently living in the inner city, ana indeed thronglumt the St at c.
that quality education should he the objective of all of us, us we talk

desegregat inn plans ?
One of the things about this bill is that it begins to allow the Depart-

ment. of Health, Education, Welfare to get back from the etun-
mon it ies plans that integrate good education as well as the desegrega-
tion problem.

It also begins to suggest to the comoinn it ies that are presently under
mandate by the 'mats to desegregate who see this as a punitive. position
for the Government, as saying, "Ncov, we will in fact support von if
lit fact you take the position that you are willing to deal with and to
eliminate desegregation in your school systems."

I think this has been long needed. We hind that with our racial im-
balance act. then it only dealt with the physical development and
structures.

11'e said that if yon build a school to eliminate racial imbalance, then
the Commonwealth will give you an additional amount over the 40
percent that is presently allowed in the State aid formula. We will
nO give you rtitercellt for IllOSe school baildhig,t.

The problem came by the fart that there was no mm fur programs,
and-when the children arrived at the new school we mule the judgu lent
that just by having them there. that where they were going. there was
good educat inn, and that they woull see better education than where
they were.

'Mint we found is that there was a tlucstion abOat fhe education at
the school they were arriving at. There is a question ahont the quality
of education, as well as the question of where t hey were before.

So now with this possibility of some legislation which will allow
school districts and systems to devise 0 plan that will include this,
then we can begin to see that it gets incorporated into those plans, the
plans to deal with the ethical imial shift that is going on inside the
school building.

So, for that reason we feel this is A giant step in the proper direction.
We also feel that unless this happens, we may well see what we have
seen in the Commonwealth, where we really have 1.0t been able to
addressourselves to the question of racial imbalance.

We alsotake the is,sue that the question leas 1X:en asked. "What about
the attitude of the Black community !'"

I would certainly say that the Black community as ] have been able
to er1V1S1(Ill it, having been ;t part of the community all my life, tint ee
had some problems V. ith the fact that we were busing kids out of their
schools. and somehow arriving at a school t hal was all white. and people
said they already mentioned it .istlie way to get quality education. for n
black kid to lx in a white N.tiing. ;Ind we feel that is completely nnl rue.

Clue other part of it is, also, that we have had the experience of
busing children the other way. We have a school that we 'milt under
the racial imbalance act in the black conniumity in which now we have
some 40 percent of the kids being Ims.sed in who are white in that
hist it nt ion.
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'1 he reason why the parents iire willing to come to the institution is
because they know at that institution there is a high standard of educa-
tion. Quality education prevails there. So we have white parents who
are more anxious to get into that nisi itnt ion from other parts of the
city.

This begins to suggest that with the proper kind of planning, and if
the funds were available to tin this kind of planning, we could begin
to make real inroads into overcoming the raciiil isolation throughout
the.country.

We have had this expel:cum We see this bill as giving us an
opportunity. There was a question as to whether or not there should be
one-third of the funds left to the discretion of the secretary.

We feel very striigly about this provision because one of the things
we have been and 1 can pm my hit on as the model cities adnunistra-
torone of the problems we have had with Federal programs is that
when we sit down with the city officials to develop a plan, that it was
difIkult, to take that plan to the Government under ally prOgralil
whatever, and to take that particular plan to the Federal Govern-
ment's particular section, whatever department it was tinder, and get
that program funded, because there were guidelines that had been
established that malty times which obviated the possibility of carrying
out the local plan.

1 think it is important to have the discretionary funds to look at the
school systems that are beginning to tip, and begin to deal with those
before they become so hard and defined as racially mhalanced or de
jure segregated, you know to deal with that as it occurs.

So we feel very strongly that those discretionary functions should
maintain themselves in the legislation. and will support that very
strongly.

One says one-third versus too- thirds. I think as much as we can put
into that discretionary fund is important if we are going to pull this
off.

I have felt strongly after seeing the community's plan in model
cities being constantly retailored to fit Federal guidelines: this has
been a constant problem that we have been facing. because each com-
munity has a different set of nuisances as it deals with this problem, and
I think it is in the wisdom of the people who drafted the bill that they
included this in the bill.

Senator Put,. Thank yon, Mr. Parks. very much indeed. You did
not read sour statement. BM I will be sure to read it.

I am glad to have a witness, too, who feels very strongly about this
lull one way or the other. Specifically you favor enactment of the bill
as drafted ?

Pvrixs. Yes. 1 would and let me just explain once again. I have
exiierienced for years legislation that Wits brought up at a certain time
and place in our history that did not get passed because it did not
have all the things everybody wanted in it.

At the same time I have come to realize that we have to fake our
steps and We have to get to the out hero where we can begin to deal
with an issue.

To lay it aside and not do anything about it that is. then at this point
would be tragic.
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MONDALE AMENDMENT

Senator PELL. Would y01 I prefer it with Mondo type amendments,
or without ?

Mr. PARK.,. 1 don't think I am really concerned about whether they
are there or not.

Senator PELL. It is the basic thrust that you believe ill?
Mr. PACKS. My trust lies with the peopie who ktre going to see that

the bill is carried out properly because at the community level we have
gained it lot of sophistication in dealing with the Federal Government,
and we will be, once given the opportunity to bring our issues to the.
various sections, we can then begin to get the kinds of things that %%e
would like to get.

I think there is enough room in the tupendments, or in this bill, to
allow us to do this.

(The prepared statement of Mr. Parks follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF PAUL PARES. DIRECTOR. 310D1:1. CITIES PROGRAM. Iles:Aix.

Racial isolation within public schools exists both Norili and South. Although
the legal terminology for it differs"de facto" versus "de jure"--the effect on
children is the same. Efforts to eliminate this problem have lironglit :1 new focais
on the need to provide higher quality education for all children. white and black.
and to re-examine existing methods of providing education. The possibility of
improving the quality of education depends on substantial increases in :11ailahle
funding,. In the historic I 07)4 Brown :ha:Ishii: in school desegregation. the Supreme
Court said of calm at ion :

"Today it is :1 principal if:Oran:era in awakening the child to cultural values.
in preparing him for later professional training. and in helping him to adjust
normally to his environment. la these (tr.s, it is doubtful that ::fly child may
reasonably to :succeed in life If he Is denied the opportunity of 1111
education.-

If public school systems across the Isaintry are to fulfill their mandate tn as-
sure equal opportunity as a method of strengthening and unif nig .kinerican so-
ciety. they must have the means to do so. The bill before you Offers this oppor-
tunity on an unprecedented scale.

In 1911.5. the Commonwealth of Irissaeltusetts passed historic legila lion out-
lawing racial isolation In its schools and offering financial incentives to local
school boards to eliminate racial segregation. This incentive Is In the form of
additional state aid for the construction of new school to:filling,- 1;:,';c rather
than Thai noritml 40',4. Ian 19111. Boston's school sx stem had 21107 tint -white
pupils (23%) and a total of 41; iinliatanced schools. By 1971), the school popula-
tion had become 31 noiew hite :mil the minilwr of imbalaneed schools
had risen to 02. 'Flits represents nearly one third of the 1112 schools in the city,

Boston has tried several approaches to alleviate Its racial hi:balance problem:
I t "PVII enrollment. 2) over - building, or the construct ion of SchoollS in t1 bite areas
which have greater capacity Ilion is needed for the nelghborliooil population
permitting nun- whites to transfer. 31 fringe area schools. or sehiails constructed
at the border between Mink and white areas of the city. null I; niagia t
or buildings incorporating moisnally attractive educational program to mi
courago voluntary enrollment of white students in a black neigliNTio NI. ill :arldi-
tlon. N1F:1'1'fl ;)11,1 groins are prog rams initiated by the communit In provide
the inearig for 10,Z1 white students to enroll in schools out the black corn-
numity. those programs now recehe state funding, barely 4',1 of the 211.2.-5
non white stud :Ms iu the Boston Pulith 14elesil Kystew ate ,11rollc I 1ibvio11s1V
the large tome:dr:Ilion of norow hit:: students in ghetto ,area,'' f the vile make It
unlikely that these approaches atone 11 in he :tile to provide an adegnate solution

Mendwrs of the State third the 1,4.1y la spiimille for c iirm-,iug
the Racial 1mb:flame .lot. 11:1):. Nen unanimous In torte ft1,1 re to sup/rirt dr-
segrrg;rtion nil but have bcciminew filling to itopose soli:lions oaa Beal suho ot
board,. ir concern has been frnstratid he the I: figth of time: re paired to 411'
vetop am] Implement construction programs. Black communities across she
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state share this frustration and the iiiblitiona I frustration caused by the fact
Dint the imbalance law provides. no funds to implement new program ideas.

In response to the frusta tier of the «immunity and to the need for a new
approach %vliidi would overcome the dittimillicis of racial segregation by neigh-
borhood, the Boston Model Cities stair 4111(1 the Boston School 1 /era rtment. work-
ing as a team, have developed wlidt is known as the Partnership Concept for
new educational programs and facilities.

The Partnership Concept provides for children and teachers from white
and noti-white schools in different parts of the city to participate in new pro-
gram which racial 1,)101011. Double classroom units. half from an
inibalanced school and half from a white school, will he taught by a team %vhich
Includes both of the regular classroom teachers, a parent aide from each neigh-
borhood and a special resource teacher. The double units will share a program
which takes advantage of the stimulating resources of major cultural institutions,
such as museums. line arts centers, zoos, aquariums, universities. etc. Tbe cur-
riculum will include all of the basic skills in reading, nwtheniaties, selenee
as well as intergroup relations materials and ethnic history and culture. Sk.11ool
will not be defined ns a single building, but as the program which provides var-
ied and broadly integrated learning experiences for children. A ilinv kind of
partnership is created not only between neighborhoods, lint also between the cul-
tural institutions where the resource centers will be developed and thc, public
school system itself. This new concept has been endorsed by the State Beard and
the Board of Superintendents of the Roston School hpartnielit and a 3.5 million
dollar, three year demonstration project has been developed, although its
implementation must rely on funds to Ie wade available by the Yederal
government.

13oston is fortunate to have a large number of major cult arid facilities which
are eager to expand their educational services. to Ow community. The notion of
nsing the city as a school, however. is One %%11i111 is being implemented
in several cities, with and without the construction of new resource centers
as Boston proposes to do. 1Philadelphia Parkway Program, Chicago Metro-
politan High School.) Many other solutions must be encouraged to develop as
strong educational improvements rather 1 1111 11 :acre supplementary service s-
breakthroughs in making public education accomplish its goals must be made.

Many cities, north and south, will Mal themselves responding to soon' co/u-
nion problems and conditions. These conditions include

Dense concentrations of black students. geographically. Efforts to over-
come defacto segregation nhich do not break the barriers of neighborhood
isolation cannot succeed in climina 1 ing racial isolation. The city as II whole,
and especially its major public places. may be seen as "neutral turf'' to which
students from all over the city may go,

Disillusionment with the pato, of change. As n result of the slow rate of
response to the Supreme Court's lik5-1 ruling. blacks found it !Kress:try to
cuiestion integration as a strategy and to develop the more ;recent approaches
variously teen in black power and separatist tacieements. The essential goal
of integrated school experience does not twittlict with these strategies: that
children who have been systematically denicd their rights be afforded the
chance to enjoy a full share of the fruits of American society.

',halted resources to implement educational improvements. At both the
State and local levels. funds for public s.elirails are alliwated from snare's
which must also be usts1 to solve problems in housing, health, inemile main-
1.1t:1 11(V, city services and economic. clod:rill:wit. 'Chose NOIIITOS are clearly
tad adequate for any of these needs. In Boston. where the announced
properly tax rate for 1971 is $1.-dIst1 per thousand voltintien. the taxable
prolierly base ito('N not include sonic -15 percent of the land area, which is
°coupled by tax-exempt users. l'axable resources -middle-class property
nwne rs and many businesses -have fled to the suburbs.

It is likely that Niassachusetis is not the only Slate tvhicht has historinilly
given extremely limited educational assistance for program Innovation. 1:vc it
where program asst.:tame is at ailabic% it is likely that slit ll funds are far front
adequate.

The legislation now before you (an ...clone a new method of meeting the
fi,Aoi needs cf local school districts which hnr the %sill and the imagination.
to solve the problem of racial isolation. It call 1e rt.SloonIVe to
North and Smith, which may di Ter in their approach to a tnlill itql, though not
in the urgency of their need to find one. Perhaps most importantly, this bill may
become the vehicle by uhlcli new lifality in meeting the minunitnients of Coy-
ernmcnt may to dcmonstratt d to psopli; v.ho are running out of patience.
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Senator Pia Lt. But in a city midway between }ours and mine there
have been racial problems, as you know.

ME. PARKS. Yes.
Senator PELL. Do you believe this bill would affect our pat t of the

country ?
ME. PARKS. Yes. Because one of the things, we had n chance to meet

with the people on the bill earlier, and we came down hard cm the fact
that we have plans, and that there is enough in here to give us the
flexibility ;o begin to get the precedent set to use som_, of the Federal
funds to deal with the de fac,o problem, and I think we hare to set that
precedent to overcome some of the fears people have about dealing
with racial isolation in the North.

The other thing I would like to say and just bring to the committee's
aitention is a point in my testimony, is to talk generally about it,
although I don't like to talk in generalities.

We lia-e, a plan in Boston designed by the Model Cities Admin-
istration in conjunction with the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
that begins to talk about a new plan, a new way to deal with the
problem of racial isolation.

It is this type of plan that we are hoping will conic 'miler the struc-
ture of the dimensions of this particular bill, and 1 would like at this
point, if I may, Mr. Chairman, to defer to Dr. Jackson, who will
give a brief explanation of what we see as a plan that really speaks
to the educational quality as well as the desegregation issue.

Dr. Jackson?
Dr. JAcKsoN. Thank you, Mr. Parks, and Senator Pell, for gi,iing

me this opportunity, and 1 will try to observe and answer questions if
you like.

What we have developed is what we call a partnership cone,?pt. It is
not a totally new idea, but I think the way we have defined it is new.

We are talking about what school is, and what education is, rather
than the tieing of what happens to children inside of ak individual
school building or sc cool house.

We are talking about their total ,xperience. In this instance it would
include children from a predominantly black school in the model
cities area, nal most of our schools are predominantly black, and
another school predominantly white in another part of Boston.

These two groups of children who meet at a third place utilizing one
of the many cultural institutions that we have in the Boston area Wt
think the plan is adaptable to of her towns, and particularly good for a
city like Boston that has these other opportnnities.

it is a way to get the children into the city to begin to look at edu-
cation with an integrated experience. The children would form a team
along with their teachers, along elth people from the museum staff,
and their total educational experience would lx' spent together, would
be planned together, by the stall' and by the children and by the pa rents.

But it world take place in di ffereht locations. They would spend
part of their time at a place, like the Museum of Science, or the Elma
Lewis School of Performing Arts, or at a school in then immediate
area, but their total learning civet ienees would be integrated. I think
this gives crildrcn and teachers in ;i community au opportunity tc look
at education, use new resources, new places, new materials, new people,
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in order to both learn basic skills, but make the educational program
very exciting.

Busing is an integral part of this, but it is almost irrelevant. The
children would go to school in their neighborhood and then as a group
their total experiences having been planned together, would go to the
other places where part of the education would take place.

We have had a tremendous response from the institutions in the
Roston area that are anxious to expend their total resources so the total
educational community, particularly the Museum of Science, we see
this as a nex way to define integrated experiences where you very
consciously look at what happens to the children both vitliin their
school community and also where they are in another place, as well as,
more, importa itfy, taking advantage of a new way of educating
children.

Senator Prur.. Thank you very much.
What percentage of your 'flack citizens are from the Smith and

how many are from the Cape Verde Islands?
Mr. PARics. We have a very small percentage in Boston. We have a

larger percentage from Puerto Rico, or from Spanish speaking areas.
I don't have statistics on what the numbers are from the South. I

don't really know what that influx is. But let me just say that I think
the crux .n'1 it is also included in the bill, is the opportunity for the
people from the community to plan with the public institutions, the
school committees and the State boards of education, to plan together.

I think that is what did not happen in New Bedford. The problem
of people being able to plan from the basis of how they see the problem,
and negotiate that out with the public authorities, that is a ::ry im-
portant thing, dimension, and I think the bill allows for tnis to happen.

The more we do this, I think the more people feel that they are able
to find a way into the decisionmakiag process, and the more we get
people who bave a share in the responsibility of the plans that come out
of communities, the less the hostility will continue to be, and we have
achieved that, and I think we are on the road to positive solutions.

Senator PELL. Thank you very !mulch. In the bill we would like to see
more of that type of responsibility. Thank you Mr. Parks, and your
colleagues, for coining down.

We appreciate your advice here today vcry much.
Mr. Rums. Thank you, Senator Pell.
Senator PELL. Our next witness is Mr. August. Steinhilher, executive

director of the National School Boards Association, and a very old
friend of this subcommittee, too.

STATEMENT OF AUGUST STEINHILBER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
FOR CONGRESSIONAL RELATIONS, NATIONAL SCHOOL BOARDS
A LSOCIATION; ACCOMPANIED BY MICHAEL A. RESNICK, LEGIS-
LATIVE ASSISTANT

Mr. SmsnireEtt. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My colleague here is
Mr. Michael Resnick, legislative assistant fo, our Association.

am here this morning to Teal, on :3883 a bill which world pro-
vide Federal funds to assist the desegregation of our Nation's eletneli-
tary ;ad secondary schools

al 1n
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More specifically the purpose of the Emergency School Aid Act
of 1l)70 woold be to tray for the special most of desegregation, encourage
elimination and prevention of racial isolat ion, and help willfully
group children in racially isolated areas to ovcivoine the edncalional
4lisadynntages whi,-.11 they have sn ered.

`The Nat ionnl School Boards Association is on record in its approval
of a program of this kind. We believe that such a program is a promis-
ing; step forward towarl achieving quality educational oplbortnintics
for all the Nat ion's children.

On April 11, the National School Boards As=ociat ion at its 19i0l
Annual Convent ion adopted the following resolut

civic RIGHTS

The Naltottal School Boards .1ssoelalticul urges the t'ongret and the President
to recognize that school districts moy be faced with large costs ill their efforts
to desegregate Iteir systems. Often these costs .cannot he home by current Fed.
erat programs its is the case where it aced wi=ts for new

To assure full access to ethwittloual opportunities. for all children regurillegs
of race, entitle background or ceommil.r slatir=. we urge the Federal ttoverm
meld to provide financial assistance to those districts which are ninth] 10 bayfor these celled costs.

The position of our organ i-ation is clear: we applaud the President
for advancing this hill and we are grateful that this subcommittee is
holding hearings, we support the basic thrust of the proposed leg-
islation and we urge its passage.

Out association has one basic caveat to our siipport of this new
legislation. Moneys to fluid this pt.oposctl law cannot he taken from
any other domestic programs whether they be :idroinistered by the
1Department of 1117,11', the 1)epartinent of III-1), the I>epartinen1 of
Labor,01 the011ice of Economic Opportunity.

It is our understanding front the statements of former secretary
of 11E11", Finch, and former ('ontinissioner of Editeat in] t James Allen
that the administration has promised not to divert ft»1115 from any
other program tosnpport desegregation efforts.

l'nforttinat ely the hill which wt. are discitssing today baI it lra..ie
defect. We believe that this defect. if enacted, would create inefficiency
;tit confusion and invite interdist riot politics, and generally divert
from the wort liwhile purposes of this legtslat ion.

Specifically 1 ;1111 trferriiig to the loom]. almost limitless discretion
giver, to Cu. Se..reta ty of I fEkV to administer the program. The
provisions of sect 10! 4 mid section s respectively oiler no guidance
as to how much money the Secretary !nay award 1(1 any school district
or the. precise priority system for which such awards can he made.

:Now let Inc speak to scut ion 4.
Suhsection (a) states that the Secretary shall allot from 1 wet-thirds

of the appropriations $100,1100 annually to each State - -or $:) million
annually, Of the balance of this two- thirds -or all authorized sinii of
$1 billioneach State re.TIVCSIO1 011101Olt in proportion to its 1101M1%-
11011 of minority group children.

However by virtue of subsection li this is :lot formula grant. That
subs -,,.-tion provides that Ilk Secretary, upon determining that a
State is receivin,. more than NvItat is iteee;sary to fiC.;,.,1 its firogratit
or project may allow what he oleternthies to lie such excess 19 the other

1
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Statesto the extint that he determines any excess is not created in
making such an allotment.

C,f the ono.-third, or $500 million balance subsection a states that
"such sums may be expanded by the Secretary As he may find neces-
sarv.to carry out the purpose of this act."

Owe], this di se retionr.ry lammage our first question is what will
be its effect on the operation of the Nation's school systems.

First we envision a competition for funds developing among appli-
cants. Since allotments of these were limited funds would in part be
made by comparing the situations of perhaps several thousand school
districts, it would behoove each applicant district to overstate its needs
and costs of its programs.

Furthermore, in so scrambling for funds applicants would be en-
couraged to petition State officials as well as their representatives in
Congress and the administ rat ion.

In our opinion neither overstated needs or political activity should
be the baronietcr for nieasuring the amount of money that any district
should receive.

It should be noted that t..ection 7 of the bill does not insulate the
program from these problems. Subsection a (,) thereof provides that
applications may oill be approved if the secretary, among other thingF,
determines that the applicant is not reasonably able to provide, out of
non-Federal sources, the assistance for which the application is math?.

This language is far too flexible to have any meaning.
Secondly, t Ins discretionary language f rust rates effective budget and

program planning at the State and local levels. The financial impact
of the Emergency School Assistance Act cannot be understated.

I would like to make brief reference to the supporting tables sub -
nutted by former Secretary Finch when he appeared before this sub-
committee on Jame 9, 1970.

All of the districts which are listed as eligible as category I districts,
that is districts under a voluntary desegregation plan or under court
order. are in 10 southern States and four border States.

In determining the amount for which these districts would be eli-
gible, it mast be remembered that their minority students would be
double counted.

And with regard to category II Secretary Finch in his testimony
stated that M percent of the students who would be classified as
racially isolated are in 12 southern States and five border States.

From the above figures, it would appear guile likely that the 17
States referred to would share a major portion of the $1.5 billion of
this a-year program.

At the same time, for the school year 1969-70 these States had edu-
cation revenue and nonrevenne receipts totaling an estimated $11.26
million of " -Mich approximately $1.1 billion was in Federal assistance.

Within this perspective, the effect of this proposed legislation on'
budget planning and particular) in the localities directly involved,
is bound to be substantial.

Therefore this language which creates such a potentially wide and
undefined gap 1)(4 ween eligibility end actual allotments can only cause
uncertainty and defeat budget accountability at the State and local

;412
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Thirdly, we question whether the administrators of this program
can make both a timely and competent review of the programs for the
more than 2,000 school districts who will be applying for immediate
assistance.

In addition to administrative delays we foresee that the adminis-
trative overhead of this program at all levels of government will
siphon off funds which rightfully belong in the classroom.

The question is then raised how can the legislative provisions for
making allotments be structured so as to avoid the inefficiencies of
interdistrict competition, frustration of budget planning, and admin-
istrative delay and overhead?

We feel that all of these problems can be greatly diminished if allot-
ments were made either on a strict formula basis or through some type
of a State plan. As to the type of formula, it would appear reasonable
as section 4a of the bill suggests, to make entitlements by counting
minority pupils. I would like now to refer to section 8.

A related question is that if funds are distributed to local school
districts on a formula basis, what degre of control and/or discretion
should the Federal Government have in determining the manner in
which the funds are spent ?

For the reasons which will be stated further on it is the position of
the NSBA that State and local school authorities should have the final
decision as to the manner of execution, provided of course that the
program selected is consistent with the purpose of the act.

Therefore. we are also opposed to the discretionary language of sec-
tion S. This section states that the Secretary may approve applications
by giving special weight to those which contain programs or projects
of his liking.

We do not understand why any one program should be categori-
cally paramount to any otherparticularly since. the. value of any
given program would vary according to the fact situation existing in
each applicant district.

Furthermore, we feel that local authorities are in a better position
to judge which programs would he most effective in their particular
needs. But if there must be a priority of programs and if that priority
must be set at the national level it should 1.e clearly outlined in the
legislation. This will enable school boards to make more responsible
and ruiponsive policy decisions vis-a-vis Federal assistance, when they
plan their annual programs.

Moreover section 8 also states that the Secretary may set an order
of priority for choosing categories of applicants. We feel that if in
its wisdom Congress wishes to establish some order of priority it
should also specify that order.

That kind of power, particularly when dealing with a $11A billion
program, should rest with the Legislature. Its social and financial im-
pact is too far reaching to be a matter of administrative discretion
and possible political maneuvering.

Before I make my concluding remarks, there are a few other sec-
tions of the bill which deeply concern onr organization.

Subsections 5(h) and 5(a) (3) are stating that the Secretary may,
in his discretion, accept applications from private institutions for
programs and projects to carry out the purposes of this act.

A 1 3
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There are several reasons why we are opposed to the direct partici-
pation of private institutions in this program. First, it should be
remembered that the elimination of dual school systems and the re-
medial training of educationally disadvantaged pupils are basically
schoolpublic school problem .

It would therefore appear appropriate to furnish funds toand
develop programs ofpublic agencies since they are charged with
the broader responsibility of desegregating the schools and of edu-
cating tho children involved.

In addition many local school districts have made their own plans
for dealing with desegregation. Therefore in bypassing the public
schools and working with private institutions the bill also bypasses
tho efficiencies of coordinated programs and creates additional ad-
ministrative costs, such as duplicating existing personnel and pro-
grams. Furthermore, we find it difficult to understand, from the view-
point, of State and local school officials, how these sections will encour-
age the voluntary elimination of segregation and racial isolation.

Somewhat, related to the above problem is the question of whether
the States should participate in the program and subsection 7(a) (2)
permits States to make comments to the Secretary regarding an
applicant's plan.

however, the bill does not provide for any real State participation;
indeed, does not give the States the. power to veto a local plan which
may be either inconsistent with State policy or inefficient. in the scheme
of State planning.

The area of education has legally and traditionally been recognized
as a State matter. In bypassing State authorities the bill could sub-
stantially alienate the personnel whose cooperation is most needed.

May I underscore that because, unless the cooperation is gained by
all of these people the important business of desegregation may be
lost for some time to come.

With further regard to the alienation of State authorities, it. cannot.
help matters to condemn these authorities for effecting laws and
policies which contribute to a situation and then not even grant them
an opportunity, at least in the first instance, to bring about a correction.

Section 6 of the bill lists the general activities for which expendi-
tures may he made. Although subsection (f) permits the repair or
minor remodeling of existing school facilities there is no provision
for the construction of new buildings.

In the past few years efforts to achieve desegregation have resulted
in the closing of many substandard schools. As n result, overcrowding
has occurred in these districts and they have been left with a whole
complex of educational and logistical problems.

Since most cases of school closings have been initiated by court
order, ltate and local treasuries have not been prepared to a-lleviati.
these problems.

To make matters somewhat worse for these districts as well as those
which have voluntarily closed their schools, the tight money market
has made school construction bonds unsalable.

To some extent the bill readies the problem of overcrowding be-
cause. it provides for the minor remodeling of closed schools. Certainly
many of the closed foci ht ies can be made educe-loudly sound by minor
reincdeli ng.

49-732 0-70-21
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Iloweve,, we seriously doubt whether such minor remodeling can
restore a dilapidated, outmoded school building to the extent that is
necessary to insure the student. body of such a school of the same edu-
cational opportunities as those students attending modern facilities.

We say this with the knowledge that the shabby quality of these
buildings has time and again been central elements in the on.:t's
findings of fact that segregated school systems do not result in equal
education.

Therefore unless these. buildings are replaced, we envision much of
the Federal effort in this area merely resulting only in a change of
the, color of sonic of the children who will be denied au equal education.

It should also be noted that frequently segregated pupil paCerns
both de jure and de facto, arise as a result of the location of school
buildings. In many such areas these patterns can best he broken by
the strategic lilac Anent of new schools.

ITnfortunately the bill closes this option. While we would agree
with the administration that this bill should not be turned into a
school construction bill construction costs should be. au eligible, item
of expense and an important proviso if it is part of an overall desegre-
gation package.

Finally I might add that in advancing desegregation consideration
should be given to the hardship which a plan might work on children
and parents. Therefore. school districts should be permitted to weigh
the merits of erecting a new building as an alternative to say a situa-
tion where large numbers of students will have to travel long distances
for a number of years before there are sufficient local funds then for
construction.

There can be no question that for these reasonsthat is, overcrowd-
ing, irreparable condition of existing facilities, in an educational sense,
the efficient placement of desegregated schools, and local hardships
there is a crying need for new construction.

In conclusion, the purposes of S. 3883 holds a bright promise for
many children whose future would otherwise slip away in substandard
schools.

Whether this promise can become reality will directly depend upon
the type of program which Congress writes into this law. We believe
that language providing for adm:nistrati%e discretion to determine
the amount any district would receive and determine the priority
in which districts or programs would even be funded, &Inlets from
the viability of the bill.

We have similar private reservations regarding' the nianne: in
which the bill provides for the participation of private agencies, its
effective exclusion of the States, and its failure to melude funding for
the construction of new schools.

We therefore urge the correction of these provisions.
Senator I'm,. Thank you very much for specific and well-thought

cot testimony. I am glad that in general you believe we should move
ahead.

Mr. STEINIIILBElt. Most definitely, sir.
Senator PHA.. Your suggeA ions are excellent and will be seriously

considered. If yon had yonr choice its we. may, bet ;veen moving ahead
with the bill as presently written, and with Mondale:type. amendments
added on to it, would you support it, or oppose it?
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Mr. STEIN TIMBER. If it is exactly as it is presently, we could not
support it.

Senator Plus.. In other words, you feel your recommendations
would haw" to be included in it for you to support it ?

Mr. STEIN III LliER. Yes.
Senator PELL. I appreciate your specifie recommendations. They

are of help to this committee. We will take them under advisement
and do the best we can to either come out with a bill that is nceeptable.
You again may find that if there is not enough enthusiasm for the bill,
we will get bogged down.

I hope not.
Mr. Srm N WILBER. In retrospect, Mi. Chairmail, I would like to

underscore our support of the goals of the bill. As I was stating our
official position, I kept thinking of the. negative manner in wluch I
spoke of a number of these provisions, and yet there is a crying need
among many school districts which for one reason or another, nor-
mally local political reasons, they cannot. get money locally to support
desegregation efforts, and we. encourage ('ongress to look toward pro-
viding this kind of funding, because the need for our children is so
great..

Senator PELL. Obviously we will not. be able to take all your sug-
gestions, Inn we hope in the end to come 01It With a bill that. you
could support, because of the regard we have for your association,
and the help this committee has received in the past from yon, which
has been very valuable to us..

Tnk you v_.'y much, indeed.
(The following material was subsequently supplied for the record :)

NArtoNst. SCI1001. BOARDS ASSOCIATION,
Washington, D.f7., Scpteinbur 10,19770.

!tol. CLAIBORNE PELL.
U.S. Sin etc,
ll'a.,111'ngloir, D.C.

DrAti SENATOR PELL: Recently when we testified before Scar Subcommittee on
S. 1`,S,,0 the Emergency School Aid Act, you asked if we would oppose the bill in
its present form. Nfy answer was that we would oppose it because of our fear of
the broad discretion language contained in that legislation. Future events,
namely the promulgation of rules for the Emergency School ssistallOts Program
on page 13142 of the }Wend Register of August 22, have unders;ored our !en
Quite frankly had we known in adVaNe tlie scope of these regulations, we would
have opposed the additional t}1:1 million appropriation for desegregation con-
tained in 91-350 and as you recall we were one of the leading proponents
for this appropriation item.

As for specific objections on the regulations, first coneerns the unilateral man-
ner in which they were cicveloiKal. The National School Boards Association was
not even consulted ,luring their development. 1 have double checked with all of
the major education ass(slations namely the National Education Association,
American Association of School Administrators, and the Council of Chief State
School Officers, Their officials have likewiA. indicated a complete lack of involve
mem cal this, one of the most critical issues faring American education.

.another aspect of the regulations which astounds us is their apparent disre-
gard for Title IV of the Elementary and Secondary Education Amendments of
111117 as amended by Pi, 91-230, Section 421 Is completely disregarded with
respect to the thirty {30) day delay requirement between publication In the
Federal Register and filial effective date. ThIA section is largely emasculated
with respect to the recoirement that all regulations contain citations to their
legal authority. Instead of Justifying regutations in terms of specific legislative
Intent, the citations given in most mutations are holler plate references. Section
151 7 of the new regulations contains no citation at all. Most of the other sections

i416
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contain identical citations. May I use one example to illustrate this point. One
citation to the Education Professions 14.velopment A.ct-20 11.19-111Pa
eppears frit (10) times lit the regulation. It Is as ii 11S log:it authority to justify
regulations requiring s!Ivient advisory committees he set up in ea eh and every
school In a district :affected by any desegregation project. We really doubt if the
Education Professions Dere loyaellt Act was ever considered by Congress to
justify such a slave :tic requirement.

The regulations also require local school districts to select at least fire (5)
local organizations to review desegregation efforts. A number of specific organiza-
tions are specified as ones which "should ordinarily be among those selected"'
Those specified organizations include Community Action Agencies and City
Demonstration Agencies, Congress has always striven to have broad local Involve-
ment in education, a wide!' the lv,,Iional School ooistion 11:;:
likewise supported, but to my knowledge no where has local school district: been
required by federal law to recognize and delegate governmental responsibilities
to specific organizations.

The new regulations may be in violation of Section 422 of the General Pro-
viPions Concerning Education. They certa Lily exercise direction over the program
or instruction, administrathm and personnel of a school system. At best the
Department of HEW has considered the prohibith,n against federal control of
education in its most narrowest sense and often this kind of restrictive language
has been completely ignored as exces.ive verbiage.

Sincerely yours,
AtGUST W. STEINHILBER.

Director, Federal and COngred3i011ai Relations.

Senator Prar.L. Our next witness is Mr. Carl 71hgle, director of legis-
lation for the American Federation of Teachers.

STATEMENT OF CARL J. MEGLE, DIRECTOR OF LEGISLATION, THE
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF TEACHERS

Mr. MEWL:. Thank you.
Senator PEnn. We welcome :,on here, Mr. Me,de, and proceed as you

will.
Mr. MEoLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Carl J. NIegle. I am the legislative director of the Ameri-

can Federation of Teachers, a national teachers union of more than
200,000 classroom teachers affiliated with the AFL-CIO.

It is a privilege for me to appear here before this committee to
present the views of the American Federation of Teachers iii reference
to S. 3883, a bill designed to aid Khoo] districts and meet special prob-
lems incident to desegregation iii elementary and secondary schools.

The Anmican Federation of Teachers has a proud record in support
of integrated education. The tunicus curiae brief which we tiled with
the Supreme Court in 1954 wa; followed by an American Federation
of Teachers convention resolution which required integration of all of
our segregated locals, a directive whit' became an accomplished fact
by the end of 1937.

Unfortunately the rate of school integration has proceeded at- a
much slower rate. Accordingly there is a legitimate and nrgent need
for a carefully defined Federal assistance progiam to aid school dis-
tricts to complete school integration.

However, integration for the sake of integration alone is only a
Martial educational solution and becomes truly meaningful when ac-
companied by quality education.

Therefore our emphasis must he directed tow.trd a goal of quality
integrated education. In this sma we maintain that one of the bars
to quality integrated education for both students and stmt is the lack
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of proper compensatory programs and facilities in schools of high
student enrollment.

While any efforts to effect full integration within our schools are
commendable, we're concerned because the bill is directed only inci-
dentally toward elimination of the indisputable id)lic school needs,
and the shortage of fully qualified teachers, and the outmoded physical
plants.

These are the basic deficiencies which burden our children with
inferior educational opportunities. Inferior in thr t they fail to prepare
for living in this advanced age. The advance of technology and auto-
mation have generated a need for profound changes in our educational
program if we are to achieve equalized educational excellence in the
schools throughout our Nation.

5.3883 authorizes the Secretary for I lealth, Education, and Welfare
to anproe plans which involve compensatory education programs.
Quality integrated education cannot become effective without com-
pensatory programs based upon the total school improvement approach
used in the MES program which the AFT has pioneered for many
years.

In the best of schools teaching is hard enough. Without the educa-
tion staff provided under compensator): programs teachers will have
difficulty in achieviiur success and satisfaction and hence are apt to
be driven off to other teaching jobs or to seek other careers.

S. 3883 authorizes the appropriation of 8112 billion to be appropri-
ated for carrying out this act. Moreover the allotment among the
States as outlined in section 4 would limit funds to only those districts
which are under court order or I IEW directive.

This limitation means that with few exceptions only schools of
southern districts would qualify fcr this money. It is true that IIEW
has directed a few northern cities to integrate; yet it is also true that
HEW' has not been able to investigate all de facto situations in the
north.

For this reason we propose that the sum authorized to be appropri-
ated then be at least doubled and that any school district anywhere in
the United States that wishes to submit an integration plan either to
overcome de jure or de facto segregation of its school system shall be
eligible too for funds.

Irrespective of the total number of dollars eventually authorized
to be appropriated, it nuist be clearly stated that none of the funds
shall be obtained by transfer from any other program now in effect.

It occurs to us that the $11/2 billion authorized in this legislation is
almost identical to the allocations under the ESEA act, title I.

Transfers of any of these funds from title I would represent a grave
error. We strongly urge that this legislation clearly specify that any
authorized funds be appropriated in addition to any and all existing
funding.

Moreover if the double accounting provision is included then cer-
tainly any school district which conforms to an approvcd integration
plait should qualify for double account ing for those minority children
who according to the plan were actually moved from .t segregated into
an integrated system.

In SO doing shoot districts which desegregate their schools but fail
to integrate classes should be denied assistance of any kind.
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An obvious weakness of the bill is that it relies on its incentive
features to secure good faith performance by public officials. In fact,
t rewards duck school districts which have extended the least effort

to eliminate segregation w]thin their school systems.
We believe the.t the allocation of one -third of the appropriated sums

to the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare to be expended
As he may find necessary or appropriate to be extremely nnwise.

7ublkt officials who violate the law should be held responsible by
the proper authorities.

The health, Education and Welfare Secretary possesses punitive
powers only through withholding of funds which negates the intent of
the legislation o encourage integration of school systems.

Moreover vesting all power in the Secretary of Health Kdtv ation,
rryi tiVelfare bypasses the Commissioner of Fducation and is counter
to general procedure of all other federally funded education programs.

We strongly urge that if the Congress should decide to enact this
legislation that it should do so only after it has established told included
strict guidelines, criteria and allocations in under to reduco to n ntin
mum the discretionary powers of the Secretary of HEW in order to
avoid the legislat ion becoming a polit ical grab bag.

Moreover, we have strong convict ions that all necessary implementa-
tion of this act, can and should be accomplished through the existing
raffle school system. We would strong]) urge deletion of paragraph
(b) under article3ofseection5.

To bypass the authorized public school system through grants or
contracts with any public or private agency could not guarantee the
desired quality integrated ednest ion grogram but instead would most
sun e:55 degrade he existing public school system.

While any effort to eirect complete integration of our ndent 1 vit-
iation is commendable, we continue to believe that the basi;, auswers
to the problems faring American education is through ,oirinsion of
general Federal aid in an amount which will eliminate the indisputable
public school needs. Specifically we have in mind prouosals outlined
in S. MO. Hearings for this legislation are still pending before this
subcommit tee.

We strongly support authorizations which provide fir additional
teachers to reauce the teacher -pupil rat io. We recommend remedial and
other services in order to meet the special needs of children affected
by the planned-for integration,'

Moreover teachers must have a. definite role in planning and drawing
up any integration program. The orientation must not be completely
from an administrative point of view.

Since authorizations for public information have already keen
.:pecified in Public Law 91.-230, section 110, we recommend similar
inclusions in the proposed legislat ion.

We appreciate the opport unity to appear before this committee. We
sincerely thank the chairman for the courtesy which he has extended
to us in making it possible to testify.

Senator Pri,t,. (hank yoa, As I understand it, the AFT supports
this legislation, but would like some changes mat!. If we were faced
with the nice of passing it or not passing it as presently written,
with the. adilit ion of 'Mondale typo amendments, would you stil,port its
passage, rr her than not ?
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Mr. Mr.cs.i. The. American Federation of Teachers strongly believes
that the fragmentation of these educational programs cannot produce
the best results. It is for this reason that the American Federation of
Teachers commissioned the distinguished economist Leon Keyser hug to
prepare a comprehensive study of nationwide educational needs. From
this study we prepared iind introduced a most comprehensive educa-
tional iegislative program, which we hope the Congress in some f t u re
day seriously consider. To have impacted aid, to have ESEA, to
have desegregation legislation, to have NDEA and other educational
aid by the Federal Government will not brim the best results.

However, to answe, your question, if the Mondale amendments are
added and if specified lines are included as suggested in our testimony,
and if in addition teachers and the community are allowed to partici-
pate in formulating pi.ograms, we would support the legislation.

Senator Thank
In this connection, the NBA, has supported the basic bill. and also

Nye received a statement from the AFL-CIO in support of the basic
thrust.. Both have added to the chances of passing:, this bill. There will
be more hearings mid discussions concerning the material.

TREATMENT OF BLACK TEACHERS

Much comment had been made about ti,o teachers in the South with
regard to the black teachers being transferred and 'Sometimes fired
because of d esegregat

G :nryoumake any comment on this ?
.1fr. A1ECFr,. Yes, indeed. This is a just criticism. The American

Federation of Teachers dces not have a large membership in the. South
because of our pioneering pusition on integration. In 1934 here we
placed a black person on mu executive council, and have continuously
done so. In W50, by convention action, tic required all of our black and
white separate locals to integrate. For these reasons we have not been
able to secure the orpnizat ion of teachers in the South to any great
extent.

Senator PELL. Do you hove any members in the Deep South?
Mr. MEGEL. Yes. tie, have locals in Nr Orleans, Atlanta, Chat-

tanooga and Birming'Hun.
Senator PELL With black members?
Mr. Mum.. Practically entirely because when we required integra-

tion of our locals most of our white, teachers withdrew, so that all we
had left were theblack teachers.

We now have a growing integrated local in New Orleans. We know
black teachers have been discriminated against in the process of
integration.

Senator PELL. Do you have anything to submit cf specific instances
along this line ?

Mr. Mocha,. I think I can
Senator Pm.. I would appreciate that very much.
Mr. Mr.or.L. I will be glad to try to supply such information,
Senator Pan. As you do that, try to make sure Curt these are bona

fide examples of unfairness, and that her are not differences in
quality, which is often cited as the reason.

Mr. Mr.r.r.b. May I add this statement also?

'420
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In many areas in the South, the black teachers were better qualified
than the white, teachers They had to be better qualified to get a job,
and a gteat many of tlymi bad master's degrees. 'Hwy were employed
because they hart the advance degrees. Therefore many of them were
better qualified than the white teachers, and some of these black
teachers are 110W being discriminated against.

LINGUISTIC ISOLATION

Senator PELL. 1 think one of the problems here is that many sec-
tions of the country there are almost two languages being spoken, and
with integration 1 hone we could achieve a single language without
the differences bet wren geographi,.al areas, which is too often the case.

TRANSFER OP ASSETS

1)o von have any knowledge of the transfer of private assets to
private :,chools ?

Mr. 11EGEL. I have no specific instances that I can report. I may be
able to secure facts on this item.

Senator Prit.. If you do we would welcome it. In any case, we
welcome the hist AMPS of Unfair ireaturent of black teachers.

Thank you, for coming, and at this point the subconunittee will
recess .its hearings to the call of the Omit

(Whereupon, at 11:50 a.m. the subcommittee adjourned, subject to
the cell of the Chair.)

421



EMERGENCY SCHOOL AID ACT 01' 1970

THURSDAY. AUGUST 27. 1070

U.S. SENAT7,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUC AT/ON

OF TIDE CommirrEE ox I..1110H .ND PUBLIC WELFARE,
WaRbington, D C.

The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to call, in room 4-832,
New Senate Office Building, Senator Senator Claiborne Pell (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Pell, Et.greton, davits, and Seliweiker.
Suboommittee staff trembers pre&mt : Stephen J, Wexler, for the

subcommittee.
Senator PE, L. This hearing of the Subcommitte,:. on "Z:iiication on

S. 4167, the Natki;a1 School Desegregation Act of 1070, introduced by
Senator Spong, Nvill come to order.

This hearing has been s4eduled as a portion of our tinitiinting study
of certain desegregation problems, in light of the administration's
proposal, S. 3883, the Emergency School Aid Ad of D70.

By his introduction of S. -1167, Scoator Spcnif± has brought to public
attention the Very real concerns of those both in and out of the Govern-
ment. as to the future rourse of action rhich the Federal Government
should pur.-.JO if it is lc succeed in its Rim of equal education for all
children. Indeed, the goal appears to be the same, it is the various
method3 to achieve that gool--with their different underlying philo-
sor deal hares- -which art: now epark4ig con: rovers},

Today's hearing on thi-- hill will, I believe, be most useful, for it,
will cry-italizt in the mind,s of the subcarniittee members the many
questions and attitudes which ci rile into play when we discuss this
type of rt. ;isure.

I look forward to hearing from Set ; for Sdong, who will be our Frst
withess, and order to be Frinted it le Nsord at this point a copy of
the bill and r, sect ion.by--section analysis.

(The bill, S. 4167, the analysis of the bill, and departmental reports
follow :)

(417)
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S. 4167

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITFD STATES

A17:1-ST 3, 1970

Mr. Sloss introduced the following bill; which was read twice and referred
to the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare

A BILL
To enforce the guarantees of the fourteenth amendment with

respect to the desegregation of public ci.mentar and second-

ary schools.

Whereas the fourteenth amendment forbids the segregation of
children in the public schools solely on the basis of race: 'Ind

Whereas the Congress has the authority and the duty to enforce

the fourteenth amendment by appropriate legislation; and

Whereas section 5 of that amendment is a pwitive grant of kgis-

Wire power authorizing Congress to exercise its discretion

in determining whether and what legislation is needed to

secure the guarantees of the fourteenth amendment: Now,

therefore,

1 Bc it enacted by the Senate and 'loose of Representa-

2 titres of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

II

,49.3
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2

That this Act may be cited as the "National School. De-

2 segregation Act of 1970".

3 Ssc. 2. Segregation is the separation of children of dif-

4 fereut races in the public schools pursuant to provisions of

5 applicable law, or by action of persoas exereis!ng administ ra-

6 live authority over the public schools, whero such action is

7 intended to achieve the szTaration of children solely on the

8 basis of race, and has that effect.

9 SEc. 3. (a) Any student in any public school shall have

10 the right at the beginning of any cehool year to transfer

11 from a school to which he has been assigned or would in

12 the regular course b.. assigned, in which his race is in a

13 majority, to a school in which his race is in a minori.y:

14 Prori,/rd, That the exercise of such right may be postponed

15 for a reasonable periAl of time while the most rapid feasible

16 effective measures are taken to alleviate conditions of over-

11 crowding in the school to which transfer is requested: Aril/

18 prorithd farther, That the school to which transfer is re-

19 quested offers education in the grade equivalent to that from

20 which the student transfers.

21 (b) Transportation which may be required to effectu-

22 ate the right of transfer under this section shall be provided.

23 (c) .Inc person or persons alleging that the right estah-

24 lished in subsections (a) and (h) of this section has been

25 denied to him of tier individually or to a class of which he

42 A
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3

1 or she is a member, or the Attorney General, if lie has rea-

2 sociable cause to believe that atly person or class of persons

3 have been denied sach right, may bring a civil action in

4 the -.Hitropriate district court of the United States for equi-

5 table relief, including an application for a permanent or tern-

6 porsry injunction, or other vder.

7 (d) In any action commenced under this section, the

8 court may allow the moving party or parties, other than the

9 United States, a reasonable attorney's fee as part of the costs,

10 if such party or parties prevail in the action.

11 Sec. 4. Where there are students of a particular race,

12 color, or national origin concentrated in certain schoAs or

13 classes, school bards shall insure that these students are not

14 denied equal educational opportunities by practices which are

15 less favorable for educational advancement than the practices

16 at schools or classes attended primarily by students of any

17 other race, color, or national origin. Examples of disparities

18 between such schools and classes which may constitute a de-

19 vial of equal educational opportunities include-

20 (A) comparative overcrowding of classes, facilities,

21 and activities;

22 (B) assignment of fewer or less qualified teachers

23 and other professional staff;

24 (C) provision of less adequate curriculums and

.,471
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4

1 extracurricular activities or less adequate opportunities

2 to take advantage of the available activities and services;

3 kll) provision of less adequate student services

4 (guidance and counseling, job placement, vocational

5 training, medical services, remedial work) ;

6 (E) assigning heavier teaching and other profes-

7 assignments to school staff;

8 (F) maintenance of higher pupil-teacher ratios or

9 lower per pupil expenditures;

10 (6) provision of facilities (classrooms, libraries,

11 laboratories, cafeterias, athletic, and extracurricular

12 facilities), instructional equipment and supplies, and

13 textbooks in a comparatively insufficient quantity;

14 (II) provision of buildings, facilities, instructional

15 equipment and supplies, and textbooks which, compara-

36 lively, are poorly maintained, outdated, temporary, or

17 otherwise inadequate.

]8 SEc. 5. (a) All persons exercising administrative an-

19 lhority under the laws of a State or of the Iinited States over

public schools have the affirmative duly to eliminate segre-

21 gation or any other discrimination based solely on race in

22 public schools subject to their authority, and to correct the

2 present effects of past segregation or oilier discrimination

24 based solely on race.

25 (b) A public school is organized and administered in

426
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5

I compliance with the Constitt.tion and laws of the United

2 States when all persons exercising administrative authority

3 over it-

4 (1) have in good faith discharged their affirmative

5 daty under subsection (a), provided that the question

6 of good faith shall be treated as a question of fact by

7 courts of the United States adjudicating suits brought

8 under the Constitution or laws of the United States, and

9 by duly authorized officers of the United States imple-

10 menting title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, and

11 shall be decided by them, having regard to the criteria'

12 set forth in this Act; and

13 (2) have insured that the school system or systems

14 subject to their authority are unitary school systems, as

15 defined in section 5 of this Act.

16 SEQ. 6. For the purposes of this Act-

17 (1) The term "unitaty school system" means one in

18 which-

19 (A) the requirements of section 2, subsections (a)

20 and (b), and of section 3 of this Act have been met;

21 (B) school activities are open to all pupils and fac-

22 city and staff, without segregation or any other discrmi-

23 nation based solely OD race;

24 (0) subject to the proN Lions of section 2 of this

27
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6

Act, each child attends the school nearest its place of

residence, or the ratio of racial minority to racial majority

pupil population in each school is within 50 per eentum

to 150 per cent= of the percentage representing the

5 proportion which the number of students of a minority

6 race bears to the entire pupil enrollment in a system ad-

7 ministered by a school board, where the geographical

8 boundaries of the aystem are themselves not determined

9 on the basis of racial considerations of any sort:

10 porrkled, however, That variances from a policy cos a.ssigning

li each child to the school tearest to his place of residence may

12 be made-

13 (i) to the extent necessitated by variations iu the

14 availability of programs suited to the needs of the child,

15 school car acity, traffic conditions, and other oonsidera-

16 tions of ease of access;

17 (ii) pursuant to measures put into effect by a

18 school board or other persons exercising authority over

19 public schools under the laws of a State, the District of

20 Columbia, or a territory of the United States, where such

21 rrmsures are intended to achieve better racial balance in

22 t tool population, and have that effect; and

23 (iii) pursuant to measures put into effect by s
24 school board or other pen3ons exercising authority over

25 publio schools under the laws of a State or of the United

428
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1 States, where such measures are intended to prevent the

2 resegre,,ation of a school, and have that effect.

3 (2) Variances provided for in paragraph (o) (i) of

4 this section shall be lawful only if they result in the assign-

ment of children to public schools or within such schools

6 without regard to their race. Variances provided for in para.-

7 graphs (c) (ii) and (c) (iii) shall be lawful only if they

8 form part of policies pursued in good faith to achieve better

9 racial balance or to prevent resegregation. The question of

10 good fan shall be treated as a question of fact by oourts of

11 the United States in the oourse of adjudicating suits brought

12 under the Constitution or laws of the United States, and by

13 duly arthorized officers of the United States implementing

14 title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964: Provided, lowever,

15 Lott school boards or other persons exercising authority ever

16 public schools who shall put into effect variances intended to

17 prevent rasegregation shall have the burden of proof in show -

18 their good faith intention, to so.

19 (3) The terms "public school" and "school board" shall

20 have the same meaning as prescribed in section 401 (c) and

21 (d) of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

22 Sm. 7. (a) Any person or persons alleging, or the At-

23 tomey General if he has ieasonable arise to believe, that any

24 policy or measure, adopted by a school beard or other person

25 or perms eiernising administrative authority over a school

429
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1 or schools in a system which is otherwise a unitary one, was

2 intended to achieve the separation 01 children solely on the

3 basis of race, and has had that effect, may being a civil action

4 in the appropriate United States district court for equitable

5 relief, including an application for a permanent or temporary

6 injunction, or other order. The court shall rescind such policy

7 or measure, and shall order affirmative action to be taken to

8 cure present effects Still directly attributable as having been

9 caused by such policy or measure.

10 (b) In any action commenced under this section. the

11 court may allow the moving party, other than the United

12 States, a reasonable attorney's fee as part of the costs, if

13 such party or parties prevail in the action.

14 (c) Any policy or measure found by an officer of the

15 United States duly authorized to implement title VI of the

16 Civil Rights Act of 1964, to give rise to a cause of action

17 under this section, shall be found by him to be a violation of

18 said title VI, even though suit has not been brought in a

19 court of the United States under this section. The violation

20 shall be deemed to have terminated upon application by the

21 school board, or other person responsible, of the remedy that

22 a court would apply under subsection (a) of this section.

4O
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',1Cnifeb 4N4atesx ...Senate

The honorable Claiborne ',71
United States Senate
325 Old Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Claiborne:

COMMITTEE CM PUBLIC WORKS

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20E10

August 5,' 1970

As you tr.ow, I introduced a bill. S. 4167, to establish
a notional school desegregation polichon August 3, 1970.

As printed, there are four inaccuracies on sage 5.
In line 15, the reference should be section "6", not section
"5". In line 19, the reference should be to secAon "3" rather
than "2". :n line 20, the reference should be to section "4",
instead o: '3". And, in line 24, the reference nboald be to
section "?.". I am attaching a copy of the bill, with the neces.Ary
cometions included.

I am, of course, moat hopeful that we can have action
on this legislation since the problems facing many of our
school districts are both crucial and immediate. Please let
me know if I can be of any assistance to you or your committee.

With kind regards.

Sincerely,

William B. Spong, Jr.

;.431
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MAJOR PROVISIONS OF S. 41.%7

The preamble notes that the Fourteenth Amendment to the
Constitution forbids the eegreghtioa of school children by race and
that Congress has the authority and duty to enforce the Amendment
by appropriate legislation.

SECTION 1 specifies that the bill will be called the "National
School Desegregation Act of 1970."

sEarton 2 defines segregation ss the separation of children
of different races in the public schrsols pursuant to provisions of
applicable law, or by action of persons exerbisiog administrative
authority over the public school°, where ,sue action is intended to
achieve the separation of children solely on the basis of race, and
has that effect."

SECTION 3 establishes a national right for any child attending
a school in which his race is in a majority to transfer to a school in
which his race is in a minority. Provision would be made for
transportation necessary to carry out the transfer. Procedures would
be established for bringing civil suits, initiated by individuals or
the Attorney General of the United States, to insure this right.

SECTION 4 states that efforts stall be undertak:m to insure that
there are no disparities among schools in terms of facilities,
curriculum, teacher-pupil ratios, student services, textbooks, etc.

SECTION 5 specifies that all public school personnel have the
affirmative duty to elimtnete segregation and discrimination by race.

SECTIoN 6 defines a unitary school system as one in vh:rb (1) the
conditions specified in Cections 3 end 4 have been met; (21 school
activities are open to all pupils, faculty and staff; and (3) subject
to the provisions of section 3, !sob child attends the school nearest
his home, i.e., his neighborhood school, or the ratio of minority pupils
to majority pupils in a school does not vary more than 50 to 150 percent
from the ratio of minority to majority pupils in the entire school
district.

Variations from the policy of assigning a child to the school
nearcat his home are permitted (1) if necessitated by availability of
progress (2) if undertaken voluntarily by a school board to achieve a
better racial balance cr (3) if undertaken by a school board to prevent
resegregation.

Variances are lawful only if they are pursued in good faith to
achieve better racial balabce or prevent resegregation.

SECTION 7 authorises civil actions in cases where individuals or
the United States Attorney General have cause to believe local school
authorities have acted contrary to the prov:st6ns of neetion 4.

42
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.41180 STATESCOMMISSIOhiCiNCIVIL RIGHTS
WASMWSTON, O.C. 10425

AUG 2 8 570

STAFF DIRECTOR

Honorable Ralph W. Yarborough
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Yarborough:

This is in response to your request for our comments on 5.4167,
The National School Desegregation Act of 1970, introduced by
Se..ator Spong. Cur comments are included in the attached memo-
randum to ma from John H. Powell, Jr., General Counsel of the
Commission.

As the memorandum indicates, we have severe reservations about
the bill and would recommend strongly that it not me enacted.

It creates a Federal system of "neighborhood" echrA.s, which
tend to be segregated in fact and it proposes to rtmedy intentional
segregation by the least effective method the right of indiviLual
transfer by Negro pupils, which would be enforceable through liti-
gation.

I hope our views gill be of service to you in your deliberations on
S.4167. .

Sincerely,

HUARD A. CLICKSTSIN

Enclosure
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UNITED STATES COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS

rashintion, D. C. 20925 .

OATS; Augtwt 21, 1970

REPLY TO
Armor. OGC

busscn Analyst, of S. 4167, The National Schott Desegregation Act of 1970
Introduced by Senator Spong

TO: Howard A. Glickatein
Staff Direntor

Tuts memorandum is an analysis and critique of S. 4167, The National
School Desearegation Act of 1970, a bill to enforce the guarantees of
the Fourteenth AmenCaent with respect to the desegregation of public
elementary and secondary schools. Part I consists of a se,:tion-by-
section analysis immediately followed by relevant comments. Part II
consists of general observations applicable to the bill as a whole

I. Preamble:

The preamble states that this bill is based on congressional power to
enforce the guarantees of the Fourteenth Amendment.

Domment:

02 the basis of our analysis of this bill -- namely, that it would
restrict rather than enforce Fourteenth Amendment rights -- there is
some question as to whether it constitutts 43 appropriate exerese
of Congressional power under that amendrent. (See kart II of this
memorandum.)

Section 1

There is no Section 1.

Sedtion 2

Defines segregation as the separation of children in the public
schools on the basis of race pursuant to 1-1, or by the fiction of
school administrations where the Intent is to separate sole].) on the
basis of race and which has that effect.

Comment:

The first part of ibis definition -- separation pursurnt to law -. has

no practical effect, since no jurisdictions retain on their books rr.y
statutes which require such separation. The second part of the
definition excludes some aspects of de care segregation due to State
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action: where it is the result of State action through State officials
who are not school officials; where de jure segregation is the result
of official inaction.; and where it is the result of official. action
designed in part to segregate pupils.

The first omission is particularly unfortunate, since the State can
act to segregate children on the basis of race through a variety of
means other than the action of school administrators. This has been
_recognized in several court decisions which found the existence of
de jure segregation in such cases, as Swann v. Charlotte Mecklenburg Board.
OF Education, 300 F. Supp. 1358 N.D.7771341950, Spangler v. Pasadena
City Hoard of Educt.tion, et. al, Civil No. 68-1438=T1T17,7ct.
Jan. 22, 1970.

The definition also places a very heavy burden of proof on plaintiffs,
who have to show that official action was designed to separate pupils
solely on the basis of race and that it has that effect.

This definition appears to be designed principally to exclude school
board responsibility for adventitious school segregation. It is
unfortunate that a Federal statute should restrict the courts from
developing their own definition of "segregation," which might inclule
de facto segregation.

Section 3

(a) FroVides that,at the beginning of the school year, any student
can transfer from & school where his race is a mkjority to a school
where it is in the minority (provided that the same grade is taught
in both schools).

The right to transfer may be postponed for s reasonable time while the
most rapid feasible plan to overcome overcrowding in the revAving
school is devised.

(b) When transfers require transportation; it will be provided.

(c) A private individual or the Attorney General may sue to
enforce the right of free transfer and free transportation as set
out in 2(a) and (b).

(d) If the movi-.g party, other than the U.S., prevails, the
court may grant him reasonable attorney's fees.
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Comment:

This Section gives a Federal right to transfer from a school in which
a pupil's race is in the majority to one in which it is in the minority.
Although the bill doea not state that this right is exclusive, many
school systems have far more liberal transfer provisions right now.
Presumably, the restriction on transfers is designed to prevent white
pupils from transferring out of majority Negro schools. Nevertheless,
this device does not seem to be an effective one for achieving desegre-
gation because:

--the bill places the total burden of desegregation on parents and
children, the people least able to sustain this burden;

--realistically, this burden rests only on minority group parents,
since white pupils are not likely to transfer from majority white to
minority white schools;

--in addition, the bill makes the right to transfer extremely
contingent, since it may be blocked as long es the school to v "ich
transfer is requested is "overoroweed" (not defined) and the school
systam is attempting to "alleviate' this condition.

The right to transfer has always been viewed as only one i... many
devices to be used to desegregate schools. In mart' cases, it has been
found to be an ineffective device (see U.S. (.mission on Civil Rights,
Southern School Desegregation, 1966-67 (1967)). For this reason the
Supreme Court it Green v.New Kent County School Board, 391 U.S. 430 (1968) re-
quired that freedEE76Y choice ray only to the tool for desegregation
II it gives real promise to be effective and if no alternative means
are readily available. Id. at 440-41. To restrict Federal protection
of the right of Negro children to attend equal schools to their right
of "free choice" seems to single out a device which has generally
shown its weakness.

There are also problem; raised by the drafting of this Section. The
bill, as drafted, does not specify that the right to transfer is only
to another school in the same school district. This is an important
omission, since in the esence of such a restriction transportation
may be payable to transferees to suburban schools or even to another
city. For example, it Is conceivable that a Washington, D.C. pupil
may have a right to transfer to a school in California under this
Section and that t,ansportation has to be paid fo his travel. How-
ever, this bill is so poorly drafted throughout that it is difficult
to assume that the omission is not inadvertent.
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This Section, like other sections of the bill, can only be enforced
by litigation. This is a slow and cumbersome procedre. This
remedy seems particularly inappropriate for a simple mr.":ter like
the transfer of one child frozLone school to another.

Section 4

Provides that when there± are racial, color, and national origin con-
centrations of students in certain schools, school boards must
insure that these students are not denied equality of educational
opportunity by practices which are more favorable for educational
advancement than the practices at schools attended primarily by
students of a different race, color, or national origin.

The following are examples of disparities between such schools and
classes which may constitute a denial of equal educational oppor-
tunities:

(A) Oomparative overcrowding of classes, facilities and
activities;

(13)

(c)

assignment of fewer qualified teachers and other
professional staff;

provision cf less adequate curriculums and extra-
curricular activities or less adequate opportunities
to take advantage of the available activities and
services;

(D) provision of less adequate student services (guidance
and counseling, job placement, vocational training,
medical services, remedial work);

(E) assigning of heavier teaching and professional assign-
ments to school staff;

(F) maintenance of higher pupil-teacher ratios or lower
per pupil expenditures;

(0) proviaion of comparatively insufficient facilities
t (classrooms, libraries, laboratories, cafeterias,

and extra- curricular facilities), instruc-
tional equipment and supplies, and textbooks;

i
(n) provision of buildings, facilities, instructional

II

and supplies, end textbooks which,
I comparatively, ar, poorly maintained, outdated,

tempOrary, or otherwise inadequate.

.
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Corments:

This Section attempts to set forth Federal standards for equal schools.
It does not define when students of a "particular rEoe" are "concentrated"
in "certain schools or classes."

The examples of inequality are based on REW's 1968 Title VI guidelines.
The language of the guidelines vas adopted wholesale without consider-
ing whether it is appropriate for a statutory requirement. Broader
language, requiring exact equality, would be tore appropriate.

This Section seems to prohibit compensatory education programs, perhaps
egaiu, inadvertently.

There is no provision in the bill designed to enforce this Section.

Section 5

(a) imixses an affirmative duty on all persons who exercise
administrative authority under Federal or state law over public
schools to elinanate segregation or discrimination based solely ou
race and to correct the present effects of past segregation cr dis-
crimination based solely on rate.

(b) A public school is in lompliance with the Constitution and
with Federel.lav when all persons in administrative control over it

(1) have affirmatively eliminated in good faith segregation or
discrimination based solely on race and corrected the present effects
provided that the "good faith" question is treated as a -v.lation of
fact bz 57 U.S. courts in suits brought before it under,the Constitution
and (2/ Federal law officers of the United States implementing Title
VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

(2) have insured :hat these schools are operating a unitary
system as defined in Section 6.

Comments:

". As Sectio' places an affirmative duty on administrators to eliminate
segregation based solely on race. However, this duty is 1.ractically
nullified by succeeding exceptions and qualifications.
their duty is satisfied if they operate a system of neighborhood
schools rith free transfer and trars-,rtation options. The bill does
not impose on school officials any duty to integrate schools. The
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extent of integration will be determined by residential patterns and
individual initiative.

The relevance of "good faith" to the implementation of Fourteenth
Amendment rights is unllear. Court decisions dealing with adventitious
segregation have considered whether officials acted in "good faith"
to determine whether they were faced with intentional segregation.
:Mat standerd....wb4lh is in the nature of an evidentiary ruling..
should not be enacted into Federal law. Decisions dealing with the
disestablishment of dual systems under Brown have also consilerel
"good faith" in determining whether schFUTF/ficials were proceeding
with deliberate speed. Both or these lin s of decision have been
subject to much criticism. Since this bill expressly excludes de
facto segregation from its coverage and since its requirements ?Fr
affirmative action by school officials seem nintail, there seems to
be no reason to consider the good faith of officials in the context
of compliance with its requirements. The general rule of decisicrs
under tiie Fourteenth Amendment has been to consider the result of
Stae action, not the intention of the officials involved. Harper
v. Virr,nia State Board of Election 383 U.S. 663 (1966) Baker

v. Carr, 393 u.s...186 (1962).

Section 6.

For the purposes of this Ant

. (1) The term "unitary school system' means one in which- -

(A) the transfer ;rid transportation provisions of H 3(a)(b)
are met and separate schcola %re equal.

(B) school activities are open to all pupils, faculty, and
staff without segregation or discrimination based solely on race.

(C) subject to the transfer and transportation sections of
thit Act (0 3), each child attends his neighborhood school, or
amphasis added7

the ratio of racial minority to ma,}ority students in each school
is within 50 to l50% of the percentage of that minority group In
the district as a whole, where the geographical boundaries of the
district are not determined on the basis of race. Provided, however,
the school board may cake variances from the assignment of students
to the neighborhood school when:

;09
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(1) it ie necessa:y because of the availability of programs
suited to the nee o of the child, school capacity, traffic conditions
and other considerations of ease of access;

(ii) it seeks to achieve better racial balance and is effective

to that end;

(iii) it seeks to prevent segregation and is effective to that

end. The permissible variances just discussed are lawful only 1.1en
variances for ease of access rIsult in the assignment of pupils
without regard to race and when variances to achieve racial balance
are part of r good faith effort to achieve better balance and to
prevent rectal segregation.

The issue of "good faith" is a question of fact to be decided by a
court or a U.S. official implementing TitLe VI of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964, provided, however, that a school board that has put into
effect variances intended to prevent resegregat,on has the burden of
proof to show its good faith intention to d, s,.

For the purposes of this Act the terms "public school" and "sdnool
board" are used as they are urea in Section 401 of the Ci,-11 Rights

Act of 1964. 1/

1/ Section 401(c) of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 provides that:
Public School" means any elementary or secondary educetional in-
stitution, and "public colirze" meaas any iL,titution of higher
education or any technical or vocational school above the secondary
school level, provided that such public school or public college is
operated by a State, subdivision of a State, or governmental agency
within a State, or operated wholly or predominantly from or through
the use of governmental funds or property, or funds e' property

derived from a governmental source.

Section 401(d) provides that: a "School board" means any agency or
agencies which administer a system of one or more public schools and
any other agency which ie responsible for the assignment of students
to or within such system.
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Comment:

The definition of "unitary" school system is at best unclear. This
Section seems to require neighborhood schools, subject to various
exceptions. Why should Federal law require that each child attend
the nearest school?

The variances are so broad as to permit any kind of exception the
'school board desires.

This Section is so unclear that it is difficult to discuss what its
effect would be. The proposed alternative to neighborhood assignments
is particularly confusing. It implies that a school attended by
children livinr in the neighborhood may be all black or all white.
However, Any departures from that system must result in schools which
reflect rooghly the racial compositim of the district. Thus, if a
district is 30 percent black, each non-neighborhood school must be'
no less than 15 and no more than 45 percent black. If a district
is 50 percent black, non-neighborhood schools must be 25 to 75 per-
cent black. What is the basis for requiring racial balance in some
schools and not in others, and what is the justification for allow-
ing such wide latitude 1. achieving racial balance, where it is required?

The clauses providing for exceptions from Section 6(1) add to the
confusion. If children are not assigned to their neighborhood
schools for reasons of administrative convenience or to achieve
better recta,. balance or to prevent segregation, does the ratio
requirement apply to the schools they attend? If not, to which
schools does it apply?

This section also contains a requirement for "good faith" on the part
of school officials. Again, the relevance of good faith is unclear
in this context.

Section 7

(a) provides that if any person or the Attorney General has
reasonable cause to believe that in an otherwise unitary school
system any administrative policy or measure was intended to achieve
racial separation of its students, he may bring P 41 action for
equitable relief, including a temporary or perr.unent injunction, or
other order.

(b) if the moving party :Aber than th U.S. prevails, the Court
may grant him reasonable attorney's fees.

(c) a violation of this Section if found by an officer of U.S.
implementing Title VT of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 is a viola-
tion of said Title Vl. A suit does not first necessarily have to
be brought in a U.S. Court under this Section.

4 1.
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Comment:

This Section gives a Federal right of action against intentional school
segregation. There is already such a right under the Fcurteenth Amend-

ment and Federal statutes.

(c) This section requires Title VI enforcement to be consistent
with judicial enforcement of this law's standards.

II. General Observations

The obscurities and poor drafting of this bill cannot mask its under-
lying purpose -- namely, to restrict school desegregation to the
absolute minimum required by Brown v. Board of Education. The bill
requires courts and Federal officials enforcing Title VI of the .

Civil Rights Act of 1964 to accept as in compliance with the
Constitution any school assignment plans under which children attend
their neighborhood schools, with the option to transfer, subject to
the availability of space. The bill preserves a local option for
more effective desegregation but makes it clear that the Federal
government will cot require such action.

On the basis of nearly sixteen years of experience with freedom of
zhoice plans, coupled with what is common knowledge concerning the
prevalence of residential segregation, it is impossible to conceive
how Congress could reasonably find that these measures will promote
desegregatiop. The statute not only sets standards below those set
by the Courts and executive action under Title VI, it institutionalises
enforcement devices known to be the least effective to achieve the
purposes of the Fourteenth Amendment. The Fourteenth Amendment is
not a grant of power to Congress to abridge minority rights; and
in this case, its invoc,'Aon in the preamble is a mockery of its
purposes. Such a law can only act as an incentive to local school
boards to segregate children by'assigning them to neighborhood schools.
The Federal government cannot put its "prestige and power" behind a
system that can Only result in segregated schools. Burton v.
Wilmington Parking Authority, 365 U.S. 715 (1961).

Further evidence of the intent of the bill is found in the fact that
it does not create any new Federal rights except the right to transfer.

The right to sue to prevent intentional discrimination or segregation
is already in existence. The statute does not specifically provide
a right to relief when a school system is not "unitary" or where
separate schools are oot equal.
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The statute does not deal with teacher desegregation. The statute
(generally poorly drafted) is inconsistent in its treatment cf
ethnic discrimination. The terms "color" and "national origin"
appear in some sections and not in others.

Finally, S.4167 introduced by Senator Spong ie almost exactly the
same ae H.R. 16484 introduced by Congressmen Preyer and Galifianakis.
H.R. 16484 is commonly referred to as the Bickel Bill. The differeaces,
aside from the fast that the sections are numbered differently, are:

(1) In Section 2(b) of R.R. 16484 transportation which may be re-
quired to effectuate the right of transfer under that sehtion 18
provided at public expense. In Sen'ion 3(b) of 5.4167 transportation
ie provided, but the words "at public expense" are deleted.

.
(2) In the two sections 2(d) and 6(b) of H.R. 16484 which deal

with attorney's fees in court actionn, the language is mandatory;
"...the court shall allow the moving parties...a reasonable attorney's
fee..." whereby in Sections 3(d) and 7(b) of S.4167 the language is
permissive; "...the court may allow the moving parties .. a reasonable
attorney's fee..."

..'In the event you are asked to convent, or otherwise testify on S.4161,
I recommend you vigorously oppose its passage. It creates a Fedeial

',system of "neighborhood" schools, which tend to be segregated in fact
and it proposes to remedy intentional' segregation by the least effective

_method, that'of the individual transfer by Negro pupils, enforceable
through litigation.

gtdelt,
JOHN E. iONEr.L, JR.

General Counsel,

Attachment
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Senator PELL. Senator Soong, it you would care to be up here when
you give your testimony or on the witness stand and come up here
afterward, you are welcome.

Senator SPONG. Mr. Chairman, I would like to testify from here
and if I' may, I would like to join you when the other witnesses
testify.

Also, I would appreciate it if Congressman Preyer from Zorth
Carolina, who is here with one today, might testify after I do and
then both of us answer your questions together.

Senator PELL. Proceed as you wish.

STATEMENT OF EON, WILLIAM B. SPONG, JR., A U.S. bENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF VIRGINIA

Senator Sroxo. First of all, Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you
for holding these hearings. We are at this time, I beiieve, facing a cru-
cial time in our school systems. Urgent problems of school desegrega-
tion must be met and resolved. They must be net and resolved in the
near future. I am, therefore, quite pleased that the chairman responded
so promptly in scheduling these hearings.

As I noted in a recent letter to the che.irman, many. of the current
problems and much of the existing confusion result Prom conflicting
policies on the Federal level and varying decisions in our courts. I
outlined some of these conflicts in a letter Ixhich I wrote to the chair-
man on August 18, and I would like to ask that that letter be included
in the hearing record.

(The information referred to fol'ows:)

Hon. CLAIRORSE PELL,
Chairman, sutcwmadice on Education,
Old Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

IIFAx CLAIBORNE: Having traveled in may state during the past two weekends,
hnvIng talked with numerous persons from Virginia and other stntes, and having
participated in recent hearings of the Senate Select Committee on Equal Educa-
tional Okortunity, 1 am disturbed by the confusion and frustration over our
current desegregation efforts Because c: the depth of feeling of these matters.
appeal to you as chairman of the Senate sulxonnuittee with jurisdiction anti
legislative authority over educational matters.

The contradictions in current de: gregaiion [xlley are overwhelming. They nre
contributing to fear. misunderstanding and hate. They nre retarding progress
toward a gnat of sourd education for all our children.

We hear statements to the effect that there is an Administrntion goal of
having 40 percent of black children In the South attend majority group schools
lane the 1011A school. statistics shove that on y 4.7 percent of blacks In Los
Angeles were attending such schools. 32 in,reent in Chicago, 9.0 percent In l'Idln
delphin. 7.7 percent In Baltimore. 4a percent In Ulevellnd. 2.1 percet t lu Gary.

We are told that segregation. no matter what its origin, is detrimental to a
chill. but that only limited actions can be taken to overcome de facto segregation.

We are told by some that tie facto nal de jure segregation nre vastly different
and by others Innt much de facto segregation 'ins Its roots in efilctal nction.

we are told that a system is de jure if it had a ?chant segregation law at the
U111 of the Brotrn decision but that it would be considered de (net° if it had
had the foresight to repeal the law before the decision tins handed shown.

We are told by the E.S Attorney General that his reading of the ir,iistitntIon
leads Idol "to believe that the Fourteenth Anieldment does not Incorporate the
concept of racial balance" while tlh Chief Justice of United States says that

U.S. SENATE.
Washington, D.C., August 18,19W.
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the Supreme Court must resolve a number of problems, inelnding "whether, as a
constitutional matter, any particular recial balance must be achieved in the
schools and while a judge in the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District
of Vlrgi:iia concludes, "ft roust be assumed that some plan, short of racial bal-
ancing, may possibly meet with favor on the appellate level."

We are told by the President of the United States that 'the neighborhood
school will be deemed the most appropriate base for .. . a (school) system"
while a Fourth Circuit Court Judge refers to the neighborhood school concept
as a "shibboleth" and a district judge finds that "according to the higher court
(in this case the 1"ourtir Circuit) the neighborhood school attended by so many
of the young children is a judicial outcast except to the extent that the particular
school serves an appreciable percentage of both races."

We are told that more busing and less busing is needed and, as u Western
Senator noted, three different judges in Virginia on the same day Issued three
different rulings on requirements which must be met by school districts this
year, which is only weeks away,

We are told that quality education is our goal, yet one court receives expert
educational testimony while another refuses to consider it and while a district
judge, In approving a desegregation plan, states, it should be crystal clear
that the action of the district court (in approving a plan) . does not consti-
tute a finding or conclusion that the final plan, or any other plan submitted at
this hearing, is (1) educationally sound, (2) reasonab'e, or (3) in tte ',)est
interest of the children irrespective of race."

We are told that the South's schools are, Jr general, below par, that per
pupil expenditures are low, but that Southern taxpayers will have to raise
new tax money, not to improve curriculum, teachers' salaries and facilities but
to cover transportation ecsts to effect more desegregation than exists in certain
Northern cities.

These inconsistencies are appalling and they are inexeusob!e. Education is
too important an endeavor to be disrupted, torn, confused and debilitated as is
now haepcning.

I have introduced a bill in the Senate, S. 4107, and Congressman Richardson
Dreyer has introduced a bill, II.R. 16484, in the House. These are not perfect
bills. We both readily adroit this. nut, these bills do seek. most importantly I
believe, to establish a single, uniform desegregation policy throughout our 'ration
and to bring reason to bear upon a continuing desegregation effort.

We can, at this point, utilize what expertise and proressionalisal we have to
create an educational policy for the future or we can muddle onward with a
valley of ambiguous and conflicting I illjed!res, hoping that eventually all will
work out.

I believe we owe ourselves and all Americans more than. the latter course
will provide. I believe we will be derelict in our duly here if we do not, at least,
try to pursue the former course.

For the many reasons expressed In this letter, I urge you, as chairman of
the committee with iegislatire authority over education, to hold hearings as
soon as possible on S. 4167, so that the latter rutty be used ns a veMete for
creating a national desegregation policy based npoa mason and understanding.

With kind regards.
Sincerely,

WituAm 13. SPONG, Jr.

Senator Sroxn. In addition to (Le confikts which I outlined on
August 1g, I RN quite concerned about two other aspects of the exist-
ing situation.

First, a number of the school plans which are being put into effect
throng' ,sit the coliffiry are mere numbers plans. They result from
matching a iminber of triads students with a number of white student..
Often, (hey give no consideration to the best professional educati:Nual
expertise ashich is currently nva liable. Certainly, the fincliNgs of some
of the educational :Indies are open is tpie- lo it they tvpresent the
best information currently available; to engage in massi e changes
in our educational systems without reference to these materials is
absurd.
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Second, I am concerned abort certain employees who are being
presented by Federal agencies as experts. During a recent hearing
before. the Senate Select Committee on Equal Educational Opportu-
nity, I quoted from a deposition, which indicated that a representative
of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare spent 5 hours
eorking on a plan for the desegregation of the Norfolk city schools,
while local officials and attorneys had spent more than 1,000 hours
working on plans.

lied the IIEW "expert" had something to contribute to the case, his
participation would have been welcomed, but, according to the dep-
osition, he could name none of the professionals in school desegrega-
tion research and lie had not read the Civil Rights Commission report
on "Racial Isolation it the Public Schools" or the landmark Brown
decision of the U.S. Supreme Court.

The conflicts which I recited in my August 18 letter, the failure to
give adequate attention to educational considerations and the blunders
of Federal Government personnel compel congressional action.

It is for these reasons that. S. 4167, the National School Desegrega-
tion Act of 1970, has been offered.

We have, I believe, bumbled along too long. We owe ourselves and
our childrenblack, white, Indian, Spanish-American, or whatever
more than we have provided and more than we will provide if we
continue the current, path of confusion, disorder and turmoil.

I believe in an equal educational opportunity for every child. I
believe all our children should receive the best education which our
Nation, with its many resources, can offer. I believe that it is wrong
to classify men by race.

I do not, however, believe that current desegregation efforts will
lead anywhere Q.:wept to further dissarray in our education systems.

S. 4167 seeks to king an end to that disarray. It seeks to apply
reason to meeting the problems resulting from the desegregation of
cur public schools. It seeks the full implmentatiYA of the Brown.
decision.

It is a balanced approach. Taken alone, any single section could
be misunderstood, could he seen as an appeal to either the left or the
right. Taken as a Aide, the bill offers a way to more into a desegre-
gated school system throughout our Nation, i,ithout destroying the
educational value of the public, schools and without imposing unnoces-
siry, and perhaps, superfluous financial requirements upon localities.

The basic provisions of the bill are simple. A national right would
be established for any child attending a school in which his race is in
a majority to transfer to a school in which his race is in a minority.
This right has been recognized in a number of court decisions and is
already being utilized in certain school districts.

Generally, however, children would be assigned to the school nearest
their places of residence. The neighhorlwxxl school is a rroduct, of
American history. It exists in every community. Its greatest, advan-
tage is, ',Muir', convenience. That is important to all parents, rich
and poor, black andwhite.

It is true that the concept, of the neighborhood school has been vio-
lated in the past. Black children lup:e been bused past white schools
to attend black ones and white children have been bused past black
schools to white ones. School districh have been gerrymandered.

49 -7320 -TO 29
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S. 4167 would, forever, forbid such practices and would require
local school officials to demonstrate good faith in complying with
these provisions.

The neighborhood school is at the heart of the American public
school system. To deny the abuses which have sometimes attended
it is to ignore fact. But, to deny its advantages is also to overlook the
experience of the past.

Perhaps the most frequent critkisin of the neighborl-rod school is
that it fails to reflect. the diversity of the American people, that it is
too homogeneous. To some extent, this is a recent phenomenon. In
earlier days. hen America was more a land of smoll towns, children
from all segments of the population often attended the same schooi.
As America has become more. urbanized, more homogeneous neigh-
borhoods have developed. This is not the fault of the schools. It is
simply something that has happened in the absence of broad, regional
urban planning.

It is important that all Americans know and respect. the diversity
of our nation. S. 4167 would help to provide this. The national right
of transfer mild be one method. The provision permitting variance-
from the neighborhood assignment policy where necessitated by avail-
ability of programsi where Undertaken voluntarily by a school boa-Lid to
achieve a better racial balance or where undertaken to prevent resegre-
gat ion would be another.

What the bill does not do is force upon our school districts massive
social expr..eimentatien, ,vhich can be qnestioned edv ^at lonal ly.

Finally, the bill would se,.k to provide for au equalization of edu-
cational facilities, services, courses,rses texts, and so forth. It is long past.
time that. we acted throughout t h isNat ion to eliminate the educational
disparities which exist.

This bill will not satisfy those who hope, out of the current con-
fusion, to delay integrated edu-ation in any part. of our Nation. It will
not satisfy those who wish massive social experimentation in the
schools and who are interested in mixing numbers, at any educational
or financial cost.

Of the former, I would ask, "Are yen willing to see the American
ideal of equality and opportunity for all our children vanish ?"

Of the latter, I would ask, "What will you have accomplished if
you destroy or debilitate the public school system ?"

This bill, then, is offered to those rational and fairminded Amer-
icans who, I believe, want an open societ), with freedom and oppor-
tunity, and who want. a public school system, based not on guesswork,
social experimentation, and rhetoric, lint on sound educational prin-
ciples and wise procedures.

'.fr. Chairman, I believe you have already mentioned the summary
of the bi!I .sction by section, which we have submitted ; so I assume this
is a part of the record.

Senator PELL. That is right.
Senator SroNo. I have mailed to the chairman a letter ixiinting out

cetia in errors in section numbers in the hill, which I hope the Chair
will take cognizance of.

Mr. Chairman, I 111 very pleased to be accompanied here today by
Congressman Bichrtrdsmi Preyer, of North Carolina. Congres.sman
Preyer introduced in the !loose a companion bill to S. 4167 sonic weeks
before I introduced that bill in the Senate.
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Congressman Preyer is a former Federal judge. Ile is now a Mem-
ber of the House. There is some question in my mind whether or not
ho is better off in his pmsent situation than in his previous one. He is
better off for the time being in comparison with you, Senator Pagleton,
and myself becausa he is in the midst of a 3-week recess, which we are
not enjoying. He has returned from that recess to be with us today,
and I am very pleased to present him to this committee. He has devoted
many, many hours to school desegregation problems in the cities of
his state, North Carolina. There are many problems there comparable
to those experienced in the cities of Virginia. So I take great pleasure
in presenting Congressman Preyer. There is a biographical sketch we
will submit to the committee to be placed prior to his testimony.

Senator PELL. All right.
(The information referred to follows : )

RICHARD PREFER, DEMOCRAT

FAMILY DATA

Born in Greensboro on January 11. 1919; Attended elementary schools of
Greensboro, N.C.; Attended Greensboro High School; Attended Woodberry Forest.
Woodberry Forest. Va.; Attended Princeton University, 1937-41, A.B. Degree:
Attended Harvard Law School. 1946-49, Law Degree; Married Emily Irving
Harris of Greensboro, N.C.: The I'reyers ;lave five children--three girls and
two boss.

AELIGION

Member of First Presbyterian Chum): of Greensboro: Elder and former Clent
of Session for the church, and a teacher of the ?ten's Bible Class (about 200
men).

MIILTARY SERVICE

United States Navy (Lt. USNR). Four years on destroyer duty in Atlantic
and South Pacific as Gunnery o' cer and Executive Officer, World War II.
Awarded Bronze Star for action In okinawa.

OCCCPAT/ONS

Worked In New York City for Vick Chemical Company, 1950; Began practlee
of law in Greensboro with on law office; Appointed City Judge 19.13-54.
Appointed to N.C. Superior Court In July. 1956; Appointed Federal Judge of
the Middle District Court In October, 1961. In September, 1963. resigned
Judgeship to become candidate for Governor of North Carolina, where be led
in First Primary by 24,000 votes. and lost in Secondary Primary. In November,
1964, became Senior Vice President and Trust Officer of North Carolina National
Bank. Greensboro, North Carolina. In May, 1966, became City Executive for
Greensboro of North Carolina Natimal Bank: November F, I9GS, Elected to
F.S. Congress, 6th District, North Carolina Member: Holm Committecs on
Interstate and Foreign Commerce anti Internal Security.

RI S/NESS ASSOCIATIONS

Member of Board of Directors of Re-Insurance Corp. of New York, Neu
York City: Member of Board of Directors., Piedmont Southern Life Insurance
Company, Atlanta, Georgia ; Director of 'Bella nbon Corporation. Greensboro;
Member of Newcomen Society.

NORTH CAROLINA ACTIN ITIES

Chairman, N.C. Citizens Committee for Better Schools, 1903-G4; Ch. irmen,
Board of Visitors, Davidson College: Itoard of Trustees, St. .%rlrews College,
Laltrinburg, N.C.: Board of Visitors, Wake Forest Imo School. Winston-Salem,
S.C.: Trustee, Glr de Valley Sel.00l, Chairman, N.C. Trade Fair
3lission to Elirope (1962); N.C. Probation Commission (1900-1962): Former
Chairman of Board, N.C. Out ward 11,:und School.
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COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES

United States Jr. Chamber of Commerce award as "Greensboro's Young
Man of the Year" 1951; Commissioner of Greensboro Little Leave and Pony
League Baseball programs; Honorary Chairman 1965 Greater Greensboro Open :
Co-Chairman with Mrs. Preyer of library Bonds Committee, for November,
1900 election (election carried) ; Vice Chairman Board of Trustees, L. Richard-
son' Memorial Hospital; Board of Directors, YMCA: General Chairman YM-
YW Capital Fund Drive 1967-68, ($1% mill, raised); Former Chairman, Opera-
tion DARE (Downtown Area Renewal) ; President, Greensboro Community
Arts Council 1965-67; Chairman, Committee on the Study of Health Services
in Guilford County 119631 ; Boy Scouts: Vice P:esident, General Greene Coum
ell; 196SInter-Ciub Council's Outstanding Civic header of the Year Award,
Greensboro, N.C.

STATEMENT OF HON. RICTLARDSON PREYER, A REPRFSLNTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NORTH CAhOLINi.

Representative PREVER. Thank you, Senator Spong and Chairman
Pell. I appreciate very much the opporturity of testifying today.

With the chairman's permission, I would like to introduce into the
record my statement made before a Subcommittee on Education in
the House with reference to H.R. 1084, which is a generally similar

That is a more basic statement about the bill, and my statement
today is in the nature of additional c,Anicients to that statement, I
wont read all of this -,tatement toda:,. but I would like to introduce it
into the record.

Senator Pell. The statement will be printed in the record in full
at the end of your testimony.

Representative Preyer. Thank you, sir.
For the first time in our history we are close to being able to end

racial discrimination by law and beyond that to keep open tne possi-
bility of whites and blacks learning how to live together as equals
under the law. Racial progress in the South :.as reached a point where
there is no longer any question that school desegregation is permanent
and will be firmly enforced. The dual school sy ;tem has been packed
away in the attic of history; mixed schools are gaining ac,!eptanee.

But we stand to lose this now when this great advance is so close
at hand by the unreasonable application of mechani,:ai rules of racial
balance to our schools, which is hardening attitudes between the races
and causing the loss of the widespread support needed to make de-
segregation and integration a reality.

When the Brown decision in 1951 ended segregated school systems,
many were disappointed that integration did not occur to the extent
they expected. Why i Well, one reason we must admit that there was
not more extensive integration was the deeply and historically rooted
emotions or prejndiees, if you will, which resisted such a sweeping
change.

But there is another reason. Itioh in southern and northern cities
populat;,:n movements since 1551 have brought into existence a widen-
ing territorial separation of the races. School desegregation is still
attainable in enral areas of the South where blacks and whites live
side by side. It is still attainable in moderate-simd cities of the North
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and South, but not without extensive busing, and in our larger cities
effective integration of our schools is probably no longer possible.

Should we then accomplish school integration by mandatory means
in the rural Southwhich means in effect integrating blacks with the
poor since others will flee to the suburbs or private schools or should
we accomplish it only in "easier" cities?

But if we employ mandatory means in Hartford and not in New
York, in Charlotte and not in Detroit, then we have an unequal sys-
tem of law, obviously -unequal to all, something that our political and
legal system cannot sustain.

Thus, we must have a national policy on school desegregation, but
population movements make a national policy of racial balance in-
creasingly impractical.

Furthermore, the law is in transition from one principle to another.
The result is serious instability. Political support for the goal of
desegregation is in flux and is weakening. There may be the feeling
on the part of some s'grcgationists in the deep South that they can
win after all.

The gains that have been made are in danger of being lost in the new
uncertainty.

On the other hand, efforts to go beyond desegregation and force
integration through some form of racial balance requiring mass cross
busing are creating social tensions that seriously handicap the abilPy
of whites and blacks to live together.

As Dr. Wilcox, the black educational consultant, has stated, busing
results training black ond white kids to hate each other.

Senator Spong s bill meets i bese-problems, that is, the problem of
declining support of desegregation on the one hand and of resistance
to massive integration as a national policy on the other.

It has two main objectives. First, it remobilizes support for and re-
launches the program of desegregation.

Second, it stabilizes the desegregation law by defining a unitary
system in terms of the principle of voluntarism and not mandatory
racial balance.

There is a great difference in the demeaning significance of de jure
segregationwhich says by law that you can t go to school with the
other raceand de facto segregation which arises from historical
reasons other than law. For example, whether you are poor or of low
income, middle income or rich largely determines where you live, not
segregation laws.

I might add also there that race, religion, nationality determine
where you live. There are many little. Italies, there are many Jewish
communities, and these are not the result of ltw. or segregation laws.

The problem before the country now is this kind of a problem, it is
de facto segregation. It is not the 'kind, the demeaning kind of prob-
lem, the de jnre kind.

This means that we are dealing with the kind of problem in which
we are justified in balancing interests. It is not the kind of problem
that de jure segregation presented where the demeaning nature of the
de jure, segregation, the morally offensive nature of it, was such that
it had to be eliminated, regardless of other interests that might be
involved.
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So we must balance the interests gained by busing to achieve racial
balance against the harm to other interests caused by busing.

For one thing we must surely balance it against the great damage
it does to our effort to achieve biracial unity and the severe harm it
may do to the education of children who are the first victims of its
failure to put reason above racial arithmetic.

Striking the balance among these competing interests would be
easier if there was convincing data to show that the best way to im-
prove black education was racial balance, but the answers are not in
on the educational value of racial composition and minority group
performance..

The recent evidence indicates that no educational benefits auto-
matically result from mixing schools on n mathematical racial balance.
Many people who are for complete integrition are not therefore in
favor of racial balance. Shouldn't we go very slowly in mandating
racial balance with the serious social and educational dislocation it
brings, without some clear evidence of the benefits it brings?

In balancing interests wo must also be realistic in recognizing that
population movements may continue to widen the geographical dis-
tances bet wcet white and black, thus resulting in increasing difficulty
in effecting racial balance by busing. We must also recognize that
using the school sybtem, through busing, is not the only wa:, Lo bridge
this geographical gap between whites and blacks.

As Samuel 'Abell says in his recent book, "A new realistic dehni-
tion of integration is needed: one which recognizes that residential
segregation in itself does not cut off steady gains toward ever-fuller
integration."

ire cites th 3 example that nearly all of Cleveland's Negroes live in
segregated neighborhoods, but he finds that especially since Mayor
Stokes' election the blacks have made dramatic progress in being inte-
grated into the life of (leveland through a wider array of jobs, resi-
dential mobility, political power, patronage, and what he says stuns
it all up, "a growing sense of constructive pride built politically and
economically.

short, schools did not cause segregated neighborhoods. They
cannot be expected to eliminate them.

The geographical polarization between white and black can be over-
come through better ways than busing. In fact, I think it could be
argued that racial balance probably leads to more geographical polar-
ization rather than breaking it down.

In balancing interests, we must recognize that to pith for ultimate
racial dispersal roughly proportional to the racial mix in the local
school population is practically and politically unrealistic. Often it
leads to perverse and counterpeoductive iesults such as resegregation,
or the movement from public to private schools.

Moreover the result may be educationally dkadvantngeous. As far
as we know, there is no gain in mixing blacks amd lower income whites.
Moving bodies does not necessarily give an educational return.

Further, there is evidence that the blacks themselves are seeking
other sobitions. Many of both races feel that there are perhaps more
important goals to be achieved and that the law should not assume
posture that will make these aims impossible.

Decentralization, for example, became a major goal in New York
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City and is now also being implemented in Detroit. having seen the
failures of large school systems and feeling that the schools should
have some identity with the family, that the child should feel at home,
many blacks have embraced the idea of community control over the
schools, the ideas that the schools should be a fairly homogeneous
social and cultural group run by a homogeneous community.

We have to grant that there is a thin line between this motivation
and a racist one. let we must realize, "Is it wise to close off this
avenue and this alternative? Do we, know enough about the effects of
and obstacles to massive integration to declare that the national
policy ?"

I think the answer to that is clearly, "No."
To sum up, this bill's philosophy is that we should not now attempt

a national policy on de facto segregation primarily bemuse we do not
know enough at this time to put the Federal Government into the
position of solving the de facto situation.

The best thing we can do now is to remobilize support for the pro-
gram of desegregation and stabilize the educational situation by
defining the unitary system as in Senator Spong's bill.

Now, some will say, "We have heard it all before, this talk of 'give
us more time, we mils', consider educational values.'" But you have
not heard it from these people before; -nit have not heard it from
distinguished blacks like Dr. C. ales nandlton and the columnist
William Raspberry, nor from constitutional law .authorities like
Alex-n4er Bickel and educators like Professor Levin at Stanford.

Finally, I would emphasize as strongly as I know how that the re-
sistance of the public to the kind of forced integration that results in
massive cross-busing i i not a minor irritant caused by lack of leader-
ship on this question. The kind of education that our children receive,
and the circumstances under which they receive it, involves the deep-
est and most basic human emotions. We stir up these emotions at our
peril.

I have included as an addendum to my statement some comments
on provisions of the bill. The commeids are not systematic, but they
point up a few areas that I have, had a number of questions about.
I would like to just mention two of those, if I may.

First, I would like to emphasize that this bill does corninit the Gov-
ernment to equalization of educational opportunities in section 4, ald
I think it is importunt to emphai,ize that this is not just a verbal com-
mitment, this is a part of the criteria th, t a school must meet to have
a unitary school system. Thus it is not deadletter language such as
is contained in the HEW guidelines, "dead-letter" because no money
was attached.

Here money will be required in order to Diva the criteria of a uni-
tary school system, and equalization of educational opportunities
thecelore will become effective national policy.

Another point which I would like to r mition is the provision in the
bill dealing with resegregation. The bill provides variances in sec-
tion 6 in the provisos 1, 2, aril 3 in the case where resegregation will
result from neighborhood zoning.

If the school district can prove in court that strict zoning plan will
have a resegregation effect, then a inodiff.d zoning plan would be
allowed.
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The reliance here is on the fact finder, the court. and HEW, :Ind the
burden of proof on this is on the school board.

This provision is an attempt to face the problem of resegregation.
Now, some have argued that this will be a way to continue southern

segregation, but this is simply not true, as the bill is written, unless
one assumes that the law is an ass and has no meaning. This bill is
perhaps the first attempt in law to prevent or to arrest the 15- to 20-
year -old trend toward resegregation.

Moreover, short of massive coercive programs, maybe all that we
can do is to correct one of the factors that lend to resegregation. Thus
one might prefer to keep a school at 30 percent black rather than have
the proportioning up to 40 percent and then quickly to 50 or 60 percent
black.

The resegregation problem is a real one in the South, as witnessed
by the experience in Atlanta and also the experience in one city in my
district.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to testify.

OPERATION OF THE BILL

Senator PELL. I have a couple of specific questions, but before going
into them, would you clarify for the record, what the bill would actu-
ally do, would you give. us a theore6cal example of what enactment of
this bill would mean to a school hi, say, Harlem.

Senator Seoxo. First. of all, it would give the school in Harlem
something that presently doss not exist in two instances. First would
be the right of transfer with the expense paid. I believeyou picked
Harlem instead of Chicago which might be a better exampleI be-
lieve in New York about 5 years ago they enacted a transfer plan, but
the expense has to be borne by the student or his parents and so, if he
wants to go to another school in New York from Harlem, he does so
but at his own expense.

So as far as Harlem is concerned, the bill would add the, transporta-
tion cot feature, which I think would be more, of a capacity than
incentive for a student who sought to transfer to a better school to
do so.

Secondly, the bill would pros ide what Congressman Preyer has
covered very well in his statement, and that is the need for quality
education and equal education between schools within a school
division.

This bill provides what I believe you, Mr. Chairman, have hoped
for for sonic time, that criteria can be established to meet the problem
of wide disparity that exists throughout the United States insofar
as school offerings are concerned.

We have, in my State, a wide offering between school divisions. We
hear in the District. of Columbia, as Senator Fag leton knows from
our District Committee. work, charges that even the iier pupil ex-
penditure in some parts of (lie school division is more then mu others.

Now, this bill would establish a criteria, n yardstick to measure
what a good school should be.

Senator PELL. Forgive me. I want you, if you would, to be more
specific. Let, me pose the following situation : There is a school in
Chicago with 1,000 students, 90-pereent black, and V.is bill passes,
what. would it mean to that school !
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Would it mean that all 1,000 could then have a right, at Government .
expense to more to schools that were not black?

Senator SecNo. They would have that right, subject to certain
conditions that are built into the bill dealing with the State system
of education, and the Chicago system of education. These conditions
are outlined in section 6 of the bill.

Frankly, I don't anticipate that all of the students in this one school
would want to go somewhere else, but let me throw this question back
to you: In the absence of any court ridiugs and based upon the an-
swers given to me by Mr. Jerris Leomuil and by the Attorney Gen-
eral, Mr. Mitchell, and 1 believe by Mr. Richardson, what right does a
student in your theoretical school in Chicago now have insofar as a
right of transfer?

What we are trying to say to you that under the present situation
in this country the entire effort insofar as this numbers game is con-
cerned is concentrated in the Southern part of the United States
because of what is known as de jure segregation.

Now, we recognize, as do many authorities, that there is a very,
very fine distinction legally between de facto and de Sure segregation
but educationally there is no distinction.

Now to answer your question, that theoretical school would prob-
ably remain a predominantly black school. That miglit not be tha full
measure of relief hoped for, but 1 would point out that under the
existing law, under the existing court decisions, and under all of the
testimony that the Senate Select Committee on Equal Educational
Opportunity has thus far gathered, this bill would give that school in
Chicago and the students in that school more than they presently
have.

Perhaps Congressman Prcyer would like to comment on the
quest ion.

Representative PitevEn. I think Senator Spong has covered it very
thoroughly. In Chicago at the present time, the black student is locked
in the black school, and in that instance of Chicago there is no right
of transfer out.

In New York there is a right to transfer out, but it is not a meaning-
ful right because the expense of the transfer is not taken care of,
so this bill does attempt to break down the racial isolation of that
school by not only allowing free transfers out but makes it a reality
by ,providing transport :Awn expenses.

f he other main way in which it would help is by the equalization
of educational opportunities. The bill does not bring that school into
any sort of racial balance and in a city such as Chicago with a 30-mile
black residential area it is difficult to see how more than this bill
does could be done at this time to break down racial isolation. Racial
balance would seem to be an impossibility.

Senator PELL. Our responsibility is to try to make the complicated
simple, the fuzzy specific. 1 have read your bill and I find it difficult.
As a nonlawyer I don't comprehend it as well as I should, and this is
why I want specific examines of what it would actually do. As I
understand your answer, ,f this bill were enacted those minority
students in Chicago would have the opportunity to transfer to another
school.

. How do you prevent the following situation : 10 buses, for 10 stu-
dents on a block where each wants to go to different school.
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Senator SPONO. I don't know that you do prevent them.
Senator PELL. That would be most expensive.
Senator Sroxo. It is certainly not any more expensive than what is

imposed on cities of the South if massive busing is going to be the
order of the day. If the plans submitted to the city of Norfolk had been
completely accepted by the court, the capital expenditure would have
been in excess of $4 million and the operating expenditure each year
would be $800,000. It wouldn't be any more expensive than that. But
the bill also contemplates the use of some logic on the part of local offi-
cials. The child in the school in which his race is in a majority would
have a right to transfer ton school in which his race is in a minority
not to any such school he might choose. The local school officials would
be expected to exercise some, control over the situation and to act ra-
tionally on assignments.

Senator PEEL. Right, but at least the youngsters in one block would
be carried by bus to another school out of the area, but under your bill
as I understand you could have 10 kids in one block choosing 10 di f
ferent schools, and you would need 10 minibuses to take them to schoo

Senator SPONO. No; you would not. It does not contemplate the fur-
nishing of The vehicle in all cases although this might be done in soHl,
Mr. Chairman. It is the expense of the transportation that is involv.,'.
as you know, the States are already in large measure contributim,
toward transportation; this contemplates an extension of that.

OPPOSITION TO THE BILL

Senator PELL. At the last hearing we had on S. 388, I brought
Senator Spong's hill up and I would like to read you the comment of
Mr. Clarence Mitchell, 'Washington Representative of the NAACP.
who said:

It should his° be noted that the framers of this legislation should reject tie
pusillanimous soft-shoe approaches advocated by those following the advice (
Professor Biel eI of Yale University. Mr. Bickel's exhibit of why there is grtm ing
distrust of some white people to support the minorit; groups. This is no time b
cover up the attempts to maintain racial segregation will, complicated legal
strategies as a complement. I am sure I speak for thousands of colored citizet
when I say we wish Mr. Bickel to keep his nose out or the ',articular part of I im
nation's business but because he does not seem to want to do it. we hope floc
members of the Ilcuse will not follow his advice.

There is also in the record a more specific letter from Mr. Jack
Greenberg, director, counsel of NAACP Legal Defense Fund.

Suitor PF.T.,. What would be your comments on those allegations?
Senator SFONG. Firs+ of all, I feel that probably Dr. Bickel should

answer the crit icism directed toward him.
Senator PELL. If I may interrupt, ns you know, we invited him Item

but it did not fit into his schedule.
Senator Spam]. You have been sent by Professor Bickel. I believe, a

letter with regard to this matter which you will receive, and I assume
Nvonld put in the record. You may not have received it, but it is being
mailed to you. I think lie is quite capable of answering Nits of NVIVO
tiou read to me himself. 1k will al.pear on September 2-1, before the
Ikfondale Committee. mad since thnt committee is partially under tlic
auspices of your committeetee this would a }TONI excellent
opk}ortunit v'f'or him to address hirnsel f to iat point.

Senator Tl.e lett-T will be printed in the record at this point.
(The information referred to follows :)
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CENTER FOR ADVANCED STUDY IN THE BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES

202 Joe (pen Hore &Worm* Stenhwi, CalMenf. 94355

Honorable Claiborne Pell
Senate Office Building
Washington, D. G. 20510

Dear Senator Pell:

104000401151221.2052

August 25, 1970

I write in connection with the testimony by Mr. Clarence Mitchell
before your Education Subcommittee of the Committee on Labor and Public
Welfare concerning S. 3883, on August 11, 1970.

At the end of his statement, Mr. Mitchell urged in rather harsh
terms that the Subcommittee cot follow advice that I supposedly tendered.

I have great respect f.,r Mr. Mitchell and for the work he has done
through the years, and no harshness ou his part toward me will dim'-ish that
respect. On the other hand, no amount of respect for Mr. Mitchell ..nd for
those he represents can change views I have expressed in my writint, and
teaching and is testimony I have given on the invitation -- always on the
invitation -- of various Congressional committees. I write chiefly to put
on record my hope that the views to which Mr. Mitchell objects are not those
I have expressed on the proposed Emergency School Aid Art. Those views
are embodied in testimony I gave before the General Subcommittee on Education
of the Committee on Education, and Labor of the House of Representatives on
H.R. 17846, on June 24, 1970. I take the liberty of enclosing a copy of
my statement on H.R. 17846.

I suspect hr. Mitchell may have in mind S. 4167 and H.R. 16484,
introduced respectively by Senator Spong and Congressman Preyer, which l
support, a/thiugh I do not recessarily think them perfect drafts. I will
say merely that it seems to me wholly indiscriminate and totally unfair to
refer to these Bills, as Mr. Mitchell did, as "attempts to maintain racial
segregation with complicated legal stratsgema and compromises."

This letter rises, so to speak, on a point of personal privilege,
and is for the information of yourself and of members of your Subcommittee.
Turning largely, as I say, on a point of personal privilege, it is of no
importance. Should you by any chance think it worthwhile, however, to
insert it tn the record of your hearings, 1 would certainly have no
objection.

Faithfully yours,

A A

Alexander M. Bickel

ARP:act
Cc: Senator William B. Spong, Jr.

Enclosure
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STATEMENT BY ALEXANDER M. BIOTL, NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT,
BEFORE GENERAL SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

ON
THE EMERGENCY SCHOOL AID BILL, H.R. 17846,

WASHINGTON, D.C.,
JUNE 24, 1970

I am very glad to be here this morning at the Subcommittee's invitation,

and to register my enthusiastic support for the proposed Emergency School

Aid Act of 1970, H.R. 17846.

If the proposal is enacted, as I hope it is, it viii mark the first

time that substantial federal resources have been committed in aid of the

desegregation or public schools vhich were formerly segregated by lam or

official administrative action. This bill vill mark the first time also

that asy federal resources here been specifically and specially committed

in aid of voluntary local action to alleviate conditions of racial imbalance

in public schools, or to cope with the consequences of such conditions.

The Emergency School Aid Act of 1370 vvald be a very important new federal

undertaking, and long overdue.

Of course, Title IV of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 authorised

technical assistance and training grants to desegregating school districts.

But appropriations made to implement this Title have always been minor,

and the authority extends only to aiding districts in the process of

desegregation, vbich is specifically defined ea not including measurer; to

overcome racial 'libels-nee. The Elementary and Secondary Education Act of

1965, as amended, while designed to aid poorer school districts in meeting

the special educational reeds of deprived children, is a general aid-to-

education measure, a 'measure in aid of general educational purposes. It
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does not aim specifically at, and it has not hit with any in ,act, the

ssecial targets at which the Emergency School Aid Act of 1970 would be

directed. So I repeat, this proposal a new departure, long overdue,

and highly welcome. Frankly, I think this should have been done fifteen

Years age.

Under the double-counting prevision of Sectioa 4, as it applies to

desegregating districts, some tvo-thir.!s of the billion and a half dollars

that the Act would authorize would go to districts engaged in the process

of desegregating pursuant to court ordor, or pursuant to a plan approved

by HEW. Some districts in the North and Vest may be involved, but the

vast bulk will be Southern districts.

I do not see that the formula of Secti:.. r,,..rds districts that

have been particularly recalcitrant, and have :ited to ha,. deseEregatita

forced upon them, except as inevitablf the fact the: we ha,e waited

fifteen years before having such a statute reJarde districts CIAt have

also vatted, and in a sense works injustice on districts that desegregated

long ago. It tan hardly be helped, 'his :ate in the game, that many

districts v.)rked out their problems without federal said/italic.: durIng the

many years when none was available. Many of these districts had relatively

easier problems to deal with.

For a variety of reasons, not excluding in many instances bad faith

on the part cf local authorities, the problem persists invarying.degrees

in hundreds of districts, and if this bill is passed, the federal govern -

pert will finally be doing something substantial to help in its solution.

But the formula of Section 4 does not now reward districts which wait to
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have the force of law brought to bear on them before desegregating. It

offers special help ,Iqually to districts operating under a court decree

issued in the last couple of years or to be issued this fiscal year and

next, and to districts operating under voluntary plans approved by the

Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, pursuant to Title VI of the

Civil Bights Act of 1964.

The formula embodied in Section 4 recognizes that there is still a

special problem in the South. And there is. It is a reproach to all of

us that fifteen years after the decree in Brown v. Board of Education

several hundred school districts in the South have still not completed

desegregation, but that is the fact, and this bill faces it.

At least since the spring of 1968, the aim of the Supreme Court has

been to complete the process of desegregation forthwith. The deliberate-

speed doctrine was never intended to define a permanent condition, the

Supreme Court has been deemphaeting it for some time, and last fall, in

Alexander v. Holmes Cluny, the Court made its abandonment of t*.e doctrine

as clear as could be. The law now demands that every Southern school

district must operate a desegregated, unitary system when schools open

this coming fall. There is thus not only a remaining special problem in

the South, but a special opportunity. Many existing desegregation plans

must be brought to a final conclusion this summer and fall, and where no

acceptable plan exists, it must be worked out and put into effect nov.

A special need exists, as I have said, this summer, and fall, and

there is a special opportunity. Both call for a special effort, which

this bill represents. Yet it is not quite true that the problem in the

South can be solved entirely this summer end fall, for while every district
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must act now if it has not desegregated itself to the satisfaction of a

court or of HEW, it is not yet clear what end result a desegregating

district must attain. Former]; segregated school systems must be

converted into unitary ones, but we have no detailed, authoritative

definition of .hat a unitary system must look like.

We know that freeiom-of-choice plans superimposed on an essentially

dual system, and producing no more than a minor black presence in

previously all-white schools will not do. Nor will residential zoning,

if the good faith of a school board is in doubt, and whites who have been

toned into a substantially Negro attendance area are allowed to transfer

out. Faculties must be desegregated, so that a monolithically black or

white faculty does not characterize a school as black or whi v!. but the

Supreme Court has not indicated, one way or the other, whether a me' l

balance of any sort must be achieved in each school, or whether zoning

which causes residential patterns to be reflected in the schools is uncon-

stitutional as such. The Court has not said whether the persistence of

some predominantly or even wholly Negro and white schools is unconstitu-

tional.

Some lover federal courts have gone farther. the main drift of many

decisions over the past year and a halt has been toward requiring acme

measure of racial balance. But such decisions are not ultimately authori-

tative. And they have not been uniform. Most of them are in any event.

conditioned by the particular circumstances and the history of litigation

in e particular school district. Moreover, ouch generalizations as can

be drawn from these decisions do not all point in the same direction.

Even within a single court, the Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit,
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covering the Dee,' South, one can find, for example, decisions that do not

accept residential zoning, and decisions that do.

Desegregation this summer and fall must proceed in this state of

ultimate uncertainty, which perhaps the Supreme Court may dispel by one

or more decisions at its next term, to be implemented a year hence. To

the question of how a unitary school system is ultimately to be defined,

this bill is not addressed. Under the President's statement of March 24,

1970, we may assume that the 5dministration will not pursue a policy, In

the South or elsewhere, of insisting on racial balance, or of insisting

that no predominantly black or white, or all-black or all -white School

be allowed to exist. But there is every indication that the Administration

will Insist on good-faith disestabl:shment of legal systems of segregation

in the South, and disestablishment .n a place where legal segregation has

prevailed recently can only be demonstrated by results, vhich in turn may

mean that some measure of racial balance needs to be shovn, to be achieved

by school-pairings, by closing some ..1together substandard Negro schools,

and by choosing sites for new schools and drawing zone boundaries for

existing schools vith an eye to some measure of integration. Certainly

such requirements have been laid down by judicial Decrees, and the courts

may lay down further ones. In any event, this bill will devote federal

resources to assist in implementing whatever desegregation plans are

called for. It is aimed at assisting desegregation, not at defining it.

So far as the North and West are concerned, the bill rests on the

principle of local initiative, which it encourages. It makes available

one-third of the authorized billion and a half dollars to help school

districts eliminate, reduce or prevent racial imbalance In the schools,

41;1
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or as the bill calls it facial isolation, and to carry out inter-racitl

educational programs or projects. I don't know that more can or should

be asked of the federal government with respect specifically to the

problem of racial imbalance in the public schools. More in the way of

money, no doubt, but not more in the way of substantive policy.

I should like now to deal with one omission in the bill, which 1

regret, and with one marginal point, the question of bussing.

In my judgment, one of the developments in public education in the

United States worthy of encouragement is the movement for community

control, for decentralization and diversification of public school systems

under the management of the cocunities, rather than the larger political

subdivisions, which the systems serve. Decentralisation and community

control are not techniques that will lead to better racial balance in the

schools. They are techniques that will make the schools more responsive

to cohesive group,' of parents, that will alleviate the frustration and

sense of powerlessness on the part ' 'hese gr.-ps, and that will thus,

topefully, improve education because the parents will demand it, and are

the first to know whether they are getting it.

I should add that community control of decentralised schools must

rest not only on the principle of local initiative, but on the principle

of family voluntarism. It should be considered acceptable only so long

as no segregation is required by law or is otherwise officially imposed,

and so long as families which wish to send their children to more

integrated, centrally-controlled schools are not only free to do so, but

equally encouraged and supported.

Decentralisation and co.r.-lunity control are no panacea. Nothing is

know) to be a panacea. If anything were, we would, I trust, concentrate

4, 7n 0 70 10 Ag2
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all our resources and all our efforts on it But we know of no single

technique that is sure to produce the best and most acceptable education

for everybody, and that is why, except for the process of desegregation,

all the federal government can now do is aid diverse efforts volun ,rily

undertaken on the local 1,ve1. by plea is simply thai, the bill ought

specifically to male provision also for aiding decentrslizat!on and community

control as one of the efforts that may be 2ocally undertaken on a voluntary

basis to reform and improve education in the public schoolt:.

As the President eaid in his statement of 'larch 24: "An open so:lety

does not have to be homogeneous, or even fully integrated. There is room

within it for many communities. Especially in a nation like Ame:lca, it

is natural that people ''ith a common heritage retain special ties; it is

natural and right that we have Italian or Irish or Negro or Norwegian

neighborhoods; it is natural and right that relaters of those communities

feel a sense of group identity and group pride." It is equally natural and

right that they should sometimes wish to control theiv own school', and to

enhance the sense of group identity and group pride through the edu:atlonal

programs of those schools.

A word as to bussing. It is in itself, in my jvdgment, a false issue.

The proper questions are to what end it is used, by whom, and "ow. Desegre-

gation may sometimes require bussing, just as segregation imposed by law

sometimes required it. This is particularly true of school distri"ta that

cover a lane geographical area and are sparsely populated. Elsewhe.e,

efforts to alleviate racial imbalance, or the operation of inter-rec,al

programs may require bussing. Throughout, this bill offers assiste,ce. It

I )1 "I
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does not prescribe methods. I see no reason why bussing, when undertaken

pursuant to a desegregation order or elsewhere voluntarily, should not be

assisted if it is us,:d as a means to an end that this bill supports.

Hence I welcome Sec. 6 (g) of H. P. 1.7846.
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Senator Sroxo. Now, I would say that I don't believe these are
complicated legal stratage-ns and compromises. This bill is not com-
plicated. I can understand having some difficulty with it, since you are
not a lawyer. I apologize to you fo: the mistakes in the section num-
bers. But on balance it is not complicated.

Its provisions are quite simple. It is based on principles which have
been approved by the courts. The transfer provision has been put in
operation in the whole State of Georgia as a result of a three-judge
court decision affecting the entire educational system in the State of
Georgia.

The neighborhood schoo: is certainly something that all of us under-
stand, and it does not seem at the present time to be in peril anywhere,
but in the southern part of the 1Tnited States,

SENATOR Pau. But do we all understand what is meant by the term
"unitary school system"?

Senator SPONG. I will come to that and address myself to Mr. Green-
berg's comments, but. I did want to say that I don't share Mr. Mitchell's
views, although I certainly welcome them, I don't share his view that
this is particularly complicated.

As far as Mr. Greenberg is concerned, he presented three basic crit-
icisms. He said: "The neighborhood schools should not be' elevated
to the status of national policy."

I submit to you that with the exception of the South the neighbor-
hood school is national policy, although not written into law. We have
to consider in weighing the advisability of a neighborhood school, the
fact that it is the most logical unit of organization. its convenience is
indisputable to parents, black and white. It avoids the necessity of
spending huge stuns for transportation. The latter particularly relates.
Mr. Chairman, to elementary school children (I, 7, and S years old, who
may have more important educational needs than busing and where
money could better be spent on projects and educational endeavors
than on transportation.

Diversity, which I think is a genuine concern, can be brought into
neighborhood schools, either through special projects or through the
transfer right.

Now the second point made by Mr. Greenberg is that lie doubts tnat
local school officials will demonstrate food faith. This bill ha.;
provisions to assure through court proceedings that good faith is
recognized.

I think in Congressman Preyer's addendum that he addressed him-
self to this particular point. I world ask him in a minute or two to
comment, but I point out that the sariation section of the hill, that is
the section that allows a variation from the neighborhood school policy,
is not dependent on the good faith of local officials. although they have
the burden of piloof in demonstrating good faith, but on the fact that
the variation does not result in assignment on the ha i.cof race or color.

Now, third, and this is what you pointed out, 3fr. Chairman, `fr.
Greenberg says that there should he no attempt to define a unitary
school system, that instead a case-by-case approach takes account of
different situations and permits various options and remedial actions.

This may he true in some cases, hid what do we have now for a defini-
tion of a unitary s?hool sy in? We have nothing except the rhetoric

11",
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of the Green decision, which says we should combat, eliminate segrega-
tion, root and branch. That is rhetoric. That is not any definition of
what a unitary school system is,

The Georgia case that I commented upon goes into much greater
definition insofar as a unitary school system is concerned; and in this
legislation, we haVe borrowed from'that case because someone has to
know what a unitary school system is in order to eliminate existing
confusion.

School boards and those who represent. the school boards have to
have some guidance and some direction concerning the definition of a
unitary school system. We, don't, have it at the moment, and I disagree
with Mr. Greenberg's suggestion that we should not have a definition. I
think that there ultimately will have to be some definition that all
school officials can understand. The Snpreme Conrt may or may not
provide it, later but at the moment this legislation is the. only game in
town which attempts to define a unitary system.

Mr. Chairman, may I ask Congressman Preyer to comment on the
good faith part of Mr. Greenberg's criticism. Also, Mr. Chairman, I
would like to note that Mr. Greenberg acknowledged that his criticism
was general rather than specific. Consequently, in discussing these
three points, I have addressed myself to generalities.

Representative PriEvriz. First, I would say that Mr. Mitchell and Mr.
Greenberg have been valiant fighters on the frontiers of school deseg-
regation through the years, and they have earned their right to be
angry.

I think, however. the question before us is, "What is the wisest course
to pursue among the many alternatives for us?"

The bill addresses itself to that question, and I think that, is the
question we have to deal with without letting our anger or our suspi-
cions, which may have been justly aroused from past actions, to cause
them to think, "Well, any bill dealing with the schools is a step back-
ward."

I don't think that is the case.
One point I think they overlooked that. Senator Spongmentiored is

that in the definition of a unitary school system, to meet that test, the
first thing a school has to do is to show, one, that the school board has
in good faith discharged their affirmative duty under subsect ion (A).

Subsection (A) says that all persons exercising administrative au-
thin ity over the public schools have the affirmative duty to eliminate
;egregat ion or any other discrimination based solely on race in public
schools subject, to their authority.

So, first, you have to meet the test of good faith compliance. This
means that even if a school district is in technical compliance with the
other aspects of this plan, the Imo still has the right to say whether
or not they have acted in good faU.

In other words, the court can say, "Yes, you have nut all of the
technical features of the plaa, but I know this school board, you sat
here for 15 years, and you have done nothing; therefore I am throwing
the plan out and saving you did not exercise good faith."

So this good faith compliance feature gives the courts the right to
deal with the kind of situation that worries Mr. Greenberg and Mr.

.4(i
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Mitchell, I think they fear that if you define a unitary school system,
that this definition will be used by Southern school boards as an excuse
to just get by with minimal standards, technical compliance, and yet lie
violating the spirit of the law. The good faith provision is in the bill
to prevent the kind of thing Mr. Mitchell and Mi. Greenberg fear, not
to give an "out" to reluctant school boards. A school board cannot just
say, "we have acted in good faith." Whether they have or not is a ques-
tic'n of fact for the Federal courts.

Senator PELL Senator Engleton.
Senator EAGLETOY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First, I would like to pick up as couple of loose ends before I question

you, Senator, if I may, about the guts of your bill, which, as I read it,
is in section '2 insofar as the definition of desegregation is concerned.

Senator Pell asked you about transportation a r.I whether it shall
he provided, and I took your response to mean dint only the costs
of necessary transportation will be provided to the student ; however.
the bill reads, in section 3 (b) : "Transportation which may be required
to effectuate the right of transfer under this section shall be provided."
I tali:, that to mean physical transportat ion.

Senator SPONG. Senator Eagleton, my answer was to a hypothetical
example that Senator Pell gave are of 10 different people going in dif-
ferent directions.

As for the lr2ovision of transportation, this would be an adminis-
tration determination. I did not mean, a replying, to Seirdor Pell, to
say that there would be no instances contemplated nutles the. bill
where a school division could not provide vehicles. I just mean that
the provision islimited.

Senator EAot,r,rox. I n ad it the same way Senator Pell did, that if
even one student wanted to transfer from. say, an inner city school
on the south side of Chicago to a white or more white school in other
areas of Chicago, and he were the only student desiring such transfer.
the way section 3(h) reads they would have to provide, as Senator Pell
saida minibus. or at least a I fonda, to get them up there, but anyway
I think it could be amended to clarify that.

I want to get on the question of good faith which perhaps troubles
me as much as anything, or any portion of your 1)111, Seimtor,

As I read it under scetion fi (2), you permit activities involving
constitutional rights to be judged on the basis of good faith, and then
you make "good faith" a question of fact to be determined by the trial
judge. I think the t rack records of sonic school boards. and the track
records, I must say, Congressman Preyer, of some Federal judges, is
not too good on the epiestion of good faith.

Congressman Prcyer uses the illustration of an :dent, sensitive Fed-
eral judge who says, "You have complied will all of the technical
requirements spelled out within the parameters of the hill : wever, I
detect less than a full -faith etfort, and therefore 1 a4n going to require
you to do something mor.-

I will pose to you the hypothetical situation of a Fe;oral judge Nilo
takes an opposite tack and with a smile says, "You save ful-
filled, at least insofar as the printed word is concerned, minimal
technical requirem nts ef the bill and I will require y671 to do nothing
more."

$(
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I am a little troubled, oLviously, by the question of good faith.
Representative Pn Evr:n. Senator Eagleton, if I may answer, I think

there is this clear answer to your problem, that though the question of
good faith is a. matter of fact for the district judge in the first instance,
the Supreme Court is not bound by the finding of the lower court- on
that. The lower court sits as a court of equity and the Supreme Court
is not bound by it, and it can reverse that finding of fact, as it did
in the Green case. There is no way to guarantee that a judge w ill not
abuse the law. But the right of appeal here on the finding of fact. is
clear.

So that I think if you have the wayward judge who goes off of the
track, he will be quickly corrected by the Supreme Court. The Groo
ease makes it clear that there is nothing to fear on this score.

Senator 1.',.oLvrox. We. are talking about constitutionally guaran-
teed rightsthe 14th amendmentso why should good faith in the
enforcement of constitutionally guaranteed rights be a finch' g of fact

Representative PREYEIZ. 1 think yon need the test of good faith and
its a finding of fact here, as an escape hatch, to avoid any constitutional
clash. This provision, I think, makes the bill safe constitutionally,
Thus, the court is told to have regard to the specific provisions of the
bill but if it should find a case of bad faith mropliance which is tech-
ni,ally within the provisions of the bill, it does not have to declare
the bill unconstitutional to get at that problem.

It can say, "We find as a fact there is bad faith there, and we will
strike it clown," and it does not strike down the whole bill.

(The statement. of Mr. Pryer referred to earlier follows:)

sTA/EmENT OF nos. RICHARDSON PREY E1L A ItEVRESENTAWE IN CONGREF,, FRONI
THE STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA BEIGRE 711E GENERAL Sl"liCOM MI1TEE OF E1HTA
TION OF 711E COMMITTEE ON YULTATION AND LApon. Ifoupp nF REplipsp;'rA.
TIFFS. WASHINGTON', D.C., TlIrRSDAY, JULY 16, IMO

Mr. PRENER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman Pueinski. I want to cxpress my appre-
ciation for the 01.14'rlottitY to appear heron this distingalsbed committiP rIt
behalf of 11,1116/S4,

o:o

To take up lay statement, Mr. Chairnmn, tin first question 1 think we would
ask abort a bill of this sort is should Congress legislate in this field. or leave it
up to the Supreme Court ?

Should Congress SP(Rik now Iii the subject of it natirmill desegregation
policy? Almost everyone kill agree that there is nu one 0,1r hithitinaal policy on
desegregation of our $11100ls, and that in the confilsion different areas 14 the omit-
I ry are pursuing different policies.

The lower Federal tx-eirts Lace given conflicting interpretations of what the
t'ornoqitoott Inn requires. The Supreme Court has remained silent. so no one knows
which lower court interpn tation Is correct. is free to follow one or another
enure. end freely does so.

The law on school desegregation Is in the Proves,: of loving bonnet', 1Ve are
missing in Has country the question of ti hat the law ought to become. OVe are
lilt arguing the question of winbliet the law should be unforced or whether It
should I. obeyed: the ansi%cr to both these tplestious is clearly Yes./ Pun' the
Supreme Court lays drova Mth finality what (he 110- is, we are all entitled to
fin 11 ieli.ote in Mts process of determining vanr the law stainer be,

The President Iris made his contribution in Ids sta March 24. 1970,
rnngryss. speaking as the repre-entatile of the pcnitip ,ht1,1 1101' make its
4,olt molt inn.

(Brief similliary of the hill follows:)
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H.R. 164S-1NATIONAL SCIP:101, DESEGREGATION ACT OF 1970

Section 1.Defines "segregation" as de jure segregation.
Section 2.Would give any student the right to transfer to ;mother school if

his transfer would further integration. This section would also authorize civil
actions in Federal courts to enforce this right.

Section 3.Wou ld require school boards to provide equal educational oppor-
tunities to students in schools with racial, color, or national origin concentrations,
This section lists examples width might evidence denial of equal opportunities.

Section 4.Would place upon all persons exercising administrative authority
under State or Federal laws over public schwa all affirmative duty to eliminate
segregation or any other discrimination based solely en racy. ;hod to correct the
present effects of past racial segregation or discrimination.

Section 5,Contains a definition of "unitary school systems."
Section G.Would authorize civil actions in Federal courts to force schen' dis-

tricts to become unitary school districts as defined in Section G.
Mr. PREYER, This bill then is not offered to undo any existing law. It is not

offered to turn back the clock, The question before the country today is, what
is the wisest course to pursue of the various alternatives open to us? Our bill
represents some of the best thinking available in the country on that question.

It was drafted by Alexander Bickel, Kent professor of constitutional law at
Yale University, after consultation with many people. It also re/invents the
commonsense of our people.

Before discussing what the law ought to be, let's look at what the law is.
The Brown ease in 394I clearly stated that official segregation must go. That
much was clear. About 2 years ago the law reached a turning point. At that
time, practically all official segregation was abolished, pursuant to the Brown
decision.

The legal structure that embodied it was destroyed and the idea repudiated.
Clearly, there. is no question of the United States, or any section of it, con-
doning those old racial policies.

But the abolition of official segregation did not automatically lead to Integra.
Hon. What should he our policy in these circumstances? HOST far do we go in
forcing integration?

In pushing beyond the abolition of official segregation to increase integra-
tion in schools, it is becoming clear that in many areas we are doing severe
damage to our educational system and creating profound disruptions in our
society.

There Is need for a clear and wise national policy on desegregation.
One proposed policy Is to go to mathematical racial balance. For example, if

a school district contains GO percent whites and 40 percent lacks, each schoel
in the district should contain that ratio of white and lack pupils,

What Is wrong with this system?
First, it requires massive cross busing with all of the attendant educational

and social tlisruptions. This Isn't something that is done once and people Him
get used to it 0OCOT4 anew each school year. It Is very difficult to stabilize
school system with such is system which requires an annual rearrangement of
all of the pupils.

Furthermore it is very difficult to see how this system of matheina'Val balance
could Possibly work in our large cities. I suggest that it is both in--anted nni
unworkable.

Second, this system is unfair because the law presently permits those who can
afford it to flee to private or suburban schools,

This not only puts the entire burden of .-degratiott on the family which is
too poor to flee, it often results in less inlegrat:on. What results is resegregation
rather than Integration. For example, In Atlanta, whIch after a number of year
of strenuous efforts to integrate the schools actually ended up with less Integra,
t ion as a result of whites fleeing to the suburbs.

The third thing wrong with mathematical racial balance is I lint some blacks
want the choice of not being assimilated in a school system ruin by whites (so
long as they are free to go to white schools If they ehoo,el. 1%1.1113* lacks do not
feel this way, but why should all Hacks he forded to attend school systems run
by whites if it is against the wi,hes of sonic of them?

Fourth, no educational benefits automatically result from mixing schools on
it mathematical racial ba:ance We are beginning to learn sonic things shout
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the educational results if integration (although our knowledge in his field is
definitely ambiguous and uncertain at the present time). For one thing, Dr.
Coleman and Dr. Pettigrew and others have told us that there is no educational
benefit resulting from mixing low income groups of different races. The educa-
tional benefit conies from mixing low-income groups with middle-income groups
of either race.

Mixing of low-income groups only is generally what happens In our larger
cities where racial balance is attempted. Yet we know the best educational
r.',isults usually are obtained where there is a predominant middle class milieu.
Because of the socioeconomic level of blacks In many areas, this usually trans-
lates into a majority of white children for the best educational results. Thus in
a rural population where the ratio is GO blacks to -ID whites, for example, the
hest educational result occurs where the whites are made the majority in inte-
grated schools as far as the number of whites eau be made to go around, which
oceans thr.t there will be some remaining schools that are alt black.. mathe-
matical formula in this example which womil make all schools GO percent black

-10 percent white means every school in the system suffers educationally.
The mathematical formula is not the answer. A system must be devised which

is flexible enough to tailor different situatInis to achieve the best educational
results, rind which rests on sonic form of ,roup roluntarisni, rather than forcing
all into the same pattern,

This is what I believe our bill does. Just what does it do?
First, it sets a national policy on school desegregation that would not only

clear up the present confusion on just what is our policy, but it would also elimi-
nate the morally indefensible situation of one poliTy for one section of the coun-
try and another policy for another section.

Seccu.d, it declares that the aim of the low remains the dIsestablishment of
segregation, but not the achievement of racial balance by special zoning, school
pairing or busing schemes.

Third, it creates a national right in nay public school pupil to transfer from
the school in which his race Is in the majority to one in which his race is in a
minority. Transportation, if ne,:lcd, would be provided at Nadi, expense.

Fourth, it commits the Federal Government to the equalization of i-ducational
opportunities and facilities, and it sets criteria for determining when educational
opportunities and fnellities are in fact equal. (Similar teacherstudent ratio,
strident services, per pupil expenditures. etc.)

Fifth, without disturbing the autaority of the Federal courts and DEW to
measure the good faith of a desegr( gallon performance, the bill would define
the end result which in a term used V the Supreme Court hot left by it unde-
fined, le called a unitary school system.

The bill says that n unitary s.:noil system !s achieved either by a genuine
neighborhood zoning of school attendance areas, that is, each child may attend
the school nearest where he lives, Sr. tong as this Is an honest system which does
not go in for any gerrymanderlim of solved districts lines, or, by mixing the
races in the schools In n rails that within a substantial permissible range, hears
a relation to the proportion of one race to the other in the total srool popula-
tion in a district.

Voluntary efforts by school boards to achieve better racial balance would,
of course, be permitted.

Exceptions woidd be permitted when authorized by Federal co.irts to fore
stall resegregation of the schools thus preventing the hardening of the lines of
residential segregation.

North or Smith, once a selio.d system has reached a *mita ry stale Federal
courts and II EST would retain jurisdiction to I' err' a ul cure any measure

Io bring abont any forced separation of children In the shoots solely
nn itic basis of race, In tither words, the courts, while not forcing integration
will make certain that there is no backsliding On desegreel

Tie neighborhood sChoft concept weans there may in snine all white or all
black schools arising oat of residential housing patterns. This leads seine people
to for tint 111, effect of the bill Iv to "freze" sons` Nadi,: into what would
amount to permanently segregated schools though the segrogatbm arose fr. on
residential housing patterns and not officialaction.

There are several considerations here br,ii.ever, which will (HA 10 Work
against soy such freeze, For one thing. the "majority-minorily transfer" provi
sloe in the HI prevents anyone from being 'tockeddri" in such a school .gainst
his wishes.
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Also, any all black facility moist meet the standards of equal educational op-
portunity. Furthermore the bill here meshes with the administration's Emergency
School Aid Act of 1970, an act which I support strongly.

The act provides extra resources to ski schools which are making a good faith
effort to overcome conditions of racial imbalance. Presumably these funds would
not be available to an all white or an all black school.

Thus school systems are encouraged to eliminate such all white or all black
schools. lc is using the carrot rather than the stick. Also, the innovative new
educational measures mentioned in the President's statement of March 24 are
useful here. These new approaches would provide for a portion of a child's edu-
cational activities to be shared in various ways with children from other schools.
Breaking down racial isolation is a critically important goal of our society. There
are alternative and better ways of achieving it other than massive busing.

"Segregationists," says Prof. Charles Hamilton, a distinguished black intel-
lectualist, "must be fought at every turn. But in our determination to defeat them
let IN not devise plans that are dysfunctional in other serious ways. The principle
is a free and open society, and we can pursue several realistic routes to its
achievement." I believe this bill carries out that principle.

Congress should speak now and not wait for the Supreme Court. What the
Court will do cannot be predicted, and the Court could, it any case, scarcely do
it before spring or early summer.

The CongreSs shares with the Cour: the authority and responsibility to enforce
t he 14th amendment,

A statutory declaration by Congres,, of what the law of school desegregation
now means and does not mean would be at least as beneficial as an attempt by
the Court to clear up the uncertainty.

As Alexander Bickel has said:
The questfoi. of the desirability and possibility of racial dispersal is enor-

mously complex. It involves a Judgment of the proper priorities n the allocation
of material, political and other resources. Whatever else may 0e sold about it.
it is surely beyond the capacity of courts tc solve effectively.

It may be beyond the wisdom of Cbngress to solve, but it is the kind of prob-
lem involving broad interests, that requires us totry.

I would now like to present Dr. Phillips and Irv. Proffitt, who will testify to
toe nature of our problems in North Carolina, if that is agreeable with the
commit tee.

Mr. Pcissx.:. Thank you very omen.
Senator EACLETON (presiding pro tempore). Thank you, Congress-

man.
I and softy to say the buzzer has buzzed once, which means a vote,

and therefore we will recess for such time as necessary to cast the
votes and be back, I would presume, in say 15 minutes.

(A brief recess was taken.)
Senator EACLETON. The committee will once again be in order.
Senator Spong, you seek to have your bill read as a whole, and I

think a piece of legislation should be read that way. However, we. are
dealing with rights under the 14th amendment, which are subject, of
course, to enforcement by the courts, and the courts may and often
have differed on various definitions and may well differ from your
definition, or the bill's definition in section 2, of the word "segregat
or of the words "unitary school district," so let. one ask you tilts: Is it
not possible that a court would interpret the word "segregation" in a
broader sense than your bill does, perhaps at the very least to include
segregation resulting from housing, wherein public officials played
a part in the. accomp/ishment of that segregation ?

My question is: Is it not possible that a court would broaden the
rather narrow definition of "segregation" as contained in section 2,
broaden it by reason of the I4th amendment?

Senator STOW. I think it is possible. The language of section 2 is
taken in it entirety front the Broren decision, which is now the law.
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I might say to you that I have heard, although none has addressed
qiiP,tion to me, some objection to the word "solely," for instance,

which is part of the Brown decision. I don't think that makes a great
tleal of difference, whether it is in there or not, but. the bill, as of
now, has the lain nage of the Brown decision.

In answer to your question, yes, it is possible that in the future the
law might be such that there, would be a different, or wider definition.

Senator EAGLETON. This gets us, of course, into the realm of judicial
speculation, which is the rankest form of speculation, but I think it
could be well argued that segregation a:, defined by the Brown case,
as defined by section 2 of your bill, the Brown case dating back to 1954,
16 years ago, has nc.v taken on a broader definition.

If it has, if other factors arc to be in the mix, in terms of defining
segregation, it seems to nee that it might negate your whole effort to
have the neighborhood school established as an acceptable standard.
But I guess all we can say on that is we have to await future court
decisions.

Senator Sroxo. I would no for one moment prestige what the court
is going to do.

1 wish they had seen fit. to act earlier than they have, because I
think there are many unanswered questions, and the one you have
posed is one of them.

Senator EAcirox. Let me ask you this In your bill, you seek to
protect neighborhood schools in southern cities, and in all cities, for
that matter. It is a nationwide bill.

Senator Spoxn. No, I seek to put neighborhood schools on the same
basis in all parts of the. United States.

Senator Emu. vox. On the ^nee basis, North , South, East, and West,
and you buttress your definition of Nvhat a neighborhood school is,
and the racial mix within that school, in your section 2 definition of
"segregation." But you also go on and in section 5(b) state that the
district must both eliminate segregation and establish a unitary school
system. The. definition of "unitary system" as a neighborhood system
vvould not, in my judgment, protect cities such as Chi..Aott,-.

Do you have comment o that?
Senator Sroxo. Why would it not protect Charlotte?
Senator EAm.rrox. .rell, because, if you apply 5 (b), I think that

Nvben you get into tbe definition of what a unitary system is, the
antecedent history the Charlette school district then engages as a
factor in defining what is a viable, constitutionally finictional neigh-
borhood school.

Senator SroNo. Well, fii.st of all, you wonld agree with me that
we have not been told by any con t that a neighborhood school per
se is in any way contrary to interpretations of the 14th amendment?

Senator Evom:roN. Net per sc.
Senator Sroxo. We have Leen told. on the other hand, that the neigh-

borhood school is to he judged only as part of a unitary school system,
so Nvhat NNe have provided for, based primarily on educational and
economic factors, is the preservation of this .;ystem, with the variance
involved, which would be available to Charlotte, where voluntarily
that board might do anything it wished, and we think that the mn-
cept is further guarded by the right of transfer, by the good faith
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provision, and by the legal rights given under this bill to any individ-
ual who does not think his rights have been protected under the 14th
amendment.

What we are saying, in effect, is that we must, not lose sight of the
educational values of the neighborhood school.

It can be argued that there are disadvantages, but, until the courts
specify differently, I believe that the preservation of the school, pro-
vided it is consistent, with the interpretation of the 14th amendment,
is educationally sound, and probably economically desirable.

Senator EAGLETON. Well, there are some cases, especially in the
ifourth circuit, Charlotte case, Norfolk case, which indicate that, in a

formerly de jure school system, adoption of a neighborhood school
policy is not per se compliance with either title VI or the 14th amend-
ment, and, if I read those cases correctly, under the circumstances,
so as to avoid the question of your bill's constitutionality is it not likely
the courts would reject your interpretation or definition of "segrega-
tion" and hold simply to the definition in existing law as defined in
those cases ?

Senator SroNo. Well, of course, the Charlotte case, which you men-
tioned, is going to be heard, and I think same of these questions will
be answered.

I don't know that until the question is answered
i

by the court that
I can answer your question, other than to say that it, is possible, but,
as of now, there is certainly nothing in the law that I see that is
inconsistent with the definition used here, or with the preservation
of the neighborhood school concept, providing individual rights under
the 14th amendment are protected.

d you l ike to comment ?
Mr. PREYF,R. To say "this bill would not cover Charlotte's case"

can only be based on the argument that because Charlotte had a dual
school system 15 years ago, now it lutist do more than other northern
cities in order to show good faith in eliminating segregation. It is
conceivable that a codrt would require Charlotte, as a symbol of its
eradication of the dual sac; 11 system, to do DMA' than some other
cities. But somewhere the de iurede facto distinction must end.

Fifteen years ago Charlotte had a dual school system, and since
that time I suppose Charlotte's population Ins doubled a ml popula-
tion movements have, drastically changed its residential patterns, all
under a new set of school laws, so that I don't think a city like that
can be hounded down forever and made an example of, to say, "This
is how serious we are about eliminating segregation. Because you once
were segregated, we will make you do much more. than other cities...
Must the sins of the parents be forever visited on the children ? Segre-
gation in the South is like a family funeral. We know its dead and
can't come back to life. What we want from the outside world is some
decent respect.

I think Charlotte, when the courts look at the facts, will find,"Yes,
we had a dual school system, and we have made a good faith effort
in 15 years to wipe that out.-

The kind of segregation we have now is residential segregation. no
different from other areas of tine country, no different in its effect
on educal ion, and it ought to be t rented the same way.
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Senator JAms. Mr. Chairman, would you yield for a minute
Senator Rimy:Tux. Yes.
Senator JAV1TS. I may not be able to stay too long. I wish to inform

our colleagues it is well known that I am very devoted to the concept
of school desegregation, that it is very unlikely I would be for this
bill, but I wanted my colleagues to note that does not lessen my in-
terest in it, or desire to know about it and learn from it.

Senr.tor SPONO. I very much appreciate that, Senator Javits. Your
views are very well known to me, and I respect them.

I would like to say to you and Senator Eagleton that we have
brought the chairman of the Norfolk School Board and the vice chair-
man of the Richmond City School Board, and the superintendent of
schools in Burlington, N.C., here to be heard today.

Our testimony has taken some time, but I would want, in the interest,
of the record on this bill, for you, Senator Javits, to have every oppor-
tunity not only to review the record, but to submit any questions that
you may have, since you say your time is limited this morning. With-
out telling the chairman how to conduct his committee, I would very
much appreciate it if our other witnesses could be heard. I think the
chairman of the Norfolk School Board, and the district judge in the
city of Norfolk, have had as much experience in this field as perhaps
any locality in the United States, and I would want very much for
those people from Norfolk and Richmond and Burlington to have
some opportunity to be heard.

I would hope that you could stay to hear them.
But I invite from you, for the record on the bill, any statement or

questions that you have to say, after reviewing what we say here
today.

Senator JAyrrs. Thank you very much.
Senator EAGLE-fox. I have one brief question before we hear those

witnesses, if I may, and my comment takes up where Senator Javits
left off his remarks, and I don't want my questions of you, Senator
Spong and Congressman Preyer, to indicate I find your bill to be
totally inane, but quite to the contrary, I think you are to be com-
mended for not just talking about this sensitive question, but in reduc-
ing to printed form a provocative, interesting legislative proposal that
at least attempts, in a positive way, to cope with a national dilemma.

I think Senator Javits, although he might be constrained, if your
bill were up for a vote, to vote against it, I think he.has paid tribute
to a constructive approach rather than a negative approach, and I
want to join in that compliment.

One final question on your comparability section, section 4, I think
contains an Ixcellent list of indicators a noncomparability. This is

on interesting compilation of the criteria, so to speak. However, the
section states only that violation of these indicators contained in sec-
tion 4, beginning on page 3 and continuing on page 4, may be con-
sidered a denial of equal educational opportunity.

I ask, why the words "may be considered," rather than the words
"shall be considered a denial of equal educe( lona! opportunity"?

Senator SroNa. I would have no objection to tl.,) word "shall"
being put in.
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Senator EACLETON. Thank you
Senator PELL. Thank you
I believe that the Senator from Virginia is trying to move ahead

in this field and demonstrate that there are people of good faith in all
parts of Elm country. I commend him for his efforts in this regard and
congratulate him on his perseverance in getting the bill pushed ahead
so far so quickly, and for Congressman Preyer I .§ay that equally.

STATEMENT OF DR. BRANK PROFFIT, SUPERINTENDENT OF
PUBLIC SCHOOLS, BURLINGTON, N.C., VINCENT THOMAS, CHAIR-
MAN, NORFOLK CITY SCHOOL BOARD, AND A. C. EPPS, ESQ.,
VICE CHAIRMAN, RICHMOND CITY SCHOOL BOARD

Senator PELL. We shall now proceed to the next witnesses, Dr.
Brank Profitt, s4erintendent of public schools, Burlington, N.C.,
Vincent Thomas, chairman cf the Norfolk City School Board, and
A. C. Epps, vice chairman of the Richmond City School Board,

Senator SPONG. First, I thank you, and may I ask at this point the
petition for writ of certiorari in the Norfolk case, is a brief
one, be made a part of the record at this point.

Senator PELL. Without ObjECtiColl, it is so ordered.
(The information subsequently supplied follows :)

IN THE SI PliFNIE Cot:RS 01-' THE I.:MILD STAlES

October Term, 19(41

so._-----

THE SCHOOL BOARD OF tile Orly or NoRrOLK, Vincol t. LT M.., 14.11 MINERS

r.

CARLOTTA. MOZELI.F. BREW F.R LT At..

AND

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, IlESFONIIIINIS

Petition for a 1Vrit of Certiorari to the Vnited States Court of Apical', for the
Fourth Circuit and Motion to .klvanee

Tov D. SArAm,.. Jr..
At LAN G. Doss,
'Xitcox, SAT %cr, I.1 wsEN CV,

1111CK soN & SFr.; or:,
Nntfrawl nink

.V6r,frolk,
I.r.vNARD U. 111.tAln,

City Attorney,

.ift(rsirp.
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IN THE SUTREME Cover OF T111: UNITED STATES

October Term, 19G9

No.

THE SF Hoot, 130ARD F THE CITY OE NORFOLK, VIRGINIA, ET Al FETITIONERs

CARLOTTA Merl:LIE BREWER ET Al..

AND

UNITED STATES OE AMERICA, RESrONDENTs

MOTIoN TO AVVANCE

Pet Moms respectfully move that the Court advance its conidderati011 and
dispo.dtion of this case. It presents issues of national importance which require
prompt resolution by this Court for the reasons stated in the annexed Ictition
for a writ of certiorari. I t world be desiralde for the issues to he decidesd before
the beginning of the next school term in September 1970 In order to guide the
Norfolk School Board as well as the many courts and Rind boards imw makieg
plans for the coining year and to reduce sonnl% hat the possible necessity for
reorganization of systems after the 1970-71 school terms is underway.

Wherefore, petitioners pray that the Court :
L Advance consideration of the is titian for writ of certiorari and any response

thereto during the current term, or if need be during the ('curls vacation
or such special or extended term as may be convenient ; and

2. If the Court determines to grant tire petition for certiorari, arrange such
procedures as will permit prompt decision on the merits as the Court may deem
appropriate.

fully submitted.
Toy I). SAVAGE, Jr,.
ALLAN G. DOSS,
Wit.Lc07., SAVAGE, LAWRENCE.

DICKooN & SPINaLE,
Nalioeell Book

Norfolk,
LEONARD

rails Attorney,
Norfolk,

A thornryg for Pelilionrre,

IN Tile SUrREME.CouRT OE TilF. UNITED STATEs

October Term, MO

No. --

TnE SC11001. IloAlta 01, 111 V er Nottyet x. V/RGINt, 1,1 At 141 tuomRs

CARIPITA Mori! I E BEA uIRIT AI

AND

UNII/D STSi Es 01 AMERICA. R.EFroNDEsis
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Petition for a writ of certiorari to the United States Court of Appeals for the
Fourth Circuit

The School Board of :he City of Norfolk, Virginia, petitioner, respectfully
prays that a writ of certiorari Issue to review the judgment and opinion of the
United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit entered in this proceeding
on June 22, 1970.

OPINIONS DELOW

Although this proceeding has been pending for more than thirteen years, re-
sulting in a substantial numbor ef opinions of the United States District Court
for the Eastern District of Virginia and the United States Court of Appeals for
the Fourth Circuit, the opinions of the courts below directly preceding this
petition areas follows :

1. The opinions of tile Court of Appeals filed June 22, 1b70, not let reported.
are as follows:

(a) Opinion for the Court by Judge Butner (Appendix hereto p. 1)!
(b) Opinion of Judge Bryan specially concurring t App. Ill).
2. Memorandum Opinion of the United States District Court for the Eastern

District of Virginia, quoted at 308 F. Supp. 121'4 (App. 16).
3. Memorandum Opinion of the United States District Court for the Eastern

District of Virginia, reported at 302 F. Supp. 1S (App. 5h).

JURISDICTION

The judgmems of the Court of Appeals were entered on June 22, itao (App
15A and 1511). The jurisdiction of this Court is invoked under 28

1254(1).
QUESTIONS PRESENTED,

1. hl a school system in which there is no current racial residential dis-
crimination, but in whirl the application of neutral and objective standards
to the assignment of pupils would result in a number of all Negro and all while
schools because of racial residential patterns,

(a) is it constitutionally permissible for the School Board to take into ac-
count the fact that once the ratio of Negro pupils to whites passes beyond a
critical point the benefits from integration are completely lost in determining
the extent of the affirmative action to be taken to achieve integration?

(b) is the constitutionality of a plan for desegregation principally determinist
by the degree of success in obtaioing the racial tots of tills or by the degree
of success in providing equality e, educational opportunity for all pupils where
Troth purposes cannot be simultortem I,v achieved?

(c) does good faith implementation of governing constitutional principles
require racial balancing in each indit idual school throughout the systete. 11,n)
prised of many different schools, where it is freely emus:sled tint massive
compulsory busing will be required?

coNstric-rroxAr. nowtsloys lxvorstoto

This ease involves the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Intendment
to the Constitution of the Frill ed States.

ST11 F. Sit 7% it
1, Introduction.
Th l'etitioners are s, eking a review of an ea how decision of the United

Slates Court of Appeals for the Fourth Cireeit. rcicring it remanding an
Order of Walter Ii Hoffman. Chief Judge of the Eastern Distrb t of Virgirla,
which had a pprovi 1, in most aspects. the bump range 1,10 11 for the integration
of the Norfolk sa hoot sy ActiL

2. Proceeding Mow.
ledge trofintan's opir ions follomst hearings extending over many days during

which he rcecked evidrmre and trade meticulous findings e Olt re -I t t to tie'
bousli:g patterns and it mograpby of Norfolk and adjarent .moroitnities. the
educational principle: of the st, le., I Itmird plan. the ftnanoial and Iruisir,rtatinn

The Brie nd ix (App.) of oils Ions below Ig pr-sent rd In a separi I, cofnn,I Is Li.e It I.
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resources of the school syst nil, and the feasibility of alternative proposals ad-
varwed by the respondents. Ile found no racial discrimination Igy the School
Board and that the School Board had affirmatively sought to obtain the maxi

unr of equal educat'onal opportunity within the capacity of the system.
The Court of Appeals, Wilbout holding that the District Court's findings were

clearly erroneous, set aside the judgment of the trial court :nut directed that a
new plan be filed by July 27, 1970, and implemented by September 19, 1970.
Although the Court of Appeals (lid not expressly order the racial balance of the
schools, that appears to be the effect of its holdiw.,., and sligh a result is beyond
the capacity of the Norfolk school system,

This petition is filed four days later the entry of ,hog meat. Precedent of other
similar cases does not indicate that apy stay is to he expected. Irrepigrafte dis-
ruption caused by n "best efforts" implementation of the order of the Court of
Appeals Will 110 so erosive of the school system as to place in jeopardy the im-
plementation of the School Board Plan in the event the District Court Order is
reinstated.

3. Demography of Norfolk.
The Norfolk system is generally typical of southern school systems of its

size. It consists of 56,000 students In 72 schools, with a 0-3-3 pattern in:4,1(1111g
rgf; elementary, 11 junior high and rg senior high schools. At the elementary level,
44% of the students are Negro. Over all, the system contains 42.4% Negro
students.

'The City of Norfolk has a. population of approximately 300,000 and is 01 square
miles in area. SO% of the Negro population of Norfolk is concentrated in a
large densely populated neca In Ore south central sector of the.Cily.

The City of Norfolk has no bus system for the transportation of pupils to and
from the schools. Approximately 5,000 students, only a few of whom are at the
elementary level, now use public transportation at their con expense,

The District Court found that evidence introduced fell short of establishing
discriminatory racial patterns about the City and that 'unless a spot of the
disease poisoned the entire oily, there remained other areas In Norfolk which
could not be considered 4c jury constituted." 308 1'. Supp. at 1303: 302 1 Stipp.
at 27, Whether or not any area of the City has a racial pattern which originated
in discriminatory action, there is no significant governmental or private dis
eritninatory action restraining free residential patterns et this time. 30 Y.
Supp. at 1307.

4. Development of Long Range Plan.
To assist its own Director of Educatimial Research and Planning. Dr. John

C. Meliaulin, the School Board obtained the services of Dr. James Bash, Director
of the University of Virginia Desegregation Institute, op,.rated tinder funding
113' the Department of B}:11', wad Mr, Howard O. Sullins and Mr. Albert Tippert.
representatives of the Department of 1111W. There came to the attention of the
liDard a substantial hotly of learning, recently develmoll and based upon tile
analysis and definition of the relationship tel Integration and edlicational
opportunity. Arming the literature primarily influencing the dove:90mm( of the
plan by the Board were the following:

1. James N. Coleman, "Equality of Educational Opportunity," (1966).
based upon a broad and exhaustive survey carried out pursuant to the Civil
Rights Act of 1934 by the United States Office of Education and generally
known as the COLIIMAN REPORT. (SIEN, April No. 1);

2. Racial /Rotation in thc Public choo'y Fol. I, prepared by the united
States (7001nnissinn 011 Civil Rights pursuant to request of the President and
generally known as RACIAL 1FOLATION. (SISN. April No. 21:

3. Equal Educational Opportunity, 3ti Harvard Education Review, (Whi-
ter 1968), (SRN. April No.4) :

4. Weinberg, DcRearcqatiqn Pero arch: in Appraisal (KW:. April No. 3) :0. Arrnor, shoot and Es lily Effertl on Black and White .tehicrement:
lic-r.raorina r ion of the FiSOP Bahr. ISBN. Oct. Ni'. 24) :

Pot Of int .1(frantage.. fur (lir 1)i.w+ ran rap d in Equality of Educa-
tional Opportunity in the barge cilie4 of I racrica: The Relationship br. leech
Drcentralization and Racial Integrution. Ofrivt. Ev. Oct. Nn.

7. Wi/son, ',Wool/lona/ ('on,igur noes of Sigrrgation in o California COM-
tol/ni/v, 'RACIAL PMIATIIIN Vol. II. p. h i. ISBN, April No. 2).

The Board Igetange convinced Om aside from the requirements of F.w. inte-
gration provides the eonglitions for an improved educational prograrz for the
City as a who!e. Nor toik's suns the first system to formulate principles for a Planbased on the best available social science data

49 -Z.12 0 -
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The basic principles adopted by the Iloaril can br S11/11/11arizefl au follows:
(a) Children of backgrounds and races do better in schools with a pre-

dominant middle class milieu. The entire argument for the efficacy of desegrega-
tion in providing equal oducational opportunity unimatety depends ;mon this
simple truth anil upon it also rests the Ifiti011t,.` success Of any long range plan
for integration.

Aside from the family background of the individual student, a factor which is
beyond the control of the School Board, the social clas,i' climate of the school
is the single ;soot important school factor affecting student performance and
attitudes, (NACU!, ISOLATION, Vol. 2, p. The social class climate factor
is so powerful. that it may be more important than ail other factors combined.

(b) There is a high correlation between socio-economic class and race. While
more than 114)(/., of white America is uffild.e class. only one Negro in four is middle
etas ( whether defined by income, white coEar occupation, or high school educa-
tion. A comparable correlation exists in Norfolk. The significance of the correla-
tion is that desegregation is required to provide a predominantly middle class
milieu for Negro pupils.

(c) The beneficial effects of desegregated schools for Negro children are not
linear ; that is, Negro test scores do not rise evenly with Increasing, percentages of
white children in the classroom. Achievement in classes with less- than -half
whites is associated with scores not signilkantly different from those in all-
Negro classrooms. The research shows (hat significant improvement does not
begin until (lie school is at least half-white, and that a simple majority is not
sufficient to obtain the desired benefits of desegregation. Instead there must Ire a
clear, but not overwhelming. while majority. Dr. Armor's analysis of (lie COLE-
MAN REPORT data showed that the optimal point, taklag into account both the
social class and race offer:Ls is abotii:30% Negro.

( d) White students do less well In majority Negro schools that: they do in
majorily while schools The conclusion is a necessary corollary to the princilde
that children of all back-grounds do Letter in schools' with a predominant middle
class milieu.

e) A plan for (he City of Norfolk will work hest to the extent that it arrives
nt 30% Negro in as many schools as possible and, for this reason, that percent
Negro is considered optimal. The purposeful establishment of schools in which
there are more than 407, Negro will not provide any improvement of educational
opportunities in such set', ols for either white or Negro. In determining the effects
of optimal desegregation. the inquiry is not limited to educational achievement.
Rather, the concept of optimal desegregation Is equally concerned with racial
attitudes, racialbeha vior, racial preferences, and college and occupational aspira-
tions.

The principles of the plan were applied to the circumstances of the Norfolk
school system with (he clear purpose of providing the maximum degree of Inte-
gration which Is feasible.

The development of the plan for elementary schools began with a geographical
nttendance area plan based on neutral and objective lines, with each student at-
tending the school within the natural capacity zone in which his residence fell.
The socio-economic data of each such zone was then carefully analyzed. With the
use of this base data, the 1k-signer.; of the zeroes set alma( to ailiieve zones which
were heterogeneous in terms of socie-effmomIc class and rice, rather than
homogenous. Neither natural boundary lines nor community of interest of a given
area was allowed to interfere with this purpose, Natural boundaries were de-
parted from and neighborhoods Were Intentionally divided :inning different
schools. Ever plan or device suggested in any writing or lv any con:,ilif ;nit or by
the NAACP or the Civil nights Divisicn was given mature consideration, and a
number of such suggestions were incorporated. None of them was rejected If it
was found to be currently feasible for the purpose of providing More integration
than the plan which was adopted. A number of subsidiary concepts. such as the
consolidation of schools, the closing of schools, and the changing of the ineatini of
schools. was adopted.

All of the experts testifying complimented the School Itoard on the Job that
was dOTIC. The degree of success was favorably compared with that which could
be obtained by a computer. No our was able to mint out a single inlance in

The Ulm ''sown economic class" more accurately (xi, es sr roc tmonnlin:. I411 sell
tini Men commonly crnvloyed Tellb the same ccannnolon In innsi instal/OS
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which lines were drawn to iivoid desegregation. Because of racial residential
patterns. it would not Ire passible, without massive cross busing. to create a much
greater percentage of desegregation in the system. On the basis that the educa-
tional opportunity offered to Negroes in majority Negro schools would be no
better and perhaps not as good as that offered in all all Negro sehool find that
the opportunity offered to white students would he salistantially hiss than tinit
which would he offered to them in a majority Mitte school. majority Negro ele-
mentary schools were net created. The intentional creation of a nu.jorily Nenr
sehool would provide it net loss to the community rather than a net gain in terms
of the feasible achievement of the benefits of integration.

No one is able to suggest any device which will effectively increase the results
obtained by 10% or even The only alternative to the School Huard
plan recommended is the complete racial balance of every school in tin system
through massive cross busing. The physical obstacles fa the racial balance at the
elementary level through massive cross husing is beyond the capacity of the
School Board.

REASONS FOR 6RAN7-IN6 TUE WW1'
1. Introduction

Brown v. !torrid of Edricrilion, 317 r.S. 453 (19511. takes Its place :inning the
wore important decisions of ibis Court because it determirwil the relation be-
tween segregation of public- schools and equal educational opportunity. Tiro
Record In this case for the first time presents a chair and exhaustive
:111(1 definition of the nature of t hat relationship.

Brown i established the constitutional ri011 of minorities to desegregated
schooling and expressly based its ileterminittion upon the right to equal eilinn-
tional opportunity.

J?roleir m. /fagot of Erlucrition. 341+ 4'.5..291 (195:14, and all of the subsequent
OftS.OA *1(111101 IT 1ILIS ('our, essentially deal with the remedy which the Conti felt
to be realistically available at the time it lb, decision. The relief granted by the
Court In /irOirn ;I lilti.late, requiring fl school boards
to admit students to public sehools "fl soon as iiractleable" on a nonalkerlinina-
tory basic, "with all deliherate speed." :449 17.S. at 300..301. In More recent cases,
culminating in Alexander v. Board of E4iren14-,n. 396 fi.S. 19 (19119). this Court
has removed the conditions of "OR soon n,1 praclicalle" gal "with all derdwralle
speed" from the negative mandate. liar! her, this Court has asserted the affirma-
tive duty of school boards to adopt the most "feasible" and "reasonably avail-
able" alternatives to affirmatively effectuate integration. (leech v. l'orroly
norrol. 3111 U.S. -1311 111651 ; lfanefl v, of 1-:dricatiOn. 31111 1 .8. 443 1 1(1115) ;

and Monroe v. hoard of Coin minx:loners. 391 V.S. 430 (19/1,). /ll view raf the fact
that eircinostanec.s In such eases all pointed in the saline direction. this Court bas
not yet datiffed the nature and extent of the remedy promilleil 1p such affirmative
mandate. It Is submitted that in arcking at that definition, it should be kept to
mind that the constitutional right to be provided As ritual educational opportunity
trial that mixing races is but a means to that owl,

The con 1-f educational and science with respect to the 1u:tfire
and extent of the relation between integration and education hate In recent
years' limo widely ili,scinit -ter] 'ffirl, and large. accepter), The Commission
on Civil Bights (punted that "Ou the bask of its Miffing,. the Commission has
made recommeniledions which provide a basis for action by goveitiment ill all
levi is: * ." birdaficol in the Public Schools Vol, 1, p. IN.

(In )1:I rdi Bath 'Richard Nixon. President of the railed States, issued a
pair y r4rIternerd entitled S(Il mill PESE4lItrAL1TION: ".I to and (115'n
So 1110 Cong. Bee. Daily Ed., March 14, 1370). In that statement
he

"AtMint& limn oil the educational effects of int, gralion arc neither definitive
nor i-omprellemive. But slid) data as we have sugge-1 strongly Ilud, under
tiro appropriate condition,, racial integration in the classroom call be .1 signif-
icant factor in imprioing the duality cf cilreation for the ilisaihantagell. .11 the
same Pone, the data Mail us into severai in ire of the that sneer unit
the desegregation issue.

"For one thing, they serve as a reminder Iliad from all Voll/l'ati1011:11
to sehool questiort, sole -1y in ternr of race is to go 0.teos, Tl The

rloto tell us that in urlocationol hrata, the significant factor is not rime but
rather the edilcallonal I-um:roma, nt in the h-ue nil indeed. flint the single
mist important eau. ational Lao for in a school is the kind of hi-roe etwirolinicia
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Its pupils come from. As a general rule, children from families whose home
environment encoura,4es learningwhatevei. flair rove----are higher achievers:.
those from homes offering little encouragement tire lower achievers.

"Which :Obeid the horse environment lies depends on such things as whether
hooks and Milgazinvs are nvallable, whether the family snhsrribes Ina iwws-
paper, thi educational level of the parents, told their altiltide toward the child's
ciluent

'"Ille data strongly suggest, also, that in order for the positive benefits of
integration 10 be arlikted, the school must have a majority of children ffon
environments find encourage learning recognizing. again. that the key factor
is not race but the kind of home the child conies front l'he grea(.r concentra-
tion of pupils whose tonnes encourage N.arningof whatever roc,--the higher
the achievement levels not only of Dioso pupils, but also of others in the Fe III('
school. Students learn from students. The reverse is also true: the greater
concentration of pupils from homes flint discourage learning, the lower the
achievement, levels of all.

We should hear very cnrefully in mind, therefore, the distinction between
educational difficulty as a result of race, and educational dittioilty- os a result
of soda! or economic levels, of fainily haul:ground, of cultural patterns, or simply
of bad schools. Providing, better education for the disadvantaged requires a
more sophisticated approach than mere racial ma t les."

The quoted statement of policy of the United States is (mite remarkably
consonant with the policies promulgated by the School Peon] in its long range
plan in June, 1t 0. find approved by the Instrict Court on December 30,
and here presented to this Court for cousidcration.

It is clearly established that the quality of educational opportunity offered
lo pupils of both races in schools which have a majority Negro is no better,
if as good, than (hat olfered to pupils or all Negro schools. It is difficult to find
any situation in which integration has been successful in terms of educational
opportunity or stability where white pupils have not been in a substantial
nmjorily. NViiellwr or not Norfolk School It,,,tird and other school bon
lady situated lire entitled to take this phenomenon of social science into account
In deteiniining the extet,t of affirmative notion to be taken to achieve integration
appears to be essential to the development of public Maya tbm of this country
at this time. Is a rule such as the mie-Inan, one vote rule of the apportionment
cases appropriate to the education cases If it Is not cdtantionally desirable or
even relevant flint the racial composition of a school lie a mirror image of It;
racial composition of the community, should such a goal be sought by any plan'
These n re among (he baste practical problems to he resolred which are appro.
priately presented by l lite case.

77tr Opts (On of thr Crpirt ppcal$
The opinions of the Chief Judge of the Ilistriet Court deal In depth with the

ednealinnal principles and the phenomena of social science with rospect to into.
gratIon and with the demography, financial, 1 ransportal ion and other resources
of the school system. It was rental Ilia( the School Board Imdaffirmatively sought
to (Adair( the niaxinium degree of educational opportunity within the
of the system.

The opinion of the Court of Appears appears to be based primarily if not
entirely upon the iTi.gree of sinvess in obtaining a ratial mix im schools, The
word "education" Is not merit lodcd tai ill single occasion in the majority
The Court of Appeals failed to cleat with the important questions sot forth in
itilti 111401011. Conclusions are arrived at in Its opinion which are contrary to
the findings 0: fact of the FlislrIct (ieurt, without nay acknowlolgirent thereof.
The eiliavihv and resour44s of the Norfolk school system are not delineated or
discussed by the Court of Appeals, hint the joie -mast would appear to call fir
action by the School third beyond the capacity amt resources found to exist
by the District Court.

t One i U.SiON

The reasons for the degree of success or failnre of existing integration plans
In attaining, educational goals can I if' properly understood only by examination
In light of the social plunenicoa expliealNI in ills proee( ding Sin li slies,: or
failure of proposed pions ran he occur:04.1y preuicteil by application of these

.N1
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principles of social science. The extent to which such principles may or must he
taken into account tinder constitutional mandates has not been considered or
lietertitined try this Court. It is vital that sah (letermina than he made at this time.

The importance of the issues raised in this proceeding to the Norfolk sehcol
system are obvious. Although the circumstances and predicaments of eutdt school
systela with respect to desegregation are to some extent peculiar to it. Norfolk
fits a not iiimoinuton pattern, The issues are also important to many other such
similar school systems. The cases rending on petitions for writs of certiorari front
the Cities of Charlotte, North Carolina, and Little Burk, Arkansas, together
with the issues presented here appear to cover the spectrum of the most pressing
problems requiring decisions by the lower courts, local govertmmids. educators
and minorities. For the foregoing reasons, it is resps-sdfully submitted shut the
pit tition for a writ of certiorari should he granted to roviow the lodgment of the
United States Court of .1ppeals for the Fourth Circuit.

Respectfully it anitt
Toy P. SAVAGE. Jr..
AILAN G. Dosx.
\VIM:COS, SAVAGE, LAWEENCE.

/ICKSON & SP/ NIti.c.
Virginia National Bank

Norfolk, Fa.
LeoAao 11. 11.teis,

(WY Attorney.
Norfolk, Va.

Attornuys for I'ctitioncr8.
Senator PELL. If either of you two want to stay, Senator Slicing

and ('ongressitutti Plvyer, you are welcome. to l'Oille up With the
stiheonimittee.

Senator SeoSC.Thank you.
Senator PEr.L. Now, i)r, Protitt, Mr, 'I'llontas, and Mr. Epps, I think

it would be best if you came np together and gave your statements. 1)r.
Profitt will he first.

If you do not read the full text of your st at ?meld, you can lx' assnred
it w t l he printed in the record in full.

1)r. Protitt.
1)t.. Pnorri. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I want

to begin by thanking you for allowing me this privilege to appear
before this distinguished committee this morning.

I wodld like to begin also with a disclaimer which I think might be
appropriate It is not Illy 1)111'14)5e here today either as a concerned
citizen or as a piaci wing schiaol mbilinistrator, to advocate turning
hack the clock in the lield of school desegregation. I do not pretend that
it is sufficient merely to wipe off the books statutes which created de
jure segregation where it has existed, and then continue to operate the
schools tho 5:11110 wily kluge. I do not licher- that the adoption of
a freedom of choice assignment policy, while the school con-
tinues to operate largely its it did before, meets the constitutional and
still 'miry revireinents to descgregate.

lit other words, I do not conic here today in defense of tokenism.
The following case history is presented to show the urgent need for

a coherent not ional policy to overcome the ambiguities and obfusca-
tion which now are present in t he area of school desegregation whett
dealing with Federal agencies.

During a 7-year period sure I calm In litiritilghel as !superintendent,
we have moved from a segt cgated operation to a unitary school system

:1'12
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based on honest geographic attendance areas. We have racial balance
in faculty assignments in all schools, and in student assignments at
the junio- and senior high school levels. Elementary pupils are as-
signed to schools serving the attendance areas in which they reside.

The. HEW Of lice still questions, after 2 years of negotiations rand
numerous concessions on our part, the so-called racial identifiability
of one elementary school in our district, but a Hearing Examiner on
March 16, 1970, found us to be in compliance with the requirements of
the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and its implementing regulations.

Since that time, we have moved to close one predominantly black
school, and have made boundary changes in zone lines to get more
black pupils in neighboring schools, but we still cannot settle with
HEW.

The 1IEW Office for Civil Rights appealed the hearing examiner's
ruling to the reviciving authority, ,,ten though the ruling seemed to
be, unusually well reasoned, and the hearing examiner was reputed to
be, one of the most respected and experienced in civil rights cases

We found this to be somewhat difficult to understand, and made sonic
inquiries into the process of the administrative proceedings open to
school systems which failed to receive the blessing of the ]f 1:11' Office
of Civil Rights.

We learned that the policy of the Office for Civil Rights was to ap-
peal routinely all unfavorable rulings of hearing examiners in school
cases, without regard to the facts and the merits of the rulings.

We sought information from the Director concerning the handling
of school cases which had been appealed to the reviewing authority.
That is the next step above the Ilea ring Examiner, since the findings
of fact by the Hearing Examiners seem to count for so little with the
HEW Office for Civil Rights.

We learned, with sonic difficulty in trying to get the information,
that at the time our case was appealed, the reviewing authority had
decided 01 out of 01 such administrative, appeals in favor of the
Government, and against the school districts.

We understandably felt some concern about due process. in the fore
of this record.

We understand now that the reviewing authority has decided two
cases in favor of the school dirt rict since the time of our first inquiry.

Following the appeal of our case to the reviewing authority by the
HEW Office for Civil Rigid s------

Senator Pro.. I nnht interruptexcuse sin informed that
there will lie a rollrall vole at 12:2i . indeed it may come earlier.
Therefore we are under exceptio,ifil time pressure, and I wonder if
you could abbreviate your remarks in favor of questions?

1)r. Pnoorr. I will he glad to summarize, Me, Chairman.
We love tried repeatedly over a 2-year period to reach agreement

with the IIEW Office for Civil Rights abort the racial ideutifiobility
of one elementary schwd. We had corn' to a meeting in RaleiL-di, N.C.,
initiated by the Justice Department and the Department of Health,
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Edncaiion, and Welfare. where we understood there wf add be an at-
tempt to resolve these questions.

We met with a so-called team there in conference, headed by Mr.
,Terris Leonard. After the conference was over. and in a postcon fey-
ence conversation, Mr. Leonard told one of the State department of
public instruction people he "agreed with everything Burlington
said," and later on, according to the press, sent a memo to Mr. Stanley
Pottinger in which he recommended that the Burlington plan be ac-
cepted as it was presented that day.

Now, we tried to get information as to how we differ from the Presi-
dent's statement in March of this year, and we were told by two Gov-
ernment officials, at least t wo. that that statement was "politics.

A lawsuit has been started in the State of North Carolina, brought
against. the State department of public instruction, the State board
of education, and the State superintendent : and Burlington. on an
affidavit from Mr. Pottinger, was listed as a final school system.

We tried to settle out of court in line with a Wan developed by the
Justice Department and HEW people, thong}, wind they termed
an ad hoc committee in Atlanta. This was their own mechanism for
devising a plan.

We accepted the plan of the ad hoc i2mninitte,.?, and then the IIEW
Office for Civil Rights refused to accept it, and rescinded the an-
thority wh'cli they had delegated to this ad hoc committee, and re-
fused to accept it, after we had agreed to it.

Now, we have just closed a predominantly white school. consoli-
dated it into a formerly black school, for the purpose of trying to
avoid disruption during the school year.

It appears that we may yet he in the Federal comt on this
proposition.

And the one thing I would say here in these last few minutes is that
if racial balance in pupil assignments becomes the policy of this Na-
tion, and we certainly (win to have a national policy. because we are
operating now wider a consi,ieuonsly dual policy. under this de jure-
de facto theory. amt that doctrine is a coverup for conspicidonsly
dual policy in this country, it will slimly be because persons at the
highest level have not really looked at this question of racial balance
with the long-range good of education in mind. but have considered
it only in terms of current ideology or political expediency.

As the distinguished columnist for the Washington Post. Joseph
Kraft. stated in his article of Sunday, larch 1.1970. '' It is not beyond
the wit of man to frame a national school policy which meets virtually
all cases...

We believe that the bill introduced in the House of Representatives
by Congressman fryer and in the Senate by Senator Spong, accom-
Oishes this purpose in a substantial way.

Senat or PELL. 'thank -on.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Profilt follows

tA
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Statement Before the Education Sub-Committee
of the U. S. `senate
on August 27, 1970

By: Brank Proffitt., Superintendent
Burlington City Schools
Burlington, North Carolina

It is not my purpose here today, either as a concerned citizen or as a

practicing school aOminlstrator, to advocate turning back the clock in the field of

school desegregation. I do not pretend that It is sufficient merely to wipe of: the

books the statutes which created de ;are segregation, where it has existed, and then

continue to operate schools the same way as before. I do not believe that the adoption

of a freedom of choice assignmvkt policy, while the schoo' ',stem continues to operate

largely as it has before, r. a the constitutional and statutory roqutrements to deseg-

regate. In other words, I .o not come here today to defense of tokenism. The following

case history is presented to show the urgent need for a coherent national policy to over -

cone the ambiguities and ob:uscailon which now are the norm in the area of school deseg-

regation when deal tug with Federal agencies.

During a seven-year period, since I came to Edrlingtvi as superintendent, we

have moved from a segregated operation to a unitary school system based on honest geo-

graphic attendance areas. We have racial balance in faculty essignments in all schools

and in student assignments at the junior and senior high school levels. Elementary

pupils are assigned to the school serving the attendance area in which they reside.

The HEW Office for Civil Rights still questiors, after two years of negotiations Ind

numerous concesalons on our part, the so-called racial identlfiabllity of one elemen-

tary anhool(oie. of ten) in our district, but a hearing examiner, on March IS, 1970,

found as to be In compliance with the requirements of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and

its implementing regulations. Since that tire we have moved to close one predominantly

blank school, and have rade boundary chcnges In zone lines to get ore block pupils In

neighboring schools. But we still cannot settle with HEW.

The HEW Office for Civil Rights appealed the hearing examiner's ruling to
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the Reviewing Authority, even though the rulimg seemed to be unusually well-reasoned

and the hearing examlier was reputed to be one of the most respected and ex?erienced

in civil rights cases. We found this to be somewhat difficult to understand and made

some inquiries into the process of administrative proceedings open to school system,.

which fall to receive the blessing of the HEW Office for Civil Rights. We learned

that the policy of the Orfice for Civil Rights wss to appeal rcutins.ly all unfitor-

able rulings of hearing examiners to school cases, without regard to the facts and

the merits of the rulings.

We sought information from the record concerning the handling of school

cases which had been appealed to the Reviewing Autnority, since the findings of facts

by the hearing examiner seemed to count for so little with the HEY] Off tee for Civil

Rights. We learned, with some difficulty in trying to get Va information, that at

the time our case was appealed the reviewing Authority had decided 61 out of 61 such

administrative appeals in favor of the government and against the school districts.

We understandably felt some concern about due process in the face of this record.

We understand now thet the Reviewing Authority has decided two cases in favor of

school district, since the tire of our first inquiry.

Following the appeal or our case to the Reviewing Authority by the HEW

Office for Civil Rights, the school board chat man, our attorney, and 1 went to

Ra neigh, North Carolina on Ray 21, 1970 to a conference jointly initiated toy the

Justice Department end NEW. Two teams of Federal officials met at scheduled times

throughout the day with officials from suhool districts not yet approved by the HEW

Off ice for Civil Rights. One of tiese teams was leader by Yr. Stanley Fottinger,

Director of the FEW Office for Civil Rights, and the oter was headed by Assistant

Attorney General Jerrie Leonard, chief of the Civil Rights :Leis Len in the Department

of Justice. We met with Ha. Leonard's group, explained our plan of deaegregation in

detail, celled attention to the hearing examiner's finding of fact in our case, and

further called attention to the NEW-OCR appeal to the Feviewing Authority. During
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this conference, Mr. Robert C. Mardian, General Counsel for HEW and the Executive

Director of the Vice-President's Committee on Desegregation, a member of our c,n-

ference team, confirmed II the meeting nor information concerning the HEW0OOR

policy to appeal all unfavorable decisions from hearing examiners, regardless of

the merits of the Individual cases. He also confirmed our information concerning

the record of the Reviewing Authority in school cases. Mr. Leonard told us, at

the conclusion of the conference, that we would be officially notified of the

teen's decision concerning Burlington "within a week or ten days."

The following day we were told by a member of the North CaPolina Department

of Public Instruction who sat in on the conference that Mr. Leonard told him in

post-conference conversation that he agreed "with everything Burlington laid." This

seemed to bo confirmed on or about July 2, 1970 by news stories out of Cincinnati

where Mr. Leon Panetta,flormer Director of the HEW Office for Civil Rights, stated in

a speech to a national convention of thr NAACP that Mr. Leonard sent a memorandum to

Mr. Pottinger in which he recommended that Burlington's plan should be approved as

presented in Raleigh on May 28. Shortly before this news item was published, however,

after much effort on our part to find out what did core out of the May 28 conference,

I had finally received telephone call from Dr. Lloyd Henderson, Education Branch

Chief In the HEW Office for Civil Rights. Dr. Henderson begat: the conversation by

stating that he had Mr. A. J. ho,ell, the OCR desk chief for North Carolina on the

line with him(Mr. Howell did not say anything) and then informed me that Burlington

was still considered to be in non-compliance.

In follow-up conversations with Federal officials, we made an extended

effort to find ovt in what way our school operation violated the President's deseg-

regation statement of March 21,, 1970(since we had teen told by Mr. Leonard that this

statement constituted the new guidelines). At least one official in Loth the Justice

Department and HEW referred to the President's statement as "politics." We had felt

originally that the statement was a highest-level, sodnd, and senAble exposition
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on a ratter of great national importance. The government's own people ha's about

convinced is otherwise by now.

On June 30,1970 attorneys for the NAACP filed a civil action in the United

States District Court for the Eastern District of North Carolina, alleging a duty

on the part of the State Board of Elucation and the State Superintendent of Public

instruction to take affirmative action to eliminate dual school systems in the state;

also alleging that the Burlington City Schools, along with 19 other local school

systems(teing the systems considered out of compliance by OCR of 11W at the time of

the preparation of t!'e NAACP complaint) remained segregated and asking that the State

be restrained from granting state funds to Burlington and the other named school

systems on account of an alleged dual school system. On July 2/1, 1970, the United

States Justice Depertment filed with the Court a complaint in intervention, along

with an appliortion for an order for "immediate relief."

On July 24, 1970, Judge Algernon Butler, Chief Judge to the District,

issued an order directing the North Carolina Stale Board of Education and the State

Superintendent of Public Instruction to instruct Burlington and the other aimed

school systemsto collaborate in the preparation of plans for immediate conversion

to a unitary School system, utilizing the assistance of the United States Office

of Education and attempting to each agreement, as to a plan, with the United States

by August 4, 19701 to report the court such agreement or, in the staence of qi

agreement, a suggested plan for operation of a unitary school district. The Attorney

General of North Carolina, as attorney for the state officials named as Lefendants

in this action, appalled the order and moved for a stay before Jotted States Circuit

Judge J. Braxton Craven on July 37, 1970. A stay was granted by Judge Craven on

July 31, 1970 pending appeal of the order.

Despite the issuance of the stay by Judge Craven and the lack of formal

instructions from the State officials pending a hearing on the stay, the administra.

tire staff of the Burlington school system actively collaborated with an official
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from the Off ice of the North Carolina Superintendent of Public Instruction, and

a secora ..fficial from O:ne regional HEW office in Atlanta, both acting under FEW

Title IV uthority, who visited the Burlington school system Wednescley and Thursday,

July 29 aid 30, for the purpose of acquiring information es to Burlington's plan of

desegrega- ion and exploring the possibility of changes to bring the school system

into coop' lance with HEM requirements.

in Friday, July 31, 1970, a meeting of Federal officials was held in

Atlanta, iler4311 under the auspices of, and attended by officials from, the HEW

Office of

Office of

Sducatien(Title IV), the FEW Office for Civil Rights(Title lx), the Al

'3eneral Co.sosal, and the Education Section, Civil Rights Divisien, U. S.

Departmeni of Justice- -these officials be4.ng termed ar ^ad hoc" committee. This

committee had been delegated the responcibil,ty of considering the report of Title IV

o.ficials visiting local school districts during tie preceding two-day period and,

;mead upon information so acquired, agreeing upon a plan of desegregler for a..on

local schyl district, which would be the plan of tho United States to ba, filed with

the Court oy the Depextment of Justice, such to be ..7th the 1,11 coilmurrence of the

Office of Education rod the HEW Office for Civil Fights.

1-or the ourpose of trying to settle our daferen:es with NEW -OCR so 41 to

avoid dial aption during the 1970-71 school year, and nog because cf and present non-

compliancs with the law, our Boa I indicated to Title IV officials that it would con.

alder any sJ-cationelly sound and reasonable plan, designed to change further the

racial ratio of elementary pupils a,signed to Sel'sre-Gunn school, if such plan could

become a lull and complete settlement of all matters at dame with the United States

in the aloo,a mentioned legal actu on and with FEW -OCR in the administrative proceeding.

Ty office was informed ci the opinions of the Federal ad hoc committee wet-

in ACenta on July 31, 19'0, with reference to its plan of dese7regstion, by a

long dietince telephone call from two officials, both members of the ad hoc corsittee,

and as suggested a sodificetion in the plan being considered for BurliN.ton by the
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committee, which modification was accepted by the ad on committee and made a part

of its report adopted in Atlanta on July 31, 1970. Wu unckrstoud the ad hoc cc.i-

mIttee plan fully, going over it in meticulous detail on the telephone with the two

representatives who had visited for two ds;:e in the school system.

On Saturday morning, An gust 1, 1970, the Burlington Board n.t in special

session for the purpose of considering the plan of the ad hoc eortelittee as to pupil

assignment for the 1970-71 school year. Solely for the purpose of settlement and

conditioned upon settlement of all matters at isioe er:th the Justice Department and

.,epartment of tenth, Education and Welfare, both judicially and administra-

tively, the Board an ipted the report of the Atlanta Federal ad hoc committee as

bean adopted by Federal officials the preceding daft

For the purpose of procuring documentetion of Justice Department and KW

concurrence in the action of the Board accepting the Atlanta ad hoc plan, our

attorney and I came to Washington. D. O. on Monday, Argust 3. We mat staff attorneys

of the Education Sectior, Civil Rights Division, Department of Zuetice, who verified

that the action of th's Soard or August 1 was in full accord with the Atlanta ad hoc

committee action on July 31 and assured us of acceptance by the Justice Departrtert.

Or the baste of this assurance, I returned to Burlington that night.

Our attorney conferred with the Director of the HIM Office for Civil Flights

the next day, Tuesday, August 4. in Washington, D. C., for the purpose of obtaining

his assurance that the HEW administrative proceeding would be disc:ntinund as

resul. of Bust ingtonis acceptance of the Atlanta ad hoc plan. The Director referred

the matter to the North Carolina Dusk Chief of the Education Section for the FEW

Office for Civil Rights, who verified with a telephone call to .tdaral official; to

Atlanta on Tuesday afternoon, August L, that the action of the school board en

August 1 was in accordance with the ad hoc committee action of July 31, confirming

this to our attorney.

Thereafter, on that same afternoon, the 'Thief of the OCR Education faction
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and his North Carolina Desk Chief, tcg her with a representative of the FIN Of'ice

of General Counsel, conferred with hEW Office of Education officials while our

attorney waited, and late Tuesday after;o.)n, August L, awls, our attorney that

the DIrlington City Buord of Education had .ot corre,Alj underetood the action of

the Atlanta Ed hoc committee on Jul:, 31, ant that the Burlington school to. ,a

acceptssce of the plAn on August 1, 1970 would not suffice to put the school district

to compliance witn the law.

Our attcrney was thereupA informed by Department of Justice attorneys that

they would abide by FEW-OCR determination as to what constituted the .eport of the

Atlanta ad hoc vflttee, although they had verified the day before that our under-

standing of the ad hoc committee's plan was correct. They also informed our attorney

that the Justice Department would file with the court that plan deemed acceptable by

the HEW Office for Civil Rights as conceived for the first time on Tuesday afternoon,

August 14, 1970, after our attorney attempted to accept the plan adopted ty the

Atlanta ad hoc committee on July 31, 1970.

On Wednesday, August 5, 1970, an HEW courier from Atlanta brought to the

office of the Clerk of the United States District Court in Raleigh and filed there.

with a document entitled Desegregation plan for the BurWgton School Dietr lot,

Burlington, North Carolina, by the Divisl.on of Equal Educational Opportunities,

United States Office of Education, Atlanta, Georgia,,, this document having attached

to it a rep of the Burlington School Metric. with elemaatary and Secondary schoo'

tone lines shown on the map. Our attorney obtained from the Office of tha Clerk a

copy tf this Office of Education plan on Thursday, August 6, 1970, but Ole copy

did not include a tone map. On Auglat 7, J received in the rail, from the hEW

Office in Atlanta, the plan filed with the court, again without a map. and note

to this office on August 7, 1970, calling attention to this omissiom and requesting

a map. However, as of this date, no map has been provided, although the opening

of school woe scheduled for. yeaterdcy.
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The map Tile,: with the Court in Raleigh and forwarded to the senior ,}nudge

to Clinton, North Carolina, clearly indicates on its fete that certain elementary

school son, lines sere radically changed from those originally drawn, the lines

obliterated with a chalk-like substance being those which were a part of the

Friday, July 31 ad hoc report. These obliterated lines are coo:Went with the

narrative of the government plan filed with the court on August 5.

The plan of the Office of Education, as filed with the court, is com-

pletely ambiguous and inconsistent throughout. It in clear that the narrative of

the plan filed with the court Ls in accordance with the Friday, July 31, Atlanta

decision. The map attached to the plan, with the crudely drawn changes en it,

portrays the effort to incorporate the changes decreed for the itrat time by HEW-

OCR in Washington on Tuesday afternoon, August 4. The statistics used In the

plan came from some source unknown to us and do not agree with either the narrative

or the map. In the meantime, we checked with a Title IV represenetive in both

Raleigh and Atlanta, and had it confirmed that our original understaneing of the

ad ton committee plan was indeed correct and that the changes were dictated from

Washington after our attorney approached HEW-CCE officials for a settlement on

Tuesday afternoon, august 5.

We are unab' to ::::luate the government plan of desegregation filed with

the Court, since it is, in its present form, completely meaningless. It clearly

represents an effort on the part of HEW-OCR officials to rescind authority dele-

gAt.d to the Atlanta ad hoc committee, with change: being an hastily and abor-

tively made that the plan furnishes no basis for intelligent consideration of

our situation.

We have made every conceivable effort to settle the PEW adAinistrative

procteding prior to the -pening of school and to retch an out-of-court. aettleoent

with the Department of Justice. Such efforts have been unavailing and decisions

relating to the assignment of pupils could not be further postponed in the vita
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hope that these agencies will change their mode of dealing with us as outlined

already to this presentation.

After ascertaining that a settlement with HEW -CCIR officials was not

possible, in order to try to avoid disruption of the school system after school!

open, the Burlington Board of Education voted uranimous'y to close a predominantly

white school and make modifications In guugraphic tone lines to an effort to remove

further the racial identifiability of our one remaining majority black school.

These changes were designed to achieve substantially the same results as tie orig-

inal plan of the Atlanta ad hoc committee. The Board has strengthened its majority

to minority transfer policy by authorizing such transfers on a "aua:anteed space

basis and with assured transportation when pupils qualify under a uniform distance

requirement. The Board feels that it has gone as far as it can now go without

uselessly disrupting the operation of the school system, agreeing to administrative

patterns' that no sensible person would ever devise for effective operation of

school system, and seriously undermining support for public education in the

Burlington community. In comparison with our resources, we hr.e had a good school

system in Burlington, respected throughout the state, and serving all pupils with-

out discrimination. We are understandably reluctant make changes which are not

taken to improve and strengthen our school system tut are taken to serve ,.n ideo-

logical reach for tact's' balance in pupil assignments at any cost.

While the President's statement of March 214, 19i0 disclaims the move to

racial balance as an objective, administrative officials in the goyernmel,t seem to

be roving relentlessly in this direction. It appears to us that decisions on

specific school cases are not made by persons in the rain decision-making jobs bu`,,

in our case at least, by a subordinate who seems to have the right political con-

nections. The people in the larger jots are affable persons, often sympathetic

with our problems, but unwill.ng or unable to make a clean decision on the merits

of our case.
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If racial balance in pupil assignment becomes the policy of this nation in

regard to public eduustion, it will surely be because personsat the highest level

babe not really looked at this question with the long-range good of education in

mind but have considered it only in terms of current ideology or political expediency.

Such a policy will exacerbate rectal disharmony and will create, for urban communities

especially, a continuing source of disruption, dialocattons, instability, and severe

loss of public confidence in public education. We are already seeing the effects of

thin in failure of school tax end fond elections and in the flight of white pupils.

Racial balance in pupil assi.:,rents cannot be Unposed on the Southeastern region

without ultimately being imposed on the whole nation. No fairminded ?erson could

hold out indefinitely for such an arrangement. A conspicuously dual standard is not

beini ',varied under the cov.r-up of the de facto - de Sure doctrine, but this theory

is already being distorted out of shape in North Carolina. Whatever protection is

afforded to school pupils by the Constitution and national laws is affcrded to all

pupils alike, North and South.

Let me say here, as earnestly as I can, that my interest in this ratter is

not only that of a school superintendent from North Carolina but as an American who

thinks public education is vital in the lives of our people. In that frame of

re:erence, I do not believe that racial balance in pupil assignments, in s literal,

arithmetic sense, either will or can be brought about in the urban school districts

of this country without turning the coercive power of the Federal goverrrent into

s repressive force characteristic of a polite state and destructive of our form of

government. If this is undertaken net ionall , desegregation will be a mas:Lve

failure, untold damage will he done to runic educetlo%, and the kind of hard -tors

segregation which is now In rany of our central cities will be accelerated rather

than contained or decreased.

It la ay opinion that the courts, divided and harassed as they are now,

would art loom, as a proper exercise of its Constitutional powers, a law from

11q4
427'22 C 70 !2
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Congress which would spell out a coherent national policy on school desegregation.

Such a poi icy should be fair to minority interest bet, at ae same time, should

responsibly take into acnount what can reasonably be done -- or, stated another

way, what can be done with lasting, beneftc'al results. Such a policy should be

understandable to reasonable men and women and amenable to consistent interpre-

tation by administrative officials are the courts, It should be clear enough in

Its provisions and intent tnat it will have tie same fundamental effect and pur-

pose wherever it is applied.

As the distinguished columnist for The Weshinto.. Post, Joseph Kraft,

stated in his article of Sunday, March 1, 1970, "...It is not beyond the wit of

man to frame a national school policy ditch meets virtually all cases." We

believe that the bill int, oduced in the House of Representatives by Congressman

Prayer and in the Senate by Senator Spcmg accompl Lobes this purpose in a sub-

stantial way,
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Professional Activities

Member of the Board of Directors and the Ev.ecutive Committee, Learning Institute
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Member of the North Carolina Advisory Council on Teacher Education

Chairman of the Executive Committee, Piedmont Association for School Studies
and Services

Attended by invitation the three-weeks Superintendent's Work Conference,
Teachers College, Columbia University, Summer, 1965

Participated in a scheduled Administrators' Clinic, University of Wisconsin at
Milwaukee, as , visiting lecturer on evaluation of teacher effectiveness,
January 31, 1966

Participated in the RASA National Academy for School Executives seminar on Dissent
and Disruption in Educational Operations, Incline Village, Nevada, Summer, 1969

Selected Ly the International Exchange and Training Branch of the United Stites
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Past President, Community Council of Almanac County

Former Director; Burlington Rotary Club

Former Campaign (seneral and present President of the Board of Directors, Alsrance
County United Fund

Deacon, Sunday School Teacher, and Chairman, Pulpit Comrdttee, First Baptist
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Member of Board of Directors, Alamance Community Action Program, Inc.

Member, Alamance County Mental Health Advieory Committee

Member, Education Committee, Burlington-Alamance County Chamber of Commerce
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Senator fern. I understand Senator Eagleton has been very gra-
cious, and said that while he will be gone from 12 to 1, he will be willing
to come back at 1:05. So the witnesses not heard will have an oppor-
tunity at that time, though the pressure is a bit on Senator Eagleton.
Senator Eagleton has been very kind, and Senator Spong had requested
this be done.

Now, do you want to give your statement? I think it would be best
for each of you to give your statements, and then wq will ask questions.

Mr. THOUAS. I am Vincent Thomas, chairman of the Norfolk, Va.,
School Board.

Our experience has been in the courts, rather than with HEW,
primarily, in the matter of school desegregation. Our case is one of
some notoriety. We have been in court. since and my statement
describes our district makeup of pupils and faculty, somewhat of the
demography of th,3 district, and goes a little into the background of
our court case.

I think the significant thing is that early in 1969 we conscientiously
tried to draft a long-range plan of desegregation Nil] ich would lead
to a unitary school system.

This was argued in court for 10 days, and there was a very line
opinion written by the district. court. in approval of the plan, and it
was, however, reversed by the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals, with-
out amplification or without giving us the reasons for reversal, and
merely indicating that the law of the land was that regardless of what
educational plans were proposed, that they must stand the test of the
numbers game.

We had to go back in the court. We have had a great deal of turmoil,
like many other school systems have. We had to reassign yesterday
230 teachers to new schools, with the school opening on September 4.

I think any Southern school syst en can testify to the great disrupt ion
administratively they have gone through this year.

If this court ordered plan can be implemented succerully this fall,
Norfolk have the following percentages of total numbor of black
students in integrated schools, and these. are a.hools defined as over
10 percent black, and elementary schools are 41 percent, and junior
high schools are SO percent, and senior high schools are 100 percent,
and systemwide, t10 percent of our black students are in integrated
schools.

You might be interested in comparing these statistics with similar
statistics from a ',an school systems in your own. individual States.

The adtninistrh,l cliffivtdties in implementing these widespread
changes in such a limited (him are staggering, and our citizens are
understandably up in arms. Eight civic leagues have voted to boycott
the schools, local private schools are deluged with applications, and
residential real estate activity in the affected areas is high.

Our students, in whose name all this is being done, are bewildered
and angry. Public confidence in our school system is slipping.

I relate these proble.as to you because they are similar in greater
or less degree to those being experienced at this very time by other
urban school syst ems throughout the South.

With almost reckless abandon, the Federal courts are tanking educa-
tional Judgments, without considering the longrange ed,tentional con-
sequences of these jidgments.
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To illustrate the increasing involvemmt and interference of the judi-
ciary in the management and policymaking of public school systems,
tne courts have considered and/or rendered judgments in the Norfolk
case in the following areas of school policy normally thought to be the
prerogative of the school board : pupil assignment; teacher hiring, as-
signment, promotion, and transfer ; administ rat ive assignment ; course
and program offerings; school finances; school transportation methods
and schedules; school opening times; buildine, renovation and con-
struction; site location; grade organization; school board policymak-
ing procedures. Continued litigation under the current legal uncertain-
ties can only mean deeper court invol, emeut in school policymaking
and management, areas in which the competence of the judiciary is
certainly subject to challenge.

Senator PELL. Excnse me. We must recess, this is very rude and frus-
trating to you witnesses, I can assure you it is even more frustratingto
Senators who are supposed to be at other committee meetings while
at the same time the Senate is meeting on the floor.

Thanks to Senator Eagleton, the meeting will reconvene at 1 :05, but
the meeting is recessed now.

(Whereupon, at 12 o'clock noon, the subcommittee recessed, to re-
convene at 1:05 p.m., the same day.)

.11"IERNOON SESSION

Senator Ema.i.rox (presidin); pro tempore). The Subcommittee on
Education of the Committee on Libor and Public Welfare will once
again be in sessit,n to cont Mile consideration of S. 4107.

We recessed as was known prior to the noon hour, and the pressure
of time is not as urgently upon us as it was before. Mr. Thomas, you
were making your presentation, and we don't want to cut you short,
so please continue at a more normal and comfortable pace, without
feeling you have to race through it.

Mr. Tnomas. Well, I was hurrying along, and the reporter com-
plained a little about my speed, so I will revert to my natural southern
d rani.

Lr my statement, and 1 won't go back and read it, I just merely
gave some of the statistical iiiforniation about our school system, a
little about our history of our Federal court litigation, in which we
feel that we have tried very hard to :Dive the problem in an eciueatinn-
ally sound manner and a 'legally defensible manner and in a manner
which all of our citizens, black and white, or at least the majority of
them, will accept.

I think possibly we are at a point where ire can work these things
out with our local people, but we tune gone so far now, and the outside
influences, through the Justice Department and NAACP, have so
complicated the situation that we really don't seer. to be engaged in an
attempt to find out what to do about our school system, but we are
engaged in just a lawsuit in which each side :s trying to win it.

We received oAr last court order on August 14 to implement on
school opening, oup September 4, and we have run into dreadful
administrat ive dullicriEies doing that.

Yesterday, having reassigned 500 teachers across racial lines in
June to effect the first step of a racial balance by school year.

ifl
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we were forced yesterday to reassign 230 onn c, this close to the oi
of school,

Our icing-range plan ivas reversed by the appellate court, and they
rejected it out of hand, '.without amplification or eNplanatiou of sub
stantial educational and legal questions raised by our plan, tind by the
district court's lengthy decisidu. Ilis decision was really ignored by
the appellate cowl.

To replace the school board's rejected principles and guidelines for
the future, the court offered only the dictum that an unspecified amount
of additional mixing was required, regardless of other considerations.

The court berated the board for failing to achieve a unitary school
system, without Lathering to tell it just what a unitary school system
is, or how it must be achieved.

Now, to accomplish this new plan, or to accomplish movement of
the children required, which we were busing about 8,000 children, and
now have to bus about twice that many, the en pcity of the transit
system will be strained to the limit, and school openings will have to
be staggered from to 9:30 a.m., a period of 1%4 hours.

Now, I talked about. what percentages we will ultimately attain,
if the plan is successful this year: Elementary schools, 41 percent
of the total black students will be in au integrated situation, and SO
percent j.inior high level, and 100 percent at the senior high level,
and that is CO percent systemwide.

Is it any wonder that Southern school boards feel that they arc
losing control of their systems to the courts? Is there aoy doubt that we
desperately need to know what a unitary school system is, so that by
achieving it we may regain control of our systems and return to the
task of educating our children, of whatever color?

If the troubles we are currently experiencing would produce. the
final legal sanction we. all seek, we could somehow accommodate the
burden. But no, In our case, the. NAACP has already appealed be-
cause we, have not enough bussing to produce racial balance in all
schools, and a group of citizen-intervenors have appealed because
we have too mulch bussing.

Who can tell us whether or not we are now a unitary system ? ITnles.s
we. receive prompt relief from Congress or t he Supreme Court, or both,
we can only look forward to continued litigation and attendant dis-
ruption of our school system and in our community.

In view of the many conflicting decisions rendered by the lower
courts, we are quite apprehensive that the Supreme ,Court nay be
tempted to clear the confusion by defining a unitary school system as
one. which has a proportionate racial balance of all faculty and all
students in all schools. No long and complicated definition needed
herejust a simple, easily understood, statement on the. order of "one
man, one vote."

Although forced racial balancing might work iii seine systems
having favorable geographic and demographic conditions, in others
it. would be an educational and political disaster.

The approach of the legislation under considerat ion is far preferable
as national policy, and it is imperative that Congress, the elected. rep
iesentatives of the people, and not the courts, determine the national
policy on school desegregation a trect Mg this vital public institution
so close to the people.

5110
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Rvardless of xvI:o actually makes public school policyand all
segments of government have an inputit is ultimately and finally
the responsibility of local school boards and school administrations
to implement these policies and make them work.

We simply cannot operate effectively in the area, of school deseg-
regation without better guidelines. We need definitions. We need
dirvtion. This bill provides them,

Now, just what are the elements of a Unitary school system? I
offer these for your consideration:

1. Absolnte and immediate elimination of all invidious discrimina-
tion based on race. This is the "negative mandate" laid down by the
Bra on decision in 1954.

2. Good faith implementation of the "positive mandate" of the
courts and the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which requires that school
boards take affirmative action to eliminate the detrimental effects of
past segregation and discrimination, and I add to the extent of their
ability reasonably to do so.

TAis "mandate" includes those areas of school board discretion such
as faculty integration, and here is on arca over which we have com-
pleto control, faculties are artificially separated, and we can bring
them back together artificially, the way ordinary t:hanco would have
had it, school site location, rezoning to maximize integration, and do
away with gerrymandering or liras gerrymandered to perpetuate seg-
regation, construction of new facilities, and others v,here the F`..'hool
boar d has the dear and publicly recognized authority to act.

3. A "majority minority' transfer plan to both maximize inte-
grat ion and meet the legal requirement That no child be rienied access
to a desegregated education because of his race. Transfer under this
type of provision should be actively encouraged by the school board.

4. Continuing good-faith actions by the school board. Pdministrn .
tion. and staff in all matters involving race.

The above elements of a unitary school systeni are provided in this
legislation, but are the easy ones on which most of iis can readily
ogre,. Having achieved them, most urban systems are loft with only
de het° segregation based on housing patterns, and this is mostly
at the elementary school level, because it is simply easier to achieve
integration at the secondary level.

It is, however in the area of pupil assignment where agreement and
consmsus break down, for here we face honest, brit emotional, dif-
fereires over the preset vation of neighborhood schools versus use of
forced busing to eliminate racial isolation due to housing segregation.

In our system, if racial isolation must by law be completely and
pronipilv eliminated, it can only be done by massive cross blv3ing and
the r bandonm en t of the neighborhood school concept.

Al Assignment devices designed to promote integratior.cduca-
Gm 1 parks, pairing, grouping, rezonino--ultimately lead to the use
of busing and the breakup of neighborhood schools. The difficulties
invo'ved nee in direct provortion to the percentage of minority students
in th3system.

Senator Javits calls "busing" a "red herring," and to some degree
he is right. Judge Sobeloff, of the fourth circuit court of appeals,
calls the neighborhood school concept a "shibboleth," and to some
degree he is also right.
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For whacever reasons, however, "busing" is anathema, and the
"neighborhood school" is sacred to most American narents, and much
education and leadership will be required to make 'tlit.n think other-
wise.

To maintain public support for public education while implement-
ing and maintaining a successful system of integration and success-
ful integration, as I indicate, is integration that can be achieved and
maintained with public support, school boards, acting in good faith,
must be allowed to assign their pupils either on a single zone, area
attendance plan, with lines honestly di awn, or on some plan of racial
balance, whichever is most applicable to their particular community,
and more important, whichever will lead to the achievement and main-
tenance of an equal educational opportunity of highest quality for
every child.

This legislation provides for tensible, educationally sound pupil
assignment within the unitary school system.

Norfolk is not trying to avoid integration. We have made sub-
stantial progress. arui are proud of it. We are. however, trying to avoid
disintegration of our school system because of unwise policies thrust.
upon us by outside agencies. We want to be a unitary school system
which servos e very child equally.

Please help us by your favorable consideration of this proposed
.zgis1at ion.

Thank you.
Senator EAGLESON Mr. Thomas, ou irlve us some figures, and I

was trying to fine it n the text. of your eratentent, but I don't know
that I got it as you x1, or I heard it.

You mentioned s.a.ewhere about you hal been busing 8,000 students.
Mr. THOMAS. Yes, it was not in the text. There are 8,000 students in

our system who i :quire transportation to school. We have a public
transportation system, the students using it at their own expense, and
it has been a policy through the. ;ears because of this to minimize
the amount of transportation required. But we have a minor am Amt. of
transportation required now at the elementary level, and progressively
greater at the secs idary level, which serves larger areas or larger
attendant areas than at the elementary level.

Senator F.Aum.rox. What I have not gotten straight is this : were
von busing the 8,000 students by school district-owned and operated
)1uses?

Mr. Tii0MAS. No, these are those who used the public transit. system.
These are the number of children using the public transit system.

We run special linses, the public transit system, rather, runs special
routes for the schools, to and from schools.

Senator EAGLE-cox. I see. But it is a chartered bus, as it were?
fr. TriomA s. No, it isnot chartered.

Senator EAGLI:Tox. You 111031' adults ride it on the way to work, too,
or is it just for schooichildiTli ?

Mr. TnomAs. some of them I g.lie:s you sill call it chartered,
although each student gives a ticket , they tide it half fare, and ere have
cell a in :hool routes run for schoolchildren in the morning.

Senator EActrrox. Amid just children are on it going to school I
Mr. TitomAs. Yes,
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Senator EAGLE-cos. And 8,000 stnchnts last year were using this
means of transportr t ion ?

Mr. THOMAS. Yes.
Senator 1'3AGLE-ros. To go from their home on a public bus with a

half-fare ticket to their school, wherever it was?
Mr. TfromAs. Right.
Senator 14.3.4,cixTos. No..r, that figure will be what?
Mr. TII03EAS. 16,000.
Senator EAGLETON. Now, this half-fare ticket, does the school district

in some way subsidize it for the district ?
Mr. TitomAs. No, although one of our State legislators has in the

last three sessions, offered legislation for some relief from the State.
and this has so far not been forthcoming.

In other words, in order to obtain State aid, we must have yellow
schoolbuses operated by the school system.

Senator EAGLET )s. Now, these 8,000 that were using trans-
portation buses to get to school, you say that has gotten progressively
higher as you went to the secondary level ?

Mr. TnomAs. A bout double.
Senator EAGLETON. Remise there are fewer high scliools than grade

schools?
Mr. TpomAs. No; the children have to move longer distances to go

to high school.
Senator 14:AcityTos. To go to high school ; correct.
Do you snow the figures showing how many of that 8.000 were

grade school childreti ? Or do you have a junior high school system
in Norfolk ?

Mr. Tnonvs. We have a junior high system.
Senator EmiLETos. Now. let's just take kinder-arten ti rough wi ,

seventh grade'?
Mr. T11031..s. I don't have that. We were running about :30 trips )11

the morning and 30 !rips times 50 is 1.500 studeht 3 in elementary.
rnator EAr, ti,s. Now. were these children at the elementary level.

,ere Doing hosed to the nearest scho,1 adjacent to their home, or
were they being !used beyond the nearest school in some instances?

Mr. THO3fAS, No 11(,?essatily. Norfolk is a seaport town, and you
have all kinds of water rani.- ig all through the city, and other natural
barriers. All of our elementary schools

Well, ,ye p back. We were actually last year operating on a
modifier! fu 02U0111 of ishoice, but all of this bas been changed through
the court action.

We want to have at tilt elementary level an area attendance, single
zone area attendance plan, r.!,(1 we don't ev en call it a neighborhood
plan becanse we actin break up some neighborhoods. and here wo
get into semantics, lint the lines were drawn so as to fill the school
comfortably 'mu achieve as much natural int rgr.,tion as we can in
the school district, that is educationally sound. and th it we can handle.

Sc nator F °MOS. On your system last year. how many elementary
schools did you have in your Norfolk district ?

Mr. TilOMA.. Fifty-six.
Senator EvoLrros. Of those 56 last year. how many, if you know,

were 00 percent or inc-c black ?
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If that is not a convenient cutoff point for you, whatever your figures
will reflect.

Mr. TfroHas. Well, last yearI could probably find it somewhere.
but I think we might just rather go on and come back to it.

Senator Ear:LET/ex. All right. Overall, in the total Norfolk school
system, what is the black and white percentage?

Mr. T1 1031.1S. Thai; is on page --
Senator EAGLETOS. Is it pge I ?
Mr. Tnomas. No, at the bottom of page 1, and 44 percent is at the

elementary level, and 9L percent at junior high, and 36 percent at.
the senior high level.

Senator Eae,LE'rox. Would you have a rough approximation as to
how many schools were substantially black of tip;; 56 elementary? By
substantially, I mean 90 percent or litter?

Mr. TIMMAS. I '100 know the number. About 14 percent of the
black students last year were in integrated sititations, 14 percent. of
the black elementary schools, that is.

Senator EAGLETON, All right. Fourteen percent of black elementary
students were in integrated situations, and therefore 86 percent were
in more or less overwhelmingly black situations or nonintegrated.

Did you have instances under last year's, plan or method wherein if
a student was a black student and got on a public bus with his half-
fare ticket, he went to a school and bypassed a school where there is
a substantial number of white students?

Mr. Tf 10MAS. No, sir. I don't think so.
In other words, y m are saying, "Are our elementary lines gerry-

mandered to find a gerrymandered si Mat ?"
Senator EAGLETON. Yes, I aim asking that.
3fr. THOMAS, We might argue about that. We have tried very hard

not to havo that. happ2n. When you get down into the (,ncent rated
downtown neighborhoods, where the schools serve such relatively
small areas, you are getting into a problem in separating the zones
on some sott of a basis, but our plans. and whta we are certainly will-
ing to do, is to gerrymander these lines, and that is what our plans
called for, to actually gerrymander the lines in a way to achieve more
integration, ratlier than gerrymandering them the other way.

Nobody accuses us of gerrymandering the elementary lines.
Senator EAct.rros. Senator Spong.
Senator Sroxo. Vint, Mr. Thomas, I would say that both you and

Mr. I'rofitt, by your testimony, have given the subcommittee a descrip-
tion of the confusion that presently exists as a result of conflicting
court (incision and administrative orders.

This morning, Senator Pell ashed me to comment upon the NAACP
h-gal defense memorandiun by Mr. Greenberg, and I answered three
specific critieisms.

I would like to make note of Ilw fact that the criticism failed to
take account of the demographic trend; and the consmenes of theist
trends which I do not believe can be overlooked. In all areas of our
Nation we have inner or center cities, which are increasingly black,
and gm wing suburban areas are predominantly white.

Recent school desegregat::-., experiments have undoubtedly con-
tributed to these trends. although other factors are also involved.
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Now, Senatcr Ribicoff wrote an article in Look magazine which ap-
peared just a few weeks or a few days ago, and I am reliting this as a
preface to a question in my mind. 11e said:

In tik,o, the South can argue that it has ended de jure segregation and replaced
it with a de facto ir:nd. As proof, the South will soon be able to say its cities
and suhurbs are just like the North's, black cities and white suburbv. Then what
will tolerance of the fact of de:vgregation achieve':

Now, in you remarks before we recessed, you made some mention of
some of the trends in Norfolk. In my remarks, and alsa Congressman
Preyer's, we talked about resegregation. Would you care to comment
upon these trends or make any projections on the situation in Norfolk
with regard to resegregat ion ?

Mr. THomas. Well, I think it is worthy of noting that we have had
a number of elementary schools that have gene from all white, have
integrated back to all black, and we are at present in our integration
plan now involved in the desegregation of elementary schrols which
have resegregated. We had one elementary school that went from about
500 white students to 1,100 black students in about a 3- or 4-year period,
as the neighborhood turned over, so to speak. So I think this resegre-

ation really was due to tile neighborhood turnover. That neighbot-
hood d was also mostly white at the time, and is now an all-black
neighborhood, and now we are required. and we should try to break
up that resegregated school again, but this maybe will turn out to be
somewhat in a cycle.

Now, we are involved in a new white area which has not been as
heavily involved before in the, plan we have coming up for this year,
and there is a great deal of citizen activity in that area. People are
putting up their homes for sale, and they are moving within tin, city,
and I think there are all sorts of strategerns that are being planned,
to move over with "my grandmother." or some such, and all of these
things will be ferreted out because everybody is going to make, sum
that people living next to them have to do exactly what they do.

But a great deal of how the instability has been caused in these areas
that have been assigned to balance your white areas, although int st are
integrated to some degree as far as housing goes. they lo adjoin the
downtown core city area, and the people feel very unstable in their
housing situations now.

We will also suffer, I ti- ink, and it is kind of hard to move now, be-
cause, of the money situation, and it is hard to sell your home, and
hard to buy a new one, but I think where ti is going to hurt us most is
on attrition, because we have n great deal of turnover in our area.
because of the large Federal installqtions.

Now, commander from Rhode Island who is coining into a station
in our area comes in, and he looks for a home, and one of the things
ho asks is, "Where will my chilihen go to school ?"

Under our present situation, we have to say, "lie will go here this
year, but we dot know where he is going to go next year," or, "We
'ion't know how long he will go to this scluxd, because we are split -
ting them up in groups of one. to four or onc to three and three to six,
and we don t know where he, will go to junior high Nchool because
it is in flux. We can pretty well tell you later where he will go to
senior high school."
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As a parent. i don't know that I would move in a community that
had that to say about its school , stem. So until we get some stability
in our school system, we arc goiag to have a correspondiug instability
in our housing situation.

We are worried about the attrition and the outward movement of
middle-class people with children who are interested in education and
who will support education in our city. It can only damage the school
system over the long run.

Senator SPONO. May I ask you if the mobility, based on Your present
and past observations, is such that if mathematical rial balance
is required, a new school plan will be necessary every year ?

Mr. THostxs. Undoubtedly, because of the great movement and
mobility in the area.

We have this situation. Our next city is Virginia Beach, which has
a great deal cf unused land area, and i think it is one of the largest
unused land areas in the country, and I think it is a resort community
which is a very nice place to live, and the black percentage in their
schools is 9 percent, compared to our overall 42 percent. We are in
competition with them foe good, solid, upstanding residences or
residents.

If our school system is in turmoil, we lose one of our Major competi-
tive tools, because our school system now is such that we can demon-
strate it is better by all of the qualitative indicators than the school
systems around us, but how long is that going to last

They are a suburban community and coining up fast to get us,
so people are willing now, although their schools in some degree
are very crowthd, but people, b.vause of the upheaval in our system,
have talked favorably of bringing their children down there.

One city is just run right together with the other, and you can't
tell where one ends and

right
othe starts.

Senator SPONG. In my opening statement, I referred to an expert
who surfaced in Norfolk 2 or 3 weeks ago, and, after very limited
exposure, presented a plan based on a stand by the .Justice Depart mu
for the entire elementary school systcm in Norfolk.

I would first ask you to confirm that that is correct. Second, I would
like to ask the following. I have introduced into the hearings the peti-
tion for writ of certiorari on the part of the city of Norfolk. Am I exag-
gerating, am I misstating when I say that the Norfolk Board, in an
effort to find a plan that would pr,sent stability, desegregation, and
educational expertise, spent more than 1,000 hours, consulted Dr.
Pettigrew of Harvard, a nationally recognized ulacational expert in
this field, Ind reliedand I believe it is the first school system In the
United Stilt es to do t-cupou the C.,icinan plan as a basis for devising
its own plan.

Is that an accurate statement
Nfr. TlitivAs. That is right.
Senator I'lxot.rms. Congressman Preyer, -my (pest ions I
Representative Par.y4R. Thank you, Mr. C1:Ai rman.
I might ark two brief questions of Di. Profitt, if I may.
Dr. Thomas testified that under the new plan in Norfolk, as I under-

stand it, CO percent overall of ail blacks will be in integrated schools
this fall, which strikes me as a very cwisiderable accomplishment when
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measured against other highly urbanized areas in this country, and
I would like to ask Dr. Profit t if he could give us the figures for the
record of what percentages would be in his district.

Dr. PROFITT. In both junior and senior high schools, we will have
100 percent of black students in predominantly white schools, and in
the elementary schools we will have approximately CO percent, for an
overall percentage, throughout the school system, of about 75 percent
of the black pupils in predominantly white schools.

Representative PREYER. So that your overall percentage will be 75?
Dr. PROFITT. Yes.
Representative PlayER. This is in an urban area, and in a conserva-

tive political district. It is a substantial accomplishment.
One final question. Mr. Thomas mentioned several examples of re-

segreght ion in the Yorfolk community. Could you briefly comment on
the example of the Gunn School in Burlington as an example of
resegrega t ion ?

Dr. Pam= Of course, the only remedy that the Office of Civil
Rights has ever suggested to us on this one apparently they shy
away from suggesting busingwas the pairing of three schools that
are within the general locality, and we have resisted this precisely
fc the reasons outlined in Norfolk.

'We are familiar with what happened in Norfolk, and in a lot of
urban ecnmmnities of that sort across the country, and we could very
reliably predict this is what would happen if we went into this
airing scheme.
It seems to me what all of us want here is a remedy that will indeed

be a remedy, and not a shortsighted thing. We need to be looking for
the results we will get, and not the theoretical possibility that might
be there if everybody behaves the %vay we wished that they would.

Representative INEY7,a. As I recall it, in the Gunn School, that was
originally an all-black school.

Dr. PROFITF. That is so.
Representative PRFNER. You rezoned in order to include white stu-

dents in the school
Dr, Paom-r. Yes.
Representative Par,yEa. As a result, did von not begin the school

year with something like 3n) white. students in this school, and now, at
the end of the school year, isn't it something like 10 white students as
a result of resegregation ?

Dr. Paerrrr. We have gone on in llurlington, right now, us a result
of the decision of the school board, to consolidate into the (hunn School
the pupils from a predominantly white school, t he closest school.

We have a boycott going on now, on tile part of the parents of those
white pupils that would have been assigned to this school, but we do
have as of yesterday 17 white pupils actually present at the school.

Representative Par.vvR. Thank you, Mr. Chai
Senator EAm.E.rox. Let me ack a general mestion of all three %vit

11eSSPF, and we have not heard, but we will soon hear from M'. Epps
of the Richmond School Board. In Senator Spong's bill, section 4 lays
out sonic criteria or examples, so to speak. of disparities between
schools. the comparahilitv section. and could I ask each of you three
gentlemen to comment with respect to each of your school systems as

4
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to the comparability of facilitic as spelled out in section 4, with the
criteria being ( A) through (II) on page 4?

Dr. I'D WI TT. I don't have the bill before me here.
In terms of comparability, we have invited the Government people

to tell us any instance they see of any evidence whatsoever of discrimi-
nation in facilities, in personnel, in the materials, in the training and
competence of people who work in the school, any of these things, and
we have never had any charge of this sort brought against us at all,

The. Government, even in our administrative hearings, showed a
willingness to stipulate in regard to these things, that there were no
charges of disriminat ion.

Mr. EPPS. I might comment, Senator, I think that in individual
cases in both the predominantly black and the predominantly white
schools, I would have to admit to overcrowding, because the neighbor-
hood patterns change so rapidly the construction won't keep up.

'We had it on both sides of this problem, not. just on the black side,
so we !mist plead nolo contendere to sonic charges, and Mad, ertent
overcrowding, but with that exception I think I could go along with
the comparability.

In other words, I don't think there is discrimination in the over-
crowding comparability, but we just find nur5elves with maybe a
pattern changing overnight, and we have one school that is 50-percent
filed, and we have one that is 125-percent filled, and have to take care
of them with tenipor ry classes, but with that exception I would say
the comparability we would come offwell, we are equal, lint some
j.eople are more equal, and Federal funds help to crive more construc-
tion and more compensatory cases in the poverty than these other areas.

Mr. TnoxtAs. At one steps of our court case, the Justice Depxt-
tnent, with the help of the }'BI, came into our system and spent
considerable time going over it with a fine tooth comb, we believe,
to discover specific instances of discrimination within our system.

They came up with one thing., and that was the way we were as-
signing substitute teachers, which .nir personnel officer had a reason-
able explanation for. He was planning to change it at his earliest op-
port on ity, anyway.

That is one thing we were very proud of. that with this scrutiny
that we were able to, or than they were able to come np with nothing.

I mean this.. They went into in% entory and supplies at various
schools to compare them, and things like this.

I echo what Mr. Epps just. said, that in sonic instances you will
have crowding in white or black schools, but by and large in look-
ing at our financial statement at the end of the year, in which we
have perpupd costs separated for each school, the predominantl ;s. black
schools, the inner city schools, will come. out with morn resources al-
lotted per student than the predominantly white schools, and on
too o, ,hat. we put the Federal programs, which really brings it up.

Wc. have transferred several principals from ill-white schools to
predominantly black schols, aid >everal of t;teni have mentioned to
tne they were amazed it the equipment that these inner city schools
had compared to the equipennit that they had in their suburban type
schools.

Now. I think that you will find that discrimination. and this is
a policy of our school board, we tell everybody, "If you find over-
incidence of di.4-rimination, then luring them to us."
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We don't want discrimination in the school system, and we will
do away with it when we find it.

Dr. Paorrrr. If I may comment to that question, as I now read
Senator Spong's bill, and in a little more specific fashion : The school
which is giving us the difficulty in coining to agreement with the
Government is one of our more modern facilities, with plenty of
room and space, and we have the loweset perpupil teachers ratio in
that school, which is one of the more significant indices that could
be used in determining a thing of this kind in any elementary school
in the district.

Vie have assigned to it a full-time expert person as coordinator
of the curriculum and instruction, just for that one school, and we
have never done that before in the school system's history for any
school.

We have it reading laboratory in that school, which has been char-
acterized or was characterized in our hearing, as a matter of fact
by Dr. Muriel Crosby, one of the nationally known educators in this
country, as being as fine as she had ever seen, and we don't have this
1:1 any of the other schools. Those are the specific kinds of replies I
might make to your question.

(Biographical information received on Mr. Thomas follows:)
Name: Vincent Johns Thomas.
Born: Norfolk, Septembe: 20, 1922.
Married: Elizabeth Carroll, Martinsville, Va. Children: 1 boy (13 yrs.), 1

girl (17 yrs.).
Schools:

Norfolk Public Schools: Graduated Maury High School 1039 (Honor
1G9r3a9Inate, President of Class), (Letters Basketball, Tennis (Team Capt.

Graduate: Virgiala Billita,y Institute 1943, (B.S. Electrical Engineering,
Honor Graduate), Winner: French Award for Pure Mathematics, Letters
Basketball, Tennis (Team Capt. 1013).

Service: U.S. Army Signal Corr- 1st Lt. 1043-10.
Employment: Johns Bros., Ira., I'r'sklent.
Religion: Episcopalian, St. Stephen's Episcopal CM rch. Norfolk (Former

Senior Warden & Member of Vestry).
Civic:

Member, Norfolk City School Board (Elected 3 /10 /GO) Elected Chairman
7/01.

Member, Board of Trustees, Hampton Roads Education Television Assn.
Member, Board of Directors, Leigh Memorial hospital,
Member, Board of Directors, Boy's Club of Norfolk.

Alumni: President, Virginia Military Institute Alumni Assn.
Business:

Member, Board of Directors, Tidewater Oil Heat Assn. (Past President).
Member, Norfolk Chamber of Commerce.
Member, Norfolk Retail Merchants Association (Former Board Member).
Former Member, Board of Directors, !tampion Roads Maritime Assoc.
Past President, Sales & Marketing Executives of Tidewater, Va.. Inc.
Member, Board of Directors. First National ham's of Norfolk.
Forme' Membrr, Board of Directors, National Oil Fuel institute, Inc.

October 31, 1969 Named by the Virginia }duration Association as the State's
Outstanding School Board Member for I5B0..

April 14, 1370 Elected Vice Chairman, Steering Committee, Conneit of Rig
City Boards of Education.

Senator Enotrrox. Thank you, gentlemen.
New, finally, we have A. C. Epps, vice chairman of the Richmond

City School )3oard.

Lulu
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STATEMENT OF A. C. EPPS, VICE CHAIRMAN, RICHMOND CITY
SCHOOL BOARD, RICHMOND, VA.

hfr. EITS. Thank you, sir.
I will deviate from the prepared statement, by abbreviating it and

skipping quotations and citations and a couple of self-serving declara-
tions, and I hope I can abbreviate this hearing.

John Gardner says this:
A nation is held together by shared values, shared beliefs, shared attitudes.

That is what enables a people to maintain a cohesive society despite the tensions
of daily life. That is what enables them to rise above the conflicts that plague
any society. That Is what gives a nation its tone, its moral style, its moral
capacity to endure.

This to say, in another way, I think, that our Government gets its
powers from the consent of those governed, and whenever the law
deviates too much from those values, those morals, those attitudes,
there is cause for concern.

I don't have to belabor the point, but national prohibition was a
case where the law deviated from these values and something was done
about it in that case. In that case the Nation changed the law.

We now see this happening in maybe the case of marihuana, and
in the case, of abortion where the values as expressed in some stringent
statutes run counter to the values of a great many of those governed.

When this gap occurs, something has got to give. This gap cannot
continue, or we are inviting disaster.

Now, my concern for the good of education is focused on this point
in our local situation and elsewhere. The local court has held that
any retention of a neighborhood school system, even for toddlers,
that is kindergarten, negates the unitary system; that the wishes,
directions, attitudes, and objections of the individual members of
the class of plaintiffs are inadmissible and irrelevant; that gerry-
'moldering satellite zoning and long bus rules mast be utilized to
obtain racial balance; and that reliance on public t ra usvirtat ion must
apparently be supplanted by purchase an,1 operation of 'ruses by the
school system itself.

Now, the objections to the scuttling of the neighboiuxxl schools and
to the long bus rides conies from both sides of the sped r0111, both
races, black and White, people of good will and people who admittedly
a re not of good will, but almost universally.

A member of our school board itself went, on television to bewail
the fart that his 9-year-old black child had to be bused across town
and not be allowed to go to his neighborhood school.

Now, we don't have time to go into the motiation for this. in
all fairness, I must sny that some of the aims of the blacks are
different from some of the aims of the whites who object, but they
ce.tainly all obvert to this dislocation and disruption.

For example, at our city council hearing, at which there was an
open &scission by citizens on appealing the school board ease, nine
of 11 blacks who spoine against the fact that their children would be
bused away from their ridghbothood schools and this is to illustrate
how important the neighborhood schools are and how disrupting
is the present policy.

40-732 0-70-34
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Just as a matter of interest as to neighborhood schools Senator
Spring said they are convenient for the public. Ot.r school board
found the neighbcrhood schools enable us to communicate with the
parents and communicate with the family, so it is a two-way thing.
not just to communicate with the parent, but we can communicate
at the. neighborhood level, but. when we get to the middle school
and high school level, however, we have a little trouble and we think
the neighborhood school is necessary unless we will have an impersonal
system of schooling.

Now, some effort we think should be made to narrow this gap I
described, and I consider this bill does narrow the gap and produces
a circle and allows the neighborhood schools to remain, and I believe
will allay much of the disruption we 110W see.

Now our system is built out checks and balances and somebody said
that James Madison wrote so many checks and balances in the system
so strongly that the Government wouldn't function; it would get
on dead center and nothing would happen, unless strong leadership
is fotthcoming.

That may be true, but I suggest that the time now is for Congress
to furnish this strong leadership and get us otT of this dead center,
get us out of this confusion.

I would like to illustrae two ways, first, confusion between the
executive, legislative, and judicial branches, which our system has
experienced.

Cm the legislative level, the provisions of the Civil Rights Act about
transportation we thought had meant, well, I e%on't say "meant what
it said," but. I will say we thought it meant that transportation was not
to be requ i red.

In our own case, in an effort to produce an acceptable plan of de-
segregation, we went in HEW and enlisted their help, and together
we came Imp with a plan; they worked a plan up, we adopted the
plan, we presented it from the executive to the judicial branch, and
the judicial brawl' rejected it out of hand.

So that is legislative, and that is executive. Now we are in the
judicial, so those threeand lawyers are perplexed, and heaven knows
laymen are confused and bewildered beyond our imagination.

Now, just. in tl judicial field itself, you look at the circuits, and
you look at the sev nth circuit and sixth cricuit, and they say, "You
don't. have to worry about transportation; that is not necessary for
desegregat ion."

Rut the fourth circuit says it is.
We submit this is a variance, between the circuits and somebody has

to thrash or straighten out this. We recognize Congress can't straighten
out . variance between circuits. You can't give nie a writ and I am
not seeking one, but this is the type of confusion with which your
school boards, especially in the South are faced.

Nor., I am not going to fight the battle of de facto and de jure. De
jure segregation, I mean. I just point run it is a distinction without a
difference.

Such people. as Ramsey Clark say there is no difference and former
Secretary Finch, as you know, has said that this distinction is no
longer vtilid, and t.earegat ion or racial isolation, wherever it appears,
is one and the sant. We agree with that.
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Judge Hoffman in his opinion has a wonderful and thorough and
comprehensive discussion of the de facto against de jure and ends
nil by saying that lie doesn't think any gregation can be de jum

I might say I think that part of his decision must have been right,
although[ it didn't take the fourth circuit long to scrap the rest of il.

Now, one filml point and it has to do with resegregation. You gen-
tlemen have read, I am sure, of the tipping point where the minority or
disadvantaged race percentage as opposed to the larger enriching per-
centages reaches a point where front that point on it is educationally
nonadvantageous.

Dr. Coleman and Dr. Pettigrew have testified about it, and they said
it would be in the 35 to 50 percent range, that is, those who are less
advantaged.

Tipping has been recognized in the Federal cases and it has been
recognized by fourth circuit in the S cc on case.

Now I ask you to consider, therefore, the implications of a city such
as Richmond where we are hemmed in with political boundaries around
us and we can't grow and the school population is CO percent black
and 10 percent wh..e.

Even if we could get perfect racial balance, we are past tht tipping
point, so that from an educational point of view .te. have not accom-
plished anything.

But, really, the worst thing to consider in our point of view is the
almost certain resegregation which will follow in our schools if racial
balance and large busing are decreed, not just school by school, but in
the whole school population and the population of this community as
a whole.

Law reviews have said (citing authorities) :
t-+chools that are more than 50 percent black are usually on the way to be-

coming 1,11 black.

This is citing The Social Context of De Factor School segregation
quoted in the Cornell Law Quarterly.

We ought to be able to get sorer rules on segregation ar it bout driv-
inv., everybody past the tipping point of resegregation. The problem
of resegregat ion in the city of Richmond and in our schools is a con-
tinuing. terrible dilemma.

Our studiesand I have attached an exhibit to iny transcriptshow
you ho X rapidly a school will shift from all white to all black by hom-
ing changes, just by the shift s of population.

Now; in addition to that, our school board was so concerned by the
rapid turnover in the north side of our city that we employed an urban
team to give us a study in depth of resegregation in that part of the
city. From the lengthy report, I have excerpted one or two quotes
briefly:

First :
tt c Negro moves from the core of the city to the fringes, it seems that the

Negro drives the whites further from the city, perpetuating racial Isolation.
Well, in our case, since we have historical city boundaries and since

we are having this pressure from the inside, nt are going to have a
black sys'em unless something Ca 11 be done. It seems like a Greek trag-
edy, but I don't know how to escape it.

Referring back to this report :

?
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There can be no doubt but that many of the solutions of the problems of the
n gat side school lie outside of the decisionmaking power of the rbool officials.
Patterns of residence, social class differences, and racial teimions all have impact
tuon theschools.

Most of the blacks would have us do something we cannot do, and
that is attack and change, if we could, the housing patterns, the zoning
1: wsi and the instances unfortunately that still exist, of private dis-
ci.hrunation, all outside of the school board's power.

Now, with the announcement of the decision in the Richmond School
Board case, movement has been accelerated by tliese white citizens to
ti e suburbs. Private schools have been organized and those that exist
me filled to overflowing. Our orientation sessionswe must open next
Mondayfor the various schools have been disappointingly
rtis indicates to us not only has resegregation begun, that started
sane years ago in Richmond, but its pace is quickening to alarming
pi oport ions.

Gentlemeh, the President stated :
Few public issues are so emotionally charged as that of scool desegregation,

rev* so wrapped in confusion and clouded with misunderstanding. Ni ne I,' more
Important to cur national unity and progress.

Mr. Chief Justice Burger has said in the Noith cross case:
.. as soon as possible, however, the Supreme Court ought to resolve some

of the basic practical problems when tlb,y are appropriately presented including
whether, as a constitutional matter, any particto r nelal belawe oust 1e
achieved in the schools; to what extent transportation way or must be provided
to achieve the ends sought i. prior holdings of the Court. Other related issue
emerge..

All agree that the time for solving these problems is now, or else
in the past, but we can't do it any sooner.

I submit that Congress rightly should assume the leadership and
that a solution is provided by the bill tinder discussion.

I further submit that enactment of the Nat lona] School Desegrega-
tion Act of MO is in the public interest and is long overdue. Thank
you.

(A brief biography on Mr. Epps follows :)
Aeousn's CHARLES EPPS

A. C. Epps Is a native Richmonder. lie received his et,rly education in the
Richmond Public Schools. lie graduated from the University of Virginia in
1931, with a B.A. and Phi Beta Kappa. In 1938 he received his IL.II. degree
from the University of Virginia Law School as a member of the Order of the Cott

Upon being admitted to the Virginia Bar, hr became T,ssodate attorney
193d with the firm of Christian, Barton & Parker, lie served In the Army of the
United States from 1912-194G where he ri:tained the rank of inapt. Upon his
return to Richmond he became a partner in the firm now known ns Christian,
Barton, Parker, Epps & Brent.

Mr. Epps affiliations include the Richmond Bar Association, the Virgin a
State Bar, the Virginia State liar Association, the American liar lsnciatlo t,
the American Bar Foundation (Fellow), the American College of Trial Lawyers,
the International Association of Insurancn Counsel, the Association of Cif
Insurance Counsel, and the liar Association of the City of New York. lae has
served on many committees for these organizations including the posts of Pr,,st
dent of the Richmond Bar and also member of the Executive Committee, Prml
dent of the Virginia State Bar in addition to being Chairman of the Joint Com-
mittee on Legislation and Law Reform and a member of its Eveeutivc Commit-
tee, Chairman of the A.B.A. Cemmittee on Legal Education and Admission tt.
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the Bar (for Virginia), and member of the A.B.A. Committee on Professional
Grievances and A.B.A. Committee on Specialization.

Ile is the author of various articles appearing in law reviews and lega:
publications.

Senator PELL. Senator Spong.
Senator SroNG. Mr. Epps, I just want to thank you for your str! :i-

anent and say that on the two points -the confusion that exists and
re.segregation---, I think you covered this very well and that you dem-
onstrated that in the case of the city of Richmond we are heading
toward what Senator Ribicoff has predicted, which I quoted, I ;lit
very appreciative of your coining here and giving the subcommittee the
benefit of this testimony. Thank you.

Senator EAoLmos. Congressman Preyer, and questions?
Representative Pa:, rEtt. No questions. Thank you.
It was an excellent statement.
Senator EAcmiroN. My thanks to all three of you gentlemen, Dr.

Thomas, Mr. Prol:t t, and Mr. Epps, for being with tis, and we apologize
once again for the coming and going that occurred during the morning
hours and we appreciate your bearing with us under the circumstances.

At this point I order printed all statements of those who could not
attend the hearings and all other pertinent mate-nil submitted for the
record.

(The information referred to follows:)

SIAM, EN I PRESENTED BY EwA to B. NYQUIST, PRESIDENT, TIIE IJUIVERSITY 01
1 II E fTATE OF NEW YORK" AND COMMISSIONER Of' EDUCATION

I am submitting this statement as President of the University of the State of
N'eW York and Commissioner of Education. I thank you or the opportunity to
emir( ss my convict on about the Emergency School Aid Act of 1970.

At the outlet /et me say 1 applaud the principle of S. 3583, It represents an
ar !minus compitment to attain equality of educational opportunity for every
chill in the United States and is backed by a substantial financial inceintent.
Such changes as I recommend are based on experience rind are propose', to open
positive avenues to attain the purposes of the Act.

My comments on this Pill should be considered against the backdrop of a
lengthy history of commitment in Nov York to equal opportwitty in education
r.nd to the achievement of quality in education. Let me share some milestones in
that history.

In 1S(17 the Lep..islature ,stablislicil a system of free public schools %chich elimi-
nated separate schools for certain poor families known as "pauper schools."

In 1900. recognizing the inherent inequity of separdte educational fr., tittles
based on race, the New Yoe., the Legislature prohibited discrimination IT: ,Y111
cation because of race. color or erred (Section 3201. New York Slate Ilitication
Law).

In 19IS the Board of Regents of Me State Education 1),-..partment rstabli 11(1
an office to administer the Edtn-allo,: Practices Act, to insure (quality- of
opportunity in higher education.

In 1956 the Division Of IntureulturA Relations was (Ter led in the State I- In.
eation Deportment to assist s-dionis in the development of proArains designed to
achieve int( grated education.

11 1900 the Board of fl gents stated that the maintenance of segregated schools
Is contrary to Regents Policy and detrimental to children. whether that scgreg 1-
;Ion grew from residence pntlerns or from positive mlion by 1e.1 school
authorities.

In 190; the judicial authority of the N.Y. State Conitulss'cmcr of 1;r...in-anon to
order a school ilitrict to implement a desegregation plan was cpheld by the
United States Supreme Court (Matt( r of Vetere v. Allen, .;.,S2 17.8. S25).

i
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In 1966 the New York State Legislature appropriated $1 million to assist schools
in implementing desegregation plans.

In 1967 the judicial authority of the Commissioner of Education to order a
school district to implement a plan to alle:iate rae:al imbalance was upheld by
the U.S. Court of Appeals. Second Circuit (Offernirin e. Nitkow I, 378 F. 2nd 221.

In .1967 the New York Slate Legislature continues: its encouragement for equal
opportunity by the appropriation of $3 million to assist schools to improve the
Quality of education through integrated schools. This appropriation level has
continued to the present.

In 1968 the Board of Regents published the position paper "Integration anci
the Schools" reaffirming and elaborating on the 19C0 statement of policy.

In 1969 a study by the State Education Department, Racial and Social Class
Isolation in the Schools, was compleiA and, as a consequence of its findings, the
Regents reaffirmed their 1968 position In another position paper.

It is clear from the foregoing that we consider the proposed Emergency School
Aid Act of 1970 with a background of many years committed to achieving its
objectives.

if
We approach consideration of this Bill with strong conviction. It is incumb,at

upon us to create conditions under which each ladividurd may grow In self-
respect, respect for others and the attal:,menr of Ma full potential. This means
creating positive conditions to enable each indivieual to choose alternative
avenues for access to the mainstream of American IIF Tht.s means eliminating
those a ;alive conditions which perpetuate separation from the mainstream of
American life.

Education is but one avenue toward the good life. It the early years it is the
major avenue beyond the borne. It is significant because it helps create the Image
n. child has of himself and, in the last analysis. prepares him for Um roles he
will adopt in Ida It life. It is significant became within the microsociet:i of a
school, a future society Is constructed by t.e daily experiences of ,,ch

Alexis de Tocqueville spoke prophetically in Dr; nocracp in America of the
tendency of American society to separate each man from the otl:er. lie spoke of
American society's tendency to Insist upon conformity and Its haste to define a
man solely by the function he performs or the occupation he chooses. Democracy
values open e_pression, free communication and interaction with others on the
basis of respect for the full pet sonhood of each Individual. Its Ideal and its recorn-
mend',d structure for governance is premised on the participation of all persons
In the community. In a very real sense, then, In considering this Bill, we address
the fundamental character istiev of contemporary American coolly null the values
of democracy.

III

RECO 11 DATION 6

From tie perspective :^en, of experience with the creation of equal educational
opportunity a of! from Ibis brief appraisal of its meaning to society, we commend
S. IU,83. I would suggest, liowever, that the hill before you may le improved sub-
stantively in these respects:

A. The distinction ty2tween do fare and dr facto segrenation should be pitted-
nated toes use the basic question is racial and milli:T:11 i..latiorr.

B. Incentives for Integrated or cultural education shouhl be provided by
1. Itedeflnitirm of eligibility criteria to pi-v.1U fincecial assistame for

racially or culturally isolated schools;
2. Eliminating express conferral of authority on Secretary of lie: lilt.

Education and Welfare when dis:retiati already is being evereiseil
8. Establishing the equality of local ethicathmal agencies through elimina

tion of the double - coveting provision Or, alternatively. Its extension to act
as a posItiv a reward for vo'.: a dory .amino and

4. The Inclusion of nail 1.,al origin minority children,
C. Investment In educational structures should bc reviewed to :

1. Build upon the experience-base acquired by slate education ag,
and

2. Accord greater latitudes the transpirtat ion provision.
.1. Thr distinction bcneern de jars and dr facto srercgati,n

The nmintenance if the distInet ion Isdwerm de lure and fie facto se,,rega ion
is grounded In the reasoning i., the Brews Case In is bleb the I riteria of equslity
of educational opportunity were relalcd to the effect upon schooling or social
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Inequality, and equality was made conditional upon scientific proof or Judged
reasonable beccuse of scientific evidence. fetter grounds, hindsight suggests.
would have been that the opportunity for access to the mainstream of society
r in not be denied a citizen on the basis of arbitrary elusification by a physical
or cultural attribute. Beyond the sociological and psychological arguments
ground the Brown reasoning lies the educational soundness of cultural education
:n an Atnerican society, traditionally a "salad bowl" of diverse (littoral strains.

The arrument Ivanced in support of public education for over a century
are persuasive. ,ly participation In the life of the community is a right
conferred by citizenship. 1,:r order to participate it.telligently in the decisions
of a democracy, free lien are entitled to a system of ,:oblicly supported schools
available evaily to all. 2. It I; the right of a citizen to have full access to the
community. The right of eitlIenshi;', confers the right of movement and of
communication. It is intended to create an open society in which all men are
respected and have the opportunity for full development and pursuit of their
tulerts.

3. Classification on the basis of a physical or cultural attribute which operates
to exclude a person from particular area of the public realm means that a
person's choice of action may L limited to a.,signed functions in the community.
The function of education, howe,.r, is to enal.l.c individual choice so that no
human being, and no class of human beings, need to be in practical ;objection
to any ocher. 4. Via contact between human beings made possible lr,v access to
life in the community, because of the right of citizenship, would have the follow-
ing advantages:

(a) P, the children of all (lasses could benefit by learnim, to know
each other in the common experiences of schooling;

(h) Children of the poor could benefit by the "more careful superintend-
ence" given the education of the children of parents better situated; 1.nd

(c) No child would, because of the s3 stem of schoo:ing, to confirmed in a
deba..ed imago of himself.

To perpetuate the distlnetion between dc facto and dc jure segregation is an
effective denial of equal protection of the laws to millions of children. The effect
of unequal opportunity upon children, as evidenceil by their educational and
personal attainment. Is the same, irrespective of the cause of the social or
cultural isolation of a school, The impact upon children N uneven distribution of
federal resources will be such as to favor one group o, er another, and one area
of the country over retother, without reasonable cause and because c f arbitrary
classificat ion.

I urge Congress to take the affirmative duty to resolve inconclusive judicial
opinion by eliminating the dir halloo bet -eon tic facto and de jure gregnt:on.
To contirne the distinction Is to risk Ineffective response in our school systems.
B. incentive for int( ;rot cd or cultural cduca I ion

1. Redefinition of crtiNlity riilcria for financier (188fmtancc.We believe that
de facto segregation should be defined or understood in such a way vs to all,w
for preventive action. To alt until a school has beemne .50% mlnorit3, when this
cculd have been prevented 63 earlier action, Is unwise. There are districts In
New York State hi which each S^hrX)i FLOW approximates the district wide corm
position. even thourli the ratio of minority group students is well below 50Yr%
Such districts, by netiog early ve believe, have prevented ,accelerated concentra-
tions of minority children In a few schools. Interestingly enough, such districts
have succeeded In re-estnidishing the common-school concept, a comet)! uiviely
held to be our country's major contributor to educational practice. I recommend
therefore that Section 5: Eligibility for Financial Assist:erre and Sec Ilea 9 (4):
Definitions, be amended to reflect this situation.

Stale education agencies should be made eligible for financial assistance tinder
appro ,-41 State plam if their predcws perform once effective resit can be estah.
1140. State P Zt`11(.14'S, In turn. %%mild ad on local applications. In the alternathe.
it is suggested State agencies be delegated the responsibility to approve and KT-
ommend to HEW local ogeruy applications for funding.

2. Elimination of 11.:.rpre,rs Conferral of Authority upon Secretary of Health.
Education and Welfare for Set .ledr.--To confer autherit upoi. the Secretar
of Health, Education and Welfare, when this discretion Is r.t present being exer-
cised, would appear unnecessary and rerlandant. The Presi Tent's request for $150
million f,,r ",tart up" funding was based iipon existing mittiority.of the Secretary.

3. Extut.li.di Equality of Local Education Agencies through Elitninalirm of thr
Ilorihrr-Cou Proririon or, A I terra? i cly. tie E.rtinAiom to .4c1 CR a Poxilirc
Reward for Voluntary Action. Under the proposed legislation, only those local
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education agencies implementing desegregation plans, pursuant to a final federal
court order, or plans approved by the Office of Civil Rights of the Department
of Health, Education and Welfare, are eligible for augmented federal funding.

This means that tie following kinds of school action are excluded:
(a) Where a de facto rather than a do 'e desegregation plan is being in:-

[demented; or
(b) Where a state commissioner's order has the effect and validity of a

federal judicial order ; or
(c) Where a local education agency, without federal or state compulsory

action, impinlalents a plan at the re,taast of state education agency staff;
or

(d) Wae-:e a local education agency voluntarily initiates a plan.
To eliminate ti. 'se local agencies from qualifying for financial support or.

in effect, to penalize them for positive action, and to st...port local ageneles that
desegregated only under the negative requirement of federal court order or HEW
direction 13 anfalr and mitigates against the "multiplying effect" sought by the
Department of HEW throaah federal financial assistance.

This inequity Is compounded by the double-count'mg provisions whin doubly
reward a local agency for token desegregation efforts only after negative or
legal compulsion.

In view of these inequities awl at a minimum, because the purpose of this
legislation is to hasten the realization of equal opportunity in education, it
is recommended that no local agency secure funding for "racially isolated"
programs until the infeasibility of a full desegregation plan is effectively demon.
strated.

In the alternative, it Is recommended that, if it Is felt that double-counting
provisions should remain for local agencies desegregating under feel. ral legal
compulsion, a comparable provision be inserted to get as an incentive fur
those agencies which take the initiative for positive action and voluntarily dem-
onstrate effective or innovative Wags of desegregating.

4. Definition of Minority Grcrop 3S,S.a is to be commended for
Its inclusion of national orlgin minority children. All too frequently children,
temporarily handicapped 'r cultural difference', find themselves "typed" as
mentally or emotionally handicapped. It is Indeed shocking that the norm Is
more important than an individual child and that nonconformity to the norm
has effectively resulted In the Inhumane repression of diversity and personality.

A sound educational experience pre, upposes the presence of ethnic d:versity
in classrooms. Without the experience of an interplay of euitures, pupils arc
as effectively deprived of a sound oducation as are those termed racially
isalatea

IV

Our allegiance to our society and Nation is accorded not because tt is Nation
exists as a fact lot because it embodies a set of shard beliefs. We pramnatIcally
Judbe the activities of society by the kleg ree to which they affect the fre, .oni.
equality, and independence of the lialiviclual person.

Edecation bears major responsibility for seciag to it that chill.vn learn the
me ming of this fundamental purpose.

Our imperfect educational system makes difficult for sonic Chi dren the
realization and understanding of title basic ethical belief. The rneas6re before
the Congress, S. 38a,,I, Is therefore of the utmost significance.

1..S. CAT ROUT CONFERENCE,
DEPARTMENT OF EMI-AT ON.

Ilanthinglom 1) C. A re pirAt !O. 1970.
Hon. CLAIBORNE Putt.
Chairman, Education Subroarmiffoc Senate enmorrlter on Labor and Public

Welfare, 014 Senate Office ft wif4iny, lralhiv!on. P.C.
bra SENATOR l'ar t.: On behalf of the Unittai States Catholic Conic trio It I ma

submitting testimony regarding S. :3,FM. My statement Is accompani«I by set,
ovate statements from the Rev. .1, tin M. Bowl. Superintendent of SO outs. Dio-
cese of Charleston. South Carolina and the Rev, John MaCarthy, Adn inIstrator
of St. Theresa's School, Houston, Texas.

1, I
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rather Bond's statement gives a succinct outline of the experience of a
Catholic school system in achieving desegregation through cooperation with the
Office of Civil .tights of the Department of Health, Edwatiom and Welfare
in an area of the nation where public- schools formerly were in dot category of
de jure segregation. I believe the experience of the Charleston diocese will
be helpful to the committee in considering the participation of ate schools
in the proposed Eanergeney School Aid At. Father McCarthy's statement, based
on long experience in the southwestern portion of the country, indicates the
problems with regard to the Spanish spooking p, potation of the United States.

I would like to request that the statement of the United States Catholic
Confererce and the statements of Father Bond and Father McCarthy he en-
tered in the record of your Cointnitti in regard to public hearings on S.3883.

Sincerely yours,
Rev. Msgr. JAMES C. DONOHCE,

Director, DitiRlott of Erementary (2 d Secondary Rd sea lion.

STATEMENT CI' U.S. CATHOLIC CONFERENCE ON EMERGENCY SCHOOL AID ACT S. 2S.S.3,
AUGUST 14, 1970

(Msgr. .Tarnes Donohue. Dire tor, Divishn of Elementary and tiecondary Edu-
cation; Rev. John McCarthy, Pastor, Isl. Theresa's Church. itouston; Rev.
,itolin M. Bond, Superintendent, Diocese of Charleston.)

Our Catholic school system shares in the national commitment to integrate
education. As Diree. tor of the Divii on of Elementary and Secondary Educatioa
of the United Stales (Altholic Cent 'ream. I would like to endorse the purposes
of the Emergency School Aid Aet of 1970 as set firth by iiresident Nixon in
his ines,lige to (' ngtes:., no May 21 of this year.

In requesting enactment of this legislation, Piesident Nixon said that the
purpose of the legislation would lie to asskt local school authorities in moor:
tour special categories of need at; recited in his statement of school dese5
regat ion of March 2i:

The special needs of desegregating for recently desegregated) districts ie.
addition:it facilities, personnel and training reignited to get the flew, onii..ary
system successfully started.

The special needs of racialy-impacted schools mherc de facto segregation per-
sistsand where Immediate infusions of money can make a real difference in
terms of edueat tonal effectivcnes.

T1.-- spe :al needs of those clistricts that have the forth-Test to go 143 catch
up educationally svitli the rest of the !gamin

The financing of Innovative techniques for providing education ally sound inter-
racial experiences for children in racially isolated schools.

To achieve these purposes, the P;esidelit has proposed the Emergency School
Aid Act of 1970 (11.1t, lisle, and S. 3s;.-szt). The Act contemplates three categories
of federal aid to elementary and secondary schools which are faced with prob
Tents of eliminating do jure segregation and overcoming racial isolation. The
three categories of aid are:

"1. To assist any local edneatIonnt agency wide/. is implementing a plan of
desegregation to meet the additional eosts of imp lement ing such plan or of ear-
ming can special programs or ,,rojects nesigued to enhance the poseibiliiies of
successful desegregation ;

i2. To assist any local educational agency to meet the additional ersts of
earr;ing ant a plan to eliminate or reduce racial isolation In one or more of
the racially isolated schools.

"3. To assist n local educational agency or other public or private agency.
institution, or organization to carry out Interracial educational p:ograma or
projects involving the jont participation of minority group and nonminority
group children a Bending different schools."

The main thrust of the Emergency Scht...1 Aid Act, necessarily, is to assist
puhtie school agencies that are in the process of eliminating de Are segrega-
tion pursuant to federal mart orders or plans approvell by the Secretary of
Health, Education and NVelfare. and to offer financial assistance to those school
districts which are willing to undertake voluntary efforts to eliminate de facto
segregation anti racial isolation.

Under the various court decisions in the area of school rlesegregatIr.n. pr
rate nonprofit schools do not fit within the definition of tic jure segregated
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schools. It is an historical fact, however much we might deplore it, that pri-
vate schools have suffered from de facto segtekation situations arising from
complex social, economic and local legal requiermeuta in years prior to the Su-
preme Court decision of liP54. It is no less a proper cones- . of the federal gov-
ernment that strh situations be eliminated in the private schools As in the
public schools.

Hopefully, the nation can look to the private education sector to provide some
measure of leadership for the nation in eliminating the evil effects of segregated
schools as well as racial isolation arising from causes outside tita educational
system. If the private schools of this nation are to perforu tills leadership role
they will need every possible assistance: from the federal got ernment, both
financial and otherwise. Such assistance should to given to private schools be-
cause of the public service which they can perform, and which I am convinced
the vast majority are anxious to Indertake.

It is the policy of the Cothotic bishops of the United States, through the
United States Catholic Conference, to conduct a school system which makes
available quality education without discrimination on the basis of race. I believe
this policy is shared by ether private school systems long established in this
nation.

In addition to the responsibility which Catholic education has to provide an
example for the nation in this regard, the United States Catholic Conference
strongly supports the decisions of the United States Supreme Court and the
implementation of those decisions as evidenced by the Emergency School Aid
Act. We believe that the needs of the nation's schools, both public and pri' ate, in
carrying out the national policy of non-discrimination, warrants specie, financial
assistance from the federal government. For this reason, we support .re central
purposes of the Emergency School Aid Act .nel urge Congress to enact such
legislation.

I want to commend the sponsors cf the rImergency School Aid Act for their
recognition of the role of private schools in our national education system
by the inclusion of "ec. 7(0(4 1. This section requt res that an application from
a local education agency for assistance may he approved by the Secretary of
HEW only if he determines that such agency has made provision for special
educational services and arrangements which are designed to overcome the
effects of racial isolation of children enrolled in private as well as public elemen-
tary and secondary schools. The requirement won' 1 apply to the extent con-
sistent with the number of childrc .n the school district of such agency en-
rolled in private elementary and secanclary schools which are racially isolated."
I believe the wording of this section can be improved to facilitate he desired
goal of assisting private ns will as 5ehoots anti to better utilize the pri-
vate sector In achieving the o-t :all p trpese of the legislation whieb is to re-
duce racial is,oation and increa to inter' A loan in all schools."

The wor0.ng should not k limited to requiring participation of "children."
It should also require the arlicipatn of "teachers and other educational
personnel" in the private schools. Experience In the area of hoot desegregation
and racial integration has Ft1( trn that special training Is needed by administra-
tors and teachers-. Indeed. the Secretary of HMV hag stated that the admInts
tration expects to fund teacher training programs under this legislation. Private
school teachers and administrators could fake part In the same programs as
public school teachers and administrators, or the local school district might
wish to estahlish special Programs Ulf' private school pi rsonnel.

I am 0.ncerned that Section a 1 (4 1 might be Interpreted to limit vartit
tion of private school children and teachers. rather than cn000rig if. The form
"racially igo:ated is donned in iho hill n n srhna In 011(11 minority group
children constitute mom than 50 pereentnni of the atrage daily no thhership.
Thus It wit be argued that only children in lull titr Shook %elf 7,41, or tnon
minority group enrollment would be permitted to pcirti(ipate in a program or
project. Also, the language might be hut rpreted as limiting partit itvtIon rm1y
In those public school districts %%/lich qualify molor categories G'1 and 131
of Section 5(a I. Such limitations are not pia,..! the :.I.olp,1:10n of children
in the public schools and should not apply in the case of private schools.
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If a local educational agency is eligible for financial assistance under any one
of the three categories In Section 5(a) then the Secretary should require that
appli-ations make provision for participation of children attending private
schools iv those districts so long as that participation is directed toward achiev-
ing the purpose of the ac, set forth in Section 2. It is -ossible that some private
schools will not want to participate in any effort directed toward racial inte-
gration or assisting minority group children to overcome the effects of racial
isolation. I know of no way to compel such schools to participate. 13ut their atti-
tude should not be allowed to obscure the fact that such private schools are in
a decided minority. The vast majority of private schools in this country will want
assistance In overcoming racial segregation in the private sector and will be
eager to assist in eliminating segregaton in both the public and private schools
of their community.

Experience with other federal programs has shown that in some instances
the public schools will refuse to apply for federal funds and thus deny the
opportunity for private schools in their district to participate in the federal
program. In other instances, the local educational agency will be unable or
unwilling, due to local altitudes or legal restrictions, to cooper ate with the private
schools. To cope with both situations, the bill should contain specific authority
for the Secretary of HEW to provide financial assistance directly to private
schools upon a determination by him that: (1) such assistance would carry
out the purposes of the Act: {2) the local educational agency is unable or
unwilling to provide for cffcclire participation of student and faculty In private
schools on an equitable basis. Similar authority was added to Title III of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act by Congress in 1969 and is in the
process of being implemented.

It is my understanding that the original draft of this legislation prepared by
HEW omitted any requir:ment for the participation of children in private
schools and that the Department of DEW has recommended that Section 7(a ) (1)
Is not needed. The position of the department is that there is already sufficient
discretion In the bill to include private school children in programs wherever
meal education agencies wish to do co. I strongly difgree with this viewpoint
and urge that Congress Inot idea icsitive requirement for participation of
private school children and faculty. Experience under other federal programs
has shown that more often than not private schools are allowed to participate
only when the law requires the opportunity for such participation as a condition
of eligibility for the local public school agency.

The provisions of this bill seek to recogniv that in the case of some racially
Isolated children the desired goal of education in an integrated school cannot
practicably be provided. Authority is contained in the bill to fund projects to
overcome the adverse educational effect of racial isolation upon such children.
I would like to point out that in some such eases there exist private school
systems that have the facilities, the faculty and the desire to provide an
integrated educational setting for such children. What is missing in most such
cases is financial ability on the pin of both the private schools and the racially
isolated children, The Act should recognize this fact and rinit the use of such
private school systems to achieve the goal if integrated education.

1 w am to call attention to the wording of Section ti(g) which authorizes
financial assistance for the provisicn of trinstsirtation services for "public school
children." The word "public" should be stricken in order that private school
hildrt;' Patti( ipatiog in programs under the Act would n1=o be able to receive

trateportatimi ser% hes As the hill stands, this section would result in dist-rind-
nation against private school children in the area of transportation services
aldch Is 110 present in any other federal education program.

Section S of the bill penults the Szecretnry to establish an rifler of priority
10 be followed In approving applications and requires ilia( in determining whether
to make any grant the Secretary shall take into account such criteria as he
ill ems pertinent, including four listed criteria. Consideration should be given to
the addition of n fifth criteria which would include the degree to which the
Program or project makes use of the total educational resources of the COM-
MUI1 ily. !KA h public and private.

:i20
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In his testimony in support of this legislation before the House General
Subcommittee on Education, Dr. Jam S. Coleman of Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity, who acted as a consultant to the Cabinet Committee on School Desegre-
gation, stressed the importance of the Provision for funds to be given to private
agencies, in addition to local educational agencies, both in Sections 5(a ) (3)
and Section 5(b). Dr. Coleman stated: "I think this is very important, and I
think it is important that the funds bs administered in such a way that this
kind of use is encouraged, since there will he strong pressures against it from
public school forces. For two reasons, this avenue is important. First, in those
areas, whether in Mississippi or in Chicago, where the public school system
does not provide the possibility for an integrated education, it is important
that such opportunity exist outside the public school system. This opportunity
should range from integrated supplements to regular school activities in full-
time integrated schools which the child attends instead of his public school
with most expenditures being for the latter. As an incidental benefit, this can
provide a leverage to induce Integration in the public school system by providing
a competitive alternative outside it.

"A second season that this type of funding is important is localise it can
preside the opportunity for innovative approaches to integration which may he
foreclosed to public school systems. These innovations can provide the experi-
ence that will allow the adoption of those that work best by public school
systems."

I would like to endorse Dr. Coleman's comment and urge the committee to
male clear that this kind of use of private schools should he encouraged in
the administration of funds under the Act by the Secretary of HEW. It IS the
duty of private school:. to provide an alternative for children and parents and
to provide competition to the public schools. I know of no area in whica private
schools could provide a better service to American education than to make avail-
able the opportunity for Integrated education to those children who do not now
have such an opportunity. Congress should insure that there is no failure on
the part of the Federal government to make use of the total educational resources
of the nation in achieving the goal of this legislation as stated by Presid.n Nixon
in his Message to Congress on May 21, of this year: ". . . n system in which
education throughout the nation Is both equal and excellent, and in which
racial barriers cease to exist."

STATEMENT WE REV. JOHN MCCARTHY, ADMINISTRATOR, ST. THERESA
CATHOLIC SC 'TOOL

I am happy to have the opportunity to testify on behalf of tl is important
and urgently needed legislation. I have read the statement made on June 9th
by tv!e Honorable Hobert If. Finch, then Secretary of Health. Education, and
Welfare and 1 find myself in agreement with it.

The committee has heard others who hase endorsed this bill. I wish to add
my voice to theirs and suggest that as the ndr,linistarb.r of a well integrated
private grammar school, as one vitally interested In problems of Mexican
Americans, that I might have some views that the committee needs to take
into consideration.

I feel strongly that pri7ate schools and more particularly. religious schools.
could greatly a&sist in accomplishing desegregation ',ditch is. as Prethlent
Nixon pointed out, "vital to quality education not only from the standpoint of
raising the achievement levels of the disadvantaged. 'tit also from the stand-
point of helping all children achieve the broad based human undetst a:Arne that
Increasingly is essential in today's world."

For the past 125 years Catholic schools have consistently been among the
most diversified In the country. Our schools have reflected the diversity of
our people in a way that public schools have not been free to do. Curti, Ger-
mans, and Pales had "bilingual" schools over a hundred years before the tern,
became a battle cry for the Spanish speaking of thc. Southwest. "Neighborhood
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schools" Is what Catholic schools have been from the time of their Inception,
a factor that now causes many black leaders to suggest their imitation in the
black community.

Catholic experience with ethnic minorities Is extensive. Catholic education
has served as a : ocial, economic, and intellectual lad ;ar for Polish, Irish, Ger-
man, Italian, Czech and many other ethnic groups. At present the most destitute
ethnic group with whom the Catholic Church is working is the Mexican-American.
These years of experience in helping new immigrants or cultural groups adept
to the urban realities can be put to good usage if provided with financial
support.

The Catholic Church's presence among the white ethnic minorities gives it a
tremendous access to leaders of those groups which are most often "threaten 4"
by Negro or Mexican- American neighborhood encroachment. These white ethnic
minorities are still greatly lioluenced by the position which the tihurch takes
in great moral and social issues of the time. Many of the chil lien of these
ethnic minorities still attend Catholic parochial schools throughout the country.
We are trying now to reach the minds and hearts of the parents of these
children and of the chilften themselves, to assist them in lowering the bar. ters
of racism. If we could be aided in accomplishing this our schools would be aiding
the United States immem,Ply in solving its inter-racial conflicts.

The boundaries which are set for parochial attendance zones are not as
restricted by artificial geographic limitations as are those set by the public
schools. Because the Catholic schools have a broader area from which to draw
students they are thereby able to more easily bring in minority group students
than are the public schools which must cope Nsith segregated residential housing
patterns. Furthermore our flexibility in determining latitude of the attendance
zone." enables them to be a positive factor in integration.

I feel that my own pariah school is a good example of this. Our students are
black, chicano and white anglothey come from poverty families to the
very affluent. St. Theresa's school in Houston, is microscopic form, and .hat's
ons of the best advantages we offer Cu; spider

I am glad to see that this bill in See. n, :Mt) gives the Secretary freedom to
make grants to non-profit agencies and organizations. When the advantages of
the private. school system tan be combined with the financial capabilities of the
labile school system we are likely to have a better ehanort of achieving the
desegregation of our schools than when they work in a sc,aarate fashion.

Many federal Programs in the past have had the effect of freezing or locating
minority people into racially identifiable neighborhoods. The l'ancuntraltd
Employment Program, I1 e ESE.1 monies. the bilingual education minus Mr)
Title 7, and numerous other programs nil limit eligibility to people who live in a
definitely do fined geographic. area. This limitation. when lightly applied. forces
people to "stay with their own kind" if they are to receive any federal assisla nee
nit alb result of this has been nu intensicnalion if segregated residential
patterns rather than a licovcancint tooards a truly interruclil or open society

te 11.1I more Progr:1'1, hare bad the inset uppo ile Wmt than that
tall a rd 11 Lich we , ere tnall; striving,

In Ii/1` S',11/11ISSI.S/ ethnic sod racial isolation is in some respects Nvorso than
in the rest of the country. In Texan and in other parts of the Southwest we II:11'e
seen the' 1/1;)il//1./Mnil Or net 11%17 if Ni of three separate systims; one far
Negros. caw far MeNiectAinerieni s, and one for Anglos. duty by extensive
reorganization of tinancial and political components can imsonol, be made to
411:117121` ibis to a unitary schaolNy,i1.11t.

Privatc -41),N,I, are 1/"11 !Olio:4417,11 to a 'very limited it, gree by public monies.
Their curs vnl o ill depvtal a great deal on increased support from governmental
Itatlic,. Their abilities lo inlegnite will 1110-ti Ise .1(vend as lunch on the finanoill
simport of go% eromenla I /sullies as on the moral leadership of their official si si;es-
loan.

Our cities tnjoy and suffer from their extensive interrcI tedness, Tn lino One
of Mr, Moy id ha /I., art plim:ist.s. "everything is connected to P' ry fling." A nr),Sile
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Bow of federal funds to assist the public schools, which does not at the same
time consider the impact on private education will have very adverse effects.

It is my suggestion that major metropolitan areas throughout the country
would be best served by the creation of area-wide desegregation counselors
funded by the monies provided under this Bill. These desegregation centers would
invite the participants of public and private educational agencies and institu-
tions at all levels of our operation. Such an agency would help to bring some
coherence into the overall problems of desegregating the American society.

There is no current federal program which developed an effective tri-ethnic
desegregation plan. This Bill should give more emphasis to the immediate imple
mentation of such a plan.

It saddens me to admit that in recent years large numbers of oar schools have
had to close in precisely those areas where they were most needed and had the
most to offer. On those areas in the United States where Catholic schools have
been forced to mise because of lack of fins :vial support and/or a movement
of prishioners to the suburbs, there now exiats excellent educational facilities
which could be cheaply converted to useage be the puolfc school system. These
facilities could, because of their strategic location in and near the ghetto areas
of the United States, serve as excellent schools with c:hnically balanced student
population. This provision could be met under those activities authorized in
Section OF of the Bill.

We must face the fact that the residential patterns now existirl.; in irmst
of the United States are such that unless a certain degree of busing is corned
out, very little can be done to acb: ve ethnic balance. The usage A Catholic
institutions strategically located would not necessitate any busing other than
that which is normally used.

In closing, I cannot too strongly urge the Committee to consider the possible
impact of this Bill on the educational opportunities available to the Spanish-
speaking in the United States. It should also investigate the relative impact of
the Ciancros Decision which, wile now being appealed to the rfth Circuit
Court, has ruled than the Meg lean American is a distinct ethnic group which
must be Included in any desegregation plan.

Evidence to date suggests that the quality of education provided Mexican-
Americans might he inferior even to that which provided for black children.
When this is considered In the light of the fact that 00% of all Mexican-
Americans are Catbolie, the possible impact of the decision to desegregate with
federal assistance is obvious,

STATEMENT OF THE IIEv. JOIIN M. BOND, SUPERINTENDENT, DIOCESE 01'
CHARLESTON, S.C.

I. Since the spring of 1007, the diocesan system of education began its admin-
istrative relationship with the Of of Civil Rights. II.E.W. At ti at time data
and related problems wore presented io the Civil Rights' Of Reflections w( re
made by the Civil (tights' officials with recommendations for furthering desegre-
gation. It should be noted that prior to this time several si: og moves had been
made by way of pastoral policy to implement scrlal teachings of the Church.
Realizing that the law (ailed for more than int.. the Most Reverend Iti.hop
of the diocese rests-Med to the Civil Bights' Oilier stringent efforts would be
made to achieve de facto results. In the schw' ,,ear I061 pro,,eclur,s were
set up to achieve too primary purposes :

(a) To eliminate de facto dualism in seven situations through pb,ns destg,.ed
by committees at the local level.

I b) To bring about further integration both In tcring of farultv and student
body in these places, as well as in the other schools in die dins ese.

14.
It
1,01
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In the course of these procedures, two personal contacts %were made with the
Civil Rights' Office by the Superintendent: The first to inform them of the pro
cedures; and the second to indicate the initial results. (Plans submitted by the
local committees and approved by the Bishop.) In the fall of the school year 19G8-
G9, the Superintendent related to the Office of Cid] Rights the de facto results
of the plans devised for the previous spring.

Since that time, the Department of Education for the diocese of Charleston
has related on a volunteer basis at least twice it year, by way of personal con-
tact, with officials at the Civil Rights' Office in order to:

(a) Relate to them data pertaining to faculty-student black and white ratio.
(b) In relating this information to the Civil Rights' officials, the intention of

the Most keverend Bishop has been eoro.eyed; namely, an openness to sugges-
tions for effectively "urthering the process of integration ivithin the school system.

2. As a school system which is a non-public, private school iysteni, net eNplicitly
obligated by legal pressure, but respectful of the law of the land and committed
to social justice, the Diocese of Charleston has both, at the policy level and at the
practical level, shown its purpose in a fairly dramatic way. This could be pointed
up by what follows:
FIC& PUNC

(a) The policies of the diocese: In 1,.eeping with the spirit of our Christian
corn), 'fluent, pastors, principals, and rectors shall endeavor, not only to insure
the complete and equitable integration of their faculty and student body, but
also promote by positive direction the spirit of Christian brotherhood.

"N9 registrant may be accepted as a transfer student from the public school
system ivhere there is a verifiable attempt on On part of the student or the
parents of the student to use the Catholic school at the elementary or secondary
level as a haven to resist the policies of the public school system relative to
desegregation.

"Again I would like to reiterate the hope that Christian initiative will bring
our Catholic people a realization of living In full Christian brotherhood with
all the citizens of the community. Interracial justice requires our complete
acceptance of black persons as equal before God. In Catholic schools we make no
distinct ion."

(b) Factually, the data on student enrollment would indicate that RR n private
non-public school system intentions would indicate more than n passive positive
relation to Integration.

Enrollment, school year 1907-08: 0,725 Whites (78% 11'llite) ; 1,857 Negroes
22% Negro).
Enrollment, school Year 1003-4 1: 0,349 Whites (79% White) ; 1,739 Negroes

(21% Negro).
A crop hi enrollment both white and black in part has resulted from the

stringent move to defegregate ln the schooi year 1307--c;8, at which time we lost
nt lea'q 47,9 students for the following y,ar. The losses, from our field experience,
were more rela:ed to transportation, tuition rotes, etc., rather than overt reaction
to Integration per se.

3. In nn attitudinal survey study done during the course of this past school
year the whole area of integration was studied by ay of 16,000 questionnaires

..11 ..ut to all people involved In the diocesan system of etementary education.
in the (15,',. return, two positive points %vete quite apparent :

la) A slpilflcant blab majorPy responded positively to the questicm : "Do y...11
feel that integration 1s nemssary in your school F'

(h ) A further positive pdrit wag the Indication that through student experi
ernes ill an integrated school emotional. unhealthy attitudes would ,,e avo'ded
and postive training Ironid be provided. This point Is backed up I y the value
system train,ng offered In our schools and is evident in the almost e-mplece
absence of problems In our schools v here integration has been Increased.

It should be noted here that one very positive value we feel we have to offer
Is introduction In nor schools to both black and white students which pv.vIdes
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atittude in which a socially oriented value system can he effectively crm-
1 to the child both at the academic and experimental level. The whole
at nosphere of a Catholic school 'provides a Christian context in which both
students and parents can be attitudinally changed so that proper social behavior
pa terns will result.

t. The recent efforts 'as the Diocese of Charleston in regard to integration
rotate to the establishment of the Diocesan Interracial Commission, One of the
charges of this Commission is to re-evaluate the efforts that have been made
in the past for policies applicable in the present, the situation as it exists today,
with the purpose in mind of effecting integration in the parishes as well as in
the schools-

LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE 0:1 CIVIL RIGHTS,
Washington, D.C., August 10,1970.

Mr. STEPHEN J. WESLER,
In care of Senator CL.AIRORNE PELL,
Old Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR STEVE Here is the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights' consensus on
Emergency School Aid. If you want to include it in the record of the hearings,
by all means to do. Perhaps, a brief introduction is necessary. If you think so,
call me and we can discuss that.

Regards,
MARVIN CAPLAN,

Diree,or, Washington Office.

THE LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE ON ELM, RIGHTS CONSENSI'S ON EMERGENCY SCHOOL.
AID FUNDS

The consensus arrived at by the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights at its
meeting on Monday, June 2, as modified at its meeting on Friday. July 17.
concerning the Administration's program for additional funds for school de-
segregation is rs follows:

1. The Leadership Conference supports the concept of adequate Federal funds
to promote school desegregation. This has been its position since 1t1is when
it supported such a concept in a bill, introduced by Senator Paul Douglas and
others, which ultimately became Title IV of the hill Civil Bights .Act. We note
that since then, appropriate use of Title IV of the V.)411 law has not been temie.

2. The Leadership Conference supported the "Mondale-Javits Amendments"
as the ininiml1111 necessary to help assure the proper use of the school ilesegro-
gation funds contained in the Education ApFoprialion Bill for fiscal ift71, We
shall carefully observe the use to which these finals are put in determining our
course 'Nab respect to the .$1,7,90.000,000 Ilinergency Sc hoot Aid Act, of 1970
(S. 3WI.

3 Some of the constituent organizations of the Leadership Conference are
already on record in support of the ''resident's bill with appropriate amendments,
while nlhr rs feel drastic revision of the bill is required. I loivuvvr, the Leadership
rimference as a whole will support additional funds for school desegregation ID
such !limb: 'hp 114,/ loZ111, nut of programs for the 1,0,4 and other social programs:
and ism!' fund h are spent for prograi s that hill in fact promote cksegre-
cation.

4. Whether S. 3583 and its House counterpart should be partially revised or
totally revamped, what sums should be authorized for school desegregation
purposes, and the exact programs that emigre::: should specify, are tinder study
by the Leadership Conference and its (,,nstiluterit organizatiens. It is hoped
that at commie future time a snore precise consensus can be arrived at on the
basi: of sigh study and the experience Idth the funds appropriated in the
Edu:-ation Appropriations Bill.
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STATEMENT OF IIALTith G. DAVIS, DIRECTOR, DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION,
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR AND CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL CRGANNATIONS,

ON S. 3383, THE EMERGENCY SCHOOL AID ACT CC 1970,
BEFCRE THE SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION
OF THE LAMB AND PUBLIC WELFARE COMMITTEE

August 7, 1970

Mr. Chairman, we are pleased to have the opportunity to share our views

with this Subcommittee concerning the Emergency School Aid Act of 1370, S. 31383.

This bill deals with matters of long and deep concern to the AET-CIO.

The bill addresses itself to three types of situations. Regarding each of

these situations, the AFL -CIO has forthrightly cormitted itself.

First, S. 3803 would provide financial assistance "to aid la:al educational

agencies throughout the Nation to meet the sf-cial needs incident to the elimina-

tion of racial segregation and discrimination among students and faculty In elemen-

tary and secondary schools."

The AFL-CIO was founded by the merging of the American Federation of Labor

and the Congress ,f Industrial Organizations in 1835, the year aft, the Supreme

Court declared that schools segregated on the basis o: race are unconstitutional.

That founding convention was ter) busy estahlithing the structure and principles

of the new organization. Pet it took out the time to adopt a resolution which

declared,

The AF1. -C10 is comcdttod to the gale principle of affording the
educational opportunities to all wrsons regardless of race, creed
or status. It is, therefore, strongly committed to help assure the
fullest possible support for the implementation ol the Supreme Court
decision in outla4ing segregation in the nation's schools.

We therefore firmly endorse the first declared objective o the bill.

Secondly, S. 3883 would trovide financial assistance "to encourage the

voluntary elimination, reduction, or prei,rtien of racial isolation in schools

with substantial proportion, of minority gre,1 students..."

Again, this is a goal with uhich the All 4'10 has long btoy in accord. In

its convention of 1963, the At',-CIO deoldrod flatly, "Ite facto segregation is no

more morally defensible than segregation arising out of the law." The nest con-

vention of the Ail. -C10, meeting in I' ,S, stated:

526
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lk facto segregation arising from neighborhood honsing patterns add
from the location of schools remains a serious problem.../ We urge/
positive efforts to encore that the schools will be meeting places
for children of different races, different nationality backgrounds,
and different levels of family income.

Finally, the bill would provide financial assistance "to aid chi ldren in

elementary and secondary schools to overcome the educational disadvantages of

racial isolation..."

Here too the AFL-C10 has declared itself, this time in its convention of

1967 such stated:

Where ghetto schools are an inevitable consequence of urban housing
patterns, then massive resources must be poured into those schools
to compensate for the educational handicap which stems from the very
fact that they are ghetto schools.

With the stated purposes of th EPolgeoc: School ..id Act ter,. lbe All.-C10

is thoroughly in accord.

he are novertholeus am,rehrosive th,t S. 3683 in its present form could

very well result in delaying rather than spending school integraticn. We ate con-

vinced that the bill requires drastic revisions. Unless such clasps are made,

we wee/it b. constrained to oppc,e it.

We are particularly concerned about Section 4-c of the bill which provides,

in the allocation of funds, for a school district to double count its minority

ldren if it is carrying out a plan of desegregation pursuant to a final order

of a lnited States court listed with/- a pa less th,n two years prior to the

year in which the allotment is to be made or if it is desegregating under a plan

meeting the requirements of Title II of the Civil Rights Act of 1901.

This prevision would reward recalcitrance. Stetes with school systems

which had defied the huprirm. Court decision of 1951 until forced to desegregate by

federal courts or the Dparte.ent of Education nod Welfare under Tit le VI

would c/511i f y for mere ass is tat.' . s, er S. 3r,ftl than they would if 'soh dirt rig is

had voluntarily obeyed the taw. S rely it is a novel concept to provide greater

federal assistance to those who hair violated the taw than to those who have lived

up to the law.

By limiting the double count to school districts which are unJ,r fiderai

court orders or 1:' c Se.11on 4-c mikes on arbitrary and peirtle,s

dislin.tion betwron school districts su,-h as Charlotte. Nerih tar,lina, which ps

utl,t a 1rdral court eider to desegregate and Ins Angeles which is un4,-r a Slone

court order. The section would 0.1111 ire states with uehool syitoms which hate
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demonstrated their initiative by integrating their schools voluntarily and

states wiph racial balancing laws or policies.

Section 4-e amounts to a bonus from the federal government to those who

stubbornly defied the Supreme Court for over 16 years. The double count

provision should be eliminated if this bill is truly to serve equitably the

purpose of school integration.

We are concerned also about Section 5-af31 which provides for "inter-

racial educational programs or projects involving the joint pa-ticipation of

minority group and nonminority group children attending different schools.-

Now he thoroughly agree that in a situation such as that here in ' oshington,

D. C., whore rne,r ingful racial integration may be difficult at this time, there

is a need for special efforts to romp, mate for racial isolation. hhat AC find

%rang in this section is not its .ntent but the terms under which a school district

may qualify. lo qualify, the racially isolated schools must bp in a district

. . which the number of minority group children in average daily membership in

ro,iir schools ... is (Al at tract ten thousand or 113) more than 50 per

csntum of such average daily member0 in of all children in such schools.'

If 10,600 minority children are sufficient for a school district to

qualify, then the: must he a few large in Arrica which could not argue

that racially isolated schools were inevitable and that hey could use their

Emergency School Aid funds not to establish integrated schools out instead In

tlerclep 1,11.1f,ts allPmpti,k to or,cori, the educational di5adloniages of kftTing

them :egrojited.

Tnis provision of the bill. like b,etion 1-c. could have the offer! if

frustrating efforts at inlegratien ralber t. .n Inrouraging them, he are

concerned that applications fron ,,hool districts would i.e received with great

toleran.- hhlre tIkl proposed In use rends to comi,nsate for racially isolated

schools.

hhon the (harlot!,-V,p1,1,ntorg school bard ailealed the decree of Federal

District Judge James B. lecvillon, the .1.,tice Ileparie,rt entered into Ile oppeal

as a "trind of lhk Arguinj that all schools it a ,,i!Ary

not to lb. are us r 4,,,, to n r ghat brcpcsals In uIe these

federal fk-s not en snlrLrat inn plans ,r on "Ilojrots to ovrrror, the alverse

edural ienal ,ff.pts of rari,, isolal,on" night re,eise fa.orah'e consideration

from those rfmini51.rin) the Act. I- th,,frre Iplieve that 1.mtion S-a031

,how tr am. ,,.1 to change th criteria,
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We urge that the legislation make more positive efforts to encourage

school systems to seek ways of overcoming racial isolation. In its 1967 conven-

tion, the AFL -CIO stated:

School systems need to experiment with new patterns or organization
slich hold promise in breaking down de facto school segregation.
Educational parks, supplemental learning centers, and magnet schools
are among the proposals which have been advanced to bring about max-
imum racial and economic integration and at the same time facilitate
quality education by permitting the fullest use of eduCational tech-

nology.

We suggest that a section be included in the Emergency School Aid Act

earmarking funds for demonstration project; of this sort, pqrticularly funding

for an educational park or two. The experience gained through this type of project

might well be applied throue,hout the nation and lead to the solution of long-

standing problems of racial isolation plaguing many of Our urban areas.

Mr. Chairman, we assume.. good faith on the part of all officials -- federal,

state and local -- involved in the desegregation process. Unfortunately, esperi_

en, has lauOt us that good intentions -- however deeply held -- often are rot

enough. And, sometimes, well-intyntiooel local officials are subjected to un-

bearable political pressures in the absence of clear feciees1 mandates. For th,Ae

reasons, we believe this Subcommittee should be careful to outline as specifi:ally

as possible the purposes for k itch funds authorized under the bill ray be spent.

We am disturbed. for example. about the brood grant of discretionary authority

placed in the Janis of the secretary of Health, Education and helfare in Section 4(31.

One-third of the Cando authorized may be expended -- in the words of the till --

-as he may find necessary or repropriate for grants or contracts to carry out the

purposes of this Act." 10 sulnit, Mr. Chairman, that this language should be

Lightened up.

Just as S. 2801 would 'Aare what we believe could be too much discretion

In the hands of the Secretary or IAA, its language would leave too much to the

discretion of local school officials who, in some cases, have been in violation

of the law and who reportedly have seriously misused /SEA Title I funds. We do

not believe that the bill makes sufficiently clear the procedures which will be

fol./owed in assessing compliance Gy a school system with the terms of ins deseg-

r. gotten project Cnce In has Fp the scrrelOrY.
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In light of car concerns about the implicit discretion envisioned in the

Administration bill, Mr. Chairman, we should like to make a couple of suggestions.

We believe that the bill should require the Department to spell out some standard

of progress against which to measure the implementation of a school system's

integration plan. Interested persons cutside of government should be aware of tie

criteria which will be used in Judging a proposal nnd how it will be monitored and

resieived. Similarly, local school officials should know the criteria by which the

Department wili measure applications for assistance and how they will be reviewed

for compliance with the provisions of the applications.

These concerns lead us to the conclusion that the Office for Civil Rights,

the Title El compliance agency for HEW, should be intimately' involved in the com-

pliance review process and in approving applications for aid. S. NIO. would place

the administration of the program it authorizes in the Office of the Secretary.

Thr involvernunt of the Office for Civil Nights could not be inconsistent with this

since that agency is located in the Office of the Secretary. The Office for Civil

Nights is core familiar with school desegregation compliance than any agency in the

federal government. We believe strongly that the Secretary of KEW should draw

extensively upon this resource in administering the new law. Compliance under

S. 3/f3 rill be of prime importance if the purposes of the Act are to he seri.d.

We believe Olin subcommittee should consid, legislative language or a strong

recommeTdAion in its report to the effect that the Office for Civil Rights should

be responsible wholly or in part for the administration of the program authorired

by S. 0113.

are concerned about the absence on any proiision ir the bill requiring

public disclosure or the formation of local cultirecial eonrunity advisory connitteeS

lo consult on the types of programs to be funded. developed and implemented. Nothing

In the Act requires I school board io reveal t, the community the uses to which it

is putting Its funds. Only in the rase of projects designed to compensate for

racial isolation is I school system iv,' required to show that funds under the Act

are resulting in an increased per pupil expenditure.

Expe ri (nee teaches as that if a progrm of this sort Is to work, it must

be closely monitored. both by the 1.-.derat getrnmont and by the community in which

II takes place. This bill does not mleqslely r,Ovidr for either.

530
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We recommend, Mr. Chairman, that the Subcommittee consider inclusion of a

a requirement for community participation -- on a multiracial basis -- in the

development and implementation 01 projects funded under this Art. Since the

purpose of the Act is to promote school integration. we believe it is altogether

appropriate to suggest that there also be multiracial involvement of students

either on the community committees or on separate committee, to be consulted in

planning for school desegregation. We know this Subcommittee has heard testimony

about the kinds of activities considered important by younystors going through

the integration prncess. Without their involvement, integration can be needlessly

impeded by oversights and insensitive decisions.

Mr. Chairman, xe hale no intention of submitting to this subcommittee a

"laundry list" of he type, of artivittes which could br eligible fee

assistance under legislation such as that which you are considering. The fart is

that we are really ,jrnid ng for ansmrs in s,hmol integration. The answer in one

commtinity Ls not necessarily the ans,pr in another. Oat works here will not

always work there. For that reason, flexibility is essential, We believe Congress

should mart a bill cenl aining as many of the various tools as possible needed to

bring abmut school integration -- not just desegregation, in the sense that that

term rag r,F, minimum legal requirement, -- but true integrated quality r.A,ralion.

The UT should. an se suggested, authorize a demonstration section en

educational parks. It should also assist otter integration tools, sore of which

are rtnticmcd in If` bill--reductimn of tilchTr-pupil ratios, training and ritraining

of Lacher;, development of now teaching techniques and teaching matrrials reflecting

more accurately the great contrihutioms of minorities to our history and rulture,

hiring of community 016,5 and teacher aides, vsistence for transportation costs.

expert conmultation on reorgani rations of grade slruttures of schools or school

pairings to facilitate tbsogregotion and the ran, olhrr, diverse Icri,iiirc which

can be uSod to promote Integration and in so doing help to bring about a barter

quality of educelicm.

The prcvisos, ,hirb the Senate /idet to the school desegregation assistance

item In the fist-11 1971 education twreqriationt measure H. M. l,dtlbi rFi,rr,rnt
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examples of the kind of safeguards needed to assure that funds authorized by

Icigislation such as S. 5883 mould be expended for the purposes intend-d. Out

more is needed in the way of safeguards spsl/rd out in Departmental regulations

and perhaps enumerated in the committee report. Exteriencr under the Title Vi

school desegregation program as well as the Title 1 ESL; program has shown that

regulations mutt he specific and explicit or they will not be effective. Unless

such regulations are promulgated and itrictly enforced by the Administration,

are fearful funds authorized by this Act may he sport (or purposes Odd, might

have the efloct of retarding rather than prompting school integr,tion.

belleve exiwri,nce gained in allocating, spending and monitoring

the $75 million appropriated as port of the fiscal 1971 education ai, ropriations

hill will provide an opportunity to ascertain more ,lefinitely the kind of safe-

guards which sill he needed to assure the funds authorized op S. 311E13 are properly

spent.

We have one additional rcnoorn about this bill, ',fr. Chairman. Where does

the Admioistration plan to obtain the $1.5 billion It has pledg,d for this program?

The members of this committer are moll aware of the gap between authorizations and

appropriations for education programs- You are, lilewiss, aware of the President's

vets of one appropriation hill b' -cause of the oducation funding levels and the

threareArd veto 1* this year's 'ducal ion appropriation bill,

The AFL -f10 mould hope that this l'0.1.5 billion would be "n-u" money -- not

funds diverted from other social programs. Further, me do not want lo srr a nem

program enacted that will end up Cr- ^pting with other under- funded and equally

needed -- education legislation.

'in. Chairman, MS we stated at the outset o: this testimony, the All.-00 NOS

long boon deeply co,werned about thr segregation, discrimination and racial isola-

tion which exist is the school systems of America. 'such conditions are depriving

Americo... youngsters of thr right to an equal Cu' ,lallonal otpartunity, and they

cannot be tolerated. The nation has moved a long way strce the upr,me Court held

that s..parate schools are inher,ntly unequal; um, have a long may to go. he see

tills bill '- If troporty mmrldrd to ih.Oi Ill ONjOCSiSCS will 14, OrNifl,A

vehlrle fnr 1,,,,IccAtin) cur r,,,,rrOS ilir,1 root Ira ling toward true equal

cl,icattonat opportunity, II goal whirh still Of lb WI, eft rr thm

Supreme Curl pointed th. may in 197,1.

532
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE AFL-CIO EXECUTIVE COUNCIL ON TOE EMERGENCY
SCHOOL AID ACT, AUGUST 3. 1970, CHICAGO, Iii,

Nowhere has the Nixon Adn: list ration's equivocal attitude toward gducation
been more nakedly revealed than in the Emergency School Aid All wde!' it has
submitted to .ongress ostensibly to facilitate the process of school desegregation.

The AFL-CIO has never wavered in its support for school desegregation. The
founding convention of the AFL-CIO expres:ed its support for the Supreme
Court deeisiol of 1031 which outlawed segregation in the nation's schools. ID
1903, the AFL-CIO extended its concern to declare that "de farro segregat
is no more morally defensible than segregatic i arising out of the law."

With the stated purposes of the Emergency School Aid Act then the AFL-CIO
is thoroughly in accord. We are nevertheless convinced that in its present form
the bill could very w..11 result in delaying rather than speeding. school segregation.

We are particularly concerned that the bill provides, in the Illocution of funds.
for a school district to double count its minority children and thereby presum-
ably onalify for additional funds if it is carrying out a plan of desegregation
pursuant to a final order of a United States court or if it is desegregating under
requirements of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act.

This provision rewards lawlessness and recalcitrance. States wiYit school
systems which continue their ecilance of the Supreme Court decision of 1951
until they are forced by federal court order or the Department of Health. Eglima-
lion and Welfare to desegregate, would receive a disproportionate share of the
funds.

The Administration bill further compounds the injustice by making the (buddy
count provision retroactive for two years. If there were any justification for
bonus funding, It would be in the case of those school districts which 1,e..r.;gn
early with the process of desegregation, either as a result of court action or as
a voluntary matter. However, we would urge the elimination of the double (mint
altogether.

Se a-e further concerned about that portion of the bill which provides for
"interracial educational programs or projects involving the joint participation
of minority group and nonquinority group children attending different ,cliools.-
We thoroughly agree that in a situation where inaningful integration is alto-
gether impractical, there is g need for special priori., to compensate i r the racial
isolation. What we find wrong with this section of thy. Administration's bill is
not Its intent, but the terms under which a school district may qualify. Ender
the present language of the bill, any school district having as few as 10,0o0
children could argue that racially isolated schools were unavoidable f.gel that
they should use Their Emergency School All finis not to establish integrated
schools but instead to develop projects to overcome the Illocallion:11 disadvan-
tages of their being segregated. Few Mlles in America woulgl is' unable to qualify
under this criterion.

This provision of the bill. like the double count provision. appears to he
designed to frustrate efforts at desegregation rather than to encourage theta.

In general, the bill leaves far too much In the :minis of local scbool officials who.
in many cases, have defied the law am! who reportedly have already seriously
misused funds appropriated under the Elementary and Seeondary Education
Act. Thc; hilt also gives far too mulch discretion to the Secretary of Ilealtb, Edu
cation. nail Welfare, leaving ellethlrrl of tine funds to l'. distributed as lie secs
fit, 'Experience teaches us that if a program of this sort is to wo,k. it must by
closely monitored. loth by the federal government and by the (11/111n1111HY
which it lakes place. This bill does not adequately provide for either of these.

We urge the Congress to make the substntial thong,: In the Emergency
School Aid Act which would fulfill the hill's stated purposes. Those purposes
we fully support and we urge positive action by Congress to luring them altoot.
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D.S. SF ATE,
COMMITTELI ON THE JUDICIARY,

Washington, D.C., July 2,1970.
Hon. Cr./moil Nn PELL,
Chairman. Senate Subcommittee on Education, U.S. Senate, Washington, O.C.

DEAR CLAIBORNE: I am sending you copy of a statement made by Mrs. J. B.
Hagler in behalf of the Maxton City Board of Education on H.R. 17S46. I would
certainly appreciate it if you would print Mrs. Hagler's statement in the Senate
hearings on this subject.

With kindest regard, I am
Sincerely yours,

SAM J ER1.174, Jr.
Enclosure

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MRS. J. B. IIkonert ow BEHALF OF THE MANTON CITY BOARD
OF EDUCATION, MANTON, N.C.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee on Education, I appreciate
the opportunity to appear before You today in the interest of House BP! Se.
17840 and to urge you to do everything passible to expedite passage of this vital
and much-needed legislation. I opresent an area which by tradition has been
proud of its quality of education, Much of our community life is centered in the
life of our schools.

Today in Maxtor], North Carolina, we are confronted with educational prob-
lems which could be solved n a large measure by passage of this proposed legisla-
tion. When I read President Nixon's policy statement on March 24th and his
message to Congress on May 21st, I felt that he surely must have had Maxton in
mind. Maxton is a snial, emnn unity located in Robeson County in southeastern
North Carolina. Our town is shunted halfway between two large cities, Charlotte
and Wilmington. For many years, agriculture has been the main source of
income for the majority of our people.

Acccrding to the leGO census. the Maxim Township population was 5,20,, with
1,757 persons living in the corporate town limits. Of 1,523 children, a total of
1,28,: wen: economically deprived. The Maxton School id;strlct serves the entire
Township.

For the 1970-71 school term, the Maxton City Schools will have an enrollment
of 1.6:30 students. A racial breakklewn of this figure is as follows :

Black Indian White Total

Elementary I to 8 543 34l 769 1,153
High school 9 to 12 216 lit 140 477

%lat. 759 4E2 409 1,632

Our critical proldeni this past school year was housing. In May 1969, a
ten-et..ssroom high school building was totally destroyed by fire. Following
11.,: rim eight temporary wooden structures were erected adjacent to he retnain
ing nearly :at-year old high school building to serve as academic classrooms. Dur-
ing trip Past SelDT,1 INTO, rest room fat Hides, hallwayS, and a cafeteria designed

41 students. were greatly overtaxed by the 41.0 students which they had to
am:minipill:ate. The school system in Mr, titan is financed at follows:

Current EN I 4'11 Qe Budget 1 Stato---Ssi,, Local Sq ; Federal-7c',
For the 1117.)-71 school yea r, our schools will be eotaplet dy integrated ac :ding

to a plan submitted and approved by the Department of Health, Erbacatioa, and
Welfare. All grades 1-12 and all faculties will be racially mixed. One of the
recent requirements of HEIV is thr no student living within the Maxton Toivn
ship boundary lines may :attend sehoo in It boson County or vice versa. As it result
or this ruling, we will have approximately 200 additional students for which to
prock,e hooting this fall.

Most of these additional students are Lurnbee Indians, who are justifiably
proud of their racial background. 'Hwy have attended r irrettated schools pros Hal
by the county system for ninny yeaas. Needless to say, they am reluct,nt to leave
these schools and are resentful of announced plans for forced integration.
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One of the results of our problems with desegregation and with totally inade-
quate facilities is a loss of experienced personnel. Several of our teachers have
resigned this spring, giving as their reason the desire to teach in schools with
Netter facilities that we have.

The .nost pressing problem in our community today is that of adequate housing
for our present and expected enrollment. First of all, our foremost ne....1 is for
a new higi school building designed for educational effectiveness for all of our
students In addition, we need funds to carry out some necessary improvements to
existing facilities in order to upgrade them for new programs of learning which
see hci,e to be able to Provide for the very best education for every child who
attends school In Maxim].

We need to expand and improve our curriculum, as well as cur methods of
teaching. This would include offering more occupational courses of study for our
high school students. In recent Ye:rs. several natMnallyknown industrial free
have located plants in this area. These new plants haie provided many new
job opportunities for our young people.

Federal fund. s for occupational courses are available on a matching bask
However, a small unit such as our does not have the money necessary to meet
the requirements for these funds. We would very much like to lie able to provide
additional occupational programs to enable cur high school graduates to Leconte
successful in life, whether they attend college, technical school, or enter the busi
ness world, without continuing their higher education.

Another vital need is that of more specialty teachers on the elementary level.
As knowledge increases, and I believe the rate at the present time is that all knowl-
edge doubles every eight to ten years, we cannot expect our hitchers to keep rep
with this increased knowledge and deal with desegregation problems all al ti,
same time. We need special teachers in subject matter areas to give assistance to
our elementary, as well as our high school teachers.

In September of this year, ice are planning to implement a new progrnni of
team teaching in grades one through six. This new method of leaching Is one
that requires much planning on the part of the teachers involved. It is ito,.1
difficult for teachers to function in li.e classroom all day and then have to
spend additional time in planning tt e next day's work, pins et;ililiting the
one just completed. We Iced specialty teachers and semi - professional personnel
to free the classroom teachers so they can speed more time on the Important
Witter of education.

Equipment, teaching aids, and instructional materials to help our teachers
present Information In a better and more effective v..ay are other needs rating our
school personnel at this time.

The area of guidance and counseling is one of utmost importanee in the
process of desegregation of our schools. Students in a desegrer,ated school
find themselves In situations that cause fru.stration, anger. resentment, suspicion,
and other personal and distressing emotions. Much of the time these titutleuts
do not understand what really makes them feel as they do and often they have
novella reason for the above mentioned (motions

In our district. son have barely .scratched the surface of guidance anti testing
programs. We need to go further in this area, but our real need is for counselors
who can understand and relate to students of all races in such a way as to
case tensions In the individual student. This counseling should be compre
hensive and should include counseling with parents and guardians, so they
can understand the problems if their children who arc trying to learn In a
desegregated ens ironment.

Salary supplements for ear local unit are also eroded in triter to attract
and hold top grade no perieneell teachers. Within the combined ',pool syslenio
tinder desegregation pines. the number of suis.rvkors And admilibirative posb
hens is often decreased. This mean. that ninny capable pruple tire left uphold
mployment or else they mnst lake a salary I tit in a lov,er payita:

I would like to s ^e a provision in this bill wlicreb,v local s. tool boards malt,'
silisplement diaries In order I., 111,I;111 fnrrurr ilay wales nmt the rely retain
the valuable services ofmanycvierieni ,11

As we nre able tin SN ore now and more .o.p111,114 atm' hillbillies a 101 :1.1.MP-int
equipment, we will easel I. imp,oVo 'r it e ntiit,i Il( aro] jinitorbil sr ti errs
with salsrMs that will attract and L < <tri 1,,r,,:nel slut are traird it to proI
these scrvIcl.. With jobs available el>osshero at higher it has been
practIcaliy Impossible to keep competent maintenance and janitorial help. If
funds were available, these workers would rot be embed ty similar higher
paying positions after having been trained Another aria of concern is 11111

t;rjt;
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of providing co-curricular activities for our students. In a small high school
like ours, these activities consume a great deal of the teachers valuable time.
This time is needed in adjusting to an integrated situation, in trying to plan so
that each student will be reached in the learning process, and it striving to
improve techniques for the slow learners. This means that their tir is t .xed to
the limit. ifere we find one of the inatly areas where the em Jyment of o
teacher's aid or some semi - professional could be used to alit, . teachers to
devote more time to actual teaching.

In addition, we need funds to support these co-curricular activities. At the
present time, there are no funds to finance such programs other than fees
charged to students, as members of a particular organization or activity,
and in the east, of the athletic program where entrance fees are charged to
students and adults.

Funds for In-Service Training are also needed in a serious effort to offer
additional educational opportunities for our teachers and other personnel. These
courses would be offered to improve the effectiveness of our instructional staff.
If we are to offer better education for our boys and girls. we must provide for
our teachers to increase their knowledge.

Passage of this bill would aid many schools which face the same problems
caused by desegregation that Marton is wrestling with right now. This appeal
is being made to your Committee in the hopes that sonic of our many needs and
those of other school districts may be met in order to carry out desegregation
more expediently and more effectively.

in Marton, our greatest need is for a new high school building. I sincerely
hope that you will recommend that the funds to be made available by this
Proposed legislation he spent for permanent construction. Elsewhere in my pres-
entation. I have tried to give oar problems in regard to facilities. No program to
improve a learning situation in our schools can be effective without facilities
to carry out that program or those enumerated by the President. There is no
point In having a plan to improve instruction and curriculum unless there is
first an adequate building in which to carry out these plans. Permanent eon-
:,trnction is our first and foremost need.

In addition to improving the teaching situation and offering space for
expanded areas of learning. money spent on permanent construction can he
witnessed by the entire community as tangible evidence of improved educational
efforts and would arouse a feeling of pride and cooperation on the part of all
three races.

I sincerely hope that your Committee can nronose that this legislation give
the local school hoard the privilege and responsibility of spending this money
as it best fits the need of its community. It is imperative that this money,
especially the Emergency School Aid Act fond. be made available to local units
in the shortest time possible, with a minimum of restrictions and I ime-eonsuming
red tape. There Is a dire need foe tills money and the need Is not tomorrow, it
is now.

It is important that this money come directly to the local unit. Sometimes
when money Is appropriated by Congress, It has to go through a number of
detei,tments and cash agency places its own interpretation on what Congress
meant. fly the time It gets to the local 'unit. it Is neither what Congress intendol,
nor 'loos it fit the !oral need.

Lownl f,'Imnl begird members and superintendents have lived with nrui will
tr,altinlle to live with these problems canned or aocentimted by desegregation.

stroug13 recommend lhat their tianwlesige and (.-K pet-loner ire edlled upon to
!win draw lip the griblel:dc!, used to implement this bill.

If we are given the pdvilegc of spending this money. we will elnilly accept
the responsibility for spending It wisely. While our needs In solving the problems

rlesecregaltrni in our district mar have something in common with
other sch,o1 our method of meeting these needs slay and should to
different frown tho,e .d other districts.

We have a ,:lsod our a reldteot. Iteginald McVicker, of the firm 0f Jordan.
Snowrbei and NW:10;er. It, prepare a statement conectring the building pro-
gram we need in solve our urnidcms. This Is It-winded in the printed ff.ples
of this t,liroonv and I would like 1,, ask that y(01 cil0 cons'derition In your
1111..r...t1,q1,. There are also included phoforrnth, of our present high s,linol
itc. showing the oil building and the temporary wooden strortores. Von will
ee from These plotogrtplos our dire no-1 for is rnianent construction.

hr eln -Ing, I ,volild like to quote what President Nixon said in his Mcs,14-0
to Congress last month :

f
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"The tensic es and difficulties of a time of great social change require us to
take actions t aat move beyond the daily debate. This legislation is a first major
step in that es 3entlal direction.

The educat on of each of our ehildren affects us all. Time lost in the educa-
tional proves: may never be recovered. I urge that this measure be enacted
on speedily, t ecause the needs to which it is addressed are uniquely and com-
pellingly land of the present moment."

I would Ilka to thane this committee most sincerely for allowing me to ap-
pear before you in behalf of the National School Board Association and the
State School ',lard Association of North Carolina.

JORDAN, SNOWDEN & McNicxea,
ARCH ITEMS F,s; &INFERS,

La urinburg, N.C., June 9, 1970.
Re Building Program, Maxton City Schools.
Mr. DAVID M. SINGLES,
Superintendent, 21foston City Schools,
Ma eau., N.C.

DEAR MR. Smcbrar; Having completed a Preliminary Study of the proposed
facility requirements for the Maxte , City School System we are enclosing a
copy of a proposed budget for your consideratich

These cost projections are based on current construction market conditions
and are presented in a comprehensive budgeting format similar to the Rn
gineering Data Supplement used by the Department of Housing and Urban
Development.

It you need more information, please contact us at anytime.
Yours very truly,

J. REGINALD MCVICKER, Jr., MA.
Enclosure.

FACILITIES SURVEYMAXTON CITY SCHOOLS, HIGH SCHOOL BUILDING

I.Enroilment 1970-71,177]

Classrooms Permanent Templary Mobile

Academic 6 10
Business education 1

Science
Special education 15

Told 10

Food scrvicc: Dining arca. 1.025 sq. ft. Recommended seating leer shift-100.
Use=enrollment X .80; 477+272=749 X .80=000=six shifts. Increases in he
Junior High or High School level usage will result in seven shift, 2!2 to 3 hours.
serving operation.

Science (tvarocan.-938 sq. ft. Recommended student load-30=150 students
per five period day=cnrollment accommodation of 31.5% for Science Lab
facilities.

L;Grerp.-1.322 sq. ft. Seating accomoKlal km, 90. IteiHnirnmcnried for High School
Enrollment, 471,--15 s cat S, Recommended for Combined Enrollment. 749= ion nests.

tdminiatralion. -570 sq. ft. Present staff, 7. Recommended area, 1,411) sq. ft.
Srilitarp --Enrollment. 477.

11,1-num NC.
Present F1,17-,t,;,g Code

Boys:
Wile? closets. 1

Urinals 1 t
lareof.es .. ... . ...... . . . ................ ... I S

Cals.
WEAr close!, IO 6
laatories S

....11161111.1111.41
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Physical ylant.-2 Story-25,900 sq. fl. Built 1924, consists of exterior masonry
walls, wood fi aming for roof, walls and floors. Would be presently classed as type
V ordinary construction, type C occupancy. Existing building exceeds present
N. C. Building Code allowable area for type V ordinary construction by 2507,

1. Present allowable area 2 story.----10,000 sq. ft.
2. Required Exit stairs are of wood construction innd in violation of N. C. Code

Sect. 115.7, requiring that smoke tower and stairs be of noncombustible material.

Part 1. Nets, high school program
A. Space requirements:

Classrooms; Square fce:
14 Academic g 768; 2 science n 1,152; F special use fit 576____ 14, 208

Vocational training, career skills : Shops, storage, classrooms ( 2) _ 4,032
Library, resource center : 12.000 volumes, 75 seats
'Multipurpose area : Dining, physical education, group assembly__ 43, 700%)

Adminis. 'ration : Offices, health room, teacher's lounge, storage__ 1,5:10

Total assigned area 28, 076
Unassigned area : Mechanical equipmert, toilets, lockers, dressing,

general storage, circulation, covered walks 9,960

Total project area 38, 036

Part 1.Elementary program (R. B. Dcan school)
Square feet

A. Space requirements: Classrooms, S 64 1,000 total assigned area 8, 000
B. Total project area :

high school program 3.8,036
Elementary program 8,000

Total 40,036

PART 11TOTAL PROJECT COST FSTIMATE

High school R. B. Clean

A. Building $685,000 6141,000
0

One improvements 15, 000 5,000
Utilities 12.000 2.000
Contingency, 5 percent 35,600 7.50
Movable equipment 70,000 15.000

Total 117,600 173.500

B. Ai,hitestural,iengineering services:
Fees 55,600 14.405
Surveys, borings, tests 2,000 500

Total 57.600- -----14.993

C. Project administration:
Lelal and administration 13.700 6,900
Interest during construction 53, 300 7.500
Cosernment hod eGense 6,0'r3 1.000
Contingency. 5 percent 47.500 10,300

D. Total project cost 997, 700 217,10 0

Part 111--L,nd Gram i.fition

000 acres recommendod, land, legal fees, contingency $r7,0, 000

Part /V.Summary
High school program $997, 700
Loral CO, 000

Total 1,067,1,007,700
It. B. Dean Additli 217, 100---

Total program budget 1, 281, 800
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"Alfrtifeb Zit:ties Zerrale
COMMITlEEON THE JUDICIARY

JO.. H. 1101,111 mi WASHINGTOt!. D.C. 20510
CMILICOuNS, AND 17111 MALL,.

June 10, 1970

Honorable Claiborne tell
Chairman
Senate Subcommittee on Education
United States Senate
Washington, D. C.

Deer Claiborne:

I understand that the Senate Subcommittee on Education
is holding hearings on S. 3883, the Emergency School Aid Act
of 1970.

I have received a letter from the Superintendent of
the Robeson County school. in North Carolina. Because of its
large percentage of Indian children, Robeson County occupies
a very unique position with regard to desegregation of its
black and white public schools. Therefore, because of his
great experience in dealing with these difficult problems, I
feel that Superintendent Allen is well qualified to give advice
to the Subcommittee on S. 3883. I would appreciate it if you
would print his letter in the hearing record. Additionally,
I feel that he would be a very useful witness for the Subcom-
mittee if there is time available. If not, I shall ask )r.
Allen to submit en additional detailed statement for your
hearing record.

With kindest regards, I am

SJE:rsp
Enclosure

Sincerely yours,

SAob."10%

Sam 3. Ervin, Jr.
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The Honorable Sam J. Ervin, Jr.
United States Senate
Washington, D. C.

Dear Senator Ervin!

77"-
June 3, le70

IL JUN ti 1o7.)

Li

7. J. W3.1.17.111

W. ALII[NT NcCORNIC.C.N.
owl-Am0 N. C.

TNLOIMAN ANDC.NON
1101......0 N. C.

There is now a matter before Congress in which we are tremendously
interested, and that is the request made by the President for funds to
aid school districts finding themselves in extremely difficult positions
in desegregation. I believe that the President's message is recorded in
Document 91-341 from a message sent to Congress on Hay PI, 1970, and is
under consideration by eomnittee this week.

As we have stated in previous correspondence, we believt that Robeson
County, with its unique desegregation problems, could match any county in
the nation as to needs in solving our desegregation problems. Then we
would like to state that we certainly hope that this money could be used
realistically in aiding school districts in desegregation at the local
level. I believe that the only realistic and tangible aid at the grass
roots level that we can sea is for us to be able to show to all people
involved under our desegregation program that there will be some tangible
advantages and not all disadvantages, this meaning that where better and
improved facilities are needed, these funds should be allowed to be spent
for new or improved facilities, such as classrooms, shops, laboratories,
etc., and also for programs for school systems which have not been able
to have them .uring their period of segregation. Por example, where
schools have not been able to have s good vocational program, ore hundred
percent aid in the establishment of arch a program would be realistic help,
or it the extra-curricular areas, where schools have not been able to have
bands or rude, than one hundred percent aid to allow these schools to have
Some of these extras in the desegregated situation would be realistic and
tangible aid, or possibly extra teachers to reduce teacher load. These are
only example' that I sight mention.

We ceai sly hope that if any of these moneys can be made available,
they will .ct become bogged down through some requirement for innovative
sociological experiments, as what might be innovative in one school system
I. established policy in another. We also teal that these funds should be
made in the form of sone kind of direct grant to eliminate as much middle-
man bureaucratic red tape ae possible from both the federal and state
levels. Kany federal funds now are so tied up with rules and regulations
and various office' to get through, not only at the federal but also at
the state level, that It is discouraging to attempt to get said funds.

510
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Tha Honorable Sam J. Ervin, Jr. Page 2

We certainly want to express again our tremendous interest in these
funds and make the above suggestions only from our thinking in the field.

With kindest personal regards.

Sincerely,

;1( . Allen,

CountyCounty Superintendent

YHA:ewro

P. S. We would be happy to appear in Washington before you or any group
to explain our need for these funds and our position, as stated above.

Y. H. A.

51
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June 9, 1970

Honorable Claiborne Pell
Chairman
Subcommittee on Education
Senate Labor and Public Welfare Committee
Washington, D. C.

My dear Senator:

I em sending you herewith copy of a letter dated June 4 that I
have received `..cm the Commissioner of Education in the State
of Florida, Honorable Floyd T. Christian, relative to S. 3863,
known as the "Emergency School Aid Act of 1970", which I em sure
you will find self explanatory.

I should appreciate greatly your consideration of the recommendations
made in tr. Christian's letter relative to amending this legislation.
Your advising me of any final action taken on his suggestions will
also be appreciated.

Thanking you, and with kindest regards, I remain

Yours faithfully,

SLH/m
Encl.

SAND L. HOLLAND
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STATE OF FLORIDA
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

TALLAHASSEE 32304

June 4, 1970

Honorable Spessard L. Holland
Senate Office Building
Room 421

Washington, D. C.

Dear Senator Rolland:

I have been furnished a copy of a bill recently introduced in Congress
entitled, "Emergency Educational Assistance Act of 1970." I am
wholeheartedly in sympathy with the purposes to be served by this legis-
lation; but, I have a concern on some of the provisions which I feel would
be detrimental to our effo-ts in Florida unless the bill can be amended
prior to paseage.

Section 5 of the Act designates those agencies that are to be eligible
for financial assistance. The various sections of this Act, particularly
Section (a)(3), indicate that this financial assistance will go directly
from the U. S. Office of Education to the local school districts and also
to private non-profit corporations. Since the State Educational Agenolea
are already guiding our local school boards in the proper utilization
of federal funds for education, I feel that this Act would be improved by
channeling the funds through the State Education Agency rather than direct
negotiation between the Office of Educatics and the local district. Unwar-

ranted and unnecessary duplication of services could easily result from
applications going to two sources. 1 am also paicicularly concerns' over
grants to private non - profit corporations as will be evidenced in later
comments in this letter.

Section 5 (c) apparently limits the utilization of these funds to agencies
in which the use of these funds would result in a net increase of the aggregate
operating expenditures. In the case of public local school district;, it is
possible that legislative mandates for millage limitation could result in
the decrease of per pupil expenditures. This would not be the case for a
private agency, particularly if the agency was recently incorporated. The

per p,p11 cost appears in a later section of this bill. The combination
of provisions could easily result in local public school districts being
ineligible for badly needed assistance, while a new noi-proff, corporation
that did not have the experience or the expertise to handle a project of this
nature be mrpletely eligible from the standpoint of their financial expen-
ditures per pupil.
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June 4, 1910

Section 7 of the proposed legislation M.21,,S provision for a State Education

Agency to be given a reasonable opportunity to offer recommend,tions "o the
applicant and to submit comments to the Secretary concerning any application

for assistance under this Act. As / stated earlier, I feel that it is a
mistake to channel resources of this nature directly to the local educational

agencies. The opportunity to take comments and suggestions has been tried
in connection with the ESEA Title III projects, ...nd has now been superceded
by 'banneling assistance throagh the State Education Agency. I would hope

that 'e could profit from this past experience and avoid the same error in
connection with this proposed

Congress should understand, and I am sure that you do, that each categorical
aid program requires administrative time on the part of both the local agency

or the state agency for the preparation of reporting techniques, supervision,
and handling the multirude of administrative details connected with the
expenditure of any sums of money. While this legislation does contain
prevision for certain special administrative activities (See Section 6 (i),
it completely overlooks the burdea of general administrative needs whit% all
school districts and state education agencies are increasingly hard pressed

to me:t. If Congress feels that it is unable to provide that a portion of
t*d. funds made available under this Act may be used for general administration
at the state or local agency, then it should at least provide that the general
administration activities required by this Act may be included as legitimate
costs in any of the other federal aid to education acts in which funds have
been made available to cover administrative costs.

I appreciate the opportunity to present my feelings on this legislation
and again let me urge my wholehearted support for the purposes to be served
but also my concern that we be permitted to dovetail it into existing proirams
In order to liaximize the benefits to the disadvantaged pupils we are trying

to reach.

Sincerely,

\-'. 449(/
Floyd T! Christian

FTC/s4
/
a
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June 18, 1970

onorsble Claiborne Pell
Chairman
Senate Subcommittee on Education
totted States Senate
Washington, D. C.

Pear Claiborne:

JUN 1 9 1970

I em sending you a copy of a letter which I have re-
ceived from Mr. R. Msx Abbott, Office of the Superintendent
of Public Instruction, State of North Caroline, regarding
S. 3883, the Emergency School Aid Act of 1970.

I know you are in the process of holding hearings
on this Indll and I would appreciate it if you would give
thoughtful consideration to Mr. Abbott's feeling that the State
Road of Education should sot be bypassed in planning activities
for school desegregation purposes under the bill. I would ap-
preciate it if you would print Mr. Abbott's letter in the hear-
ing record on S. 3853, and if you feel that he could supply you
with additional information or case to Washington to testify
before the subcommittee, please do not hesitate to let me know.

With kindest regards, I so

Sairsp
Enclosure

Sincerely yours,

Sam J. Ervin, Jr.
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Altair of Yortil Carolina
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June 10, 1970

Honorable Sam J. Ervin, Jr.
United States Senate
Washington, 0. C.

Dear Senator Ervin;

R. M.A..,
Av==.,

PI J. ElTA

PELErfERITI7

Members of the staff of the State Department of Public Instruction
have been reading with intense interest the publicity about the
President's proposal that the Congress appropriate funds for the
"Emergency School Aid Act of 1970" to give schools assistance in
accomplishing desegregation. While our staff is in favor of pro-
viding funds to aid the school administrative units in desegregating
the schools in fiscal 1972, 4g_arg_concerned_2bout the fact that the
monies 1111 be approved by HEW for local schoolaistrictsbip_a:s3175
the Stake_pLoptmentrlY(Wirte InTETVE117F71htre irdirai"tarolina
Ifate Peoartfient of 15067Til-nsti.Vallirra special assistant for Human
Relations wits a staff of two professional persons has been
cordinating activities in the local school administrative units
for the purpose of helping them in orderly desegregation of the
public schools, staffs, and students. Since this office has been
coordinating desegregation activities among the s0ool districts, the
Human Relations staff could contribute a great dial toward effective
use of these funds by coordinating activities among the school dis-
tricts which will submit projects to be approved and funded by HEW.

According to information available to the State Department of PAIR.
Instruction, activities which will qualify for funding are: special

administrative activities incident to implementing a plan for
desegregation or reduction of racial isolation; renovation of facilities;
inservice education for teachers; guidance programs; remedial programs;

curriculum materials; etc.

We believe that the State Department of Public Instruction under the
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Honorable Sam J. Evin, Jr.
Page 2
June 10, 1970

State Board of Education; should not be bypassed in planning these
very important activities for school desegregation purposes. Your

help in bringing this need to the attention of the Congress of the
United States will be appreciated.

Sincerely,

R. Max Abbott

RMA/jt
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June 17, 1970

JUN181970

Honorable Claiborne Fell
Chairman
Senate Subccamittee on Education
United States Senate
Washington, D. C.

Dear Cls ibornet

In continuation of sty letter to you of June 10,
I am sending yo.t art additional letter which I have received
tram Superitiendent Y. H. Allen of the Robeson County
Schools in North Carolina. I would appreciate it if you
would print this letter in the hearing record silo.

Additionally, I feel sure that Yr. Allen would
be willing to come up and testify if you feel his expertise
to needed for your s,bccrxmittee's investigation.

With kindest regards, I am

SJE :romp
Enclosure

Sincerely years,

Sea J. Ervin, Jr.
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,tune 15, 1970

The Honorable Sam J. Ervin, Jr.
United State! Senate
Washington, D. C.

Dear Senato; Ervin:

1

M.1.

W. mmmmm MeCOPIMCM. as
NOMkwil. M. C.

IMUMMAM 011011.00
Row... N. C.

In response to your letter of June 10, 1970 relative to the Emergency
School Aid Act of 1970, S. 3803, I am listing below further opinions rela-
tive to this Act. As stated in previous correspondence, I an speaking as
a superintendent who is in the process of carrying out a total dese;regatior
program where we have three races, black, white and Lambe. Indian, as veil
as being in en area with a high degree of economic deprivation. Therefore,

I do feel that I can speak from some in- the -field experience,

1. As stated in my correspondence of June 3, 1970, I believe that this
promosed Emergency Act is a necessity and is one of the most-needed appropria-
tions relative .o the public school. List has come before Consssn soars
time. HowJver, as a practicing school administrator deeply

desegregation, I do strongly bailey* that any such program approved
by Congress should be on the basis of giving realistic and tangible aid -
that which Is needed in the particular school system and which will meet
the particular needs as determined by the local school people in helping
that to bridge the Pitfalls we fact in school desegregation.

2. Wc certainly hope that any act approved by Congress will do all
possible to remove or eliminate the middle-man bureaucratic red tape, both
at the federal and state levels. in getting these funds to the local school
districts. As stated in 411 earlier letter, many of the "rules and regula-
tions" es established in various offices, both at the state and federal level,
are as burdensome that the local school admirietrators sometimes find it lust
as easy to try to nol,e their problems without seeking such funds.

3. As we really get deeply involved in the actual desegregation of our
total school program, we find more and more that our school plant, were
built and located as segregated schools, and many do not fit into Jesegre-
gated patterns. Therefore, new funds are greatly needed for improved or new
facilities and equipment, svch as classrooms, shops, laboratories, etc.
Until such funds are made evaile,lt, I do not believe we wil, ever complete-
ly and properly des.gregate our schools. This is an area where the federal
government could be of great aid.

C. Ca would hope that am act approving auch funds would not have the
distribution of these funds based on sociological experiments but rather on
practical and proven programs befitting the local situation, as determined
by local people.
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S. We must be able to convince our people, whether black, white or
lumbee Indian, that there are advantages to their new desegregated schools,
and in order for us to do this, we must e able to provide improved, expanded
and new programs in the desegregated school, where in many cases, I am afraid,
due to plant size, location, etc., we are in fact actually doing the opposite
in our desegregation program. As stated in our earlier letter, this can ba
done only if we have the resources to show tangible results, both to students
and to our communities es a whole, by new vocational programs, new extra-
curricular arc's, and improved instructional facilities.

Again, we will be happy to prnvide any information that puld be helpful
to you or any members of Congress relative to this act, and may I state in
closing that I stroagly believe that if an act is passed that only skirts the
edge of meeting the needs of our deseiii-i.71771Throbiems and leaves realTeres
in favor of sociologicaltheories rather than accepted realities, those funds
would be of little value to the chi en actuill involved in the desegrega-
Mn process and in fact could e cetrimental to t e whole program. The gen-

eral public is in great reed of seeing more positive and constructive results
of desegregation, determined and carried out at the local level without the
shackles of governmental guidelines. I believe that school administrators

and boards of education are cpmmitted to and will carry out this desegregation
process, even in our more difficult areas, if given the opportunity under the
conditions as mentioned above.

YHA:ewm

Sincerely,

Y. E. Allen,
County Superintendent
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June 25, 1970

The Bon. Claiborne Pell, Chairman
Subcommittee on Education of the

Labor and Public Welfare Committee
Rm. 4228, New Senate Office Bldg.
U.S. Senate
Washington, D. C. 205I0

Dear Sonator Pell:

In connection with your Committee's hearings or, the desegregation provisions
of the Emergency School Aid At of 1970 (S. 3883), you may be interested in the
enclosed resolution adopted by the ALA Council at out 1870 Midwinter meeting.
This resolution is diddreStled only to those iriliCi.utions which are orgenfeed to
ci-convent the Law, It was transmitted to the governor° of the fifty Stateo, to
the Secretety of the Department of IOU, and to the Commissioner of Education.

We would appreciate it if you could make this statement part of the
official hearing record.

Cgibp

Enclosure

rr1

Sincerely,

ermaine Xrettek, Director
ALA Washington (Moe
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RESOLUTION

Library Service to Educational Institutions Established

to Circumvent Des'egreation Laws

(Adopted by ALA Council, :January 23, 1979

WHEREAS the United States Supreme Court of this lend has celled

for the desegregation of public schools by February 1, 1970, and

WHEREAS public, academic, and school libraries in areas where deseg-

regation hos been ordered are in some rases lending and in other eases

planning to lend materials to racist institutions conceived for the pur-

pose of circumventing the law of the land, and

WHEREAS such school administrators and many civil leaders In such

areas have in fact asked for active support from libraries because funding

for their schools and Inatltutlens is inadequate to provide for libraries o

and textbooks, and

WHEREAS the American Library Association is cognizant of the social

responsibilities of libraries serving the people of the United States and

is on record as being opposed to racism in any and all of its forms, there-

fore, be it

RESOLVED, That the libraries and /or librarians who do in fact through

either services or materials support any such racist institutions oe cen-

sured by the American Library Association.

The above resolution was adopted by the Bleck Caucus at Ps meetis.g on Wed-

nesday evening, January 2i, 1970, and orepared for presentation to and

cdoption by the third session of the Council of the Americas. Library Arso-

elation, January 23, 1970.
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STATE OF I 7 1 An KANSAS

oDepaidMi/di
LITTLE HOCK

August 5, 1970

The Honorable Claiborne Pell, Chairman
Senate Subcommittee on Education
4228 New Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Pell:

Assuming that President Nixon will sign into law or permit the
proposal to become law without his signature. I desire to submit my
thinking with regard to the possible use of whatever portion Arkansas
receives of the $75,000,000 granted by the Congress for those school
districts experiencing desegregation problems. I trust you will
make whatever use of this statement you desire if you believe it
pertinent to the implementation of the Act.

Arkansas has 215 biracial districts and it appears that 120
to 125 of these districts may qualify for assistance .nder the
Emergency Assistance Act. This number will be reduced if the federal
government restricts participants to those districts which have com-
plied with the Civil Eights Act subsequent to September 1, 1968.
Members of this staff have been advised in a meeting in Dallas that
districts which complied with the law prior to September 1, 1968,

veil, not be included on the eligible list. Presumably, the Adminis-
tration plane to take the position that districts which complied
prior to this date no longer have significant problems as defined
in the Act.

It is my understanding that the Act calls for the assistance to
be awarded local school districts directly by the U. S. Office of
Education through the Equal Educational Opportunities branch of that
office with such awards to be made after submission cf a project by
the local district, and that there will not be a definite allocation
made either to a state or to a district. It seems to me that this
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procedure makes use of two greatly undesirable features which are
unsound educationally. The ignoring of the state by federal repre-
sentatives in the area of educational practices, other than racial
discrimination, is uncalled for, and the system of awarding grants
directly on the basis of how well a local district can develop a
project is unfair to a large number of districts which do not have
personnel trained in the development of such projects. This, in fact.
di:criminates against districts which are both small and poor.

Purds appropriated through the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act of 1965 were used by the Civil Rights Division of the Department
of Health, Education and Welfare as a lever to force desegregation
of school districts. Seemingly these new funds are to be used as
a lever to force curricular a"a Ustructional programs to comply
with the thinking of the Equal Educational Opportunities arm of
DREW. Th3 former proved a desirable tool for accomplishing the aim
of the 1965 Act. I think the implications of the new Act are unsound
and unwarranted.

Unless a subatantial portion of the new funds is allocated
toward the upgrading of school plants, there is doubt in my mind
that programs of community involvement and curricular changes will
accomplish much toward making desegregation a smooth operation.

Housing is one of the most critical needc in making a smooth
transition from a dual school system to a unitary system. Moreover,
it Is my opinion that positive leadership of state departments of
education is critical in bringing about meaningful progress in this
most difficult task. Therefore, bypassing the potential of slate
departments of education is an error in judgment on the part of the
Congress and the Administration. May I add that the Arkansas Depart-
ment of Education has given positive leadership and support in efforts
of local districts to implement the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

The proposed terminal program makes it unwise for many districts
tq add personnel to a payroll whose salaries cannot be met after the
terminal period is over. The authorization for the Office of
Education to enter into contracts with organizations other than
school districts or departments of education could encourage militant
groups to become even more of a problem than at present.
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In-service training programs are definitely needed, but such
programs would be more successful as a part of the general educational
program in which all teachers are involved than as a separate program
for which certain teachers receive extra pay for attending meetings
in which highly paid out-of-state consultants do little more than
propagandise ideas of little educational value. Extra pay to an
employee has no appeal to me. It should not be necessary to spend
tax money lavishly for professional consultants in order to encourage
educational personnel to do their duty, and to assume their rightful
responsibilities.

Personnel in the Arkansas Department of Education will be
available to help local school districts in the dsvelopment of
projects designed to accomplish the aims of the Emergency Assistance
Act and will be pleased to do ao when called upon. We could be
more effective if we were in a position of decision making with
respect to project approval and grants for assistance.

Respectfully yours,

a<cf:1

1-c-r-.1.1.1
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June 25, 1970

Senator Claiborne Pell, Chairman
Suboorr.r attee en Educaticn
925 Oal Senate
Vnitel States Senate
War Li neon, D.C.

I,uor Senator Veil:

The Council of Chia; State School Officers meeting in Washington
last we ir discu sad the Er verc icy School Aid Act of 1970 (93e63). We
ash to call to your orient several provisions of the bill on which
'A e have questions in the it p, that our point of stet, may be reflected in
Committee action.

Setblon of the Acit.0 !pates those agencies that are to be
eligible for financial assistance. The various sections of this
Act, particularly Seaton (a) (3), indicate that Oils financial
assistance will go directly from the U. g. Office of Education to
the local school districts and may also go to private agencies,
Since the State Educitit ....al Agencies are clready guiding our
local school boards in the grope:. utilization of federal funds
for education, we feel that this Act would be improved by chan-
neling the funds thriogh tie State Education Agency rather than
direct negotiation be Loren the Office of Education and the local
district. linwarranied and artheceaszry duplication of services
could cosily result rom applications going to two sources. We
are also particulary conceived over grants to private agcncits
as will b2 evidencel in later comments in this letter.

Section 5 (c) apparently limits the utilizatio, of these funds to
agencies In which lie sac of these funds would result In a net
Increase of the ag...regate operating sq>endlturee. In the case
of public local eel col districts, It is possible that legislatie
mandates for mirage limitht on, ether budgetary problems, or
,emlination or rL organization of schools amid result ins net
decrease f per I upil expenditures. This would not 1.4 the case
for a private age icy, particularly ti the agency was rucenrly

c1 re
11)

t,.untr
1t.2 -Fetal:7
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incorporated. The combination of provisions could easily
result in local public school dtstriots being ineligible for badly
needed assistance, while a new non-profit corporation that did
not have the experience or the expertise to handle a project of
this nature might be completely eligible from the standpoint of
their financial expenditures per pupil.

Section 7 of tee proposed legislation snakes provision for a
State Education Agency to be given a reasonable opportunity
to offer recommendations to the applicant and to submit com-
ments to the Secretary concerning any application for assistance
under this Act. We believe that it is a mistake to channel re-
sources of this nature directly to the local educational agencies.
The opportunity to make comments and suggestions has been
tried in connection with the ESEA Title Ill projects, and has
now been superseded by channeling assistance through the
State Education Agency. We would hope that we could profit
from this past experience and avoid the same error In connec-
tion with this proposed Act.

We know that you recognize that each categorical aid program
requires administrative time on the part of both the local agency
or the state agency for the preparation of reporting techniques,
supervision, and handling the multitude of administrative details
connected with the expenditure of any sums of money. While
this legislation does contain provision for certain special admini-
strative details connected with the expenditsre of any sums of
money. While this legislation does contain provision for certain
epeeist administrative activities (See Section 6 fib It completely
overlooks the burden of general administrative needs which all
school districts and state education agencies are increasingly hard
prossed to meet. If Congress feels that ft Is unable to provide
that a portion of the funds made available under this Act may be
used for general administration at the state or local agency, than
it should at least provide that the general administrative activities
required by this Act may be Included as legitimate costs in any of
the otter federal aid to education acts in which funds have been made
available to cover administrative cods.

In general the Council members support the concepts and the purposes to
be served as expressed In this legislation. We are concerned, however, that
the legislation and subeequent guidelines and regulations be sufficiently flexi-
ble to permit dovetailing these programs with existing programs to maximize
benefits.

Yours sincerely,

n M.
Executive retary
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September 14, 1970

STATEMENT IN OPPOSITION TO THE
NATIONAL SCHOOL DESEGREGATION BILL, S. 4167

BY
CLARENoE MITCHELL, CHAIRMAN, LEGISLATIVE OOMMIITEE

LEADERSNIP CONFERENCE ON CIVIL RIGHTS

Ve oppose S. 41o7 because we believe it to be a blatant attack upon
the 14th Amendment right, of American school children.

Section 5 of the 14th Amendment gives to the Congress the right to
peso "appropriate legislation" to enforce the provisions of the Amendment.
The Supreme Court, in interpreting this section in Kateenbach v Norman,
has ccnfirmed that the Congress can confer rights under it that go beyond
thoto that can be affirmed by the courts in applying other provisions cf the
Amendment.

Unfortunately, the purpose of S. 4167 se not to expand right. under
Section 5, but the opposite to drastically restrict them. It would,

by cataloFwing rights and remedies in the field of school detegreption,
limit the options no, open to the courts in applying the Conotitotitn on

oast by case bads. This 'preach to Section 5 of the 14th Amendment was
specifically rejected in the majority opinion of the Supreme Court in the

EALtenbach case.

Chief among the objective, of the bill is to enshrine into Federal
lay, two of the most object tenable policies favored by the segregationists:
Cl) "freedom of choice" lee disguised somewhat as the right of a child to
transfer from a school in which he is in the majority to one in which he is

in the minority; and 177 neighborhood school policy so inflexible as to

prevent any real progress toward detegtegation.

There are other restrictive provisions that would undermine rights
ettsblished by court decisions.

Ms till prohibits cegregetiom based "solely" on race. Not only
doe; this open up the possibility of the uls of "track" Spite:mil and other
evasive wmthodo and the misuse of psychological and other types of t,xting,
etc., but it excludet from coverage sfaregetion based on color or national

origin. SpanishAmericsn students, among others, would not be protected.
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The bill is restricted in cc, -.rage to public schools. The so-called
private academies - toind in many instances to be operating under state
a.tion - would apparently be free to continue ths.,ir unconstitutional practices.

It provides as a ba;d., for judging constitutionality the "good faith"
of public school officials .n discharging their duties (to bc determined ss
a ratter] of foot by Federal District Court judges). This directly conflicts
with court decisions rejecting the good faith defense and determining
constitttioneity on the basis of results.

i.e believe that trim. 4iscusricn of provisions of the bill, though rot
exhaustive, is an adequate basis for Co.ress to reject it on ccnstitutlonal
grounds.

li-re is an additicGal practical reason why this 'ill should nrt become
law. Tha entire history of school desegregation since the Brom decision
has beer Larked by massive efforts of ovesian of court decisions, school
guidelirts and statutory enactments. These evasions have been dealt with,
albeit inadequately, 1y court decisions developing the law as applied to
concrete factual situations. To codify the law of deregregacion in the few
osges o[ S. 4167 would be to establis 1 rigid standards that woule be subject
to oirctpvention by those intent on defying the law, while denying to courts
their tqkditional flexibility to fashion remedies to meet the situations pith
which thvy are confronted.

$/,! believe acceptance of this bill would go a long way toward giving
Congrese.onal endorsement to the idea that true desegregation is not attainable
under °L. 7 democratic system.
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WASHINGTON/. 0 C. 20510

:July 2, 1970

Dr. R. Max Abbott
Assistant Superintendent
Department of Public Instruct:on
State of North Carolina
Raleigh, North Carolina 2;602

Dear Max:

I was glad to get your recent letter indicating your concern over
the ,ioseibility that the State Department of Public instruct:on mat be
by-passed it the administration of the President's program for special
desegregation school aid in Ncrth Carolina.

I am glad to have your comments on this subject and 1 share your
feeling that, since the Civil Rights Division of the Justice Department
is apparently going to hold state school authorities responsible for enforce-
ment of school desegregation in North Carolina, your department certainly
ought to have a voice in hrw ft..nds are used in solving desegregation pro-
blems.

1; you now know, the first $150 million of the special desegregation
money 'n-s been voted by the Senate as a part of the education oppropriatione
bill for the coming fiscal ye Sr. Since the House bill did not contain a similar
provision, however, this will be a conference Stern when the Senate-House
onferees meet on t'" bill in mid-July.

The remainder of the rnorey will have to be authorizt.i separately
by the Senate Labor and Public Welfa,e Committee and am going to send
a copy of your letter to that committee with a request for full consideration
of your position in the drafting of that measure.

With all best regards,

E :lob b

Sincerely,

B. Everett :ford', USS

560
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tune 10, 1970

The Holorabla B. Everett Jordan
United Sta,es Senate
Washington. U. C. 20515

C:.er Senator Jordan:

Members of the staff of the State Department of Public Instruction have
been reeding h..h intense interest the Publicity about the President's
proposal that the Congress appropriate funds for the "Emergency School
Aid Act of 1970" to give schools assistance in accomplishing desegregation.
While our staff is in favor of providing funds to aid the school adrjni-
s' -live units in desegregating the schools in fiscal 1972, we are conce.ted
about the fact that the mores will be approved by HEW for local school
districts bypassing the State Department of Public Instruction. In the

North Carolina State Department of Public Instruction, a special assistant
for Pumas Relations with a staff of two professional person; has teen
coordinating activities in the local school administr.tivr units for the
purpose of helpino them in orderly desegregation of the public schoo's,
staffs, and students. Since this office has been coordinating. desegregation
activities &mon; the school districts, the Human Relations staff could
contribute a great deal toward effective use of these funds by coordinating
activities among the school districts which sill submit projects to be
approved and funded by hEW.

According to information available to the State Department of Public
Instruction, activities which will qualify for funding are: special Odmini-
atrative activities incident to implementing A plan for desegregation or
reduction of racial Isolation; renovation of facilities; inierv1ce education
for teachers; guidance programs; remedial programs; curriculum materials;
etc.

We believe that the State Department of Public Instruction under the State

5(11

;Co
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Page

The Honorable 8. Everett Jordan
June 10, 1970

Board of Education should not be bypassed in planning these very im-
portant activities for school desegregation purpses. Your help in
bringing this need to the attention of the Congre;s of the United States
will be appreciated.

Sincerely,

RhAljt

bott
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V ee

June 29, l974,..9

Senator Pell U.S.S.
United States Senate
Weshingtor, D.C.

Dear Senator Pell,

This letter is in reference to Senete Bill 380.

Aa Mexican-American Educator ald Executive Corrattee

Member of Texans for the Educational Advercement of Mexican

Arericans (1.E.A.14.), I want t2 urge that the folloving two

items be included in Senate Bill 3883.

(1) That improvements and precisions be in-
cluded for the Edtcatioa of Mexican
Ar,ericanm.

(2) That XeXiCAA Americans be krought to the
hearing to testify on the problems con-
cerning the education of the Mexican
American.

Thanking you for pour consideration, I rem...1n

Sincerely,

53

Remigio L. Caret%
Principal
Burnet School
1.06 Barren

San Antonio, Texas
78200

?mistier
T.S.A
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MELT

1,
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 792C I

1

U. S. Senator Pell
U. S. Congresa
Washington, D. C.

Deer Senator:

June 29, 1970

Regardink, SI8B3 I deem it nighty ',portent
that the bill contain .pecific Envisions for the
advancement o' educations', opportunities ct the
Mexican Amaricenr. The bill contains many lauda-
tory aspects, wb:ch attempt to furtter educational
opportunities among the Black pcople, but in so
doing it can easily overlook the serious problems
we face in educational opportunities for Mexican
Americans. To furtber ti's objective I -trongly
recommend that during the opening heavin6J, Mex-
ican American educators go r'rsons krowledgeable
with the ,uoblems cf education, for the Mexican
AmeAcens be called upon during the open r.earinga
to give their testimony,

Thank you for your kind attention to tb's
matter.

HIM: tie
en

5C4

Sincerely,

Dr. Hubek J. Miller
Actirg President
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July 2, 19?0

Senator Clayb.,rne Pell
Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C.

RE: Sennte Bill 303

Bear Senator Pell:

I hare noted your interest in tr/Ing to provide
equal educational opportunities for all stud,,nts.
I especially admire your efforts In hastening school

boards to comply with federal guidelies regarding
the integration of schools.

I would ltke to ask you to include in your Bill
3E63 Improvements end provisions for the education of

Mexican-Arkricans,

As the Catholic chaplain at a predomIrantlY
Mexican- American college, I am very interested in
seeking help and am concerned for our students.
Could I ask you to include improvements and pro-
visions for Mexican-American students who are
desperately trying to acquire an education. I know
thtt you are aware of the fact that most school
districts do not use Title I funds to improve the
curriculum for th3 non-English speaking Xexican-
American child.

Thank you for considering this request and in
adding improvementr and provisiors for Rextean-
Americans in the field of education.

7tA/gz

r-or-.1o,1

Sint ly,

r. Achtel Allen,O.M./,
Cathc2t0 Chaplain at
Pan American College
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TUE BUSING MYTH: SEG ACADEMIES RUE MORE CHILDREN, AND FURTHERA
SGUIII TODAY REPORT

(By Leonard Levine and Kitty Griffith)

Leonard Levine is a graduate student in psychology at Georgia State Univer-
sity, Atlanta. He was press secretary for Maynard Jackson's Georgia campaign
for the U.S. Senate in 1963. Kitty Griffith Is assistant editor of Soutl Today.

Southern "segregation acedemire" are busing more of their students, and
busing them further, than are public schools in the region, a surrey for South
Today reveals. And some Deep South legislatures, whose members have deplored
busing of students to achicre integration, are beginning to encourage busing
for the academies.

A close comparison between busing in public schools and busing in the new
segregated private schools suggests these conclusions :

Desegregation plans approved by the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare have tended to reduce rather than increase busing in the South.

Many segregation academies are making no bones about their long-distance
transportation *stems, bragging that they are busing in students from sea eral
counties. One academy apparently buses some student.. 120 miles a day.

The academie:. which do not own buses sometimes encourage parents to join
together to purchase and operate buses.

Some state governments seem to be moving toward indirect subsidy of segrega-
tion academy busing.

These conclusions stand In sharp contrast to frequent statements on busing
hn recent weeks by Southern politicians. Some segregation-minded senators and
congressmen lately have directed their lire not mainly toward desegregation
as such but toward long-dist e nee busing. suggesting that such transportation
19 dangerous to the children and damaging to education.

In introducing his freedom -of -choice amendment to the Elementary and Sec-
ondary Education Act in February, ken. John Stennis of Mississippi said its
purpose was to provide freedom of choice and to bar "the busing of students
away from their community schools without toe consent of their parents." He
referred to the "merciless mandate" of a court which "takes a little girl and
sends her to the other side of town where she knows no one. . . ."

Gov. John McKeithen of Louisiana recently told the Louisiana State Sthoot
Board Association : "I will not allow my children to be bused ... to be treated
like cattle." In n fell page ad which. ran in newspapers and magazines across
the country McKeithen also stated: "HEW-inspired and court-approved plans
have requi-cd the busing of children 20 to 30 miles from their homes, when
neighborhood schools are within walking distance. Those precipitous and un-
warranted mamiates equate no jur, e to the welfare cf the child, the parent.
the teacher, or the survia al of public e, oration"

Former Alabama Gov. George %Vallee° said in January, "I Fay, and I've said
all along, that its against the law to bus children. The Civil Rights Act pro-
hibits it."

The facts disclosed in a survey of segregation academic suggest. however, that
many of those who cry loudest about the busing involved in Integration ;thins
have no fear or busing if it Is to maintain cearegatlon las !t traditionally has
done in the South).

TEN ACADEMIES

In tho South today survey. figures an pupil busing were obtal mil from 10
segregated Trifle schools in eight states (Eleven scheels were contacted; one
refused to provide information). The schools were chosen at random, end with
an effort to see that they wore. overall. a representative sampling of such schools.
They range from relatively stable end financially slrorg institutions, such as
Wade Hampton Academy in Oral:ph:mg. S. C , to schools with seemingly weaker
underpinning. such as the Aulauga County Private School Foundation in
Prattville. Ala.

A figure was obtained from each academy Indicating the percentage of stu-
dents rifting buses. These percentages then were Sr rcragefl. Similarly, figure was
obtained from each of the eight states indicating the rercentage of students
using publicly-provided buses, and these state percentages were averaged. On
this basis, the survey indicated that public sctools in the right states are busing
an average of 49.5 per cent m their pupils and the academies are busing an
average of 62 per cent.

fiCP
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(As a mathematical cross-check, the number of public school students bused in
the eight states also was totaled. A regional percentage was then calculated. Icy
this method it was determined that 48.315 per cent of all pupils enrolled in the
public schools of the eight states studied are bused. This figure correlates closely
with the 49.5 per cent calculated by averaging percentages of students bused Sn
each state.)

On the matter of number of miles bused :
Figures were obtained from 10 academies indicating the average number of

tulles traveled by bus for all hured, students. These averages then were averaged.
Similarly, clasely- calculated estimates were obtained from state education offi-
cials for the 1909-70 school year indicating the are, age number of miles traveled
by bus for all bused students. These averages were Aver.,.ged.

Public school students who are bused in Ai.bama travel an average of 11.5
rifles each way ; In Florida, 12; in Georgia, 10; in Louisiana, 13; in Mississippi,
In North Carolina, 4 ; in South Caralinn, 10 ; and in Virginia, 11.5.

On that basis, the figures Indicated that bused students in public schools are
traveling an average of If, 1 miles a day each way and bused students In segrega-
tion academies are traveling an average of 17,7 miles each way. Ihr3cd. pupils
`a the sample of segregation academies are traveling an average of 7.0 miles fur-
ther each way to and from school than are bused pupils of public schools in the
eighth states.

Further evidence for substantial segregated school busing comes from Atlanta
Journal reported Junk' Brown, who earlier this year visited 12 Georgia sem
gated academies. Mr.. Brown say:t ..,..tutienta from all 12 schools are bused varying
distances, ranging up to 50 miles one way at Holy bible School in Lamar County.
In Flint River Academy, tr Woodberry, Ga., students ride buses In from 13 coon.
ties. The academy's headmaster, Join Moore, has five buses, one of which he
keeps In Griffin, permanently, to handle students coming from that direction.

SCII0OL SUR mws

Tha. private school busing is an important, as well as expensive, proposition,
Is borne out by a number of legislative developments. The State of Louisiana, un-
der a 1938 Supreme Court ruling, has been providing money to bus all students,
public and private alike. The amount appropriated this year is $30 million. Since
50 per cent of Louisiana's students ride school buses, probably 70,000. or half the
thildren In the state's private school enrollment, ride buses. There are no avail-
able figures on how many of these students attend segregated schools, but since
mid-1909 there has been a sharp increase in the number of these schools.

Hills providing tax relief for private school transportation have been intro-
ci iced in at least three states during the past year. The c corgis and North Caro-
lina bills failed, but the Mississippi Legislature passed a bill which put private
schools on the same footing as public schools in the purchase of bus tags. Privase
schools are no longer required to purchase expensive commercial licenses in order
to ,perate buses. They now will enjoy the same privileged license tag status as
public school Ire nsportation cysterns.

07 TIEN DEVELCPENTS

Mrs. F ances l'auley, who is with IIEW's Office of Civil Rights In Atlanta,
reports seeing buses belonging to the lteimis Academy. a segregated school In
Learn 1, Miss. She thought it curious that, in painting the t uses grey. someone
forgot to cover the tops, which were, one might say, ''public school yellow."
Sor le parents in another Mississippi town, Gillsburg, nre so determined to avoid
nnsthing but token integration that they have for years operated a private line
of school busespainted white to carry their children to the Liberty, Miss
public schools, which a,. overwhelmingly white, and looted 15 miles away.
The' ices were finenced, driven. controlled and maintained by these parents.

Pr. T. F. Wannamsker, pre.ddent of the South Carolina Independent :school
APOclation, enjoys talking about the thoughtful group of parents on Hilton Item!
Island. who bought a plush, air- conditioned bus to carry their children in style
kiNi comfort the 120 robes round trip to and from the Beaufort Academy, in Hmu-
fort, S.C. The survey of segregation academies further suggests what many ob-
servers had Already concluded: that parents do not move their children from
put-lic to private schools Neat se of threats of increased busing. Not only is busing
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a way of life in private, segregated academies: it is in the segregated schools
where proportionately more busing is doge and for longer distances. Perhaps
there Is another reason why parents don't want their children in integrated
schools,

BUSING AND RACISM

That "opposition to all !asing as undesirable is clearly racist in nature" is the
conclusion which the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights roaches in a new publica-
tion entitled Racism in Amer/to and now To Conilalt It. 'Me study evplatns
that Negroes, in attempting to cope with de facto residential segregation "pro-
posed busing students from where they live to schools in other areas so as to
achieve racially mixed student bodies In each school." This action, the report
says, "evoked two Itest'le responses from many of the white parents whose chil-
dren xere concerned."

The report co itinues:
'The first was an even stronger defense of the neighborhood school principle.

This principle had originated mainly for convenience reasons, but now formed
a useful I list runle.lt for continued institutional subordination.

-The second was opposition to all busing of students as inherently undesirable
because of delays, child fatigue, added costs, and other ostensibly 'technical'
t ea sons."

In suggest irg that opposition to busing tends to be racist the commission notes
the high proportion of white students In rural areas, suburbs, and Catholic
Mg-ity school systems who have used buses for years without arousing such
complaints.

This argument is underlined by the fact that every day of the sclmol year in
America, 17 million children are bused to school and home again, and not just in
areas where there Is court-ordered desegrgatIon. As a matter of fact, court-or-
dered desegregation has tended to reduce, rather than increase the amount of
busing of students.

SEW AND BUSING

The recently.resigned Southeastern regional director of IIEW Paul nulling,
said In his resignation statement that "busing is not Involved in the vast majorItY
of Soythern school desegregation plans." lie added: 'Total busing mileage,
in fact, decreased in most Southern slates as desegregation takes place."

In an interview with the Noe YorA roma, Rutting gave further details. In a
survey of nil sch-tol district:. that had acnieved at least 12 per cent desegregation
In the five Southeastern states, In Ceorgin, Mississippi. and Tennessee, busing
mileage went down, while only in Florida and Alabama did it Increase or remain
stable.

nulling knew of only or, district in his region where busing had been "sub-
stantially" Increased In Clark Courtly. Ca., where school board officials vol-
untarily Instituted more busing than HEW demanded In order to spread the
Impact of desegregation more evenly...."

Busing, like law and order, has become an emotionally charged code word.
Y"t the facts indicate that the mere act of busing Is not the Issue. Segregationists
wIli continue to rail against the use of busing to rehleve desegregation while
quietly continuing, and oftentimes increasing, busing of students to maintain
the racial stafua quo.

Following are the percentages of pupils bused In each of the 10 "segregation
academies" sampled:

Perces t
Faith Christian School. Ramseur, N.0 07
EnfleId Academy. Whitakers. N.C. 75
Evangeline Academy, Villa Platte, lot 75
Kenston Forest Academy. Blackstone, Va. 70
Macon Academy, Tuskegee. Ala. 05
Antanga County Private School Fo inflation. Prattville. Ala. 03
Tallah tssee Christian School. Tallahasse. Fla. GO
Flint River Academy. Nroodbury. Gs 45
Indhanals Academy. Indian .la, Miss 40
Wade Hampton Academy. Orangeburg. S.C. 40

Average 62
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Following is the average number of miles traveled by bused pupils in the 10
"segregation academies" checked:
Enfield Academy, Whitakers, N.O. 35
Macon Academy, Tuskegee, Ala. 22
Flint River Academy, Woodbury, Ga. 20
Faith Christian School, Ramseur, N.C. 17
Indianola Academy, Indianola, Miss. 17
Kenston Forest Academy, Blackstone, Va. 17
Tallahassee Christian School, Tallahassee, Fla, )5
Wade Hampton Academy, Orangeburg, S.C. 15
Evangeline Academy, Villa Platte, La. S
Autauga County Private School Foundation, Prattville, Ala 8

Average 17.7

OFFICE OF THE 'VIRGIN ISLANDS REPRESENTATIVE TO WASHINGTON, DC.,
Wa,shtngton, D,C., July 17, 1970.

HOD. CLAIBORNE PELL,
Chairman, General Subcommittee on Education, Senate Committer on Labor

and Public Welfare, Noy Senate Building, Washington, D.C.
Attention of Mr. Stephen Wexler, Counsel.

DEAR Ma. ClIAIRItAN: Confirming the telephone eoacersatlon today between
your Mr. Wexler and Mr. Anderson of my staff, I wish to invite your attention
to S. 3683, the "Emergency School Aid Act of 1970".

In its present form, the bill applies only to the 50 States and the 1)1,triet of
Columbia. However, among the other U.S. jurisdictions where racial Isolation,
minority group children, and enviromnnts where the dominant language is
other than EnglishThe U.S. Virgin Islands stands as a prototype along with
Puerto Rico, Guam, American Samoa, and the Trust Territory of the Pacific
Islandsall as areas which are not included under the provisions of the bill.

It therefore would appear that the bill would be Improved by the refinement
of the term "State". Should it be the Intent of the Subcommittee to clearly extend
the provlsic.,s of the proposed Act to all areas where it is needed and would be
effective, the following language would include all jurisdictions with the poten-
tial of partKpating within its purview.

DEFINITIOJS

Su. D(f ). The term "State" means the fifty States, the District of Columbia.
Puerto RI^o, Guam, American Samoa, the Virgin Islands, and the Trust Territory
of the Pacific Islas Is.

The above definition is eypical (4 that used in many similar statutes in [Aura
tion legislation- from Elementary and S:condary through Higher Education.
For broader coverage, such as with reguktory legislation, the term usually
includes, "In addition to the several States, Puerto Rico, the District of Columbia
and the territories ant poesessfo Is of the Unite(' States."

At any rate, inclusion of an appropriate bellnition of 'State" would clearly
Hendry the Intent of C.rogress, minimize any inadvertent otersiglit. and climb
rite the subsequent expmse and energy which would be requlr,m1 to Include ft
jurisdiction by amending ft Public Law, The latter was the case with respect to
ttuati's inclusion In PL S9-1S2, the State Teclinhal Services Act. Pfor leen
monheaid .65,000 to Federal assistance fundslater, PL 83-771 uns finally
approved and I he over.*:ht was corrected.

Should you have any further questions regarding this matter, please let me
Meanwhile, remcml er that whatever you may be able to do to include

cur fellowAmerklin citizens of the Virgin Islands in this and similar beneficial
Inghlatien will be most fully appreciated,

SInetrely,
Box DELI:00,

Islands Rcprcarnfo fit c to Ira hington, D.C.
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[From the New Republic, Sept. 20, 19701

.1KOTHEII VAN/SFS/NO AMERICAN - -TIIE BLACK PRINCIPAL

(By J. C. James)

For nearly two decades now the South has been at its cunning and resource-
ful best in frustrating and thwarting all efforts for full implementation of the
Constitutional requirement for equal educational opportunity.

Under the dual school system of the South, there had de ;eloped what was
known as "Negro Education." This was a system within a system, from elemen-
tary grades through college and university, bcth public and private, and to the
extent that de Jure segregation was Southern, "Negro Education" was a re,[ional
phenomenon.

Negro schools in the South, though separate and unequal, made possible the
development of a black aristocracy whose origin and substance were rooted in
the system of "Negro Education." Traditionally, more black colter,* giaduates
hate gone into teaching than any othcr profession or vocation. Teaching In the
Negro schools of the South offered the largest Job market for college and univer-
sity trained Negroes, as well as the only field where there was an opportunit,
for unlimited advancement within the system. They could be teachers, principals
and supervisors of other blacks in the local districts, end In a few of the states
(North Carolina is a good example) they were members of the staft of the
State Department of Education, where they had state and regional surf:, vision
over black personnel and programs in black schools. In the cennuuntles where
they lived and wo.ked, especially in the .1 mall towns and rural counties, they
were the only educe ted Hacks, and as a group formed the largest Negro middle-
classIniddle-ciasti not only in terms of economies but Sn total outlook as well.
But in addition, and more importantly. they provided a veluahie image for
black kids. At least they would know that there was som,thing to do ot.,?- than
chop cotton for Mr. Charlie, cook in his kitchen, mop his floors, watt on his tables
and perform numerous other menial chores during his lifetime. Pluck leachers
supervised by black principals provided an image of au(hcrity and respect-
ability, and last but not least, a better standard of living than most were ac-
customed to.

Perhaps not since the Civil War has anything struck the South where it lives
in the way that school desegregation has. For those caught in the vise created by
the transition from dual to unitary school systems, the experience can be a disas-
ter of major proportions for which there Is no adequate recompense. The black
principal is a prime victim of this disaster.

In the system I have described, the Negro principal seas a big win Frequently.
he was the only channel of communication letween the black and white commu-
nities. lie shouldered the mantle of leadership in the black community, sometimes
by default and not always effeCteely, but he was the only one with when the
white power structure would deal; and the smaller the community, the more
power he Seas likely to wield. Moreover, this conforms to the Southern white
predilection for messianic leadership among Negroes. They like to choose their
Negro leaders, who in turn are supposed to speak with authority and finality on
n11 questions relating to the black community. This simplifies the problem of
communication for the whites and, in the past, enhanct 1 the stature of the
Naas so chosen. Perhaps the greatest Impact of the Hat k principal was upon
(hi kids who eke' and apes' in day after day and dreamed of standing In
his shoes; nett for the principal ,,in elf, it was a training ground for leadership
which, for a black, was seldom available enyu her.. These leadership qualities
arc Invaluable for the black community and the nation, and their loss must be
rt ga Med as catastrophic.

It is not intemperate to stale that at this time. as ut as we dese,rregate schools,
we eliminate blink princligth. The Isa II( run Is tins r and inexorable, Teachers are
being affected also: In filet many more leacher tt titan princlt5!s are being elimi-
nated I ocause of sheer numbers. But the principal Is the key figure. For Instance,

'J. C. Janice. a Federni ran-Mire Erllow of the Breckinge Intitutir re spent his youth
in the Beath, was sF-otlat, dean of sdrnl...riona at Howard Unlveraity and chief of the
Southern Branch of the Oirition of Equal Educational Opportunities In the US Office of
Education.

r-441-1
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the practice in most Soutlern c..mmunities is to leave the recruiting and hiring
of black teachers to the principal, but with the elimination of black principals
active recruitment of black teachers ceases.

A look at the border states of Kentucky and Maryland is revealing. Kentucky
began to desegregate its schools on a gradual basis right after the 1954 decision,
so that by 1961, when the pressure really began under Title VI of the Civil Rights
Act of that year, Kentucky was well on the way toward elimination of the dual
school system. But in the procvss of desegregating students, black schools were
being phased out and black principals and te, hers along with them. According
to a Nntion'l Education Association Task Force Report, December 1905, there
were 1440 I egro teachers and 39,788 Negro students in Kentucky in 1915. In
1965, there '.sere 109 Negro teachers and 55,215 Negro pupilsa 3 percent de-
crease in teachers and a 15 percent increase in students. In 1954 the number of
black principals in the state has been estimated at about 200. As of 1969-70,
based on a Kentucky State Department of Education survey, only 36 black prin-
cipals remain in the state, and 22 of these are In the city of Louisville, including
one of the only two black high school principals left in the Commonwealth.

In Maryland, there were 44 black high school principals in 1954. In 1908, there
were 31. Contrast this with an increase in the number of white principals from
16/ in 1954 to 280 in 1968. In other words, while 13 black high schools and prin-
cipals were being phased out, 113 white high schools and principals were being
added. Even where there had beer an Increase in the number of high schools,
as was the case 1;1 11 counties, the number of Negro principals declined. Already
low, there was a net loss of four black principals in these districts while there
was a gain of 124 white principals in the same districts for the 1951-1968 period.
In four countiesCalvert, Queen Anne's, Washington, and Worcesterthere was
no change In tee number of high schools, yet in all but one (Wo.cesier) the lone
black principal was replaced by a white man.

For elementary principals, the story is the same. During the period under
consideration (1914-1968) seven of the 24 school districts hi Maryland eliminated
oil their black elementary principals. The only deviation from this trend is
Baltimore City, where '.'ne number of black elementary principals climbed from
52 in 1954 to 74 in 1968. It should be noted, however, that the new principals in
Beltimore were appointed to predominantly or ail-black schools in a city where
the school population is increasingly black. Overall, the state of Maryland has
had a 43 percent increase in the number of white principals, and a 29 percent
decrease In the number of black principals, except In the city of Baltimore where
there has been shout a 30 percent increase in the number of blacks.

And the end Is not yet In sight. In May 1069, the Georgia Teachers and FAucu-
lion Association found that in 30 selected school districts In the slate the number
cf Negro principals had declined from 16 percent of the total in 1063-64 to seven
Percent in 199849. In Dade County, Florida (Miami) the only black high school
principal left in the system will he retiring at the end of the coming academic
year. In Louisiana and Mississippi black teachers and administrators have suf
fered wholesale displacement.

What happens to the black principal when be no longer has a school of his
own? Is he fired from the system? Seldom. Ile Is now in the cent tat other when
lie 13 the highly visible token of desezregation and director or coordinator of
federal programs. If not that, he is glen some other title completely foreign
to all known educational terminology, a desk. a se-retary, no specified responsi-
bilities or authority, and all this with r quiet prayer that he will somehow Just
go away. To make such indignity more palatable his new assignment Is frequently
sweetened by n pay boost taken out of federal funds, this relieving the local
exchequer of an added burden. Depending upon his situation nt the time, he
may elect to retire. This has been a way out for a good mar;y who where faced
with reassignment. Perhaps tl:e most common practice is to make him an assist
ant principal. Ti a :.,u;ul .vAern where there has been only the onegrade (1-12)
Negro se :rnol, 'le may becrwe assistant to the white principal of the newly de-
segregated set for and fer Jun7er high school; or if his building is continued in

after n,segregation, he nu y atilt be retained as an assistant under A white
principal in the same school where be himself was once the principal.

This is the pattrn ex en when the Negro principal is better qualified in terms
of training and experience, and rated "excellent" by his superiors. The point
here is that it is quite all right for a Negro to administer or supervise a school
Wild, is all or overwhelmingly black, but the moment It becomes substantially
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desegregated the principal must .T.-.03 white. Of course there are exceptions to
this, but they only prove the rule. The unkindest cut of all is for a former prin-
cipal to have to return to the cicssroom as a teacher at reduced pay, status
and prestige, and irreparable dtrolsge to his self-esteem. This 1.4 not to belittle
the thousands of competent Indicated teachers, but for a former principal this
is a demotion. Moreover, when this happens, he may be assigned outside his
Held of competence; then when he does not measure up he Is accused of incom-
petence as a basis for dismissal.

Still other devices remain for the segregationists to use. Former black prin-
cipals are being made directors of material centers. In essence, these are ware-
houses for the milliona of dollars of supplies and equipment purchased Ns-1th
federal funds under various titles of the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act of 1965. Other former principals are now visiting teachers, counselors, direc-
tors of physical plant or buildings and grounds, librarians, book supervisors,
and a myriad of other things which defy title or description. Ir. some few cases
the ass'gnments are genuine Jobs with genuine responsibilities. Most are not.

The Negro principal has been important in the past fc he position of author-
ity and respons"bility which be occupied in the system "Negro Education" in
the South. With the gassing of that system, it would appear from the record
that he is threatened -with extinction, and the implications of this are startingly
grave for Negro leadership mobility in the years to come. Since the best Negro
minds have traditionally gone into education, it remains the greatest single
reservoir of talent and skills so necessary to the changing South, and the delib-
erate destruction of this valuable resource is one of the tragedies of our time

lion. CLAIRORNE YELL,
Cha(rtnan, Subcommittee on Education, Conilsiltce on Labor and Public Wc/farc.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN I have been closely following your hearings on the
Emergency School Aid Act of 1970, S. 3SS.1. As you know, I am deeply concerned
about the problem of ending segregation In the North as well as the South.

I would appreciate it therefore if you would include in the record of your
proceedings the attached article I wrote which sets forth many of my views on
this matter.

Sincerely,

U.S. SENATE,
Colt mrr-re.: ON GOVERN AfF.N T OPERATIONS,

Wash ingto n, D.C., September 17,1970.

Enclosure.
ARE Maroon.

(Firm Look, Sept, .9,19101

Do MOST AMER/CANS SECRETLY WANT SibREOATION

(By Senator Abraham A. Ribleoffl
Last Februory 9, in a speech on the tio,,r of the United States Senate, I

accused my own part of the cottntry, the North, of "monumental hypocrisy" in
Its treatment of the black man. My speech oceurred during debate on an amend-
ment calling for a uniform national policy -ot school desegregation. Sen. John
Stennis of Mississippi sponsored the amendment. I said I would support Senator
ittennis.

In the speNn, 1 argued that what is evil in Ni's.simippi does not become a
virtue when it is practiced to Cmnecticut We Nor,herners have been too eager
to point out the horrors of Southern segregation originally lomat on law (de
jure), 'Mille moving to tht suburbs and segregating our schools nmording to our
housing patterns (de facto).

Of course, Presidents, senators, A0(.101000 s and boards of education can debate
the relative evils .rf de /arc and de facto segregation all they want. But for the
black child who i I forted to suffer a segregabd education, t ere is 1,o difference.

Whether you call it de Arc or dc facto. it is segregationpure and plain.
For the black child, it means white people don't think his life Is as itnpertant as
a white child's or that 1-re Is good enough to as4oclat; with their children.

11ow the message cornea, whether by dr lure or de facto. is irrelevant. What
counts is the damage. That Is the same In both cages. it often Is permanent.
jeopardistig the black child's entire adult life. No legal phrase can soften the

572
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blow or end the p.e' -I. The phrase do facto has miy one purpose. It provides a
"respectable" screen behind which white Americans can discriminate against
black children.

Without question, many South?raers hoped the Stennis amendment would
slow down integration in the South. Though the states that had dual school
systems are desegregating under constitutionally based Supreme Court orders
that nobody cal change, some hard-core resisters are still trying to circumvent
those orders by stn.1 methods as segregated classrooms in "integrated" schools or
with private schools for whites. Clearly, any kind of slowdown in the South is
unacceptable.

But it Is time for us to stop looking only at the motives of the South. What
about the motives of Gm rest of us? How committed are we to Integration in our
own backyards?

Those of us In the North should begin to look honestly at ourselves and see
that our contribution to integration has been to refine the art of making sure
blacks can ride In the front of buses we ne.er ride, can live in someone else's
neighborhoods and can work in the lower reaches of our organizations.

The fundamental problem is the Increase in de facto segregation in both the
North and the South. As long as this nation avoids facing the issue of de facto
segregation squarely, many will insist that such segregation is acchlental and
therefore not illegel. This does more than absolve the North of responsibility
for the unequal education afforded black children in their own communities.
It aWlis an open Invitation to the South to emulate the North.

In time, the South can argue that it has ended do jurc segregation and replaced
it with the de facto kind. As proof, the South will soon be able to say its cities
and suburbs are Just like the North'rblack cities, white suburbs. Then w'iat
%will our tolerance of ee facto segregation have achieved? I argued sev.n months
ago that we needed a national policy to end segregation in the North as well as
the South. The need seems even more urgent now. If anything, 'recent actions
by the President and the Congress have strengthened my conviction that Amer-
ica is heading down the road to apartheid, a strict separation of the races, based
on ac facto segregation, and that nobody who MS the power to alter this course
appears willing to doso.

The Senate did pass the Stennis amendment. But the SenateHouse conference
committee watered It down to the point where it marked a giant step backward.
For the first time, Congress wrote into law the distinction between de facto and
de jure and singled out only do lure for government action.

On March 24, President Nixon told the nation that while do facto segregation
was "undesirable," his ,ildministration would require no steps to end it, In either
the North or the South.

Then, on May 21, the President introduced his Emergency School Aid Act of
1970, a two-year, billion package designed to promote desegregation. This
legislation provides financial assistance for dr fare school systems that must
desegregate.

But the President's program also builds on the shortcomings of the earlier
desegregation Message with regard to de facto segregatlon. It doesn't require
anything of anyone. It is purely voluntary. If you want to desegregate, tine. There
will be money cvallahle to help you over the hurdles. If you deal, that's OK, too.
It's not illegal. The decision is yours. The Federal Government will stay neutral.

In short, d" facto segregation Is still a "U.S. Government Approved" product.
The Prestdet.t's program allows us all to continue to talk a good game of inte-
gration while serenely practicing segregation. The message to the South is
unm,stakable: If you segregate your society as well as your schools, as we do in
the North, we can all segregate together.

What bitter irony that the model for American apartheid should come from
the North. Most of us always believed apartheid would come exclusively from
the South, whose legaee of slavery and legalized segregation was fundamentally
responsible for most of the racial tension in this nation. There is little doubt that
If life had been better in the South, the black man would have stayed. tie would
not have embarked upon one of the greatest and FR iftest migrations of a single
people In our history.

But the South, no in liter what happens with this month's school-desegrega-
tion drive, has no monc,oly on being brutal to the black man, When he moved
North, our welcome was a ghetto, an unemployment line, a substandard terse-
orient, a poor school and no medical care. And all our criticism of the South, no
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matter how justified, cannot excuse or erase these facts. The North has been
just as successfu, in denying to the black man and his family the opportunities
we insist upon for ourselves and our fam,,!es. Only we tell ourselves it isn't our
fault. The institu'ions are responsible. There is nothing we can do. Jt's a terreide
"accident," a fact all of ns may 0- ry, but for which few of us will accept
responsibility.

An almost classic example or this kind ei thinking occurred recently in Pontiac,
SW.J., when the Board of Education told a Federal court that the city's schools
were segregated bees tee its neighborhoods were segregated, The Board agreed
with the black parents who had brought suit that a black child's segregated edu
cation was inforior a id harmful and that the resulting damage was irreparable.
But the Ward argue I that. since it had not created the segregation, it had no
responsibility r correct this admittedly uarmful and devastating condition.

The U.S. D.strict Court Jedge, Damon J. Keith, ruled otherwise. lie found that
despite its frequent pronouncements in support of integrated education, the
Board had used its powers to perpetuate segregation and prevent integration.

The segregation in Pontiac is no accident. Nor is it t,1 m..ny American com-
munities. Unlike its Southern counterpart, Northern segregation may not be
traceable to ot.2 of'clat action. But the thousands of individual decisionsby
school boar.,. real estate brokers, businessmen, politicians, ci.cl private citizens
that create] do facto segregation were all based on the same objective as the
official dc furs nri.on: to keep blacks and whites separate.

Furthermore, a segregated edcation is harmful to white children as well.
While students having no contact with blatks during their school years receive a
distorted view of American society. Many of them acknowledge this fact a'i'd
complain about it.

NOSTUEPS CEORF.OATION IS VNOFFICIAL, BUT IT'S STILL SEGREGATION, RUIN,
PURE, RADAND POPULAR

We can begin by reoognizing that we don't have to wait for the Supreme Court
to rule on de furl° segregation. The President rod the Congress have all the
power they need. The longer we wait, the worse the problems will be.

The Supreme Court originally acted against segr ation in 19A largely be-
other political institution refused' to act. If the Pres'Aent and the

Congress continue to abdicate their eonstitutional responsibilities, they will only
succeed in paralyzing the courts, widch cannot carry the entire burden by them-
selves. Or. taking their cues from a reluctant Washington, courts may begin to
gl .' legal sanction to de facto se gregatlon.

We must also recognize that focusing only on integration in our central cities
will simply drive many of the cemaining whites to the sanctuary of the cur
founding suburbs.

A recent opinion poll reported that most Americans support integration and
nre to send their children to integrated schools. Sublantial opposition
to integration generally occurs when schools and neighborhoods cease to re-
flect the society at large. But this need not be an insurmountable problem if we
view the entire metropolitan areaincluding the suburbs as a whole. The
percentage of blacks in most of these areas he le. s than 20 percent. In fact, In
the major rnetropolita,, areas In 1969, blacks made up only 12 percent of the

opulation.
Our goal then should he a national policy to end segregation In all o'er schools,

no matter what we cell that segregation or 'low It occurred. We can't expect
this to happen overnight. But we an require that all school districts in a
metropolitan area formulate plans now to end segregation in all our schools
within ten years. Every area's plan must provide for uniform progress each year,
with the result being an end to all racial segregation in the final year.

Only when we require school integration throughout otr metropolitan areas
esio we guarantee sufficient stability to avoid the white flight that has character-
!got large-scale Integration thus far. Varial'ons should he allowed, but e my those
that occur within the contnt of obtaining gem;: ,t rack' balance.

Our policy, and the methods of achieving it. must be compulsory, all-Inclusive
and based on a timetable. We have had enough halfway houses for human rights

49-732 0-70-31
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in this country. They don't work. Left to our own devices, we will behave Just as
the South did for so many yearslong on deliberations and short on speed.

Many argue that the suburbs never will go Cone with this. My answer Is to
end all Federal educational assistance to any individual school district that
refuses to participate In Its area's plan. Federal assistance also should be denied
any state that gives aid to a school district that does not participate in such a plan.

Those communities that are hard-pressed to finance Integration wilt need what-
ever help we can give thew. Therefore, as th President has surer-sled in part,
the Federal Government should provide school district ; with funds to cover
the sdditional expenses involved it desegregation. Cost is not a valid reason for
the continued denial of human ghts.

Talk of integrating suburban :chords often results in frantic discussions about
busing. Much of this Issue it a "red herring." Millions of American children
already are bused to school. Suburban parents often insist upon the opportunity
for their children to ride on a school ms as a matter of right.

Moreover, busing Is only one technique for integrating schools. Many school
districts have successfully integrated their schools by redrawing district lines.
Pairing neighborhood schools, and locating new schools in areas that make In-
tegration easier. These tee' 'rues have actually reduced the amount of busing
in some areas.

Many who object to busing don't really object to the bus ride. Their concern
is the school at the end of the ride. As long as broad disparities exist in the
coliber of students, teachers, atmosphere and equipment in our schools. I can un-
derstand a parent's concern over proposals that would tags his child from a
school he knows to one that is unknown.

America cannot allow these disparities in its schools to continue. But the
solution is not continued opposition to integration. Nor is 1: a call limited only
to improving ghetto schools. Integration and the improvement of alt schools
must go forward together.

In the long run, though, iastidg school integration cannot occur in a segregated
society. It Is a fantasy, to think that integration can be achieved by letting black
children attend our schools when we won't let, their parents live iu our neighbor-
hoods. That was the basic point I nought to make lest Ibruary. It is of critical
Importance.

Some 80 percent of all the new jobs developed in the past 20 years ire in the
suburbs. Blacks must have access to those jobs and to homes near them. We
should encourage the suburbs to provide low-income housing. Private industry
should hire more blacks and refuse to move into a suburb until housing for their
low-income workers is provided. The Federal Government should refuse to locate
its facilities or allow its contractors to locate in areas that do not provide low,
income housing.

At the same time. the Federal Government must recognize the severe Sinaneisl
problems confronting suburban communities throughout the country. We there-
fore should supply additional funds to those suburbs that provide housing, two
sloyinent and edutatiOn for blacks in cyder to cover the additional expenses they
have as a result of these activities.

I realize that this is a tall order, one that 0111,R11 many supecrters of integra
tics to despair of the likelihood that we ever will tyke these steps. Some liberals
even oppose a uniform national policy on desegregation on the grounds that
spreading the skimpy Federal resources for implementing desegregation avross
the country will totally destroy their usefulness: that de fact.) segregation is
a complex prose se against which we must move very carefully and slowly;
and that moving in the North will generate such opposition that procr-as will
stop everywhere.

But to me, these estrum:Ms are as unpersuasive today as they were last Febru-
ary. Vie Congress hss said it would praylde the min and the money to implemen'
desegregation on a national scale. Tripling Federal school-desegregation-enforce-
meat activiaes would cost only $10 million more a year. This country presently
spends less than $5 million a year in this art a.

The "go slow" argument is based on the same reaKsing that sent many North-
ern liberals into hysterics when it came from south of the Mason -Dixon tine.
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Except we don't even have a policy of "go slow" in the North. We have a policy
of "no go."

On the third point, that moving In the North would create enormous opposition,
I have always assumed that we sought integrationand still seek itnot because
we think It is popular but because we prize certain basic human rights. Nobody
ever argued that integration Was popular. But that doesn't justify a double
standard for black children that says what's bad for you in the South is good for
you In the North.

There Is another question that we ought to settle once and for all : Why shouli;
we fight for IntegrItIon when many blacks themselves call for separatism.'

It Is true that some blacks don't want integration. This is an under tandable
paradox. White tokenism In both the N rib and the South has made th?.:e blacks
frustrated, bitter and angry. They want only to lie left alone.

But It's a curious kind of morality that drives blacks to such despair over the
possibilities of achieving integration and then uses this de.,pair to justify doing
or not doingwhat we have always done or not done,

The most important fact Is Most blacks still want I itegration. They din-
to the same hopes and goals America has held out to eve:y other group. Denying
them their rightful opportunity because a minority of blacks has becom, im-
patient, and with good reason, Is a shabby betrayal of the le ,als this country is
supposed to represent.

Making integration a national goal should not make it an impossible goal.
I fervently hope that our commitm ant to integration 13 not so fragile that we
shall discard it when we are asked to meet It. There are more constructive things
for us to do than write obitui. cies for the cause of human rights in America.

,";5f;
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STATEMENT

OF

IRVING SHEU KEE CHIN

Beiore the

SENATE COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND PUBLIC WELFARE

Mr. Chairman and Members o/ the Committee:

I voice my unqualified support for Senate Bill

S.3883 "Emergency School Aid Act of 1970" 91st Congress,

Second Session, sponsored by Senator Jacob K. Javits to

provide financial assistance to improve educatior in

racially impacted arwAs and to assist school districts

in meeting special problems incident to desegregation in

elementary and s....condary schools. Specifically, I

totally commend the addition to the definition of the

term "Minority Group Children" under said Senate Bill

to include the class of "Oriental Children":

"Section 9.(d)(1) The ter .t 'minority group
children' means (A) children, aged five to
sevcrteen, inclusive, who are Negro, American
Indian, or Spanish-Surnamed American. and (B)
(except for the purposes of section 4), as
determined by the Secretary, children of -Wuch
ages who are from environments where the dominent
language is other than English (ac-has French
ERWM-and Oriental dhildren) and who, as a
reKUTV-6: 1Ilited En,srEh-speaking ability, are
educationally deprived..."

, 1
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The Chinese Community of the United States

seeks an equitable participation under this Senate

desegregation bill for education assistance in the

schools for which the Chinese are entitled as

Americans. On June 28, 1962, I previously testified

before the Senate Judiciary Committee, Subcommittee on

Escapees and Refugees, requesting liberalization of

Chinese admission into the lin ted States during the

height of le Hong Kong Refugee Exodus. The compelling

reasons for increasing the numbers of Chinese adnitted

into the I. ited States from the mere 105 persons per

annum and the revising of the then patently dis-

critinatory Immigration Law is more fully discussed in

my 1962 statement to the Senate Judiciary Committee which

is annexed her_to. I speak once again as a representative

of the Chinese Co m ,nity in my capacity as Chairman of

the Education Committee of the Chinatown Advisory Council

to the Bo:o'40-. President of Manhattan, which represents

over 90 Chinese organizations in New York Chinatown. I

have been closely involved in representing the Chinese

people, as indicated by my affiliations as Chairman and

Dean of the Chinese Christian Youth Conference of the

East Coast, President of the Chinatowu Jaycees, legal

ccomsel to the Chinatown Planning Council, Inc. and

numerous other Chinese civic organizations as outlined

in the attached resume.

r7tot(iel ill
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THE CHINE E - THE SILENT MINORITY
WITH A QUASI MINORITY STATUS

A. The Chinese - The Silent Minority.

The interesting paradox of the Chinese people

in the United States is that while we are b:r definition

a minority among the various ethnic and religious groups

composing our American Society, nevertheless, we have

never verbalized our problems or actively requested equal

status as a minority class even though we have not been

accorded treatment equal to other minority groups. Our

plight is unheard for the fundaments' reason that the

Chinese may be accurately characterized as a "Silent

Minority."

. We have been a Silent Minority for the following

reasons:

1. Education. Our Chinese ancestors, who

were transported to this country as laborers, did not

voice their rights as a minority because they were handi-

capped by their English language deficiency and a lack

of familiarity with the American governmental system.

2. Fear of Government. We have been a Silent

Minority because of fear of governmental repression

as a rfauit of the common experience of all Chinese with

immigration experiences.
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3. Political. Because the Chinese

represent an almost small and insignificant voting

bloc compared to other ethnic groups, we carry little

weight for practical politicians who are persuaded

only when one can muster substantial votes for their

election.

4. Philosophical. Philosophically the

Chinese have remained a Silent Minority in that our

close family ties and law abiding attitude have

engewlered A philosophy that patience and time will

eventually solve our many problems through change

over centuries rather than immediate response by

activism.

5. Cultural. The Chinese by nature and

cultural heritage are reluctant to exhibit their

problems to thc public at large due to the loss. of

face involved and because of a desire to solve our

internal and external problem without outside

assistance. However, the Chinese Silent Minority must

readjust its tactical and philosophical attitude if

we are to solve the pressing problems confronting the

Chinese Community of today.

B. The Chinese - Quasi Minority Status.

The Chinese people, with their penchant for

581
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silence and reticence to vocalize their internal

problems, have been treated with a quasi minority

sthtus in the United States in that we receive less

than equal treatment accorded other minority groups.

This in practical terms means we are not treated as

a member of the majority nor of the minority but of a

status lover than that of other minority ethnic groups.

Various subtle discriminatory tactic& produce many

incidents where the'Chinese have been glmen quasi

minority rights.

1. Education. It is not uncommon for a

Chinese student applying for scholarship aid where

minority groups are purportedly given special con-

sideration to be informed by the interviewer that said

Chinese student is not eligible since he is Chinese and

therefore not a "minority" within the purposes of the

scholarship program. The emphasis for the minorities

is for the blacks and Puerto Ricans and not for Chinese.

Thus, Im are not accorded equal minority treatment.

2. Business. The Chinese in business have

found that quasi minority status exists for the Chinese

with respect to opportunities in business competition.

An example of quasi minority treatment is a Chinese

bank manager of a New York Chinatown branch office of a

'8)
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well known banking institution who was elected official

representative of the Small Business Loan Administration

:'or the District. He quirky realized that all Chinese

clients he referred for business loans were uniformly

Ind completely rejected on various spurious grounds.

He resigned, recognizing that he was being used as an

image of equality whereas the small business loans were

being granted primarily onl.; to the black and Puerto

Rican minority groups and that the Chinese were being

denied despite the fact that tha loans were to be granted

to minority groups in particular.

3. Governmental Response to the Chinese.

In dealing with governmental agencies at different

levels, the Chinese oftentimes have received quasi

minority rights less than those accorded other ethnic

groups when they assert their Constitutional rights.

One personal example was our many attempts tc clean

up The Bowery which adjoins New York Chinatowns of

derelict, bums and undesirables. The Mayor had been

publically sponsoring clean-up campaigns against such

drifters, prostitutes and undesirables in Times Square

and Oreenwi61 Village. Nevertheless, for some reason,

the police in the local Chinatown area could not

similarly remove these undesirables who were moving

from Times Square to The Bowery adjoining Chinatown
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as a result of the public clean-up campaign. Many of

our requests to the Mayor, Police Chef and Police

Commissioner took the usual "buck passing" route without

any effective action being taken with the candid comment

at times that The Bowery "always had bums and derelicts

anyway" which seemed to be the raison d' etre for the

inability of the police to remove the undesirables from

Chinatown as they could from Times Square.

Finally, the power of the press in the person

of William Federici of the New York Daily News wrote

"After 4 Months, Chinatown Gets Pledge to Oust Bums,"

a copy of which is annexed hereto. Immediately after

said article reached the news stands, I received a

telephone call from the Police Chief as a result of my

gentle suggestion that our Committee was considering

transporting said derelicts,addicts and undesirables

to be deposited at Gracie Mansion where the Mayor

resides as a symbolic gesture of our problem. Immediately,

the police task force was ordered into Chinatown and the

problem was temporarily alleviated. Because we do not

generate votes, we oftentimes find that the Chinese

Minority is not heeded when it requests necessary changes

and reforms affecting the Chinese Community at large.

Thus, at various levels of business, academic, civic and
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social areas, the Chinese who are a Silent Minority

have bleu treated with rt quasi minority status as we

have been denied rights which have been duly accorded

other minority groups.

IMMIGRATION INFLUX SINCE 19C5

The pre-1955 Chinese immigration quota was

a discriminatory and inequitable 105 persons pee annum

in contradistinction to the 65,361 quota from Creat

Britain and Northern Ireland, which allocation was never

fully utilized. Many Chinese families were separated

for many years without hope of being reunited with their

loved ones in America, as a result of the discriminatory

immigration laws.

In 1965,the revised immigration law removed

the huge backlog of pending Chinese immigration casen

so that instead of 105 personsp8,000 persons anaually

are now arriving into New York Chinatown. Multifarious

problemn are emerging from a heavy influx of Chinese

immigrants into a small geographic area known as New York

Chinatown. The over-congested Chinatown conditions can

be compared to the college stunt of squeezing as many

students into a Volkswagen as is humanly possible. The

Volkswagen at some point becomes over-saturated le:.th

fi S
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detrimental results to all occupants should they try

to squeeze any additional persons into the remaining

area of the VolleGwagen. Similarly, the Chinese who

have been forced by circumstances of English language

deficiency and employment are restricted geographically

to the New York Chinatown area with the many social,

cultural and economic problem5 evolving which were

previously unknown. Copies of the Sunday News article

"Trouble in Chinatown" by Christina Kirk dated March 17,

1968, and the recent New York Times article "Neighbor-

hoods: Chinatown is Troubled by New influx" of June 15,

1970 by Murray Schumach describe more fully the many

problems now besetting Chinatown.

TWO SYMPTOMATIC CHINESE INCIDENTS

Wo recent shocking incidents have highlighted

the Chinese immigrant problem in New York City. One was

the recent immolation of a 21 year old Hong Kong Chinese

youth in Times Square beiure many horrified observers.

He was in the United States primarily seeking education-

al opportunities and had been enrolled at New York Uni-

versity in the computer field. While his knowledge of

mathematics as sufficient, his English, however, was

inadequate, resulting in his becoming a drop-out casualty

due to hi.s language deficiency. His depressive mood
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coupled with the loss .1,1 lace of having failed in

education, which has always been revered by the Chinese

since ancient times finally culminated in hie tragic

self-destruction by immolation.

The sc.lond incident concerned the stabbing

to death of a 14 year old Hong Kong youth in New York

Chinatown crystalizing growing teenage gang problems

in the Chinese Community. The alleged perpetrator is a

17 year old Hong Kong youth. Many of the Chinese teen-

age drop-outs are unable to adjust to the American

Society due to language difficulties and are neither

able to continue their education nor to find satisfactory

York. The shock of a knife killing of a Hong Kong Chinese

youth so electrified Chinatown and the New York community

at large that the incident received extensive newspaper,

television and radio coverage.

Such incidents, heretofore unknown in the

Chinese Community, which had set an exemplary record for

family harmony eu)d lack of criminal history, are directly

attributable to the lack of English language facilities

end social service agencies available the racially

segregated area known as New York Chinatown. These two

symptomatic incidents manifest the graving cancerous

problems confronting the Chinese Community which is

forced by language, employment and cultural considera-

tions to remain in an overcrowded geographic area
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of-Chinatown.

FORMATION OF CHINATOWN ADVISORY COUNCIL
TO THE BOROUGH PRESIDENT Or MANHATTAN

The Chinatown Advisory Council to the Borough

President of Manhattan was organized as a unified entity

renresenting over 90 Chinese organizations in the

Chinese Community to resolve its internal and external

problems through better coordination with governmental

agencies. The Education Committee was mandated by the

Chinatown Advisory Council tc implement a much necded

English Language and Multi-Service Center. As Chairman

of the Education Committee, I have met with various

echelons of governmental agencies at city, state and

federal levels to seek funding for implementing the

English Language and Multi-Service Center.

NEW YORK CHINATOWN ENGLISH LANGUAGE CENTER

Many of the social ills permeating the Chinese

Community are directly traceable to the lack of English

language comprohension common to most incoming Hong Kong

immigrants. The following language programs would be

especially beneficial to the Chinese immigrants:
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A. English as a Second Language. A comprehensive

and intensive English language training program for persons

of all ages from pre-kindergarteA through adulthood, should

be implemented with a bilingual approach giving special

attention to the new ilme.grants to overcome their English

language deficiencies. Insufficient attention is presently

accorded this problem since very little funding is available

to alleviate this linguistic handicap. While other more

vocal and demonstrative ethnic minorities receive millions

in educational lUnding, the Chinese Silent Minority in

contrast aye recipient, 5f an insignificant distributive

share.

B. Teenage High School Drop Outs. It is important

to solve the teenage high school drop-out problems among the

skew immigrants and to encourage them to continue their cdu-

catioa by special tutoring and accelerating their language

comprehension. Many Hong Kong teenage yout%s are qualified

but unable to compete with their contemporaries because of

language difficulties which cause boredom and frustration.

As a result, they join teenage gangs, as highlie.ted by the

recent teenage gang killing.

C. Adult Education. Many Chinese adult immigrants

who were professionals with gr.duate degrees are unable to
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assume their equivalent occupation in the United States

due to language handicaps. With English language train-

: g, they would gain employment in a more similar pro-

fesaional'category then is presently afforded them. Many

college professionals are frustrated when they must assume

menial mtnual labor positions totally unrelated to their

preidous training. A recent example is the Chinese with

a Ph.D. in psychology being unable to find suitable work

and considering working es an ordinary dishwasher. Other

college graduates are unable to support their families

by even the normal Manpower Training stipend of $70 per

week and at times must be forced to work in restaurants

as dishwashers and waiters. These are mere examples of

the multitude of cases where talent and ability are

wasted. By raising their Englisi' language capatClity,

they would be more useful citizens in achieving work

satisfaction to avoid mental illness due to frustrations.

D. Employment Training. Many corporations have

indicated their desire to nire Chinese as trainees because

of the Chinese reputation as her.d workers but said corpora-

tions require a minimal English comprehension as a condi-

tion for employment. Once the language proficiency is

achieved, corporations would be willing to give the Chinese

590
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an opportunity to demonstrate their ability. Additional

Manpower Training programs sponsored by the Department

of Labor would greatly increase the opportunities for

the Chinese who must seek employment outside of the over-

saturated and tradional restaurant and laundry ,/ork

categories.

E. Housing. The acute housing problems would

be overcame if the Chinese had sufficient English lan-

guage capability to seek better housing in areas outside

of the immediate Chinatown vicinity. Total reliance and

dependence on residing in the local Chinatown environs

due to language considerations is a direc' cause of the

tnsufficient housing available for the new immigrants.

F. Teacher Training. Many persons might qualify

for a Certificate of Co-,petency eventually leading to ob-

taining a teaching license if they Could increane their

proficiency. St.ch professionals would be of great servic'

to thc bilingual programs which are desperately needed in

the Chinese Commtnity.

NEW fORK CHINATOWN MYLTI-SERVICE CENTER

Although the Urited Steles equitably revised its

Imm.lgration Laws in 1965 to permit more Chinese to be reunited

fi91
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with their families, unfortunately the United States did

not concomitantly provide a solution for resolving the

consequential social and economic problems clearly pre-

dictable from such an increased number of immigrant

arrivals of over 8,000 persons per annum occupying the

New York Chinatown area.

We require a Center similar to the Centers

established for the Hungarian r.nd Cuban refugees where

the new immigrant would be able to have his problems in

housing, employment, English language, health, day care

enter and multitude of problems all resolved at one

Center. Such Centers have been successful for over

300,00O.Cuban refugees who have may agencies working

on their behalf to resolve their adjustment problems

from the time of their initial entry in Florida. by

relocation and employment assistance throughout the

entire Un!ted States.

CHINATOWN'S LIMITED SERVICES

In contrast to the Cubans, the Chinese

cos rarity has only a few agencies to copy with these

aubstantial adjustr'nt problems. The numbers or

existing agencies in Chinatown can be counted on

the fingers of one hand, particularly where bilingual

personnel are limited due to lack of money. Funding
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is extremely difficult for the Chinese Silent Minority who

an, often times shortchanged and bypassed by both govern-

mental and private agencies. The United States must recog-

nize the overwhelming social problems confronting the

Chinese community which has a paucity of resources avail-

able to cope with the explosive situations.

TYPICAL CHINESE CASE STUDY
FOR MULTI-SERVICE CENTER

A Multi- Service Center for the Chinese would be

essential to resolve the increasing problems of the Chinese

immigrants. A typical case study illustrates the day to

day problems confronting a family moving thousands of miles

to a foreign country where they are unable to communicate

in the native English and where they must learn to survive

in a completely different environment with all the uncer-

tainties involved for e new alien family.

Th3 following is a typical family of Mr. and

Mrs. A, who have four children, and arrived from Hong

Kong tlth none of the family being able to speak English.

Their immediate housing problem is to find an apartment

after they have been living in a small living room of a

relative. Because of the language problem, they must

locate an apartment in Chinatown environs. They succeed

593
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in finding a one bedroom apartment in an old tenement

house in Chinatown where six are crowded into said

apartment.

Mrs. A is nine months pregnant with the child

anticipated momentarily and needs a medical checkup in

a hospital, togeL.her with assistance in applying for

Medicaid. Mrs. A must also learn English in order to.

communicate with ner doctor as wel) as to help her .

children in their day-to-day requirements.

Mr. A, the husband, has been a truck driver

for many years in Yong Kong and is working in a

restaurant after hi.:t arrival in New York. He cannot

obtain -a driver's 2Acense until he learns sufficient

English to take the driver's test for a license.

The eldest son is 22 with several years of

college training, but is required to work cs a waiter

to help support the family. He is unable to utilize

his education in a different occupational capacity

because of language difficiency ai t is not able to

continue his education. The eldest daJghter who is

19 14 a high school graduate with a limited seventh

grade English reading level. Ste is extr2Nely shy

and works as a seamstress,in the garment toctory and

is extremely unhappy with her situation. the second
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communicate with either his teachers or classmates and has

no special English remedial help to accelerate his English

comprehension. He is bored and frustrated lith school

work since he understands very little that transpires.

He is a potential high school drop-out and an eventual

teenage gang member.

The other child is in the sixth grade and be-

cause of language difficulty finds school extremely

difficult which causes him to become oftentimes a truant

from school. The A family is a typical Chinese fsmilj

situation of the new Hong Kong immigrants. This case

vnen multiplied by a thousandfold reveals the statistical

impossibility confronting the limited agencies to handle

sech an excessive number of family problems.

THE CHINESE-AMERICAN CONTRIBUTION IN AMERICA

Historically, Chinese who have come to the

United States havc become useful and productive citizens

once they have integrated into the American society by gain-

ing sufficient education to enter every phase of American

595
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business and industry. Accordingly, Chinese are now

scientists, engineers, lawyers, doctors, etc. Many

Chinese are working in the NASA :cprIce explorations and

and have contributed mightily to the growth of Americals

progress. Two Chinese are Nobel prize recipients in

science. These are mere examples of the outstanding

record that the Chinese-American has set when given a

fair opporanity to obtain the necessary education for

a productive career.

The Chinese in America have traditionally had

a spotless record and an absence of juvenile delinquency

and old age problems. Prior to 1965, it was not difficult

to integrate 105 persons into the entire United States

so that they could assimilate without any difficulty.

With 8,000 persons arriving in New York annually, it

is a totally diffe.ent situation with alarminey explosive

ramifications. The Chinese are unable independently to

unilaterally cope with these problems without governmental

assistance. Educational funding is the appropiate form of

governmental assistance to the Chinese who deserve an oppor-

tunity In equal participation as we are finally recognized

and accorded equal minority status.
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THE PANACEA FOR THE CHINESE-AMERICAN
PROBLEM, TO WIT, THF; ED_CATIONAL
SYNDROME PROCESS IS BARRED TO THE
CHINESE BY EXISTING DISCRIMINATORY
PRACTICES.

A. The New York City Metropolitan Reading
Achievement Test Which Is The Basis For Determining
Educational Funding Ir Inequitable, Invalid and Patently
Discriminatory 'To Tho Chinese.

The solution or panacea to the Chinese problem

is clearly to obtain educational funding to permit the

new immigrants to adjust to the American mainstream as

expeditiously as possible. We must accelerate the

Adjustment Gap for the 8,000 per annum arriving in New

York City annually so that the ten:ion of the overcrowded

conditions can be alleviated. Although it is recognized

that the educational syndrome process is the route to be

taken, unfortunately, the Chinese find that they are

being treated as second-class citizens as a minority

group with regard to educational funding.

The New York City Metropolitan Reeding Achieve-

ment Test is instituted by the Board of Education for

determining the distribution of the educational funds

from federal and state sources. Said reading test is

patently discriminatory to the Chinese in that rly

those students who are selected by their teachers as
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possessing a minimal English proficiency are permitted

to take the reading test. We are oftentimes met with

the comment from various echelons of the Board of.Educa-

tional during our endeavors for educational funding:

that "It is too bad that the Chinese do so well on the

Metropolitan Reading Achievement Test, otherwise they

might receiving funding."

Closer examination of the aforesaid 'reading

teat reveals it to be unfair and discriminatory to the

Chinese immigrants in that the final test results do not

accurately reflect the true situation. Since many of

the Hong Kong students do not have even a minimal

English reading ability, they are excluded and ignored

from the final test results. One can see how this test

is misleading: Hypothetically, assume 90 students in

a class of 100would be Hong Kong students with no English

reading ability whatsoever. The 90 Hong Kong students

are not permitted to take the test while the remaining

10 do well in their reading test results. The anomalous

result is that the Board of Education would deny educa-

tional funding to the Chinese represented by the 100

students since the teat results indicated a higher

reading ability than other ethnic groups. The fact that

90 out of 100 were totally incapable of any reading
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ability would be totally disregarded. The ironic deter-

mination is that the Chinese would be denied any funding

on the high test score despite the fact that 90 Hong Kong

students were completely lacking in English comprehension

Ind were desperately in need of English language training.

Thus, the New York City Metropolitan Reading Test does

not accurately depict the actual educational facts of the

Chinese students. These 90 Hong Kong students undoubtedly

will become drop-outs through frustration because of their

inability to understand the classes. We are seeking the

elimination of such a discriminatory and invalid test

which deprives the Chinese of their right to be included

in t!--'.6 educational funding.

D. Decentralization Law Circumvented.

By statute, educational funding is to be deter-

mined at 1(..cal district levels under decentralization

guidelines. Accordingly, we submitted written proposals

at local school district levels only to learn subse-

quently that the Central Board of Education had already

mandated 95% of the total funds to school districts for

continuation of prior programs. Thus only 5% of the

total funding was available for new programs. This.

leaves the Chines:, in a most poor bargaining position

when competing with <o many different ethnic groups who
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are vying foz the remaining 5% available. A court action

has been instituted by another school district challenging

the Board of Education's mandated decision for funding

as being unconstitutional and not con:orming to the

Decentralization Law. We are still awaiting the determina-

tion of the court action with respect to our proposals.

C. New York Chinatown Deserves An Independent
And Separate School District.

Chinatown presently lies in a school district

extending from lower Manhattan to 96th Street covering

an area with many grokns and organizations of different

political and religious persuasions. The Chinese have

extremely little opportunity to have a voice it, the

determination of educational ft ding and opportunities

for electing persons to the school board sympathetic

to our views. Since the local school board under the

Decentralization Law is empowered to initiate educational

policies to our school district, we must frankly recognize

that we cannot compete politically with ether ethnic minor-

ities without far greater voting ctrength than we possess.

We have requested that the Board of Education and the

New York State Legislature revise the educational school

district boundaries so that Chinatown will be granted a
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separate and distinct educational school district, like

Harlem so that we might have a voice in educational .

policies.

D. Disenfranchised Chinese Parents In SOool
Board Elections.

Under the New York Educational Law designated

as Senate Bill S-5690 and Assembly "skill A.7175passed

by the New York State Legislature dated 1pril,30, 1969,

whether Chindse parents of school children, were permitted

as permanent residents to vote for the school board

elections was seriously in doubt. The statute was

drafted in terms of normal citizenship qualifications

so that discussions with the Attorney General's Office

and various of our representatives In both the New York

State Senate and State Assembly drew their collective

opini..-.1 that the Chinese parents who were permanent

residents but not citizens would be disenfranchised

in the school board elections. Many Chinese did not

vote due to this statutory interpretation. We are

requesting that the New York State Legislature clarifies

the present law to permit Chinese permanent residents

who are parents of school children in our Chinatown

school district be entitled to vote for the school board

membership. Since many Chinese who arrived in 1965 have

601
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not qualified under the mandatory five-year residence

requirement for citizenship, it is obviously unfair to

deprive said parents of this essential vote. The Chinese

Silent Minority is ce..st in the SaMf position as the blacks

who were denied voting rights under the voter regiAration

qualificationsin the SDuth. We insist that this statute

he amended to clearly permit Chinese parents who are

permanent residents to have the right to vote for the

local school board elections.

E.' The Chinese Are Denied Due Process Under
The Poverty Proposals.

The Education Committee, of which I am Chairman,

submitted a proposal for educational funding through the

the local poverty district. The regulations provide that

where a proposal is denied at local level that the right

of appeal is permitted within ten days from the date of

denial. As its Chairman, I have never received any notice

from the local poverty board that our written proposal

was denied, although we have subsequently learned that

it was never approved. Sy not notifying me of the denial

and permitting the required time for thr appeal to lapse,

the local poverty board in essence prevented us from our

right to appeal from an adverse decision, which manifestly

is a denial of due process.
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Once again, the Chinese community, as a minority

group, is being denied its due process. This illegal

procedure for excluding the Chinese from participation

in the educational funding process is typical of the treat-

ment which we as the Silent Minority have endured. Without

the protection of the Fourteenth Amendment for the Chinese

Minority, one can easily see that the Chinese community

is being deprived unfairly of equal participation in the

American Educational Mainstream of Progress.

VIOLENCE v. NON-VIOLENCE

At a time in American history wh,::n there has

been campus unrest and civil rights protests with violence

erupting throughout the United States, we are in an age

which could be classified as a violent pericd. For the

Chinese, we have the choice of electing the method by

which we choose to seek icdress for pact discriminatory

practices and present inequitable treatment, i.e. violent

or non-violent, as we are being accorded s,Jcond-class

citizens' status.

Our experience could justify a more demonstrative

role for the Chinese since we have met much bureaucratic

chicanery in our efforts for educational funding. One can
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see hew easily frustrations can develop when dealing with

governmentrl bureaucracy where there is an absence of

sincerity in seeking to resolve the problem. We have been

most cordially and sympathetically received in all echelons

of the federal, state and city agencies in our efforts

for obtaining educational funding. Nevertheless, we fully

realize that discrimination has many faces. It is not

always open and candid, but it can be circuitous through

the bureaucratic chain of command. For example, we were

cordially treated by various lower echelons of the

Central Board of Education in our attempt to seek initial

funding. We were told to work at the district stool

level to have full discussions which would culminate by

submission of written proposals. Ironically, whsle we

were working at the lower district level to formulate

our proposals, it is interesting to note that the Central

Board of Education had already mandated 95% of the funding

for continuation of their former programs which would

exclude consideration of any of our new proposals. This

is a type of bureaucratic chicanery in having us dis-

sipate our efforts while nere was no possibility of

funding available. We would prefer the honest approach

from the governmental agencies.
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Secondly, since I have never received any written

notification from the local poverty program with respect

to our written proposals, it should be deemed that this

is but another form of denying the Chinese their right to

be treated as equal Americans. We were never granted the

common courtesy of receiving notification on the fecision

regarding our proposal as we were totally ignored. Further-

more, we were never even accorded the right to be officially

rejected on our poverty funding proposal, although this is

the sine Rua non procedure upon which an appeal is based.

Obviously, political considerations motivated this procedure

whereby we have never been informed by the governmental

agency of the denial. Thus, the Chinese Community has been

treated most unfairly and has legitimate grievances for

mandatory change.

There are some in our Chinese Community :rho

cdvocate a much more demonstrative and violent activistic ap-

proach, pointing out that the government appears only to

react when such violence and demonstrations erupt. The

Chinese Community, however, rejects categorically the

violent approach utilized by other minority groups. We

reject illegal means to accomplish our goals as we seek

redress through the lawful procedural process provided

by our Constitution. It is our belief that we can
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work with an enlightened and sensitive Establishment pro-

vided they are aware that the inequities to the Chinese

exist. It a moral issue that when the Chinese Community

seeks to work within lawful procedures of the democratic

process, it is incumbent that the Establishment in the

Government be responsiyA in heeding our rightful grievances.

Otherwise, we cannot predict that may subsequently occur

should other less law abiding segments of the Chinese

Community emerge to take the reins of power in the Chinese

Oimmunity in the event that this non-violent approach

fails. We feel that the saving of even one life of the

two incidents referred to herein more than justifies the

allocation of educational funding to the Chinese Community,

particularly since we have been overlooked and by-passed

for so many years.

We have received support from Mayor John

Lindsay and Deputy Mayor Timothy Costello of New York City,

In addition, sympathetic concern has been received from

Senator Jacob Javits and Charles Goodell for the plight

of the Chinese community. We anticipate that Senators

Hiram Fong and Edward Kennedy of the Senate Subcommittee

on Escapees and Refugees will continue their efforts in

reversing inequitable treatment of the Chinese immigrants.

11116
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We ask only that the Chinese be granted equal minority

rights and be treated as first-class.citizens as other

minority groups are presently accorded said status.

THE ORIENTAL MINORITY BILL OF RIGHTS
SENATE BILL S-3883 - A STATUTORY

BEGINNING

This statement while highlighting the difficul-

ties of the Chinese Community in its educational funding

endeavors should be considered as a statement in total

support of all oriental minority groups in the United

States included under Senate Bill 8-3883 entl.tled

"Emergency Schood Aid Act of 1970." While we cite our

individual Chinese problems, we repeat that these tnci-

dents are found in other minority groups in the United

States. We support this Senate bill for ialproving edu-

cation in racially impacted areas for desegration in

elementary and secondary schools for all oriental

minorities, including but not limited to Chinese,

Japanese, Filipino, Korean, etc. We share a racial

bond in that the discrimination recited herein is also

reflected in the other oriental ethnic groups. We need

a statutory oriental minority bill of rights which will

insure that the oriental minority receives the full
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measure provided in the Constitution and the Bill of

Rights. Unfortunately, the oriental minority if often-

times overlooked despite the fact that the civil rights

statutory legislation are drafted to grant equality

to "all races, color and creed." Although the oriental

minority is"granted by statute a de jure equality, never-

theless, in actuality the oriental does not possess

practical de facto equality vis-a-vis other minority

ethnic groups.

We applaud Senators Javits and Pell for Senate

Bill S-3883, since it is a beginning in the recognition

that the oriental people are net included in the statutory

definition of minorities. We need this to be clearly

expressed by statute in future legislation so that, our

bill of rights for orientals will be indelibly defined.

THE YIN AND YANG DUALITY IN AMERICA
MAJORITY : MINORITY a OPPORTUNITY : EQUALITY

A. Yin And Yang

The Chinese cosmology concept of Yin and Yang

is the harmonious balance of two dual forces which control

the universe when they are equally balanced in har7,ony,

that is, negative and positive, male and female, etc.
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The world and society as symbolized by circle divided

equally by curve line is in complete harmony when both

equal forces are balanced.

B. Majority v. Minority Duality in America.

This dual doctrine of Yin and Yang is applicable

in the United States in balancing the respective relation-

ships of the majority to the minority. America, as a

democracy relies on a equally balanced relationship be-

tween the majority rule versus the minority position.

To be successful, the rights of the minority must be pro-

tected. Once the balance is achieved the democratic

proce3s will succeed.

C. Opportunity in America Implies Equality cf
All Minorities.

America has been depicted as a land of opportunity

for all persons regardless of their race, color and creed.

Such opportunity must be equally available to all minorities

for a successful balance to exist. If each minority group

does not receive equal treatment, there is an imbalance in

the relationship which will cause repercussions to our

society. The Chinese minority has not been treated equally

as a minority which requires a redrss and there is an
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imbalance in the present societal structure.

With the necessary revision of the Immigration

Law in 1955 to remedy the discriminatory quota system,

the United States should have anticipated these emerging

social problems in the Chinese Community as a result of

the increased numbers admitted. Consequently, the Chinese

require the assistance through educational funding which

other minority groups are receiving. This governmental

assistance is a right that each minority has which will

restore the balance presently disturbed.

Using a mathematical proportional equation

concept, one can see that under the Yin-Yang Duality

Doctrine, the success of the American democratic process

can be realized under the following formula:

MAJORITY 4 MINORITY = OPPORTUNITY : EQUALITY

The opportunity of being an American in America

for the Chinese is meaningless without having simultaneously

the equal right of other minorities to an education and

the opportunities resulting therefrom. This is a dual

obligation of first inviting new Chinese aliens to our

shores which involves a concomitant duty to expeditiously

adjust these individuals into our American Way Life.

These counterbalancing concepts of opportunity with equality
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of all minority groups in America is expressed by the

follo;.ing poetical stanzas which deserve equal attention

in achieving a balance and harmonious societal relation-

ship in America.

: "Give me your tired,
your poor,

: Your huddled masses
: yearning to breathe free,
: The wretched refuse of your

teeming shore,
: Send these, the homeless,

tempest- tossed to me:
: I lift any lamp beside the

golden door."

"We hold these truths
to be self-evident:
that all men are created
equal; that they are
Er-Vowed by their Creator
with inalienable rights;
that among these are
life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness."
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Statement of Irving Sheu Kee Chin
before the Subcommittee on Escapees
and Refugees - Senate Judiciary
Committee - June 28, 1962

B Resume of Irving Sheu Kee Chin

Exhibit C Daily News "After 4 Mos., Chinatown
Gets Pledge to 0.st Bums," by
William Federici.

Exhibit D C%mday News, March 171 1968,
"Trouble in Chinatown" by Christina
Kirk.

Exhibit D The New York Times, June 16, 1970,
"Neighborhoods: Chinatown is
Troubled by New Influx" by Murray
Schmach.

0 The exhibits referred to my be found in the files of the subcommittee.
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Senator Etats-pox. That concludes today's hearings on this measure,
and the subcommittee is adjourned subject to call of the Chair.

(Whereupon, at 2 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, subject to the
call of the Chair.)
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